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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
The major objectives of this report are to: (a) provide
the reader with the magnitude of the hazardous waste disposal
problems facing the semiconductor manufacturing industry, and
(b) explain how the minimization of hazardous waste can
provide both economic benefits and reduced liability for this
industry. Two important aspects of all waste minimization
studies are the knowledge of quantity and characteristics of
the waste streams in order to allocate scarce resources
toward areas that provide maximum results. This report will
provide this information related to the conditions of
California and Texas based semiconductor manufacturers which
provide almost forty percent of the semiconductor products in
the United States. In addition, this report will review
applicable environmental regulations which are important to
future operations because they provide the impetus for waste
minimization. Finally, successful case studies are
summarized to give the reader an idea of which technologies
are being used to minimize hazardous waste within the
industry.
Semiconductors are electrical devices which perform a
variety of functions including information processing and
display, power handling, and the conversion between light
energy and electrical energy. Production processes for
semiconductors are complex involving over 100 proprietary
solutions and 200 different generic materials to reach the
final product. Detailed information on the manufacturing
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process is provided in Chapter 2. Semiconductors are neither
good insulators nor good conductors. They are
semiconductors. Electrical current flow occurs through a
solid media instead of a gas or vacuum as in several other
types of electrical devices. Products of the semiconductor
industry are used in computer microprocessor chips,
communication equipment, electrical control devices,
robotics, scientific test equipment, and numerous other
electrical products.
The semiconductor manufacturing industry is expanding to
meet the demands of a technically oriented society that must
process information faster and more efficiently. Figures 1
and 2 show the current sales of semiconductor products and
forecast a sizable expansion within the next two years.
Figure 1 Semiconductor Production Figure 2 Regional Semiconductor Mark*
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Hazardous waste minimization within the industry is part
of the national policy mandated by the United States Congress
in the 1990 Pollution Prevention Act and the 1984 Hazardous
and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) to the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) . EPA elaborated on the
concept in its 1986 Report to Congress (EPA 1986), stating
that waste minimization is [25]:
"The reduction to the extent feasible, of hazardous
waste that is generated or subsequently treated, stored
or disposed of. It includes any source reduction or
recycling activity undertaken by a generator that
results in either (1) the reduction of total volume or
quantity of hazardous waste, or (2) the reduction of
toxicity of hazardous waste, or both, so long as such
reduction is consistent with the goal of minimizing
present and future threats to human health and the
environment .
"
The semiconductor manufacturing process is part of a
larger electronic products industry that generates
significant quantities of spent solvent and aqueous metal
containing hazardous wastes. Through the HSWA Amendments,
land disposal of these wastes is prohibited unless the wastes
are treated to Best Demonstrated Available Technology (BDAT),
are delisted, or a "no migration petition" is obtained.
Minimizing these wastes at the source is driven by
economic and liability incentives caused by increasing
disposal costs and more stringent regulations. For example
in 1987, the Hewlett Packard, San Jose, California
semiconductor facility disposed of 38,000 gallons of solvent
waste at an average cost of $45 per gallon or $1,710,000
total. The same amount of waste disposed of in 1980 would
have cost $4 per gallon or $152,000 total. The difference of
$1,558,000 was due to the fact that in 1980 land disposal of
this waste was allowed, and in 1987 the majority of it had to
be incinerated.
Typical hazardous waste streams generated by the
semiconductor industry include waste rinsing water, spent
process baths, waste acids and bases used for cleaning, and
metal salts. More information on waste streams is provided
in Chapter 4.
Hazardous waste minimization typically falls into one or
more of five categories. These include process modification,
material substitution, housekeeping, onsite reuse, and onsite
recycling and reclamation [13]. Chapters 3, 6, and 7 expand
on the advantages and disadvantages of waste minimization and
how the semiconductor industry has implemented these
categories to reduce hazardous wastes.
The disposal and liability problems of hazardous waste
have affected all generators including the semiconductor
industry. Highlighting this point, of the twenty eight EPA
Superfund sites in the "silicon valley" area of California,
twenty one (75%) are attributed to waste disposal practices
related to the manufacture of semiconductor devices [15].
Federal laws dictate that generators could be held
financially liable for all clean up costs associated with
these sites. Facts like this are not uncommon in the United
States and have prompted Congress and in turn the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency to require industries in
general to better manage their hazardous waste. Regulators
and industry now recognize that waste reduction is the most
economical and practical solution to the escalating hazardous
waste crisis.
CHAPTER 2 THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS
The manufacturing process for semiconductor devices is a
complex operation that involves numerous physical and
chemical technologies and is the subject of many volumes of
literature. A detailed explanation of the production process
is not intended for the scope of this report. However, there
are five major steps, each with its own waste streams, that
are reviewed in this chapter so that the reader can better
understand the generation of hazardous waste by the
semiconductor industry. These five steps are oxidation,
photolithography, etching, doping, and metallization.
The production of semiconductor devices starts with the
introduction of elemental silicon, typically called the seed,
into sealed quartz ampules at elevated temperatures and
pressures. The ampules act as reaction chambers in which
progressively more silicon is added to the initial seed until
a cylindrical, crystal mass has formed inside the ampule to a
specified diameter. This final form of the crystal is called
an "ingot". Actually, other materials can be used to form
the ingot, such as germanium, gallium arsenide, gallium
phosphate, and gallium arsenic phosphide, but currently
eighty percent of the ingots manufactured are seeded with
silicon which is used for illustrative purposes in this
discussion. The silicon ingots are then cut with sensitive
diamond tipped saws into circular disks called "wafers".
Wafers vary in diameter and thickness but approximately 28
wafers are cut from one inch of ingot length with diameters
between three and nine inches. This part of the process is
called oxidation.
The wafers then undergo a series of photolithography,
etching, doping, and metallization steps (see below) that
actually add layers of electronic circuitry onto the wafer in
square patterns. Between these square patterns on the wafer
are "masked" areas to prevent buildup of circuitry and thus
provide cutting areas to separate the squares. The wafer is
then cut into these squares which are called "microchips",
and depending on the application of the microchip and the
size of the wafer, a hundred microchips could conceivably be
produced from one wafer. This microchip is called a
"semiconductor" and typically contains many layers of
circuitry interconnected as specified for its particular
application.
A significant feature in the production of semiconductor
devices is the use of "clean" rooms that are engineered to
prevent dust or other contaminants from landing on the wafers
during this process and causing malfunctions in the
electrical circuitry. These are required because the process
engineers are trying to control physical and chemical
processes on a molecular level to the point where some
circuit lines are only micrometers (10"-06 meters) thick. A
speck of dust trapped in one of these layers of circuitry
could ruin an entire chip.
The production process for semiconductors is diagramed
in Figure 3. Typical waste streams are included for each of
Figure 3 Process Diagram for Semiconductor
Manufacturing
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the five major steps. It is important to note that this
diagram does not include every step in the process but
reflects the "over-all picture" for the readers knowledge.
Oxidation
Oxidation is the process of forming thin films of
silicon dioxide one on top of each other to form a wafer.
The process occurs in quartz ampule reaction chambers in the
presence of oxygen or ultra pure water. Waste from this
step include silicon dioxide or other raw material being used
for wafer fabrication, hydrofluoric acid used to clean the
quartz chambers, and waste rinsing water used to clean the
wafers
.
Photolithography
Photolithograpghy is the procedure for forming extremely
accurate patterns on the wafer. Prior to photolithography,
the semiconductor wafer is coated with a thin layer of
photoresist, containing an organic polymer, by spinning a
small quantity on the wafer. A photoresist is a chemical
that when applied to the wafer and exposed to an ultraviolet
light pattern, displays that pattern without affecting the
surrounding area of the wafer. A similar process is used in
photography. The wafer is then heated to bond the polymer.
Ultraviolet light shining through a mask containing a
circuit pattern determines where the polymer will be exposed.
Some polymers are normally insoluble to a developer solution
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but become soluble after exposure to ultraviolet light
(positive resist), while others behave in a reverse manner
(negative resist). The undeveloped photoresist is dissolved
and removed using a "stripper" containing acids and caustics.
The photolithography process produces much of the wastes
generated from the semiconductor manufacturing processes.
Hexamethyldisilane (HMDS), which is typically used as an
initial coating to increase the adhesion of photoresist, is a
waste produced from the photolithography process. HMDS has
a solvent base of xylene or Freon. Waste photoresist solvent
and developers are also produced from the photolithography.
For negative photoresist processes, a waste mixture of
isoprene rubber (the photoresist) and the developer (organic
solvents including xylene and other nonhalogenated
hydrocarbons) are produced. Positive photoresist produces a
waste stream of orthodiazo-ketone (the photoresist) and the
caustic (the developer).
Etching
Etching is used to dissolve away those places on the
wafer which are not covered by the photoresist. This process
exposes the silicon surface or substrate in preparation for
doping with impurities. The etching process primarily uses
acids to remove silicon dioxide and metals according to the
patterns delineated by the photoresist.
Waste sulfuric, hydrofluoric, hydrochloric, phosphoric,
nitric and chromic acids are produced as a result of etching
11
the semiconductor devices.
Doping
In doping (junction formation), diffusion or ion
implantation techniques introduce impurities into select
regions of the substrate (wafer) to form a boundary between
conduction regions. In diffusion, the wafers typically are
stacked in a long, heated quartz tube and exposed to gases
containing impurities which diffuse into the exposed parts
(i.e., areas not masked with photoresist) of the wafer. Ion
implanters bombard the wafer with ionized impurities.
Junction formation produces solid wastes containing arsenic,
antimony, phosphorus, arsine, diborane and waste pump oils.
Metallization
Metallization is the process of depositing complex
patterns of conductive material to interconnect the
integrated circuits. Metallization wastes differ
significantly depending on the specific plating process used,
The waste streams from metallization include solutions of
precious metals, heavy metals and acids.
Included at various stage of the process are rinsing
steps utilizing electronic grade, distilled, deionized water
(DDW) and generating dilute acid/water waste streams. These
streams are the largest volume of non-hazardous waste
generated in the manufacturing process. Typically these
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steams are neutralized on-site and discharged into the local
permitted Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW). Under the
domestic sewer exclusion of RCRA [26], this waste steam is
exempt from RCRA regulations (see Chapter 6) and is not
regulated as a hazardous waste.
Table 1 shows that the volume of hazardous waste
released by the U.S. Semiconductor Manufacturing Industry was
approximately 7,775.1 tons in 1989 [30]. This information
was obtained from Toxic Release Inventory Reports for
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 3674 (Semiconductors
and Related Devices). The requirement for these reports are
explained in Chapter 5.
An attempt was made to obtain information on the amount
of hazardous waste generated per some unit of production but
was unsuccessful. This information is not available to the
public, and the nature of this competitive industry is not to
provide insight on their individual production processes.
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Table 1 Environmental Releases for the U.S.
Semiconductor Industry (SIC 3674)
for 1989
State Total Environmental
Releases (1)
Amount (tons) Percent
AZ 760.3 9.8
CA 813.1 10.5
CO 54.4 0.7
CT 16.9 0.2
FL 145.8 1.9
ID 749.0 9.6
IN 376.5 4.8
MA 629.7 8.1
MD 19.0 0.2
ME 72.5 0.9
MN 340.6 4.4
MO 679.1 8.7
NC 69.8 0.9
NH 52.3 0.7
NJ 18.8 0.2
NM 67.6 0.9
NY 144.9 1.9
OH 70.3 0.9
OR 395.2 5.1
PA 920.9 11.8
PR 66.5 0.9
Rl 8.4 0.1
SC 208.4 2.7
SD 267.3 3.4
TX 570.3 7.3
UT 86.2 1.1
VA 45.6 0.6
VT 62.6 0.8
WA 63.7 0.8
(1) Total Environmental Releases
include: air, water, land,
and underground injection.
REFERENCE:
Personal information provided
by: Dr. Donald V. Lassister
7127 Via Lomas, San Jose
California 95139
7775.1 100.0
CHAPTER 3 WASTE MINIMIZATION
Waste management generally refers to end-of-pipe systems
for treating air emissions, wastewater, and hazardous waste.
It is starkly different from waste minimization which
utilizes technologies to reduce the source of wastes managed
by end-of-pipe treatment processes. Waste minimization is
the reduction or elimination of chemical emissions and
hazardous waste generation by changes in product design and
manufacturing technology. It involves both source reduction
and recycling. Figure 4 shows the subcategories of each of
these two activities. Waste minimization is an alternative
to waste management for compliance with environmental laws.
Waste minimization goes by other names including "pollution
prevention" and "waste elimination". Waste minimization is
driven by two ideas. First, waste management is an
unproductive drain of company resources, and, second,
companies that eliminate chemical emissions and solid and
hazardous waste obtain a market advantage [18].
As environmental regulations become stricter,
expenditures for waste management will increase. The costs
of disposing of wastes by any means will become counter-
productive, and because waste management requirements are
driven by the regulations, companies will have little control
over waste management costs. On the other hand, waste
minimization avoids unproductive waste management costs. It
conserves company funds for productive investment in new
products and improved product quality.
14
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Figure 4 Waste Minimization Tecniques
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DISINCENTIVES
There are disincentives to starting a waste minimization
program. A significant obstacle to the implementation of
waste reduction techniques is the technical barrier involving
personnel attitudes and opinions relative to product quality.
Semiconductor manufacturing, as an industry, is both highly
competitive and economically conscious because of the market
demand for a high quality, with reasonable cost, product.
Source reduction activities involving in-process
modifications or recycling could result in increases in the
numbers of substandard product. Industry personnel are,
therefore, highly sensitive to production changes. Extensive
pilot testing and an active involvement by production
division engineers and supervisors are key elements in
changing opinions and attitudes regarding the use of a
recycled chemical [1].
There could be possible disincentives to waste
minimization in certain provisions the environmental statutes
including RCRA. For example, recycle and reuse operations
that are a major division of waste minimization could
possibly trigger additional requirements changing the
individuals permit status from a "Generator" of hazardous
waste to a "Treatment Facility." The additional permit would
not be required if the operation met one of the following
three exemptions [23]: (1) the recycled material is directly
used as ingredients or feedstocks in production process; (2)
the recycled material is directly used as effective
17
substitutes for commercial chemical products; or (3) when the
recycled material is returned as substitutes for raw material
feedstock to the original primary production process in which
they were generated (i.e., closed loop processes).
Basically, if a RCRA solid waste is being recycled for sale
as a product, this operation would be considered a treatment
process and have to be permitted as such.
In addition to the permitting restrictions associated
with RCRA, several companies, with National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits, that have
wanted to increase or modify their operation have been
reluctant to do so [1]. Expansion or modification to their
onsite operations could require revision to their existing
NPDES permits to authorize a change in the composition and
flow rate of their discharge. The process of revising a
NPDES permit and the potential for more stringent discharge
limitations has discouraged companies from modifying or
expanding their operations.
INCENTIVES
As mentioned earlier, a increasing cost of pollution
control is the indirect incentive for minimizing hazardous
wastes. Equally important as the increasing costs are the
health and financial risks associated with the transportation
of the waste, the potential for mismanagement of the waste by
the facility operators, and the possibility of improper
design or operation of the disposal facility resulting in a
18
release of contaminated material in the environment. Any one
of these scenarios would require the "responsible party" (RP)
to remediate the release to a condition that protects human
health and the environment. This requirement comes from
Section 106 and 107 of the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA).
The cost of such an action varies as to the severity of the
release, but costs in the millions of dollars are not
uncommon.
In response to the increasing costs and liability
associated with of f site disposal , several companies have
initiated programs aimed at the reduction of hazardous waste
generation. These programs exist among the larger
semiconductor firms which have the personnel and finances to
support them. Table 2 shows the total chemical releases for
twelve semiconductor manufacturing companies, and, as can be
seen, there have been substantial reductions in chemical
releases for most of them. According to Semiconductor
International [24], "reductions were achieved in several ways
including chemical substitution, waste minimization,
recycling, and improved process and pollution controls."
In actuality, the reductions could be due to many factors,
including volume of business, but waste minimization controls
surely are a contributing factor. Chapters 6 and 7 will
detail some case studies that have proved successful in this
regard.
In most of the case studies reviewed, the motivating
19
Table 2 Semiconductor Company Chemical
Releases for 1987-1990 (pounds)
Company 1987 1986 1989 1990 'SZ-'gO % Chj
Advanced Micro Devices 29.300 32.600 37.891 14,203 -61.63
Analog Devices 39.814 42.048 44.990 26.242 -34.09
Cypress Semiconductor 14.047 1 1,649 NA
Digital Equipment 8.094 84.694 NA
Exar 16,877 14.710 7.012 7,241 -64.39
Hewlett Packard 399.666 674.21 1 332.260 190.669 -62.32
IBM Corp. 2.074,063 663.106 306.460 118.868 -94.27
Intel Corp. 144.364 67.710 26,876 19.468 -86.62
Linear Technologies 1300 10 2,000 60 -96.38
National Semiconductor 672,689 1 19,493 127,939 78.186 -88.38
Raytheon 76,934 83.996 100.490 27,688 -63.64
|
Signetics 48.282 61,469 48.375| 26.740 -44.62
Note: Where "0" appears, the company's use of reported
chemicals was below the reporting requirement
of 10,000 pounds.
Source: October 1991 Semiconductor International
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forces were reduction in cost and reduction in the potential
liability associated with offsite management activities.
While strict quality control in production activities can
cause resistance to process change and innovation, the
potential for significant cost savings in a very competitive
and cost-conscious industry can be used to enhance acceptance
to waste minimization techniques.
CHAPTER 4 ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS
Environmental regulations are the major impetus for
minimizing hazardous wastes in the semiconductor industry.
Pollutants tend to be disposed of in the "least regulated"
part of the environment (air, water, or land), but recent
legislation by the Federal Government and a few States have
been aimed at "tightening" laws regulating the disposal
of hazardous waste. Federal laws reviewed in this chapter
are the: (a) Clean Air Act; (b) Clean Water Act; (c)
Pollution Prevention Act, and (d) the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act with perspective on how they encourage waste
minimization activities. Two State laws are also reviewed.
These are California's Source Reduction and Hazardous Waste
Management Review Act of 1989 and Texas' Senate Bill 1099 of
1991, which incorporated new provisions of the Texas Solid
Waste Disposal Act. These two states are "breaking new
ground" in the effort to encourage industries generating
hazardous waste to thoroughly plan and implement waste
minimization into their production operations.
Federal Regulations
Clean Air Act
As shown in Figure 6, Chapter 5, almost one-third of the
wastes generated by the California semiconductor
manufacturers from 1987 to 1990 were volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) released directly into the atmosphere
21
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without pretreatment . On November 15, 1990, major amendments
to the Clean Air Act (CAAA) were adopted in an effort to
change such disposal practices. After more than a decade of
political stalemate, the Amendments were signed into law and
will result in controls to be phased in over the next thirty
years
.
The major impacts of the CAAA are the ozone National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) nonattainment regions
and the Air Toxics Program that were instituted. The Air
Toxics Program will affect semiconductor manufacturers that
have previously seen little air quality regulations. The
NAAQS provisions will require major reductions in future VOC
emissions. Significant deadlines are given in Table 3
[27] that will affect the disposal of pollutants generated by
the semiconductor industry.
The new Air Toxics Program was written to regulate
sources of hazardous air pollutants instead of individual
pollutants. For example, air toxic standards could be
set for semiconductor manufacturing facilities which will be
categorized as either a "major source" or as an "area
source". The definition of a major source is any stationary
source (i.e. building, structure, or facility) that emits
more than 10 tons per year of any of the 189 listed hazardous
air pollutants, or 25 tons per year of any combination of
these pollutants. Semiconductor facilities do not typically
generate these amounts of pollutants and will most likely be
subcategorized as an area source which is any stationary
23
Table 3 - Significant Deadlines Set by the
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
Date Action
11/15/91 EPA must promulgate regulations providing for the issuance
of production allowances for class I and II ozone
depleting substances.
11/15/91 epa j 8 required to promulgate regulations banning the
production of nonessential products that release class I
ozone-depleting substances into the environment.
2/15/92 EPA and the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) must submit
to Congress a study of the roles of ozone precursors in
tropospheric ozone production.
5/15/92 EPA must promulgate requirements for enhanced ozone
monitoring programs to be implemented in serious, severe,
and extreme ozone nonattainment areas.
11/15/92 EPA must promulgate standards applicable to emissions of
VOCs and any other air pollutant from loading and unloading
of tank vessels for all such operations that are determined
to contribute to air pollution or that are anticipated to
endanger public health or welfare.
11/15/92 EPA is required to study the potential hazards of
hydrofluoric acid and its uses in industrial and commercial
applications. A report to Congress must be submitted by
this date.
11/15/92 The ban on nonessential products that release class I ozone
delpeting substances into the environment becomes effective.
11/15/93 EPA must issue VOC emission control technique guidelines for
all RCRA permitted treatment, storage, and disposal
facilities. Existing control technique guidelines must
also be reviewed by this date.
11/15/93 EPA is required to identify alternative control technologies
for all categories of stationary sources of VOCs that have
the potential to emit 25 tons per year.
11/15/93 EPA must submit a report to Congress on VOC emissions from
consumer and commercial products, determine their potential
to contribute to ozone levels, and establish criteria for
their regulation.
11/15/93 EPA must submit its first report to Congress on production,
use, and consumption of ozone-depleting substances
11/15/95 EPA is required to list categories and subcategories of
sources representing at least 90% of the emissions of the 30
hazardous air pollutants presenting the greatest threat to
public health in the largest urban areas subject to
regulations
SOURCE: The Hazardous Waste Consultant. Jan/Feb 1991
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Table 3 - Continued
Date Action
11/15/96 VOC emissions must be reduced by at least 15% from 1990
levels by November 15, 1996 in ozone nonattainment areas.
11/15/96 EPA must submit a report to Congress on residual risk from
hazardous air pollutants, including recommendations for
legislation to control such risk.
11/15/99 EPA must ensure that all sources are in compliance with the
national urban air toxics strategy.
12/31/99 EPA must promulgate a production phase-out schedule for
class II ozone-depleting chemicals.
1/1/00 The production and consumption of class I ozone-depleting
chemicals, except methyl chloroform, is prohibited.
11/15/00 EPA is required to promulgate standards for all listed
categories and subcategories of sources of hazardous air
pollutants.
1/1/02 The production and consumption of methyl chloroform
is prohibited.
1/1/15 Production limits on class II ozone-depleting chemicals
begins.
1/1/30 The production of class II ozone depleting substances
is prohibited.
source that is not a major source. The amendments require
EPA to set standards for emission rates for all categories by
November 15, 2000.
Waste minimization is directed through these standards
by requiring a Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MCAT)
designed to reduce emissions. Section 112(d) 2 of the CAAA
state, "emissions standards promulgated under this subsection
and applicable to new or existing sources of hazardous air
pollutants shall require the maximum degree of reduction in
emissions of hazardous air pollutants subject to this section
(including a prohibition on such emissions, where
achievable) ... through application of measures, processes,
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methods, systems or techniques including, but not limited to
measures which reduce the volume of, or eliminate emissions
of, such pollutants through process changes, substitution of
materials or other modification..." . As a minimum, the MCAT
standards must be reviewed by EPA every eight years and
revised as needed.
Clean Water Act
Figure 6, Chapter 5 shows that more than one-third of
pollutants generated by the California semiconductor
manufactures are discharged into the local Publicly Owned
Treatment Works (POTW) . As noted in Chapter 2, this waste
stream is exempt from RCRA Subtitle C regulations, but is
regulated by the Clean Water Act and the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program. Large
quantities of dilute waste acid are generated in the
manufacture of semiconductors which are typically neutralized
(pretreatment ) onsite and sent to the POTW which must be
specifically permitted to receive such wastes.
In 1990, EPA issued revisions to the pretreatment rule
that will mostly likely increase disposal costs and subject
semiconductor manufacturers to more stringent requirements
for this avenue of disposal. The underlying motive is again
to encourage waste minimization at the source. The revisions
are aimed at controlling hazardous waste discharges to POTWs
.
The regulations impose new discharge, reporting and
permitting obligations on Significant Industrial Users (SIUs)
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discharging to POTWs , including revisions to the prohibited
discharge standards, permit requirements for additional
classes of SIUs, and a new definition and restrictions of
slug discharges.
The regulations also impose five additional obligations
on most POTWs including: (a) a mandatory requirement that
all SIUs be issued a permit or its equivalent by the POTW;
(b) a requirement that the POTW conduct at least one
inspection and sampling visit annually on all SIUs; (c) that
POTWs develop an enforcement response plan; (d) conducting a
written evaluation of the need to revise local limits when
the SIUs NPDES permit is renewed; and (e) that most POTWs
provide whole-effluent biological toxicity testing results
with NPDES renewal applications.
Pollution Prevention Act of 1990
Signed into law on October 27, 1990, the Pollution
Prevention Act declares that, whenever feasible, pollution
prevention either in the form of source reduction, recycling,
treatment or proper disposal, in this order, is a national
policy of the United States. Though no statutory
requirements are levied on industry mandating waste
minimization, this Act revised the reporting requirements
under the Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) provisions of SARA
Section 313 to provide information on hazardous waste
minimization activities with each annual filing.
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Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
RCRA and the 1984 Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments
(HSWA) continues to be the central driving factor in
hazardous waste minimization. Figure 6, Chapter 5 shows that
thirty eight percent of the wastes generated by the
California semiconductor manufacturers from 1987 to 1990 were
disposed of offsite. HSWA land ban restrictions for the
disposal of hazardous waste have all taken effect, so the
majority of this waste is processed by incinerators, deep
well disposal, or waste exchange programs. As described
earlier in Chapter 3, this method of waste management can be
both costly and risky.
The manifest system used to track and report on each
hazardous waste shipment requires all generators to certify
that the volume or toxicity of their waste is reduced to the
maximum degree that is economically possible. Biennial
reports must document efforts by the generator to reduce the
waste volume, toxicity, and actual amount of reduction
achieved.
State Regulations
California's Source Reduction and Hazardous Waste Management
Review Act of 1989
The goals of this Act are threefold: (a) first to reduce
hazardous waste generation; (b) second to reduce chemical
releases into the environment; and (c) third to document
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source reduction methods so that this information can be made
available to other generators. This Act goes one step
further than the Federal Regulations in that fines of $1,000
per day can be levied against a generator that is not
complying with the full intent of the law.
In summary, generators that produce more that 26,400
pounds of hazardous waste per year or more than 26.4 pounds
of extremely hazardous waste per year must generate two
public reports specifically documenting their efforts toward
minimizing hazardous wastes. The first is the Source
Reduction Evaluation Review Plan which documents the
generators efforts to identify, evaluate, and select source
reduction methods. This document must prove that an "honest"
attempt at minimizing hazardous waste is being made. It
involves six major steps which include: (a) determining if a
plan must be prepared; (b) identifing major waste streams;
(c) developing and screening source reduction alternatives;
(d) performing a detailed evaluation of potentially viable
alternatives; (e) selecting and implementing source reduction
measures; (f) and certifying that the document is accurate
and complete.
The second required document is the Hazardous Waste
Management Performance Report which annually records the
effectiveness of the generators waste minimization plan.
It is important to note that this law specifically
requires generators of neutralized waste acid disposed of in
POTWs , mentioned in Chapter 2 as a major waste stream of
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semiconductor manufacturing process, to have a written plan
for reducing the quantity of this waste stream.
Texas Senate Bill 1099
This Bill, effective January 3, 1992, incorporated new
provisions into the Texas Solid Waste Disposal Act (TSWDA)
concerning source reduction and reporting of hazardous waste
minimization activities. In summary, this bill provides the
framework to implement "the policy of the state to reduce
pollution at its source and to minimize the impact of
pollution in order to reduce the risk to public health and
the environment and continue to enhance the quality of air,
land, and waters of the state where feasible." It goes on to
state, "hazardous wastes, pollutants, and contaminants that
cannot be reduced at the source should be minimized where
possible. Waste minimization, while secondary in preference
to source reduction, is an important means for achieving more
effective protection of public health and the environment."
This Bill affects both large quantity generators of
hazardous waste, defined as generating more than 1,000
kilograms of hazardous waste or one kilogram of acute
hazardous waste generated per month, and small quantity
generators of hazardous waste, defined as generating between
100 and 1000 kilograms of hazardous waste per month or less
than one kilogram of acute hazardous waste generated per
month. The bill requires a five year "Source Reduction and
Waste Minimization Plan" to be maintained by the generator on
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site at all times for inspection by state regulators.
For a large quantity generator, the major parts of this
plan include: (a) a survey of activities that release
pollutants including quantities; (b) a prioritized list of
economically and technologically feasible source reduction
and waste minimization projects; (c) an explanation of source
reduction or waste minimization projects to be undertaken;
(d) an estimate of the type and amount of reduction
anticipated; (e) a schedule of implementation of each
project; (f) source reduction and waste minimization goals
for the entire facility; (g) an employee training program to
aid in accomplishing the goals; and (h) certification by the
owner or officer of the facility who has authority to commit
resources to the plan that it is correct and complete. For a
small quantity generator, the requirements for the plan are
not quite as detailed but include the same framework to
ensure source reduction is given primary consideration.
The Bill requires an annual report by the generator to
the Texas Water Commission or Texas Air Control Board
updating the plan. The plan is not available for public
viewing, but an executive summary signed by the owner or
an officer of the firm must be on file at the appropriate
state agency for public review.
CHAPTER 5 GENERATION AND DISPOSITION OF SEMICONDUCTOR WASTE
Two fairly extensive studies were sponsored in 1987 [1]
and 1991 [9] by the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA),
Cupertino, California related to the generation and disposal
of hazardous waste by United States semiconductor
manufacturing facilities. The basis of each report was the
compilation of data on the quantity and characteristics of
waste generated during the semiconductor manufacturing
process. The following discussion adds additional waste
generation data on twenty-two Texas based semiconductor
manufacturing facilities for 1988 and 1990. The development
and compilation of the Texas data accomplishes the following
objectives [1]
:
1. Provide industry with practical information on
current waste generation and disposal practices helping to
develop responses to forthcoming regulations.
2. Provide regulators with an adequate information base
to realistically determine what needs exist and what actions
can be taken to encourage waste minimization.
3. Facilitate technology transfer within the industry by
aiding in developing a waste audit for individual
manufacturing facilities.
The information provided on the Texas based
semiconductor manufactures was compiled by obtaining a
complete solid waste record from the Resource Information
Division, Texas Water Commission, Austin, Texas for Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) Code 3674, Semiconductors and
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Related Devices. Table 4 is a summary from these records of
the hazardous waste streams generated by eighteen companies
operating 22 manufacturing facilities in Texas. Appendices
A, B, and C are the supporting documents for Table 4.
Appendix A includes the types of hazardous waste generated by
all Texas manufacturers that dispose of waste under SIC 3674.
Appendix B gives the amounts of waste generated by eighteen
of these companies in 1988, and Appendix C contains the same
information for 1990.
The report sponsored by SIA in 1987 relied on a battery
of survey forms sent to fifty United States semiconductor
manufacturers on hazardous waste generation and minimization
practices [1]. Sixteen responses were received which
indicated that more that ninety eight percent of the waste
produced by the facilities was composed of the following
seven waste streams:
1. Dilute waste acid
2. Hydrogen fluoride waste acid
3. Non-halogenated solvents
4. Halogenated Solvents
5. Metal bearing liquid
6. Stripper
7. Positive and negative photoresist
The primary objectives of the 1987 report was to: (1)
generate reliable information on the characteristics and
quantity of liquid and solid waste being generated industry-
wide; (2) identify and compare disposition practices from
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Table 4 - Texas Based Semiconductor Industry
Generated Waste (1,2,3)
Waste Stream (Code) 1988 (tons) 1990 (tons)
1. Etchant Containing Fluorides (905980) 2,628
2. Spent Acid (901240) 1,948
3. Sulfuric Acid (901240) 554
4. Spent Solvents (910100) 459
5. Acid Etching Soln. (908540) 268
6. Photoresist (914490) 153
7. Spent Solvent Mixture (916600) 129
8. Photographic Developer (913230) 107
9. Hydrofluoric Acid (900800) 87
10. Caustic Liquid Waste (940220) 49
11. Mixed Metal Salts (900970) 38
12. Photoresist Stripper (111180) 35
13. Halogenated Solvents (911150) 32
14. Acetone (910090) 19
15. Degreaser (910130) 19
16. Trichloroethane (915880) 16
17. Etching Solution (108300) 13
18. Methyl Pyrrolidone (112420) 8
19. Trichloroethylene (915890) 6
20. Nickel Plating Soln. (101100)
21. Nitric Acid (900050)
22. Salts Mixed Soln. (900500)
23. Non Halogenated Solvents (913860) 9
24. Sodium Hydroxide (971500)
25. Lead Contaminated Waste (979130)
1,158
2,334
503
478
439
274
499
225
946
481
17
41
27
13
7
4
21
8
114
25
24
13
10
18
Notes:
1. The Waste Codes given in parenthesis after the listed
chemical is used only in Texas. These waste codes are not
generic to other states.
2. The source for this information are Annual Solid Waste
Reports for SIC 3674 compiled by The Texas Water Commission
Austin, Texas
3. Appendices B and C provide Individual company reports
which were totaled in Table 4.
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commonly applied processes and operations of the
semiconductor industry; and (3) document, and thus encourage,
reductions in waste generation industry wide.
The report sponsored by SIA in 1991 [9] attempted to
obtain waste data via survey forms from a broad base of U.S.
semiconductor manufacturers but had minimal response due to
lack of response [22]. It is currently in draft form and has
not been finalized. However the report does provide
extensive waste generation and disposal data for 85
California based semiconductor manufactures from 1987 through
1990. The data was obtained from public reports filed
annually by semiconductor manufacturers as required by
Section 313 of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization
Act (SARA) [23]. Under this requirement, manufacturers are
required to provide volume of waste generated and the avenue
of release for this waste. The five avenues of release
include: air, water, land, POTW, and off-site.
Table 5 provides the combined releases of thirty-six
chemicals to the air, POTW, and off-site by the California
semiconductor manufacturers for the years 1987 through 1990
The percentage of the total is also given for a sense of
the relative volume of each waste type generated. Table 6
is a subset of Table 5 reduced to yearly totals for thirteen
chemicals that comprise at least seventy percent of the waste
steam for 1987, 1988, 1989, and 1990. These chemicals
generally make-up the majority of waste generated by the
California semiconductor industry.
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Table 5 - Total Chemical Releases for 1987-1990
(California Semiconductor Industry)
Chemical Name Total Releases (lbs) Percent of Total
1.1.1 Trichloroethane 893,227 6.88
1.1.2 Trichloroethane 15,078 0.12
1.2.4 Trichlorobenzene 15,799 0.12
1.2 Dichlorobenzene 249,984 1.92
2 Ethoxyethanol 13250 0.1
Acetone 1.625,421 12.62
Ammonia 521,630 4.02
Ammonium nitrate (soln) 403,841 3.11
Ammonium sulfate (soln) 453,103 3.49
Chlorine 750 0.006
Copper 250 0.002
Copper compound 815 0.006
Cyanide compound 298 0.002
Dichloromethane 10,718 0.06
Ethylene glycol 202,129 1.56
Freon 113 1,058,032 8.15
Glycol ethers 476,136 3.67
Hydrochloric acid 579,857 4.47
Hydrogen fluoride 526,140 4.05
Hydroquinone 259 0.002
Isopropyl alcohol 432,882 3.33
Lead 24,050 0.19
Lead compound 45,152 0.35
Lindane 250 0.002
Methanol 422,617 3.25
Methyl ethyl ketone 233,870 1.8
Nickel compound 422,874 3.26
Nitric acid 634,172 4 88
Phenol 194,401 1.50
Phosphoric acid 242,143 1.86
Sulfuric acid 2,438,502 18.78
Tetrachloroethylene 2 16,680 1.67
Toluene 13.927 o!l1
Trichloroethylene 500 0.004
Xylene (mixed isomers) 608,605 4.69
Zinc compound 6,650 0.05
12,984,192 100
Reference: Semiconductor Industry Association, "Toxic
Release Inventory Experience of the California
Based Semiconductor Industry 1987-1990." January 1992
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Table 6 - Select Chemical Releases for
1987, 1988, 1989, 1990 (pounds)
CHEMICAL 1987 1988 1989 1990
1,1,1 Trlchloroethane 207.896 319.161 226,462 140.718
Acetone 407.847 609.636 322.207 286.462
Freon 113 376,470 270.767 233.677 177.2281
Hydrochloric Acid 367.266 100.120 82.668 39.919
Hydrogen Fluoride 186,441 140,308 112.772 86,614
laopropyl Alcohol 127,879 244.936 61.616 6.260
Methanol 104,932 136.418 104,361 77.916
8ulfurlc Acid 888.432 646.426 366.961 61 1.207
Xylene (mixed leomere) 182.218 168.660 184.106 73.622
Ammonia 73.130 16,661 16,903 413.7361
Ammonium Nitrate 89,316 91.600 223.026(
Annomlum Sulfate 76.372 1 1 1,611 266.120!
TOTAL RELEASE OF
ABOVE CHEMICALS
TOTAL RELEA8E OF
ALL 36 CHEMICALS
2.912.600
3,602,470
2.814.969
4.019,498
1.904.826
2.628,013
2.303.811
2.734,21'
NOTES:
1. See Appendix D for list of other chemicals reported
2. Releases were to Air, POTW, and Off-Site Combined
Reference: Semiconductor Industry Association, 'Toxic Release Inventory
Experience of the California Based Semiconductor Industry
1967-1990.' January 1992
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Tables 4, 5, and 6 provide an important component of
successful waste minimization studies, namely, knowing the
characteristics and mass of each waste stream is vitally
important to focus effort on those areas of an industry that
will provide the most reduction for the limited resources
available. The information provided shows a trend of waste
reduction from 1987 to 1989 that could be attributed to waste
minimization. As stated earlier, the report is in draft form
at this time and final conclusions in this regard were not
available. The information is reported in "pounds" which is
typically not a standard descriptive unit for liquid wastes,
but SARA Section 313 requires that generators report the
quantity of waste released in pounds. Reporting the units in
terms of volume, gallons or liters, is possible but would
require uniform densities for each chemical . The EPA form
used by companies to report this information under SARA
Section 313 is called "Form R". This form requires the
generator to list waste volumes in pounds or tons depending
on relative magnitude.
Figure 5 shows the relative volumes of waste released
into each of these five avenues. As discussed in Chapters 2
and 4, a sizable portion of the waste generated by
semiconductor manufacturing operations is a dilute acid steam
that is released to the local POTW and is regulated under the
manufacturing facilities NPDES permit. This waste accounted
for more than one-third of the waste reported by California
manufacturers. The remaining two-thirds were released to
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Figure 5 - Avenues of Release
California Semiconductor Industry
LAND 0%
0.23
AIR 27%
1776
POTW 35%
2276
WATER
50
OFF-SITE
2391
37%
NOTES:
1. Measurements in tons
2. Total Mass Release - 6,492 tons
1987 through 1990
Reference: Semiconductor Industry Association, "Toxi
Release Inventory Experience of the
California Based Semiconductor Industry
1987-1990.' January 1992
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either the atmosphere, via the "attainment" regulations of
the Clean Air Act discussed in Chapter 4, or off-site to
incinerators, blending operations, or deep well disposal.
Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the major chemicals that are
released into the air, POTW , and off-site respectively. An
apparent inconsistency in these three figures are the number
of chemicals included in the "other" category. The numbers
vary because not each chemical is released to each avenue.
For example, sulfuric acid which was released to the local
POTWs or Air avenues was not released Off-site. As discussed
in Chapter 4, the VOCs and CFCs shown in Figure 6 are
typically released to the air without treatment and will face
more stringent regulations in the near future.
The data presented on the Texas based Semiconductor
industry obtained from the Texas Water Commission, Austin,
Texas is consistent with the 1987 SIA report that listed the
seven waste streams that comprised ninety eight percent of
the generated waste. The information presented in the draft
1991 SIA report investigated a different perspective of the
waste streams within the California industry. The 1991
report details which avenue the waste stream is disposed and
attempts to break down the waste stream into individual
chemicals
.
As state earlier in the objectives of this chapter, the
development of waste data for any waste minimization study,
either on an industry wide scale or for an individual plant,
is a critical first step. EPAs Waste Minimization
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Air Releases of Chemicals
California Semiconductor Manufacturers
Figure 6
Trichloroethane 14%
243
Acetone 29%
507
Freon 113 23%
412
Other (3;
314
18%
Xylene 5%
83
Sulfuric Acid 5%
91
Methanol
127
7%
Notes:
1. Measurement in tons
2. Releases due to fugitive
and stack gas emissions
3. Other includes 20 chemicals
listed in Appendix D
4. Total Release 1,776 tons
Reference:
Semiconductor Industry Association,
'Toxic Release Inventory Experience
of the California Based Semiconductor
Industry 1987-1990." January 1992
1987 through 1990
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POTW Releases of Chemicals
California Semicoductor Manufactures
Figure 7
Ammonia 9%
195
Other (2) 12%
275
Ammonium nitrate 9%
202
Ammonium sulfate 6%
132
Hydrochloric acid 10%
217
Hydrogen fluoride 4%
86
Phosphoric acid 5%
105
Sulfuric acid 47%
1065
Reference: Semiconductor Industry Association
"Toxic Release Inventory Experience
of the California Based Semiconductor
Industry 1987-1990." January 1992
1987 thrugh 1990
Notes:
1. Measurements are in tons
2. Other includes 20 chemicals
listed in Appendix D
3. Total Release - 2,276 tons
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Off-Site Releases of Chemicals
California Semiconductor Manufacturers
Figure 8
Other (2) 22%
517
Trlchloroethane 8%
183
1,2 Dichlorobenzene 5%
113
Acetone 12%
277
Freon 113 5%
111
Hydrogen Flouride 7%
159
Isopropy! alcohol 7%
167
Ammonium sulfate 4%
95
Methyl Ethyl Ketone
101
Xylene 9%
219
Nitric acid 10%
238
Nickel compound 9%
209
Notes:
1. Measurement in tons
2. Other includes 17 chemicals
listed in Appendix D
3. Total Release - 2391 tons
Reference: Semiconductor Industry Association
"Toxic Release Inventory Experience of the
California Based Semiconductor Industry 1987-1990.'
January 1992
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Opportunity Assessment Manual [14] states, "material balances
are important for many WM (waste minimization) projects,
since they allow for quantifying losses or emissions that
were previously unaccounted for... and assist in developing
the following information: (1) baseline for tracking progress
of the WM efforts; (2) data to estimate the size and cost of
additional equipment and other modifications; and (3) data to
evaluate economic performance."
The data presented were purposefully separated into the
largest waste streams with the smaller components lumped into
the "other" category or else not provided. It is logical to
conclude that money spent for waste minimization ought to
target those waste streams that will provide the greatest
economic benefits. This is not to say that certain
technologies will not work well for smaller waste streams in
terms of payback and liability reduction, but that the larger
waste streams typically provide the greatest opportunity for
reduction. An example of the latter is given in Case Study
2, Chapter 6, where Methyl Pyrrolidone was recycled at a
particular manufacturing plant with a payback of 18 months.
Table 4 lists Methyl Pyrrolidone as the eighteenth largest
waste of the Texas based semiconductor manufacturers, but
for one particular operation, its reduction provided maximum
benefit
.
One item that may not be evident in the acquisition of
this data under SIC 3674, Semiconductor and Related Devices,
is the amount of waste generated by "Related Devices". To
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some extent, each report cited, including Texas waste, was
generated from annual reports of manufacturers under this
SIC. Looking closely at Appendix A, the "Related Devices"
waste encompasses more than just semiconductors. The
delineation of the two categories is not possible without
looking at individual operations to see which waste is solely
due to the manufacture of semiconductor devices. Because
this discussion deals with "Waste Minimization in the
Semiconductor Industry," the reader should take this into
account. After looking at many different waste streams
produced by the semiconductor industry, it is felt that the
data presented is a fairly accurate representation of
semiconductor generated waste.
CHAPTER 6 RECYCLING
Figure 4, Chapter 3, outlines recycling as one of the
two main divisions of waste minimization techniques
recognized by the EPA and includes both onsite and offsite
operations. The following two recycling case studies have
shown how hazardous waste generated in two semiconductor
manufacturing operations can be successfully minimized, and,
as seen in Figures 7 and 8, the technologies used are common
to many different manufacturing processes.
A material is "recycled" if it is used, reused, or
reclaimed (40 CFR 26.1 (c)(7)). A material is used if it is
either (1) employed as an ingredient (including its use as an
intermediate) to make a product or (2) employed in a
particular function as an effective substitute for a
commercial product (40 CFR 261.1 (c)(5)). A material is
"reclaimed" if it is processed to recover a useful product or
if it is regenerated.
Case Study 1
The first Case Study involved the application of a
hydrofluoric acid (HF) chemical reprocessor developed by the
Athens Corporation, Oceanside, California to recycle and
repurify HF solutions [3]. The reprocessor has limited full
scale manufacturing experience but is a promising product for
waste minimization. The SEMATECH Consortium of Austin, Texas
currently has one in operation under study.
Hydrofluoric Acid is used in the cleaning of the quartz
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ampules and wafer etching operations that were described in
Chapter 2. The reprocessor removes ionic and particulate
impurities via ion exchange and filtration and claims to
reduce chemical acquisition costs by 96% and hazardous waste
disposal costs by 90% [4]. Figure 9 is a schematic diagram
of the technologies incorporated by the reprocessor.
Hydrofluoric acid exhibits highly toxic and corrosive
properties and therefore its disposal is strictly regulated.
HF is used to remove silicon dioxide from the wafers and to
clean the quartzware used to hold wafers in diffusion
furnaces and reaction chambers. HF waste streams are
composed of both concentrated cleaning and etching solutions
and rinsewaters. Typical semiconductor HF waste streams
contain a fluoride concentration of 3 to 5% and have a pK of
less than 2 [4]
.
HF solutions of 10-20 weight percent, with distilled
deionized water, are commonly used to clean the quartz tubes,
and 0.5-10 weight percent to etch oxides. The purity of the
HF solution directly impacts product yield and reliability,
because the more pure the solution is, the better cleaning
properties the HF exhibits. Particulate impurities in the HF
solution tend to adhere to the wafers and produce defects
that cause product failures. For this reason, the tendency
is to use ultrapure HF and then discard it after one use.
The Athens Corporation reprocessor extends the useful life of
the HF solution thus reducing waste.
The HF reprocessor is designed to operate in line with a
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Figure 9 Schematic Diagram of HF Reprocessor
Dirty HF In
Dirty HF Acid
Tank
Ion
Exchange
System
Ion Free
HF Tank
T
Operation Sequence:
1. Used HF Collects in Dirty Acid Tank.
2. Dirty HF is pumped through coarse
filter to remove 'large* particles.
3. Dirty HF is pumped through Ion
Exchange System to remove ions.
4. Ion free, partially clean HF is
pumped through a "medium" filter
to remove more particles.
5. Partially clean HF is collected
in the Ion Free Tank.
6. The entire batch of HF in the
Ion Free Tank is circulated through
the Final Filter, Laser Particle
Monitor, and the Atomic Adsorption
(AA) Analyzer.
7. The Concentration Controller monitors
the concentration of the
reprocessed HF and adds either
Deionized Water (Dl) or 49%
HF to the Ion Free Tank as
necessary to adjust concentration to
some predetermined value.
8. HF is recycled through final
filter until specifications are reached.
Laser
Particle
Monitor
Pure HF Out
AA Trace
Element
Analyzer
(optional)
Concentration
Controller
REFERENCE: Davison et. al. 'The Use of Reprocessed HF In
Semiconductor Quartz and Wafer Cleaning Operations,'
The Electrochemical Society, 90 (9), 1989.
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quartz tube cleaner and treats fifty gallon batches of HF
waste solution. Spent HF is collected is the used acid tank
and is pumped through a series of progressively finer filters
and an ion exchange system.
A key component of the HF reprocessor is the ion
exchange system. Ion exchange works because HF is a weak
acid so relatively few H and F ions are present to compete
with other cationic and anionic impurities for the active
sites on the ion exchange resins [4]. Typical cationic
impurities encountered are metals such as Silver (Ag),
Aluminum (Al), Calcium (Ca), Chromium (Cr), Potassium (K),
Magnesium (Mg), Sodium (Na), Lead (Pb), and Zinc (Zn).
Typical anionic impurities include Chloride (Cl) and Bromide
(Br). The resins also have little affinity for small,
monovalent ions like H and F. Accumulated particulate
impurities are periodically removed by replacing the filter
cartridges
.
On a series of tests, the authors collected "before" and
"after" samples of reprocessed HF to measure the impurities
at each point. The reprocessor showed a marked reduction in
impurities (metals, anions, silicon dioxide, etc.) from the
parts per million range (ppm) to the parts per billion (ppb)
range. The reprocessed HF was then used in a semiconductor
manufacturing process and compared with the reliability of a
control HF solution. The control was ultra-pure
semiconductor (ULSI) grade HF normally used in the
manufacturing process.
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The two methods used to evaluate the results were the
"Full Chip Gate Oxide Integrity" (FCGOI) test and the
Capacitance-Voltage (CV) characteristics test. These two
tests are typically used in manufacturing process as a
quality control check to ensure that the semiconductors
exhibit the required electrical properties. The authors [4]
found that there were no significant differences between any
of the reprocessed HF test groups and the control HF
solution. They concluded that the HF reprocessor produced
sufficient quality HF for cleaning quartz tubes. They also
stated that the data looked promising for wafer cleaning but
further studies were needed prior to full production
integration.
Case Study 2
The second Case Study involved the recycling of N-Methyl
Pyrrolidone (NMP) which is a commonly used solvent in the
wafer manufacturing process [1]. The operation is designed
to separate NMP from polyamide, a passivator that builds-up
between layers on the wafer, and deionized water which is
used as a rinsing agent.
The recycling facility operated in a 10,000 gallon batch
mode with an operation time of 2 to 3 weeks. Figure 10 is a
schematic of the applicable technologies. Two major
processes are involved: (1) evaporation of the water in a
single staged packed column followed by (2) flash
distillation of the NMP from the polyamide. The condensed
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water is discharged into an onsite activated sludge
wastewater treatment unit for biodegradation of any residual
polyamide or NMP . The recovered polyamide stream is sold to
a reclaiming company for further separation. The recycled
NMP stream from the distillation column is analyzed for
purity, turbidity, and chloride content. Specifications for
the recycled NMP require 99.5% purity, less than 0.5 ppm
chloride, and non-detectable turbidity. NMP that does not
meet these requirements is processed again by the
distillation unit and purified NMP is reused onsite. The
dimensions and temperature ranges used are given on Figure 9.
The estimated capital cost of the NMP recycling facility was
$630,000 (1986 dollars) for both design and construction.
Annual operation and maintenance costs were approximately
$21,000. The authors assumed a ten year operating life and a
ten percent effective annual interest to obtain a net present
worth in 1986 of $760,000.
The cost for virgin NMP was approximately $10 per
gallon (1986 dollars), and the estimated cost for reclamation
of the NMP was approximately $6 per gallon ($4 net savings).
For this particular manufacturing facility, the estimated
payback period of the recycling unit was 18 months.
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Figure 10
NMP Recycling Facility
Qc 5
/ \Condenser
Waste NMP Tank
(10,000 gal)
Notes:
1. Dimensions of Evaporation Column
are 22 ft tall x 10 in dia.
Operating temperature - 100 F
2. Dimensions of Flash Drum is
5 feet tall x 30 inch dia.
3. Water is discharged to onsite
sanitary wastewater facility
4. NMP is stored in relcamation
tank and analyzed for purity
and chloride and turbidity.
5. Qr is the Heat Input (BTU)
to the Reboiler. Qc is the
Heat Output (BTU) from the
Condenser
Water
Condenser
I
Reclaimed
NMP
Polyamide
reboiler
Reference:
Semiconductor Industry Association, 'Waste
Generation and Disposition Practices within
the Semiconductor Industry, 1986 Survey'
Kennedy/Jenkins/Chilton, February 1989.
CHAPTER 7 SOURCE REDUCTION
The majority of the waste minimization effort ongoing in
the semiconductor industry appears to be in the area of
source reduction. As shown in Figure 4, Chapter 3, source
reduction accounts for numerous techniques of waste
minimization and is the preferred method over recycling by
EPA [14]. Source reduction is any activity that reduces or
eliminates the generation of hazardous waste at the source,
usually within a process. Techniques of source reduction
include optimization of processes, equipment, and the
operations involved in generating the waste.
One area of Source Reduction that is proving effective
in the semiconductor manufacturing process is the use of acid
spray processors for cleaning and etching wafers instead of
the standard batch processing in an acid bath. Acid spray
processing can reduce chemical consumption by using the
cleaning chemical in the "on demand" mode, whereas, in batch
processing, once the chemicals are mixed, they have a
specific lifetime after which the cleaning ability of the
solution is substantially reduced [15]. The advantage of
using cleaning chemicals only when they are needed, as in
spray processors, is that it eliminates the need to replenish
spent chemicals that result from batch processing.
Another substantial reduction of process chemicals
can be accomplished through the use of gas and vapor phase
processing, as compared to liquid phase processing in the
wafer cleaning sequence. In a recent symposium, [15] eight
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of the fifteen papers that dealt with new cleaning methods
were related to gas phase processing. One of the advantages
cleaning with chemicals in gas phase is that large volumes of
wafers can be processed relatively quickly with smaller
volumes of chemicals. For example, the Excalibur Anhydrous
Hydrogen Fluoride cleaning tool, manufactured by FSI
International, can clean 90,000 wafers using a five pound
bottle of anhydrous HF gas [16]. This compares to a
conservative estimate of 9,360 liters of 12:1 HF deionized
water mixture to clean the same number of wafers.
The following case studies provide documented examples
of source reduction used in the semiconductor industry.
Case Study 3
MEMC Electronic Materials Corporation manufactures
silicon wafers for sale to semiconductor and other electronic
component manufacturers. The company has developed a
strategy for managing its hazardous waste by concentrating on
waste elimination through changes in product design and
manufacturing technology. The company won the 1990 South
Carolina Governor's Pollution Prevention Award [17].
The MEMC plant in Spartanburg, South Carolina has
completed a number of waste elimination projects, which
included elimination and substitution of certain highly toxic
chemicals. During a period when MEMC's manufacturing output
increased by 10 percent, chromic acid use dropped by 96%
due to manufacturing technology changes [19]. The reduction
was accomplished by developing a new acid etchant formula
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which does not employ chromium trioxide and generates no
hazardous waste. The MEMC etch is a copper nitrate-based
etchant
.
Chromic acid based etching solutions have been used in
the silicon wafer manufacturing industry for many years. The
etchant yields hexavalent chromium waste which is hazardous,
and for MEMC this was a cause for increasing costs due to
disposal and treatment restrictions. In 1987, MEMC began a
program to replace the chromic based etchant in its
manufacturing process by developing an alternative etchant
that could produce the same favorable performance
characteristics as chromium without the regulatory side
effects. Certain criteria were set for the new etchant that
included: (1) the formula could not contain any harmful
metallic species; (2) the etch rate and behavior had to be
similar to chromic based etch; (3) the etchant had to have a
long lifetime; (4) a low level of solution heating was
desirable; (5) the solution could not generate any unusual or
dangerous gases; (6) the etchant could not produce sludge or
solid waste; (7) defects must be clearly defined on the wafer
surfaces; and (8) the formula must be easily adapted to
existing facilities [19].
Based on these criteria, MEMC tested a number of etch
solutions and found that a copper nitrate based etchant
proved the most promising. It met all criteria to some
degree and, most important to MEMC, was the absence of a
hazardous metal . In addition, the MEMC Copper Nitrate etch
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has a long lifetime, no sludge buildup with repeated use, no
unusual gases generated, and is slow to heat under normal
usage.
As a result, the copper based etchant was substituted
for chromium-based etchants on all but one silicon product.
The chromium treatment sludge at the facility was reduced
drastically. Between 1988 and 1991, the plant eliminated
53,800 pounds per year of chromium sludge, an overall
reduction of 81 percent. In addition, the chromium content
of the sludge was reduced from 47,000 ppm by weight to 6,200
ppm. MEMC also instituted a number of other waste
minimization activities which saved the plant more than
$380,000 annually during this time period [17].
Case Study 4
This Case Study involved the use of an Automated
Photoresist Dispense System [1]. Photoresist is one of the
most expensive chemicals used in the semiconductor
manufacturing process. Typical costs range from $200 to $400
per gallon. Photoresist waste is not one of the larger waste
streams, but the cost of the chemicals motivated this
facility to install an automated dispensing system.
Prior to automation, the one gallon bottles storing the
photoresist chemicals were visually monitored and replaced
by the operators. Typically, operators replaced used bottles
containing approximately 2 inches of photoresist in the
bottom to prevent the system from running dry. Eventually
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the waste from each bottle was mixed and disposed of offsite.
The time and labor required for monitoring, high cost of new
chemical, and disposal costs involved with the waste made the
system uneconomical
.
The automated system was designed and sold by Tritec
Industries, Mountain View, California and now provides
maximum usage of photoresist from the supply bottles and
continuous operation with minimal operator assistance. The
automated system reduced photoresist waste for this
manufacturer by fifty percent. A schematic representation of
the dispense system is presented in Figure 11.
Basically the system connects two photo resist bottles
to a photoresist reservoir for continuous supply. An alarm
sounds when either bottle is empty notifying the operator to
replace it. Pneumatically controlled pumps feed the
photoresist from the reservoir through a filter to the
dispensing point. Air is vented from the pump through an
automatic valve to prevent air bubbles from being dispensed
on the wafer surface.
Eight of the automatic dispense systems were installed
in November 1985 at a cost of $30,000, or about $3,750 each.
The financial justification of purchasing the system only
focused on the wastage left in the bottles. A one gallon
bottle with a residual of 1.5 inches in the bottom amounted
to a wastage rate of approximately 18% by volume. With an
average weekly usage of 22 gallons at a purchase cost of $260
per gallon in 1985, the potential cost savings associated
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Figure 11 - Automated Photoresist Dispensing System
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with not wasting any photoresist amounted to $54,000 per
year. The payback for the company was less than one year.
Chlorof luorocarbon (CFC) Reduction
In January 1992, legislation was signed by the President
of the United States that called for the complete elimination
of chemicals that deplete the ozone layer in the atmosphere
by 1995. The majority of these chemicals are
Chlorof luorocarbons (CFCs). Figure 7, Chapter 5, shows that
between 1987 and 1990, the California semiconductor industry
released 823,444 pounds of Freon 113
(Trichlorotrif luoroethane) which was approximately 23% of the
total chemicals released to the atmosphere. Freon 113 is one
of the CFC chemicals that will be phased out in the future.
The Clean Air Act specifically states that by December
31, 1999, EPA must promulgate a production phase-out schedule
for class II ozone depleting chemicals (Table 3). On the
next day, January 1, 2000, the production and consumption of
class I ozone depleting chemicals is prohibited. Recent
scientific evidence suggests that this timetable is not soon
enough [20]
.
The electronic industry as a whole is a moderate user of
CFCs which are used as cleaning or degreasing agents in the
manufacturing process. Alternative chemicals and cleaning
systems have been proposed or implemented that will reduce
the use of CFCs.
The following case study provided options to reduce
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CFC consumption and solvent usage in general.
Case Study 5
The Hewlett Packard Corporation in conjunction with the
State of California, Department of Health Services, completed
a study in 1988 on the reduction of solvent wastes at their
San Jose, California manufacturing facility [11]. They
concluded that solvent segregation, solvent substitution,
direct solvent reuse, distillation and evaporation could be
utilized to accomplish a 70% solvent reduction.
Segregation of chlorinated solvents from non-chlorinated
solvents was recommended to facilitate waste reduction by
increasing recyclabi lity . In fact, a telephone survey of
commercial recycling facilities on ways that generators can
improve the recyclabil ity of solvent wastes found that
minimizing water mixing, separating chlorinated from non-
chlorinated solvent wastes, separating aliphatic from
aromatic solvent wastes, and separating freons from methylene
chloride were the best "housekeeping" avenues to recycling.
Solvent substitution is becoming the only alternative
for CFC consumption. One approach is the use of water-
alcohol cleaning systems utilized by the printed circuit
board industry [8]. The aqueous cleaners can result in
significant cost savings in the waste treatment and disposal
requirements, but the cost per gallon coupled with cleaning
efficiency of the two alternatives are roughly equivalent for
the semiconductor industry [11].
Certain disadvantages of aqueous cleaners unique to the
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semiconductor industry include: (1) possible inability of
aqueous cleaners to provide the degree of cleaning required;
(2) incompatibility between the material of construction and
the cleaning solution; (3) need to modify or replace existing
equipment; and (4) presence of moisture on parts leaving the
cleaning operation which would require air or heat drying.
In all, the use of non-CFC chemicals in the
semiconductor industry appears to require more research to
ensure that the required level of cleaning along with
compliance with current and future regulations is maintained.
In an industry where tight production schedules and stringent
quality control requirements are adhered to, there is a
tendency not to try new products for fear of tampering with
success. But as far as CFCs are concerned, the regulations
are going to prohibit their use in the near future so that
other alternatives will have to be found.
CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS
1. The semiconductor industry is represented in 29
states generating over 7000 tons of hazardous waste with
California, Pennsylvania, Texas, Missouri, Massachusetts, and
Indiana accounting for over 50 percent of the waste. Nearly
90 percent of these hazardous wastes are spent solvents,
acids, and bases. The largest waste stream generated by the
semiconductor manufacturing processes is a neutralized acid-
waste water stream that is currently exempt from the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act regulations but controlled by
the NPDES permitting system under the Clean Water Act.
2. The semiconductor market is expected to expand by
nearly 25 percent in next four years. Waste minimization
will become increasingly important if not due to economic
incentives then due to liability issues. Various states are
realizing this and beginning to pass waste minimization
regulations that will directly affect semiconductor
manufacturing operations.
3. No specific EPA document of sponsored research was
found for the semiconductor industry as a whole. The
majority of research is sponsored by the Semiconductor
Industry Association, Cupertino, California or individual
companies. Many times this research is considered
confidential due to the competitive environment of
semiconductor manufacturing. This is not conducive to
technology transfer within the industry, and as such waste
minimization practices within the semiconductor industry are
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difficult to document. A reduction of hazardous waste has
occurred over the past four years as shown in Tables 2, 3,
and 5, but specific actions to achieve this reduction are for
the most part not available through public documentation.
4. The environmental regulations are the driving force
behind waste minimization within the semiconductor industry.
The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments will surely affect how
ozone depleting and volatile organic chemicals used in the
semiconductor manufacturing process are deposited into the
atmosphere. California and Texas appear to be two states
that are emphasizing waste minimization directly through
legislation.
5. Source Reduction, as defined in Figure 4, Chapter
3, is the preferred avenue of waste minimization by EPA and
appears to be the thrust of efforts currently underway by the
semiconductor industry. This is a general trend found after
researching numerous technical journals, trade publications,
and consultation with professionals employed at manufacturing
facilities and consulting firms. This is not a coincidence.
Source reduction provides the most opportunity for waste
minimization and is often the quickest avenue for reduction.
6. Substantial waste minimization normally requires
expenditure of capital dollars and a firm commitment from
company executives that control critical resources.
Initially, resources should be directed toward "housekeeping"
measures with an emphasis on a total waste audit of the
semiconductor manufacturing plant. These two actions allow
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those most familiar with a particular manufacturing process
to "step back" and take an objective look at production
practices and how waste is disposed. The waste audit is also
important in later stages of a waste minimization program by
categorizing waste streams to provide the most reduction for
scarce resources. Reference 14 provides a good overview of
the waste audit process. A team approach consisting of both
labor and management representatives appears to work best.
7. Overall, the incentives outweigh the disincentives
for waste minimization in the semiconductor industry.
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APPENDIX A
A
Appendix A is a Full Record Report of hazardous waste
disposed of by Texas based companies categorized under SIC
3674 (Semiconductors and Related Devices).
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SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
CHLOROFORM OR METHANE, TRICHLORO-
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY:
DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
LAT I TUDE CAPAC I TY : 120Q0 GAL
ACT I VE
DISTRICT :
LONGI TUDE
SURFACE AREA:
DATE OPENED
ELEVAT ION
COUNTY
BAS IN
SEGMENT
227 TRAVIS
14 COLORADO
1 427
OATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED:
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REQUIRED DATE RECORDED
FACILITY USE PROCESSING
QQ3 IH AC ID . MI XED
FACILITY DESCRIPTION
COMMENTS BLOC 1
3 TANKS, 4000 GAL EA
TANK
ACTIVE
DISTRICT
LATITUOE
LONGITUDE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I TY
:
E LEVAT I ON
10OO CAL
COUNTY
BAS IN
227 TRAVIS
I 4 COLORAOO R
I
VER
OATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
DATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOU I REO
FAC I L I TY USE
DATE RECORDED
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
0*0505
SEQUENCE COMPANY NAME
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••>
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG ISTRAT ION
PACE
DATE 02/04/6
FULL RECORD REPC RT
32580 ADVANCED •tICRO DEVICES. INC (CONTI
FOR OAV ID G G
I
LLES
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
FACILITY DESCRIPTION 2 TANKS. SOO GAL EA
COMMENTS BLOC 1
OS CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACT I VE
LAT I TUOE
LONGI TUOE
CAPAC ITY
:
ELEVATION
ISTRICT
COUNTY :
1 4
227 TRAVIS
SURFACE AREA:
OATE OPENED:
DATE INACTIVE:
09 -83
AS IN :
SEGMENT :
14 COLORAOO RIVER
1427
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEED REOU IREO : OATE RECORDED
FAC I L I TY
OO 1 II
OOS I H
USE STORAGE
OIL. WASTE
FREON
006 I H
007 I H
008 I H
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLIO MATERIAL
ACID. HVOROFLUOR I
C
lO I H
01 2 I H
016 IH
U044 CHLOROFORM OR METHANE. TRICHLORO-
TR
I
CKLOROETHANE
CORROSIVE WASTES
017 I H
01 S I
028 IH
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE
PHOTO RESIST STRIPPER
PHOTO RESIST
03 1 I H
032 I t
033 IH
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
CONTAINERS, EMPTY
ACETONE
03« IH
FACI L ITY
COMMENTS
XYLENE. SPENT
DESCRIPTION DRUMS
BLOG 1
0« TANK
ACT I VE
LAT I TUOE
LONGI TUOE
CAPAC ITY 12. 600 GAL
ELEVAT ION
D ISTR ICT
COUNTY :
1 4
227 TRAVIS
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
DATE INACT I VE
06 82
BAS I N
SEGMENT
14 COLORAOO RIVER
1427
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEED REOU IREO OATE RECORDED :
FAC I L I TY
003 IH
Ol E IH
USE PROCESSING
AC ID , MI XEO
CORROSIVE WASTES
FAC I L I TY
COMMENTS
DESCRIPTION 3 TANKS. 4200 CAL EA
BLOG . 2
OS TANK
ACT I VE
OISTRICT 1 4
LATI TUDE :
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC ITY 6000 GAL
.
ELEVATION :
COUNTY
BAS IN
227 TRAVIS
14 COLORADO RIVER
OATE OPENED
OATE INACTIVE:
OATE CLOSED
06 82
SEGMENT
FACI L ITY
1 427
USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEED REOU I RED DATE RECORDED :
DW0S05
SEQUENCE
«•• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/04/1
32SSO ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES. INC ICONT)
FOR OAV 10 c GI LLES
SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY ICONT)
014 IH ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
FACILITY DESCRIPTION
06
COMMENTS BLOG 2
TANK (SURFACE) LAT I TUOE : CAPACI TY S200 GAL
ACT I VE LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA:
DATE OPENED: 03 85
ELEVAT ION
:
DATE INACT I VE
:
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT.
FAC I L ITY
013 IH
USE : STORAGE
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
OEEO REOUIREO OATE RECOROEO
FAC I L I TY
COMMENTS
OESCRI PT ION
:
BLOG . 2
09 TANK (SURFACE)
ACT I VE
LAT ITUOE
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC I T Y 6000 GAL
ELEVAT ION
OATE OPENED
OATE INACTIVE:
OATE CLOSED:
07 85
FACI L ITY USE: STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEEO REOUIREO : DATE RECOROEO
14 I H
FAC I I ITY
COMMENTS
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
DESCRIPTION :
BLOG . 1
1 TANK (SURFACE)
ACT I VE
LATITUDE :
LONGI TUDE
CAPACITY : 550 GAL
ELEVAT ION
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED:
OATE INACTI VE
07 85
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEED REOU IREO . OATE RECOROEO.
FACI L I TY
014 IH
FAC I L I TY
USE STORAGE
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
DESCRI PT ION
1 1
COMMENTS BLDC 1
TANK [SURFACE) LAT I TUOE CAPAC I TY 500 CAL
INACT I VE LONG I TUDE
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED 10 65
ELEVAT I ON
OATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
FAC I L I TY USE STORAGE
DEED REOU IREO DATE RECORDED
OS
ENCE
•« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «»
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE a
DATE 02/04/92
2510
FOR OAV ID G G I L LES
ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES. INC (CONT)
31 10 WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
004 IH CORROSIVE WASTES
FACILITY DESCRIPTION BASEMENT OF BLOC «2
1 4 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUDE:
«rT I vp LONGITUDE
CAPAC ITY
ELEVATION
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
OATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REQUIRED DATE RECOROED
FACI L ITY
005 IH
006 I H
USE STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
FREON
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
007 I H
10 I M
12 I H
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
UO«4 CHLOROFORM OR METHANE, TRICHLORO-
TRI CHLOROETHANE
17 I M
031 IH
FAC I
L
ITY
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
DESCRIPT ION BLOC 2
IS CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUDE
APT I VF LONG I TUDE
CAPACITY
ELEVATION
SURFACE AREA:
OATE OPENED;
DATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
DEED REOUIRED DATE RECOROED
FAC I L I TY
016 I H
FACI L ITY
USE STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
CORROSIVE WASTES
OESCR I PT I ON BLOC 2
1 6 CONTAI NEt
ACT I VE
STORAGE AREA LATITUDE
LONG I TUDE
CAPAC ITV
:
ELEVATI ON
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED :
OATE INACT I VE
:
OATE CLOSED:
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
DEED REOUIRED : DATE RECORDED
FAC I L I TY
00 1 II
FAC I L I TY
USE STORAGE
OIL. WASTE
DESCRIPTION
!NCE: COMPANY NAME
• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT ION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE 9
OATE 02/04/92
FOR DAVID GI LLES
,'Sao ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES. INC
ILID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY
SEO DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
;
cont )
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACTIVE
FAC I L ITY USE STORAC
032 I I CONTAINERS
.
FACILITY DESCRIPTION
LAT ITUOE
LONGI TUDE :
SURFACE AREA:
OATE OPENED :
OATE INACTIVE:
OATE CLOSEO :
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REQUIRED
CAPAC ITY:
ELEVAT I ON :
OATE RECOROED
0WOSO5 '** TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «»
SEOUENCE COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REC ISTRAT ION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/04
FOR DAV ID G G I L LES
> 39126 AMERICAN MICROELECTRONICS INC •
AMERICAN MICROELECTRONICS INC RECORD TYPE CENERATOR
REPORT FREOUENCY
CONTACT NEIL GINTHER
PHONE 5 12-339- 000
1
1611 HEADWAY CIRCLE BLOC 3 REGISTRATION DATE 11-03-89
AUSTIN TX 7»7S« LAST CHANCE DATE 02-09-9O
EMPLOYEE CROUP: GREATER THAN 100
BAS I N
SEGMENT
ISTR ICT 14
STATUS: ACTIVE
EPA ID NUMBER: TXD1SS71O043
STAFF CW
REG ION
COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
wco
HAZ WASTE STATUS: SMALL OUANTITY GENERATOR
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATING SITE LOCATION: SAME AS ABOVE
SEO SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
01 3672 CATHODE RAY TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES
02 3674 SEMICONDUCTORS ANO RELATED DEVICES
03 3679 ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, NEC
SEO WCC
001 9 13860
WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
SOLVENTS. NON-HALOGENATED
EPA NOS: D001
CLASS FORM
IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
002 9 1 201
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
FREON
EPA NOS : FOO 1 F002
IH LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
003 907730
ON -S I TE/OFF-SITE
ROSIN FLUX WASTE
EPA NOS : OOO
1
IH LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
OO* 9 16(00
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S I TE
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
EPA NOS: FOOl F002 DOOI
IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
HA2AR0OUS
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
OOO 1
FOOl
IGNITABLE WASTE
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS USED IN OECREASING
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT
X
ACUTE TOX
X
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE . TR I C H
L
OROE TH Y
L
ENE
.
METHYLENE CHLORIDE.
1 . 1 . 1 -TRICHLOROETHANE . CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. ANO CHLORINATED
FLUOROCARBONS . ALL SPENT M I X TURES / B L
E
NOS USED IN OECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002. F004 ANO FOOS. AND STILL
F002
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS: TETRACHLOROETHY- X
LENE. METHYLENE CHLORIDE. TR I CH
L
OROE T H Y L E NE
.
1
.
1
.
1 - T R I C H L OR
-
owosos
SEOUENCE : COMPANY NAME
»» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG ISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE
OATE 02/04
FOR OAVIO GI LLES
39126 AMERICAN MICROELECTRONICS INC [CONT)
SOLIO WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (C(
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD CODES
OETHANE. CHLDR0BENZENE.1.1.2-TRICHL0R0-I.2.2-TRIFLU0R0ETHANE
ORTHODI CHLOROBENZENE
.
TR 1 C H
L
PROF L UOROME THANE . ANO 1.1.2-TRI-
CHLOROETHANE
.
ALL SPENT SOLVENT M I X TURES / B L
E
NOS CONTAINING.
BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF
ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST-
EO IN FOOl. F004. OR FOOS. ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOV-
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
o"i CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACTIVE
DISTRICT : 14
COUNTY : 227 TRAVIS
LAT I TUDE
LONGI TUDE :
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
OATE INACTIVE:
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEED REQUIRED
CAPAC I TY
:
ELEVAT I ON
OATE RECORDED
FACIL 1TY USE
00 1
002
OQ3
SOLVENTS. NON-HALOGENATED
FREON
ROSIN FLUX WASTE
004 IH SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
FACILITY DESCRIPTION CONCRETE STORAGE AREA FOR ORUMS IN REAR OF FACILITY
•05 5
EOUENCE COMPANY NAME
«« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION "»"
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG ISTRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
FOR DAV I
D
GULES
PACE
DATE 02/04/92
37290 ANDREW SCICOMM INC
GENERAL INFORMATION
ANDREW SCICOMM INC RECORD TYPE:
REPORT FREQUENCY
GENERATOR
A Q7-I7
CONTACT
PHONE
NASSER SOBHANI
2 14- MO - 49QO
2908 NATIONAL DRIVE
GARLAND TX 7SQ41
REG ISTRAT ION DATE
LAST CHANGE OATE:
EMPLOYEE GROUP:
09 - 30- as
04 -02 -9
1
GREATER THAN
8AS I N
SEGMENT
DISTRICT
STATUS
EPA ID NUMBER:
STAFF :
ACT I VE
TXD06288S722
REGION
COUNTY
WCO
057 DALLAS
HAZ WASTE STATUS :
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATOR
GENERATING SITE LOCATION 2908 NATIONAL DRIVE
DESCRIPTION OF WASTE GENERATING ACTIVITIES: ---
S IC COOE
3874
DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATEO DEVICES
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION
OOI 910100 SOLVENTS, SPENT
CLASS FORM
IH LIQUID [NON-WATER BASE]
EPA NOS FOO t
ON -S ITE/OFF-S ITE/SOLD FOR RECOVERY
942720 WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGE FROM ELECTROPLATING IH SLUOGE (WATER BASE)
EPA NOS F006
ON-SITE/OPF-SITE
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGE IH SLUDGE (WATER BASE)
EPA NOS FO 1
9
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -SITE
279760 PLANT REFUSE, GENERAL MISC II SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORCANIC]
OFF -SITE
902080 COPPER AMMONIUM SOLUTION
EPA NOS
I H L IOU ID (WATER BASE
)
ON-SITE/OFF -S ITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD CODES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS USED IN OEGREASINC
TETRACH LOROETH Y LENE . TR I C H L DROE T H Y L E NE , METHYLENE CHLORIDE,
1 , 1 .
1
-TRI CHLOROETHANE , CARBON TETRACHLORIDE, AND CHLORINATED
FLUOROCARBONS
.
ALL SPENT MI X TURES / B L ENDS USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING, BEFORE USE, A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002, F004 AND FOOS. ANO STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT
FOOS
FO 1 9
SOLVENT MIXTURES
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGES FORM ELECTROPLATING OPERATIONS
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGES FROM THE CONVERSION COATING OF
ALUMI NUM
10505
:OUENCE : COMPANY NAME
" TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
RECISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 13
OATE 02/04/92
FOR OAVIO GI LLES
37290 ANDREW SCICOMM INC
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY
DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LAT I TUOE CAPAC I TY
:
3Q KG/MO
ACT I VE
DISTRICT :
LONG ITUOE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
ELEVAT I ON
O03
09 85
0S7 DALLAS OATE INACTIVE
OATE CLOSED:
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEEO REQUIRED OATE RECORDED
FACILITY USE: STORAGE
001 IH SOLVENTS, SPENT
002
003
OPS
IH WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUOGE
IH WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUOGE
IH COPPER AMMONIUM SOLUTION
FROM ELECTROPLATING
FACILITY DESCRIPTION: ISO SO FT ROOM, SPENT CHEMSARE TREATED
.
S
TOREO , AND DISPOSEO
owosos
SEOUENCE
«•• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION <•>
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT 1 ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE ,
OATE 02/Olji
FOR DAV ID G G I L L ES
«
.3 119 2 BAYLOR COMPANY •
BAYLOR COMPANY RECORD TYPE
P BOX 36326 REPORT FREOUENCY
GENERATOR
A 07-67 P 07 87
CONTACT
PHONE
J DUSEK
7 13-494-6111
REG ISTRAT I ON DATE
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77236 LAST CHANCE OATE
EMPLOYEE CROUP
10- 1 S - 60
03- 2
1
-66
GREATER THAN 1 OO
BASIN 10 SAN JACINTO
SEGMENT 1 007
DISTRICT : 07
STATUS
EPA ID NUMBER:
STAFF :
ACT I VE
TX0O4S7S6 1 29
NFV
REG ION
COUNTY
WCO
1 1 HARR IS
HA2 WASTE STATUS :
METHOD TRANSPORT
SMALL QUANTITY GENERATOR
GENERATING SI
DESCRIPTION OF W
TE LOCATION: 500 INDUSTRIAL RO. SUGARLAND. TX 77478
SEO
01
02
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3S31 CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY
3S68 POWER TRANSMISSION EOUIPMENT. NEC
03
04
05
362 1
3622
3662
MOTORS ANO GENERATORS
INDUSTRIAL CONTROLS
RADIO AND TV COMMUNICATION EOUIPMENT
06 3674 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
SEO
OOl
WCC
9S0300
WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION
POLYESTER RESINS
EPA NOS : 000
1
CLASS
IH SLUOGE
FORM
(NON-WATER BASE)
002 952070
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
PAINT SLUOGE
EPA NOS 0007
IH SLUDGE (NON-WATER BASE)
003 9 1 sseo
ON-SI TE/OFF-S I TE
TR
I
CHLOROETMANE
EPA NOS : U226 D001
I H LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
004 279760
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -SITE
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
I I SOL 10 PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
OOS 9 10230 PHENOLIC WASTE. LIOUIO
EPA NOS : U 1 t*
NO LONGER GENERATED
IH L IOU ID ( NON-WATER BASE )
006 906S60 OIL ANO SOLVENT. IN WATER
EPA NOS 0001
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
IH L IOU ID (WATER BASE)
007
008
272 1 lO
902060
METAL CRINGINGS
ON-SI TE/OFF -S ITE
SOOIUM CYANIDE SOLUTION
I I
IH
SOL ID
L IOUI
PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
(WATER BASE)
009 9 1 S700
EPA NOS
ON-SI TE/OFF-SITE
VARN ISH IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
EPA NOS
OWOSOS
SEOUENCE COMPANY NAME
'»• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION *••
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRUT | ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/04/
3 1892 BAYLOR COMPANY (CONT)
FOR DAV 10 C GI LLES
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONTI
SEQ WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO OISPOS I TION CLASS FORM
HAZAROOUS
ON-SI TE/OFF-S I TE
WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
0OO1
D007
IGNITABLE WASTE
CHROMI UM
IGN I T CORR
X
EP TOX REACT ACUTE
X
TOX
U 1 88
U226
BENZENE, HYDROXY- OR PHENOL
1 . 1 .
1
-TRICHLOROETHANE OR METHY CHLOROFORM
X
X
SOL I D WASTE MANA
SEO DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
O 1 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACTIVE
LAT I TUDE
LONGITUDE
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC ITY
ELEVATION :
DATE OPENED
DATE INACTIVE :
OATE CLOSED
07-83
FAC I L ITY USE: STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOUIREO: OATE RECORDEO:
00 1 I H
002 IH
003 I H
POLYESTER RESINS
PAINT SLUDGE
TR ICHLOROETHANE
005 I H
009 IH
006 I H
PHENOLIC WASTE. LIOUIO
OIL AND SOLVENT. IN WATER
SODIUM CYANIDE SOLUTION
009 I H
FAC I L ITY
VARN I SH
DESCRIPTION :
02 BULK STORAGE AREA
ACT I VE
LATITUDE
LONGI TUDE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY
ELEVAT I ON
DATE OPENED
DATE INACTIVE
OATE CLOSED:
07 - 83
FAC I L I TY USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEED REQUIRED DATE RECORDED
004 I I
0O7 I I
FAC I L I TY
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC
METAL CR I NO I NGS
DESCRI PT I ON
10 5 OS
OUENCE COMPANY NAME
!» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••*
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
FOR OAV I D I L LES
PACE 1 6
DATE 02/04/92
36339 CANADA PLATINC 4 A N I Z I N C , I N
C
GENERAL INFORMATION
CANADA PLATINC 4 AN I Z I N C . I N
C
RECORD TYPE:
REPORT FREQUENCY
GENERATOR
A 07-87
CONTACT
PHONE
RANOY CANAOA
214-357-429*
P BOX 35 1*3
DALLAS TX 75235
REGISTRATION DATE
LAST CHANGE DATE
EMPLOYEE GROUP
04 - 30 - 8S
06 - 27 - 86
LESS THAN 100
BASIN :
SEGMENT
DISTRICT
OS TRINITY RIVER
0605
Q4
STATUS :
EPA ID NUMBER:
STAFF :
ACT I VE
TXD007352982
NFV
REG ION
COUNTY
WCO
OS7 OALLAS
HAZ WASTE STATUS
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATOR
GENERATING SITE LOCATION: 2717 EGAN AVE
DESCRIPTION OF WASTE GENERATING ACTIVITIES.
sTo sTE COOE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
01 3674 SEMICONDUCTORS ANO RELATEO DEVICES
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
SEO
00 1
WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
9050SO WASTEWATER, ACID
CLASS FORM
IH L IOU 1 D (WATER BASE
)
EPA NOS FO 1
9
SANITARY SEWER
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION
FOI 9 WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGES FROM THE CONVERSION COATING OF
HAZARD CODES
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT
ALUMI NUM
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY
DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
OSOS
OUENCE : COMPANY NAME
>• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 17
DATE 02/04/92
FOR DAVID GI LLES
33739 COLLMER SEMICONDUCTOR INC
GENERAL INFORMATION: ----
COLLMER SEMICONDUCTOR RECORD TYPE
REPORT FREQUENCY
GENERATOR
A 07-67
CONTACT
PHONE
REGGIE SCHEO
2 14-233- 1 569
1*368 PROTON RD
DALLAS TX 75244
REGISTRATION OATE
LAST CHANGE OATE
EMPLOYEE GROUP
1-30-66
03-23-90
LESS THAN
BAS IN
SEGMENT
DISTRICT
STATUS :
EPA 10 NUMBER
STAFF
ACTIVE
TXP490074 1 59
VGW
REGION
COUNTY
WCO
057 OALLAS
HAZ WASTE STATUS:
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATOR
GENERATING SITE LOCATION: 1*368 PROTON RO
.
DESCRIPTION OF WASTE GENERATING ACTIVITIES:
S IC CODE
3679
3677
DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS. NEC
ELECTRONIC COILS AND TRANSFORMERS
03 367* SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY: -
SEO wee
O01 9 12010 FREON
EPA NOS
WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
IH LIOUIO (NON-WATER 8ASEI
ON-S I TE/OFF-SI TE
TR
I
CHLOROETHANE
EPA NOS U226 FOOI
ON-S I TE/OFF-SITE
IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASEI
MAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
.
TR I C H L OROE T H Y L E NE , METHYLENE CHLORIDE,
1 , 1 , 1 - TR
I
CHLOROETHANE
,
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE, ANO CHLORINATED
FLUOROCARBONS
.
ALL SPENT M I X T URES / B L ENDS USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING, BEFORE USE, A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE [BY
VOLUMEI OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002, F004 ANO FOOS, ANO STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS T E T B A c
M
l n E T H v -
LENE, METHYLENE CHLORIDE, T R I C H
L
OROE T H Y
L
ENE , 1 , 1 . 1 - T R I C H L OR -
OETHANE, CHLOROBENZENE, 1 . 1
.
2-TRICHLORO- 1 . 2, 2- TRIFLUOROETHANE
ORTHOO I CHLOROBENZENE , TR I CH
L
OROF L UOROME
T
HANE
.
ANO 1.1,2-TRI-
CHLOROETHANE
, ALL SPENT SOLVENT M I X T U RE S / B L E N D S CONTAINING,
BEFORE USE, A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF
ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST-
ED IN FOOI, F004, OR FOOS, AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOV-
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
DWOSOS
SEQUENCE COMPANY NAME
• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «««
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM
BEG ISTRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE
DATE 02/04
FOR OAV I
D
CI LLES
33739 COLLMER SEMICONDUCTOR INC
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION
[ CONT ]
HAZARD CODES
I , 1 . 1
- TRICHL0ROETHAN6 OR METMY CHLOROFORM
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
SURFACE IMPOUNDMENT
ACT I VE
DISTRICT ; 04
LAT I TUDE
LONG I TUOE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC I TY
:
ELEVAT ION
SOOO SO F
OS7 DALLAS
DATE OPENED:
DATE INACT I VE
:
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT :
DEEO REOU I RED : DATE RECORDED
FAC I L I TY USE
:
001 IH FREON
002 IH TRICHLOROETHANE
FACILITY DESCRIPTION: BRICK BUILDING WITH CONCRETE FLOORING
DWOSOS
SEQUENCE : COMPANY NAME
»» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «««
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
BEG I STRAT ! ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/0«
FOR DAVIO GI LLES
303*1 OISPLAYTEK CORPORATION
GENERAL INFORMATION:
OISPLAYTER CORPORATION
P BOX 737
RECORD TYPE:
REPORT FREQUENCY :
GENERATOR
A 07-87
CONTACT
PHONE :
LYNNY SE I TER
2 1 A - 239 -9 1 93
ADDISON. TEXAS
REG ISTRAT ION DATE :
LAST CHANGE OATE:
EMPLOYEE GROUP:
02 - 10-77
11-25-86
LESS THAN 100
BAS IN
:
SEGMENT :
DISTRICT
08 TRINITY R
I
VER
0805
04
STATUS
EPA ID NUMBER:
STAFF
ACTI VE
TX0O50S54O4 1
NFV
REG I ON :
COUNTY :
WCO :
OS7 DALLAS
HA2 WASTE STATUS :
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATOR
GENERATING SITE LOCATION: 4124 BILLY MITCHELL DR. ADDISON TX
DESCRIPTION OF WASTE GENERATING ACTIVITIES
SIC CODE
3S74
DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
SEQ WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION
OOI 900100 METAL TREATMENT SOLUTION. ACID ISPENT)
CLASS FORM
IH LIQUID (WATER BASE)
EPA NOS : 0OO1
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITe
SOLVENTS, SPENT IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
EPA NOS : F001
ON-SITE/OFF-S ITE
CLEANING SOLUTION. ACID ANO/OR CAUSTIC IH LIQUID (WATER BASE)
EPA NOS U 1 S8
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITE
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION
I GN 1 TABLE WASTE
HAZARO COOES
EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
D002
FOO 1
CORROSIVE WASTE
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING:
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
.
T R I C H L RO E T H Y L E N E . METHYLENE CHLORIDE.
1
.
1
.
1
- TRI CHLOROETHANE
,
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE, AND CHLORINATED
FLUOROCARBONS
.
ALL SPENT MI X TURES / B L ENDS USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE [BY
VOLUME! OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002. F004 AND F005; AND STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT
SOLVENT MI XTURES
SPENT NON-HALOGENATED SO
L
VENTS : XYLENE
.
ACETONE
.
ETHY L ACETATE,
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHY L ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KE TONE , N - BU T Y L ALC
OHOL
.
CYCOHEXANONE
,
ANO METHANOL ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON
TA I N I NG
.
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOC SOL . ANO
ALL SPENT SOL. MIX/BLENDS CONT A I N I NG . B E FORE USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOC SOL .AND. A TOTAL OF 10% OR MOREIBY
,osos «» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »«»
OUENCE COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE
20
02/04/8 2
FOR DAV 10 G G I L LES
30341 OISPLAYTEK CORPORATION (CONT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY [CONT)
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
I GN I T CORK
F0O3 VOLI OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTED IN F 00 1 , F OO 2 , F OO 4 .
AND FOOS AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
U13I HYOROFLUORIC ACID OR HYDROGEN FLUORIDE X
U18S BENZENE. HYOROXY- OR PHENOL
X
X
SEO DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUDE:
ACT I VE LONG I TUDE
CAPAC I TV
ELE VAT I ON
f SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
OATE I NACT I VE
r "' OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED RE0U1RED OATE RECORDED
FACILITY USE STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
001 IH METAL TREATMENT SOLUTION. ACID (SPENT)
002 IH SOLVENTS. SPENT
003 IH CLEANING SOLUTION. ACID AND/OR CAUSTIC
FACILITY DESCRIPTION
1
(0505
OUENCE : COMPANY NAME
>•• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «*•
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG ISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 21
OATE 02/04/92
FOR OAVIO GI LLES
32976 HITACHI S EM I C NO U C T R ( AMER I C A
)
GENERAL INFORMATION:
HITACHI SEMI CONDUCTOR I AMER I CA
)
P BOX 167928
RECORD TYPE
REPORT FREQUENCY
GENERATOR CONTACT
PHONE
JAMES S CLAY
2 1 4 S»0 -0066
1S05 WALNUT HILL LANE
IRVING TX 750 1 6
REGISTRATION DATE
LAST CHANGE OATE
EMPLOYEE GROUP
.
07- 29
-83
0«
-
26- 9 1
GREATER THAN 1 OO
BAS I N
SEGMENT
DISTRICT
08 TRINITY RI VER
OS22
Q4
STATUS
EPA ID NUMBER
STAFF
ACTIVE
TXD092 1062 10
NF V
REGION
COUNTY
WCO
OS7 DALLAS
HAZ WASTE STATUS
METHOD TRANSPORT
NON - HANDLER
GENERATING SITE LOCATION 1S0S WALNUT HILL LANE.
DESCRIPTION OF WASTE GENERATING ACTIVITIES
SIC CODE
3674
DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
SEMICONDUCTORS ANO RELATED DEVICES
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
OOI 910100 SOLVENTS. SPENT
CLASS FORM
IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
EPA NOS F003
ON-SITE/OFF -SI TE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
SPENT NON -HALOGENATEO S L V E N T S X Y L E NE . AC E T ON E , E T H V L ACETATE.
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL IS08UTYL KE TONE . N
-
BUT Y L ALC
OHOL
,
CYCOHEXANONE . ANO METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENOS CON
TAININC
.
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL . AND
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENOS C N T A I N I N G . B E F R E USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG SOL .AND. A TOTAL OF 107. OR MOREIBV
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTED IN FOO 1 . F002 . F004
.
AND FOOS, ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY:
SEO DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACT I VE
LATITUDE
LONG 1 TUDE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
OATE INACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REQUIRED
CAPACITY
ELEVAT 1 ON
DATE RECORDED
FACILITY USE
SOLVENTS
.
SPENT
0*0505
SEQUENCE
•• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »»
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE
DATE 02/0«
FOR OAV I
D
C I LLES
32976 HITACHI S EM I C N D U C T R I AME R I C A ) 1C0NTI
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY
FACILITY DESCRIPTION
DW050S
SEOUENCE :
••« TEXAS WATeR COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/04,
FOR DAV ID C GI LLES
• 38530 HITACHI S EM I C ON D U C T R 1 AME R I C A ) «
liillllltttlliliiitttltilllilliiiiiitltli
GENERAL INFORMAT
HITACHI SEMIC
P BOX 1 679
9NDUCT0RI AMERICA) RECORO TYPE
26 REPORT FREQUENCY:
GENERATOR
A 06-66
CONTACT
PHONE :
JAMES S . CLAY
2 1 4
-
S60
-0066
1 505
I TX
WALNUT HILL REGISTRATION DATE
7S0I6 LAST CHANGE OATE
EMPLOYEE GROUP:
06-19-66
04 - 26 - 9 1
GREATER THAN 100
BAS IN
SEGMENT
DISTRICT 04
STATUS
EPA ID NUMBER:
STAFF :
ACT I VE
TX0962556524
NF Y
REGION
COUNTY
WCO .
057 DALLAS
HA2 WASTE STATUS
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATOR
GENERATING SI
DESCRIPTION OF W
TE LOCATION 6431 LONGHORN ORIVE IRVING. TX
SEO
1
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INOUSTRI
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
AL ACTIVITES
SOLID WASTE GENE
SEO WCC
001 909210
WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOS
T0LUENE/H20
IT ION CLASS
IH L IOUIO
FORM
(WATER BASE)
002 9 1 2760
EPA NOS F0O5
ON-SITE/OPF-SITE
ETHANOL ANO ORGANICS IH L IOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
003 9 15050
EPA NOS DOOI
ON-SI TE/OFF-SI TE
ETHYL ACETATE IH L IOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
004 9 1 6600
EPA NOS DOOI
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT IH L IOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
005 9 1 3660
EPA NOS 0001 F002
ON-SI TE/OFF-SITE
SOLVENTS. NON-HALOGENATEO IH L IOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
006 106540
EPA NOS OOO 1 F003
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITE
ETCHING SOLUTION. ACIO I L IOUI (WATER BASE)
007 906540
ON-SI TE/OFF-SI TE
ETCHING SOLUTION, ACID
EPA NOS 0002
I H L IOUIO (WATER BASE)
eoa 907140
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -SITE
WASTEWATER CONTAINING ORGANICS
EPA NOS F003
IH L IOU ID (WATER BASE)
009 9 1 4490
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
PHOTO RESIST
EPA NOS OOO
1
IH L IOU I
D
(NON-WATER BASE)
HAZARDOUS
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
WASTE DESCRIPTION HA2AR0 CODES
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
05OS
OUENCE
38530 HITACHI S EM I C N U C T R [ AME R 1 C A
)
' TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «>
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REC
I
STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 24
DATE 02/04/92
FOR DAY I CUIES
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
<AZAROOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD CODES
000 1
D002
ICNITABLE WASTE
CORROSIVE WASTE
THE FOLLOWINC SPENT HALOCENATED SOLVENTS T E T R AC H L R E T H Y
-
LENE. METHYLENE CHLORIOE. TR I CH
L
OROE TH Y
L
ENE , I , 1 , 1 - TR
I
CHLOR-
OETHANE. CHLOROBENZENE. 1 ,
1
,2-TRICHLORO- I ,2,2-TRIFLUOROETHANE
ORTHOD I CHLOROBENZENE . TR I CH
L
OROF L UOROMETHANE
.
AND 1,1.2-TRI-
CHLOROETHANE . ALL SPENT SOLVENT M I X T U R ES / B L E N OS CONTAINING.
BEFORE USE, A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE IBY VOLUME) OF
ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOCENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST-
ED IN F001, F004 . OR FOOS, AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOV-
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES.
SPENT NON-HALOGENATEO S L V E N T S : X Y L E NE . AC E T N E . E T H Y L ACETATE.
ETHYL BENZENE
,
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KE T ONE . N - BU T Y L ALC
OHOL . CYCOHEXANONE . AND METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON
TAIN I NC
.
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL , ANO
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON T A I N I NG . BEF ORE USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG. SOL .AND, A TOTAL OF 10% OR MORE<BY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTED IN FOO 1 . F002 . F004
,
ANO F005.AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
F005 THE FOLLOWING SPENT NON H AL OGEN ATED SOLVENTS TOLUENE,
METHYL ETHYL KETONE. CARBON DISULFIDE, ISOBUTANOL. PYRIDINE.
BENZENE. 2 • ETHOX YETHANOL . AND 2 - N I T R P R P A N E . ALL SPENT SOLV
ENT MI XTURES/BLENOS CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN
PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE NON-
HALOCENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN FOOl, F002.
OR FOOl. ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY
SEO DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
TANK [SURFACE)
ACTIVE
ISTRI CT 04
LAT ITUOE :
LONCI TUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPACI TY
ELEVATION :
2300 CAL
057 DALLAS
DATE OPENED ;
DATE INACT I VE
:
DATE CLOSED:
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOU IRED DATE RECORDED
FACI L ITY USE
:
OOS IH SOLVENTS. NON-HALOGENATEO
FACILITY DESCRIPTION WASTE SOLVENT STORAGE TO BE OISPOSED OF BY LOAOINC TRUCKS
0505
IOUENCE : COMPANY NAME
»» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION *••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORO REPORT
PACE 25
DATE 02/04/92
30S3O
FOR
HITACHI SEMICONDUCTOR! AMERI CA ) ICONT)
OAVID G . GILLES
' SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY ICONT):
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
02 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
DISTRICT 04
LAT ITUOE
LONGITUDE.
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC ITY: 2300
ELEVATION :
GAL
COUNTY : 057 DALLAS
DATE OPENED
DATE INACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
1 89
"
FAC I L I TY USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REOU I RED OATE RECOROEO
004 I H
FACI LITY
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
DESCRIPTION STORES CONCENTRATED CHLORINATED SOLVENT WASTE
03 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
DISTRICT 04
LAT I TUDE :
LONG ITUOE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC I TY 3200
ELEVATION :
GAL
COUNTY : 0S7 DALLAS
DATE OPENED :
OATE INACT I VE
:
DATE CLOSED
1 as-
FACI L ITY USE PROCESS ING
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEED REOUIRED: DATE RECORDED
007 I H
FACI L ITY
ETCH INC SOLUT ION
.
AC I
DESCRIPTION SURCE TANK FOR WASTE ACID PUMPED TO IND WASTE TREATMENT
04 TANK ( SURFACE 1
ACTIVE
DISTRICT 04
LAT 1 TUDE
LONGI TUOE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC ITY: 5250
ELEVATION :
GAL
COUNTY : 057 DALLAS
OATE OPENED
OATE INACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
01 •89
FAC I L I TY USE PROCESSING
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEED REOU I RED OATE RECORDED
ooe I
FAC I L I TV
ETCH I NC SOLUT ION . AC 10
DESCRIPTION SURCE TANK FOR HYORO- FLUORIC ACID NEUTRALIZATION
05 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
DISTRICT: 04
LAT I TUDE
LONGITUDE .
SURFACE AREA
CAPACITY 1500
ELEVAT I ON
GAL
COUNTY 057 DALLAS
OATE OPENED
OATE I NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
1 -89
FAC I L I TY USE . PROCESS I NC
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEED REOUIRED OATE RECORDED
OOE I
FAC I L I TY
ETCH INC SOLUTION. AC 10
DESCRIPTION HYDROFLUORIC ACIO NEUTRAL -REACTOR. OTHER ACID PH NEUTRALIZE
DWOSOI
SEQUENCE
••> TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ««»
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/0
FOR OAV 10 C G
I
LLES
ufTarm «FMI pnunnrTOR ( AMER 1CA ) ICONT)
'
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONTI
SEO DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
06 TANK ( SURFACE 1 LA 1 1 1 uut
fi C T I vE LONG I TUOE
DISTRICT 04 SURFACE AREA
CAPACITY 40O0 GAL
ELEVAT ION
COUNTY
DATE OPENED
OS7 DALLAS DATE INACTIVE:
DATE CLOSED:
1 89
FACI L ITY
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REOUIREO:
USE PROCESS I NG
DATE RECOROED
006 I
FACIL ITY
ETCHING SOLUTION. ACID
DESCRIPTION: DILUTE HYDROFLUORIC WW SURGE TANK TO NEUTRALIZATION
07 TANK (SURFACE) LATITUDE
ACTIVE LONGITUOE :
nitnirr oa SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY 1 00 GAL
ELEVAT ION
:
COUNTY :
DATE OPENED
0S7 DALLAS OATE INACTIVE:
DATE CLOSED
1 as
FAC I L I TY
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REOUIREO:
USE: PROCESSING
OATE RECOROED
004 IH
FACI L ITY
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
DESCRIPTION: DILUTE CHLORINATED SOLVeNTWATER SURGE TANK TO CARBON FILTER
oa TANK (SURFACE) LATITUDE:
ACTIVE LONGI TUOE :
DISTRICT 04 SURFACE AREA:
CAPACITY I2S70 GAt
ELEVAT ION
COUNTY
OATE OPENED:
0S7 DALLAS OATE INACTIVE:
OATE CLOSED
1 49
FACI L ITY
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEED REOUIREO:
USE PROCESSING
OATE RECOROED:
007 I H
FACI L ITY
ETCHING SOLUTION. ACID
DESCRIPTION: PH NEUTRALIZATION UNIT
09 TANK (SURFACE) LATITUDE
ACT I VE LONG I TUOE :
DISTRICT: 04 SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY 6000 GAL
ELEVATION :
COUNTY :
DATE OPENED :
0S7 OALLAS OATE INACTIVE
OATE CLOSED :
1 49
FACI L ITY
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEED REOUIREO:
USE : PROCESS ING
OATE RECOROED:
007 I M
FAC I HTY
ETCHING SOLUTION. ACIO
DESCRIPTION WASTEWATER EQUALIZATION TANK
owosos
SEOUENCE :
««» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/04
38530
FOR OAV ID G GI LLES
HITACHI SEMICONDUCTOR! AMERICA ) (CONTJ
SOL ID
SEO
WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
10 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
D ISTRICT 04
LAT I TUOE
LONG I TUOE :
SURFACE AREA.
CAPAC ITY: 6000 GAL
ELEVAT ION
:
COUNTY : 0S7 DALLAS
OATE OPENED
OATE INACTI VE
OATE CLOSED.
1 - 89
FACILITY USE: PROCESSING
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REQUIRED OATE RECORDED
007 IH ETCHING SOLUTION. ACIO
FACILITY DESCRIPTION: WASTEWATER EQUALIZATION TANK
1 t MISCELLANEOUS STORAGE CONTAINERS
ACTIVE
DISTRICT 04
LAT I TUOE :
LONGI TUDE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPACITY: SS CAL
ELEVATION :
COUNTY: OS7 DALLAS
DATE OPENED
DATE INACTIVE:
OATE CLOSED
01 -89
FACILITY USE: STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEEO REOUIREO: OATE RECORDED
001 IH T0LUENE/H20
002 IH ETHANOL AND ORGANICS
003 IH ETHYL ACETATE
004 IH SOLVENT MIXTURE, SPENT
009 IH PHOTO RESIST
FACILITY DESCRIPTION: STORAGE DRUMS TD BE SHIPPED OFFSITE FOR ISPOSAL
z
1
I
0505
OUENCE
•«• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ««»
COMPANY NAME INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 28
OATE 02/04/92
FOR OAV 10 G G I L LES
3IU0 HONEYWEL L , INC «
HONEYWELL. INC RECORD TYPE
OPTOELECTRONICS OIVISION REPORT FREQUENCY;
GENERATOR
A 07-87 P 07 87
CONTACT
PHONE
DICK CAMP I ON
21 4 - 470 - «« 1
5
830 EAST ARAPANO ROAD REGISTRATION DATE
RICHARDSON. TEXAS 75081 LAST CHANCE OATE
EMPLOYEE CROUP
10-01-80
0* -2S-9 1
GREATER THAN 100
BAS I N
SEGMENT
D ISTRI CI
08 TRINITY RIVER
0820
04
STATUS :
EPA 10 NUMBER
STAFF :
ACTIVE
TXD04782S633
NF V
REGION
COUNTY :
WCO
057 DALLAS
HAZ WASTE STATUS
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATOR
CENERATING SITE LOCATION: 830 EAST ARAPAHO RO. RICHARDSON TX
SEO
1
02
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3573 ELECTRONIC COMPUTING EOUIPMENT
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS ANO RELATED DEVICES
SOLID WASTE GENE
[ SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
00 1 900050 ACID . NITRIC ( HN03 )
EPA NOS
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
I H LIQUID (WATER BASE)
002 9000*0 ACID. SULFURIC
EPA NOS:
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
I H L IOUI D (WATER BASE)
003 900060 ACID. HYDROCHLORIC (HCL)
EPA NOS
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
I H L IOUI D (WATER BASE)
0O4
005
1 107SO
i ooeoo
ACID , ACET IC [ HAC
1
ON - S I TE /SAN I TAR Y SEWER
ACID. HYOROFLUORI C
I
I
L IQU I
D
L IOU 10
(NON-WATER BASE)
(WATER BASE)
006 100070
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
ACIO. PHOSPHORIC (H3P0«)
ON -S
I
TE/SAN I TARY SEWER
I LIQUID WATER BASE)
007
OOJ
1 OS 300
102200
ETCH I NG SOLUT I ON
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
I
I
L IOU I :
LIQUID
ATER BASE)
IWATER BASE)
009 1023*0
ON -S I TE/SAN I TARY .SEWER
AMMONIUM FLUORIDE
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
I L IOUI D (WATER BASE)
1
01 1
1 OO 1 30
9 10 1 00
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE (NH«OH)
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
SOLVENTS, SPENT
I
IH
L IOUI
L IQU 10
IWATER BASE)
(NON-WATER BASE)
»
-
01 2 2* 1 690
EPA NOS
ON-SI TE/OFF-SITE
LAPPING COMPOUNO I I SLUDGE (WATER BASE)
ON-S TE/OFP-S I TE
05O5
lOUENCE COMPANY NAME
•«• TEXAS WATER COMMISSI
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
ON ««•
SYSTEM
PAGE 29
OATE 02/04/92
3 1780 HONEYWEL L INC (CONT)
FOR OAV I D G GI LLES
' SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT)
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANC OISPOS ITION CLASS FORM
01 3
1 4
2806 10
111130
WAX
NO LONGER GENERATED
OIL. PETROLEUM
I I
I
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
01S 1 1 6920
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
OIL. COMPRESSOR
ON -SITE/OFF -SITE
I L IOU ID (NON- WATER BASE)
01 6
1 7
1 17730
978400
OIL. VACUUM PUMP, WITH HCL
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE
LAB -PACKS
I
IH
LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
1 8 9 10650
EPA NOS
ON-S ITE/OFF-SITE
PAINT WASTE. LIQUID I H LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
019 9 109 10
EPA NOS
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
ADHES I VE . L IOU I I H LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE]
020 9 1 38 to
EPA NOS
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
SEALANT IH LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
02, 983 1 40
EPA NOS
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE
FILTER MEDIA. CONTAMINATED IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
EPA NOS
ON-S ITE/OFF-S I TE
SOLID WASTE MANA
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
O 1 TANK ( SUB -SURFACE )
INACT I VE
ISTRI CT 04
LAT ITUOE CAPAC I TY
LONGITUDE: ELEVATION
SURFACE AREA
COUNTY
BAS I N
057 DALLAS
08 TRINITY RIVER
DATE OPENED 09 -SO
DATE INACT I VE 04-87
DATE CLOSED
SEGMENT
.
FAC I L I TY
0820
USE PROCESSING
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REOUIREO: OATE RECORDED
007 I
009 I
FACI L I TY
ETCH INC SOLUT I ON
AMMONIUM FLUORIDE
DESCRIPTION CAP-1O0 GAL
02 TANK 1 SUB -SURFACE I
I NACT I VE
LAT I TUDE CAPAC I TY
LONG I TUDE ELEVAT I ON
ISTRICT
COUNTY
04
057 DALLAS
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED 09 - 80
DATE I NACT I VE 04 - 87
BAS I N
SEGMENT
08 TRINITY RIVER
0820
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REQUIRED DATE RECORDED
FAC I
L
ITY USE PROCESSING
owosos
SEOUENCE COMPANY NAME
••• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••>
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG ISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE
OATE 02/04/
31710 HONEYWELL INC I CONT )
FOR OAV ID G GI LLES
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT):
007 I ETCHING SOLUTION
009 I AMMONIUM FLUORIOE
FACILITY DESCRIPTION CAP-IOO GAL
03 TANK [SURFACE) LAT I TUOE CAPAC ITY 2 . 000 GAL
ACT I VE
DISTR I CT 04
LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
ELEVAT I ON
COUNTY :
BASIN :
SEGMENT :
OS7
OS
0820
DALLAS
TRINITY R
I
VER
DATE INACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
FAC IL ITY
00 1 I H
USE
AC 1
PROCESSING
NITRIC I HN03 )
DEED REOUIREO OATE RECOROEO
002 IH
003 IH
004 I
AC 10
AC 10
ACIO
SULFUR I C
HYDROCHLORIC I HCL )
ACETIC (HACJ
OOS I
OOS I
007 I
ACID
ACID
ETCH
HYOROFLUOR IC
PHOSPHORIC 1 H3P04 )
NG SOLUTION
OOS I
010 I
FACI L ITY
HYOROGEN PEROXIDE
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE (NH40H)
DESCRIPTION. PRETREATMENT TANK
04 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
LATI TUDE :
LONG ITUOE :
CAPAC ITY
:
ELEVAT ION
DISTRICT
COUNTY :
04
0S7 DALLAS
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
OATE INACT I VE
BAS IN
:
SEGMENT :
OS
0420
TRINITY R VER OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT :
DEED REOUIREO: DATE RECORDED
FAC I L ITY
011 IH
FACI L I TY
USE STORAGE
SOLVENTS. SPENT
DESCRIPTION: SB GAL DRUMS
OS CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACTI VE
LATITUOE :
LONC I TUOE :
CAPAC I TV
ELEVAT ION
DISTRICT
COUNTY :
04
057 DALLAS
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENEO:
OATE INACT I VE
BAS IN
SEGMENT
OS
0S20
TRINITY RI VER OATE CLOSED:
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REQUIRED OATE RECORDEO
FAC I L I TY
11 I H
01 2 II
USE STORAGE
SOLVENTS. SPENT
LAPPING COMPOUND
1 4 I
015 I
01 S I
OIL.
OIL.
OIL,
PETROLEUM
COMPRESSOR
VACUUM PUMP. WITH HCL
17 I H LAB-PACKS
DWOSOS
SEOUENCE : COMPANY NAME
>•» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/04,
FOR DAVIO G
I
LLES
3 1 7S0 HONEYWELL
. INC. I CONT )
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY
OIS IH PAINT WASTE. LIOUIO
19 I H ADHESI VE
.
LIQUID
020 IH SEALANT
021 IH FILTER MEDIA. CONTAMINATED
FACILITY DESCRIPTION:
ENCE COMPANY NAME
'»« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «"
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE S>SI£f
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 32
DATE 02/04/92
FOR OAV I
D
C
I
LLES
INTERFET CORPORATION
NERAL INFORMAT ION
INTERFET CORPORATION RECORD TYPE :
REPORT FREQUENCY
GENERATOR
A 07-87
CONTACT
PHONE
LARRY A REHN
2 14-487- 1287
322 COLD STREET
CARLANO. TX 75042
REC ISTRAT ION DATE
LAST CHANCE DATE:
EMPLOYEE GROUP : LESS THAN 100
BAS I N
SEGMENT
DISTRICT
08 TRINITY R I VER
080S
STATUS
EPA I D NUMBER :
ACT I VE
TX098 1 1 450 I 4
REG I ON
COUNTY 057 DALLAS
HA2 WASTE STATUS :
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATING SITE LOCATION; 322 GOLO STREET.
SCRIPTION OF WASTE GENERATING ACTIVITIES
GARLAND
SIC CODE
3674
DESCRIPTION OF INOUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
SEMICONDUCTORS ANO RELATEO DEVICES
ILID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY:
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION
001 910100 SOLVENTS. SPENT
CLASS FORM
IH LIQUID [NON-WATER BASE)
EPA NOS F003 F001
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
THE FOLLOWING SPENT MALOGENATED SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING DEF I NEO FOR TDH USE
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
.
TR I CH
L
OROETH Y L E NE
.
METHYLENE CHLORIDE,
i
. 1 .
I TR
I
CHLOROETHANE
.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. AND CHLORINATEO
FLUOROCARBONS : ALL SPENT M I X T URES / B L EN OS USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OK
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTEO IN FO02. F004 ANO FOOS. AND STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES F001
EPA NOS FOO 1
ON-SITE/OFF-SI TE
SPENT NON-HALOGENATED SO L VEN TS X Y L ENE . ACE T ONE . E TH Y L ACETATE,
ETHYL BEN2ENE
,
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE. N-8UTYL ALC
OEFINEO FOR TDH USE
OHOL
.
CYCOHEXANONE . AND METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON
TAIN ING
.
BEFORE USE, ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL . ANO
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS C N T A I N I N G . B E F R E USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG SOL .AND. A TOTAL OF 10% OR MOREIBY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTED IN FOO 1 , F002 . F004
,
AND FOOS. AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
EPA NOS ; FO03
ON-S I TE/OFF-SITE
U154 METHANOL OR METHYL ALCOHOL
EPA NOS : U154
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -SITE
DEFINEO FOR TDH USE
U210 ETHENE, 1
.
1
. 2 , 2 - T E T
R
ACH L ORO - OR TETRACHLOROETHYLENE DEFINED FOR TOH USE
5 '«' TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •*«
NCE : COMPANY NAME INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG ISTRAT ION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE
DATE
33
02/04/92
148 INTERFET
FOR OAVIO G GI LLES
CORPORAT I ON 1 CONT )
LID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONTI
SEQ WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
008 993239
EPA NOS U210
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
U239 BENZENE OIMETHYL OR XYLENE IH DEFINED FOR TDH USE
EPA NOS U239
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
HA2ARD0US
FOO 1
WASTE DESCRIPTION
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING:
IGNIT CORR
HA2AR0 CODES
EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
X
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE. T R I C H L R E T H Y L E NE . METHYLENE CHLORIDE.
1
.
1
.
1
- TRICHLOROETHANE
.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. AND CHLORINATEO
FLUOROCARBONS. ALL SPENT M I X T U R E S / B L E N OS USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002 . F004 ANO FOOS. AND STILL
F003
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
SPENT NON-HALOGENATED S L V
E
NTS X Y
L
ENE
.
ACE T ONE
.
E TH Y L ACETATE. X
ETHYL BEN2ENE
.
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE . N
-
8U T V L ALC
OHOL CYCOHEXANONE
.
ANO METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON
TAI NI NG BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL ; ANO
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON T A I N I NG . BE
F
ORE USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG SOL .AND. A TOTAL OF lo% OR MOREIBY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTEO IN FOO 1 . F002 . F004
.
U 1 54
ANO FOOS. AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
METHANOL OR METHYL ALCOHOL X
U210
U239
ETHENE. 1 . 1 . 2 , 2- TETRACHLORO - OR TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
BEN2ENE. DIMETHYL- OR XYLENE X
X
LID WASTE MANA
SEO DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACTIVE
LAT I TUOE
LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPACI TY
ELEVAT I ON
OATE OPENED :
DATE I NACT I VE
:
DATE CLOSED
09 -S3
FAC I L I TY USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOU I REO OATE RECORDED
0O1 I H
FACI L ITY
SOLVENTS. SPENT
OESCRIPT ION
DWOSOS
SEOUENCE
••« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT I ON
FULL RECORO REPORT
PACE
OATE 02/04/
FOR OAV I D G G I L LES
» 3 1 647 LAMBOA SEMICONDUCTORS *
LAMBOA SEMICONDUCTORS RECORO TYPE GENERATOR
REPORT FREOUENCY : A 07-87
CONTACT
PHONE
STANLEY W FOSTER
5 1 2 - 289 -0403
121 INTERNATIONAL DRIVE REGISTRATION OATE: 12-14-79
CORPUS CMRISTI. TEXA 71410 LAST CHANGE DATE 06-22-90
EMPLOYEE GROUP GREATER THAN 100
BAS I N
SEGMENT
ISTRICT 1
2
STATUS ACT I VE
EPA 10 NUMBER: TX0O664191O2
STAFF : NFV
REGION
COUNTY :
WCO
178 NUECES
HAZ WASTE STATUS SMALL QUANTITY GENERATOR
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERAT I NG SI
OESCRIPT ION OF W
TE LOCATION 121 INTERNATIONAL OR. CORPUS CMRISTI. TX
SEO
1
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS ANO RELATEO DEVICES
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
O01 912S70 SOLVENTS. ORGANIC. AND PHOTOCRAPHIC CHEMICALS
CLASS
IH L IQUIO
FORM
(NON-WATER BASE)
002 900 150
EPA NOS F001 F002 F003
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
ACID. NEUTRAL I ZED IH L IOUI0 (WATER BASE]
003 9431S0
EPA NOS D002
ON-SITE / OFF-SITE/ SANITARY SEWER
GOLO BEARING SLUDGE IH SLUDCE (WATER BASE)
004 279780
EPA NOS 0007 DOI 1
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLD FOR RECOVERY
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC I I SOLIO PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
oos 9 1 20 10
OFF-S ITE
FREON
EPA NOS:
IH L IOUID (NON-WATER BASEI
006 279450
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
CONTAINERS, EMPTY
ON-S ITE/OFF -S
I
TE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
I I SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
007 952250 TANK BOTTOMS. ACIDIC
EPA NOS
:
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-SITE
IH SLUDGE (NON-WATER BASE)
OOI
009
102690
102990
WASTEWATER
SANITARY SEWER
RI NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
I
I
L IOU ID
L1QUI0
(WATER BASE)
(WATER BASE)
io 908740
ON-SITE / OFF-SITE/ SANITARY SEWER
SPILL. MISCELLANEOUS CHEMICAL
EPA NOS: F001 FO02 F003
IH LIQUID (WATER BASE)
O 1 1 24 1620
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITE
NEUTRALIZATION TANK SLUDGE
ON-S ITE/OFF-S I TE
I I SLUDGE (WATER BASE)
1 2 1 1 6920 OIL. COMPRESSOR I LIQUID ( NON-WATER BASE 1
DWOS05
SEOUENCE
••• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/04/
3 1 647
FOR OAV 10 G CI LLES
LAMBDA SEMICONDUCTORS (CONT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT)
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
HAZARDOUS
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -S TE/SOLD FOR RECOVERY
WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
0002
D007
CORROSIVE WASTE
CHROMI UM
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
X
X
00 1 1
FOO 1
S I L VER
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING.
TETRACHLOROETHVLENE
.
T R I CH LOROE TH V L ENE . METHYLENE CHLORIOE.
X
X
1
.
1
.
1 - TRI CHLOROETHANE
,
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. AND CHLORINATED
FLUOROCARBONS
.
ALL SPENT MI X TUReS /B
L
ENDS USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE [BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN FO02. F004 AND FOOS, AND STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT
F002
SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS T ET RACH
L
OROE THY -
LENE. METHYLENE CHLORIOE. TR I CH L OROE TH Y
L
ENE . 1 . 1 . 1 - TR
I
CHLOR -
X
OETHANE. CHLOROBENZENE. 1
.
1 .2-TRICHLORO- 1 ,2.2-TRIFLUOROETHANE
ORTHOD ICHLOROBENZENE
.
TR
I
CHL OROF L UOROMETH ANE , AND 1,1.2-TRI-
CHLOROETHANE
.
ALL SPENT SOLVENT M I «
T
URES / B
L
ENDS CONTAINING.
BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF
ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST-
ED IN F001. F0O4. OR FOOS. AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOV-
F003
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SPENT NON-HALOGENATEO S L VENTS X Y
L
ENE . AC E
T
ONE , E TH V L ACETATE.
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KE TONE . N
-
BU T Y L ALC
X
OHOL
.
CYCOHEKANONE
.
ANO METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON
TAIN ING
.
BEFORE USE, ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL
.
ANO
ALL SPENT SOL. MIX/BLENDS CON T A I N I NG . B EF ORE USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG SOL .AND. A TOTAL OF 10'/. OR MOREIBY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTEO IN FOO 1 . F002 . F004
,
ANO F005.AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLID WASTE MANA
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SEO
1 TANK
DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
LAT I TUOE : CAPAC ITY
I NACT I VE
OISTR I CT 1 2
LONG ITUDE
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
ELEVAT I ON .
05-82
COUNTY 176 NUECES OATE I NACT I VE 11-85
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
FAC I L ITY
OO 1 IH
USE : STORAGE
SOLVENTS. ORGANIC. ANO PHOTOCRAPHIC CHEMICALS
OEED REOU I RED OATE RECORDED
FAC 1
L
ITY DESCRIPTION SOO GAL TANK
WOSOS
EOUENCE
««» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •«•
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 36
OATE 02/04/92
FOR DAV ID G G I L LES
I1MID1 SFMI CONDUCTORS (CONT)
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
SEO DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
02 TANK
ACTIVE
DISTRICT
LATITUDE
LONGITUDE
1 2 SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY
ELEVAT I ON
COUNTY :
OATE OPENED
IT1 NUECES DATE INACTIVE
OATE CLOSED
o i a i
FAC I L I TY
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOUIRED
USE: STORAGE/PROCESSING
OATE RECORDEO
002 I H
009 I
FACI L I TY
AC I , NEUTRAL I ZED
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
DESCRIPTION NEUTRALIZATION UNIT
03 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUDE
ACT I VF LONG I TUOE
CAPAC I TY
ELEVAT I ON :
SURFACE AREA:
DATE DPENEO
DATE I NACT I VE
:
07 - as
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
DEED REOUI REO DATE RECORDED:
FACI L I TY
OOS I I
007 I H
USE: STORAGE
CONTAINERS, EMPTY
TANK BOTTOMS. ACIDIC
011 II
FACI L ITY
NEUTRALIZATION TANK SLUOGE
DESCRIPTION: STORED FAC »3 FREON ISSTOREO IN FAC »B
04 TANK (SURFACE) LATITUDE:
ACTIVE LONG I TUOE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPACITY 2000 GAL
ELEVATION
DATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED.
i i - as
FAC IL ITY
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
OEEO REOUIREO
USE ISPOSAL
OATE RECORDED
OO 1 I H
010 IH
FAC I L I TY
SOLVENTS. ORGANIC. AND PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS
SPILL. MISCELLANEOUS CHEMICAL
OESCRIPT ION
:
OS TANK (SURFACE) LATITUDE:
ACTIVE LONG I TUDE
CAPACITY 100 GAL
ELEVAT ION
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
DATE INACT I VE
:
' DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEEO REOU I RED OATE RECORDED
FACI L ITY USE: STORAGE
wosos
EOUENCE : COMPANY NAME
»» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION *•«
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE 37
OATE 02/OA/92
FOR OAVIO CI LLES
31647 LAM80A SEMICONDUCTORS
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY
OOS IH FREON
FACILITY DESCRIPTION
[CONT)
TANK (SURFACE)
ACT I VE
FACILITY USE STORAGE
012 I OIL. COMPRESSOR
FACI L I TY OESCRIPT I ON
LAT I TUOE
LONGI TUDE :
SURFACE AREA:
OATE OPENED:
OATE INACT I VE
OATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOUIRED
CAPAC I TY
:
ELEVAT ION
DATE RECORDED
SURFACE IMPOUNDMENT
ACT I VE
FACILITY USE: STORAGE
003 IH COLO BEARING SLUOGE
FACILITY DESCRIPTION
LATI TUOE :
LONG I TUOE :
SURFACE AREA:
OATE OPENED:
OATE INACTIVE :
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
DEED REOUIREO:
CAPACITY
ELEVAT ION :
OATE RECORDEO
DWOSOS
SEQUENCE
« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG ISTRAT ION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE
OATE O2/04
FOR DAY 10 G G I L LES
> 38997 MAGNUM ASSEMBV INC •
MAGNUM ASSEMBY INC RECORO TYPE:
REPORT FREOUENCY
GENERATOR
A 09 - 89
CONTACT: SARAH DRAKE
PHONE 5 1 2 -339 -7758
1915 KRAMER LN REGISTRATION DATE
AUSTIN TX 78758 LAST CHANGE OATE:
EMPLOYEE GROUP
09-15-89
11-07-89
LESS THAN 100
BAS I N
SEGMENT
ISTRICT 1 4
STATUS
EPA ID NUMBER:
STAFF
ACT I VE
TX004 1 470527
EM
REGION
COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
WCO :
HAZ WASTE STATUS :
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATOR
GENERATING SI
OESCR I PT ION OP W
TE LOCATION: 1915 KRAMER LN
SEO
O 1
02
SIC COOE DESCRIPTION OP INDUSTR
357 I
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
IAL ACTIVITES
03
04
05
3577
366 1
3575
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH APPARATUS
06
07
366 1
3578
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH APPARATUS
SOLID WASTE GENE
SEO WCC
00 1 9 16600
WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
SOLVENT MIXTURE, SPENT
CLASS FORM
IH LIQUID [NON-WATER BASE)
002 9 12940
EPA NOS : F001 F002 F003
ON-S
I
TE/OPF -S I TE
ALCOHOL. [C6 AND LESS) IH LIQUID INON-WATER BASE)
003 976980
EPA NOS : DOO
1
ON-S TE/OFF -S ITE
SOLDERING WASTES IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
004 279760
EPA NOS DOO
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC I I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
005 1 77030
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
SOLDER DROSS
EPA NOS 0001
I SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
HAZARDOUS
ON-SI TE/OFF-SI TE
WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD CODES
000 t
FOO 1
IGNITABLE WASTE
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING:
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
X
X
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
.
TR I C H
L
OROE T H Y
L
ENE
.
METHYLENE CHLORIDE.
1
.
1
.
1 -TRICHLOROETHANE
,
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. AND CHLORINATED
FLUOROCARBONS . ALL SPENT M I X TURES / B
L
ENDS USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE IBY
DW0505
SEQUENCE : COMPANY NAME
•« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/04
FOR DAV I GI LLES
38997 MAGNUM ASSEMBY INC
SOLIO WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARO COOES
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002. F004 ANO F005. AND STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT
SOLVENT MI XTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS TE T
R
ACH L ROE TH Y
-
LENE. METHYLENE CHLORIOE, TR I CH
L
OROE TH V L E NE . 1 , 1 . 1 - TR I CH L R
-
OETHANE. CHLOROBENZENE. 1 , 1 ,2-TRICHL0R0- 1 ,2.2-TRIFLUOROETHANE
ORTHOD I CHLOROBENZENE
.
TR I CH
L
PROF L UOROME THANE
.
ANO 1.1.2-TR1-
CHLOROETHANE
.
ALL SPENT SOLVENT M I X
T
URES / B
L
ENDS CONTAINING,
BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF
ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOCENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST-
EO IN FOOI. F004. OR FOOS. ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOV-
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES.
SPENT NON- HALOGENATEO SO
L
VENTS X Y L ENE ACE T ONE . E TH Y L ACETATE.
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE . N
-
BUT Y L ALC
OHOL
.
CYCOHEXANONE . AND METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL. MIX/BLENDS CON
TA1NI NG
.
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL
.
AND
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENOS CONTAII
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG. SOL. AND,
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS
NG. BEFORE USE, ONE OR MORE
A TOTAL OF 10% OR MOREIBY
LISTED IN F001 . F002 . F004
.
ANO F005.AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES.
SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY
SEQ DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACT I VE
DISTRICT: 14
LAT I TUDE
LONGITUDE
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC I TY
:
ELEVATION :
300 TO 40
227 TRAVIS
DATE OPENED :
DATE INACT I VE
:
OATE CLOSED :
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REQUIRED DATE RECORDED
FACILITY USE: STORAGE
001 IH SOLVENT MIXTURE, SPENT
002 IH ALCOHOL, (C6 AND LESS)
003 IH SOLOERING WASTES
004 II PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC
005 I SOLOER OROSS
FAC I L I TY DESCR I PT I ON .
yosos
tCUENCE
««« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •«
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 40
DATE 02/04/92
FOR DAVIO G GILLES
34720 MICROELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER «
MICROELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER RECORD TYPE
TECHNOLOGY CORP REPORT FREQUENCY
GENERATOR
A 07-87
CONTACT JULIA SAGER
PHONE 5 12-250-2892
12100 TECHNOLOGY BLVD. REGISTRATION DATE
AUSTIN TX 78759 LAST CHANGE DATE
EMPLOYEE GROUP :
11-15-84
11-17-89
LESS THAN lOO
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
SEGMENT 1403
ISTR I CT 14
STATUS
EPA ID NUMBER:
STAFF
ACTIVE
TX0980S78722
NFV
REG ION
COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
WCO
HA2 WASTE STATUS :
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATOR
GENERATING SITE LOCATION 12 100 TECHNOLOGY BLVO
SE9
1
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRI
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATEO DEVICES
AL ACT I V I TES
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
0O1 9111S0 SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
CLASS FORM
IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
002 9 1 3860
EPA NOS FOO
1
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
SOLVENTS. NON- HALOGENATED I H LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
003 900 1 90
EPA NOS F003 U1S4 U239
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
ACID. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED IH L IOUI D (WATER BASE J
004 905260
EPA NOS 0003 F007 F008 F009
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -SITE
CAUSTIC. METALS CONTAINING IH LIQUID (WATER BASE)
OOS 942720
EPA NOS 0OO3
ON-S TE/OFF-S ITE
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGE FROM ELECTROPLATING I H SLUDGE (WATER BASEj
006 978S 10
EPA NOS : F006
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
SPILL CLEANUP IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
007 97SS50
EPA NOS 0O02 0001
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
MERCURY CONTAMINATED SOLID IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
OOS 978400
EPA NOS DOOS D007 0008
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
LAB -PACKS IH SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
009 943000
EPA NOS D001 D002 0003
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
PLATING SOLUTION. CYANIOE IH SLUDGE (WATER BASE)
EPA NOS F007
OFF -S
I
TE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
'0505 ««« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »«»
OUENCE: COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE
4 1
02/04/92
FOR DAV ID G GI LLES
34720 MICROELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER (CONTJ
SOLIO WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONTI
HAZAROOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
000 1
D002
IGNITABLE WASTE
CORROSIVE WASTE
GNIT CORR
X
X
EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
D003
DOOS
0007
REACTIVE WASTE
BAR I UM
CHROMI UM
X
X
X
DOOS
FOO 1
LEAO
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING:
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
.
TR I C H
L
OROETH Y
L
ENE . METHYLENE CHLORIDE.
X
X
1
.
1
,
1 - TR
I
CHLOROETHANE
,
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. AND CHLORINATED
FLUOROCARBONS
.
ALL SPENT M I X T U RE S / B L E N OS USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002. F004 AND FOOS. AND STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT
F003
SOLVENT MIXTURES
SPENT NON-HALOGENATED S L VENTS : X V
L
ENE
,
ACE TONE
.
E TH Y L ACETATE.
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE . N - BUT Y L ALC
X
OHOL
.
C
YCOHEXANONE
.
AND METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON
TAIN INC
,
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL . ANO
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS C ONT A I N I NG
.
BEFORE USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG SOL , ANO, A TOTAL OF 10% OR MOREIBY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTED IN FOO 1 . F002 . F004
,
AND F005.AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
F006
F007
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGES FORM ELECTROPLATING OPERATIONS
SPENT CYANIDE PLATING BATH SOLUTIONS FROM ELECTROPLATING X
X
K
FOOS
OPERATIONS
PLATING BATH SLUDGES FROM THE BOTTOM OF PLATING BATHS FROM
ELECTROPLATING OPERATIONS WHERE CYANIDES ARE USED IN THE
X «
F009
PROCESS
SPENT STRIPPING AND CLEANING BATH SOLUTIONS FROM ELECTRO
PLATING OPERATIONS WHERE CYANIDES ARE USED IN THE PROCESS
X X
U 1 54
U239
METHANOL OR METHYL ALCOHOL
BENZENE. DIMETHYL- OR XYLENE
X
X
SOLID WASTE MANA
SEO DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
01 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
ACT I VE
DISTRICT 14
LAT I TUDE
L ONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I T
Y
ELEVAT ION
COUNTY
BAS IN
227 TRAVIS
1 4 COLORADO RIVER
OATE
DATE
DATE
OPENED
I NACT I VE
CLOSED
SEGMENT
FAC I L I TY
1 403
USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REQUIRED DATE RECOROED
OO 1 I H SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
owosos
SEQUENCE COMPANY NAME
» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «•>
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEH
REC
I
STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE
DATE 02/04/
FOR DAV I C I L LES
34720 MICROELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER I CONT I
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
002 IH SOLVENTS. N ON H A L C E N A T ED
003 IH ACID, HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
001 IH CAUSTIC. METALS CONTAINING
OOS IH WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGE
OPS IH SPILL CLEANUP
FROM ELECTROPLATING
007 IH MERCURY CONTAMINATED SOLIO
OOS IH LAB-PACKS
FACILITY DESCRIPTION DRUM STORAGE AREA 23FTX9FT FOR ACIDS. BASES. ORGANIC SOLVEN
DWO SOS
SEOUENCE :
••• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/04/
FOR DAV 10 G GI LLES
• 32263 MICROPAC INDUSTRIES. INC >
titili*illlil*litlt>iitfiiiitiii«titiliai
GENERAL INFORMAT
MICROPAC INOU STRIES. INC RECORD TYPE: GENERATOR
REPORT FREQUENCY A 07-S7
CONTACT
PHONE
WALTER JAGMIN
2 1 4 -272- 3S7
1
90S E WALNUT REGISTRATION DATE 12-15-61
GARLANO. 7SO40 LAST CHANGE DATE 03-23-10
EMPLOYEE GROUP. GREATER THAN 100
BAS IN
SEGMENT
ISTR I CT
0» TRINITY RI VER
OS 19
04
STATUS ACTIVE
EPA 10 NUMBER: TXOOSB367113
STAFF : VGW
REC I ON
COUNTY :
WCO
OS7 DALLAS
HA2 WASTE STATUS GENERATOR
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATING SI
DESCRI PTION OF W
TE LOCATION: 90S E WALNUT. CARLANO. TEXAS
SEO
01
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
SOLIO WASTE GENE
SEO WCC
O01 9 1 2940
WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
ALCOHOL. ICC ANO LESS)
CLASS
IH LIQUID
FORM
(NON-WATER BASE)
002 9 1OO90
EPA NOS OOO
1
OFF -SITE
ACETONE IH L IOUI0 INON-WATER BASE)
003 9 1 3320
EPA NOS
. 0OO1
OFF-S I TE
CHLOROETHENE IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
004 9 10 130
EPA NOS : FOO
OFF -SITE
OEGREASER IH L IOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
OOS 9O06OO
EPA NOS : FOO
OFF -SITE
ACID. HYDROFLUORIC I H LIQUID (WATER BASE)
OOS 900O60
EPA NOS
OFF -SITE
ACID. HYDROCHLORIC IHCL) IH LIQUID (WATER BASE)
007 9000S0
EPA NOS
OFF -SITE
AC 10
.
NITRIC 1 HN03 ) IH L IOU ID (WATER BASE)
EPA NOS
OFF -SITE
HAZARDOUS
OOO 1
WASTE DESCRIPTION
IGNITABLE WASTE
HAZARD COOES
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT
X
ACUTE TOX
FOO 1 THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING
TETRACHL OROETHYLENE
.
TR I CH
L
OROE T H V L E NE . METHYLENE CHLORIDE.
1
.
1
.
1 - TRICHLOROETHANE
.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. AND CHLORINATED
X
F LUOROCARBONS
.
ALL SPENT M I X TURES / B
L
ENOS USED IN DECREASING
JWOSOS
EOUENCE COMPANY NAME
» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »««
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORO REPORT
PACE 44
OATE 02/04/92
FOR OAV I
D
C I L LES
32263 MICROPAC INDUSTRIES, INC
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
CONT)
<AZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD CODES
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (By
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE MALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002. F004 AND F005, AND STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT
SOLVENT MI XTURES
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY
SEP DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
vosos
EOUENCE
••« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION >•«
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 45
DATE 02/O4/92
ssasaasaa
FOR DAV 10 G CI LLeS
34313 MOTOROLA INC •
GENERAL INFORMAT
MOTOROLA INC RECORD TYPE: GE NERAT OR / T R ANS P OR TER
REPORT FREOUENCY A 07-87
CONTACT
PHONE :
RICH WE I GAND
S 1 2-928- 6372
3S01 ED BLUESTEIN BLVD REGISTRATION DATE 01-30-84
AUSTIN TX 7BT21 LAST CHANGE DATE 04-26-91
EMPLOYEE GROUP: GREATER THAN 1 oo
BAS IN
SECMENT
DISTRICT
14 COLORADO RIVER
1 402
1 4
STATUS ACTIVE
EPA ID NUMBER: TX098O87O356
STAFF NFV
RECI ON
COUNTY :
WCO :
227 TRAVIS
HAZ WASTE STATUS: SMALL QUANTITY GENERATOR
METMOO TRANSPORT ;
GENERATING SI
OESCRIPT ION OF W
TE LOCATION SS01 WILLIAM CANNON DRIVE WEST
SEO
01
SIC COOE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3S74 SEMICONDUCTORS ANO RELATEO DEVICES
SOLIO WASTE GENE
SEO WCC
00 1 9 1 1 00
WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS
SOLVENTS. SPENT IH LIQUID
FORM
(NON-WATER BASE)
002 900040
EPA NOS D001 F003 F001 F002 FOOS 003S
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -SITI
ACID. SULFURI C IH LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
003 279760
EPA NOS 0002
ON-S TE/OFF -S ITE
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC II SOL 10 I PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
004 90 1240
EPA NOS 0OO2
OFF -SITE
ACID. SPENT IH L IQUI (WATER BASE]
OOS 1 10490
EPA NOS D002
ON-S TE/OFF-S I TE
OIL. LUBRI CAT I NC I LIQUID ( NON-WATER BASE 1
OOS 9 199 10
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
TONERS AND CONCENTRATES IH
EPA NOS 0OO1
LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
007 102990
ON -S TE/OFF -SITE
R
I
NSEWATER/WASTEWATER I
ON-SITE
LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
OOS 900S80 LAB WASTE, AOUEOUS IH
EPA NOS: D0O1 0OO2 0OO7 0003 0004 0008 0009 D01I
P 1 04 P 1 06
LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
0019 0022 003S P030
009 (0 1760
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER WASTE I
ON-SITE
LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
1
1 1
10 1690
9 106S0
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER I
ON-SITE
PAINT WASTE. LIQUID IH
L IOU I
D
LIOUIO
(WATER BASE
)
( NON -WATER BASE J
1
EPA NOS D0O1 0006 0007 DOOS FO03 F005 003S
owosos
SEQUENCE COMPANY NAME
i»« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••'
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM
REC ISTRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 4
DATE 02/04/1
343 1 3 MOTOROLA
FOR DAV I D C
INC ( CONT )
E
I
LLES
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONTI
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
01 2 9007 10
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -S
I
TE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL P R C E S S [ OMES T I C - I N D U S T R I A
L
EPA NOS 0OO2
CRAOE ) IH LIOUID (WATER BASE)
01 3 972720
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
EPA NOS : D002 0OO4
IH SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
014 9 14490
ON -S TE/OFF -SITE
PHOTO RESIST
EPA NOS D0O1 0O3S F003 F005
IH LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
O 15 2 1 0490
ON -S TE/OFF -SITE
OIL, LUBR I CAT I NC
ON-S TE/OFF -S TE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
I I LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
Ol 6 9 1 S8 to I L ANO SOLVENT
EPA NOS: 0OO1 F001 F002 F003 FOOS
ON-SI TE/OFF-SITE
IH LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
01 7 9 1 1 900 OIL. ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
EPA NOS 0002 0004
ON-SI TE/OFF-S I TE
I H LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
1 8
1 9
1 007 10
1 1 2420
WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL P R C E S S ( OME S T I C - I N U S T R I A
ON -S I TE/SAN I TARY SEWER
METHYL PYRROLIOONE
GRADE 1 I
I
LIQUID (WATER BASE 1
LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
020 9 1 6940
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
PAINT ANO SOLVENTS
EPA NOS: D001 DOOS 0007 0008 F001 F003 FOOS
IH
0035
LIOUID INON- WATER BASE)
02 1 9788S0
ON-S TE/OFF -S ITE/SOLD FOR RECOVERY
MERCURY CONTAMINATED SOLID
EPA NOS 0OO9
IH SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
022 270SO4
ON -S TE/OFF -S TE/SOLD FOR RECOVERY
CONTAINERS. TRIPLE RINSED ANO UNUSABLE
OFF -SITE
I I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
023
024
1 79450
9 1 1 1 SO
CONTAINERS, EMPTY
ON-SI TE/OFF-S I TE
SOLVENTS. HALOCENATED
I
I H
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC!
LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
025 980790
EPA NOS FOO 1 F002
ON-S TE/OFF -S TE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL I H SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
EPA NOS: FOOl F002 F003 FOOS D019 0022
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITE
D03S
HAZARDOUS
ooo i
WASTE DESCRIPTION
IGNITABLE WASTE
HAZARD COOES
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
X
0OO2
0OO3
0OO4
CORROSIVE WASTE
REACTIVE WASTE
ARSEN I
C
X
X
X
OOOS
D007
oooa
CAOMI UM
CHROMI UM
LEAD
X
X
X
0OO9 MERCURY X
0WO5O5
SEQUENCE COMPANY NAME
'»» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 4
DATE 02/04/1
FOR OAVID GI LLES
343 1 3 MOTOROLA INC ( CONT ]
SOLIO WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD CODES
00 1 1
DPI 9
S I LVER
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE
0022
0035
FOO 1
CHLOROFORM
METHYL ETHYL KETONE
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING
TETRACHLOROETHVLENE
.
TR I CH L OROE TH Y L E NE . METHYLENE CHLORIOE.
1 . 1 . 1 -TRICHLOROETHANE . CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. ANO CHLORINATEO
FLUOROCARBONS
, ALL SPENT M I X T URES / B L E NOS USEO IN DECREASING
CONTAINING, BEFORE USE, A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTEO IN F002. F004 ANO FOOS. AND STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS TE TR ACH L OROE TH Y
-
LENE. METHYLENE CHLORIDE. TR I CH
L
OROE TH Y
L
ENE . 1 , 1 . 1 - TR I CHI OR -
OETHANE, CHLOROBENZENE.1.I.2-TRICHLOR0-1.2.2-TRIFLU0ROETHANE
ORTHOD I CHLOROBENZENE , T R I CH L PROF L UOROME T H ANE . AND 1,1.2-TRI-
CHLOROETHANE
,
ALL SPENT SOLVENT M I X T URE S / B L E N OS CONTAINING,
BEFORE USE, A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF
ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOCENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST-
ED IN FOOl, F004, OR F005 , AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOV-
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SPENT NON -HALOGENATEO S L V E N TS X Y L E N E , AC E T N E . E T H Y L ACETATE.
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KE TONE . N
- B UT Y L ALC
OHOL
. CYCOHEXANONE . AND METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON
TA I N I NG
.
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG. SOL . ANO
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENOS CONTA I N I NG
.
BEFORE USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG SOL, ANO. A TOTAL OF 10% OR MOREIBY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTED IN FO0 1 . FOQ2 , F004
.
ANO FOOS. ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOL LOW! NC SPENT N N - H A L G E N A T E S OLVENT S T Q L u £ N E
,
METHYL ETHYL KETONE. CARBON DISULFIDE ISOBUTANOL. PYRIDINE.
BENZENE, 2 -ETHOX YETHANOL , ANO 2 - N I
T
ROPROP ANE
,
ALL SPENT SOLV
ENT MIXTURES/BLENDS CONTAINING, BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN
PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE NON-
HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN FOOl. F002.
OR FOQ4, AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
P030 CYANIDES (SOLUBLE CYANIDE SALTS). NOT ELSEWHERE SPECIFIED
P 1 04 SILVER CYAN I DE
P 10S SOO I UM CYAN IDE
Lesos
EOUENCE
•« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «»»
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REC I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORO REPORT
PACE <e
OATE 02/04/92
343 13 MOTOROLA
FOR OAV ID G G I L LES
INC I CONT )
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY ICONTI
SEO
1
DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LAT I TUDE CAPAC I TY 250 GAL
ACTIVE
DISTRICT 1 4
LONG ITUDE ELEVATION
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED 12-83
COUNTY
SAS IN
:
SEGMENT .
227 TRAV I
S
14 COLORADO RIVER
1 402
DATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED :
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
FACI L ITV
00 1 I H
USE: STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
SOLVENTS. SPENT
DEED REOUIREO OATE RECORDED
002
004
OOS
I H
IN
I
ACID. SULFURIC
ACID. SPENT
OIL. LUBR I CAT ING
OOE
007
OOS
I H
I
I N
TONERS ANO CONCENTRATES
R I NSEWATER/WASTEWATER
LAB WASTE. AQUEOUS
009
010
1 1
I
I
I H
PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
PAINT WASTE . LIQUID
1 2
013
1 4
I M
IM
IH
WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL PRO C ESS ( DOME S T I C - I NDUS T R I A L GRADE)
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
PHOTO RESIST
01S
OIS
01 S
I I
IH
I
OIL. LUBR I CAT I NG
OIL AND SOLVENT
WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS ( D OME S T I C - I NDUS T R I AL GRADE!
01 9
O20
02 1
I
I H
IH
METHYL PYRROLIDONE
PAINT ANO SOLVENTS
MERCURY CONTAMINATEO SOLID
022
023
024
I I
I
IH
CONTAINERS. TRIPLE RINSED ANO UNUSABLE
CONTAINERS. EMPTY
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
FACILITY
COMMENTS
DESCR I PT I ON CSA - B
2S0 GAL
02 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACTIVE
LATITUOE
LONGI TUDE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I T
Y
ELEVAT I ON
4400 GAL
DATE OPENED
DATE INACTI VE
DATE CLOSED
FACI L I TV USE STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 OAYS
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOU IREO DATE RECOROED
OO 1
002
004
I H
IH
I H
SOLVENTS. SPENT
ACID . SULFURIC
AC I . SPENT
OOS I OIL. LUBR ICAT ING
0OSOS
EOUENCE :
••• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 49
OATE 02/04/92
343 1 3 MOTOROLA
FOR DAV ID G G I L LES
NC (CONT)
SOL ID WASTE
006
007
MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
IH TONERS ANO CONCENTRATES
I R I NSEWATER/WASTEWATER
ooe
009
O 1
IH
I
I
LAB WASTE. AQUEOUS
PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
O 1 1
eta
1 4
I H
IH
I H
PAINT WASTE
. L IOU ID
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
PHOTO RES 1ST
1 S
O 1 S
1 8
I I
I H
I
OIL. LUBR ICAT ING
I L AND SOL VENT
WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL P R C E S S ( OME S T I C - I N US T R I A L GRADE)
01 9
020
02 1
IH
IH
METHYL PYRROLIOONE
PAINT ANO SOLVENTS
MERCURY CONTAMINATED SOLID
022
023
024
I I
I
I H
CONTAINERS. TRIPLE RINSEO AND UNUSABLE
CONTAINERS. EMPTY
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
03
FAC I
TANK
LITY DESCRIPTION CSA-Z
( SURFACE 1 LAT I TUDE CAPAC ITY S700 GAL
ACT I VE LONGI TUDE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED:
ELEVAT ION
DATE INACTIVE
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT :
FACI L ITY
00 1 I H
USE: STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 OAYS
SOLVENTS
.
SPENT
OEED REOUIREO DATE RECOROED
OOS
1 1
1 4
I H
I H
IH
TONERS AND CONCENTRATES
PAINT WASTE. L I OU I
PHOTO RES I ST
Ol s
o i a
1 9
I I
I
I
OIL. LU8R I CAT I NG
WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL P R C ES S ( D OME S T I C - I N D U S T R I A L GRAOE)
METH Y L PYRROL I DONE
023 I
FACI L I TY
CONTAINERS. EMPTY
DESCRIPTION: BLOC Z TANK NO ZS1
04 TANK (SURFACE )
ACT I VE
LAT ITUDE
LONGI TUDE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I T
ELEVATION
5700 GAL
DATE OPENED
DATE INACTIVE
DATE CLOSED
FAC I L I TY USE STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 OAYS
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEED REQUIRED DATE RECORDED
OO 1
006
O 1 1
I M
I H
I H
SOLVENTS
.
SPENT
TONERS AND CONCENTRATES
PAINT WASTE
.
L IOU 10
1 4 I H PHOTO RES 1ST
DWOSOS
SEQUENCE
»•» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••»
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE
!
DATE 02/04/1
343 1 3 MOTOROLA
FOR DAVIO C
INC (CONT)
G
I
LLES
SOL I WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
OIS II OIL. LUBR I CAT I NC
Oil I WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS ( DOMES I 1 C - INDUSTRIAL GRADE )
Ol 9 I
023 I
FAC I L I TV
METHYL PYRROL I DONE
CONTAINERS. EMPTY
DESCRIPTION: BLOG. 2-TANK NO 2S2
05 TANK (SURFACE)
ACT I VE
LAT I TUOE
LONG I TUDE
CAPAC ITY: S 7 GAL
.
ELEVAT I ON
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED:
DATE I NACT I VE
;
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
OEED REOUIRED: OATE RECORDED
FACI L ITY
O01 I H
O06 IH
USE: STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
SOLVENTS. SPENT
TONERS AND CONCENTRATES
Oil I H
014 IH
015 II
PAINT WASTE. LIOUIO
PHOTO RESIST
OIL. LUBRICATING
18 I
019 I
023 I
WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL P R C E S S ( D OME S T I C
-
METHYL PYRROLIDONE
CONTAINERS. EMPTY
INDUSTRIAL GRADE
)
06
FACILITY DESCRIPTION: BLOC 2-TANK NO 2S3
TANK ISURFACEi LAT I TUOE CAPAC ITY STOO GAL
.
ACT I VE LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA:
OATE OPENED
ELEVAT ION
:
DATE INACTIVE:
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO FERMI
T
FACI L ITY
001 I H
USE: STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
SOLVENTS. SPENT
DEED REOUIRED OATE RECOROED:
006 IH
Oil IH
014 I H
TONERS AND CONCENTRATES
PAINT WASTE. LIOUIO
PHOTO RESIST
015 II
016 I
019 I
OIL. LUBRI CAT ING
WASTEWATER, INDUSTRIAL PROCESS ( DOMES T I C
METHYL PYRROL IOONE
I NOUSTR I AL GRADE 1
023 I
FAC I L ITY
CONTAINERS, EMPTY
DESCRIPTION: BLOC 2-TANK NO 2S4
07 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTI VE
LAT I TUOE
LONGI TUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY 5700 GAL
ELEVAT ION
:
OATE OPENED
DATE INACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
FACIL ITY USE: STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REOUIREO: OATE RECOROED
0WO5O5
SEOUENCE
:
COMPANY NAME
••• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »««
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE '
OATE 02/04/1
343 1 3 MOTOROLA INC
FOR
I CONT )
OAV ID C GI LLES
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT):
O02 IH ACID. SULFURIC
004 IH ACIO. SPENT
oa
FACILITY DESCRIPTION BLOC
TANK (SURFACE)
2-TANK 2A1
LAT ITUOE : CAPAC ITY: 5700 GAL
ACT I VE LONGI TUOE
SURFACE AREA:
DATE OPENED
ELEVAT I ON
DATE INACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
FAC I L ITY
O02 IH
USE: STORAGE FOR
ACI . SULFURIC
LESS THAN 90 DAYS
DEED REOUIRED: DATE RECORDED
004 IH
FACI L I TV
AC ID
.
SPENT
DESCRIPTION: BLOG 2-TANK 2A2
09 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
LAT I TUOE
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC ITY : 5700 GAL
ELEVAT ION
OATE OPENED
OATE INACTIVE :
OATE CLOSEO :
FACI L I TV USE: STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOUIREO: OATE RECORDED:
O02 IH
004 IH
FACIL I TY
AC ID
.
SULFURIC
ACID. SPENT
OESCRIPT ION : BLDG 2-TANK NO. 2A3
10 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTI VE
LAT I TUDE :
LONGI TUOE
CAPACITY : 5700 GAL .
ELEVAT I ON :
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
OATE INACT I VE
:
DATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEED REOUIREO: DATE RECOROED
FACI L I TY
002 IH
004 I H
USE: STORACE FOR
AC ID . SULFURI C
ACIO. SPENT
LESS THAN 90 DAYS
1 1
FACILITY DESCRIPTION BLDG
TANK (SURFACE)
2- TANK NO . 2A4
LAT ITUDE : CAPAC I TY 23600 C-EA
ACT I VE LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
ELEVAT I ON
DATE INACT I VE
OATE CLOSEO:
SUBJECT TO PERMIT :
FACI L ITY USE: PROCESSING
OEED REOU I RED OATE RECOROED
osos
OUENCE C0BP1N1 NAME
•- TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 52
OATE 02/04/92
FOR DAY I G
I
LLES
343 13 MOTOROLA INC ! CONT )
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY
007 I R INSEWATER/WASTEWATER
012 |M WASTEWATER, INDUSTRIAL P R C E S S [ D OME S T 1 C - I N US T R I A L CRAPE)
017 IM OIL, ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
FACILITY DESCRIPTION: BLOC Z TANK NO
COMMENTS NEUT TANKS
2N 1 . ZN2 . ZN3 . ZN«
TANK (SURFACE)
ACT I VE
LAT ITUDE
LONG I TUDE :
CAPAC I TY
ELEYAT I ON
tOOOO GAL
SURFACE AREA:
OATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REOU I RED OATE RECORDED
FACILITY USE STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
O02 IH ACID. SULFURIC
OQ4 IM ACID, SPENT
012 IH WASTEWATER, INDUSTRIAL P ROCESS ( DOMES T I C • I NDUS TR I A L GRADE)
017 IH OIL. ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
FACILITY DESCRIPTION BLOC Z-TANK NO ZR
'OSOS
,
OUENCE
:
«•• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION *«>
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE S3
DATE 02/04/9?
FOR OAVIO G GILLES
s«sssssss***s«*s*sass
'30477 MOTOROLA INC •
GENERAL INFORMAT
MOTOROLA INC RECORO TYPE: GE NERATOR/ TRANS POR T ER
REPORT FREOUENCY: A 07-97 P 07-87
CONTACT
PHONE :
RICH WEIGAND
5 12-928- S372
3S01 ED BLUESTEIN BLVD REGISTRATION DATE: 04-1S-76
AUSTIN, TEXAS 7S721 LAST CHANGE DATE: 10-18-90
EMPLOYEE GROUP GREATER THAN 1 OO
BAS IN
:
SEGMENT
0ISTRIC1
14 COLORAOO RIVER
1 402
1 4
STATUS ACTIVE
EPA 10 NUMBER: TXD0694S0997
STAFF NF
V
REGION
COUNTY :
WCO
227 TRAVIS
HAZ WASTE STATUS: C E NE RA T R / T S D FACILITY
METHOD TRANSPORT:
GENERATING SI
DESCRIPT I DN OF W
'E LOCATION: 3S01 ED BLUESTEIN BLVO.
SEO
1
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3S74 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED OEVICES
" SOLID WASTE GENE
SEO WCC
00 1 900720
WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION CLASS
STRIPPING SOLUTION, ELECTROLYTIC IH LIQUID
FORM
IWATER 8ASEJ
002 9 10 lOO
EPA NOS F002 0OO2
NO LONGER GENERATED
SOLVENTS
.
SPENT IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
003 2797BO
EPA NOS F001 F002 F003 FOOS OOO
1
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -SI TE
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC II SOL 10 PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
004 9007 10
OFF -SITE
WASTEWATER, INDUSTRIAL PROCESS ( D OMES T I C - I NOUS TR I AL GRADE) IH
EPA NOS D002
L IOUIO (WATER BASE)
OOS 972720
ON - S TE/SAN I TARY SEWER
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL IH
EPA NOS 0OO4 D002
SOLID PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
006 9 1 4490
ON-S TE/OFF-S I TE
PHOTO RESIST IH
EPA NOS F003 FOOS 0001
L IOU ID (NON-WATER BASE)
007 2 10490
ON-S TE/OFF-SITE
OIL. LUBR I CAT ING II
ON -S TE/OFF -S
I
TE/SOLD FOR RECOVERY
L IOUI D (NON-WATER BASE)
ooa
009
109080
9 1 SS 1 O
WASTE WATER. INDUSTRIAL CONTAINS ORGANIC COMPOUNDS I
NO LONCER CENERATED
I L AND SOLVENT I
H
L IOUIO
LIQUID
(WATER BASE)
I NON- WATER BASE)
1 9 11900
EPA NOS 0OO1 F001 F002 F003 FOOS
ON-S TE/OFF
-S ITE
OIL. ARSENIC CONTAMINATED IH L IOU I
D
( NON-WATER BASE 1
1 1 9 1 5820
EPA NOS 0OO4 DO02
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-SITE
METHYL ALCOHOL WITH ARSENIC IH LIQUID (NON- WATER BASE)
EPA NOS D004 OOO
1
DW050S
SEOUENCE
«>• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •«•
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REC I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE O2/04
30477 MOTOROLA
FOR DAVID CILLES
INC (CONTJ
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT)
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
Ol 2 1 79850
NO LONCER CENERATED
SOIL. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
NO LONGER GENERATED
I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
Ol 3 950950 LAB WASTE
EPA NOS : P030 0OO1 0OO2 0003 D004 P104 P106
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -SITE
I H
DOOS
SLUOGE (NON-WATER BASE)
0009
1 «
015
249 1 «0
900040
ALUMINUM OXIDE SLUDGE
NO LONGER GENERATED
ACID . SULFURIC
I I
IH
SLUOGE (WATER BASE
)
LIQUID (WATER BASE)
1 6 SOI 240
EPA NOS 0OO2
ON-S ITE/OFF-SITE
ACID. SPENT IH LIQUID (WATER BASE)
01 7 970720
EPA NOS : 0OO2
ON-S TE/OFF-SITE
SOLOER DROSS (TIN-LEAD) I M SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
01 8 1007 10
EPA NOS D0O8
NO LONGER GENERATED
WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL PRO CESS ( DOMES T I C - I NO US TR I A L GRAOE] I LIQUID (WATER BASE)
019 1 1 2420
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
METHYL PYRROLIDONE
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
I LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
020 9 1 S940 PAINT ANO SOLVENTS
EPA NOS: 0OO1 0008 0OO7 0OO8 F001 F005
ON-S TE/OFF-S I TE
IH LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
02 1 9722 10 MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
EPA NOS: 0009
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
IH SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
022
023
270504
1 79450
CONTAINERS. TRIPLE RINSED AND UNUSABLE
OFF -SITE
CONTAINERS. EMPTY
I I
I
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
024 9 1 1 ISO
ON-S TE/OFF-SI TE
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATEO
EPA NOS : F001 F002
I H LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
025 980790
ON -S TE/OFF -S
I
TE/SOLD FOR RECOVERY
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
EPA NOS FOOI F003 FO05
I H SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
HAZARDOUS
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD CODES
D0O1
0002
IGNITABLE WASTE
CORROS I YE WASTE
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
X
X
0OO3
0OO4
D006
REACTIVE WASTE
ARSENIC
CADMI UM
X
X
X
0OO7
oooe
D0O9
CHROMI UM
LEAD
MERCURY
X
X
X
FOO 1 THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING X
0WO5O5
SEOUENCE : COMPANY NAME
•• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/04/
FOR OAVIO GI LLES
30477 MOTOROLA ( CONT )
SOLIO WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HA2ARD CODES
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
.
TR I CH
L
OROETH Y L ENE , METHYLENE CHLORIDE.
1
.
1
.
1 - TR ICHLOROETHANE
.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. AND CHLORINATED
FLUOROCARBONS
.
ALL SPENT M I X TURES / B L ENOS USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTEO IN F002. F004 ANO FOOS; ANO STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS TETRACHLOROETHY-
LENE. METHYLENE CHLORIDE, T R I CH
L
OROETH Y L ENE . 1 . 1 . 1 - T R I C M L P
OETHANE. CHLOROBENZENE. 1
.
1 .2-TRICHLORO- I ,2,2-TRIFLUOROETHANE
ORTHOO ICHLOROBENZENE
,
T R I CH L OROF
L
UOROMETH ANE . ANO 1.1.2-TRI
CHL OBOE THANE
, ALL SPENT SOLVENT MI X TURES /B L ENOS CONTAINING.
BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF
ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST-
EO IN FOOI, F004, OR POOS. ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOV-
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SPENT NON-HALOGENATEO S L VEN TS : X Y L ENE
.
ACETONE
.
E THY L ACETATE,
ETHYL BENZENE
,
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KE TONE
.
N
-
BUT Y L ALC
OHOL CYCOHEXANONE . AND METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL. MIX/BLENOS CON
TAINING
.
BEFORE USE, ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL ; ANO
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENOS CONT A I N I NG
.
BEFORE USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG SOL .ANO. A TOTAL OF 1Q% OR MOREIBY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTEO IN FOO 1 . F002 . F004
.
AND F005.AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES.
F005 THE FOLLOWING SPENT NON-HALOGENATED SOLVENTS TOLUENE.
METHYL ETHYL KETONE. CARBON DISULFIDE. ISOBUTANOL. PYRIDINE.
BENZENE. 2 ETHOX YETHANOL
.
ANO 2 - N I
T
ROPROP ANE . ALL SPENT SOLV
ENT MIXTURES/BLENDS CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN
PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE NON-
HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN FOOI. F002.
OR F004. ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES.
P030 CYANIDES (SOLUBLE CYANIDE SALTS). NOT ELSEWHERE SPECIFIED
P 1 04
P 106
S I L VER CYAN I DE
SOOIUM CYANIDE
V0S0 5
•OUENCE COMPANY NAME
««« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION >•«
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 56
DATE 02/04/92
30477 MOTOROLA INC ( CONT )
FOR OAV I D C G I L LES
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY I CONT 1
SEO
1
DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
CONTAINER STORACE AREA LAT I TUDE : CAPACITY 7.920 GAL
ACT I VE
DISTRICT 1 4
LONG I TUDE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED OS • 82
ELEVATION
COUNTY
BASIN :
SEGMENT :
227 TRAV IS
14 COLORADO RIVER
1 402
DATE INACT I VE
DATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
FACI L ITY
OO 1 I H
USE: STORAGE
STRIPPING SOLUTION. ELECTROLYTIC
DEED REOUIRED OATE RECORDED
002 I H
OOS IH
OOG I H
SOLVENTS, SPENT
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
PHOTO RESIST
007 I I
009 IH
O 10 I H
OIL. LUBRICATING
OIL AND SOLVENT
OIL. ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
Oil I H
013 IH
17 I H
METHYL ALCOHOL WITH ARSEN
LAB WASTE
SOLOER DROSS {TIN-LEAD)
IC
19 I
020 I H
02 1 IH
METHYL PYRROLIDONE
PAINT AND SOLVENTS
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
024 IH
FACIL ITY
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
DESCRIPTION: AREA A
02 TANK
INACT I VE
ISTRICT 1 4
LAT I TUDE :
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY
ELEVAT I ON
COUNTY :
BAS I N
227 TRAVIS
14 COLORADO RIVER
DATE OPENED
DATE INACT I VE
DATE CLOSEO:
OS
07
5 2
47
SEGMENT :
FAC I
L
ITY
1 402
USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOUIRED OATE RECORDED
002 I H
FACIL ITY
SOLVENTS. SPENT
DESCRIPTION: SOOO GALLON CAPACITY- -BLDC A TANKS
03 TANK
CLOSED
ISTRI CT 1 4
LAT I TUDE
LONGITUOE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I TY
ELEVAT ION
:
COUNTY :
BAS I N
227 TRAVIS
14 COLORAOO RIVER
DATE OPENED
OATE INACT I VE
DATE CLOSEO :
05
OB
82
ss
SEGMENT :
FACI L ITY
1 402
USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
DEED REQUIRED DATE RECORDED
002 IH SOLVENTS. SPENT
/OSOS
:OUENCE :
••« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION *••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE
S7
02/04/92
30477 MOTOROLA
FOR DAVID G GI LLES
INC ( CONT )
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
FACILITY DESCRIPTION S . OOO GALLON C AP AC I T V -
- B L D G J TANK
04 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
DISTRICT: 14
LAT I TUDE :
LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC ITY
ELEVATION :
COUNTY :
BAS I N
227 TRAVIS
14 COLORADO RIVER
DATE OPENEO :
DATE I NACT I VE
:
DATE CLOSED
OS 82
SEGMENT :
FAC I L I TY
1 402
USE PROCESSING
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEEO REOUIRED DATE RECORDED
004 IH
FACI L ITY
COMMENTS
WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL P R C E S S ( OME S T I C - I N D U S T R I A L GRADE)
DESCRIPTION NEUTRALIZATION TANK
1 8
os SURFACE
CLOSED
IMPOUNDMENT LAT ITUOE :
LONCITUOE :
CAPACITY :
ELEVAT I ON
DISTRICT
COUNTY
1 4
227 TRAVIS
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENEO:
DATE INACT I VE
OS 82
BAS IN
SEGMENT
:
14 COLORAOO RIVER
1 402
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
OEED REOUIRED DATE RECORDED
FAC IL ITY
014 II
FACI L ITY
USE STORAGE/PROCESSING
ALUMINUM OXIDE SLUDGE
DESCRIPTION THICKENING BASIN 8 DRYING BED
OS MISCELLANEOUS STORAGE CONTAINERS
CLOSED
LATITUDE :
LONG I TUOE
CAPACITY :
ELEVATION :
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED :
OATE INACTIVE 1 2 8G
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REOUIRED
04 87
DATE RECORDED
FACI L I TY
00 1 IH
FACI L I TY
USE STORAGE
STRIPPING SOLUTION, ELECTROLYTIC
DESCRIPTION PORTABLE CARGO T ANKE R - 7 1 2
D
07
COMMENTS. CLOSURE BEGUN 1 2 / 8 6 - - - C L OS URE APPROVAL LETTER 2/19/88
TANK (SURFACE) LAT I TUDE CAPAC ITY 9200 GA
ACTI VE LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
E L E VAT I ON
DATE 1 NACT I VE
DATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
FACI L ITY
1 E I H
USE STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
ACID. SPENT
OEED REOU I REO OATE RECORDED
FACI L I TY DESCRIPTION BLOC B TANKS NO 1 AND NO 2- 9200 GAL CAP EACH
owosos
SEOUENCE COMPANY NAME
«*» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/04!
30477 MOTOROLA INC
FOR OAV 10 C G I L LES
(
CONT
J
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONTJ
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
OS TANK (SURFACE!
ACT I VE
L AT I TUDE
LONG I TUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPACITY 6400
ELEVAT I ON
GAL
DATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
FACI L ITY USE STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 OAYS
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEEO REOUIREO: OATE RECOROED
01S IH
FACI L ITY
ACID. SULFUR I
C
DESCR I PT I ON BLOC B TANKS NO 3 AND NO .4--B400 CALLON CAP EACH
09 TANK (SURFACE)
INACTI VE
LAT I TUDE
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPACITY 1000
ELEVAT ION
:
GAL
OATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE 1 2 - (8
OATE CLOSED:
FACI L I TY USE: STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
OEEO REOUIRED: OATE RECOROED
002 I H
FACIL ITY
SOLVENTS, SPENT
DESCRIPTION BLDG B TANK- 1 , OOO GALLON CAP
10 TANK I SURFACE I
INACT I VE
LAT I TUDE
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY 1 000
ELEVAT ION i
GAL .
OATE OPENED:
DATE INACTIVE:
DATE CLOSED
FAC I L ITY USE: STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REOUIREO- OATE RECOROEO
002 I H
FACI L ITY
SOLVENTS. SPENT
DESCRI PT ION SLOG B EMERGENCY TANK-- 1000 GALLON CAP
1 1 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
LAT I TUDE
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY S700
ELEVAT ION
GAL
OATE OPENED
DATE INACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
FACI L I TY USE STORACE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REOUIREO: OATE RECOROED
I 6 I M
FACI L ITY
ACID. SPENT
DESCRIPT ION BLOC A TANK NO 1- 6700 GALLON CAP
DWOSOS
SEOUENCE :
««« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •«•
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/04
30477 MOTOROLA
FOR DAV ID B. GI LLES
NC ICONT)
SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONTI
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
1 2 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
LAT I TUDE
LONGI TUDE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I TY
ELEVATION :
OATE OPENED
OATE INACTIVE
OATE CLOSED:
FAC I L ITY USE: STORACE FOR LESS THAN 90 OAYS
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEEO REOUIREO DATE RECOROEO
01S IH
FAC I L ITY
AC ID
.
SULFURIC
DESCRIPTION BLOG A TANK NO 3--6700 GALLON CAPACITY
13 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
LAT I TUDE
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPACI TY
ELEVATION :
DATE OPENED
OATE INACTIVE:
DATE CLOSED :
FACI L I TY USE: STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
DEED REOUIRED: OATE RECORDED
15 I H
16 IH
FAC I L ITY
ACID, SULFURIC
ACID
.
SPENT
DESCRIPTION BLOC A. TANK NO. 2--6700 GALLON CAPACITY
1 4 TANK (SURFACE)
ACT I VE
LAT I TUDE :
LONGITUDE :
CAPACITY : 5 .000 GAL
ELEVATION .
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED: 12-86
OATE INACTIVE:
DATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
OEED REOUIREO: OATE RECOROEO
FAC I L I TY
024 IH
FAC I L I TY
USE: STORAGE
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
DESCRIPT ION
IS CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACT I VE
LAT I TUOE
LONGI TUDE :
CAPAC I TY
ELEVATION :
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
OATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
OEEO REOU IREO OATE RECORDED
FAC I L ITY
OO 1 I H
002 IH
USE STORAGE FDR LESS THAN 90 OAYS
STRIPPING SOLUTION. ELECTROLYTIC
SOLVENTS. SPENT
004 I H WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL P R C E S S ( OME S T I C - I N US T R I A L GRADE)
'OSOS
OUENCE
>•> TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REC ISTRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 60
OATE 02/04/92
MOTOROLA
FOR DAV I
INC ( CONT )
G C
I
LLES
SOL I D WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY ICONT]
OOS IH ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
FACILITY DESCRIPTION WASTE GENERATEO AT OAK HILL FAC I L I 1 Y - REG »343 1
3
1
COMMENTS 007. OOS. 009. OIO. Oil
TANK (SURFACE) LAT I TUDE CAPAC ITY S . 000 CAL
ACT I VE L ONG I TUDE
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
E L E VAT I ON
DATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
FACI L ITY
002 I H
USE. STORAGE
SOLVENTS. SPENT
DEED REOUIRED OATE RECORDED
006 I H
024 IH
FAC I L I TY
PHOTO RES I ST
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATEO
DESCRIPTION BUILDING A TANK NO 1
1 7 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTI VE
LATI TUOE
LONG I TUOE
CAPACITY : S . OOO GAL
ELEVAT ION
.
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEED RE9U I RED OATE RECORDED
FAC I
L
ITY
002 IH
006 I H
USE STORAGE
SOLVENTS. SPENT
PHOTO RESIST
024 I H
FAC I L I T
Y
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATEO
DESCRIPTION: BUILDING A TANK NO 2
1 S TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
LAT I TUOE :
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY 5 . 000 GAL
ELEVATION :
DATE OPENED :
OATE INACT I VE
DATE CLOSED :
FACI L I TY USE STORAGE
SU8JECT TO PERMI T
DEED REOU I RED OATE RECORDED
002 IH
006 IH
024 IH
SOLVENTS. SPENT
PHOTO RESIST
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
FAC I ITY DESCRIPTION BUILDING A TANK NO 3
'OSOS
OUENCE :
••• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE B1
DATE 02/04/92
30477 MOTOROLA
FOR
INC ( CONT )
DAV I D G GI LLES
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
SEO DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
1 9 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
LAT I TUDE
LONGI TUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY S , 000 GAL
ELEVATI ON :
DATE OPENED
OATE INACT I VE
:
DATE CLOSED
FACI L I TY USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
OEED REOU IRED : DATE RECOROED
002 I H
006 I H
024 I H
SOLVENTS. SPENT
PHOTO RESIST
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
20
FACILITY DESCRIPTION BUILDING A TANK NO 4
TANK (SURFACE) LAT I TUDE : CAPAC ITY: SOOO GAL
: ACT I VE LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED:
ELEVAT I ON
DATE INACTIVE
DATE CLOSED
SUBJFCT TO PFRMIT
FACI L ITY
002 I H
USE: STORAGE
SOLVENTS. SPENT
DEED REOUIRED OATE RECOROED
006 I H
FAC I L ITY
PHOTO RESIST
DESCRIPTION BUILDING B TANK NO. 1
2 1 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
LAT ITUOE
LONG I TUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY SOOO GAL
ELEVAT I ON
OATE OPENED
OATE I NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
FACI L I TY USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
DEED REOU I REO DATE RECORDED
002 IH
006 I H
FAC I L I TY
SOLVENTS
.
SPENT
PHOTO RESIST
DESCRIPTION BUILDING B TANK NO 2
22 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
LAT I TUDE
LONG ITUDE
CAPACI TY SOOO GAL
ELEVAT I ON
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VF
DATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REQUIRED OATE RECORDED
FACILITY USE STORAGE
OWOSOS ""* T EXAS WATER COMMISSION •'<
SEOUENCE COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/0
30477 MOTOROLA
FOR OAV 10 G CI LLES
INC (CONT)
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
O02 IH SOLVENTS. SPENT
OOS IH PHOTO RESIST
FACILITY DESCRIPTION BUILDING B TANK NO 3
23 TANK (SURFACE] LATITUDE: CAPACITY 5000 GAL
ACT I VE LONG I TUDE
SURFACE AREA:
OATE OPENED
ELEVAT ION
" " DATE 1 NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
FAC I L I TY
002 I H
DEED REOU I REO
USE: STORAGE
SOLVENTS, SPENT
OATE RECOROEO :
006 I H
FAC IL ITY
PHOTO RESIST
DESCRIPTION: BUILDING B TANK NO 4
24 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUOE
ACTIVE LONG t TUDE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY 4 , 400 GA
ELEVAT ION
:
OATE OPENED
OATE I NACT I VE
:
OATE CLOSED :
FACI L ITY
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOUIREO
USE STORAGE
OATE RECORDED :
00 1 I H
002 IH
OOS IH
STRIPPING SOLUTION, ELECTROLYTIC
SOLVENTS, SPENT
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
006 IH
007 I I
009 IH
PHOTO RESIST
OIL , LUBRICAT INC
OIL AND SOLVENT
010 IH
Oil IH
013 I H
OIL, ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
METHYL ALCOHOL WITH ARSENIC
LAB WASTE
17 I H
019 I
020 IH
SOLDER DROSS [TIN-LEAD)
METHYL PYRROLIDONE
PAINT AND SOLVENTS
02 1 IH
024 IH
FACI L I TY
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
SOLVENTS, HALOGENATEO
DESCRIPTION: STORAGE AREA B
25 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUOE
ACT I VE LONG I TUOE :
CAPACITY :
ELEVAT ION
:
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
OATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEED REOU I REO DATE RECOROED:
FAC IL ITY USE: STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
0WO5O5 ••• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «••
SEOUENCE: COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/0
30477 MOTOROLA
FOR
NC (CONT)
DAV ID C GI LLES
SOLID WASTE
002
005
MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
IH SOLVENTS. SPENT
IH ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
006
007
009
IH
I I
IH
PHOTO RESIST
OIL, LUBRICAT INC
OIL ANO SOLVENT
1 3
02 1
024
IH
IH
I H
LAB WASTE
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATEO
02S I H
FACI L ITY
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
DESCRIPTION A BUILDING. MOS 3
26 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACTIVE
LAT I TUDE
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC ITY
ELEVAT ION
OATE OPENED
DATE INACTIVE:
OATE CLOSED
FACI L ITY USE: STORACE FOR LESS THAN 90 OAYS
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEED REOUIREO: DATE RECORDED:
002
OOS
006
IH
IH
IH
SOLVENTS, SPENT
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
PHOTO RESIST
007
009
013
I I
IH
I H
OIL. LUBRICAT INC
OIL AND SOLVENT
LAB WASTE
02 1
024
025
IH
IH
IH
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATEO
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
FACILITY DESCRIPTION A BUILOINC. MOS 3
27 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LAT I TUDE CAPAC ITY
ACT I VE LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED:
ELEVAT I ON
DATE I NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
FACI L I TY
002 IH
USE: STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 OAYS
SOLVENTS. SPENT
OEED REOUIREO OATE RECOROEO
OOS
006
007
IH
IH
I I
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
PHOTO RESIST
OIL. LU8R I CAT I NG
009
013
02 1
IH
IH
IH
OIL ANO SOLVENT
LAB WASTE
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
024 IH
025 I H
FACI L I TY
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATEO
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
DESCRIPTION B BUILDING. PUMP MAINTENANCE AREA
"OSOS
OUENCC
»«» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «««
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 64
DATE 02/04/92
FOR OAV ID G . GI L LES
3309 1 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP •
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP RECORD TYPE GENERATOR
llll W 8ARDIN ROAD REPORT FREOUENCY A 07-87 . P 07 - 87
CONTACT SCOTT LEIPPRANDT
PHONE 817-468-6515
AM 100
ARLINGTON TX
REGISTRATION DATE 04-15-85
76017 LAST CHANGE OATE 08-22-91
EMPLOYEE GROUP GREATER THAN 100
BASIN OS TRINITY RIVER
SEGMENT 0829
I STR I CT 04
STATUS : ACT I VE
EPA ID NUMBER TXDOO0742270
STAFF MMM
REG I ON
COUNTY 220 TARRANT
WCO
HAZ WASTE STATUS GENERATOR
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATING SITE LOCATION 11)1 BARDEN RO , ARLINGTON
SEO
1
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
001 1050SO WASTEWATER. ACIO
CLASS FORM
I LIQUID (WATER BASE
)
002 9 lOI 00
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
SOLVENTS. SPENT
EPA NOS : F001 F002 F003 F005 U1S4 U239 UI88
IH
J22G
LIOUID (NON- WATER BASe)
U002
003 9S09SO
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S I TE
LAB WASTE
EPA NOS : 0002 0004
I H SLUDGE (NON-WATER BASE)
00« 10SOOO
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
NO LONGER GENERATED
I LIOUID (WATER BASE)
OOS 9 1S520 OIL. SPENT
EPA NOS DOO
1
ON-S TE/OFF -S ITE/SOLD FOR RECOVERY
IH LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
006
007
275270
272680
CONTAINERS. SOLVENT CONTAMINATED. EMPTY
ON-S TE/OFF-SI TE
CONTAINERS. TRIPLE RINSEO
I I
I I
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
00* 2797SO
ON-S TE/OFF-S I TE
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC.
OFF-S I TE
I I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
009
1
1 10450
983780
OIL. WASTE
ON-SITE / SOLO FOR RECOVERY
TRASH ANO DEBRIS
I
IH
LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
1 1 172870
EPA NOS 00O4
OFF -SITE
OIL F
I
LTERS I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
HAZARDOUS
OFF-S ITE
WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD CODES
1GNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
0S05
OUENCE : COMPANY
«•• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »»«
NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 65
OATE 02/04/92
3309 1 NATIONAL
FOR OAV 10 G GI LLES
SEMICONDUCTOR CORP (CONT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT)
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARO COOES
DOO 1
0OO2
IGNITABLE WASTE
CORROSIVE WASTE
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
X
X
0004
FOO 1
ARSEN IC
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS USEO IN DECREASING
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
.
T R I C H L R E T H Y L E N E . METHYLENE CHLORIDE.
<
X
1
.
1
.
1 - TR
I
CHLOROETHANE
.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. ANO CHLORINATED
FIU0R0CAR80NS
,
ALL SPENT M I X T U R E S / B L E N OS USEO IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTEO IN F002 . F004 ANO F005. ANO STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT
F002
SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS TETRACHLOROETHY-
LENE. METHYLENE CHLORIDE. T R I CH
L
OROE TH Y
L
ENE
.
1
.
1
.
1 - TR I CH L OR
-
X
OETHANE. CHLOROBENZENE. 1.1.2-TRICHLORO-1.2.2-TRIFLU0ROETHANE
ORTHOD ICHLOROBENZENE
.
TR I CH
L
OROF L UOROME THANE
.
AND 1.1,2-TRI-
CHLOROETHANE
.
ALL SPENT SOLVENT M I X T U R E S / B L E N OS CONTAINING,
BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF
ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST-
ED IN FOOt. F004. OR FOOS. ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOV-
F003
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SPENT NON -HALOCENATED SOL VENTS : X V L ENE
.
ACETONE
,
ETHY L ACETATE.
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KE TONE . N - BUT Y L ALC
X
OHOL
.
CYCOHEXANONE
,
ANO METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON
TA I N I NG
.
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL.. ANO
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENOS C N T A I N I N G . B E F R E USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG SOL. AND. A TOTAL OF 10% OR MOPE 1 BY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTEO IN FOO 1 . F002 , F004
.
AND FOOS. ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
FOOS
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT NON-HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS TOLUENE.
METHYL ETHYL KETONE. CARBON OISULFIOE. ISOBUTANOL. PYRIDINE.
X X
BENZENE. 2 - ETHO X V E
T
HANO L , ANO 2 - N
I
TROP ROP ANE
.
ALL SPENT SOLV
ENT MIXTURES/BLENDS CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN
PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE NON-
HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F001, F0O2,
OR F004. AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
U002
U 1 54
U 1 88
ACETONE OR 2-PR0PAN0NE
METHANOL OR METHYL ALCOHOL
BENZENE. HYDROXY- OR PHENOL
X
X
U226
U239
1
.
1
.
1 - TR I CHLOROETHANE OR ME T H Y CHLOROFORM
BENZENE. DIMETHYL- OR XYLENE X
X
DWO505
SEQUENCE
««« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »»
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
RED I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/04
NAT I ONAL
FOR OAV 10 C G I L LES
SFMirONDUCTOR CORP (CONT)
SOL I WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONTI
SEO
1
DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
TANK (SURFACE) LATITUDE CAPAC I TY
ACT I VE LONG I TUDE
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED 02 8 5
ELEVAT I ON
DATE INACTIVE
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
FACI L ITY
00 1 I
DEED REOUIREO
USE STORAGE/PROCESSING
WASTEWATER. ACID
DATE RECORDED
02
FACILITY DESCRIPTION ELEMENTARY NEUTRALIZATION UNIT
TANK (SURFACE) LATITUDE: CAPAC ITY:
ACT I VE LONG I TUDE
SURFACE AREA:
OATE OPENED 02 as
ELEVATION
DATE INACTIVE:
DATE CLOSED:
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
FACI L I TY
002 IH
DEED REOUIREO:
USE: STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
SOLVENTS SPENT
DATE RECOROED:
03
FACILITY DESCRIPTION: ON-SITE STORAGE OF SOLVENT WASTES
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUDE CAPACI TY
:
ACTI VE LONG I TUDE
SURFACE AREA:
OATE OPENED 02 8S
ELEVAT I ON
DATE I NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
FACI L ITY
003 IN
OEEO REOUIREO
USE: STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
LAB WASTE
OATE RECOROED
004 I
006 I I
FAC I L I TY
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
CONTAINERS, SOLVENT CONTAMINATED. EMPTY
DESCRIPTION: CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
04 MISCELLANEOUS STORAGE CONTAINERS LATITUDE:
ACTIVE LONGITUDE
CAPAC I TV :
ELEVATION :
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
OATE INACTIVE:
OS as
OATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOUIREO OATE RECOROED
FACI L I TY USE STORAGE/PROCESS I NC
OW050S
SEQUENCE : COMPANY NAME
»• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••'
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/04
FOR DAVID CI LLES
[ CONT )33091 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP
SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY ICONT)
007 II CONTAINERS. TRIPLE RINSED
008 II PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC
FACI L I TY DESCR I PT I ON
eses
loilENCE
»«» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »««
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG ISTRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 68
DATE 02/04/92
FOR DAVID G . G 1 L LES
30362 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY. INC •
OPTEK TECHNOLOGY. INC RECORD TYPE
REPORT FREOUENCY
GENERATOR
A 07-67 P 07 87
CONTACT
PHONE
OWA IN STEELE
2 1 4 - 323-2355
1215 WEST CROSBY ROAO REGISTRATION DATE
CARROLLTON TX 75006 LAST CHANGE DATE
EMP LOYEE GROUP
09-19-86
03-15-90
GREATER THAN 100
8AS I N
SEGMENT
I STR I CI 04
STATUS :
EPA ID NUMBER
STAFF
ACT I VE
TX09S27SS64 1
HEH
REGI ON
COUNTY
WCO
0S7 DALLAS
HAZ WASTE STATUS :
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATOR
GENERATING SI
OESCR I PT I ON OF w
TE LOCATION 1215 CROSBY ROAD CARROLLTON TX 75006
SEO
1
SIC COOE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
00 1 900800 ACID. HYDROFLUORIC
CLASS
I H L I0UID
FORM
(WATER BASEI
002 909 1 40
EPA NOS U 134
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-SITE
SOLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORG) I H L IOU ID IWATER BASE)
003 902090
EPA NOS U002 U239 D001
ON-S TE/OFF-SITE
ETCHANT. ALKALINE I H L IOU ID (WATER BASE
)
oo« 9 10130
EPA NOS D002
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLD FOR RECOVERY
OEGREASER IH L IOU 10 (NON-WATER BASE)
OOS 9 1 ssso
EPA NOS U002 U031 U239 D001
ON-S TE/OFF -SI TE/SOLD FOR RECOVERY
TR
I
CHLOROETHANE IH L IOU 10 (NON-WATER BASE)
OOG 9 11170
EPA NOS F001
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
PERCHLOROETHYLENE I H L IOU I (NON- WATER BASE)
007 9 1 20 10
EPA NOS F001
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
FP.60N IH L IOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
OOS 903480
EPA NOS F001
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
PLATING BATH SOLUTION I H L IOU 1 (WATER BASE)
009 94 1 490
EPA NOS F007
ON-S 1 TE /OFF -S
I
TE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
LAPPING COMPOUND IH SLUDGE IWATER BASE)
1 9001 30
EPA NOS D004
ON-SITE/OFF -SITE
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE (NH40H) I H L IOUIO (WATER BASE)
EPA NOS D002
10505
OUENCE :
••• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «•«
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE
69
02/04/92
30362
FOR OAVIO G GI LLES
OPTEK TECHNOLOGY. INC (CONTI
* SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONTI
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
1 1 100770
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
NICKEL SULFATE
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
I LIQUID (WATER BASE)
01 2 908560 OIL ANO SOLVENT, IN WATER
EPA NOS F001
OFF-S I TE
I H LIOUID (WATER BASE)
01 3 901110 CLEANING SOLUTION. ACID AND/OR CAUSTIC
EPA NOS D002 0002
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
IH LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
1 4 974 1 10 METAL CONTAMINATED WASTE
EPA NOS 0OO8
OFF-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
> 01S 974 1 10 METAL CONTAMINATED WASTE
EPA NOS
OFF -SITE
I H SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
j HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD CODES
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
OOO 1
0002
D004
IGNITABLE WASTE
CORROSIVE WASTE
ARSENIC
X
X
X
0006
FOO 1
LEAD
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING:
TETRACHLOROETHY LENE
.
TR I C H
L
OROE TH Y
L
ENE
.
METHYLENE CHLORIDE.
X
X
1
.
1
,
1 - TR
I
CHLOROETHANE
.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. AND CHLORINATED
FLUOROCARBONS
.
ALL SPENT M I X T URE S / B L E N S USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002. F004 AND FOOS . ANO STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT
I
F007
SOLVENT MIXTURES
SPENT CYANIDE PLATING BATH SOLUTIONS FROM ELECTROPLATING
OPERATIONS
X X
U002
U03 1
U 1 34
ACETONE OR 2-PR0PAN0NE
1-BUTAN0L OR N-BUTYL ALCOHOL
HYDROFLUORIC ACID OR HYOROGEN FLUORIDE
X
X
X X
U239 BENZENE, DIMETHYL- OR XYLENE X
owosos
SEOUENCE
•'• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••>
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM
REG ISTRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE
OATE 02/0
FOR OAV 10 C C
I
LLES
OPTEK TECHNOLOGY. INC. (CONT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT).
SEO
1
DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUDE CAPACITY SO 55 G
ACT I VE
DISTRICT
LONG I HIDE I L tVA 1 ION
04 SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED 09-46
COUNTY 057 DALLAS DATE INACTIVE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
FACIL ITY
00 1 I H
DEED REOUIREO
USE: STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 OAYS
ACID . HYDROFLUOR IC
OATE RECORDEO
002 IH
003 IH
004 IH
SOLVENTS IORGI ACIDS (INORG)
ETCHANT, ALKALINE
DEGREASER
005 I H
006 IH
007 IH
TRICHLOROETHANE
PERCHLOROETHYLENE
FREON
OOS IH
009 I H
10 I H
PLATING BATH SOLUTION
LAPPING COMPOUNO
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE (NH40H)
02
FACILITY DESCRIPTION ORUM STORAGE AREA DIKED WITH CANOPY 4 SEPARATION
TANK (SURFACE) LATITUDE: CAPAC ITY :
ACT I VE LONG I TUDE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
ELEVAT ION
DATE INACTIVE:
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
FACIL ITY
013 I H
OEED REOUIREO
USE : PROCESS ING
CLEANING SOLUTION. ACID ANO/OR CAUSTIC
OATE RECORDEO:
14 I H
FACIL ITY
METAL CONTAMINATED WASTE
DESCRIPTION: USED TO NEUTRALIZE ACID WASTES
OWOSOS
SEOUENCE :
••• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/0
llltt>f«ii
FOR OAV ID G GI LLES
lllllliltlllllltllllll
• 343 15 OPTRON .INC *
GENERAL INFORMAT
OPTRON. INC.
OPTOELECTRONI
RECORD TYPE :
: DIVISION REPORT FREQUENCY:
GENERATOR
A 07
-
S7 P 07 »7
CONTACT
PHONE
STEVE FAIRCHILO
« 17- 325 -0724
• »32 FT WOLTERS, INO COMPLEX REGISTRATION OATE:
MINERAL WELLS TX 7BOS7 LAST CHANGE DATE
EMPLOYEE GROUP
03- 30-S4
1 0- 30- 90
GREATER THAN 100
BAS IN
SEGMENT
DISTRIC1
12 BRAZOS RIVER
1 206
04
STATUS :
EPA ID NUMBER:
STAFF
ACT I VE
T « 09 808 70S 2 1
PC
REG ION
COUNTY
WCO :
1 82 PALO P INTO
HAZ WASTE STATUS
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATOR
GENERATING SI
DESCRIPTION OF W
rE LOCATION FORT WOLTERS INDUSTRIAL COM MINERAL WELLS
SEO
1
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS ANO RELATED DEVICES
SOLID WASTE GENE
SEO WCC
001 900430
WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO OISPOS
CYANIDE BEARING WASTES
ITION CLASS
IH LIQUID
FORM
(WATER BASEJ
002 9 10090
EPA NOS P030
ON-S ITE/OFF-SITE
ACETONE IH L IOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
003 900800
EPA NOS U002
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
ACID. HVOROFLUORIC IH LIQUID (WATER BASE)
004 9 10030
EPA NOS U 1 34
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
XYLENE/XYLOL IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
005 9 1O0S0
EPA NOS U239
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -S ITE/SOLD FOR RECOVERY
METHYL ETHYL KETONE IH L IOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
006 9 1 2010
EPA NOS U159
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
FREON IH L IOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
007 9 10620
EPA NOS
ON -S TE/OFF -S ITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
ALCOHOL
.
ISOPROPYL IH L IOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
OOS 900 1 30
EPA NOS U 1 54
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
AMMONIUM HYOROXIDE INH40H) I H LIQUID (WATER BASE)
009 9 15020
EPA NOS
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
I CHLOROETHANE IH L IOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
1 1 72360
EPA NOS U077
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
OUST. ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR I SOLID PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
NO LONGER GENERATED
•osos
'ouence COMPANV IAME
•«« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •»»
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 72
DATE 02/04/92
343 1 5 OPTRON .
FOR DAV ID G G I L LES
NC [CONT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT)
!to WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
01 1
1 2
1 OOOGO
i oooso
ACID. HYDROCHLORIC (HCLI
ON- S
I
TE/SAN I TARY SEWER
AC ID
.
NITRIC ( HN03 )
I
I
L I OU I
D
LIQUID
(WATER BASE)
(WATER BASE)
01 3 1 701 SO
ON
-
S I TE/SAN I TARY SEWER
SODIUM HYDROXIDE (NAOH)
ON -S TE/SAN I TARY SEWER
I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
1 4 900040 AC I . SULFUR I
C
EPA NOS
:
ON-S TE/SANI TARY SEWER
I H L IOUI D (WATER BASE)
01 E 9 1 7740 ETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOBUTYL
EPA NOS
NO LONGER GENERATEO
ETHER I H L IOUI D INON-WATER BASE)
r 017
L 13
1 S4S30
9 143 10
ACID. OXAL I
C
ON -S TE/SAN I TARY SEWER
ETHANOLAMINES
I
IH
SOL I D
LIQUID
(PREDOMINANTLY ORCANIC)
[NON-WATER BASE)
h
019 9 11170
EPA NOS
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
PERCHLOROETHYLENE IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
r
020 9 10470
EPA NOS U2 1
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLO FOR
METHYLENE CHLORIDE
RECOVERY
IH LIQUID ( NON-WATER BASE I
021 909 140
EPA NOS : UOJSO
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLD FOR RECOVERY
SOLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS [INORG] IH LIQUID (WATER BASE)
022 9 1 5 J80
EPA NOS . OOO 1 0002
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITe
TRICHLOROETHANE I H LIQUID (NON-WATER BASEI
023 9 1 7070
EPA NOS F0O2 U22S
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S ITE
FUEL I H L IOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
EPA NOS U002 U239 U159 U154 U077 U2IO UOSO 000 1
OFF-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
3002 "002 F003
'
HAZARDOUS
D001
WASTE DESCRIPTION
IGNITABLE WASTE
IGN
X
HAZARD CODES
IT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
0002
F002
CORROSIVE WASTE
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS TE TR ACH L OROE THV -
LENE. METHYLENE CHLORIDE. TR I CH
L
OROE T H V
L
ENE
.
1 . 1 . 1 - TR I CH L OR -
(
OETHANE. CHL0R0BEN2ENE. 1. 1.2-TRICHL0R0-I.2.2-TRIFLU0R0ETHANE
ORTHODI CHL0R0BEN2ENE
.
TR I CH
L
OROF L UOROME TH ANE . AND 1.1.2-TRI-
CHLOROETHANE . ALL SPENT SOLVENT M I X TURES / B
L
ENDS CONTAINING.
BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OP TEN PERCENT OR MORE (!> VOLUME) OF
ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST-
ED IN FOOI. F004 . OR FOOS; AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOV-
F003
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SPENT NON-HALOGENATED S L VE N TS : X Y
L
ENE
.
ACE TONE
.
E T H Y L ACETATE.
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KE TONE
.
N
-
BUT Y L ALC
X
OHOL
,
CYCOHEXANONE
.
AND METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON
'OSOS
OUENCE :
;
««« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ««>
COMPANV NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE
73
02/04/92
343 1 S OPTRON
. INC (CONT )
FOR OAVIO G GI LLES
" SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT):
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
F003 TA I N I NG
.
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CO N T A I N I NG . BE FORE
HAL 00 SOL
JSE
.
ONE OR
I GNI T CORR
ANO
MORE
EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG SOL .AND. A TOTAL OF
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTED IN
ANO FOOS. AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY
10'/. OR MORE (BY
FOO 1 , F002 , F004
OF THESE SPENT
PO30
U002
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
CYANIDES (SOLUBLE CYANIDE SALTS). NOT ELSEWHERE
ACETONE OR 2-PROPANONE
SPEC IF 1ED
X
X
U077
UOSO
U 1 34
ETHANE. 1
. 2 I CHLORO - OR ETHYLENE OICHLORIDE
METHYLENE CHLORIDE OR METHANE. DICHLORO-
HYDROFLUORIC ACID OR HYOROCEN FLUORIOE X
X
X
X
U 1 S4
U 1 5 9
U2 10
METHANOL OR METHYL ALCOHOL
2-BUTANONE OR METHYL ETHYL KETONE
ETHENE. 1 . 1 . 2 . 2- TETRACHLORO • OR TETR ACH L RO E T H Y L E NE
X
X X
X
U226
U239
1 , 1
.
1 - TR
I
CHLOROETHANE OR METHY CHLOROFORM
BENZENE, OIMETHYL- OR XYLENE X
X
f SOL I
5E0
WASTE MANA
DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
1 TANK (SURFACE)
INACTI VE
LAT I TUOE
LONGI TUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I TY
ELEVAT ION
OATE OPENED
DATE INACTIVE :
DATE CLOSEO
07 -85
FAC I L I TY USE : STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEEO REOUIREO : DATE RECORDED
003 I H
FACI L I TV
AC 10 . HYDROFLUOR I
C
OESCRIPT ION
02 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACTIVE
LAT I TUOE
LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPACITY
ELEVATION
OATE OPENED
OATE I NACT I VE
:
OATE CLOSEO
07- as
FACI L ITY USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOUIREO OATE RECOROED
OO 1 I H
006 I H
02 1 IH
CYANIDE BEARING WASTES
FREON
SOLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORG)
FAC I L I TY OESCRIPTI ON
0WO5O5
SEOUENCE
•M TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ««»
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REC ISTRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE
OATE 02/04
343 15
FOR OAV ID G C I L LES
OPTRON .INC ( CONT )
SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY ICONTI
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
03 TANK (SURFACE) LATITUOE
ACT I VE LONG I TUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY SOOO CAL
ELEVATION
DATE OPENED : 08-85
DATE INACTIVE
DATE CLOSEO:
FACI L I TY
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REOUIRED
USE PROCESSING
DATE RECORDEO
ooe IH
Oil I
12 I
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE (NH40H)
ACIO. HYDROCHLORIC (HCL)
AC 10 . NITRIC ( HN03 )
13 I
014 I H
01 7 I
SODIUM HYDROXIOE INAOH)
ACID. SULFUR I
C
ACID . OXAL IC
FACI L I TY
COMMENTS
DESCRIPTION ELEMENTARY N
E
AUTR AL I 2 AT I ON UNIT
NOT SUBJECT TO PERMITTING. 31 TAC 33S 42 4 31 TAC 33S 41(0)1
04 TANK (SURFACE) LATITUDE:
INACTIVE LONGITUDE:
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I T
Y
ELEVATION
DATE OPENED 07-B6
DATE INACTIVE:
DATE CLOSED
FACI L I TY
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
DEED REOUIRED
USE: PROCESSING
OATE RECORDED
003 I H
OIO I
FAC I
L
ITY
ACIO , HYOROFLUOR I
C
DUST. ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR
DESCR IPTION :
OS CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUOE:
ACTIVE LONGITUOE :
CAPACITY :
ELEVATION
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
DATE INACTIVE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI
T
OEED REQUIRED OATE RECOROED
FACI L I TY
002 IH
004 I H
USE : STORAGE
ACETONE
X Y LENE/X YLOL
005 IH
006 I H
007 I H
METHYL ETHYL KETONE
FREON
ALCOHOL
.
ISOPROPYL
OOS I H
016 IH
1 S I H
ICHLOROETHANE
ETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOBUTYL ETHER
ETHANOLAMI NES
019 IH PERCHLOROETHYLENE
OWOSOS
SEOUENCE : COMPANY NAME
•• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/04
FOR DAVID GI LLES
1 CONT 1343 1 S OPTRON . INC
SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY
020 IH METHYLENE CHLORIDE
021 IH SOLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORGI
022 IH TR ICHLOROETHANE
FACILITY DESCRIPTION
0S05
OUENCE COMPANY NAME
i«« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »»>
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEt
REC I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
FOR OAV I D CI LLES
PACE 7G
DATE 02/04/92
32366 RF MONOLITHICS. INC
GENERAL INFORMATION: -
RF MONOLITHICS. INC RECORD TYPE
REPORT FREQUENCY
GENERATOR
A 07-17
CONTACT
PHONE
PAUL BROWN
2 14- 233 - 2903
4441 SIGMA ROAD
DALLAS. TEXAS
REC ISTRAT I ON DATE :
LAST CHANGE DATE
:
EMPLOYEE GROUP :
04-30-82
IO-21-1I
LESS THAN
BAS I N
SEGMENT
DISTR I CT
08 TRINITY RIVER
0»0S
04
STATUS :
EPA ID NUMBER:
STAFF :
HA2 WASTE STATUS :
METHOD TRANSPORT :
ACT I VE
TXD09GS 1 7002
H JC
GENERATOR
REGION
COUNTY .
WCO
0S7 DALLAS
GENERATING SITE LOCATION: 4441 SIGMA RD
DESCRIPTION OF WASTE GENERATING ACTIVITIES
SEO SIC CODE
3S74
DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATEO DEVICES
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY:
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
001 910100 SOLVENTS. SPENT
CLASS FORM
IH LIQUID [NON-WATER BASE)
EPA NOS F003
OFF-SITE
TRICHL0R0TR1FLU0R0ETHANE IH LIQUID 1N0N- WATER BASE!
EPA NOS F002
OFF -SITE
9111S0 SOLVENTS. HALOGENATEO IH LIQUID [NON-WATER BASE)
EPA NOS :
OFF-S ITE
HA2AR00US WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
EP TOX REACT ACUTE
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS T E T R AC H L OR OE T H Y
-
LENE. METHY
OETHANE. CH
ORTHOD I CHLO
LENE C
LOROBE
R0BEN2
HLOR
NZEN
ENE
.
I OE
E
.
I
TRIC
TRIC
. 2-T
HLOR
HLOR
RICH
OFLU
OETHYL
LORO- 1
OROMET
ENE
.
.2.2'
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,
TRI
AN
,
1 - TR
I
FLUORO
D
CH L OB -
ETHANE
2
-TRI
CHLOROETHANI
BEFORE USE.
ONE OR MORE
.
ALL
A TOT
OF TH
SPE
a o
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NT SO
F TEN
OVE
L VEN
PER
ALOG
CENT
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XTURES
OR MO
ED SOL
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S OR
CONTAI
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ERY OF THES
SPENT NON-H
F004
.
E SPEN
ALOGEN
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SO
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F005
,
LVENT
SOLV
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SP
XYL
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ENT SO
ENE . AC
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LVEN1
ETONE
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rHYL ACE
ETHYL BEN2E
OHOL
,
CYCOHE
TAINING
.
8EF
NE
,
ETH
XANONE
ORE US
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METH
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METH
ANOL
E AB
.
ALL
OVE
SOBUTY
SPENT
SPENT
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X/BLEN
G SOL
YL ALC
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ALL SPENT SI
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VOL ) OF ONE
NON
OR MO
X/
HALO
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SO
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ORE
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USE
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FOO
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AND FOOS.ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
050S
OUENCE
:
COMPANY NAME
'»» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
FOR OAVIO GI LLES
PACE 77
DATE 02/04/92
32366 RF MONOLITHICS. INC
SOLIO WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD CODES
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY
SEO DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
0WO5OS
SEOUENCE
«»« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «•«
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE
DATE O2/04
FOR DAY ID G G
I
LLES
34520 ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL •
ltiitlt*>il*lltltll>llil*l**>l> a
ROCKWELL I NTERNAT I ONAL RECORD TYPE OENERATOR
REPORT FREQUENCY A 07-87
CONTACT
PHONE
WALDO CASARES
9 1 S - 778 - 3356
NO
EL
6 BUTTERFIELD TRAIL REGISTRATION DATE: 11-30-84
PASO Ti 79906 LAST CHANGE DATE 09-16-91
EMPLOYEE GROUP GREATER THAN 100
BASIN 23 RIO GRANDE
SEGMENT 2306
DISTRI CT IS
STATUS : ACTIVE
EPA ID NUMBER: TXD960880106
STAFF : MMM
REG ION
COUNTY
WCO
071 EL PASO
HA2 WASTE STATUS: GENERATOR
METHOD TRANSPORT:
GENERATING SI
DESCRIPT ION OF W
TE LOCATION NO 6 BUTTERFIELD T R A I L . - - -
F
ROM REG*34097 8 32116
SEO
01
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
OOl 9 11080 METHANOL
CLASS
IH LIQUID
FORM
(NON-WATER BASE)
002 9 10090
EPA NOS FOOS
NO LONGER GENERATED
ACETONE IH LIQUID INON-WATER BASE)
003 9 1 E4O0
EPA NOS F003
NO LONGER GENERATED
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
004 9 1 0620
EPA NOS FOOl
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITE
ALCOHOL
.
ISOPROPYL IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
005 9 1 1 520
EPA NOS FOOS
NO LONGER GENERATEO
FLUX. SOLOERING IH LIQUID INON-WATER BASE)
OOS 1 10450
EPA NOS 000
1
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S ITE
OIL. WASTE I L IOUI0 (NON-WATER BASE)
007 9 13810
ON-SITE / SOLD FOR RECOVERY
SEALANT
EPA NOS : D001
IH L IOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
008 283260
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
POLYURETHANE . FULLY REACTED
ON-S ITE/OFP-SITE
I I SOL 10 PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
009
1
1 806 1
9 10 130
WAX
NO LONGER GENERATED
OEGREASER
I
IH
SOL 10
L IOUID
PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
(NON-WATER BASE)
EPA NOS FOOl
OFF -SITE
HAZAROOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION
IGft
HAZARD CODES
IT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TDX
0WO5O5
SEOUENCE COMPANY NAME
>>« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRUT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/04
FOR DAVID CI LLES
34520 ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
DOO 1
FOO 1
IGNITABLE WASTE
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
.
T R I C H L R E T H Y L E N E . METHYLENE CHLORIDE.
I
.
1 . 1 -TRICHLOROETHANE . CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. ANO CHLORINATED
FLU0R0CAR80NS
.
ALL SPENT M I X T URES / B L E NOS USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING, BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTEO IN F0O2. FO04 AND FOOS. AND STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
SPENT NON -HALOGENATED S L V E N T S : X Y L E N E . A C E T N E . E T H Y L ACETATE.
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KE TONE . N • BU T Y L ALC
OHOL
.
CYCOHEXANONE . AND METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL. MIX/BLENDS CON
TAINING
.
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOC SOL ; ANO
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENOS CON T A I N I NG . BE FORE USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG. SOL. ANO. A TOTAL OF 10% OR MOREIBY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTED IN FOO 1 . F002 FOQ4
.
AND FOOS, AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES.
THE FOLLOWING SPENT NON H AL OGEN ATED SOLVENTS. TOLUENE.
METHYL ETHYL KETONE, CARBON DISULFIDE ISOBUTANOL. PYRIDINE,
BENZENE, 2 -ETHOXYETHANOL
.
AND 2 - N I TROPROP ANE ; ALL SPENT SOLV
ENT MIXTURES/BLENDS CONTAINING, BEFORE USE, A TOTAL OF TEN
PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE NON-
HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN FOOl. F002.
OR F004
.
AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY
SEO DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACT I VE
ISTRICT lO
COUNTY
BAS IN
SEGMENT
FAC I L I TY
00 1 I H
002 I H
003 IH
004 I H
071 EL PASO
23 RIO GRANDE
2306
USE: STORAGE
METHANOL
ACETONE
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
ALCOHOL
.
ISOPROPYL
LATITUDE
LONGI TUDE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
DATE INACTIVE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REQUIRED
CAPAC I TY
:
ELEYAT I ON
DATE RECORDED
005 IH FLUX, SOLDERING
FACILITY DESCRIPTION LESS THAN 90 DAY STORAGE
*050S
EOUENCE: COMPANY NAME
" TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »>>
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 80
DATE 02/OI/S2
FOR OAV I D C
I
LLES
34520 ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL
SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FAC I L I T I ES SUMMARY
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
( CONT )
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACT I VE
FAC I L I TY USE
.
LATITUDE
LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I TY
ELEVATION
OATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOU IRED : DATE RECORDED
008 I OIL. WASTE
FACI L ITY DESCR IPT I ON
BULK STORAGE AREA
ACTIVE
LAT I TUDE
LONG I TUOE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC ITY :
ELE VAT I ON :
DATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED:
FACILITY USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEEO REQUIRED OATE RECORDED
008 I I
FAC I L I TY
POL YURETHANE
,
DESCRIPTION :
FULLY REACTED
#0SO5
EOUENCE
:
«** TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ««•
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG ISTRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE SI
OATE 02/04/92
FOR OAVIO G. GILLES
Kssssssass«sssssas*a«s
33866 ROLM CORPORATION •
*sss****ss****ss*sssss*ssa«»««s*ssxssass
GENERAL
ROLM
INFORMAT
CORPORAT ION RECORO TYPE: GENERATOR
REPORT FREQUENCY
CONTACT
PHONE
MANAGER OF ENVIRON
5 1 2 - 469 - 7000
2420 RIDGEPOINT OR REGISTRATION DATE: 01-13-84
AUSTIN TX T8TS4 LAST CHANGE OATE 04-12-91
EMPLOYEE GROUP: LESS THAN TOO
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
SEGMENT: 1403
DISTRICT 14
STATUS ACT I VE
EPA ID NUMBER: TX0OS5123277
STAFF PC
REG ION
COUNTY
WCO
227 TRAVIS
HAZ WASTE STATUS SMALL OUANTITY GENERATOR
METHOO TRANSPORT
GENERATING SITE LOCATION 2420 RIOGEPOINT DR , AUSTIN. TX 7STS4
SEO
1
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATEO DEVICES
SOLIO WASTE GENE
SEO WCC
00 1 3 14280
.
WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
ISOPROPANOL MIXTURE
CLASS
IH L IOUID
FORM
(NON-WATER BASE)
002 279760
EPA NOS 0001
ON-S ITE/OFF-SITE
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC I I SOL I PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
003 9 10620
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
ALCOHOL. ISOPROPYL
EPA NOS
IH L IOU ID (NON-WATER BASE)
004 9 1 2010
ON-SITE/OFF -SITE
FREON
EPA NOS
:
IH L IOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
005 106990
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S ITE
WATER CONTAINING MISC ORGANICS
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
I L IOUI0 (WATER BASE)
006 9 1 4740 ICNITABLE WASTES
EPA NOS 000
1
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
007 978400 LAB -PACKS
EPA NOS
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
IH SOL ID PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
OOO 1 IGNITABLE WASTE X
DWOSOS
SEQUENCE
•>• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •»•
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG ISTRAT I ON
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/04/
33886 ROLM CORPORATION (CONT)
FOR OAV 10 C G I L LES
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
SEO
1
DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LAT I TUDE CAPAC I T
Y
ACT I VE
OISTRI CT : 1«
LONG I TUDE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED 1 2 83
ELEVATION
COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
SEGMENT : 1 403
DATE I NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
FACILITY USE STORACE
OOI IH ISOPROPANOL MIXTURE
DEED REOU IRED OATE RECOROEO
003 IH ALCOHOL. ISOPROPYL
004 IH FREON
005 I WATER CONTAINING MISC ORCANICS
006 IH IGNITABLE WASTES
007 IH LAB-PACKS
FAC11ITV DESCRIPTION
02 BULK STORAGE AREA
ACTI VE
LAT ITUDE
LONG I TUDE
CAPAC ITY 30 CO YO
ELEVAT I ON
:
ISTRI CT 14
COUNTY : 227 TRAVIS
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
:
1 2 S3
BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
SEGMENT : 1403
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI
T
DEED RE9UI RED DATE RECORDED
FACILITY USE: STORACE
002 II PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC.
FACILITY DESCRIPTION:
DWOSOS ••• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••>
SEQUENCE COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/04/
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
FOR DAV ID G GI LLES
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
• 32834 SEPTOR ELECTRONICS •
GENERAL INFORMAT
SEPTOR ELECTR DNICS RECORD TYPE GENERATOR
REPORT FREOUENCY A 07-87
CONTACT MARK FARABAUGH
PHONE 9 15- S84 - 4400
460S RIPLEY AVE REGISTRATION DATE 11-1S-8S
EL PASO TX 77708 LAST CHANGE OATE 03-14-90
EMPLOYEE GROUP LESS THAN 100
8AS IN
SEGMENT :
DISTRICT . IS
STATUS ACT I VE
EPA 10 NUMBER TX0O78448313
STAFF : HEH
REGION
COUNTY 07 1 EL PASO
WCO
HAZ WASTE STATUS MUNICIPAL SMALL 0UANTIT1
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATOR. LESS THAN 1OOKG/M0NTH
GENERATING SI
DESCRIPTION OF W
TE LOCATION 4EOS RIPLEY AVE
. EL PASO TX 79922
SEO SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
01 3674 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATEO OEVICES
SOLIO WASTE GENE
SEO WCC
00 1 1 1 20 lO
WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
FREON
CLASS
I
FORM
LIOUIO INON-WATER BASE)
002 176S60
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -SITE
SOLDERING WASTES
ON-S TE/OFF-S ITE
I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
003 9 1 1 1 00 METHYLENE CHL OR I OE
EPA NOS : FOOl
OFF -SITE
IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
004 270520
005 270370
ALUMINUM SCRAP
OFF-SITE/SOLD FOR RECOVERY
COPPER SCRAP
I I
I I
SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
HAZARDOUS
OFF -S
I
TE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
WASTE DESCRIPTION HA2AR0 COOES
FOO 1 THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS USEO IN DECREASING:
TETRACHLDROETHYLENE
. TR I CH
L
OROE TH Y
L
ENE . METHYLENE CHLORIDE.
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
X
1
.
1
.
1 - TR ICHLOROETHANE
.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. ANO CHLORINATED
FLUOROCARBONS ; ALL SPENT M I X TURES / B
L
ENDS USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTEO IN F002. F004 ANO F005. AND STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
z
-
5
*0S05
COUENCC COMPANY NAME
•» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «««
INDUSTRIAL SOL 10 WASTE SYSTEM
REC ISTRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE »«
OATE 02 /04/92
32834 5EPT0R ELECTRONICS
FOR OAV I C I L LES
[ CONT )
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY:
sTo OESCR I PT I ON AND STATUS
CONTAINER STORACE AREA LAT I TUDE CAPAC I TY
ACT I VE
DISTRICT
LONC I TUDE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
ELEVAT I ON
071 EL PASO DATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED P.EOU I REO DATE RECOROED
FACILITY USE STORACE
00 1 I FREON
O02 I SOLDERING WASTES
FACILITY DESCRIPTION:
osos
OUENCE
*«« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 85
DATE 02/04/92
•llllllll
FOR OAVIO G GILLES
ts*s*ss*«ssssssssasssa
34857 SGS-THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS •
GENERAL
SGS-
ATTN
INFORMAT
THOMSON M
D I ANA L
1 CROELECTRON I CS RECORD TYPE GENERATOR
JNOELIUS. M/SISOO REPORT FREQUENCY A 07-87
CONTACT
PHONE .
DIANA LUNDELIUS
2 14-466- 6492
1310 ELECTRONICS DRIVE REGISTRATION DATE 10-03-86
CARROLLTON TX 7S00E LAST CHANGE OATE: 10-28-91
EMPLOYEE GROUP. GREATER THAN 100
BASIN :
SEGMENT
DISTRICT 04
STATUS : ACT I VE
EPA 10 NUMBER: TX0047S30443
STAFF MMM
REG I ON
COUNTY
WCO :
0S7 DALLAS
HA2 WASTE STATUS
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATING SITE LOCATION: 1310 ELECTRONICS OR
.
CARROLLTON
SEO
1
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
SOL ID WASTE GENE
SEO WCC
00 1 9 1 1 1 SO
WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATEO
CLASS
IH L IOUID
FORM
[NON-WATER BASE)
002 9 1 1 00
EPA NOS F001
ON-S ITE/OFF-SITB
SOLVENTS, SPENT IH L IOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
003 9 10 12O
EPA NOS 0001 F003
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
PAINT SOLVENTS IH L IOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
0O4 9 1 3230
EPA NOS 000
1
ON-S ITE/OFF-SI TE
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER I H LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
OOS 1 1 04S0
EPA NOS DOO 1 0OO2
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
OIL. WASTE I L IOU I (NON-WATER BASE)
006 900800
ON-SITE / SOLD FOR RECOVERY
ACID
.
HYDROFLUOR I C
EPA NOS 0002
IH L I OU I D (WATER BASE)
007 9834SO
ON-SITE / OFF-SITE/ SANITARY SEWER
RAGS. CONTAMINATED
EPA NOS 0004
IH SOL I D PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
008 9 1 9280
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
OIL. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
EPA NOS D004
IH L IOU I (NON- WATER BASE)
009 972720
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S I TE
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
EPA NOS 0004
IH SOL I PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC!
1 1 9 1 1 1 10
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
PHOTO RESIST STRIPPER
EPA NOS 0002 F002
I H L IOU I
D
(NON-WATER BASE)
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
DW0505
SEQUENCE COMPANY NAME
•«« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »>
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SVSTE*
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
FOR OAV I C
I
LLES
PACE
|
OATE 02/04]
349S7 SCS-TMOMSON MICROELECTRONICS
SOLIO WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
SEP WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION
012 90SS00 ACID. CHROMIC ANO SULFURIC
EPA NOS 0002 DOOT
ON
- S
I
TE/SAN I TARY SEWER
LIQUID (WATER BASE)
ETCHING SOLUTION, ACID
EPA NOS 0OO2
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
L IOUID (WATER BASE I
CAUSTIC LIOUIO WASTES
EPA NOS 0OO2
ON -S TE/SANITARY SEWER
SLUOGE (WATER BASE I
180790 SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID
ON-S TE/OFF-S I TE
279280 CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
MATERIAL I SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
II SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC!
ON-S I TE/OFF-S ITE
SOLDERING WASTES
SOLD FOR RECOVERY
SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
ALUMINUM OXIDE SLUOGE
EPA NOS : 0OO3
ON-SITE
SLUOGE (WATER BASE)
ALUMINA/SILICA SLUOGE
ON-S TE/OFF-S ITE
ION EXCHANGE RESIN
I I SLUDGE (WATER BASE I
II SLUDGE (WATER BASE)
ON -S ITE/OFF-S ITE
972210 MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
EPA NOS : 0009
IN SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
ON-S ITE/OFF-S I TE
PLANT REFUSE, GENERAL MISC
ON-S TE/OFF-S I TE
SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
909S20 WASTEWATER, INDUSTRIAL PROCESS. HYDROCARBON CONTAINING
EPA NOS: 0002
ON - S
1
TE/SAN I TARY SEWER
LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
ASBESTOS INSULATON
OFF -S I TE
FILTER MEDIA, CONTAMINATED
I SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
II SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
ON-SITE/OFF-S I TE
026 9831*0 FILTER MEDIA. CONTAMINATEO
EPA NOS :
IH SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S ITE
OIL ANO SOLVENT
EPA NOS :
IH LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
ON-S TE/OFF-S ITE
LAB -PACKS
EPA NOS
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
DOO 1
D002
IGNITABLE WASTE
CORROSIVE WASTE
REACTIVE WASTE
0WO5O5
SEQUENCE COMPANY NAME
'*• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •»«
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/04,
FOR OAVIO GI LLES
31957 SGS-THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS
SOLIO WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
0004
0OO7
ARSENIC
CHROMI UM
0OO9
FOO I
MERCURY
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING
TETRACHL OROETH YLENE
.
T R I C H L R E T H Y L E NE . METHYLENE CHLORIDE,
1
.
1
.
1 - TR
I
CHLOROETHANE
.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. ANO CHLORINATED
FLUOROCARBONS ; ALL SPENT M I X T URES /8 L ENDS USEO IN OEGREASING
CONTAINING, BEFORE USE, A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002. F004 ANO FOOS , ANO STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS: T E T R AC H L R E T M Y
-
LENE. METHYLENE CHLORIOE. TR I CH L OROE TH Y L ENE . 1 . 1 . 1 - TR I CH L OR
OETHANE. CHLOROBENZENE. 1
,
1 ,2-TRICHLORO- 1 ,2.2-TRIFLUOROETHANE
ORTHOD ICHLOROBENZENE
.
T R I CH
L
OROF L UOROMETM ANE , ANO 1.1.2-TRl-
CHLOROETHANE : ALL SPENT SOLVENT MI X TURES /B L ENDS CONTAINING.
BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF
ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST-
ED IN FOOI. FOQ4 , OR F005, ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOV-
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SPENT NON-HALOGENATEO SOL VENTS : X Y L ENE . ACE TONE . ET H Y L ACETATE.
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KE TONE . N BUT Y L ALC
OHOL
.
CYCOHEX ANONE . ANO METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENOS CON
TAINING
.
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL.. ANO
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENOS CON T A I N I NG
.
BEFORE USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG SOL .AND. A TOTAL OF 10% OR MOREIBY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTEO IN FOO 1 , F002 . F004
.
AND FOOS, AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY:
DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
O 1 TANK [ SURFACE I LAT I TUOE CAPAC I TY : 732 GALLO^
ACT I VE
DISTRICT:
LONGI TUDE :
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED:
ELEVAT I ON :
057 DALLAS OATE I NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED:
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REQUIRED OATE RECORDED
FACILITY USE STORAGE
OQ2 IH SOLVENTS, SPENT
FACILITY DESCRIPTION WASTE SOLVENT TRANSFER
V0505
kOUENCC
«•« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ««
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
DEC I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
page aa
DATE 02/04/9 2
FOR OAV ID C C I L LES
•in* -THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS ICONT]
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONTI
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
02 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
I <TR 1 ri 04
LATITUDE
LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I T V 6500 GAL
E LE VAT I ON
COUNTY OST DALLAS
DATE OPENED
OATE I NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
07 86
FACI L I TY USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOUIRED OATE RECORDED
0O2 I H
FACI L ITY
SOLVENTS. SPENT
DESCRIPTION WASTE SOLVENT STORAGE TANK
03 TANK (SURFACE)
ACT I VE
DISTRICT: 04
LATITUDE
LONGI TUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY 214 GALLON
ELEVAT I ON
COUNTY : 057 OALLAS
DATE OPENEO
OATE I NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
06 as
FAC IL I TY USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOUIRED OATE RECORDED
006 I H
FACIL ITY
ACID . HYDROFLUORIC
DESCRIPTION WASTE HYOROFLUORIC ACID TRANSFER TANK
04 TANK (SURFACEI
ACTIVE
D ISTR ICI 04
LAT I TUDE
LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPACI TY 2 14 GALLON
ELEVAT I ON
COUNTY : 057 DALLAS
DATE OPENED
OATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED :
06 as
FACI L ITY USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEEO REOUIRED DATE RECOROEO
006 I H
FACI LITY
AC 10 . HVOROFLUOR I C
DESCRIPTION WASTE HYOROFLUORIC ACIO TRANSFER TANK
OS TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
ISTRICT : 04
LAT ITUOE
LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY 7822 GAL
ELEVAT ION
:
COUNTY : 057 DALLAS
DATE OPENED
OATE INACTIVE
DATE CLOSED
1 a i
FACI L ITY USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REOUIRED DATE RECORDED
006 IH
FACILITY
ACID. HYDROFLUOR I
C
DESCRIPTION WASTE HYDROFLUORIC ACIO STORAGE TANK
'0505 •«• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
OUENCE : COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE 89
OATE 02/04/92
FOR DAV ID G GI LLES
34957 SGS-THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS (CONTj
' SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
06 CONTAINEH
ACTIVE
ISTRICT
STORAGE AREA
04
LAT ITUDE
LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPACITY 174 ORUMS
ELEVAT ION
COUNTY 057 OALLAS
OATE OPENED 06-86
DATE INACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
FAC I L I TY USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEEO REOUIRED OATE RECOROEO
00 1 I H
002 IH
003 I H
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATEO
SOLVENTS. SPENT
PAINT SOLVENTS
OOS I
007 I H
ooa I H
OIL. WASTE
RAGS. CONTAMINATED
OIL. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
009 I H
Oil IH
015 I
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
PHDTO RESIST STRIPPER
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLIO MATERIAL
016 II
017 I
oi a II
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
SOLDERING WASTES
ALUMINUM OXIDE SLUDGE
019 II
021 IH
028 IH
ALUMINA/SILICA SLUDGE
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
LAB-PACKS
FACILITY DESCRIPTION WASTE DRUM STORAGE YARD
07 TANK (SURFACE) LAT I TUOE CAPACITY 120O GAL/M
ACT I VE
DISTRICT 04
LONGI TUOE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENEO 05-78
ELEVATI ON
COUNTY 0S7 OALLAS DATE INACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
FACI L ITY
004 I H
USE PROCESS ING
PHOTOGRAPHIC OEVELOPER
DEED REQUIRED OATE RECORDED
006 I H
012 IH
13 IH
AC I D . HYDROFLUORIC
ACIO, CHROMIC ANO SULFURIC
ETCHING SOLUTION. ACIO
14 I H
023 IH
FAC I L I TY
CAUSTIC LIOUIO WASTES
WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS. HYDROCARBON CONTAINING
DESCRIPTION INDUSTRIAL WASTE WATER TREATMENT TANK
owosos
SEQUENCE COMPANV NAME
>•• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »»•
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE
DATE 02/04/
FOR OAV I
D
CIllES
349S7 SCS-TMOMSON MICROELECTRONICS
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARV
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
( CONT )
TANK I SURFACE I
ACT I YE
D I STR1 CT Q4
LAT I TUOE
L ONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I TV :
ELEVAT I ON
1 200 GAL/M
0S7 DALLAS
DATE OPENED
DATE I NACT t VE :
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REQUIRED DATE RECORDED
FACILITY USE PROCESSING
004 IH PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
OOG IH ACID. HYOROFLUORIC
012 IH ACID. CHROMIC AND SULFURIC
013 IH ETCHING SOLUTION. ACID
01* IH CAUSTIC LIOUIO WASTES
023 IH WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS. HYDROCARBON CONTAINING
FACILITY DESCRIPTION: INOUSTRIAL WASTE WATER TREATMENT TANK
DWOSOS ••« TexAS WATER COMMISSION •«•
SEOUENCE COMPANY NAME INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE S/STEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/04/
«>«*•»•*«***>*««««
FOR DAVID G G I LLES
• 39S18 TECCOR ELECTRONICS INC •(iitiiiiitiitt«tittt>t>iiai>tii>iis>ti
GENERAL INFORMAT
TECCOR ELECTR ONICS INC RECORD TYPE GENERATOR
REPORT FREQUENCY A 10-90
CONTACT
PHONE
EARNEST WOOO
2 1 4-S80- ISIS
1400 HURO OR REGISTRATION DATE 10-12-90
IRVING TX 7303B-43SS LAST CHANGE OATE 06-26-91
EMPLOYEE GROUP GREATER THAN 100
BAS I N
SEGMENT
DISTRICT 04
STATUS ACTIVE
EPA 10 NUMBER TX0OO7359524
STAFF MMM
REGION
COUNTY
WCO
057 DALLAS
HAZ WASTE STATUS GENERATOR
METHOD TRANSPORT: HIGHWAY
GENERATING SI
DESCRIPT ION OF W
TE LOCATION UOO HURO IRVING TX
SEO SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INOUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
Ol 3S74 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED OEVICES
SOLID WASTE GENE
SEO WCC
OOI 9 1 3230
WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
CLASS
I H LIOUIO
FORM
(NON-WATER BASE]
O02 910100
EPA NOS FOOS FOOS
ON-S ITE/OFF-SITE
SOLVENTS, SPENT IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
003 270590
EPA NOS F001
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
SAND/S I L ICA I I SOL ID [ PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
004 9 1 0090
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S ITE
ACETONE
EPA NOS U002
I H LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
OOS 100800
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
ACIO. HYOROFLUORIC
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
I LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
006 900670 ACID , MI XEO
EPA NOS U 1 34 U21 7 U 103
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
IH LIQUID (WATER BASE)
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARO COOES
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
FOO 1 THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
,
TR I CH
L
OROE TH Y L E NE . METHYLENE CHLORIOE,
1
.
1
.
1 - TRICHLOROETHANE
.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. ANO CHLORINATED
X
F
L
UOROCARBONS
. ALL SPENT M I X T U R E S / B L E N S USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALDGENATEO SOLVENTS OR
7
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002. F004 AND FOOS. AND STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
5
F003 SPENT NON -HALOGENATED S L
V
ENTS X Y
L
ENE
,
ACE TONE
.
E T H Y L ACETATE. X
»osos
fOUENCE
-« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «»«
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REC I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE
92
02/04/9 2
FOR OAV I E C 1 L LES
TECCOR ELECTRONICS INC ICONT)
SOL I D WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY ICONT)
HA2AR00US WASTE DESCRIPTION HA ZARD CODES
FO03 ETHYL BEN2ENE . ETHYL ETHER, METHYL ISOBUTYL KE
T
ONE , N - BU T Y L ALC
OHOL C YCOHEXANONE . AND METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENOS C0^
I GN I T CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE
TAIN ING
.
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL . ANC
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENOS C ON T A I N I N G , B E F R E USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOC SOL .ANO. A TOTAL OF 10% OR MOREIBY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTEO IN F 00 1 . F 00 2 . F 004
.
AND FOOS;AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES.
FOOS THE FOLLOWING SPENT N N - H A L G E N A T E D SOLVENTS: TOLUENE.
METHYL ETHYL KETONE. CARBON OISULFIDE, ISOBUTANOL, PYRIDINE.
RFNZENE 2-ETH0XYETHAN0L . ANO 2 - N I T R P RO P AN E . ALL SPENT SOLV
X X
ENT MIXTURES/BLENDS CONTAINING, BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN
PERCENT OR MORE [BY VOLUMEI OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE NON-
HALOCENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN FOOI. F002.
U002
OR F004; AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
ACETONE OR 2-PROPANONE X
u 103
U 134
U2 1 7
OIMETHYL SULFATE OR SULFURIC ACID, DIMETHYL ESTER
HYDROFLUORIC ACID OR HYDROGEN FLUORIDE
THALL I UMl I ) NI TRATE
X
X
X
X
SOL 10
SEP
WASTE MANA
DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
01 TANK I SUB-SURFACE )
ACT I VE
LATI TUDE
LONGI TUDE
CAPAC I TY
:
ELEVAT ION
7330
DISTRICT
COUNTY
04
05T DALLAS
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED :
DATE I NACT I VE
:
06 -90
DATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEEO REOUIRED DATE RECORDED
FAC I L I TY
001 I H
002 I H
004 I H
FACI L ITY
USE STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
SOLVENTS . SPENT
ACETONE
DESCRIPTION STEEL TANK
02 TANK (SUB-SURFACE)
ACTIVE
DISTRICT 04
LAT I TUDE
LONG I TUDE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY
ELEVAT ION
:
2 1968
COUNTY OST DALLAS
OATE OPENED
DATE INACTIVE:
OATE CLOSED
06 - 90
FACI L I TY USE: STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
DEED REOUIRED OATE RECORDED
005 I ACID. HYOROFLUOR I
C
vosos
IOUENCE COMPANY NAME
'•» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE 93
OATE 02/04/92
FOR DAVID GI LLES
39516 TECCOR ELECTRONICS INC 1 CONT ]
SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
006 IH ACID, MI XEO
FACILITY DESCRIPTION ACID NE U TR AL I 2AT 1 ON POLY
MISCELLANEOUS STORAGE CONTAINERS
ACT1 VE
DISTRICT : 04
COUNTY OST DALLAS
FACILITY USE STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 OAYS
003 I I SANO/S I L ICA
FACILITY DESCRIPTION 55 GALLON BARRELS
LAT I TUDE
LONG I TUDE
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
DATE 1 NACT 1 VE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REQUIRED
CAPAC ITY:
ELEVAT I ON
DATE RECOROEO
DW05OS
SEQUENCE COMPANY NAME
• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »««
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG ISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE
OATE 02/0
FOR DAV I C I LLES
lltllltllt>lllttlll*l>
« 30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS, INC '
s**sss*sss«*s«sasss«sssa«s***sss**«**** a *
TECCOR ELECTRONICS. INC. RECORD TYPE GENERATOR
1801 MURO DRIVE REPORT FREQUENCY A 07-87
CONTACT
PHONE
EARNEST WOOD
2 1 4 -S8Q- ISIS
REGISTRATION DATE 05-02-80
IRVING 7S038-43SS LAST CHANGE OATe: 10-12-90
EMPLOYEE GROUP: GREATER THAN 100
BASIN 08 TRINITY RIVER
SEGMENT: 0805
DISTRICT. 04
STATUS ACTIVE
EPA 10 NUMBER: TX0OO73S9S24
STAFF PC
REG I ON
:
COUNTY :
WCO
0S7 DALLAS
HA2 WASTE STATUS: GENERATOR
METHOD TRANSPORT :
GENERATING SI
DESCRIPTION OF W
TE LOCATION 1801 HURD ORIVE IRVING. TEXAS750S2
SEO
O 1
SIC COOE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3S74 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATEO DEVICES
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
OOI 9006TO ACID. MIXED
CLASS
I H LIQUID
FORM
IWATER BASEI
002 9O0970
EPA NOS D002
ON-S ITE/SAN ITARV SEWER
ACID SOLUTION. MIXED METAL SALTS IH L IOUID IWATER BASEI
O03 9 10100
EPA NOS F006
NO LONGER GENERATED
SOLVENTS. SPENT IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASEI
004 102720
EPA NOS FO03
NO LONGER GENERATED
ACID. HYDROFLUORIC. NEUTRALIZED WITH SOOIUM HYDROXIDE I L IQU 10 IWATER BASEI
0O5 940590
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
SILICA-SAND SLURRY
EPA NOS
.
IH SLUDGE (WATER BASEI
OOS 1 7 1 120
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -SITE
LEAD WASTE
NO LONGER GENERATED
I SOL ID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
007
OOS
1 03760
279760
ACIO, METAL CLEANING. SPENT
NO LONGER GENERATED
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC.
I
I I
LIQUID
SOL I
(WATER BASEI
(PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
009 242000
OFF-S I TE
SUMP SLUDGE
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
I I SLUDGE (WATER BASEI
O 10
O 1 1
2703SO
IS 1950
METAL SCRAP
ON-SITE / SOLO FOR RECOVERY
STILL BOTTOMS
I I
I
SOL ID
SL UDGE
(PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
[NON-WATER BASEI
012 9 10090
NO LONGER GENERATED
ACETONE
EPA NOS
I H LIQUID (NON-WATER BASEI
ON -SITE/OFF-SITE
OWOSOS
SEOUENCE :
•»• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••<
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/0
30209
FOR OAVID G GILLES
TECCOR ELECTRONICS. INC. (CONT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY ICONTI
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
Ol 3 9 1 4490 PHOTO RESIST
EPA NOS
NO LONGER GENERATED
IH L IOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
01 4 9 1 20 lO FREON
EPA NOS
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -SITE
I H L IQU ID (NON-WATER BASEI
01S 9 1 S880 TR
I
CHLOROETHANE
EPA NOS
ON -S TE/OFF -SITE
IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
01 6
1 7
108320
9 13230
ANT IFREEZE
SANITARY SEWER
PHOTOGRAPHIC OEVELOPER
I
IH
L IQU 10
LIQUID
(WATER BASEI
(NON-WATER BASEI
01 8 10 1 1O0
EPA NOS F003 F005
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
PLATING SOLUTION. NICKEL I L 10UI0 (WATER BASE)
019 BOOOSO
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
ACID , NITRIC ( HN03 )
EPA NOS D002
IH L IOUID (WATER BASE)
020 1 104S0
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
OIL, WASTE
ON-S ITE/OFF-SITE
I L IOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
02 1 900040 AC I D . SULFURIC
EPA NOS : 0OO2
ON -S TE/OFF -SI TE
I H L IOUID (WATER BASE)
HAZAROOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
0002
FO03
CORROSIVE WASTE
SPENT NON-HALOGENATED SO
L
VEN TS : X Y
L
ENE . AC E
T
ONE . E TH V L ACETATE,
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KE TONE . N - BUT Y L ALC
X
X
OHOL ,
C
YCOHEXANONE
.
AND METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON
TAI N ING
.
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL , AND
ALL SPENT SOL. MIX/BLENDS CONT A I N I NG . BE
F
ORE USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG SOL .AND, A TOTAL OF 1 0X OR MOREIBY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTED IN FOO 1 . F002 . F004
.
AND FOOS.ANO STILL BOTTOMS PROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
FOOS
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT NON-HALOGENATED SOLVENTS TOLUENE.
METHYL ETHYL KETONE. CARBON DISULFIDE. ISOBUTANOL. PYRIDINE.
X X
BENZENE. 2 - ETHOX YETHANOL
.
AND 2 - N I T RO PROP ANE . ALL SPENT SOLV
ENT MI XTURES/BLENOS CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN
PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE NON-
HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F001. F002.
OR F0O4. AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES.
F006 WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGES FORM ELECTROPLATING OPERATIONS X
lOSOS
feUENCE
««« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••'
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 96
DATE 02/04 /9 2
FOR
TECCOR ELECTRONICS. INC (CONT)
DAV I C G I L LES
SOL I D WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT)
SEO
1 TANK
DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
LAT I TUDE CAPAC ITY 1 200 GAL
ACT I VE
OISTRICT 04
LONG I TUDE
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED OS 80
ELEVAT I ON
COUNTY
SAS IN
SEGMENT
:
0S7 DALLAS
OS TRINITY R
I
VER
OSOS
OATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
FAC I L ITY
OOI I H
USE: PROCESSING/DISPOSAL
ACID. MI XEO
DEED REOU IRED OATE RECORDED
FACI L ITY
COMMENTS
DESCRIPTION CAP-120O GAL
ACIO NEUTRALIZATION PROCESS SYSTEM
02 TANK (SUE
CLOSED
ISTRICT
-SURFACE )
04
LAT I TUDE
LONGI TUDE
:
SURFACE AREA
CAPACITY 20OO GAL
ELEVAT ION
COUNTY :
BAS I N
:
057 DALLAS
OS TRINITY RIVER
OATE OPENED
OATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
OS
io
SO
88
SEGMENT :
FACI L I TY
OSOS
USE : STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOUIRED OATE RECORDED
002 I H
FACIL ITY
ACID SOLUTION. MIKED METAL SALTS
DESCRIPTION CAP-2000 GAL
03 TANK (SUE
CLOSED
OISTRICT
•SURFACE )
04
LAT I TUDE
LONGITUOE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY 6000 GAL
ELEVATION :
COUNTY
:
BAS IN
:
0S7 DALLAS
OS TRINITY RI VER
DATE OPENED
OATE INACT I VE
:
DATE CLOSED
OS
OS
1 O
SO
86
88
SEGMENT
FACI L I TY
OSOS
USE. STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REQUIRED OATE RECORDED:
003 IH
Oil I
FACI L ITY
SOLVENTS, SPENT
STILL BOTTOMS
DESCRIPTION CAP - 6000- 10000 GAL
04 TANK (SURFACE)
CLOSED
LATI TUOE
LONGI TUOE
CAPACITY 10OOO GAL
ELEVAT I ON
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
OATE INACTIVE
08 84
OATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOU I RED OATE RECORDED
FACI L ITY USE STORAGE
OSOS
OUENCE : COMPANY NAME
•» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 97
OATE 02/04/92
30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS. INC (CONTj
FOR DAV 10 G GIL LES
' SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
004 I ACID. HYOROFLUORIC
.
NEUTRALIZED
FACILITY DESCRIPTION TANK SITS IN A PIT,
WITH
I.E.
SOD I UM HYOROX IDE
TANK IS BELOW GRADE BUT NOT
COMMENTS
:
SUBSURFACE
OS SUMP LAT I TUDE CAPAC ITY
ACT I VE LONGI TUDE
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED os 85
ELEVAT I ON
OATE I NACTI VE
DATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEEO REOU IREO DATE RECORDED
FACILITY USE: S T R AG E / P R C E SS I NG
00 1 IM ACID. Ml XED
004 I ACIO. HYOROFLUORIC
009 I I SUMP SLUDGE
FAC I L ITY DESCRIPT ION
NEUTRALIZED WITH SODIUM HYDROXIDE
.
OS CONTAINER
ACT I VE
STORAGE AREA LATITUOE
LONG I TUDE
CAPAC ITY
ELEVAT I ON :
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
DATE INACTI VE
OS 85
OATE CLOSED :
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REQUIRED OATE RECORDED
FAC I L ITY
OOS IH
012 IH
USE STORAGE
S I
L
ICA-SANO SLURRY
ACETONE
14 I H FREON
015 IH TR ICHLOROETHANE
FACILITY DESCRIPTION.
TANK (SURFACE)
CLOSED
FACILITY USE STORAGE
002 IH ACID SOLUTION. MIXED METAL SALTS
FACILITY DESCRIPTION
LATI TUDE
LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
DATE 1 NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOU 1 RED
CAPAC ITY
ELEVAT I ON
2000 GAL
DATE RECORDED
owosos
SEOUENCE
>*• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••>
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REC ISTRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/0
30209
FOR OAV ID G C
I
LLES
TFCCOR ELECTRONICS INC (CONT)
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY ICONT]
SEO DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
OS TANK (SURFACE) LATITUDE
ACTIVE LONG I TUDE
SURFACE AREA
CAPACITY 2300 GAL
ELEVAT I ON
OATE OPENED
DATE INACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
FAC I
L
ITY
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REOUIRED
USE: STORAGE
OATE RECORDED
002 I H
FAC I LITY
ACID SOLUTION, MIXED METAL SALTS
DESCR I PT I ON
:
09 TANK (SURFACE) LATITUDE
ACTIVE LONGITUDE:
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY: 2S00 GAL
ELEVATION :
OATE OPENEO
DATE INACTIVE
OATE CLOSED
FACI LITY
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
DEED REOUIRED
USE. STORAGE
OATE RECORDED
017 IH
FACIL ITY
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
DESCRIPT ION
1 TANK (SURFACE) LATITUOE:
ACTIVE LONGITUDE:
SURFACE AREA.
CAPAC ITY: 200 GAL .
ELEVATION :
OATE OPENEO
DATE INACTIVE
OATE CLOSED
FACI L I TY
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
DEED REOUIRED:
USE STORAGE
OATE RECOROEO
on IH
FACI L ITY
PHOTOGRAPHIC OEVELOPER
DESCRIPTION :
t 1 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUOE.
ACT I VE LONG I TUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY
ELEVATION :
DATE OPENED
OATE INACTIVE
OATE CLOSEO
FAC I L I TY
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
DEED REOUIRED:
USE : STORAGE
DATE RECOROEO
010 II
FACIL ITY
METAL SCRAP
DESCRIPT I ON
DWOSOS
SEOUENCE :
»»» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG ISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE
OATE O2/0
3O209
FOR OAVIO G GILLES
TECCOR ELECTRONICS. INC (CONT)
SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT):
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
1 2 TANK (SURFACE) LATITUDE
ACTIVE LONGITUDE:
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY: 200 GAL
ELEVAT ION
OATE OPENEO
DATE INACTIVE
OATE CLOSEO
FAC I
L
ITY
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
OEEO REOUIRED
USE STORAGE
OATE RECOROED
002 IH
FACI L ITY
ACIO SOLUTION. MIXED METAL SALTS
DESCRIPTION :
1 3 TANK
ACTIVE
LAT ITUOE :
LONGITUDE
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC ITY:
ELEVAT ION
:
OATE OPENED
DATE INACTIVE
DATE CLOSEO
FACI L ITY
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEEO REOUIRED:
USE: STORAGE
DATE RECOROED
on ih
FAC I L ITY
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
DESCRIPTION
z
1
05 OS *"" TEXAS WATER COMMISSION **•
OUENCE COMPANY NAME INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE
lOO
02/04/92
t OR UAV 10 G G
I
LLES
3S803 TECH SPEAY •
TECH SPEAY RECORD TYPE: GENERATOR
REPORT FREQUENCY N
CONTACT
PHONE
GREG UNRUH
SOG-372-SS23
PO BOX 949 REGISTRATION DATE 1O-30-BS
AMARILLO TX 79105 LAST CHANGE DATE
EMPLOYEE GROUP LESS THAN 100
BAS I N
SEGMENT
DISTRICT 1
STATUS AC I I Vfc
EPA 10 NUMBER
STAFF JKB
REGION
COUNTY
wco
IBS POTTER
HAZ WASTE STATUS
METHOO TRANSPORT :
GENERATING SITE LOCATION 68 N HUGHES ST. AMARILLO
SEO SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INOUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
Ol 367* SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION
00 1 279760 PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC
CLASS
I I SOL I (
FORM
PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
OFF-S I TE
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
0SO5
OUENCE
••« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
RECISTRAT ION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PACE 101
DATE 02/04/92
FOR DAVID G GI LLES
IllltlllltllttlllttlVI
34806 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC •
GENERAL INFORMAT
TEXAS INSTRUM
COLL I NS BLVO
ENTS INC RECORO TYPE: GENERATOR
FACILITY REPORT FREQUENCY: A 07-87
CONTACT
PHONE
PHILO RAMOS
2 14-4BO- 3095
P BOX 660246. M/S 317E REGISTRATION DATE 12-30-84
OALLAS TX 7S2SE LAST CHANGE DATE 10-16-90
EMPLOYEE GROUP GREATER THAN 100
BASIN OB TRINITY RIVER
SECMENT 0S20
ISTRICT : 04
STATUS ACT I VE
EPA ID NUMBER: TX0981047194
STAFF PC
REGION
COUNTY
WCO
057 OALLAS
HAZ WASTE STATUS SMALL OUANTITY GENERATOR
METHOO TRANSPORT :
GENERATING SI TE LOCATION: 1089 COLLINS BLVO FACILITY. RICHARDSON TX 7S061
OESCR I PT ION OF w
SEO
1
02
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INOUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS ANO RELATED DEVICES
3679 ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS. NEC
SOLID WASTE GENE
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
00 1
002
2797SO
9 1 6600
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC
ON-S ITE/OFF-SITE
SOLVENT MIXTURE, SPENT
I I
I H
SOL 10
L I OU I
D
(PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC!
(NON-WATER BASE)
003 98 1 S 1
EPA NOS F001 F002 F003 FOOS
ON-S ITE/OFF-SITE
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED IH SOL I D (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC!
004 9S0 t 10
EPA NOS
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
PAINT SLUOGE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT BASE I H SLUDGE (NON- WATER BASE!
OOS 9 1 3700
EPA NOS : F003 F005
ON-SI TE/OFF-S I TE
RES IN WASTE
. L IOUI IH L IQU I (NON-WATER BASE)
006 9 1 1 1 SO
EPA NOS
ON-SI TE/OFF-SITE
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED I H LIQUID (NON-WATER BASEj
007 1 79280
EPA NOS
ON - S
I
TE/OFF
-S I TE
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED I SOL I D (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
006 982930
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
EPOX V RES I N ( CUREO )
EPA NOS
I H SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
009 1 82930
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
EPOX Y RES I N 1 CUREO 1
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
I SOL I D (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
1
1 1
282930
9 1 06SO
EPOXY RES IN { CURED )
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITE
PAINT WASTE
. LIQUID
I I
I H
SOL I D
LIQUID
(PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
(NON- WATER BASE)
EPA NOS 000
1
owosos
SEOUENCE
«»» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »»
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 1
DATE 02/04/
3480E
FOR OAV 10 G G I L LES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC (CONT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY ICONTI
SEQ WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
01 2 1 104S0
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S ITE
OIL. WASTE
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITE
I L IOU I (NON-WATER BASE)
01 3
1 4
119370
9S09SO
ASBESTOS CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
OFF-SITE
LAB WASTE
I SOL 10
IH SLUOGE
(PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
(NON-WATER BASE]
015 1S0950
EPA NOS
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE
LAB WASTE I SLUDGE (NON-WATER BASEJ
HAZARDOUS
ON-SITE/OFF -SITE
WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARO CODES
D001
FOO 1
IGNITABLE WASTE
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS USED IN OEGREASING:
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
X
X
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE , TR I CH L OROE TH V
L
ENE
.
METHYLENE CHLORIDE.
1 . 1 . 1 - TR
I
CMLOROETHANE
.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. ANO CHLORINATED
FLUOROCARBONS
.
ALL SPENT M I X TU RES / B L
E
NDS USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE, A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTEO IN F002 . F004 ANO FOOS . ANO STILL
F002
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS TE TR ACH L OROE T H Y - X
LENE. METHYLENE CHLORIDE. T R I C H L R E T H Y L E N E . 1 . 1 . 1 - T R I C H L R •
OETHANE. CHLOR0BEN2ENE.1.1.2-TRICHLORO-I.2.2-TRIFLUOROETHANE
ORTHOD I CHLOROBENZENE . TR I CH
L
OROF L UOROME T H AN E . AND 1.1.2-TRI-
CHLOROETHANE
.
ALL SPENT SOLVENT M I X T U R E S / B L E N DS CONTAINING.
BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF
ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST-
FOOS
ED IN FOOI. F0O4. OR FOOS, ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOV-
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SPENT NON-HALOGENATED SO
L
VEN TS : X Y
L
ENE
.
ACE T ONE
.
E TH Y L ACETATE. X
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHYL ETHER, METHYL ISOBUTYL KE TONE . N - BU T Y L ALC
OHOL
.
CYCOHEXANONE , ANO METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL. MIX/BLENDS CON
TAININC
.
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOC SOL , ANO
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENOS C N T A I N I N G . B E F R E USE, ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOC SOL .AND, A TOTAL OF 10% OR MOREIBY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS. LISTED IN FOO 1 . F002 . F004
.
FOOS
AND FOOS. ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT NON-HALOGENATED SOLVENTS TOLUENE. X X
METHYL ETHYL KETONE. CARBON DISULFIDE ISOBUTANOL. PVRIOINE.
BENZENE. 2-ETHOXYETHANOL
.
ANO 2 - N
I
TROPROP AMI . ALL SPENT SOLV
ENT MIXTURES/BLENDS CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN
PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE NON-
HALOCENATEO SOLVENTS OR THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F001. F002,
OR F004
. ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
OWOS05 ••« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •»»
SEOUENCE: COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 1
DATE 02/04/
FOR DAV ID G G I L LES
34SOS TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC. (CONT)
SOLIO WASTE GENE
SOLID WASTE MANA
IATION SUMMARY (CONT)
SEO DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
01 MISCELLANEOUS STORAGE CONTAINERS LATITUDE: CAPACITY
ACT I VE LONGI TUOE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
.
ELEVATI ON
DATE INACTIVE
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
FAC I L ITY
00 1 II
DEED REOUIREO
USE : STORAGE
PLANT REFUSE. CENERAL MISC
DATE RECORDED:
002 IH
003 IH
004 I H
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
PAINT SLUDGE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT BASE
OOS I H
OOS IH
007 I
RESIN WASTE. LIQUID
SOLVENTS, HALOGENATED
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
Oil IH
012 I
014 IH
PAINT WASTE, L10UID
OIL. WASTE
LAB WASTE
01S I
FACI L ITY
LAB WASTE
DESCRIPTION: DUMPSTERS
BIOS
J3UENCE COMPANY NAME
• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «»«
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REC I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE I 04
OATE 02/04/92
FOR OAV I CILLES
!ti?l TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC
GENERAL INFORMATION ---
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC
P BOX 84
RECORD TYPE
REPORT FREQUENCY
GENERATOR
A Q7-87
CONTACT
PHONE
THOMAS MILLER
2 1 4 - 668 - SS23
M/S 876
SHERMAN TX 75090
REC I STRAT I ON OATE
LAST CHANCE DATE
EMPLOYEE GROUP
03 - 29 • 8 5
1 - 30-90
GREATER THAN 100
BAS I N
SEGMENT
DISTRICT
02 REO RIVER
0203
04
STATUS :
EPA I NUMBER
STAFF :
ACT I VE
TXD9S I 596373
HEH
REG I ON
COUNTY
WCO
09 1 GRAYSON
HAZ WHS TE STATUS :
METHOO TRANSPORT
GENERATOR
GENERATING SITE LOCATION HWY 84 WEST. OENISON
DESCRIPTION OF WASTE GENERATING ACTIVITIES:
SIC CODE
3674
3679
DESCRIPTION OF INOUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, NEC
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
OEGREASER
EPA NOS F001 U226
NO LONGER GENERATED
LIQUID INON-WATER BASE)
002 950110 PAINT SLUDGE. OIL ANO/OR SOLVENT BASE It
EPA NOS F003 FOOS U002 U043 U159 U1S4 U220 U239
OB-SI TE/OFF -SITE
SLUDGE (NON-WATER BASE)
PROCESS MATERIALS
EPA NOS
ON-S I TE/OFF-S 1TE
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANICI
PAINT STRI PPER
EPA NOS
:
ON-S I TE/OFF-S ITE
LIQUID (NON-WATER BASEI
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC
OFF -S ITE
TRICHLOROETHANE
SOLID I PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
LIQUID [NON-WATER BASE)
EPA NOS F001
ON-S ITE/OFF-S I TE
I 104S0 OIL. WASTE LIQUID [NON-WATER BASE)
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITE
179280 CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITE
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
EPA NOS F001 F002 F003 F004
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
HAZAROOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING
D SOS
I UENCE COMPANY NAME
>> TEXAS WATER COMMISSION *•«
INOUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE IOS
OATE 02/04/92
FOR OAV I
D
GI LLES
34878 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC
SOLIO WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
HAZAROOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD CODES
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
.
TR I CH L OROE TH V L ENE . METHYLENE CHLORIOE.
1
.
1
.
1 -TRI CHLOROETHANE
.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. AND CHLORINATED
FLUOROCARBONS
.
ALL SPENT M I X TURES / B L E NDS USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002. F004 AND FOOS. ANO STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS TETRACHLOROETHY-
LENE. METHYLENE CHLORIOE. TR I CH
L
OROE T H Y
L
ENE
.
i
,
i
.
i • T R I C
H
l R
-
OETHANE. CHL0R0BENZENE.I.1.2-TRICHL0R0-1.2.2-TRIFLU0R0ETHANE
ORTHOOICHLOROBENZENE
.
TR I C H
L
OROF L UOROMETHANE
.
ANO 1.1.2-TRI
CHLOROETHANE. ALL SPENT SOLVENT MI X
T
URES / B
L
ENDS CONTAINING.
BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF
ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST-
ED IN F001. F004. OR FOOS. AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOV-
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES.
SPENT NON- HALOGENATEO S L V E N TS : X Y L E N E , AC E T N E . E T H Y L ACETATE,
Ethyl BENZENE
.
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTVL KETONE , N - 8 U T Y L ALC
OHOL
,
CYCOHEXANONE
.
AND METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON
TAINING
.
BEFORE USE, ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOC SOL.; ANO
ALL SPENT SOL. MIX/BLENDS CONT A I N I NC . BEF ORE USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG SOL .AND, A TOTAL OF 107. OR MOREIBY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTED IN FOOl.F002.F004.
ANO FOOS. ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT N ON • H A L OC E N A T E SOLVENTS CRESOLS AND
CRESYLIC ACID. ANO NITROBENZENE; ALL SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES/
BLENDS CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR
MORE IBY VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE NON - H A L GE NATED
SOLVENTS OR THOSE SOLVENTS LISTEO IN F001, F002. ANO FOOS.
ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS
AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT NON - H A L G E N A T E SOLVENTS TOLUENE.
METHYL ETHYL KETONE. CARBON DISULFIDE. ISOBUTANOL. PYRIDINE.
BENZENE. 2 - ETHOX YETHANOL
.
ANO 2 - N
I
TROPROP ANE
.
ALL SPENT SOLV
ENT MIXTURES/BLENDS CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN
PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE NON-
U002
U043
U 1 54
HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN FOOt, F002
.
OR F004. ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
ACETONE OR 2-PROPANONE
ETHENE. CHLORO- OR VINYL CHLORIDE
METHANOL OR METHYL ALCOHOL
U 1 59
U220
U226
2-BUTAN0NE OR METHYL ETHYL KETONE
BENZENE. METHYL OR TOLUENE
1
.
I
.
1 - TR
I
CHLOROETHANE OR METHY CHLOROFORM
BENZENE. DIMETHYL- OR XYLENE
0WO5O5
SEQUENCE COMPANY NAME
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC
i. TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••>
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM
RECISTRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/04,
FOR DAV I
D
C I L LES
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONTI
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY:
DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LAT I TUOE CAPACITY
LONGI TUDE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED:
ELEVATION
DATE INACTIVE
DATE CLOSEO.
SUBJECT TO PERMIT :
DEED REQUIRED DATE RECORDED
FACILITY USE STORAGE
001 IH OEGREASER
002
003
004
PAINT SLUDGE. OIL AND/OR
PROCESS MATERIALS
PAI NT STR IPPER
SOLVENT BASE
006 I I
007 I
008 I
TR
I
CMLOROETHANE
OIL. WA S T E
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
009 IH ASSORBANT. HYOROCARBON CONTAMINATED
FACILITY DESCRIPTION DRUM STORAGE AREA
DWOSOS
SEOUENCE
»«• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/04
FOR DAV 10 G CI LLES
« 37175 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
GENERAL INFORMAT
TEXAS INSTRUM ENTS INCORPORATED RECORD TYPE
REPORT FREQUENCY :
GENERATOR/TRANSPORTER
A 07 - »7
CONTACT
PHONE
JAMES H HOORMAN
2 14-995-31 1 *
P BOX S5S012. M/S 480 REGISTRATION DATE
DALLAS TX 7S26S LAST CHANGE DATE
EMPLOYEE GROUP:
07 - 1
S
-»5
0* -26-88
GREATER THAN 100
BAS IN
SEGMENT
ISTRI CT : 04
STATUS
EPA ID NUMBER:
STAFF
ACT I VE
TX09S 1057854
JKB
REGION
COUNTY
WCD
0*3 COLLIN
HA2 WASTE STATUS
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATOR
H I GHWAV
GENERATING SI
DESCRIPTION OF W
TE LOCATION 6550 CHASE OAKS BLVO M/S S400 PLANO TEXAS 75
SEO
1
02
SIC COOE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3S7* SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
3662 RADIO AND TV COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
03 3S79
SOL ID WASTE CENE
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS. NEC
SEO
OO 1
wcc
27*7*0
WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
PLANT REFUSE, GENERAL MISC
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE
CLASS
I I SOL ID
FORM
(PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
002 9 15**0 TR ICHLOROETHANE
EPA NOS : FOOl
NO LONGER GENERATED
IH L IOUID INON-WATER BASE)
003
004
2703S0
2*9960
METAL SCRAP
ON-SITE/OFF-S ITE
GREASE TRAP WASTE
I I
I I
SOL 10
SLUDGE
(PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
(WATER BASE)
O05 976940
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE
SOLDERING WASTES
EPA NOS OOOS
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
OOS 9 1 3SS0
ON-S ITE/OFF-S I TE
SOLVENTS, NON -HALOGENATED
EPA NOS . F003
IH L IOU 10 (NON-WATER BASE)
007 1 1 690
NO LONGER GENERATED
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
ON -S ITE/OFF -SITE
L IOUID (WATER BASE)
00* 901 760 PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
EPA NOS OO 1
1
ON -S
I
TE/OFF -SITE
I H L IOU I (WATER BASE)
009 9 1 1 1 SO SOLVENTS, HALOGENATED
EPA NOS FOOl
ON -S TE/OFF -SITE
IH L IOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
1 9 1 6600 SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
EPA NOS F003
ON -S TE/OFF -SITE
IH L I0UI0 (NON-WATER BASE)
1 1 9001 90 ACIO. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED IH LIQUID (WATER BASE)
0505
OUENCE
«« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «»»
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REC I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 108
OATE 02/04/92
37 1 75
FOR OAV ID G C I L LES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED (CONT)
SOLID
SEQ
WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT)
WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
1 2 179280
EPA NOS 0002
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -SITE
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY I NORGAN I C )
013 9732*0
ON -S TE/OFF-S I TE
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED IH SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY
EPA NOS
INORGANIC )
1 4 1 1 0*50
ON-S ITE/OFF-S I TE
OIL, WASTE I LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
HA2AR0OUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD CODES
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
0002
oooa
DO 1 1
CORROSIVE WASTE X
LEAD X
SILVER X
FOO 1 THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
.
T R I C H L R E T H Y L E NE , METHYLENE CHLORIDE,
1 . 1 . 1 -TRI CHLOROETHANE . CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. AND CHLORINATEO
X
FLUOROCARBONS , ALL SPENT M I X T U R ES / B L E N DS USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002, F004 AND F005, AND STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
F003 SPENT NON
-
HALOGENATED SO
L
VEN TS : X Y
L
ENE
.
ACE T ONE . E T H Y L ACETATE, X
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE . N
•
BUT Y L ALC
OHOL
. C YCOHEXANONE . ANO METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON
TA I N I NC
.
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL AND
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CONT A I N I NG
.
BEFORE USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG. SOL .AND. A TOTAL OF 10*/. OR MORE(BY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTED IN FOO 1 . F002 , FO04
.
ANO FOOS.AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SOLID WASTE MANA
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUDE
ACTIVE LONG I TUBE
CAPAC ITY:
ELEVATION
ISTR ICT
COUNTY
04 SURFACE AREA:
DATE OPENED: 04-85
043 COLLIN DATE INACTIVE
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
OEED REOUIRED: DATE RECORDED
FACI L ITY
00 1 II
003 I I
USE: STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
PLANT REFUSE, GENERAL MISC.
METAL SCRAP
004 I I GREASE TRAP WASTE
13505
S9USNCE :
«•• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «•«
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 109
DATE 02/04/92
37I7S
FOR OAV ID G GI LLES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED (CONT)
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
FACILITY DESCRIPTION: DOCK AREA
02 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUDE
ACT I VE LONG I TUDE :
OISTRICT 04 SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY
ELEVAT ION
COUNTY
DATE OPENED 06 - 85
043 COLLIN OATE INACTIVE:
DATE CLOSED
FAC I L I TY
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
DEED REOUIRED:
USE STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
OATE RECORDED
00 1 II
003 I I
14 I
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC
METAL SCRAP
OIL. WASTE
03
FACI L I TY
CONTAI NEE
DESCRIPTION: DOCK AREA
STORAGE AREA LATITUDE: CAPAC ITY:
ACT I VE
ISTRICT
LONG I TUDE
04 SURFACE AREA:
OATE OPENED : 09 • 85
ELEVAT ION
COUNTY : 043 COLLIN OATE INACTIVE:
OATE CLOSED :
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
FACIL ITY
OO 1 II
DEED REOU I REO
USE STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC
OATE RECORDEO
002 I H
004 I I
005 IH
TRICHLOROETHANE
GREASE TRAP WASTE
SOLOERING WASTES
006 IH
007 I
008 IH
SOLVENTS. NON
-
HALOGENATED
PHOTOGRAPHIC OEVELOPER
PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
009 I H
010 I H
Oil I H
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
SOLVENT MIXTURE, SPENT
ACID. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
012 I
013 IH
FAC I L I TY
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
DESCRIPTION DOCK AREA
OWOSOS *** TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «
SEOUENCE COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REC ISTRAT ION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PACE
OATE 02/04
FOR OAV 10 G G I L LES
.
• 37911 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED «
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED RECORO TYPE: GENERATOR
REPORT FREOUENCY A 07-87
CONTACT GREG REICHARD
PHONE 2
1
4-866-5523
PO BOX 84 MAIL STATION S76 REGISTRATION DATE 03-2O-87
SHERMAN TX 75090 LAST CHANGE DATE 05-08-88
EMPLOYEE GROUP: GREATER THAN t 00
BAS I N
SEGMENT
ISTRI CT 04
STATUS ACTIVE
EPA ID NUMBER: TXD982306342
STAFF JKB
REG I ON
COUNTY 09 1 GRAYSON
wco
HAZ WASTE STATUS: SMALL OUANTITY GENERATOR
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATING SI
DESCR I PT I ON OF W
TE LOCATION: GRAYSON CO AIRPORT «804 OENISON TX
SEO SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INOUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
01 3674 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
001 91S880 TRICHLOROETHANE
CLASS FORM
IH LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
002 916600
EPA NOS F001
ON-S ITE/OFF -S ITE
SOLVENT MIXTURE, SPENT IH LIQUID [NON-WATER BASEI
003 908300
EPA NOS F002 FOOS FOOS 000 1
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-SITE
ETCH ING SOLUTION I H LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
004 179450
EPA NOS 0OO1
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
CONTAINERS. EMPTY I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
OOS 98 15 lO
ON -S TE/OFF-S ITE
ABSORSANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
EPA NOS
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
HAZARDOUS
ON-S TE/OFF-S I TE
WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
OOO 1
FOO 1
ICNITABLE WASTE
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING.
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
X
X
TETRACHLOROETHVLENE
.
TR I C H L R E T H Y L E N E . METHYLENE CHLORIDE.
1
.
1
.
1 - TRI CHLDROETHANE
.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. AND CHLORINATED
FLU0R0CAR80NS
.
ALL SPENT M I X T U R E S / B L E N S USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002. F004 AND FOOS. ANO STILL
F002
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS. TE T
R
ACH L ROE TH Y
-
X
LENE. METHYLENE CHLORIDE, TR I C H
L
OROE T H Y L E NE
.
1
.
1
.
1 - TR I CH L OR -
0WO5O5
SEOUENCE COMPANY NAME
»• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 1
OATE 02/04/
FOR OAVIO GI LLES
37914 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED 1C0NT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD CODES
OETHANE. CHL0R0BENZENE.1.1.2-TRICHL0R0-1.2.2-TRIFLU0R0ETHANE
ORTHOD I CHLOROBENZENE
.
TR I CH L PROF L UOROME T H ANE . AND 1.1.2-TRI-
CHLDROETHANE ; ALL SPENT SOLVENT M I X T URES / B L E NDS CONTAINING.
BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF
ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST-
ED IN FOOl, F0O4. OR FOOS. AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOV-
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SPENT NON
-
HALOGENATED S L V E N T S X Y L E NE . A C E T N E E T H Y L ACETATE.
ETHYL BENZENE
,
ETHYL ETHER.METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE , N - BU T Y L ALC
OHOL
.
CYCOHEXANONE . AND METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENOS CON
TAI N I NG
.
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL.. AND
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENOS CONT A I N I NG
.
BEFORE USE, ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG SOL .ANO. A TOTAL OF 10% OR MOREIBY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS. LISTED IN FOO 1 . F0Q2 . F0Q4
.
ANO FOOS.4N0 STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT NON - H A
L
OGENATE D SOLVENTS: TOLUENE.
METHYL ETHYL KETONE. CARBON DISULFIDE. ISOBUTANOL. PYRIDINE,
BENZENE. 2-ETHOXYETHANOL
.
AND 2 - N I TROP ROP ANE ; ALL SPENT SOLV
ENT MIXTURES/BLENDS CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEH
PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUMEI OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE NON-
HALOCENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE SOLVENTS LISTEO IN FOOl. F002
,
OR F004. AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY:
SEO DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACT I VE
DISTRICT . 04
COUNTY 09 1 GRAYSON
FACILITY USE STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
001 IH TRICHLOROETHANE
LATI TUOE
LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED:
DATE INACTIVE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REQUIRED
CAPAC I TY 3 ORUMS
ELEVAT ION
OATE RECORDED
002
003
004
IH SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
IH ETCH ING SOLUT ION
J CONTAINERS. EMPTY
OOS IH ABSORSANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
FACILITY DESCRIPTION STORE DRUMS '90 OAYS THEN PICKUP FOR OISPOSAL
'osos
OUENCE COMPANY NAME
•> TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •»»
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE I 1 2
DATE 02/04/ 9 2
FOR OAV I GULES
3J376 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
CENERAL INFORMATION
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED RECORO TYPE :
REPORT FREQUENCY
GENERATOR
A Q4 66
CONTACT
PHONE
JAMES H MOORMAN
2 1 4 - 99S - 3 1 1 4
13SOO N CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY
DALLAS TX TS265
REG ISTRAT ION DATE :
LAST CHANGE DATE
EMPLOYEE GROUP:
04
-O I - 68
OS 1 « -9 1
GREATER THAN
8AS I N
SEGMENT
ISTRI CT
STATUS :
EPA ID NUM9ER:
STAFF
ACT I VE
TXD982SS I S06
REG ION
COUNTY
WCO
OST DALLAS
50265
ma: waste status
method transport
GENERATOR/TSD FACILITY
H I GHWAY
GENERATING SITE LOCATION: 13400 FLOYD ROAO DALLAS. FOR
DESCRIPTION OF WASTE GENERATING ACTIVITIES
PART OF 30SSS
S IC CODE
3ST4
3679
DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATEO DEVICES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, NEC
SOLIO WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
SEP W WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
WASHWATER. ACIDIC
EPA NOS 0002
ON -S ITE/OFF-S I TE
IH LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
906760 WASHWATER. ORGANIC FROM TANKS,
EPA NOS
:
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
TANK CARS. ETC IH LIQUID (WATER BASEI
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
EPA NOS: F002 F003
ON-S
1
TE/OFF-SI TE
IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
279760 PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC
OFF-S ITB
101640 WASHWATER. ACIDIC
II SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
I LIQUID (WATER BASE)
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD CODES
0002
F002
CORROSIVE WASTE
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS TETRACHLOROETHY
LENE. METHYLENE CHLORIDE, TR I C H L OROE T H Y L E NE . I , I . 1 - TR I CM L OR -
OE THANE
.
CHL0R0BENZENE.1.1.2-TRICHL0R0-1.2.2-TRIFLUOROETHANE
ORTHOD I CHLOROBENZENE
.
T R I CM L ROF L U ROME TH AN E . AND 1.1.2-TRI-
CHLOROETHANE . ALL SPENT SOLVENT M I X TURES / B L E NDS CONTAINING,
BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF
ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST-
ED IN F001, F004. OR F005. AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOV-
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SPENT NON
-
HALOGENATED S L V E N TS : X Y L E N E , AC E T N E , E T H Y L ACETATE.
ETMYL BENZENE
,
ETHYL ETHER, METHYL ISOBUTYL KET ONE , N
-
BU T Y L ALC
'OSOS
OUENCE :
••• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »•«
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE
1 13
02/04/92
38376
FOR OAV ID G . G
I
LLES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED (CONT)
' SOL ID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT)
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD CODES
F003
I GN I T CORR
OHOL
.
CYCOHEXANONE
.
AND METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON
TA I N I NC
.
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL ANO
EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
ALL SPENT SOL. MIX/BLENDS CON T A I N I NC
.
BEFORE USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG. SOL. .AND. A TOTAL OF 10% OR MOREIBY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTEO IN FOO 1 . F002 . F004
,
AND FOOS.AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
' SOL I
SEQ DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUDE
ACTIVE LONGI TUOE
OISTRICT 04 SURFACE AREA 1 74 15
CAPAC I TY : 5000
ELEVAT I ON
DRUMS
-
COUNTY
OATE OPENED
OS7 DALLAS OATE INACTIVE:
DATE CLOSED
04 -6 1
FACI L I TY
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
DEED REQUIRED:
USE : STORAGE
OATE RECORDED:
OO 1 I H
002 IH
003 IM
WASHWATER. ACIDIC
WASHWATER. ORGANIC FROM TANKS. TANK CARS. ETC
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
005 I
FACIL ITY
WASHWATER. ACIDIC
DESCRIPTION HAZ WASTE DRUM STORAGE YARD
02 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUDE
ACTIVE LONGITUDE:
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY
ELEVAT I ON
OATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
FACI L I TY
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEEO REOUIREO:
USE STORAGE
OATE RECOROED
FAC I L I TY
COMMENTS
OESCR IPT ION
5000 DRUM CAPACITY
owesos
SEQUENCE COMPANY NAME
««« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 1
DATE 02/04/
BBBaaaBaBaBaassBaaaBBa
FOR OAV I G G I L LES
• 30178 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC •
stasa*ass»s*sBsssa*sa»ssa*s**««*a*SB«**B*
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
TRINITY MILLS SITE
RECORD TYPE:
REPORT FREOUENCY :
GENERATOR
A 07-67
CONTACT
PHONE
CHARLES CORRELL
2 14-462-4201
P BOX «OS M/S 3403
LEWISVILLE. TEXAS 75067
RECISTRAT ION DATE :
LAST CHANCE DATE :
EMPLOYEE GROUP:
04
-04 - 80
02-06-9 1
GREATER THAN 1 OO
BASIN 06 TRINITY RIVER
SEGMENT 0822
DISTRICT 04
STATUS :
EPA ID NUMBER:
STAFF :
ACT I VE
TX0OOO792945
PC
REGI ON
COUNTY
WCO :
0S7 DALLAS
HA2 WASTE STATUS
METHOD TRANSPORT :
GENERATOR
GENERATING SITE LOCATION: 1235 TRINI
DESCRIPTION OF WASTE GENERATING ACTIVIT
TY MILLS RD, CARROLLTON, TX
SEO
1
02
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
2869 INDUSTRIAL ORGANIC CHEMICALS, NEC
3339 PRIMARY NONFERROUS METALS. NEC
03
04
OS
3S73
3(62
3674
ELECTRONIC COMPUTING EOUIPMENT
RADIO AND TV COMMUNICATION EOUIPMENT
SEMICONDUCTORS ANO RELATED DEVICES
SOLID WASTE GENE
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
00 1
002
1 10460
9 10130
OIL. CUTT INC
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S ITE
OECREASER
I
IM
L I QUID
LIQUID
INDN-WATER BASE)
INON-WATER BASE)
003 3721 10
EPA NOS:
NO LONGER GENERATED
METAL GR I NO I NGS I I I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
004 260S90
NO LONGER GENERATED
CORRUGATE (CARDBOARD)
NO LONGER GENERATED
I I SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
OOS
006
102 1 90
2797S0
POLISHING FOR MACHINE
OFF-SITE
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL
PARTS SLURRY
MISC .
I
I I
L IOU 10
SOL 10
(WATER BASE)
(PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
007 9 1 1 1 SO
OFF S 1 TE
SOLVENTS, HALOCeNATED
EPA NOS FO01 U226 F002 U226
IH L IOU I (NON-WATER BASE)
OOS 1 1 04S0
ON-S ITE/OFF-S I TE
OIL, WASTE
OFF -SITE
I L IOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
009
o to
280200
1 lO
1
io
WOOD/LUMBER SCRAP
NO LONGER GENERATED
PAINT THINNER
I I
I
SOLIO
L IOU10
(PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
INON-WATER BASE)
O 1 t 1 12940
NO LONGER GENERATED
ALCOHOL
,
I C6 AND LESS )
NO LONGER GENERATED
I L IOUID INON-WATER BASE)
01 2 1O9OO0 PAINT BOOTH WASTE/WASH WATER I L IOUI D (WATER BASE)
OWOSOS
SEOUENCE :
«•» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •*•
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG ISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/04/
301 78
FOR DAV 10 C G I LLES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT)
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
013 9 1 6600
OFF-S I TE
SOLVENT MIXTURE, SPENT
EPA NOS
IH L IOUI0 (NON-WATER BASE)
O 1 4 96 1 S 10
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S ITE
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
EPA NOS
IH SOL ID ( PREDOMINANTLY ORGANI C
)
Ol 5 90217O
OFF -SITE
SODIUM NITRITE SOLUTION
EPA NOS
IH L IOUID (WATER BASE)
Ol S 1 79280
OFF-S I TE
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
ON-S TE/OFF-S I TE
I SOL ID ( PREDOMINANTLY I NORCAN I C
)
1 7 982930 EPOXY RESIN (CURED)
EPA NOS:
ON-SI TE/OFF-SITE
I H SOL I D ( PREOOMI NANTL V ORGANIC )
Ol 8
01 9
1 82930
282*30
EPOXY RESIN (CURED)
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE
EPOXY RESIN (CURED)
I
I I
SOL ID
SOL 10
( PREOOMI NANTL Y
( PREDOMINANTLY
ORCAN 1 C
ORGAN I C )
O20 17S030
ON-S I TE/OFF -SITE
ASBESTOS WASTES, NON-FRIABLE
OFF-SI TE
I SOL ID ( PREDOMINANTLY INORGAN IC
02 1 902S8O CORROSIVE WASTES
EPA NOS : 0002
OFF-S I TE
IH L IOUID (WATER BASE)
022 909OOO PAINT BOOTH WASTE/WASH WATER
EPA NOS 0008
OFF -SITE
IH L IOUID (WATER BASE)
023 1 8 1 S IO ABSORBANT, HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
OFF
-SITE
I SOLIO 1 PREOOMI NANTL Y ORGAN 1 C ]
HA2AR00US
0002
WASTE DESCRIPTION
CORROSIVE WASTE
HAZARD COOES
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
X
0OO8
FOO 1
LEAD
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING:
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
. TR I CH
L
OROE TH Y
L
ENE . METHYLENE CHLORIDE.
X
X
1
,
1
.
1 - TR
I
CHLOROETHANE
.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. ANO CHLORINATED
FLUOROCARBONS
.
ALL SPENT M I X T U R E S / B L E N D S USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOCENATED SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002, F004 ANO FOOS, AND STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT
F002
SOLVENT MI XTURES
THE FOLLOW INC SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS: TETRACHLOROETHY-
LENE. METHYLENE CHLORIDE. TR I CH
L
OROE T H Y L E NE . 1 . 1 . 1 - T R I CH L OR
-
X
z
OETHANE. CHLOROBENZENE, 1 ,
1
,2-TRICHLORO- 1
.
2,2-TRIFLUOROETHANE
ORTHOO ICHLOROBENZENE
.
T R I CH
L
OROF L UOROME TH ANE . ANO 1.1.2-TRI-
CHLOROETHANE
.
ALL SPENT SOLVENT M I X T U R E S / B L E N DS CONTAINING.
5
5
BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF
3505
bllENCE
» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «
COMPANY NAME INOUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE
1 1 6
02 /04/9 2
301 78
FOR OAV 10 C C 1 L LES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (C0NT1
SOL 1 WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONTI
MATARHOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
F002 ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST
ED IN F001 FOOI. OR FOOS. AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECDV
I GN I T CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
U226
U22S
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
1
.
1
.
1 -TRICHLOROETHANE OR METHY CHLOROFORM
TR
I
CHLOROETHY LENE OR TR I CH
L
OROE THENE
X
X
WASTE MANASOL tO
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
01 TANK
ACTI VE
LAT ITUOE :
LONG I TUOE
CAPAC I TV
ELE VAT I ON
ISTRICT
COUNTY
04
0S7 DALLAS
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
OATE I NACT I VE
04 BO
BAS IN
:
SEGMENT
0« TRINITY RIVER
OS22
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REQUIRED OATE RECOROED
FAC I
L
ITY
001 I
016 I
USE STORAGE
OIL. CUTTING
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
02
FACILITY DESCRIPTION
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUDE CAPAC I TY
ACTI VE
DISTRICT 0*
LONGI TUDE
SURFACE AREA:
OATE OPENED 04 - »0
ELEVAT ION
COUNTY
BASIN :
SEGMENT :
0S7 DALLAS
OB TRINITY RIVER
0822
OATE INACTIVE
OATE CLOSED:
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
FACI L ITY
002 I H
USE: STORAGE
DEGREASER
DEEO REOUIRED OATE RECOROEO
007 I M
013 IH
FAC I L ITY
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
DESCRIPTION
03 TANK
ACTI VE
LAT I TUOE :
LONG I TUOE
CAPAC ITY
:
ELEVAT I ON
SURFACE AREA:
OATE OPENED:
DATE INACTIVE
0S-90
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
DEEO REOUIRED OATE RECOROEO
FACI L ITY
OOI I
FACI L ITY
USE STORAGE
OIL. CUTTING
DESCRIPTION: ENCLOSEO IN SECONOARY CONTAINMENT
ISOS
IUENCE :
••• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••«
COMPANY NAME INOUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE 1 17
OATE 02/04/92
FOR DAV ID G G
I
LLES
Kaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
05SS TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC •
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
GENERAL INFORMAT
TEXAS INSTRUM
P BOX 6SS0
ENTS. INC. RECORO TYPE GENERATOR
2 REPORT FREOUENCY: A 07-87 P 07 -87
CONTACT
PHONE
JAMES H HOORMAN
2 14-995-3 1 14
M/S 4»0
DALLAS TEXAS
REGISTRATION DATE 05-O4-76
75265 LAST CHANGE OATE: 03-11-91
EMPLOYEE GROUP GREATER THAN 1 OO
BASIN 08 TRINITY RIVER
SEGMENT: 0820
DISTRICT : 04
STATUS ACTIVE
EPA ID NUMBER: TX00O73219O4
STAFF PC
REG ION
COUNTY
WCO :
057 OALLAS
3905 1
HAZ WASTE STATUS GENERATOR
METHOD TRANSPORT :
GENERATING SI
DESCRIPTION OF W
TE LOCATION 13SO0 N CENTRAL EXPWY
,
OALLAS. TEXAS
SEO
1
02
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
2S69 INDUSTRIAL ORGANIC CHEMICALS. NEC
3339 PRIMARY NONFERROUS METALS. NEC
03
04
OS
3S73
3662
3B74
ELECTRONIC COMPUTING E0U1PMENT
RADIO AND TV COMMUNICATION EOUIPMENT
SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
SOLID WASTE GENE
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
00 1
002
279780
900 1 90
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC.
OFF-S I TE
ACID. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
I I
IH
SOL ID
L IOUIO
PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
(WATER BASE]
003 9 1 lOO
EPA NOS DO07 F007 0002 D008
ON-S ITE/OFF-SITE
SOLVENTS, SPENT IH L I OU I D (NON-WATER BASE)
004 3703SO
EPA NOS F003 FOOS FOOI F002 U002 U239 U220
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S ITE
METAL SCRAP
J 159
I I I
U 1S4
SOL ID
J 1 6 1 U 1 88 000
1
PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
OOS 900680
OFF-S ITE
AC 10 SOLUTION . MILD
EPA NOS 0OO2
IH L IOU ID (WATER BASE)
006 249960
NO LONGER GENERATED
GREASE TRAP WASTE
OFF -SITE
I I SLUDGE (WATER BASE)
007 902090 ETCHANT
.
ALKALINE
EPA NOS F007
NO LONGER GENERATED
IH L IOUIO (WATER BASE)
OOS 90 1760 PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
EPA NOS OO 1
1
OFF -SITE
IH L IOU 10 (WATER BASE)
009 9096SO ALCOHOL. MIXED [WASTE STREAMS)
EPA NOS FOOS
NO LONCER GENERATED
IH L IOUIO (WATER BASE)
1 182 140 CONTAINERS. ACID CONTAMINATED (PLASTIC) I SOL ID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
owosos
SEQUENCE
» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE I
DATE 02/04/
30SSS
FOR OAV ID G G I LLES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT)
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
O 1 1 971410
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-SI TE/SOLD FOR RECOVERY
FILTER CAKE. TREATMENT OF METAL FINISHING WASTES
EPA NOS F006
I H SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
012 1 79970
ON-S TE/OFF-S I TE
CONTAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
' SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
013
01*
379870
1707SO
CONTAINERS. ORGANIC CONTAMINATED. NONHAZAROOUS
NO LONGER GENERATED
ASBESTOS
I I I
I
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
OIS 1794 lO
ON-S TE/OFF-S I TE
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED (METAL)
ON-SITE/OFF -SITE
I SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
01 6 902SOO POISON, LIQUID. MIXTURE
EPA NOS:
ON-S ITE/OFF-SI TE
I H LIQUID (WATER BASE)
01 7 900430 CYANIDE BEARING WASTES
EPA NOS P007 F009
ON-S ITE/OFF-SI TE
I H L IOUID (WATER BASE
)
O 1 s
019
1025 10
902 140
INORCANIC SOLUTIONS
ON-S ITE/OFF-SITE
PLATING SOLUTION. HEAVY METAL CONTAINING
I
IH
LIQUID (WATER BASE)
LIQUID (WATER BASE)
020 982400
EPA NOS FOOT
ON-SITE/OFF-SI TE
ISOCYANATE RESIDUES IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
02 1 9709 10
EPA NOS
:
NO LONGER GENERATED
METAL
.
BASE SCRAP IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
022 9722 10
EPA NOS
ON-S ITE/OFF-SI TE
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS IH SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
023 240280
EPA NOS U1 5 1
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -S ITE
SAND AND SILT, OILY I I SLUDGE (WATER BASE)
024 979 130
NO LONGER GENERATED
LEAD CONTAMINATED WASTE. SOLID
EPA NOS 0008
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
025 1 lOSSO
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
PCB CONTAMINATED LIOUIOS
ON-SI TE/OFF-S I TE
I LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
02S
027
179430
28 1350
PCB CONTAMINATED SOLIOS
ON-SI TE/OFF-SITE
PAINT F
I
LTERS
I
I I
SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORCANIC)
SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
028 900S lO
NO LONGER GENERATED
WASTEWATER. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
EPA NOS 0007
IH LIOUID (WATER BASE)
029 1 1 2480
ON-S ITE/OFF-S I TE
OIL SPILLS
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
I LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
030 27 1 770 SAND. SANDBLASTING I I SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
OWOSOS
SEOUENCE :
••« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE 1
DATE 02/04/
30S5S
FOR DAVID G GILLES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC. (CONT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT)
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
03 1 97 1 870
OFF-S ITE
SOOIUM DICHROMATE
EPA NOS
IH SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
032 249870
NO LONGER GENERATED
PAINT BOOTH CLEANOUT
NO LONGER GENERATEO
I I SLUDGE (WATER BASE)
033
034
1 1 3700
983990
RES IN WASTE . L IOUIO
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE
CARBON. ACTIVATED. SPENT. CONTAMINATED
I
IH
LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
03S 98 15 10
EPA NOS
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S ITE
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED I H SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
036 900530
EPA NOS
ON-S ITE/OFF-SITE
COOLING WATER BLOWDOWN IH LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
037 972930
EPA NOS : D007
NO LONGER GENERATED
FLAMMABLE SOLIDS IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORCANIC)
038 1 52240
EPA NOS DOO 1 0OO3
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE
WASTE WATER PIT SLUDGE I SLUDGE (NON-WATER BASE)
039 17 12 10
OFF-S I TE
ABSORBANT WASTES
ON-SITE/OFF-S ITE
I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
040 9O28S0 CORROSIVE WASTES
EPA NOS 0002
ON-SI TE/OFF-SITE
I H LIOUID (WATER BASE)
04 1 950110 PAINT SLUDGE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT BASE
EPA NOS
ON-SITE/OFF-S ITE
I H SLUDGE (NON-WATER BASE)
042 979850 SOIL, ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
EPA NOS
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORCANIC)
0«3 977520 PROCESS MATERIALS
EPA NOS
ON-S TE/OFF-S I TE
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
044 9004 1 OXIDIZING AGENT
EPA NOS
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
I H L IOUID (WATER BASE
04S 9S0950 LAB WASTE
EPA NOS
ON -S ITE/OFF-S I TE
IH SLUDGE (NON-WATER BASE)
04G 972720 ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
EPA NOS 0OO4
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
IH SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
z
047 97S8SO MERCURY CONTAMINATED SOLID
EPA NOS U 1 5
1
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITE
IH SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
p
1
04S 9 1 3700 RES IN WASTE
. L IOUIO I H LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
IOSOS
>OUENCE
««» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »»»
COMPANV NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REC I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 120
DATE 02/04/92
30555
FOR DAVID G G I L LES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY ICONTI :
SEP WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
049 S 1 1 1 SO
EPA NOS
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -SITE
SOLVENTS. HALOCENATED I H LIQUID INON-WATER BASE)
OSO 1 1 0450
EPA NOS F001 F002
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
OIL. WASTE I LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
OS 1 9 1 6S00
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
EPA NOS FOOS
I H LIOUID (NON-WATER BASEI
0S2 1 7SSS0
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
DEMOLITION WASTE. CONTAMINATED
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
0S3 9 14490 PHOTO RES I ST
EPA NOS
ON -S TE/OFF -SITE
I H LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
OS*
OSS
285290
1 1S490
ION EXCHANGE RESIN. WASHED
OFF-S I TE
ORGANIC LIOUID AND WATER
I I
I
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
LIQUID (NON- WATER BASE)
OSS 240 1 SO
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
WATER TREATMENT SLUDCE
OFF -SITE
I I SLUDGE (WATER BASE)
0S7
oss
1 S0490
90S310
SOIL. CONTAMI NATEO
OFF-S I TE
CYANIOE WASTE. PRECIOUS METAL CONTAINING
I
IH
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
LIQUID (WATER BASE)
0S9 9TSS50
EPA NOS FOOT F009
ON-S TE/OFF -S
I
TE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
DEMOLITION WASTE. CONTAMINATED IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
OSO 1 1O4S0
EPA NOS
ON-SI TE/OFF-SITE
OIL. CUTT ING I LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
OS 1 9749SO
ON-SITE
CYANIDE CONTAMINATED SOLIOS
EPA NOS P030
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
0S3 902S 10
OFF -SITE
INORGANIC SOLUTIONS
EPA NOS
IH LIOUID (WATER BASE)
"
0S4 102 140
ON-S ITE/OFF-S I TE
PLATING SOLUTION. HEAVY METAL CONTAINING
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
I LIOUID (WATER BASEI
1
OSS
OSS
1709 10
1 80490
METAL
.
BASE SCRAP
ON-S ITE/OFF-SITE
SOIL. CONTAMI NATED
I
I
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
OST 1 79280
ON-S ITE/OFF-S I TE
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
ON-S ITE/OFF-S I TE
I SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
OSS 979280 CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
EPA NOS
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
I H SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
0S9 9 1 SS IO PAINT STR I PPER I H LIOUID (NON-WATER BASEI
races
OUENCE :
•«• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •««
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG ISTRAT ION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE
DATE
121
02/04/92
30S5S
FOR DAV ID G GI LLES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONT)
SOLIO WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT)
SEQ WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
070 18 15 10
EPA NOS
ON-SI TE/OFF-SITE
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED I SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANICI
072 9S2240
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
WASTE WATER PIT SLUDGE
EPA NOS
IH SLUDGE (NON-WATER BASE)
07* 10 1 S90
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
ON-SITE
I LIOUIO (WATER BASE 1
075
07S
1 80440
9 1 2SOO
GREASE
OFF -SITE
D I ESEL
I
I H
SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANICI
LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
077 9 10450
epa nos ooos ooos
OFF -SITE
OIL. WASTE IH LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
078 9082 10
EPA NOS 0OO6 OOOS
OFF -SITE
CHROMIUM BEARING WASTE IH LIQUID (WATER BASE)
079 149 180
EPA NOS 0007
ON-S I TE/OFF -SITE
ALUMINUM OXIDE SLUDGE I SLUOGE (WATER BASE)
080 1 1 9710
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
ORGANOSILANE ESTERS
ON -S ITE/OFF -SITE
I LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
08 1 9768 10 BATTERIES
.
LITHIUM
EPA NOS
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
IH SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HA2AR0 COOES
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
000 1
0002
0003
I GN I TABLE WASTE
CORROSIVE WASTE
REACTIVE WASTE
X
X
X
0004
OOOS
0007
ARSEN I C
CADMI UM
CHROMI UM
X
X
X
0008
00 1 1
FOO 1
L EAD
S I LVER
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOCENATED SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING:
X
X
X
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
,
T R I C H
L
ORO E T H Y L E NE , METHYLENE CHLORIDE,
1
.
1
.
1 - TR
I
CHLOROETHANE
.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. AND CHLORINATED
FLUOROCARBONS
.
ALL SPENT M I X T U R E S / B L E N OS USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING, BEFORE USE, A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUMEI OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002. F004 ANO FOOS. AND STILL
F0O2
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS TETRACHLOROETHY- X
LENE. METHYLENE CHLORIDE. T R I C H L R E T H Y L E N E
.
1
.
1
,
1 - T R I C H L R -
DW0505
SEQUENCE COMPANY NAME
«» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »«
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REC ISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE
DATE 02/0«
FOR DAV I CI LLES
30555 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC ( CONT
)
SOLIO WASTE CENERATION SUMMARY
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD CODES
OETHANE. CHL0R0SENZENE.I.1.2-TRICHL0R0-1.2.2-TRIFLU0R0ETHANE
0RTHOD1CHL0ROBENZENE , TR I CH L ROF L UOROME T HANE , AND 1,1,2-TRI-
CHLOROETHANE ; ALL SPENT SOLVENT M I X T U R E S / 6 L E N S CONTAINING.
BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUMEI OF
ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE MALOCENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST-
ED IN FOOt, F004 . OR POOS; AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOV-
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SPENT NON-MALOCENATED S L VEN TS : X Y L E NE , AC E T ONE , E T H Y L ACETATE.
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHYL ETHER, METHYL IS08UTYL KET ONE . N BUT Y L ALC
OHOL
.
CYCOHEXANONE , AND METHANOL, ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON
TAI N I NC
.
BEFORE USE, ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL . AND
ALL SPENT SOL. MIX/BLENDS CONT A I N I NC
,
BEFORE USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOC. SOL .AND, A TOTAL OF 10% OR MOREISY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTED IN FOO 1 . F0Q2 , F004
,
AND FOO5.AN0 STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT NON - H AL OCE N AT EO SOLVENTS TOLUENE,
METHYL ETHYL KETONE. CARBON DISULFIDE. ISD8UTAN0L, PYRIDINE.
BENZENE, 2-eTH0XYETHAN0L , ANO 2 - N
I
TROPROP ANE , ALL SPENT SOLV
ENT MIXTURES/BLENDS CONTAINING, BEFORE USE, A TOTAL OF TEN
PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE NON-
HALOGeNATEO SOLVENTS OR THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN FOOl, F002
.
OR F004; AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
Fooe
FOOT
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGES FORM ELECTROPLATING OPERATIONS
SPENT CYANIOE PLATING BATH SOLUTIONS FROM E L E C TROP L AT I NC
OPERATIONS
SPENT STRIPPING ANO CLEANING BATH SOLUTIONS FROM ELECTRO
PLATINC OPERATIONS WHERE CYANIDES ARE USEO IN THE PROCESS
P030
U002
U 1 5 I
CYANIDES (SOLUBLE CYANIOE SALTS)
ACETONE OR 2-PR0PAN0NE
MERCURY
NOT ELSEWHERE SPECIFIED
U 1S4
U 159
U 1 6 1
METHANOL OR METHYL ALCOHOL
2-BUTANONE OR METHYL ETHYL KETONE
METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE OR 4 - ME TH Y L • 2 - PEN
T
ANONE
U 1 ta
U220
U239
BENZENE. HYDROXY- OR PHENOL
BENZENE, METHYL OR TOLUENE
BENZENE. DIMETHYL- OR XYLENE
DW05O5
SEOUENCE COMPANY NAME
••• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 1
OATE 02/04/
30555
FOR DAVID G CILLES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONT)
SOLID
SOL 10
WASTE CENERATION
WASTE MANAGEMENT
SUMMARY ( CONT I
:
SEO
1
DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
TANK (SURFACE) LATITUDE: CAPAC I TY : 6000 GAL
.
ACTIVE
DISTRICT 04
LONGI TUOE
SURFACE AREA:
DATE OPENED 05 76
ELEVAT I ON :
COUNTY :
BAS IN
:
SEGMENT :
057
OS
0820
DALLAS OATE INACTIVE:
TRINITY RIVER OATE CLOSED:
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
FAC I L ITY
05 1 IH
DEED REOU I RED
USE: STORACE
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
OATE RECORDED:
02
FACILITY DESCRIPTION 6000 CAL TANK IN CONCRETE PIT
TANK ( SUB -SURFACE 1 LATITUDE: CAPACITY : 6000 GAL
.
ACT I VE
DISTRICT 04
LONCI TUOE
SURFACE AREA:
OATE OPENED: OS 76
ELEVATION
COUNTY
BAS IN
SEGMENT
:
057
oe
0820
DALLAS OATE INACTIVE:
TRINITY RIVER. DATE CLOSED:
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
FACI L ITY
05 1 IH
DEED REOUIRED
USE STORAGE
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
DATE RECORDED
04
FACILITY DESCRIPTION: 6000 GAL TANK IN CONCRETE PIT
WASTE TREATMENT FACILITY LATITUDE: CAPACITY :
ACT I VE
DISTRICT 04
LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA:
DATE OPENED OS 76
ELEVATI ON
:
COUNTY :
BAS I N
:
SEGMENT
057
oe
0820
DALLAS OATE INACTIVE
TRINITY RIVER DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
FACI L ITY
OOS I H
USE :
ACID
DEED REOU IREO
PROCESS INC
SOLUT ION . MI LO
OATE RECORDED
17 IH
03E IH
FAC I L I TV
CYANIOE BEARING WASTES
COOLING WATER SLOWDOWN
DESCRIPTION WASTE WATER TREATMENT FACILITY
05 CONTA I NE f
ACT I VE
STORAGE AREA LATITUDE:
LONGITUDE :
CAPACITY :
ELEVAT I ON
OISTR I CT
COUNTY .
04
057
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
DALLAS OATE INACTIVE:
OS 82
BAS I N
SEGMENT
OS
0420
TRINITY RIVER OATE CLOSED:
SUBJECT TO PERMIT :
DEED REOU IRED : OATE RECORDED
FAC I L I T
Y
USE : STORACE
I050S
OUENCE
•>• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •«
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 124
DATE 02/04/92
30S55
FOR DAV I G C I L LES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONT)
SOL I D •TASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT):
025 I PCS CONTAMINATED LIOUIOS
026 I PCS CONTAMINATEO SOLIDS
034 I H
FAC I L I TY
CARSON. ACTIVATEO. SPENT, CONTAMINATED
DESCRIPT I ON
06 TANK [SURFACE)
ACTIVE
LAT I TUOE
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY 10000 GAL
ELEVATI ON
OATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
00-86
FAC I L I TY USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEEO REQUIRED OATE RECORDED
05 1 I H
OSS IH
FAC I L I TY
SOLVENT MIXTURE, SPENT
CVANIOE WASTE. PRECIOUS METAL CONTAINING
DESCRIPTION: CONCRETE PIT
07 TANK (SURFACE)
ACT I VE
LAT I TUOE
LONG I TUOE
CAPAC ITY 5000 GAL
ELEVAT ION
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
04 -SB
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEEO REQUIRED OATE RECORDED
FACI L ITY
OS 1 IH
FACI L I TY
USE STORAGE
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
DESCRIPTION CONCRETE PIT
08 TANK (SUI
ACTI VE
-SURFACE ) LATITUDE
LONGI TUOE :
CAPAC ITY SOOO GAL
ELEVATION :
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
OATE I NACT I VE
04-S6
OATE CLOSED :
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REQUIRED OATE RECORDED
FAC I
L
ITY
OS 1 IH
FAC I ITY
USE STORAGE
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
DESCRIPTION: CONCRETE PIT
09 TANK (SUI
ACT I VE
-SURFACE ) LAT I TUOE
LONGI TUOE
CAPAC I TY 3000 GAL
ELEVAT ION
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
04 -86
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEED REOUI RED DATE RECORDED
FAC I L ITY USE STORAGE
JSOS
)UENCE :
••• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••*
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE I2S
OATE 02/04/92
30SSS
FOR OAVID G GILLES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONT)
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
OS 1 IH SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
FACILITY DESCRIPTION CONCRETE PIT
io CONTAINED
ACT I VE
STORACE AREA LATITUDE
LONGI TUOE
CAPACITY :
ELEVATION
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
OATE INACT I VE
04-86
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOUIREO OATE RECOROEO
FACI L ITY
002 IH
003 I H
USE STORACE
ACID, HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATEO
SOLVENTS. SPENT
,
Oil I H
14 I
016 IH
FILTER CAKE. TREATMENT OF METAL FINISHING WASTES
ASBESTOS
POISON. LIQUID. MIXTURE
' on i h
01S I
19 I H
CYANIDE SEARING WASTES
INORGANIC SOLUTIONS
PLATING SOLUTION. HEAVY METAL CONTAINING
020 IH
021 IH
022 IH
ISOCYANATE RESIDUES
METAL
. BASE SCRAP
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
024 IH
025 IH
029 I
LEAO CONTAMINATEO WASTE. SOLID
WASTEWATER. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATEO
OIL SPILLS
03 1 I H
033 I
035 IH
SODIUM DICHROMATE
RESIN WASTE
. L IOUI0
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATEO
037 IH
039 I
040 IH
FLAMMABLE SOLIDS
ABSORBANT WASTES
CORROSIVE WASTES
04 1 I H
042 IH
043 IH
PAINT SLUDGE, OIL ANO/OR SOLVENT BASE
SOIL. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
PROCESS MATERIALS
044 I H
045 IH
046 I H
OX 10 I ZING AGENT
LAB WASTE
ARSENIC CONTAMINATEO MATERIAL
047 I H
046 I H
049 I H
MERCURY CONTAMINATEO SOLIO
RES IN WASTE
. L IOUID
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATEO
050 I
051 IH
052 I
OIL. WASTE
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
DEMOLITION WASTE. CONTAMINATED
0S3 I H
OSS I
059 I H
PHOTO RES 1ST
ORGANIC LIQUID AND WATER
DEMOLITION WASTE. CONTAMINATED
060 I
063 I H
064 I
OIL. CUTT I NG
INORGANIC SOLUTIONS
PLATINC SOLUTION. HEAVY METAL CONTAINING
065 I METAL , BASE SCRAP
0WOSO5
SEOUENCE
•« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••«
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG ISTRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/04
305SS TEXAS
FOR OAV ID G G I L LES
INSTRUMENTS. INC ICONT)
SOLID WASTE
066
074
MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY ICONT)
I SOIL. CONTAMI NATED
I PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
078
079
OSO
IH
I
I
CHROMIUM BEARING WASTE
ALUMINUM OXIDE SLUDGE
ORGANOSILANE ESTERS
08 1 IH
FAC I L I TY
BATTERIES, LITHIUM
DESCRIPTION :
1 BULK STORAGE AREA LATITUDE
ACT I VE LONG I TUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I TY
ELEVAT I ON
20 CU YD
DATE OPENED :
DATE I NACT I VE
:
05 86
OATE CLOSED :
SUBJECT TO PERMIT :
DEED REOUIRED: DATE RECOROED
FAC I L I TY USE
.
Oil IH F I LTER CAKE
.
FACILITY DESCRIPTION:
TREATMENT OF METAL FINISHING WASTES
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACT I VE
LATI TUDE
LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I TY
:
ELEVAT I ON
OATE OPENED
DATE I NACTI VE
DATE CLOSED:
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEEO REOU IRED OATE RECORDED
FACILITY USE
089 IH PAINT STR I PPER
FACILITY DESCRIPTION:
COMMENTS: SEE REG 37069, CORRESPONDS TO FACILITY 02
DWOSOS
SEQUENCE
:
COMPANY NAME
'•• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •<•
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/04
FOR OAVID GI L LES
• 30703 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
GENERAL INFORMATION:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
TRANSFER FAC I L I TY
RECORD TYPE
REPORT FREQUENCY
GENERATOR/TRANSPORTER
A 07-87 P 07-87
CONTACT
PHONE :
JIM B ISHOP
7 13- 274 - 3425
P BOX 1443. MS SOO
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77251-1443
REGISTRAT I ON OATE
LAST CHANGE OATE
EMPLOYEE GROUP:
1 - 20-7B
02 -07-9
1
GREATER THAN 100
BAS I N
SEGMENT
DISTRICT
10 SAN JACINTO
1006
07
STATUS :
EPA ID NUMBER
STAFF :
ACT I VE
TXD008073926
REGION
COUNTY
WCO :
079 FORT BEND
HA2 WASTE STATUS
METHOO TRANSPORT
GENERATOR
GENERATING SITE LOCATION 12201 SW FREEWAY, STAFFORD
DESCRIPTION OF WASTE GENERATING ACTIVITIES:
SIC COOE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED OEVICES
3S73 ELECTRONIC COMPUTING EQUIPMENT
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY:
SEP Wl WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
TRASH, MISC COMBUSTIBLE
ON-SI TE/OFF-S I TE
GREASE TRAP WASTE
SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
SLUDGE [WATER BASE)
ON-SITE / SOLD FOR RECOVERY
SOLVENTS, SPENT
EPA NOS F001 F002 F003
LIQUID INON-WATER BASE)
ON -S
I
TE/OFF -S
I
TE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
SLUDGE. HEAVY METAL CONTAINING
EPA NOS POOS
SLUDGE (WATER BASE)
NO LONGER GENERATED
PAINT SLUDGE. OIL AND/OR
EPA NOS FO 1 7 FO 1
8
SOLVENT BASE SLUDGE (NON-WATER BASE)
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
ACI D , HYDROFLUORIC
EPA NOS 0002
L IOUIO (WATER BASE )
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
AMMONIUM SULFATE
EPA NOS
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
NO LONGER GENERATED
SODIUM CYAN I OE
EPA NOS P 106
SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
NO LONGER GENERATED
METAL
.
ARSENIC
EPA NOS DOQ4
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGE
ON-SITE
SLUDGE (WATER BASE)
979280 CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
IOSOS
OUENCE COMPANY •AMI
«» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »•»
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE 124
DATE 02/04/92
TF«AS INSTRUMENTS. INC. (CONTI
FOR OAV I G C
I
LLES
SOLID W1STE GENERATION SUMMARY ICONT]
SEQ wcc WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
01 2 9821 40
EPA NOS 0002
ON-S I TE/OFF -SITE
CONTAINERS. ACID CONTAMINATED ( PLAST I C
)
IH SOL I D ( PREDOMINANTLY ORGAN I C )
01 3 1 707S0
EPA NOS FOOl F002
NO LONGER GENERATED
ASBESTOS
F003 F004 FOOS
I SOLID [PREDOMINANTLY INORCAN I C
)
01 » 9794 10
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S ITE
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED (METAL)
EPA NOS: FOOl F002 F003 F0O4 F005
I H SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY I NORGANI C
01S 902500
NO LONGER GENERATED
POISON. LIOUID. MIXTURE
EPA NOS : FOO 1 F002 F003 F004 F005
I H LIOUID (WATER BASE
)
01 6 902S 10
NO LONGER GENERATED
INORGANIC SOLUTIONS
EPA NOS FOOl F002 F003 F004 FOOS
IH LIOUID (WATER BASEI
0.7 9021 40
NO LONGER GENERATED
PLATING SOLUTION. HEAVY METAL
EPA NOS F006
CONTAINING IH LIQUID (WATER BASE)
Oil 9709 10
NO LONGER GENERATED
METAL . BASE SCRAP
EPA NOS
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC )
019 972210
NO LONGER GENERATED
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
EPA NOS : U1S
1
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC )
O20 179*70
ON-S ITE/OFF-S I TE
CONTAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS
ON-S TE/OFF-S I TE
CONTAMINATED I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC )
021
022
249(90
240970
SLUDGE. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS
NO LONGER GENERATED
METAL GRINOINGS SUSPENDED IN OIL AND/OR WATER
I I
I I
SLUDGE (WATER BASEI
SLUDGE (WATER BASE)
023 9 1 9770
NO LONGER GENERATED
ALCOHOL. ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
EPA NOS
IH LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
024 100690
NO LONGER GENERATED
ACID SOLUTION. MILD
ON-SITE
I L IOU 10 (WATER BASE
025
026
240370
179 4 30
FILTER CAKE MEDIA
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITE
PCB CONTAMINATED SOLIDS
I I
I
SLUDGE (WATER BASE)
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC I
027 1 10550
NO LONGER GENERATED
PCB CONTAMINATED LIQUIDS
NO LONGER GENERATED
I LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
026 940370 FILTER CAKE MEDIA
EPA NOS
.
NO LONGER GENERATED
IH SLUDGE (WATER BASE)
029 9 13 140 WATER TREATMENT CHEMICALS
EPA NOS : DOO 1 0OO2
ON -S ITE/OFF-SITE
IH LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
030 102880 CORROSIVE WASTES I LIOUID (WATER BASE)
1)505
5UENCE COMPANY NAME
•• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »•
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 129
DATE 02/04/92
FOR DAVIO GI LLES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, ( CONT ]
SOLIO WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT)
SEP WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION
NO LONGER GENERATED
SODIUM OICHROMATE
EPA NOS
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
NO LONGER GENERATED
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
EPA NOS
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
ON-SI TE/OFP-S ITE
CARBON
.
ACTIVATED,
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
SPENT. CONTAMINATED SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
900040 ACID. SULFURIC
EPA NOS 0OO2
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
IH LIOUID (WATER BASE )
035
036
110490 OIL. LUBRICATING
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
I 1 4330 COOLANT
I LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
J LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
NO LONGER GENERATEO
OIL. LUBRICATING
NO LONGER GENERATED
II LIQUID (NON-WATER BASEI
036
Q39
COOLANT
NO LONGER GENERATED
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATER I AL
II LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
IH SOLID I PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
EPA NOS 0OO1
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITE
SPILL CLEANUP. CHROMIC ACID. AMMONIUM BIFLUORIDE, HF. IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
PEROX IDES
EPA NOS 0002
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
CIRCUIT BOARDS. PRINTED AND SOLDER DEVICES
EPA NOS OOOS
ON -S ITE/OFF-S 1 TE
IH SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
EPA NOS
ON-SI TE/OFF-S I TE
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
043
044
100280 ZINC PLATING WASTES
NO LONGER GENERATEO
850950 LAB WASTE
I LIOUID (WATER BASE)
IH SLUDGE (NON-WATER BASEI
EPA NOS
ON-SI TE/OFF -S I TE
WASTE WATER PIT SLUDGE SLUDGE (NON-WATER BASE)
ON-S I TE/OFF -SITE
SAND. SANDBLASTING
EPA NOS D0Q7
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC!
NO LONGER GENERATED
SOIL, CONTAM I NATEO
EPA NOS
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
NO LONGER GENERATED
GASOLINE. CONTAMINATED
EPA NOS
NO LONGER CENERATED
IH LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
owosos
SEQUENCE
«•« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REC ISTRAT ION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE
,„
DATE O2/0):
30703
FOR DAV I G C I L LES
TFXAS INSTRUMENTS INC (CONT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT)
SE9 WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
049
OSO
179840
1 73680
SOIL. PETROLEUM CONTAMINATED
NO LONGER CENERATEO
PCS CAPACITOR
I
I
SOL 10
SOL ID
( PREOOMI NANTL Y
( PREOOMI NANTL Y
I NORGAN IC )
I NORGAN IC
)
OS 1 178 1 60
NO LONGER GENERATED
PCS TRANSFORMER
NO LONGER GENERATED
I SOL 10 ( PREOOMINANTL Y I NORGAN I C
OS2
OS3
143 140
9 1 1 1 SO
GRINDING SLUDGE
NO LONGER GENERATED
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
I
IH
SLUOGE
LIQUID
(WATER BASE)
(NON-WATER BASE)
OS4 9 1 S600
EPA NOS
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S ITE
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT IH L IOUI (NON-WATER BASE)
055 90O190
EPA NOS
ON-S ITE/OFP-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
ACID. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED IH LIQUID (WATER BASE)
OSS 902880
EPA NOS
NO LONGER GENERATED
CORROSIVE WASTES IH L IOU I
D
(WATER BASE)
0S7 903 1 30
EPA NOS
ON-S TE/OFF-SI TE
FERROUS SULFATE IH L IOU I (WATER BASE)
OSS 17 1 770
EPA NOS
:
NO LONGER GENERATED
SAND. SANDBLASTING I SOL ID ( PREDOMINANTLY I NORGAN I C 1
OS9 2852*0
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
ION EXCHANGE RESIN. WASHED
ON-S TE/OFF-S I TE
I I SOL ID 1 PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC )
OSO 979 1 30 LEAD CONTAMINATED WASTE. SOLID
EPA NOS :
ON-S ITE/OFF-SI TE
I H SOL ID 1 PREDOMINANTLY I NORGANIC )
OS 1 902690 WASTEWATER
EPA NOS:
ON-S I TE
I H L IOUIO (WATER BASE)
OS2
063
1 62 1 40
1794 10
CONTAINERS. ACIO CONTAMINATED (PLASTIC)
ON-S TE/OFF-SITE
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED [METAL)
I
I
SOL I
SOL I
1 PREDOMINANTLY
( PREOOMI NANTL Y
ORGANIC )
I NORGANI C
084 179280
ON-S ITE/OFF-SITE
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
ON-S TE/OFF-SITE
I SOL 10 1 PREOOMI NANTL Y INORGANI C
OSS
OS6
107 1 40
970S40
WASTEWATER CONTAINING ORGANICS
ON-SI TE/OFF-SITE
CALC IUM HYDROX I DE
I
I H
L IOU I
SOLID
(WATER BASE)
[ PREDOMINANTLY INORGAN IC
067 904920
EPA NOS
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
FLOCCUL ANT I H L IOUIO (WATER BASE)
066 10S0S0
EPA NOS: U007
ON-SI TE/OFF-SITE
WASTEWATER. ACIO I L IOUIO (WATER BASE)
ON-SITE/OFF-S ITE
OWOSOS
SEOUENCE
••• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG ISTRATI ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/04
30703
FOR OAVIO G GILLES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT)
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
069
070
1 766SO
2732SO
DEMOLITION WASTE. CONTAMINATED
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-SITE
TRANS I TE
I
I I
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
07 1 2 138 10
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
SEALANT
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
I I LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
072 97 1 770 SAND. SANOBLASTING
EPA NOS
:
OFF -SITE
I H SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
073 900430 CYANIOE BEARING WASTES
EPA NOS 0002 0OO3
OFF -SITE
I H LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
074 9 1 3700 RESIN WASTE, LIOUIO
EPA NOS
OFF-SITE
I H LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
07S 97 1 770 SAND, SANDBLASTING
EPA NOS
OFF-SI TE
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
076
077
202890
9768 10
WASTEWATER
OFF-SITE
BATTERIES . LITHIUM
I I
IH
LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
078 974040
EPA NOS : D003
OFF-SITE
BATTER I ES . USED IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
079 95 1 650
EPA NOS 0002 D006
OFF-S I TE
SLUDGES. HAZARDOUS IH SLUOGE (NON-WATER BASE)
080 183230
EPA NOS: F001 F002 F003 F0O4 F005
OFF-S I TE
OIL CONTAMINATED SOLIDS I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORCANIC)
OS 1 1 00570
OFF -SITE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICAL WASTES
OFF-S ITE
I L IOU 10 (WATER BASE
)
082
083
279660
900570
FILTER CAKE. HERBICIDE CONTAMINATED
OFF-S ITE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICAL WASTES
I I
IH
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
EPA NOS 00 1 1 D002
OFF -SITE
HAZAROOUS
DOO 1
WASTE DESCRIPTION
IGNITABLE WASTE
HAZARO CODES
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
X
D002
0003
D004
CORROSIVE WASTE
REACTIVE WASTE
ARSEN I
C
X
X
X
D006
D007
D008
CADMI UM
CHROMI UM
LEAD
X
X
X
001 1 SILVER X
I0S05
OUENCE COMPANY NAME
«« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «««
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE 132
OATE 02 /04/92
FOR OAV I CI LLES
3Q703 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC. [ CONT )
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION IA2ARP CODES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING
TETRACHLOROETH V LENE , T R I C M L R E T H Y L E N E , METHYLENE CHLQ8IOE,
1 . 1 ,
1
-TRICHLOROETHANE
.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. AND CHLORINATED
FLUOROCARBONS ; ALL SPENT M I X T U R E S / B L E N OS USEO IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE, A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE 1BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002, F004 ANO FOOS . AND STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS T E T B A C H I B E T H ¥ -
LENE. METHYLENE CHLORIOE. T R I C H L OROE TH Y L E NE . I . 1 . I - TR I C H L OR
OE THANE , CHL0ROBENZENE.I.I.2-TRICHLOR0-1.2.2-TRIFLUOR0ETHANE
ORTHODICHLOROBENZENE
.
TR I CH L OROF L UOROMETH ANE . ANO 1.1.2-TRI-
CMLOROETHANE
.
ALL SPENT SOLVENT M I X
T
URES / B
L
ENDS CONTAINING.
BEFORE USE; A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF
ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST-
ED IN FOOI. FOQ4 . OR FOOS: ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RSCOV-
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SPENT NON-HALOGENATED SO
L
VENTS : X Y L ENE
,
ACETONE , E THY L ACETATE.
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHYL ETHER, METHYL IS08UTYL HE T ONE , N - BU T Y L ALC
OHOL
.
CYCOHEXANONE
,
AND METHANOL;ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON
TAINING
.
BEFORE USE, ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG. SOL ; AND
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON T A I N I NC . BE F RE USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG SOL, ANO, A TOTAL OF 10% OR MOREIBY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTED IN FOO 1 . F002 . FOOA
,
AND FOOS;AN0 STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT NON-HALOGENATED SOLVENTS: CRESOLS ANO
CRESYLIC ACID, AND NITROBENZENE, ALL SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES/
BLENDS CONTAINING. BEFORE USE, A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR
MORE (BY VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOGENATED
SOLVENTS OR THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN FOOI, F002. ANO F005,
AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS
ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT NON-HALOGENATED SOLVENTS TOLUENE,
METHYL ETHYL KETONE. CARBON OISULFIOE, ISOBUTANOL, PYRIDINE,
BENZENE, 2-ETHOXYETHANOL , AND 2 - N
I
TROPROP ANE ; ALL SPENT SOLV
ENT MIXTURES/BLENDS CONTAINING, BEFORE USE, A TOTAL OF TEN
PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE NON-
HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE SOLVENTS LISTEO IN FOOI. F002
.
OR FOOA, AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
Fooe
F01 7
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGES FORM ELECTROPLATING OPERATIONS
PAINT RESIDUES OR SLUOGES FROM INDUSTRIAL PAINTING IN THE
MECHANICAL ANO ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGE FROM INDUSTRIAL PAINTING IN THE
MECHANICAL ANO ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS INDUSTRY
SOD IUM CYANIDE
050S
OUENCE
:
COMPANY NAME
'•« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 133
OATE 02/04/92
FOR DAVID GILLES
30703 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC ["NT)
SOLIO WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD CODES
U007
u 1 s 1
ACRYLAMIDE OR 2 - PROPEN AM I OE
MERCURY
SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY:
SEP DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACTI VE
LAT I TUOE
LONG I TUDE
CAPAC ITY
:
ELEVAT I ON
ISTRI CT
1 O 1 HARR 1
S
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED:
DATE INACTIVE
BAS IN
:
SEGMENT
10 SAN JACINTO
1 OOS
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
PEED REQUIRED OATE RECORDED:
FACILITY USE STORAGE
003 IH SOLVENTS. SPENT
004 IH SLUOGE, HEAVY METAL CONTAINING
OOS I)
OOS I I
013 1
PAINT SLUOGE. OIL ANO/OR
METAL
.
ARSENIC
ASBESTOS
SOLVENT BASE
019 IH MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
020 I CONTAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
022 II METAL CR1NDINGS SUSPENOED IN OIL AND/OR WATER
029
032
033
WATER TREATMENT CHEMICALS
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
CARBON, ACTIVATED. SPENT. CONTAMINATED
034 IH ACID . SULFUR IC
035 I OIL. LUBRICATING
Q39 IH SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLIO MATER I AL
IH SPILL CLEANUP. CHROMIC ACID. AMMONIUM BIFLUORIOE. HF,
PEROXIDES
IH CIRCUIT BOARDS. PRINTED AND SOLDER DEVICES
042
043
Q44
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
ZINC PLATING WASTES
LAB WASTE
045
053
054
WASTE WATER PIT SLUOGE
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
055
OS6
057
ACID. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
CORROSIVE WASTES
FERROUS SULFATE
058 I
059 I I
060 I H
SAND. SANDBLASTING
ION EXCHANGE RESIN, WASHED
LEAD CONTAMINATED WASTE, SOLIO
OS2
0S3
064
CONTAINERS, ACID CONTAMINATED (PLASTIC)
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED (METAL)
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
WASTEWATER CONTAINING ORGANICS
DWOSOS
SEQUENCE
»*» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »«
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REC ISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 1
DATE 02/04/
307O3
FOR OAV ID C C
I
LLES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONT)
SOL I D WASTE MANACEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONTI
066 IH CALCIUM HYDROXIDE
067 IH FLOCCULANT
02
FACILITY DESCRIPTION TRANSFER FACILITY OPERATED AS OESCRIBED IN 31
TANK 1 SUB-SURFACE )
TAC 335 94
LAT I TUDE : CAPAC ITY
CLOSEO
DISTRICT 07
LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED 1 76
ELEVAT I ON
COUNTY :
BAS IN
:
SECMENT :
101 HARRIS
10 SAN JACINTO
1006
DATE I NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED:
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
06 4 6
FACI L ITY
003 IH
USE STORAGE
SOLVENTS, SPENT
DEED REOU I RED OATE RECORDED
FAC I L I TY
COMMENTS
DESCRIPTION TW0-6OOO CAL EACH
TW0-6OOO CAL EACH. TANKS HAVE BEEN EXCAVATED 1 DISPOSEO
03 SURFACE
ACT I VE
DISTRICT
MPOUNDMENT
07
LAT I TUDE
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC I T V 1000 GAL .
ELEVAT ION
:
COUNTY :
BASIN :
101 HARRIS
10 SAN JACINTO
DATE OPENED
DATE INACTIVE:
DATE CLOSEO
io
06
76
BE
SECMENT
FAC I L ITY
1006
USE: STORACE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REQUIRED DATE RECORDED:
O10 II
FAC I L I TY
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGE
DESCRIPTION: 2 LINED BELOW GRADE CONCRETE B
04 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
DISTRICT : 07
LAT I TUOE
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC I TY
ELEVAT ION
COUNTY :
BAS I N
101 HARRIS
10 SAN JACINTO
DATE OPENED:
DATE INACTIVE :
DATE CLOSEO:
1 76
SECMENT
FACI L ITY
1 006
USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REOUIREO: OATE RECORDED:
OOS IH
FAC I L ITY
ACID. HYDROFLUORIC
DESCRIPTION: 10,000 GAL TANN-SURFACE
OS WASTE TREATMENT FACILITY
ACT I VE
DISTRICT. 07
LATITUOE
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I TY 10OO0 GAL
ELEVATI ON
:
COUNTY :
BAS IN
;
101 HARRIS
10 SAN JACINTO
DATE OPENED
OATE INACTIVE:
DATE CLOSED:
1 76
SECMENT
FACIL ITY
1006
USE PROCESSING
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOUIREO OATE RECOROED:
024 I ACID SOLUTION. MILD
DWOSOS
SEOUENCE
:
COMPANY NAME
>•• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE i:
DATE 02/04/'
30703 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONT)
FOR OAV I C GI LLES
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
OBI IH WASTEWATER
FACILITY DESCRIPTION: WW TREATMT PLANT PERMIT 01 22S
OE CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
CLOSED
LATI TUOE
LONGITUDE :
CAPACITY :
ELEVAT I ON :
DISTRICT
COUNTY
07
101 HARRIS
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENEO'
OATE I NACT I VE
OS-S2
BAS IN
SEGMENT
IO SAN JACINTO
1 006
DATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REOUIREO DATE RECORDEO:
FACI L ITY
026 I
027 I
USE STORAGE
PCB CONTAMINATED SOLIOS
PCB CONTAMINATED LIQUIDS
07
FACILITY DESCRIPTION:
LANOSPREAOING AREA LAT ITUOE CAPACITY
ACT I VE
DISTRICT 07
LONGI TUOE .
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED: 04-82
ELEVAT ION
COUNTY
BAS IN
:
SEGMENT
:
10 1 HARR IS
10 SAN JACINTO
1006
DATE INACTIVE:
OATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
FACI L ITY
10 11
USE: DISPOSAL
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGE
DEED REOUIREO : YES OATE RECORDED : 1 1 -42
OB
FACILITY DESCRIPTION:
BULK STORAGE AREA LATI TUDE : CAPAC ITY
:
I NACT I VE
ISTRICT 07
LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA:
OATE OPENED: 10-62
ELEVAT I ON :
COUNTY :
BAS IN
:
SEGMENT
1 1 HARR IS
10 SAN JACINTO
1006
OATE INACTIVE
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
FAC I L ITY
028 I H
USE: STORAGE
FILTER CAKE MEDIA
OEEO REOUIREO OATE RECOROED
046 I H
066 I H
FAC I L I TY
SAND. SANDBLASTING
CALC I UM HYOROX I DE
DESCRIPTION 20 CU YD CAP
09 BULK STORAGE AREA
ACTIVE
LATITUDE
LONGI TUOE
CAPAC ITY:
ELEVAT I ON
DISTRICT
COUNTY
07
1 1 HARR IS
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENEO
OATE INACTIVE:
10-S2
z
BAS I N
SEGMENT
10 SAN JACINTO
1006
OATE CLOSEO:
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOU I RED OATE RECORDEO :
I
FAC I L I TY USE STORAGE
<osos
iOUENCE COMPANV NAME
»» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »»»
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG ISTRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 136
OATE 02/04/92
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC. [CONT)
FOR DAY I G G
I
LLES
SOL 1 D WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
Oil IH CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
FACILITY DESCRIPTION. 40 C LI YD CAP
1 TANK
ACT I VE
LATITUOE
LONG I TUOE :
CAPAC ITY:
ELEVATION
DISTRICT
COUNTY
07
1 1 HARR IS
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
i o - e 2
BAS I N
SEGMENT :
lO SAN JACINTO
1006
DATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REQUIRED OATE RECOROED
FAC I L I TY
003 I H
0S3 IH
USE STORAGE
SOLVENTS. SPENT
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATEO
OS* I H
FACI L ITY
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
DESCR I PT ION
:
I 1 BULK STORAGE AREA
ACTIVE
LAT I TUDE
LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I T
Y
ELEVATION
OATE OPENED
OATE INACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
10-83
FAC I L I TY USE : STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOU I RED : OATE RECORDED
02S I I
FACI L ITY
FILTER CAKE MEDIA
DESCRIPTION :
1 2 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ACTIVE
LAT I TUOE
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPACITY
ELEVAT I ON :
DATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
FAC I L I TY USE : STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEEO REOUIRED OATE RECORDED
003 I H
OS* IH
060 IH
SOLVENTS. SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURE, SPENT
LEAD CONTAMINATED WASTE . SOL ID
1 3
FACILITY DESCRIPTION
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATI TUDE ; CAPAC ITY
INACT I VE LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
ELEVAT I ON :
COUNTY 079 FORT BEND OATE INACT I VE
OATE CLOSEO :
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
06-86
FACI L ITY USE : STORAGE
DEED REOU I RED DATE RECORDED
0505
OUENCE : COMPANY NAME
» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 137
DATE 02/04/92
30703
FOR DAVID G . GILLES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC ICONT)
SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
003 IH SOLVENTS. SPENT
013 I ASBESTOS
19 IH
022 I I
032 IH
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
METAL GRINDINCS SUSPENDED IN OIL AND/OR WATER
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
033 I
035 I
039 I H
CARBON. ACTIVATED. SPENT, CONTAMINATED
OIL. LUBRICAT ING
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
0*0 I H
0*1 I H
SPILL CLEANUP. CHROMIC ACID. AMMONIUM BIFLUORIOE. HF.
PEROXIOES
CIRCUIT BOARDS. PRINTED AND SOLDER OEVICES
042 IH
FACI L ITY
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATEO
DESCRIPT I ON
' 4 TANK
INACT I VE
LAT ITUOE :
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC ITY:
ELEVAT I ON :
OATE OPENED:
OATE INACT I VE
:
DATE CLOSED
FAC I L I TY USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEEO REOUIREO: OATE RECORDED
1 5
FAC I L I TY
TANK
DESCRIPTION HM LIFT STATION SUMP. COLLECTION SYSTEM FOR FACI L ITY IS
LAT ITUOE : CAPAC ITY
INACTI VE LONG I TUDE :
SURFACE AREA:
OATE OPENED:
ELEVAT I ON :
DATE INACT I VE
DATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
FACI L ITV
17 IH
USE PROCESS ING
PLATING SOLUTION. HEAVY METAL CONTAINING
DEED REOUIRED OATE RECORDED
1 6
FAC I L ITY
TANK
DESCRIPTION: HM WASTE WATER TREATMENT
LATITUOE CAPAC ITY
ACT I VE LONGI TUOE
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
ELEVAT I ON :
OATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSEO:
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
FAC I L ITY
024 I
USE PROCESSING
ACID SOLUTION. MI LO
OEEO REOUIRED DATE RECOROEO
FACILITY DESCRIPTION IW WASTE WATER TREATMENT
owosos
SEOUENCE
••' TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••>
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE O2/04
30703
FOR DAVID C CILIES
TFXAS INSTRUMENTS INC ICONT)
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT).
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
1 7 L ANOSPREAD 1 NG AREA LATITUDE
INACTIVE LONGITUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I TY
:
ELEVAT ION
:
OATE OPENED
OATE I NACT I VE
:
DATE CLOSED
07
07
SB
86
.
PACI L ITV
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
:
DEED REOUIREO:
USE : DISPOSAL
OATE RECORDED 07-81
003 I H
PAC I L ITY
SOLVENTS. SPENT
DESCRIPTION WASTE SOLVENT SPILL AT BUILDING ONE
1 8 LANOSPREAO ING AREA LATITUOE:
INACTIVE LONGITUDE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY
ELEVATION :
OATE OPENED
DATE INACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
07
07
B6
S6
FACI L ITY
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOUIREO:
USE: DISPOSAL
OATE RECORDED 07-11
017 IM
PACI LITY
PLATING SOLUTION. HEAVY METAL CONTAINING
DESCRIPTION: HEAVY METALS PLATING SOLUTION SPILL AT BUILDING TWO
19 MISCELLANEOUS STORAGE CONTAINERS LATITUDE
ACT I VE LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY:
ELEVAT ION
DATE OPENED
DATE INACTIVE
DATE CLOSED
PACI L ITY
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEED REOUIREO
USE STORAGE
DATE RECORDED
069 I
070 I I
07 1 II
DEMOLITION WASTE. CONTAMINATED
TRANSITS
SEALANT
PAC I L I TY DESCRIPTION :
OWOSOS
SEOUENCE
:
•>• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
PULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 1
OATE 02/06/
POR OAVIO G GI LLES
• 30908 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC •
GENERAL INPORMAT
TEXAS INSTRUM
P
.
BOX 6S024
ENTS. INC RECORD TYPE GENERATOR
5 REPORT FREOUENCY A 07-87 P 07 87
CONTACT
PHONE
BRENDA HARRISON
2 14-956- B25
1
M/S S54
DALLAS, TEXAS
REGISTRATION DATE: 04-11-60
75286 LAST CHANGE DATE 0S-31-B9
EMPLOYEE GROUP: GREATER THAN 1 OO
BASIN 08 TRINITY RIVER
SEGMENT: 0622
DISTRICT: 04
STATUS ACTIVE
EPA 10 NUMBER: TX0OOO7929S2
STAFF: JKB
REGION :
COUNTY :
WCO :
0S7 DALLAS
HAZ WASTE STATUS CENERATOR
METHOO TRANSPORT :
GENERATING SI
OESCRIPT ION OF W
rE LOCATION: S900 LEMMON AVE. DALLAS. TX
SEO
Ol
02
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
2SB9 INDUSTRIAL ORGANIC CHEMICALS. NEC
3339 PRIMARY NONPERROUS METALS. NEC
03
04
OS
3573
3BB2
3674
ELECTRONIC COMPUTING EOUIPMENT
RAO 10 AND TV COMMUNICATION EOUIPMENT
SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
SOLID WASTE GENE
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
OO 1
002
2SO03O
9S01 10
GREASES
NO LONGER GENERATED
PAINT SLUDGE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT BASE
I I
IH
SLUOGE
SLUOGE
(NON-WATER BASE)
[NON-WATER BASEJ
003 1 10460
EPA NOS POOS POOS DOO 1 DO07
ON-SITE/OFF-S ITE
OIL. CUTT ING I L IOUID (NON-WATER BASEJ
004 280200
ON-S ITE/OFF-S I TE
WOOD/LUMBER SCRAP
NO LONCER GENERATED
I I SOL ID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
OOS 97 1 4 lO FILTER CAKE. TREATMENT OF METAL FINISHING WASTES
EPA NOS : F01
9
ON-SITE/OFF-S ITE
IH SOL ID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
006
007
1 707SO
1794 10
ASBESTOS
ON-SI TE/OPP -S ITE
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED [METAL)
I
I
SOL 10
SOL 10
(PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
(PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
008 900430
OFF -SITE
CYANIDE BEARINC WASTES
EPA NOS F006 FOOT
IH L IOUIO (WATER BASE)
009 9 1 100
ON-SI TE/OFF-S I TE
SOLVENTS. SPENT
EPA NOS F001 F003 FOOS 0001
IH L IOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
10 102S 10
ON-SI TE/OFF-S I TE
INORGANIC SOLUTIONS
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
I L IOU ID [WATER BASE)
O 1 1 902 1 40 PLATING SOLUTION. HEAVY METAL CONTAINING IH L IOU ID (WATER BASE)
1,3505
•3UENCE COMPANY HOME
«»» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 140
DATE 02/0* /92
30908 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONT)
FOR OAV I G G I L LES
" SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT):
SE9 WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
01 2 1 709 lO
EPA NOS 0OO2
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -S ITE
METAL
.
6ASE SCRAP I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY I NORGAN I C
)
01 3 1 722 1
OFF-S I TE
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
NO LONGER GENERATED
I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY I NORGAN I C
1 «
01 5
1 798 1
O
27 1 030
CLAY , OIL CONTAINING
OFF-SITE
SALT. HEAT TREATING
I
I I
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY
INORGAN I C )
I NORGANI C
Ot 6 9O9000
OFF-S I TE
PAINT BOOTH WASTE/WASH WATER
EPA NOS
I H LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
017 1 70780
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
GRINDING AND POLISHING WASTES
NO LONGER GENERATED
I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANI C
018 900 190 ACID. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
EPA NOS 0OO1 0002 0OO6
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
D007
IH LIQUID (WATER BASE!
Ol 9
020
102S20
9001 70
RINSEWATER. PLATING PROCESS
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
CHROMATE BEARING WASTE ( HEXAVALENT CR < 1
I
I H
LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
021 2797SO
EPA NOS 0002 0007
OFF-SITE
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC I I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGAN I C
022 9 165 10
OFF -SITE
PAINT STRIPPER
EPA NOS OOO I 0OO2
IH LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
023 902880
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
CORROSIVE WASTES
EPA NOS 0002
IH LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
02* 9709 10
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S ITE
METAL. BASE SCRAP
EPA NOS 0OO7
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGAN I C
)
025 270*90
ON-S TE/OFF-S I TE
SOIL. CONTAMINATED
OFF-S ITE
I I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC )
026 977520 PROCESS MATERIALS
EPA NOS
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC )
027 9* 1 S 10 ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
EPA NOS
ON-S
1
TE/OFF -SITE
IH SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC )
028
029
102 140
110250
PLATING SOLUTION, HEAVY METAL
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
ETHYLENE GLYCOL
CONTAIN INC I
I
LIOUID (WATER BASE)
LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
030 108730
OFF-S ITE
SOAP
OFF -SITE
I LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
03 1 1 10450 OIL. WASTE I LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
I50S
UENCE :
••« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 1*1
OATE 02/04/92
30908
FOR OAV ID G GI LLES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT)
SE9 WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
032 902S 10
ON-SITE / SOLD FOR RECOVERY
INORGANIC SOLUTIONS
EPA NOS
IH LIOUID (WATER BASE)
033 9 158 10
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
OIL ANO SOLVENT
EPA NOS
IH LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
03* 9 1 660O
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
EPA NOS
I H LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
035 9 1 5890
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -SITE
TRICHLOROETHYLENE
EPA NOS
I H LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
036 9029*0
ON-SI TE/OFF-SI TE
ETCH. ALUMINUM
EPA NOS
IH LIOUID (WATER BASE)
037 976850
ON-SI TE/OFF-S I TE
DEMOLITION WASTE. CONTAMINATED
EPA NOS
I H SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
038 9 1 1 ISO
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
EPA NOS:
IH LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE]
039 176850
ON-SITE/OFF-S ITE
DEMOLITION WASTE. CONTAMINATED
OFF-S I TE
I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
o«o 9004 10 OXIDIZING AGENT
EPA NOS :
OFF-S I TE
I H LIOUID (WATER BASE)
0* 1 9766 10 BATTERIES
.
L
I
THIUM
EPA NOS
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITE
I H SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
0*2
0*3
1 79280
9*0350
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
OX I I Z I NG AGENTS
I
IH
SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
SLUDGE (WATER BASEI
o«* 978*00
EPA NOS 0002
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
LAB - PACKS IH SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
EPA NOS:
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
HAZAROOUS
OOO 1
WASTE DESCRIPTION
IGNI TABLE WASTE
HAZARO COOES
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
X
0OO2
DOOE
0OO7
CORROSIVE WASTE
CADMI UM
CHROMI UM
X
X
X
FOO 1 THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING
TETRACHLOROETH YLENE
,
TRICHLOROETHYLENE, METHYLENE CHLORIDE,
1
.
1
.
1 - TR
I
CHLOROETHANE
.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. ANO CHLORINATED
X
FLUOROCARBONS
.
ALL SPENT M I X T U R E S / B L E N D S USED IN DECREASING
OWOSOS
SEQUENCE COMPANY NAME
»« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ««
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REC
I
STRAT I ON
FULL RECOBO REPORT
PACE
DATE 02/04
FOR DAV I C I L LES
309O8 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT)
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARO COOES
FOO 1 CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR
I GN I T CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002, F004 ANO FOOS , AND STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS AND SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
F003 SPENT NON-HALDGENATEO S L
V
ENTS : X Y
L
ENE
.
ACE T ONE
.
ETH V L ACETATE. X
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KE
T
ONE . N
-
BU T Y L ALC
OHOL
.
CYCOHEXANONE
.
ANO METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON
TAIN ING
,
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL . ANO
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CONT A I N I NG
.
BEFORE USE, ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG SOL .ANO. A TOTAL OF 107. OR MOREIBY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTED IN FOO 1 . F002 . F004
.
AND FOOS. ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
FOOS THE FOLLOWING SPENT NON - HAL OGE NATE D SOLVENTS TOLUENE.
METHYL ETHYL KETONE. CARBON DISULFIDE, ISOBUTANOL. PYRIDINE
BENZENE. 2 -ETHOXYETHANOL . ANO 2 - N
I
TROPROP ANE
.
ALL SPENT SOLI
X X
ENT MIXTURES/BLENDS CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN
PERCENT OR MORE (BY VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE NON-
HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F001. F002.
FOOS
OR F004 , AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS AND SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGES FORM ELECTROPLATING OPERATIONS X
FOOT
F019
SPENT CYANIOE PLATING BATH SOLUTIONS FROM ELECTROPLATING
OPERATIONS
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGES FROM THE CONVERSION COATING OF
X X
X
SOL ID WASTE MAN
A
ALUMI NUM
SEO
1
DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LAT I TUOE : CAPACI TY
ACT I VE
OISTRICT 04
LONGI TUDE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
ELEVAT ION
04 - SO
COUNTY :
BAS IN
:
SEGMENT
0S7 DALLAS
08 TRINITY RIVER
0(22
OATE 1 NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
FACI L ITY
00 1 II
USE: STORAGE
GREASES
OEEO REQUIRED: OATE RECORDED:
002 I H
003 I
ooe i h
PAINT SLUDGE, OIL AND/OR SOLVENT BASE
OIL. CUTTING
CYANIOE BEARING WASTES
009 I H
010 I
Oil I H
SOLVENTS. SPENT
INORGANIC SOLUTIONS
PLATING SOLUTION. HEAVY METAL CONTAINING
01 S I H PAINT BOOTH WASTE/WASH WATER
DWOSOS
SEOUENCE
««« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/04
30908
FOR OAVID G GILLES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC ICON!)
SOL ID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
017 I GRINDING ANO POLISHING WASTES
OK IH ACID. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
022 IH
023 IH
024 IH
PAINT STR IPPER
CORROSIVE WASTES
METAL. BASE SCRAP
026 IH
030 I
03 1 I
PROCESS MATERIALS
SOAP
OIL. WASTE
032 IH
033 IH
034 IH
INORGANIC SOLUTIONS
OIL ANO SOLVENT
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
035 IH
036 IH
037 IH
TR ICHLOROETHYLENE
ETCH. ALUMINUM
DEMOLITION WASTE. CONTAMINATED
034 IH
039 I
040 IH
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
DEMOLITION WASTE, CONTAMINATED
OXIDIZING AGENT
04 1 IH
042 I
043 IH
BATTERIES. LITHIUM
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
OXIDIZING AGENTS
044 IH
FAC I L ITY
LAB-PACKS
DESCRIPTION:
02 BULK STORAGE AREA
ACTIVE
D ISTRICT . 04
LAT ITUOE :
LONCITUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY 20
ELEVATION:
CU YD
COUNTY
BAS IN
0S7 DALLAS
OS TRINITY RIVER
DATE OPENED
OATE INACTIVE:
DATE CLOSED
12-82
SEGMENT :
FACI L ITY
OB22
USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEED REOU IREO OATE RECORDED
005 IH
FACI L ITY
FILTER CAKE. TREATMENT OF METAL FINISHING WASTES
DESCRIPTION : 30 CU YO
03 TANK (SURFACE)
INACT I VE
DISTRICT: 04
LAT I TUDE
LONG ITUOE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC I T
Y
ELEVATION
COUNTY
BASIN :
0S7 DALLAS
OS TRINITY RIVER
OATE OPENED
OATE I NACT I VE
:
DATE CLOSED .
04 -BO
SEGMENT
FAC I L I TY
OS22
USE: STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REOU IRED OATE RECOROEO
003 I
FAC I L ITY
OIL, CUTT ING
DESCRIPT ION
, ,,
0505
OUENCE
•<• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••>
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REC I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORO REPORT
PACE
DATE
1 44
02/04/92
FOR OAV ID C G I L L ES
TFXAS INSTRUMENTS INC ICONTI
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONTI
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
04 TANK I SURFACE I LATI lUUt
iCT I VE LONC I TUOE
nt*TD!r-T m SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I T
Y
ELEVAT I ON
COUNTY
BAS IN
DATE OPENED
OS7 OALLAS DATE INACTIVE
08 TRINITY RIVER DATE CLOSED
SEGMENT
FAC I L I TY
0822 SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEED REOUIRED
USE : PROCESS ING
DATE RECOROEO
019 I
FACI L ITY
RINSEWATER. PLATING PROCESS
DESCRIPTION CLEAR WATER HOLDING TANK
OS TANK (SURFACEI LATITUDE
ACTIVE LONCITUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I T Y
ELEVAT I ON
DATE OPENED :
DATE INACTIVE
DATE CLOSED
08-84
FAC I L I TY
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEEO REOUIRED
USE PROCESSING
DATE RECOROEO
019 I
FACILITY
RINSEWATER, PLATING PROCESS
DESCRIPTION FINAL PM (WWTF) PROCESSING
06 TANK [SURFACE) LATITUOE
INACTIVE LONCITUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC I TY
ELEVATION :
DATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED:
08-84
FACI L ITY
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOU I RED
USE PROCESSING
OATE RECOROEO
003 I
FAC I L ITY
OIL. CUTT ING
DESCRIPTION EYSC TANK
07 TANK (SURFACE) LATITUOE
ACTIVE LONGI TUOE
SURFACE AREA
CAPAC ITY
ELEVATION :
DATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
:
DATE CLOSED
08 - 84
FACI L I TY
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEEO REOU I REO
USE STORAGE
DATE RECORDED
Oil I H
FACI L ITY
ACID. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
DESCRIPTION ACID TRANSFER SYSTEM
IS05
»UENCE :
•»• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION **•
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
BEC I STRAT ION
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE
OATE
I4S
02/04/S2
30908
FOR
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONT)
OAV 10 G GI LLES
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARV (CONT)
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
OS TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
LAT I TUOE
LONG I TUOE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC ITY
ELEVAT ION
:
OATE OPENEO
OATE INACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
FAC I L I TY USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEEO REOUIRED DATE RECORDED
008 I H
FAC I
L
ITY
CYANIDE BEARING WASTES
DESCRIPTION SUMP ROOM (CN) STORAGE
09 TANK (SURFACEI
ACTIVE
LATI TUOE
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPAC I TY
ELEVATION :
DATE OPENEO
OATE INACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
FACIL ITY USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEEO REOUIRED OATE RECOROEO
18 I H
FACIL ITY
ACIO. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
DESCRIPTION H2504 HOLOING TANK
IO TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
LATI TUDE
LONGITUDE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPACI TY
ELEVAT I ON
OATE OPENED
OATE INACT I VE
OATE CLOSED:
FACI L I TY USE . STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEED REOU IRED DATE RECOROEO
18 I H
FACI L ITY
COMMENTS
ACIO. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
DESCRIPTION SUMP ROOM ACIO STORACE
ASSOCIATED WITH FAC NO 07
1 1 TANK (SURFACEI
ACT I YE
LAT I TUDE
LONG I TUOE
CAPAC I TY
ELEVAT I ON :
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
DATE INACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEEO REOU IREO DATE RECORDED
FAC I L I TY
020 I H
FAC I L I TY
USE STORAGE
CHROMATE BEARING WASTE (HEXAVALENT CR
DESCRIPTION SUMP ROOM (CR) STORACE
..
]
0WO5O5
SEQUENCE COMPANY NAME
>•• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •>•
I NOUS TRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM
REGISTRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE
DATE 02/04
FOR DAVID C I L LES
30908 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, ( CONT )
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
12 TANK ISURFACE I
ACTIVE
LAT I TUOE
LONG I TUOE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPACITY
ELEVAT ION
DATE OPENED
DATE INACT I VE
:
DATE CLOSED
FACI L I TV USE STORACE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
DEED REOU IREO OATE RECORDEO
023 I H
036 I H
FACI L ITV
CORROSIVE WASTES
ETCH, ALUMINUM
DESCRIPTION SUMP ROOM (ALK) STORACE
1 3 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTI VE
LATI TUOE
LONG I TUDE :
CAPACITY :
ELEVAT I ON
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
OATE I NACT I VE
.
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
DEED REQUIRED DATE RECORDED
FAC I L I TV
019 I
FACIL ITV
USE PROCESSING
RINSEWATER. PLATING PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: WWTF (CRI PROCESSING
1 4 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTIVE
LATITUDE
LONG I TUDE
CAPACITY :
ELEVAT ION
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
DATE INACT I VE
:
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
DEED REOU IRED OATE RECORDED
FAC I
L
ITV
019 I
FAC I L I TV
USE PROCESS I NG
RINSEWATER. PLATING PROCESS
DESCRIPTION WWTF (CN) PROCESSING
1 S TANK (SURFACE)
ACT I VE
LAT ITUDE :
LONCI TUOE
CAPAC I TV :
ELEVAT ION
:
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
OATE INACT I VE
:
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REQUIRED OATE RECORDED:
FAC I L I TY
019 I
FACI L ITY
USE STORAGE/PROCESSING
RINSEWATER. PLATING PROCESS
DESCRIPTION SUMP RINSE (CR)
COMMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH FAC 13
OWOSOS
SEQUENCE :
•«» TEXAS WATER COMMISSI
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
ON » ••
SVSTEM
PAGE
OATE O2/04,
30908 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONT)
FOR OAV ID C G
I
LLES
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
1 6 TANK (SURFACE)
ACTI VE
LATI TUOE
LONG I TUOE :
SURFACE AREA:
CAPACITY
ELEVATION :
OATE OPENEO
OATE INACT I VE
OATE CLOSEO
FAC I L I TY USE STORAGE/PROCESSING
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOUIRED: OATE RECORDED
019 I
FACIL ITY
COMMENTS
RINSEWATER. PLATING PROCESS
DESCRIPTION SUMP RINSE (CN)
ASSOCIATED WITH FAC. NO. 14
IT TANK (SURFACE)
ACT I VE
LATITUOE
LONGITUDE :
CAPAC I TY
:
ELEVATION :
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
DATe INACTIVE:
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REQUIRED: OATE RECOROEO:
FAC I L ITY
019 I
FAC I L I TY
USE STORAGE/PROCESS I NG
RINSEWATER. PLATING PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: SUMP RINSE (HM)
18
COMMENTS: ASSOCIATED WITH FAC OS
TANK ( SURFACE ) LATI TUOE : CAPAC ITY:
ACT I VE LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA:
OATE OPENEO
ELEVAT ION
OATE INACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
FAC I L ITY
018 IH
USE: STORAGE
ACIO. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
OEED REOUIRED DATE RECORDED
1 9
FACILITY DESCRIPTION SUMP ROOM STORACE
CONTAINER STORACE AREA LAT I TUDE : CAPAC I TY
ACTI VE LONG I TUDE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENEO:
ELEVAT ION
OATE INACTIVE
DATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
z
FACI L ITY
008 I H
USE STORAGE
CYANIDE BEARING WASTES
DEED REOUIRED OATE RECORDEO
2
10 I INORGANIC SOLUTIONS
oso5 ««« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •«•
OUENCE COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE
I 48
02/04/9 2
\- FOR DAVID G CILLES
30908 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONTI
" SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
Oil IM PLATING SOLUTION. HEAVY METAL CONTAINING
OIS IM ACID. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED -
020 IH CHROMATE BEARING WASTE (HEXAVALENT CR «•)
023 IH CORROSIVE WASTES
028 I PLATING SOLUTION. HEAVY METAL CONTAINING
032 IH INORGANIC SOLUTIONS
03G IH ETCH, ALUMINUM
040 IH OXIDIZING AGENT
0*3 IH OXIDIZING AGENTS
FACILITY DESCRIPTION SUMP ROOM
>505 ••• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
DUENCE: COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE
149
OZ/04/92
FOR OAV ID G GI LLES
Ml 727 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC •
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC RECORO TYPE: GENERATOR
REPORT FREQUENCY A 07-»7
CONTACT
PHONE
JIM SHILLING
8 1 7 - 774 - 6480
P BOX 6102. M/S 3208 REGISTRATION DATE 03-28-80
TEMPLE. TEXAS T8S03 LAST CHANGE DATE; OS-02-90
EMPLOYEE GROUP GREATER THAN 100
BAS I N
SEGMENT
:
DISTRICT: 03
STATUS ACTIVE
EPA ID NUMBER TX0OSS9961S6
STAFF SL L
REG I ON
COUNTY :
WCO :
14 BELL
HAZ WASTE STATUS GENERATOR
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATING SITE LOCATION 5701 AIRPORT RO
.
TEMPLE TX
SEO SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
01 3S73 ELECTRONIC COMPUTING EOUIPMENT
02 3674 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
001 212810 GREASE. KITCHEN
OFF-SITE
002 279760 PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC
II L IOU 10
I I SOL 10
(NON-WATER BASE)
(PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
OFF-S ITE
003 280200 WOOD/LUMBER SCRAP
OFF-S I TE
I I SOL 10 ( PREDOMINANTLY ORGANI C 1
004 370S10 CONSTRUCTION DEBRIS AND N N
- C OMB US T I B L E WASTE
OFF-S ITE
005 910100 SOLVENTS, SPENT
I I I SOL ID
I H LIQUID
(PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
(NON-WATER BASE)
EPA NOS F001
ON -S
I
TE/OFF -S I TE
006 I707S0 ASBESTOS I SOLID ( PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC )
NO LONGER GENERATED
007 179960 CONTAINERS. PESTICIDE CONTAMINATED
NO LONGER GENERATED
I SOL I ( PREDOMI NANTL Y INORGANIC )
OOS 179280 CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
NO LONGER GENERATED
009 972210 MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
I SOL 10
I H SOLID
I PREDOMI NANTL Y
( PREDOMI NANTL V
I NORGAN I C )
INORGAN IC
1
EPA NOS 0OO9
ON - S TE/OFF -S I TE
010 179410 CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED (METAL) I SOL ID (PREDOMI NANTL Y [ NORGAN I C
)
NO LONCER GENERATED
Oil 181510 ABSORBANT. HYOROCARBON CONTAMINATED
OFF-S I TE
I SOL I
D
( PREDOMI NANTL Y ORGAN I C )
012 110490 OIL. LUBRICATING
OFF-S I TE
013 IO9710 OIL. CUTTING. WATER SOLUBLE
I L I OU I
I LIQUID
(NON-WATER BASE)
(WATER BASE)
OFF-SITE
owosos
SEOUENCE
»« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION *«'
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/04
3 1 727
FOR OAV ID C G I LIES
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC ICONT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY ICONT)
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
Ol 4 90S290 CORROS ION I NH I I I TOR
EPA NOS
NO LONGER GENERATED
I H LIQUID (WATER BASE)
OIS 9 1 4010 SOLDER I NG FLUIDS
EPA NOS
:
NO LONGER GENERATED
I H LIOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
O 1 6 9000S0 ACID. HYDROCHLORIC (HCL)
EPA NOS
OFF-SI TE
I H L IOUI D (WATER BASE
)
Ol 7 979 130 LEAD CONTAMINATED WASTE. SOLID
EPA NOS
OFF -S ITE
I H SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
O i a
019
143 140
103S60
GR I NO ING SLUOGE
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-SI TE
CLEAN ING SOLUT ION
I
I
SLUOGE (WATER BASE)
L IOU I D (WATER BASE
J
020 28SS60
ON-S TE/OFF-S I TE
CONTAINERS. NON-METAL. EMPTY
ON-S TE/OFF -SI TE
I I SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
021
022
2I34JO
183480
RAGS. CONTAMINATED
ON-S TE/OFF-SITE
RAGS
.
CONTAMI NATED
I I
I
SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY ORCANIC)
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORCANIC)
023 9 1 4740
ON-S ITE/OFF-S I TE
ICNITABLE WASTES
EPA NOS : D001
IH LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
024 1 10140
ON -S ITE/OFF-S I TE
KEROSENE
ON-S TE/OFF-SI TE
I LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
02S 9 1 (4 10 ALCOHOLS
EPA NOS DOO
1
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
IH LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
026
027
1 12S40
1 1 3700
OIL. IESEL
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
RES IN WASTE
. L IOUID
I
I
LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASEI
LIOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
021 97SS 10
ON -S TE/OFF -SITE
BATTERIES
.
L ITH I UM
EPA NOS 0003
I H SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
029 108320
OFF -SITE
ANT IFREEZE
OFF -SITE
I LIOUIO (WATER BASE)
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HA2AR0 COOES
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
000 1
0003
D009
ICNITABLE WASTE
REACIVE WASTE
MERCURY
X
X
X
FOO 1 THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS USEO IN DECREASING
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
.
TR I CH
L
OROE TH Y
L
ENE
.
METHYLENE CHLORIDE.
1 . 1 . 1 -TRICHLOROETHANE . CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. AND CHLORINATED
X
FLUOROCARBONS
.
ALL SPENT M I X T U R E S / I L E N S USED IN DECREASING
DW0S05 •<• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «««
SEOUENCE: COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
OATE 02/04/
FOR OAV ID G CI LLES
31727 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC [CONTJ
SOLIO WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONTI
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HA2AR0 COOES
FOOl
IGNIT CORR
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUME) OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR
EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002. F004 AND FOOS. AND STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
SOLIO WASTE MANA
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUDE
ACT I VE LONGITUOE :
CAPAC ITY.
ELEVAT I ON
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED :
DATE I NACT I YE
07 -93
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
DEED REOUIRED OATE RECORDED:
FAC I L ITY
OOS I H
007 I
USE STORAGE
SOLVENTS. SPENT
CONTAINERS. PESTICIDE CONTAMINATED
OOS I
009 IH
10 I
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED (METAL)
020 I I
021 II
022 I
CONTAINERS. NON-METAL. EMPTY
RACS . CONTAMINATED
RAGS. CONTAMINATED
023 IH
024 I
025 IH
ICNITABLE WASTES
KEROSENE
ALCOHOLS
026 I
027 I
FACI L I TY
OIL. DI ESEL
RES IN WASTE . LIOUID
DESCRIPTION: LESS THAN 90 DAY STORAGE
z
z
(0505
OUENCE
*» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE l 52
OATE 02/04 /92
FOR OAV 10 G . G I L L ES
J172« TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC »
ass tsss»Bssssssss»sss*ss*s«***as*cs*«B*
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC RECORD TVPE GENERATOR
P BOX 40S M/S 3403 REPORT FREQUENCY A 07-87
CONTACT
PHONE
CHARLES CORREL L
2 1 4 - 462 - 42Q
I
REGISTRATION DATE 03-26-80
LEWISVILLE, TEXAS 7S0S7 LAST CHANGE DATE 02-12-90
EMPLOYEE GROUP GREATER THAN 1 OO
BASIN OS TRINITY RIVER
SEGMENT 082S
DISTRICT 04
STATUS ACT I VE
EPA ID NUMBER TXD000709964
STAFF . HEH
REG ION :
COUNTY :
WCO :
061 OENTON
HAZ WASTE STATUS GENERATOR
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATING SITE LOCATION 2S01 ST HWY 121. LEWISVILLE TX
SEO
1
02
SIC COOE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
28S9 INDUSTRIAL ORGANIC CHEMICALS. NEC
3339 PRIMARY NONFERROUS METALS. NEC
03
04
OS
3S73
36S2
3E74
ELECTRONIC COMPUTING EOUIPMENT
RADIO AND TV COMMUNICATION EOUIPMENT
SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
ASTE GENE
wcc
SOLID W
SEO WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION C ASS FORM
OO 1
002
380280
279780
F
I
BERGLASS
NO LONGER GENERATED
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC
I I SOL ID
I SOL I
D
(PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
(PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
003 1 1072O
OFF-S ITE
RESIN. EPOXY (WETI
NO LONGER GENERATED
L IOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
004
005
280590
1 12580
CORRUGATE (CARDBOARD)
NO LONGER GENERATEO
URETHANE PREPOLYMER
I SOL ID
L IOU ID
(PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
(NON-WATER BASE)
00 6 1 13 1 20
NO LONGER GENERATEO
SILANES - ORGANO
NO LONGER GENERATED
L IOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
007
008
1 10820
1 1 2070
FATTY ACIOS. ESTERS AND AMIDES
NO LONGER GENERATEO
SURFACTANTS (NOT SPECIFIEO)
L IOUI D
L IOU I
(NON-WATER BASE)
(NON-WATER BASE)
009 1 S03OO
NO LONGER GENERATED
POLYESTER RESINS 1
NO LONGER GENERATED
SLUDGE (NON- WATER BASE)
010
1 1
108330
1 00 t 70
POLYMER IN WATER
NO LONGER GENERATED
CHROMATE BEARING WASTE (HEXAVALENT CR] L IOU 10L IOUIO (WATER BASE)(WATER BASE)
01 2 102140
NO LONGER GENERATED
PLATING SOLUTION. HEAVY METAL CONTAINING 1
NO LONGER GENERATEO
L IOUIO (WATER BASE)
01 3 1 79870 CONTAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED SOLID PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
)505
>UENCE :
••> TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »«»
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 1S3
OATE 02/04/92
FOR OAV ID C GI LLES
31728 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONT)
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY ICONT)
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
01 4 1 1 0460
NO LONGER GENERATED
OIL. CUTTING
ON-S
I
TE/OFF -SITE
I L IOUIO (NON- WATER BASE)
01S
1 6
273490
950 1 10
ALUMINUM FINISHING MATERIAL
NO LONGER GENERATEO
PAINT SLUOCE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT BASE
I I
IH
SOLID
SLUDGE
PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
(NON-WATER BASE)
1 7 1 00080
EPA NOS
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
ACID. HYDROCHLORIC (HCL) I L IOUIO (WATER BASE]
01 8 1 006SO
NO LONGER GENERATEO
CAUSTIC SOLUTION. SPENT
NO LONGER GENERATEO
I L IOU I
D
(WATER BASE)
01 9
020
1 1 3700
9 165 10
RES IN WASTE
. L IOUIO
NO LONGER GENERATEO
PAINT STRIPPER
I
IH
L IOUIO
L IOUIO
(NON-WATER BASE)
(NON-WATER BASE)
021 96 15 10
EPA NOS
NO LONGER GENERATEO
ABSORBANT. HYOROCARBON CONTAMINATED I H SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
022 902880
EPA NOS
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
CORROS I VE WASTES IH L IOUIO (WATER BASE|
023 9 1 1 00
EPA NOS
ON-S TE/OFF-SITE
SOLVENTS, SPENT IH L IOU 10 (NON-WATER BASE)
024 9 10 130
EPA NOS
NO LONGER GENERATED
OEGREASER I H L IOU 10 (NON-WATER BASE)
025 1 090OO
EPA NOS
NO LONGER GENERATED
PAINT BOOTH WASTE/WASH WATER 1 L IOU ID (WATER BASE)
026 976370
NO LONGER GENERATED
CIRCUIT BOARDS. PRINTED AND SOLDER DEVICES
EPA NOS
I H SOL ID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
027 9 1 6600
NO LONGER GENERATEO
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
EPA NOS
IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
028 1 10450
ON-S TE/OFF-S ITE
OIL. WASTE
ON -S TE/OFF -SITE
I L IOUIO (NON-WATER BASE)
029 9 11150 SOLVENTS. HALOGENATEO
EPA NOS
ON -S
I
TE/OFF -SITE
I H L IOU I (NON-WATER BASE)
030 908 1 10 WASHWATER
EPA NOS
ON -S TE/OFF -SITE
IH L IOUI D (WATER BASE)
03 1
032
1 76030
9 766 10
ASBESTOS WASTES. NON-FRIABLE
ON-S TE/OFF -SITE
BATTERI ES . L I TH IUM
I
IH
SOLID
SOL ID
(PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
(PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
EPA NOS
owosos
SEQUENCE COMPANY NAME
«* TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG
I
STRAT I ON
FULL RECORP REPORT
PACE
OATE O2/0
FOR OAV I C I LLES
31728 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC I CONT )
SOLID WASTE CENERATION SUMMARY
SEP WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
179280 CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATEO
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S I TE
SOLID I PREOOMI NANTL V INORGANIC)
982930 EPOXV RESIN (CURED!
EPA NOS:
NO LONGER CENERATEO
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
182930 EPOXY RESIN (CUREO)
NO LONGER CENERATEO
982930 EPOXY RESIN (CURED)
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
EPA NOS
NO LONGER GENERATED
ACID. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED LIQUID (WATER BASE j
EPA NOS
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITE
METAL FINISHING WASTE L 10UIO (WATER BASE I
EPA NOS : F01
9
ON-S ITE/OFF -SITE
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION
F019 WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGES FROM THE CONVERSION COATING OF
HA2AR0 COOES
EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOI
ALUMI NUM
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY
DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
LAT I TUDE : CAPAC ITY:
INACT I VE
DISTRICT:
LONGITUDE
SURFACE AREA:
DATE OPENEO
ELEVAT I ON
COUNTY :
BAS IN
SEGMENT
061 OENTON
08 TRINITY R I VER
0825
OATE INACT I VE
:
DATE CLOSED:
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
DEED REOUIRED: DATE RECORDED
FACILITY USE: STORAGE
001 III F
I
BERCLASS
FAC I
L
ITY OESCRIPT I ON :
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LAT I TUDE CAPAC I TY
:
I NACT 1 VE
ISTRICT
LONG I TUDE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
ELEVAT I ON
COUNTY
BASIN
SEGMENT
0S1 OENTON
OS TRINITY R I VER
Q82S
OATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED:
SUBJECT TO PERMI
OEEO REOUIRED OATE RECOROEO
FACILITY USE: STORAGE
002 II PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
OWOSOS ••« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION «••
SEOUENCE : COMPANY NAME INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/0
31728 TEXAS
FOR OAVIO G. GILLES
INSTRUMENTS. INC (CONT)
SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
036 IH EPOXY RESIN (CUREO)
FAC I L I TY DESCRIPT I ON
03 CONTA I NE f
ACTIVE
STORAGE AREA LATITUDE
LONG ITUDE
CAPACI TY
ELEVAT I ON
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENEO :
DATE I NACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEEO REOUIRED: OATE RECOROEO:
FAC I L I TY
014 I
16 IH
USE STORAGE
OIL. CUTTING
PAINT SLUOGE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT BASE
O 1 9
020
02 1
I
I H
IH
RESIN WASTE
. L IOUI
PAINT STRIPPER
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
022
023
024
IH
IH
IH
CORROSIVE WASTES
SOLVENTS. SPENT
OEGREASER
02S
026
027
I
IH
IH
PAINT BOOTH WASTE/WASH WATER
CIRCUIT BOARDS. PRINTED ANO SOLOER DEVICES
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
028
029
030
I
IH
IH
OIL. WASTE
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
WASHWATER
03 1
032
034
I
IH
IH
ASBESTOS WASTES. NON-FRIABLE
BATTERIES
, L ITH IUM
EPOXY RESIN ICUREOJ
035
036
037
I
I H
IH
EPOXY RES IN ( CUREO )
EPOXY RES IN ( CUREO )
ACID. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATEO
038 IH
FAC I L ITY
METAL FINISHING WASTE
DESCRIPTION :
vosos
souence
«» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »««
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORO REPORT
PACE 156
OATE 02/04/92
FOR OAV ID B. G I LLES
ItlttKltlttllttlllttl
32241 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC »
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC RECORO TYPE CE
N
ERAT OR / T
R
ANS PO R TE
R
8505 FOREST LANE REPORT FREQUENCY A 07-87
CONTACT
PHONE
PHILO C RAMOS
2 14-480- 309S
P SOX 660246 M/S 3176 REGISTRATION DATE 11-16-81
DALLAS. TEXAS 7S266 LAST CHANGE DATE 10-16-90
EMPLOYEE CROUP GREATER THAN IOO
BAS IN
SEGMENT
DISTRICT
08 TRINITY RIVER
0822
04
STATUS ACT I VE
EPA ID NUMBER: TXDOS8978826
STAFF PC
REG ION
COUNTY
WCO
0S7 OALLAS
HA2 WASTE STATUS: SMALL QUANTITY GENERATOR
METHOD TRANSPORT:
GENERATING SI
DESCRIPTION OF W
TE LOCATION 11550 HILLGUARO RO OALLAS. TX
SEO
1
02
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3662 RADIO AND TV COMMUNICATION EOUIPMENT
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
03 3679
SOLID WASTE GENE
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS. NEC
SEO
00 1
WCC
1 SO 1 io
WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
PAINT SLUDGE, OIL AND/OR SOLVENT BASE
OFF-S ITE
CLASS
I SLUDGE (NON
FORM
-WATER BASE)
002
003
1 1 100
1 1 3700
SOLVENTS, SPENT
OFF-S ITE
RES IN WASTE . L IOU I
I
I
LIOUID | NON
LIOUID
[
NON
-WATER BASE)
-WATER BASE)
0O4 279760
OFF-S I TE
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC.
OFF -SITE
I I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
OOS 9 10680 PAINT WASTE, LIOUID, MISCELLANEOUS
EPA NOS: D001
ON -S
I
TE/OFF-S I TE
IH LIOUID 1 NON -WATER BASE)
006 9 1 0100 SOLVENTS. SPENT
EPA NOS
:
ON-S TE/OFF-SITE
IH L IOUID ( NON •WATER BASE)
007 9S01 IO PAINT SLUDGE. OIL ANO/OR SOLVENT BASE
EPA NOS
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
I H SLUDGE (NON -WATER BASE)
008
009
179260
912930
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
ON-S TE/OFF-SITE
EPOXY RESIN (CURED)
I
IH
SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
10 182930
EPA NOS:
ON-SITE/OFF-S ITE
EPOXY RESIN (CURED) I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
01 1 282930
ON-S TE/OFF -S I TE
EPOXY RESIN (CURED)
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S ITE
I I SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY ORGANIC)
012 179370 ASBESTOS CONTAMINATED MATERIAL I SOLID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
0505
iOUENCE : COMPANY NAME
'»» TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••*
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE 1S7
OATE 02/04/92
32241 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
FOR OAV ID G
.
( CONT )
GI LLES
' SOLIO WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
SEO WCC WASTE
1 CONT )
:
DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
OFF -SITE
013 9509SO LAB WASTE
EPA NOS
IH SLUDGE 1 NON WATER BASE)
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S I TE
014 15O950 LAB WASTE
ON-S TE/OFF-S I TE
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION
000 1 IGNITABLE WASTE
SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY:
SEO DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
FACILITY USE: STORAGE
OOS IH PAINT WASTE. LIQUID. MISCELLANEOUS
006
007
0Q8
SOLVENTS. SPENT
PAINT SLUDGE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT BASE
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
013 IH LAB WASTE
014 I LAB WASTE
FACILITY DESCRIPTION
SLUOGE (NON- WATER BASE)
HAZARD COOES
IGN1T CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
LAT I TUDE :
LONG I TUDE :
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED:
OATE INACTIVE
OATE CLOSED:
SUBJECT TO PERMI T
OEEO REQUIRED
CAPAC ITY
ELEVATION
OATE RECORDED
DW05 0S **' TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •'•
SEOUENCE COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE
DATE 02/0
FOR DAY I D G G I L LES
• 33613 TEXAS I N S T RUME N T S , I N C R P R A T E D «
lliltftittiliitiitif(l>tlift)tflltfti>ltl
GENERAL
TEXAS
ETHYL
INFORMAT
INSTRUM
CORPORA
ENTS
.
INCORPORATED RECORD TYPE: GENERATOR
TION REPORT FREQUENCY; A 07-87
CONTACT
PHONE
ART MELSON
2 1 4 - 460 - 309S
PO BOX 660246 M/S 317E REGISTRATION DATE: 11-30-62
DALLAS TX 7S266 LAST CHANGE DATE: 10-17-90
EMPLOYEE GROUP: LESS THAN 1 0O
BASIN 06 TRINITY RIVER
SEGMENT: 0627
ISTR ICT 04
STATUS. ACTIVE
EPA ID NUMBER: TXD07670S961
STAFF PC
REG ION
COUNTY
WCO
0S7 DALLAS
HA2 WASTE STATUS: GENERATOR
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATING SI
DESCRIPTION OF W
TE LOCATION: 2623 NATIONAL CIRCLE. GARLAND
SEO
O 1
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS ANO RELATED OEVICES
SOLID WASTE GENE
SEO WCC
OO 1 9 lO 100
WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
SOLVENTS, SPENT
CLASS
IH LIQUID
FORM
(NON-WATER BASE]
002 1 1 St 90
EPA NOS U0O2 U1S4 U220 U226 U239
NO LONGER GENERATED
TRICHLOROETHYLENE I L IOU I (NON-WATER BASE)
0O3 9 1 1 080
NO LONGER GENERATED
METHANOL
EPA NOS
:
IH L IOU 10 (NON-WATER BASE)
004 9 1062O
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
ALCOHOL
.
ISOPROPYL
EPA NOS
IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
OOS 1 10090
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITE
ACETONE
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
I LIQUID (NON-WATeR BASE!
006
O07
1 77000
949000
GALL I UM ARSEN I DC
ON-SI TE/OFF-S ITE
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUOGE
I
IH
SOL ID
SLUOGE
PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
(WATER BASE)
ooa 106S40
EPA NOS:
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
ETCHING SOLUTION, ACID I L IOU ID (WATER BASE)
009 106 1 lO
ON-SITE/SANITARY SEWER
WASHWATER
NO LONGER GENERATED
I LIQUID (WATER BASE)
O 10 972720 ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
EPA NOS : D004
ON-S ITE/OFF-SITE
I H SOLID PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
Oil 9 10660 SOLVENTS. SPENT WITH UNRE AC TEOCHEM I C AL
S
EPA NOS: 0001
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
I H L IOUID (NON-WATER BASE)
OI 2 179370 ASBESTOS CONTAMINATED MATERIAL 1 SOL 10 PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
DW0S05 •«• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •*• PAGE
SEOUENCE: COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM DATE
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
02/04
FOR
33613 TEXAS I NS TRUMENTS
.
I NC ORP ORA TE D (CONT)
DAV ID G GI LLES
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY (CONT):
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION ANO DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
OI 3 179260
OFF-S I TE
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
I SOLIO (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
HAZAROOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
OOO 1
0OO4
U002
IGNITABLE WASTE
ARSENIC
ACETONE OR 2-PR0PAN0NE
X
X
X
U 1 54
U220
U226
METHANOL OR METHYL ALCOHOL
BENZENE. METHYL OR TOLUENE
TRICHLOROETHYLENE DR TR I CH
L
OROE T HENE
X
X
X
U239 BENZENE, DIMETHYL- OR XYLENE X
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUDE : CAPAC ITY;
ACTIVE LONGI TUDE ELEVAT ION
SURFACE AREA:
DATE OPENED:
DATE INACT I VE
:
DATE CLOSEO
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
FACI L ITY
00 1 IH
USE: STORAGE
SOLVENTS
.
SPENT
DEED REQUIRED DATE RECORDED
002 I
003 IH
004 IH
TRI CHLOROETHYLENE
METHANOL
ALCOHOL
.
ISOPROPYL
005 I
006 I
007 I H
ACETONE
GALL IUM ARSEN I DE
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUOGE
006 I
009 I
10 I H
ETCHING SOLUTION. ACID
WASHWATER
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
Oil I H
013 I
FAC I L I TY
SOLVENTS. SPENT WITH UN RE AC T E D C H EM I C A L
S
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
DESCRIPTION: DRUM STORAGE
,oso5 ««« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION"*
OUENCE COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL S 1. I D WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE
DATE
l 60
02/04/92
•**«*»****««**
FOR OAV I D C G I L LES
3*353 TEXAS OPTOELECTRONICS, INC »
TEXAS OPTOELECTRONICS. INC RECORD TYPE GENERATOR
REPORT FREOUENCY A 07-87 P 07 87
CONTACT
PHONE
LESLIE MAJOR . JR
2 1 4 - 487 - 0085
714 SHEPMERO DRIVE REGISTRATION DATE 06-15-8*
GARLANO TX 750*2 LAST CHANGE DATE: OB-15-8S
EMPLOYEE GROUP: LESS THAN 100
6AS I N
SEGMENT
DISTRICT
08 TRINITY RIVER
0805
04
STATUS ACTIVE
EPA ID NUMBER TX09SO86798O
STAFF JKB
REG I ON
COUNTY
WCO
057 DALLAS
HAZ WASTE STATUS: GENERATOR
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERATING SITE LOCATION 714 SHEPHERD ST. GARLANO
SEO SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INOUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
01 367* SEMICONDUCTORS ANO RELATED DEVICES
SCO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
001 915890 TRICHLOROETHYLENE
CLASS
IH L IOU I
D
( WON
FORM
-WATER BASE)
-
002 913860
EPA NOS FOO
1
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-SITE
SOLVENTS. NON-HALOGENATEO IH L IOU ID [ NON •WATER BASE)
003 9 11170
EPA NOS F003 DOOO 0OO1
ON-S ITE/OFF -S ITE
PERCHLOROETHYLENE I H L IOUID (HON -WATER BASE)
005 915880
EPA NOS F002
ON-SI TE/OFF-SITE
TRICHLOROETHANE IH L IOUID ( NON -WATER BASE)
EPA NOS F001
ON-SI TE/OFF-SI TE
HAZARDOUS
DOOO
WASTE DESCRIPTION
TOXIC WASTE
I GN I T CORR
HAZARD CODES
EP TOX REACT ACUTE TOX
X
0001
FOO 1
IGNITABLE WASTE
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING
TeTRACHLOROETHYLENE . TRICHLOROETHYLENE. METHYLENE CHLORIDE.
X
X
1
.
1
.
1
- TR
I
CHLOROETHANE . CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. AND CHLORINATED
FLUOROCARBONS
.
ALL SPENT MI X TURES / B
L
ENDS USED IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
VOLUMEI OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002. FOO* ANO FOOS, ANO STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT
F002
SOLVENT MIXTURES
THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATED SOLVENTS TETRACHLOROETHY-
LENE. METHYLENE CHLORIDE. TRICHLOROETHYLENE. 1 . 1 . 1 - TR I CH L OR -
X
OETHANE. CHLOROBENZENE. 1
.
1 ,2-TRICHLORO- 1 ,2.2-TRIFLUOROETHANE
13505
!}UENCE COMPANY NAME
•• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRAT ION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 161
DATE 02/04/92
FOR OAV I CI LLES
34353 TEXAS OPTOELECTRONICS.
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY
HAZARDOUS WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARD COOES
ORTHOO I CHLOROBENZENE
.
TR I C H L OROF L UOROME T H AN E . ANO 1,1.2-TRI
CHLOROETHANE. ALL SPENT SOLVENT M I X T U R E S / B L E N D S CONTAINING.
BEFORE USE, A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE IBY VOLUMEI OF
ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATED SOLVENTS OR THOSE LIST-
ED IN FOOI. FOO*, OR F005. ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOV-
ERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
F003 SPENT NON-HALOCENATEO S L V E N T S X Y L E NE . AC E T ON E . E T H Y L ACETATE.
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHY L ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KE T ONE . N - BU T Y L ALC
OHOL ,
C
YCOHEXANONE
.
AND METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENOS CON
TAINING
,
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL
.
ANO
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENOS CON T A 1 N 1 NG , B E F ORE USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG SOL .AND, A TOTAL OF 10% OR M0REI8Y
VOLI OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTED IN FOO 1 . F002 , FOO*
,
AND FOOS. AND STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY
DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
FACILITY USE STORAGE
001 IH TRICHLOROETHYLENE
LAT1 TUDE
LONG I TUOE
SURFACE AREA
DATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEED REQUIRED
CAPAC I TY
ELEVAT I ON
DATE RECORDED
002 I H
003 I H
005 I H
SOLVENTS, NON-HALOGENATEO
PERCHLOROETHYLENE
TR
I
CHLOROETHANE
FACI L 1TY DESCR I PT I ON
owosos
SEQUENCE COMPANY NAME
•• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION >><
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEf
REC
I
STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PACE
DATE 02/i;
FOR DAVID CI LLES
• 33617 VARO SYSTEMS »
ltiiltt(ttttlttllll>tllllliltltt*tlt*tt*i
CENERAL
VARO
P
SYSTEMS RECORO
0X469015 REPORT
TYPE
FREQUENCY :
GENERATOR
A 02-89
CONTACT :
PHONE
MARGRET MAYES
2 1 4 - 840 - S 1 4 1
REGISTRATION DUE
GARLAND. TX 75041 LAST CHANCE DATE:
EMPLOYEE GROUP
1-13-89
1-15-90
GREATER THAN
BAS IN
SEGMENT
lOO DISTRICT
08 TRINITY R I VER
0827
04
STATUS
EPA 10
STAFF
NUMBER :
ACTIVE
TXD05S3 1 8273
CLS
REGI ON
COUNTY
WCO :
057 OALLAS
HAZ WASTE STATUS:
METHOD TRANSPORT
SMALL OUANTI TY GENERATOR
GENE
DESCRIP
RATING SITE LOCATION: 2800 W KINCSLEY RD . GARLAND
SEO
01
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS ANO RELATED DEVICES
SOL ID W
SEO
OO 1
WCC WASTE OESCRIPTIOH
913030 CLEANING SOLUTION, ORGANIC
ANO ISPOS IT ION CLASS
IH L IOU ID
FORM
(NON-WATER BASE)
002
EPA NOS
ON-SI TE/OFF-S I TE
910130 OECREASER IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
003
EPA NOS
ON-SI TE/OFF-S I TE
913890 SOLVENTS. NO N - H A L OC E
N
ATED IH L IOUIO ( HON -WATER BASE
)
004
EPA NOS :
ON-SI TE/OFF-SITE
9187SO EPOXY RESINS AND CURING AGENTS IH L IOU ID ( NON-WATER BASE 1
OOS
EPA NOS
:
ON-SI TE/OFF -SITE
1 1 04S0 OIL, WASTE I L IOU ID (NON-WATER BASE)
SOL 10 W
ON-S ITE/OFF-S ITE
SEO
01
DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA LATITUDE : CAPAC I TY 20 DRUMS
ACTI VE
ISTRICT 04
LONGITUOE
SURFACE AREA
OATE OPENED
ELEVATION :
01-89
COUNTY OS7 DAL L AS
BASIN: OS TRINITY RIVER
SEGMENT : 0127
DATE INACTIVE :
DATE CLOSED:
SUBJECT TO PERM I T :
FACILITY USE: STORAGE
001 IH CLEANING SOLUTION. ORGANIC
OEEO REOU IREO OATE RECOROED
002 IH OECREASER
0WOSO5
SEQUENCE
:
COMPANY NAME
'•« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE
DATE 02/C
FOR DAVID GI LLES
33617 VARO SYSTEMS ( CONT )
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONT)
003 IH SOLVENTS. NON - H A L OGEN ATED
004 IH EPOXY RESINS AND CURING AGENTS
005 I OIL, WASTE
FACI L I TY OESCRI PT I ON ALLOTED INSIDE ANO OUTSIDE AREA
ilSOS|>UENCE
«•« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION »««
COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
PAGE 164
DATE 02/04/92
FOR OAV I G G I L LES
; « 1 S3 V LSI TECHNOLOGY INC •
GENERAL
VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC RECORD TYPE GENERATOR
REPORT FREQUENCY A 10-87
CONTACT
PHONE
GEORGE SCHORR
S12-S22-7145
9 65 1
SAN
WESTOVER HILLS BLVO REGISTRATION DATE 10-30-87
ANTONIO TX 78251 LAST CHANGE DATE 09-12-90
EMPLOYEE GROUP GREATER THAN 100
BAS IN
SEGMENT
OISTRI CT 08
STATUS ACT I VE
EPA ID NUMBER TX0982284382
STAFF : PC
REG ION
COUNTY
WCO
O 1 S BEXAR
HAZ WASTE STATUS GENERATOR
METHOD TRANSPORT
GENERAT INC SI
DESCRIPTION of W
TE LOCATION 96S1 WESTOVER HILLS BLVO SAN ANTONIO
r SEC
1
SIC CODE DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITES
3674 SEMICONDUCTORS AND RELATED DEVICES
'SOLID WASTE GENE
SEO WCC
00 1 9 1 6600
WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
CLASS
IH LIQUID
FORM
(NON-WATER BASE)
L 002 90 1930
EPA NOS FOO 1 F003
ON -S
I
TE/OFF-S ITE
ACIO. INORGANIC IH LIQUID (WATER BASE)
003 974820
EPA NOS : U 1 34
ON-S ITE
ARSENI C TR IOX I DE IH SOL ID (PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
00* 9 1 2520
EPA NOS : PO 1 2
NO LONGER GENERATED
MERCURY
,
LIQUID I H L I0U ID (NON-WATER BASE)
005 100630
EPA NOS D009
OFF-S ITE
CAUSTIC WASTES I L IOU ID (WATER BASE]
006 1 79760
SANITARY SEWER
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC.
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-S ITE
I SOL ID PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
007
008
1 1 O4S0
1 1 S520
OIL. WASTE
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLD FOR RECOVERY
OIL. SPENT
I
I
L I OU I
D
L I OU I
( NON-WATER BASE I
(HON- WATER BASE)
009 9 1SS20
ON-S ITE/OFF-SITE
OIL. SPENT
EPA NOS
IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
010 27O3S0
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
METAL SCRAP
ON-SITE/OFF-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
I I SOL ID PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
01 1
1 2
279760
9722 10
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC
ON-S
I
TE/OFF-SI TE
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
I I
IH
SOL 10
SOL ID
PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
PREDOMINANTLY INORGANIC)
EPA NOS D009
SOS
... TEXAS WATER COMMISSION ••*
UENCE: COMPANY NAME INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEN
REGISTRATION
j
FULL RECORO REPORT
PAGE
DATE
1 B5
02/04/92
FOR OAV 10 G GI LLES
38183 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC ICONT!
SOLID WASTE GENERATION SUMMARY ICONT)
^
SEO WCC WASTE DESCRIPTION AND DISPOSITION CLASS FORM
Ol 3 9027 lO
ON-SITE/OFF -SITE
LIOUIOS. AQUEOUS
EPA NOS OOO
1
IH LIQUID (WATER BASE)
14 9 14490
ON-S ITE/OFF
-SITE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
PHOTO RESIST
EPA NOS DOO 1 F003
IH LIQUID (NON-WATER BASE)
HAZARDOUS
ON-S ITE/OFF -S
I
TE/SOLO FOR RECOVERY
WASTE DESCRIPTION HAZARO CODES
000 1
D009
IGNITABLE WASTE
MERCURY
IGNIT CORR EP TOX REACT ACUTE
X
X
TOX
FOO 1 THE FOLLOWING SPENT HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS USED IN DECREASING:
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
.
T R I C H L OR E T H Y L E N E . METHYLENE CHLORIDE.
1
.
1
.
1
- TRICHLOROETHANE
.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE. ANO CHLORINATED
X
FLUOROCARBONS
.
ALL SPENT M I X
T
URES /B
L
ENDS USEO IN DECREASING
CONTAINING. BEFORE USE. A TOTAL OF TEN PERCENT OR MORE (BY
,
VOLUME] OF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE HALOGENATEO SOLVENTS OR
THOSE SOLVENTS LISTED IN F002, F004 AND FOOS. AND STILL
BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT SOLVENTS ANO SPENT
SOLVENT MIXTURES
F003
t
SPENT NON-HALOGENATED S L VE N T S X Y L E N E . AC E T NE . E T H V L ACETATE.
ETHYL BENZENE
.
ETHYL ETHER. METHYL ISOBUTYL KE TONE
.
N
- BUT V L ALC
OHOL
.
CYCOHEXANONE
.
AND METHANOL. ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON
X
TAINING
.
BEFORE USE. ONLY THE ABOVE SPENT NON-HALOG SOL , ANO
ALL SPENT SOL MIX/BLENDS CON T A I N I NG . BEF ORE USE. ONE OR MORE
OF THE ABOVE NON-HALOG SOL .AND. A TOTAL OF 107. OR MORE(BY
VOL) OF ONE OR MORE OF THOSE SOLS LISTEO IN FOO 1 . F002 . F004
,
ANO foos. ANO STILL BOTTOMS FROM THE RECOVERY OF THESE SPENT
SOLVENTS ANO SPENT SOLVENT MIXTURES
PO 1 2
U 1 34
ARSENIC TRIOXIDE OR ARSENICUM! OXIOE
HYDROFLUORIC ACIO OR HYOROGEN FLUORIOE
X
X X
SEO DESCRIPTION ANO STATUS
01 TANK 1 SUB -SURFACE I
ACTIVE
D ISTRICT . 08
LATITUDE CAPACITY 60OO
LONG I TUOE : ELEVAT I ON
SURFACE AREA
GAL
COUNTY 015 BEXAR
DATE OPENED
DATE I NACT I VE
DATE CLOSED
FACILITY USE STORAGE FOR LESS THAN 90 DAYS
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEEO REQUIRED DATE RECOROEO
00 1 I H
FAC I L ITV
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
DESCRIPTION WASTE SOLVENT STORAGE TANKLOCATEO IN VAULT
owo5os
SEQUENCE COMPANY NAME
« TEXAS WATER COMMISSION '
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM
BEG I STRAT I ON
FULL RECORD REPORT
FOR OAV I CI LLES
PACE
DATE 02/04
3tit: VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC (CONT)
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES SUMMARY (CONTI
SEO DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
02 TANK ( SUB-SURFACE )
ACTIVE
D ISTRI CT : 0»
LAT I TUOE
LONGITUDE .
SURFACE AREA
CAPACITY 27000 GAL
ELEVAT I ON :
COUNTY 15 BEXAR
DATE OPENED
OATE INACTIVE
DATE CLOSED
FAC I L I TY USE PROCESS ING
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
OEEO REOU I RED OATE RECOROED
002 I H
OOS I
FAC I L I TY
ACID. I NORGAN I
C
CAUSTIC WASTES
DESCRIPTION WASTEWATER PRETREATMENT BY 3-PHASE NUETRAL 2AT ION
03 CONTAI NE(
ACT I VE
STORAGE AREA LATITUDE
LONG I TUOE
CAPACITY: 1 OO DRUMS
ELEVAT I ON :
SURFACE AREA:
DATE OPENED 09-89
DATE INACT I VE
OATE CLOSED
SUBJECT TO PERMIT:
DEED REOU I RED : OATE RECORDED:
FACI L I TY
004 IH
005 I
USE STORAGE
MERCURY
, L IOU I
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC.
007 I
OOS I
009 IH
OIL. WASTE
OIL. SPENT
OIL. SPENT
010 II
012 IH
013 IH
METAL SCRAP
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
LIOUIOS. AOUEOUS
14 I H
FACI L ITY
PHOTO RESIST
DESCRIPTION: 4-RM CHEMICAL STORAGE BUILDING
04 MISCELLANEOUS STORAGE CONTAINERS
ACTIVE
LAT I TUOE
LONGI TUOE :
SURFACE AREA
CAPACITY VARIOUS
ELEVATION :
DATE OPENED 09-S4
DATE INACTIVE:
DATE CLOSED
FACI L I TY USE STORAGE
SUBJECT TO PERMIT
DEED REOU I RED OATE RECORDED:
Oil II
FACIL ITY
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC
DESCRIPTION: MISC TRASH RECEPTACLE AROUND PLANT
owosos
SE0UENCE
:
COMPANY NAME
'«• TEXAS WATER COMMISSION •••
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM
REGISTRATION
PACE
OATE 02/04
NUMBER OF RECORDS SELECTED
APPENDIX B
Appendix B is the 1988 Shipper Monitor Report of individual
waste streams disposed of by Texas based companies
categorized under SIC 3674 (Semiconductors and Related
Devices )
.
B
B-l

)WOS4 2
TEXAS
SH
I
PPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR INC REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/20/92
PACE 1
SHIPPER 3O203 TECCOR ELECTRONICS. INC DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY: 0S7 OALLAS
EPA ID TX0OO7359S24
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
BAS IN 08 TRINITY R
I
VER
*ASTE CODE 900870 OUAN GENERATEO 36
CIO. MIXED
ANOLINC T3t NEUTRALIZATION
140 000 00 (GALS ) OUAN. HANOLEO:
RECEI VER 10303
36 , 140, OOO 00
TRINITY RIVER
I GALS )
AUTHOR
RECORD 9 1 1 4S47 1 4
<aSTE CODE 911010 OUAN CENERATEO:
REON
SO 00 I GALS ) OUAN HANOLEO :
RECEIVER: S0029
30 00
H . E . A . T INC.
1 GALS ) RECORD 9 1 14S47 IS
ANOLiNG TSO 8LEN0INC
IASTE CODE 91**90 OUAN CENERATEO IO 87S 00 ( GALS I OUAN HANOLED : 1 O . 67S . OO ( GALS 1 RECORD 9 1 1 4S47 1
6
HOTO RESIST
ANOLING TSO BLENOINC
RECEIVER S0029 HEAT INC
ASTS COOE: 91SS80 OUAN GENERATED
RICHLOROETHANE
ANOLINC: T5« DISTILLATION
7*0 OO (GALS) OUAN HANOLEO :
RECEIVER: S0029
740 00HEAT INC I GALS ) RECORD
9 1 1 4S47 1
7
1STE COOE: U05I0 OUAN GENERATED
ILICA-SANO SLURRV
2 770 OO I GALS ) OUAN. HANOLEO:
RECEIVER: S0O29
2 , 770 OOHEAT INC . 1 GALS ) RECORO
9 1 14S47 16
'-NOLING TSO BLENOINC
aSTE COOE 900970 OUAN CENERATEO 9 034 00 ( CALS ) OUAN HANOLED : 9 . 034 . OO 1 GALS ) RECORO
:
* 1 1 4S47 19
CID SOLUTION, MIXED METAL SALTS
ANOLINC: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
RECEIVER: DW186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
ASTE CODE: 910OB0 OUAN CENERATEO
CETONE
ANOLINC: TSO BLENOINC
3 77S 00 ( GALS
)
OUAN HANOLEO :
RECEIVER: DW18S
3 , 77S OO I GALS )
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORD : 9 1 1 454720
W0S42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 2
SHIPPER: 30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS . INC . DISTRICT 0* REGION : OO COUNTY : OS7 OALLAS
EPA ID TX0OO73S9S24 BASIN: OB TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
ISTE CODE: 910090
IETONE
1NDLINC TSO BLENOINC
OUANTI TY
:
550 OO ( SALS
)
RECEIVER S0029
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVEO
M EAT INC
0386
0322
T ICKET :
RECORD
OOS00022
692 1 40004
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
3*60* VAN WATERS
H I GHWAY
* ROGERS
.
INC
iSTE COOE : 9 14490
• OTO RESIST
INOLING TSO BLENOINC
OUANT I T Y 2 . «7S OO (GALS) RECEIVER: S0029
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
H EAT. INC
0366
0322
TICKET :
RECORO :
005OO022
692 1 40005
tST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
34604 VAN WATERS
H I GHWAY
8 ROGERS
.
I NC
ISTE COOE: 91S860
'ICHLOROETHANE
INOLING: TS4 DISTILLATION
OUANTITY : 220 .00 (GALS ) RECEIVER: S0029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO :
H EAT INC
0366
0322
TICKET
RECORO :
O05O0022
692 1 40006
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
34604 VAN WATERS
HIGHWAY
1 ROGERS
.
INC
.STE COOE: 940S90
LICA-SANO SLURRY
.NDLINC: TSO BLENOINC
OUANTITY : 4 IO.OO (GALS) RECEIVER: S0029
REPORT OATE
:
DATE RECEIVEO:
H EAT INC
0386
0322
T ICKET :
RECORD
:
00500022
892140007
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
3*804 VAN WATERS
HIGHWAY
6 ROCERS
,
INC .
STE CODE 910090
ETONE
NDLINC: TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TY SOO
. 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 50029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO :
H EAT. INC
OS88
OS25
TICKET :
RECORO
:
0OSOOO24
690800166
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
34604 VAN WATERS
H I GHWAY
8 ROCERS
.
INC .
STE COOE: 914*90
'OTO RESIST
NOLING TSO BLENOINC
OUANT I TY 2 . 100 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER S0029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO :
H EAT INC
0588
OS25
T ICKET
RECORD
00S00024
890SOO 1 87
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
34604 VAN WATERS
H I GHWAY
t ROGERS
.
INC
STE COOE 9 l 5880
ICHLOROETHANE
NOLING T5« DISTILLATION
OUANT I TY
:
IOO.00 (CALS 1 RECE I VER 50029
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VEO :
H EAT INC
0568
0525
T
I
CKET
RECORO
OOS00024
890SOO 1 88
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
34604 VAN WATERS
H I GHWAY
1 ROCERS
.
INC
0WO5 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSO0I
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1944 THRU DEC 1944
2/:
PACE
SHIPPER 30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS. INC 3ISTRICT 04 REGION: OO COUNTY 057 DALLAS
EPA ID TXD007359S24 BAS IN 04 TRINITY
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
II VER
WASTE CODE 940S90 QUANTITY
S I
L
ICA-SANO SLURRY
HANDLING T50 BLENDING
4S0 OO (GALS) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VEO :
H EAT INC
0S44
0525
TICKET
RECORD
OOS(
S90(<
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
34S04 VAN WATERS
H I GHWAY
« ROGERS. INC
WASTE CODE 914400 OUANTITV:
MINERAL OIL. MALEIC ANNHVORIOE. H20
HANDLING: T50 8LEN0ING
2 . OOO 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VEO :
H EAT INC
OS**
0927
T I CKET
RECORD
OOS<
S902
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40*32 AMER TECH
H I GHWAY
ENV IR ANAL mgmt
WASTE CODE: 910090 OUANTITY:
ACETONE
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
1 , OOO 00 I GALS) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEI VEO
H EAT INC
0944
092*
T I CKET :
RECORD :
0051
(902
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
34(04 VAN WATERS
H I GHWAY
« ROGERS. INC
WASTE CODE: 9ISIIO OUANTITY
TRICHLOROETHANE
HANDLING. TS4 OISTILLATION
1 SO OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VEO
H EAT INC
091*
092S
T ICKET
RECORO :
OOSI
(902
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
34804 VAN WATERS
H I GHWAY
« ROGERS. INC
WASTE COOE: 9AOS90 OUANTITY:
SILICA-SAND SLURRY
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
SSO 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
09*4
092*
T
I
CKET
RECORO
oos<
4902
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
3**04 VAN WATERS
H I GHWAY
* ROGERS. INC
WASTE CODE 9149*0 OUANTITY
ALCOHOL
.
N-BUTYL
HANDLING: T50 BLENDING
2 . OOO 00 1 GALS) RECEI VER 50029
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VED
H EAT INC
1 1 a*
1 1 2*
T I CKET
RECORD
OOSI
8905!
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40*32 AMER TECH
H I GHWAY
ENVIR ANAL MGMT
WASTE CODE: 900970 OUANTITY
ACID SOLUTION. MIXED METAL SALTS
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
1
. 79S OO 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S6
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL
034*
0330
RESOURCES
.
T I CKET
RECORO
00S<
88 1«<
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
OWItC GIBRALTER
H I GHWAY
:hemical RESOURCES.
-
0WOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 19** THRU DEC 191*
2/i
PAGE
SHIPPER: 30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS, INC. DISTRICT: 04 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 0S7 OALLAS
EPA ID TXD0073S9524 BASIN 0* TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE: 900970
ACID SOLUTION. MIXED METAL
HANDLING 040 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV
SALTS
INJECT ION
2 , 454 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1«*
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0744
070 1
TICKET
RECORO
005!
44271
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
DWIIS GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE 900970
ACID SOLUTION. MIXED METAL
HANDLING 0*0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
SALTS
INJECT ION
1
.
900 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER OWItt
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
09**
0920
T ICKET
RECORO
005<
9ii4:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
OWItS GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I G HWA Y
WASTE CODE: 900970
ACID SOLUTION, MIXED METAL
HANDLING: 0*0 UNOERGROUNO
OUANTI TY
SALTS
INJECT ION
2 , 17S 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER OWIIS
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
1 244
1 20 1
T ICKET
RECORO
005!
• 903:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
DWIt* GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I G HWA Y
WASTE COOE : 900970
ACID SOLUTION, MIXEO METAL
HANOLING: OSO UNOERGROUNO
OUANTI TY
:
SALTS
INJECT ION
710 OO ( GALS 1 RECEIVER: DWIt*
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
1 2*«
1 22*
T ICKET
RECORO
005!
4903
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0*116 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 170490
SOIL, CONTAMINATED
HANOLING: 0*1 LANOFILL
OUANTITY : IS 00 ( CYOS) RECEIVER: H1209
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
CSC DISPOSAL. INC
0441
04 1 2
TICKET
RECORD
003'
**3*l
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
4049 1 A H CHANEY
. INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE 170*90
SOIL, CONTAMINATED
HANDLING 0*1 LANOFILL
OUANT I T Y : 1 5 OO ( CYOS) RECEIVER H1209
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
CSC DISPOSAL . INC
04*«
04 1 2
TICKET
RECORO
003
49 34
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
4049 1 A H CHANEY
, INC
H I GHWAY
WM«2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM IDWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PACE 5
3MPANV TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS)
LllllllllOOIXIIOIIK******'1111 * 1
TOTAL CENERATEO SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANACED ON-SITE
»STE CODE 1 70490
OIL. CONTAMINATEO
27 27
1STE COOE : 900670
: I . MI XEO
1 SO . 704 1 50 . 704
1STE CODe 900970
:iO SOLUTION. MIXED METAL SALTS
38 38
LsTE COOE: 910090
:etone
1 6 1 6
JSTE COOE 9 12010
(EON
1ST! COOE : 9 1 MOO
NSBAL OIL. MALEIC ANNHYDRIDE. H20
8 8
ISTE CODE : 9 14490
(OTO RESIST
45 45
JSTE COOE : 9 1 4990
COHC L . N -BUTYL
8 8
ISTE COOE 9 ISllO
UCHLOROETHANE
3 3
ISTE COOE : 940S90
LlCa-SANO SLURRY
12 1 2
IMPANY SUMMARY: 30209
iKialillttlltl •s*sss*««s*asss
TOTAL VOLUME ISO, 88
1
150. 86
1
CLASS I ERA HA2AR00US ISO. 834 ISO, 834
OTHER CLASS 1 : 27 27
CLASS II :
OS 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
RERIOO COVERED: JAN 19SS THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 6
HIPPER: 30382 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY., INC. DISTRICT: 04 REGION OO COUNTY OS7 OALLAS
EPA ID TX0982758641 BASIN: 00
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
STE COOE 100770 OUAN GENERATED
till SULFATE
NDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC
1 SS 00 (GALS) OUAN. HANDLEO 16$ 00 (GALS) RECORD:
RECEIVER 37531 ALPHA OMEGA RECYCLIN
69 IS 10269
STE COOE 9034SO OUAN. GENERATED:
ATING BATH SOLUTION
.
990 oo ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLEO: 1.990.00 (GALS) RECORD
RECEIVER Z0017 ILLINOIS RECEIVER
89 1 S 1 0270
NDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM.
STE COOE: 900130 OUAN GENERATED:
ETC
440 00 I GALS 1
GENERATOR'S COMMENT CPI JOLLIET IL 60435 ILD062480SSO
OUAN HANOLED: 440 00 (GALS) RECORD. 89 15 1027
1
MONIUM HYOROXIOE (NH40H)
NDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.
RECEIVER: Z0040 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: USPCI WAYNOKA OK 73860 0K0O6S438376
STE CODE: 91013O OUAN GENERATED:
GREASER
NDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL,, DRUM,
4
, S80
ETC )
00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED 4,560 00 (GALS) RECORD:
RECEIVER 20040 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT HRI TULSA OK 74107 0K0OOO632737
89 1$ 10272
'STE COOE: 912010 OUAN. GENERATED:
EON
280 oo (CALS ) OUAN. HANDLEO: 280.00 (GALS) RECORD:
RECEIVER: Z0040 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
89 IS 10273
NDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM,
'STE CODE: 909140 OUAN GENERATED:
ETC.
980 00 (GALS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT HRI TULSA OK 74107 0K0OOO632737
OUAN. HANDLED 980.00 (GALS) RECORD: 69 IS 10274
LVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORC)
NDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
RECEIVER Z0047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: CSX GREENBRIAR TN 37073 TN000O64S77O
'STE CODE: 911170 OUAN GENERATED:
RCHLOROETHVLENE
NDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM, ETC.
.015 oo ( GALS I OUAN. HANOLED: I.OIS 00 (GALS) RECORD
RECEIVER: Z0047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT GSX GREENBRIAR TN 37073 TN000064S770
69 IS 10275
STE CODE: 915880 OUAN CENERATEO:
ICHLOROETHANE
ISO 00 1 GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: 1 SO 00 (GALS) RECORD
RECEIVER 20047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
89 1 S 10276
NOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC GENERATOR'S COMMENT: GSX GREENBRIAR TN 37073 TND0OO64S77O
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
)WOS«2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT 2/2'
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM IOWOSOO) PACE
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1986 THRU DEC 1966
SHIPPER 30362 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY, INC 01STRICT Q4 RECION 00 COUNTY 057 DALLAS
EPA ID TX0962758S41 SASIN OO
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPEO
WASTE CODE 911170 OUANTITY 200 00 (GALS) RECEIVER S0029 MEAT INC TICKET 0O20
PERCHLOROETHYLENE REPORT DATE OIU RECORD: 91143
HANDLING TS4 DISTILLATION DATE RECEIVED O '0«
1ST TRANSPORTER 30440 H
METHOD OP TRANS HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE 912010 OUANTITY SO.OO (GALS) RECEIVER: S0029 HEAT INC TICKET: 0020
FREON REPORT OATE OKI RECORD 91143
HANDLING: TS4 DISTILLATION OATE RECEIVED O '04
1ST TRANSPORTER: 30440 HEAT
METHOO OF TRANS HIGHWAY
WASTE CODE 914740 OUANTITY: 500 00 (GALS) RECEIVER S0029 HEAT INC TICKET: 0O20
IGNITABLE WASTES REPORT DATE Ollt RECORD: 91143
HANDLING TSO BLENDING DATE RECE I VED O 1Q4
1ST TRANSPORTER: 3O440 H.
METHOD OF TRANS HIGHWAY
DWOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 19(8 THRU OEC 1*88
2/2
PAGE
SHIPPER 30362 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY. INC DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 057 DALLAS
EPA 10 TX09827S884 1
WASTE REPORTED
BAS 1 N OO
AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
WASTE COOE: 10B3OO OUANTITY:
ETCHING SOLUTION
HANDLING UNKNOWN
990 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 20017
REPORT DATE
OATE SH
I
PPED
ILLINOIS RECEIVER
oaai
0623
TICKET
RECORO
L 198
882*3
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
CP INORGANICS J0LIET ILD062480BS0
41106 ELECTRONIC ORILLINC CONTROL
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 10S3OO OUANTITY:
ETCHING SOLUTION
1 . 000 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER ZOOI7
REPORT DATE
ILLINOIS RECEIVER
0288
T ICKET
RECORO
L 196
66243
HANDL INC: UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
02 1 1
CP INORGANICS JOLLIET IL
41108 ELECTRONIC DRILLING CONTROL
WASTE COOE: 900130 OUANTITY: 1 (S OO ( GALS
)
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER 20040
H I GHWAY
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER TICKET 004t
AMMONIUM HYOROXIDE (NH40H)
HANDLING: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE
OATE SHIPPEO:
SHIPPER COMMENT
0368
03 1 S
USPCI LONE MOUNTAIN
RECORO 46243
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
4O80S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT.
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE 912010 OUANTITY:
FREON
HANDL ING UNKNOWN
SS .00 ( GALS RECEIVER : Z0040
REPORT DATE:
OATE SHIPPED:
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0368
03 1 S
TI CKET
RECORO
0049
6*243
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
HRI TULSA OK
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT,
HI GHWAY
INC .
WASTE COOE: 914740 OUANTITY:
IGNITABLE WASTES
6S0 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: Z0040
REPORT DATE
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0388
TICKET
RECORD
004*
88243
HANDL I NG UNKNOWN OATE SHI PPED :
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
0315
HRI TULSA OK
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. I NC
WASTE CODE 909140 OUANTITY 650 00 ( GALS )
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 20040
H I GHWAY
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER T I CKET 004*
SOLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORG)
HANDLINC UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
0588
OS 10
HY0R0CAR80N RECYCLERS INC TULSA OK
RECORD 862S6
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT,
H I GHWAY
INC
z
x
3
JW05 4 2
TEXAS
SHIPPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PERIOD COVEREO
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NC REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
JAN I9tl THRU DEC 1944
2/20/9 2
PAGE 9
SHIPPER 30362 OPKK TECHNOLOGY. INC 3ISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY DS7 DALLAS
EPA ID T«D91275te«l
WASTE REPORTEO AS SHIPPED ANO
SASIN OO
4ECE I V ED
»ASTE CODE 912010 OUANTITY
•REON
lANOLlNG UNKNOWN
50 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 20040
REPORT DATE
DATE SHIPPED
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0548
OS 1
T
I
CKET
RECORD
00496492
882580432
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
HYDROCARBON RECYCLERS INC TULSA
40S0S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I GHWAY
OK
*ASTE CODE 909140 QUANTITY
0. VENTS (0RC1 ACIDS (INORC)
935 OO ( GALS ) RECei VER : Z0040
REPORT OATE
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
1 1 88
T CKET
RECORD
OOS220S9
89OO40034
ANOLINC UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
1115
HRI 5354 4STH ST SOUTH TULSA OK
40SOS CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
74 107
(ASTE CODE: 910130 QUANTITY:. 1 65 00 (GALS)
METHOD OF TRANS
RECE I VER 20040
H I GHWAY
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER T CKET OOS22089
EGREASER
ANOLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE :
OATE SHI PPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1 1 88
1116
EPA 0K0OOO632737 HRI TULSA OK
RECORD 890040035
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I GHWAY
IASTE CODE 900130 OUANTITY
MMONIUM HYDROXIDE (NH40H)
ANDLINC: UNKNOWN
55 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: Z0O40
REPORT OATE:
DATE SHIPPEO :
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
OT86
0707
TICKET
RECORD
OOS4S524
662720429
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
USPCI RR2 BOX 180A WAYNOKA OK
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I GHWAY
ASTE CODE 909140 OUANTITY:
OLVENTS (ORC) ACIDS (INORC)
•05 OO ( GALS I RECEIVER: ZOO40
REPORT OATE
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0766
T ICKET
RECORD
00545526
882720430
ANDLINC UNKNOWN DATE SHIPPEO
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
0707
HRI 5354 W 46ST TULSA OK
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
ASTE CODE 909140 QUANTITY 1 55 00 [ GALS ]
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 20O40
H I GHWAY
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER T ICKET OOS45798
OLVENTS IORC) ACIDS (INORC)
ANOLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE
DATE SHIPPED :
SHIPPER COMMENT
0968
09 1 4
J/OKOGSX PO ORAWER C GREENBRIER TN
RECORD
370
663360034
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40BOS CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I GHWAY
-
W054 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( 0WO5OO
)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1966
2/20/92
PACE 10
SHIPPER: 30362 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY^ INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 057 DALLAS
EPA ID TX09827SS641
WASTE REPORTEO
BASIN OO
AS SHIPPEO ANO RECEIVED
ASTE COOE 911170 OUANTITY
ERCHLOROETHYLENE
ANDL I NC UNKNOWN
220 00 ( CALS ) RECE I VER 20040
REPORT OATE:
OATE SHI PPED
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
098S
09 1 4
TICKET
RECORD
O0545798
683360035
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
J/OKOCSX PO ORAWER C GREENBRIER TN
4 605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC.
H I GHWAY
370
ASTE COOE: 90O13O OUANTITY
MMONIUM HYDROXIDE INH40H)
220 OO ( CALS I RECEIVER 20040
REPORT OATE
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0968
T
I
CKET
RECORD
00S4S8 1
1
883360036
ANOLINC UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPEO:
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
09 15
USPCI RR2 BOX 180A WAYNOKA OK 73660
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
ASTE CODE 90914O OUANTITY 550 00 (CALSI
METHOD OF TRANS
RECE I VER : Z0040
H I CHWAY
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER T I CKET 005458 1 2
OLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORG)
ANDLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
DATE SHIPPEO:
SHIPPER COMMENT
0988
OB 14
HRI 5354 W 46 ST SOUTH TULSA OK
RECORD 863360037
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I GHWAY
•ASTE CODE 909140 OUANTITY:
-OLVENTS (ORCI ACIDS (INORC)
ANDLINC UNKNOWN
1 65 . 00 1 CALS I RECEIVER: Z0040
REPORT OATE:
OATE SHIPPED :
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
07B6
0729
TICKET
RECORO
OOS4S839
68272043
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
HRI 5354 W 46ST TULSA OK
40 SOS CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H I CHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40330 CSX SERVICES. INC
H I CHWAY
ASTE CODE 912010 OUANTITY
• EON
ANOLINC UNKNOWN
55 . 00 ( CALS ) RECE I VER Z0040
REPORT OATE:
OATE SH
I
PPED
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0786
0729
T I CKET
RECORO
OOS4S839
882720432
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
HRI 5354 w 46ST TULSA OK
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I GHWAY
2N0 TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40330 CSX SERVICES. INC
H I CHWAY
DW05 4 2
TEXAS
SHIPPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PER 100 COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
JAN IStt THRU DEC 1911
2/20/
PACE
SHIPPER 30362 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY. INC DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 0S7 DALLAS
EPA 10: TXD9*27S»64 1
WASTE REPORTED
BAS I N 00
AS SHIPPEO ANO RECEIVED
iiti)l>t*iaiinittta*iiltt>l>>»ltlliB>l itB • • * » S « « a aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaai
WASTE COOE 90914O OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORC)
HANDLING: UNKNOWN
200 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER Z0047
REPORT DATE:
DATE SHIPPED:
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
Oil!
0427
T ICKET :
RECORO
003131
852520-
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
GSX SERVICES INC GREENBRIAR TN
4 SOS CHEMAWAV TRANSPORT, INC
H I GHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40330 GSX SERVICES. INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 9I5IIO QUANTITY
TR
I
CHLOROETHANE
HANDLING: UNKNOWN
1 SO 00 (CALS ) RECEIVER: Z0047
REPORT DATE
:
DATE SH IPPED
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
04a*
0427
T ICKET
RECORO
003831
882520
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
GSX SERVICES INC GREENBRIAR TN
40S0S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I GHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40330 GSX SERVICES, INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 909140 OUANTITV
SOLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORC)
HANDLING: UNKNOWN
too 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 20047
REPORT DATE:
DATE SHIPPEO
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
0288
0223
T ICKET
RECORD :
oosoo
88 24 30
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
GSX SERVICES INC GREENBRIAR TN
4060S CHEMAWAV TRANSPORT. INC.
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 911170 OUANTITV:
PERCHLOROETHVLENE
1 00 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER Z0047
REPORT DATE
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
0288
T ICKET
RECORO :
oosoo
882430'.
HANDLING UNKNOWN DATE SH IPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
0223
GSX SERVICES INC GREENBRIAR TN
40S0S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
WASTE COOE: 909140 OUANTITY: 27S . 00 1 GALS 1
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 20047
H I GHWAY
TENNESSEE RECEIVER T ICKET : 00S21I
SOLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORG)
HANOLING: UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
DATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1 1 88
1 1 IS
EPA TN0OOO64S77O GSX GREENBRIAR TN
RECORO S90040C
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2N0 TRANSPORTER
40S0S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I GHWAY
403S3 LAIOLAW ENVIR SVCS (TS). I NC
METHOD OF TRANS H I GHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PER100 COVEREO: JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
SHIPPER: 30382 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY. DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY: 0S7 PALLAS
EPA ID : TXD9827S864 1 BASIN: 00
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPEO AND RECEIVED
WASTE CODE : * 1 1 170
PERCHLOROETHVLENE
HANDL 1 NG UNKNOWN
OUANT I TY 220 00 ( GALS
)
RECEIVER Z0O47 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
REPORT DATE : 1188
DATE SHI PPED 1 1 1 S
T ICKET :
RECORO :
0052 1
8»OO40<
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
CSX INC PO ORAWER C GREENBRIER TENN
lotos CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC.
H I GHWAY
2N0 TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS:
403S3 LAIDLAW ENVIR
H I G HWA V
SVCS ITS). INC
WASTE COOE: 909140 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS (ORG) AC I OS (INORG)
HANDL I NG : UNKNOWN
SS OO (GALSI RECEIVER: 200*7 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
REPORT OATE: 1288
OATE SHIPPEO: 12 13
TI CKET
:
RECORO :
OOS22
I
890240
SHIPPER COMMENT
:
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS:
GREENBRIER TENN 37073 GSX
40*05 CHEMAWAV TRANSPORT.
HI GHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS:
40353 LAIDLAW ENVIR.
H I GHWAY
SVCS
.
(TS 1 . INC
.
WASTE COOE : t 1 1 170
PERCHLOROETHVLENE
HANOL ING : UNKNOWN
OUANTITV : 1 10 . 00 I GALS RECEIVER: 20047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
REPORT OATE: 1288
DATE SHIPPED: 12 13
T ICKET :
RECORD :
005221
830240
SHIPPER COMMENT:
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
GSX INC PO DRAWER C GREENBRIAR TN
40*05 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC.
H 1 GHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS:
40353 LAIDLAW ENVIR.
H I GHWAY
SVCS . ( TS )
,
00522
890240
WASTE COOE : 909 1 40
SOLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORG)
HANDL I NG : UNKNOWN
OUANT I TV : 220 OO (GALS) RECEIVER: 20047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
REPORT DATE : 1 288
OATE SHIPPED: 12 13
T I CKET :
RECORO :
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
HRI TULSA OK
40*05 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT.
H 1 GHWAY
WASTE COOE 909 1 40 I
SOLVENTS (ORC) AC10S (INORC)
1 IS 00 I GALS
)
RECEIVER: Z0047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
REPORT OATE : 0788
TI CKET
RECORD
005*5
882720
HANDL I NC UNKNOWN OATE SHI PPEO
:
SHI PPER COMMENT
:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
07 1 3
GSX PO ORAWER C GREENBRIAR TN
4Q60S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I GHWAY
40330 CSX SERVICES. INC
HIGHWAY
05*2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/20/52
PACE l
3
HIPPER 303*2 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY. INC. DISTRICT Ot REGION OO COUNTY 057 OALLAS
EPA I TX09»27586* 1
WASTE REPORTEO
BASIN OO
AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
,as**sssss***s«*s>*««*«*****>>'********> sss«s*ssss>a**s**s IlltlllllllllSII «••" •
STE CODE 910030 QUANTITY
LENE/XYLOL
MOLING: UNKNOWN
SS 00 [ GALS ) RECE I VER 20O47
REPORT OATE
OATE SHIPPED
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
0788
07 1 3
T I CKET
RECORD
00545873
882720434
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
CSX PO ORAWER C GREENBRIAR TN
40*05 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H I GHWAY
2ND IHANSPURTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40330 GSX SERVICES, INC
H I GHWAY
STE CODE 911170 QUANTITY:
tCHLOROETHYlENE
(01 INC ! UNKNOWN
1 6S . 00 ( GALS 1 RECE I VER : Z0047
REPORT OATE
OATE SH
I
PPED
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
0788
07 1 3
T I CKET
RECORD
00545873
882720435
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
GSX PO ORAWER C GREENBRIAR TN
4OS0S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC.
H I GHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40330 CSX SERVICES. INC
H I CHWAY
STE CODE 912010 OUANTITY
ON
(DUNG . UNKNOWN
55 OO ( GALS ) RECEI VER 20047
REPORT DATE:
DATE SHIPPED:
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
0788
07 1 3
TI CKET
:
RECORD
00545873
882720438
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
GSX PO DRAWER C GREENBRIAR TN
4060S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC.
H I GHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40330 GSX SERVICES. INC
H I GHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 14
»2 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY
,
IPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHI PPED OFF-S I TE MANAGED ON-SITE
TE CODE 1 00770
KEL SULFATE
TE CODE : 108300
MING SOLUTION
TE CODE 900130
ONIUM HYDROXIDE (NH40HI
TE COOE : 9034*0
TING BATH SOLUTION
ITE CODE 909 1 40
VENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORGI
TE CODE: 910030
ENE/XYLOL
TE CODE
REASER
ITE COOE : * 1 1 170
CHLOROETH Y LENE
I TE COOE
TE COOE: 91*740
ITABLE WASTES
TE COOE 9 15**0
CHLOROETHANe
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
I
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1966
30362 OPTEK TECMNOLOCY, INC.
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SMI PPED OFF -SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
COMPANY SUMMARY 30382
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS I I
DWOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20
PACE
SHIPPER 304T7 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10: TXDOII4S09I7 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE COOE: 112420 OUAN
METHYL PYRROLIDONE
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER
CENERATEO :
BARREL
.
ORUM.
1
ETC ]
889 00 1 GALS ) OUAN HANOLEO O 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: Ol CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
AREA A
RECORD 890760609
WASTE COOE : 1 794SO
CONTAINERS. EMPTY
OUAN GENERATED : O 00 ( TONS 1 OUAN HANOLEO: 0.00 (TONS)
FACILITY: 24 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORO 8907BOB1C
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER
WASTE COOE: 900040 OUAN
BARREL
.
ORUM.
GENERATED :
ETC. )
13 1 747 00 ( GALS )
STORAGE AREA B
OUAN HANOLEO: 1.34S.OO (GALS) RECORD 890780812
AC ID , SULFURIC
HANDLING: S02 TANK
FAC I
L
ITY : 12 TANK
BLDC
( SURFACE )
A TANK NO 3--8TOO GALLON CAPACITY
WASTE COOE : 900040
ACID. SULFURIC
HANOL INC : S02 TANK
OUAN GENERATED : 131 747 OO ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLEO:
FACI L ITY : 08 TANK
BLOC
3.S2B OO (GALS) RECORD
(SURFACE )
B TANKS NO 3 ANO NO 4--6400 GALLON CAP
8907B0B1 1
EAC
WASTE COOe: 90I24O
ACIO. SPENT
OUAN GENERATED : 4B7 1 1 1 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED:
FAC I L I TY : 11 TANK
1 . 8S8 00 ( GALS
)
(SURFACE )
RECORD 89O7606 M
HANOL ING : S02 TANK
WASTE CODE : 90 1 240 OUAN GENERATED : 467 1 1 1 00 (GALS)
BLDC
OUAN HANOLEO :
A TANK NO. 1- 8700 GALLON CAP
4.494 OO (CALSJ RECORO 8907808 1
:
AC ID
.
SPENT
HANOL INC : S02 TANK
FACI L ITY : 07 TANK
BLDG
( SURFACE )
B TANKS NO. 1 ANO NO. 2- B200 GAL CAP EACH
WASTE COOE: 910100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOL ING : S02 TANK
OUAN GENERATED : 78 256 00 1 GALS ) OUAN HANDLED
FACILITY : 10 TANK
BLOC
OO ( GALS )
1 SURFACE )
B EMERGENCY TANK--1000 GALLON
RECORD
CAP
8907606 11
WASTE CODE : 9 1 1 OO
SOLVENTS, SPENT
OUAN GENERATED : 78 2SS 00 1 GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: 35 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORD BB078081I
HANOL ING : S02 TANK
WASTE COOE 9 10100 OUAN GENERATED 78 2S6 00 (GALS )
AREA
OUAN HANDLED
A
3
.
100 00 | GALS ) RECORO 890760621
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOL ING : S02 TANK
FACILITY: 19 TANK (SURFACE)
BUILDING A TANK NO. 4
WASTE COOE 9101O0
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANOL I NG : S02 TANK
OUAN GENERATED : 78 2S6 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLEO OO (GALS)
FACILITY: 18 TANK (SURFACE)
BU I LO I NG A TANK NO 3
RECORD 89076081!
WASTE COOE 9101O0
SOLVENTS. SPENT
OUAN GENERATED 78 2S6 00 ( GALS I OUAN HANDLED :
FACI L I TY 17 TANK
1 . 490 00 ( GALS )
(SURFACE )
RECORD 86076061
1
z
HANDLING: S02 TANK BUILDING A TANK NO 2
1
n
/OS42
TEXAS
SH
I
PPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PER IOD COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM (DWO50OI
JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 17
NIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 T X D06 9 4509 9
7
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
,
.STE CODE: 910100
ILVENTS. SPENT
.HOLING S02 TANK
OUAN GENERATED : 78 25S 00 ( CALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 1,490 OO (GALS)
FACILITY: 16 TANK (SURFACE)
BUILDING A TANK NO 1
RECORD 8907B06 1
7
,STE CODE 910100
EVENTS. SPENT
OUAN GENERATED : 78 2SS OO I GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 130 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 23 TANK (SURFACE)
RECORD 8907B0624
.HOLING: S02 TANK
STE COOE : 9 1 1 OO OUAN GENERATED : 78 2S6 00 (GALS)
BU I LD I NC B TANK NO 4
OUAN. HANDLED: 210.00 (CALS) RECORD : 8907S0623
LVENTS, SPENT
.NOLINC S02 TANK
FACILITY 22 TANK (SURFACE)
BUILDING B TANK NO 3
.STE COOE : 9 10100
LVENTS. SPENT
NOLINC S02 TANK
OUAN GENERATED : 78 2S6 OO ( CALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 3.470 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 21 TANK (SURFACE)
BU I LO I NC B TANK NO 2
RECORD : 890760B22
STE COOE: 9 1 O 1 00
HJHTS, SPENT
OUAN GENERATED : 78 2SS OO I CALS 1 OUAN. HANDLED OO (CALS)
FACILITY 20 TANK (SURFACE)
RECORD : 89078062
1
NOLINC S02 TANK
.STE COOE : 9 1 1 ISO OUAN GENERATED : S 402 00 ( GALS )
BU I LO I NC B TANK NO 1
OUAN. HANDLED: 3.100 00 (GALS) RECORD : 89078062S
LVENTS. HALOCENATEO
NOLINC: SOI CONTAINER BARREL. DRUM. ETC . )
FACILITY: 19 TANK (SURFACE)
BUI LOING A TANK NO . 4
.STE CODE : 9 1 1 1 SO OUAN
ILVENTS. HALOCENATEO
.NOLINC: SOI CONTAINER
GENERATED :
BARREL . DRUM. ETC
5
1
402 00 (CALS ) OUAN HANOLEO: 2.302 OO (CALSl
FACILITY: 14 TANK (SURFACE)
RECORO : 69076062S
STE COOE 9119O0 OUAN GENERATED
L. ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
270 00 1 CALS 1 OUAN. HANDLEO: 30 00 (CALSl
FACILITY 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORD 890760627
.NOLINC SOI CONTAINER
.STE COOE : 9 1 4490 OUAN
BARREL
.
DRUM,
GENERATED
ETC 1
l 2 07 1 00 ( GALS 1
AREA A
OUAN HANOLEO: 265 00 (GALS) RECORO 890760628
IOTO RESIST
.NOLINC SOI CONTA INER BARREL. DRUM. ETC . )
FACILITY: 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
AREA A
STE COOE 9 158 10
L ANO SOLVENT
.NDL INC : SOI CONTA
OUAN
INER
GENERATED :
BARREL. DRUM, ETC
1
00 (CALS ) OUAN HANDLED: 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
AREA A
RECORD : 690760629
.STE COOE 919940
.INT ANO SOLVENTS
OUAN CENERATED : 792 OO ( GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED 00 (CALS)
FACILITY: 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORO 890760630
NDL INC SO 1 CONTA INER BARREL. DRUM. ETC ) AREA A
-
<0S42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1966 THRU OEC 1966
HIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 1 4 REGION 00 COUNTY : 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX0O694SO997 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
STE COOE: 9S09SO OUAN CENERATED:
B WASTE
NOLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM,
O
ETC )
00 ( TONS 1 OUAN. HANDLEO:
FACILITY: 01 CONTAINER
AREA A
O 01 ( TONS I
STORAGE AREA
RECORD 89093 1 1ST
STE CODE 972210 OUAN GENERATED
RCURY VAPOR LAMPS
O 06 1 TONS I OUAN . HANDLEO :
FACILITY: 01 CONTAINER
25 ( TONS )
STORAGE AREA
RECORO 69076063
NDLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM.
STE COOE: 972720 OUAN CENERATED
ETC. )
7 3 1 1 TONS )
AREA A
OUAN . HANOLEO : 00 ( TONS ) RECORD : 890760632
SENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
NOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC. )
FACILITY: 01 CONTAINER
AREA A
STORACE AREA
STE COOE 910100 OUAN CENERATED
LVENTS, SPENT
NOLINC TOT ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
78 , 2S6 OO (CALS ) OUAN . HANDLED : 52 .
RECEIVER: 01429 ROLLINS
30S 00 (CALS)
ENV I RONMENTA
RECORD : 890760633
STE COOE 100710 OUAN CENERATEO: 446.104,244.00
STEWATER. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS ( DOME S T I C • I NOUS T R I A
L
(CALS)
;raoe )
OUAN. HANOLEO: 446,104,
RECEIVER: 10S43 CITY OP
244 OO ( CALS )
AUSTIN
RECORO 890760634
NOLINC: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
STE COOE: 90O71O OUAN CENERATEO IS.1I3.14I OO (CALSl OUAN HANDLED IS. 163. 946 OO (GALS) RECORD : 890760635
STEWATER. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS I DOMES T I C - I NOUSTR I AL GRADE)
NDLINC T31 NEUTRALIZATION
RECEIVER: 10543 CITY OF AUSTIN
STE COOE: 90O040 OUAN. CENERATEO:
ID, SULFURIC
NDLINC T31 NEUTRALIZATION
131
,
747 . 00 ( CALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 250 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 37S31 ALPHA OMECA RECVCLIN
RECORO 690760636
STE COOE 112420 OUAN CENERATED:
TMYL PYRROLIDONE
1
.
869 OO I CALS I OUAN. HANDLED: 2,004 00 (CALS)
RECEIVER: 50029 HEAT INC. RECORD 890760637
NOLINC T16 CEMENT KILN
STE CODE 910100 OUAN GENERATED 76
.
256 00 ( CALS ) OUAN HANDLEO : 1
.
965 00 1 CALS ) RECORD 890760638
LVENTS, SPENT
NOLINC T16 CEMENT KILN
RECEIVER: S0O29 HEAT INC.
'STE CODE 911900 OUAN GENERATED
IL, ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
NDL I NG T 1 6 CEMENT KI LN
270 00 (GALS) OUAN HANDLED: 240 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 50029 H EAT INC. RECORD 890760639
STE COOE 914490 OUAN GENERATED
OTO RESIST
1 2 . 07 1 OO ( CALS
)
OUAN HANOLEO: 12.018 OO (GALS)
RECEIVER. 5QQ29 HEAT INC RECORO S90760640
NOLINC T16 CEMENT KILN
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1911 THRU DEC Ull
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC ISTRI CT 14 REGION OO COUNTY : 227 TRAV I
S
EPA ID TX0O694SO997
ANNUAL was TE SUMMARY
BAS IN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE CODE 916940 OUAN
PAINT AND SOLVENTS
HANDLING T16 CEMENT KILN
GENERATED . 792 00 I GALS
)
OUAN. HANDLED 792 OO (CALSI
RECEIVER: S0029 HE A T INC.
RECORD 89076014
WASTE CODE: 901240 OUAN GENERATED:
ACID. SPENT
117,111 OO I GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED 465,132 OO (GALSI
RECEIVER 0W169 OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
RECORD 89076064!
HANDLING D80 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
WASTE CODE: 9OOO40 OUAN GENERATED: 131.747 00 1 GALS ) OUAN . HANDLED : 1 30 , 689 00 I GALS I RECORO : 69076064
ACID. SULFURIC
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
RECEIVER 0W166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
WASTE CODE: 910100 OUAN CENERATEO:
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLING T16 CEMENT KILN
78 . 256 00 ( GALS OUAN HANDLED 17,325 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORD 69076064
WASTE CODE: 950950 OUAN. GENERATED:
LAB WASTE
O 00 [ TONS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 0.06 (TONS)
RECEIVER Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
RECORD 89093116
HANDLING. T07 ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
WASTE CODE: 972720 OUAN GENERATED: 7.31 1 TONS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: ROLLINS, BATON ROUGE. LA LA0O1O39S127
OUAN HANDLED 7 62 I TONS I RECORD: 69076064
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
HANDLING T07 ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
RECEIVER 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT ROLLINS, BATON ROUCE, LA LAD010395127
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1986 THRU DEC 1966
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
TX0O6945O197 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 910100 OUANTITV:
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLING T06 LIQUID INJECTION INCINERATOR
2.16600 ( GALS ) RECEIVER. 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT DATE: 0168
DATE RECEIVED 01 20
T ICKET :
RECORO :
0000
9 1144
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS:
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE 9 1 O 1 OO
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: T06 LIQUID INJECTION
QUANTITY 1
. 466 00 I GALS
)
INCINERATOR
RECEIVER 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT DATE 0188
PATE RECEIVED: 01 27
T ICKET :
RECORD
0000
9 1144
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OP TRANS
:
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION INC.
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE: 9 10 100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLING T06 LIQUID INJECTION INCINERATOR
1 . 549 00 ( GALS RECEIVER: 0142* ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT DATE 0286
DATE RECEIVED: 0204
TICKET:
RECORD
0000
9 1 144
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OP TRANS:
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE COOE : 910100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLING: T01 LIQUID INJECTION INCINERATOR
1 , 433 . 00 I CALS RECEIVER: 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT DATE 0286
DATE RECEIVED: Q2 1 2
TICKET :
RECORO :
0000
9 1 144
1ST TRANSPORTER.
METHOD OF TRANS:
31B02 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION INC.
UNKNOWN
WASTE COOE: 91O1O0 QUANTITY:
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLING T06 LIQUID INJECTION INCINERATOR
1 , 6 12 . 00 ( GALS RECEIVER: 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT DATE: 0286
DATE RECE I VED : Q222
TICKET: 0000
RECORO : 9 1 144
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
:
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION INC.
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE: 910100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: T06 LIQUID INJECTION INCINERATOR
1,932.00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT DATE: 0386
PATE RECEIVED: 0302
TICKET :
RECORD :
0000
690471
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
WASTE COOE: 910100 OUANTITV:
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANOLINC T06 LIQUID INJECTION INCINERATOR
94 ( TONS
)
RECEIVER: 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT DATE: 0388
DATE RECEIVED: 03 1 4
TICKET :
RECORO :
0000
89047
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION INC
UNKNOWN
05 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (0WOSOO1
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 2
l
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC 3ISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV I
S
ERA 10 TX0O694SO997 BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
4STE COOE 9 10100
ILVENTS. SPENT
INOl I NC TOS LIQUID
OUANT I TY :
INJECTION INCINERATOR
1
.
946 00 ( GALS 1 RECE I VER 01429
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VEO
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
0388
0323
TICKET
RECORO 89047079 2
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
I NC
ISTE COOE 9 10100
JLVENTS. SPENT
INOL INC TOS LIQUID
OUANT I TV
:
INJECTION INCINERATOR
1
.
7 IS 00 I GALS ) RECE I VER 01 429
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVEO
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
0388
033 1
T I CKET
RECORD
OOOO 1 1 77
89O47079 3
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
I NC
ISTE COOE 91O1O0
JLVENTS. SPENT
INDL INC : TOS LIQUID
OUANT I TY
INJECTION INCINERATOR
1
.
3S0 00 [ GALS 1 RECEI VER 01 429
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
0*88
0*08
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 1 85
890470794
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
I NC
ISTE COOE: 910100
ILVENTS SPENT
INOL I NG : TOS LIQUID
OUANT I TV
INJECTION INCINERATOR
1
.
852 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 01429
REPORT DATE :
DATE RECE I VEO
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
0488
04 1 S
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 1 90
890470795
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
I NC
ISTE COOE 9 10 100
ILVENTS SPENT
INCLINE TOS LIOUID
OUANT I TY
:
INJECTION INCINERATOR
1
.
329 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER 01429
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECEIVEO
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
0*88
0422
T ICKET .
RECORO
OOOO 1194
89O47079S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
I NC
ISTE COOE : 9 10100
ILVENTS, SPENT
4NDLING. TOS LIQUID
OUANT I TY
:
INJECTION INCINERATOR
9S2 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER : 01429
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
OS88
0S09
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 203
890470797
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
INC
ISTE COOE: 910100
ILVENTS. SPENT
INOL I NC : TOS LIQUID
OUANT I TY
INJECTION INCINERATOR
1
.
797 00 ( GALS
)
RECEIVER 01429
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VEO
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
OS88
OS 1 7
T ICKET
RECORD :
00O01 204
890470798
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
INC
(OS* 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I OWOSOO
I
PERIOO COVERED JAN 19SS THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 22
HIPPER: 30*77 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 1* REGION 00 COUNTY : 227 TRAV IS
EPA 10 TX0OS945O997 ASIN: 1* COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
STE COOE : 9 10 100
LVENTS, SPENT
,NDL I NC TOE LIQUID
OUANT I TY
INJECTION INCINERATOR
1
.
2SS 00 [ GALS ) RECEIVER 01*29
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVEO:
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
0S88
0S2 1
TICKET :
RECORO
OOOO 1 20S
890470799
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
INC
STE COOE : 9 10100
'LVENTS. SPENT
NOLINC TOS LIQUID
OUANT ITY
INJECTION INCINERATOR
1
.
3SS 00 (GALS ) RECEI VER 1429
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECEIVEO:
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
OS88
0527
T I CKET
:
RECORO
OOOO 12 16
890470800
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
INC
STE COOE : 9 10100
LVENTS. SPENT
NOLINC: TOS LIQUID
OUANT I T
Y
INJECTION INCINERATOR
2
.
822 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER 01429
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEI VED
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
0888
OS 1 B
T I CKET
RECORD
00001 225
89 1 090327
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
I NC
STE CODE : 9 10100
LVENTS. SPENT
NOLINC. TOS LIQUID
OUANTITY
INJECTION INCINERATOR
4.103 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 01*2*
REPORT OATE
'
OATE RECEIVEO:
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
0888
08 1 8
T ICKET
RECORO
000012S4
8832307SS
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
I NC
'STE COOE : 9 10100
LVENTS. SPENT
NDLINC: TOS LIQUID
OUANT ITY
INJECTION INCINERATOR
2 20 ( TONS ) RECEIVER: 01429
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
0988
0930
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 287
SS32S0752
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
INC
STE CODE 9 10 100
LVENTS. SPENT
NOL INC TOS L IOU ID
OUANT ITY
INJECTION INCINERATOR
1
.
72* OO (GALS ) RECEIVER 01*29
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
0188
112
T I CKET
RECORD
00449 1 S3
9 1144 1045
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
I NC
STE CODE : 9 10100
LVENTS. SPENT
NOL INC TOS LIQUID
OUANT I TY
INJECTION INCINERATOR
1 , SS7 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER 1 429
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED:
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
0488
0429
TICKET
RECORO
00477S70
890470SO 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
INC
0WO5 4 2
TEXAS
SH
I
PPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MONITORING REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM I DWOSOO
)
JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1911
2/2
PACE
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
EPA ID TX0O694SO997 BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE: 910100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: T06 LIOUIO INJECTION INCINERATOR
1
,
Ol 2 OO ( GALS ) RECE I VER 01429
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
0348
0304
T I CKET
RECORD
O047
89047
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE CODE: 173920 OUANTITY:
SAND
HANDLING: TOT ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
1 2 4 1 (TONS ) RECE I VER Ol 429
REPORT OATE
:
DATE RECE I VEO
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
03(4
032S
TICKET
RECORO
0047
89047
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
1 NC
WASTE CODE: 9 1 O 1 OO OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: T06 LIOUIO INJECTION INCINERATOR
4 . 2(7 OO 1 GALS ) RECE I VER : 01429
REPORT DATE :
OATE RECEIVED:
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
0(((
0404
TICKET
RECORD
00S4
8(323
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 910100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOL INC : Til OTHER
4
.
303 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER : 01 429
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VEO
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
0(((
0809
TICKET
RECORD
00S4
((323
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE: 9 1 O 1 00 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLING. T06 LIOUIO INJECTION INCINERATOR
2
.
SIS 00 ( GALS I RECEI VER 01429
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VEO
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
0788
0729
T ICKET
RECORO
00S4
89075
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 951350 OUANTITY:
PAINT SLUDGE. HYDROCARBON CONTAINING
HANDLING: TOT ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
1 2B ( TONS I RECEIVER: 01429
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
0888
OS 1 5
TICKET
RECORO
00S4
((323
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
4019$ ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 90OO40 OUANTITY:
ACID. SULFURIC
HANDLING: TS9 LEACHING
1 25 ( TONS 1 RECE I VER 37S3
1
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
ALPHA OMEGA RE C Y C L I N G . I NC
0(((
0928
TICKET
RECORO
OOS1
9 1 144
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO INC
H I GHWAY
DW0S42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
I
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 19SS THRU DEC 1*88
2/2
PAGE
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT: 14 REGION: OO COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10. TX0O8945O997 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE : 9 1 1 00
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANT I T
Y
1 10 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
H EAT INC
1 1 88
1 1 09
T ICKET
RECORO
O037
89227
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T
.
. INC
WASTE CODE : 9 1 4010
SOLDERING FLUIDS
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TY
:
330 OO (GALS) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECEIVEO:
H EAT. INC.
1 1 88
1 109
T ICKET
RECORO
0037
89227
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T
. INC
WASTE COOE: 9 10 100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLING. TSO BLENOING
OUANTITY : 90 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT OATE
:
OATE RECEIVEO:
H EAT. INC
OS88
OS 1 1
TICKET
RECORD
O047
88080
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E . A
H I GHWAY
T
. INC
WASTE COOE: 914490
PHOTO RESIST
HANDLING. TSO BLENDING
OUANT ITY : 88S . OO ( GALS I RECEIVER: S0029
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVEO
H EAT INC .
0S8S
OS 1 1
TICKET
RECORO
0O47
89080
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
3044O H E .
A
HIGHWAY
T
. INC
WASTE COOE : 1 12420
METHYL PYRROLIDONE
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANTITY : IS! OO 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: SO029
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
OS88
OS 1 1
TICKET
RECORO
0047
890(0
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H
. E A
H I GHWAY
T .
.
INC .
WASTE CODE 9 1 1900
OIL. ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANTITY : 1S . OO I GALS ) RECEIVER: 50029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
OS88
OS 1 1
TICKET
RECORO
0047
(90(0
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E .
H I GHWAY
T
.
INC
WASTE COOE 9 1 (940
PAINT AND SOLVENTS
HANOLING. T50 BLENOINC
OUANTITY : 106 00 (GALS I RECEIVER S0029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
H EAT INC
0S8S
OS 1 1
TICKET
RECORD
0047
8(080
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T
, INC.
z
2
#05 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOO COVEREO JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/20/92
PACE 2S
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC . 3 I STR I CT 14 tEGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TX0OS945O997 BAS IN 14 COLORAOC
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
RIVER
SSTE CODE 1 1 2420
-ETHYL PVRROLIOONE
4N0LING TSO BLENDINC
OUANT I TY 273 00 I GALS I RECEIVER S0029
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED
H EAT INC
0388
0308
T I CKET
RECORO
00477957
892 1 40033
1 S T TRANSPOR TED
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAV
T
.
INC
ASTE CODE: 910100
OLVBNTS. SPENT
1N0LING TSO BLENOINC
OUANT ITV 119 OO I GALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED:
H E . A . T . INC
0388
0308
T I CKET
RECORO
00477957
892 1 40034
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
3O440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T INC
ASTE CODE 9 14490
(OTO RESIST
»NDLING TSO BLENOINC
OUANTITY 938 OO 1 GALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECEIVEO
H EAT INC
0388
03O8
T
I
CKET
RECORO
004779S7
892 1 4003S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E .
A
H I GHWAV
T . I NC
ASTE CODE: 91S940
'4 INT AND SOLVENTS
1NDLING: TSO BLENOINC
OUANT ITV 1 59 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
0388
0308
T ICKET
RECORD
00477957
892 1 40036
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 HE A
H I GHWAY
T
, I NC
ASTE CODE : 1 1 2420
ITHVL PVRROLIOONE
1N0L INC TSO BLENOINC
OUANT ITV 111 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: S0029
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVEO
H EAT INC
1088
10 12
TICKET
RECORO
OOS 1 7447
89 1430 1 S4
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAV
T .
.
INC
tSTE CODE 9 10100
HUN'S SPENT
1N0LINC: TSO BLENDINC
OUANT ITV 22S . OO ( GALS ) RECE I VER 5O029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
H EAT INC
1088
10 12
TICKET
RECORD
OOS 1 7447
89 1430 1 55
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T
,
I NC
ASTE CODE : • 1 1*00
IL. ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
1N0L1NG TSO BLENDINC
OUANT ITV 30 . OO ( GALS ) RECE I VER S0029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
H EAT INC
iota
10 12
T I CKET
RECORD
OOS 1 7447
89 1 430 1 56
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAV
T
. I NC
V0S4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 26
HIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX0O694SO997 BASIN 1 4 COLORAOC
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPEO
RIVER
>STE CODE 914490
OTO RESIST
NDLINC T50 BLENDING
OUANT I TV 1 . 484 . 00 ICALS I RECEIVER: SO029
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED
H EAT INC
1088
lOl 2
T ICKET :
RECORO :
OOS 1744S
891430157
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T .
.
INC
iSTE CODE 918940
.INT AND SOLVENTS
.NDL ING TSO BLENOINC
OUANT I TY 20 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVEO
H EAT INC
lOSS
lO 1 2
T ICKET
RECORO :
OOS 1 7448
89 1 430 1 58
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
3O440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T I NC
.STE CODE: 9 14490
OTO RESIST
NDLING: TSO BLENOINC
OUANTITY 37B OO ( GALS 1 RECEIVER: S0029
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
H EAT INC
1 188
1 1 09
T ICKET :
RECORD
OOS 17449
890SS 1 283
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAV
T
.
INC .
STE CODE. 91S940
INT ANO SOLVENTS
NDL ING : TSO BLENDINC
OUANT I TY
:
108 00 (GALS) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
1 1 aa
1 1 09
T ICKET :
RECORD
:
005 1 7449
S90SS 1 284
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I G HWA Y
T
.
INC
STE CODE : 1 12420
TMYL PVRROLIDONE
NDLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TY 175 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: S0029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEI VED
H EAT INC
1 188
1 109
T ICKET
RECORD
OOS 1 74S0
890SS 1 28S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T .
.
INC .
STE CODE : 9 10 1 00
LVENTS. SPENT
NDL ING TSO BLENDING
OUANT I T
V
3 16 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
H EAT INC
1 1 88
1 109
T ICKET
RECORO
OOS 1 7450
S90SS 1288
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T .
,
INC .
STE CODE 9 11 900
L. ARSENIC CONTAMINATEO
NOL INC TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TY 30 OO ( GALS
)
RECEIVER S0029
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED
H EAT INC
1 188
1 109
T I CKET
RECORD
OOS 1 74S0
890S5 1287
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T INC
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM IDWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1948 THRU DEC I9H
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC . DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX0O6945O997
WASTE REPORTED
BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 9 10100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLINC TSO BLENOINC
OUANT I TV 173 OO 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: 5O029
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VED :
H .EAT INC .
0788
0706
T I CKET
RECORO :
OO
890
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAV
T
.
. INC
.
WASTE CODE 9 1 4490
PHOTO RESIST
HANOLINC: TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TY 1 . 1 St 00 I GALS 1 RECEIVER: S0029
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED:
H E . A . T INC .
0788
0706
T I CKET
RECORD
00
690
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
30440 H E .
A
H I GHWAY
T .
, INC
WASTE COOE : 1 1 2420
METHVL PYRROLIDONE
HANOLINC. TSO BLENDING
OUANTI TV
:
1 50 00 1 GALS 1 RECEIVER S0029
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED
H EAT INC
0788
0706
T ICKET
RECORO
:
00
690
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAV
T
.
INC
WASTE CODE : 9 1 1900
OIL, ARSENIC CONTAMINATEO
HANDLING. TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TV 30 OO ( CALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED :
H EAT INC .
0788
0706
T ICKET
RECORO :
00
690
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T
. , INC .
WASTE COOE : 9 1 9940
PAINT AND SOLVENTS
HANOLINC. TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TV 109 00 (CALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT DATE :
OATE RECE I VED
H EAT INC
0788
0706
TICKET :
RECORO :
OO
690
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E .
H I C HWA V
T
.
INC
WASTE COOE 9 10100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLINC T50 BLENDING
OUANTI TV 1 20 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED
H EAT INC
0686
OS 10
T I CKET
:
RECORD :
00
89 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H
.
E A
H I GHWAV
T
.
INC.
WASTE CODE : 9 14490
PHOTO RESIST
HANOLINC: T50 BLENDING
OUANT I TV 1 , 4»» 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER SO029
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED
H EAT INC
0886
08 lO
T ICKET :
RECORO :
00
89 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H
.
E .
H I GHWAV
T
.
INC
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM IDWOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1968 THRU DEC 1968
2
PAGE
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC . DISTRICT. 14 REGION OO COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX0O994SO997 BAS IN 14 COLORADC
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
R I VER
WASTE CODE 1 1 2420
METHVL PYRROLIDONE
HANOLINC T50 BLENDING
OUANT I TY
:
141 00 ( CALS 1 RECEIVER 50029
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED
H EAT INC
08S8
08 10
T ICKET :
RECORD :
00
89 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAV
T , I NC
WASTE CODE 9 1 6940
PAINT ANO SOLVENTS
HANDLING: T50 BLENDING
OUANTITY : 136. OO (GALS) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECEI VED
H EAT INC .
0886
OS 1 o
TICKET :
RECORD
OO
69 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I CHWAY
T .
.
INC .
WASTE CODE 9 14490
PHOTO RESIST
HANOLINC: TSO BLENOINC
OUANT ITV : 1 . 32S . OO [ GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT. INC .
0966
09 1 4
T ICKET :
RECORD :
00
690
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H
.
E .
H I CHWAY
T .
.
INC .
WASTE COOE: 916940
PAINT AND SOLVENTS
HANDLING. TSO BLENOINC
OUANT I TY S3 OO (CALS) RECEIVER: S0029
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC .
09S6
09 1 4
TICKET :
RECORO
00
690
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
3O440 H
.
E .
H I CHWAY
T .
.
INC .
WASTE CDOE : 1 1 2420
METHYL PYRROLIDONE
HANOLINC T50 BLENOINC
OUANT I TY l 59 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER: 50029
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC .
0966
09 14
TICKET :
RECORD :
OO
690
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
3O440 H E . A
H I CHWAY
T
.
.
INC
WASTE CODE 9 10100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TY
:
173. OO (GALS) RECEIVER: 50029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEI VED :
H EAT INC .
0968
09 1 4
TICKET
RECORD
00
690
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H
. E .
H I CHWAY
T
.
INC
WASTE COOE : 9 1 1900
Oil, ARSENIC CONTAMINATEO
HANOLINC: TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TY 75 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT OATE
:
OATE RECE I VED :
H EAT INC
0988
09 1 4
T I CKET :
RECORD
00
690
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H
.
E .
H I CHWAY
T
.
.
INC .
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 19*6 THRU DEC lill
2/20/92
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
EPA To TXD0694S099 7
DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
14 COL ORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
OUANT I TYVASTE CODE 901 240
ICIO. SPENT
IANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5.0*100 ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W169 OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
REPORT DATE: 0888
PATE RECE I VED 0629
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OP TRANS
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANY,
UNKNOWN
OUANT I TVVASTE COOE : 901240
.CIO. SPENT
IANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 , 02 1 00 I GALS I RECEIVER 0W169 DS I TRANSPORTS. INC
REPORT DATE: 0948
DATE RECEIVED: 0926
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOO I 26E
9 1 1 432653
T ICKET
RECORO
0000 I 214
9 1
1
432654
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANY. INC
UNKNOWN
'1ST! CODE : 101240 OUANTITV:
ICIO. SPENT
IAN0LING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
,
570 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W169 OSI TRANSPORTS,
REPORT DATE : 0986
PATE RECE I VED 0929
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOO I 286
9 1 1 432655
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANY. INC
UNKNOWN
MSTE CODE: 101240 OUANTITY:
4CI0. SPENT
IANDLING D60 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4. 845 OO ( GALS
)
RECEIVER 0W169 OSI TRANSPORTS.
REPORT PATE: 1088
DATE RECE I VEO 100S
TICKET :
RECORO
00001 289
9 1 14328S6
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
:
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANY.
UNKNOWN
'ASTE CODE: 901240 OUANTITT
1CID. SPENT
IANDLING P60 UNPERGROUNO INJECTION
4.314 OO (GALS) RECEIVER 0W169 OSI TRANSPPRTS.
REPORT DATE 1068
PATE RECEIVER 1Q10
T ICKET
RECORO :
OOOO 1 290
9
1
14326S7
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO PF TRANS
41266 TRANSPPRT CPMPANY. INC
UNKNPWN
<ASTE CPOE: 901240 OUANTITY:
CIO. SPENT
IANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4. 777 00 { GALS RECEIVER 0W169 DSI TRANSPORTS.
REPORT PATE: 1068
OATE RECE I VEO 10 13
T ICKET :
RECORO :
OOOO 1 292
9 1 1432658
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANY,
UNKNOWN
VASTE COOE: (01240 OUANTITY
.CIO. SPENT
IANDLING D80 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 4 13 00 ( GALS RECEIVER 0W1S9 OSI TRANSPORTS,
REPORT OATE: 1088
DATE RECE I VED : 1014
TICKET
RECORO :
OOOO 1295
9 1
1
4328S9
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHPP PF TRANS
:
41286 TRANSPPRT CPMPANY,
UNKNOWN
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I OWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1966 THRU PEC 1966
2/20/92
PAGE 30
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGIPN: 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID: TX0O6945O997
WASTE REPORTED
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
AS RECEIVED BUT NPT SHIPPEP
ASTE CODE 901240
CIO. SPENT
ANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
S . 232 00 ( GALS 1 RECEIVER DWI69
REPORT PATE
PATE RECEIVED:
PS I TRANSPPRTS
.
INC .
1068
1022
TICKET :
RECPRP :
OOOO 1 29*
9 1 1 4326(0
1ST TRANSPDRTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANY. INC
UNKNOWN
ASTE COOE . 901 240
CIO, SPENT
ANDLING DSO UNOERGROUNO
OUANTITY :
INJECT ION
5 , 306 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER DWI69
REPPRT PATE
:
DATE RECE I VEO
OS I TRANSPPRTS
.
INC .
1086
1 022
T ICKET
RECPRP :
OOOO 1 300
9 143266 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
412*6 TRANSPORT COMPANY. INC
UNKNOWN
ASTE COOE: (01240
CIO. SPENT
ANDLING D80 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECTION
4,164 00 ( GALS 1 RECEIVER Owl 69
REPORT OATE
:
PATE RECEIVER:
OSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC
106*
1026
TICKET
RECPRP :
OOOO 1 30
1
( 1 1432(62
1ST TRANSPPRTER
METHPP PF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY. INC
UNKNOWN
ASTE COOE: (01240
CID, SPENT
ANDLING 060 UNOERGROUNO
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
4
,
(30 00 ( CALS 1 RECE I VER DWI 69
REPORT DATE :
PATE RECEIVER:
PSI TRANSPPRTS . INC .
ioa*
102*
TICKE ;
RECORO :
OOOOI 303
•
<
1432663
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
412** TRANSPORT COMPANY. INC.
UNKNOWN
ASTE COOE: 101240 OUANTITY:
CIO, SPENT
ANOLING 0*0 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 . 2 13 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER 0W169 OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
REPORT OATE : lit*
DATE RECE I VED : 1101
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO I 304
(90S* I 286
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
412*6 TRANSPORT COMPANY.
UNKNOWN
ASTE COPE 9012*0 OUANTITY
CIO. SPENT
4N0LING D80 UNOERGRPUNP INJECTION
4 . 839 . 00 ( GALS
)
RECEIVER 0W1S( PSI TRANSPPRTS. INC.
REPPRT PATE lit*
PATE RECE I VEP 1 107
T ICKET
RECPRO
OOOO I 305
1(055 1 2*9
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHPP PF TRANS :
41211 TRANSPPRT CPMPANY, INC
UNKNPWN
ASTE CPRE 901240 OUANTITY
CIO. SPENT
ANDLINC. P»0 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 ,001 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W1S9 OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
REPORT OATE lit*
DATE RECE I VED : 1111
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
412*6 TRANSPORT COMPANY.
UNKNOWN
I
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOO I 307
S9055 I 290
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1968 THRU OEC 1988
2/20 |
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC . DISTRICT 14 REG ION OO lOUNTY 227 TRAV I
S
EPA ID TX0O694SO997
WASTE REPORTED
BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE 901240
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
INJECT ION
S 1 1 1 OO I GALS I RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VEO :
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
1 1 8S
1122
T ICKET :
RECORD :
00001
,
890SSI 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE: 101240
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING 0«0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY
INJECTION
4 SS7 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 69
REPORT DATE :
DATE RECEIVED:
OS I TRANSPORTS . [ NC
1 188
112 1
T ICKET :
RECORO
OOOOI
f
49055 1 |
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
412SS TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE CODE 901240
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY :
INJECT ION
S 01 S 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VEO :
DS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
1 1 88
1 1 23
T ICKET :
RECORO
OOOOI
89055 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE: 901240
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY:
INJECTION
4 702 OO I GALS 1 RECEIVER DW1S9
REPORT DATE :
DATE RECE I VEO :
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
1 2SS
1 203
TICKET
RECORO :
OOOOI
8»OSS
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE : 901 240
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING 010 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
INJECTION
S 349 00 1 GALS 1 RECEIVER: 0W1S9
REPORT DATE :
DATE RECE I VEO :
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC
1 288
1 206
T ICKET
RECORD :
OOOOI
890SSI
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE COOE 901 240
ACID. SPeNT
HANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
:
INJECT ION
4 • S3 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT DATE :
DATE RECEIVED
DSI TRANSPORTS , INC
1 288
1 228
T ICKET
RECORO :
OOOOI
89055 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE: 901240
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TV
INJECT ION
S 2 IS 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1 S9
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED.
DSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC
01 8»
111
T ICKET :
RECORD :
oo«»»
S90340t<
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS.
HI GHWAY
INC
-
DWOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 19SS THRU DEC 1988
2/20,
PAGE
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA [NC DISTRICT: 14 REGION: OO COUNTY: 227 TRAV IS j
EPA ID TXD0694S0997 BASIN: 14 COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE : 90 1 240
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
INJECT ION
4 000 OO 1 GALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 B9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO :
DS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
01 SS
1 1 S
T ICKET
RECORO
00449 .
9*03401:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE 90 1 240
ACIO, SPENT
HANDLING: D80 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECT ION
S 1 25 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
01 SS
119
TICKET
RECORD
00449
8903401
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I G HWA Y
I NC
WASTE COOE 901 240
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY:
INJECT ION
4 • SO 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER: DWIM
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC .
OIBS
Ol 2B
TICKET
RECORO
00*411
89O3401
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE: 901240
ACIO. SPENT
HANOLING. DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV
INJECT ION
4 BBS 00 IGALSI RECEIVER DW1BB
REPORT OATE
:
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
02SS
O204
T I CKET
RECORD
00449
9 1 14321;
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40B3S ACTION VACUUM TRUCK SERVICES
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 90124O
ACID. SPeNT
HANOLING. 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
INJECT ION
4 124 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER DW1 SB
REPORT OATE'
OATE RECE I VED :
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
028S
020S
TICKET
RECORD
00449
• 1 14321,
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I G HWA Y
INC
WASTE CODE 901 240
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
INJECT ION
4 906 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W1B9
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0288
02 1
T ICKET
RECORD
00449
9 1 14321]
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
4063S ACTION VACUUM TRUCK SERVICES
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 901240
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECT ION
4 740 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW1B9
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VEO :
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
028S
02 1 1
TI CKET
RECORD
00449
;
9 1 1 4321}
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
•OS* 2
TEXAS
SH
I
PPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NC REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM (0WO5OOI
JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/20/92
PACE 33
HIPPER 30*77 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 RECION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV I
S
EPA 10 TX0O6945O997 BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
STE COOE 901240
!0. SPENT
NDLINC 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV :
INJECT ION
5 097 OO (GALS I RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VEO
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
0288
0223
TICKET
RECORD 9 1 1 432(88
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
I NC
STE COOE 9O1240
10. SPENT
NDLINE OtO UNOERCROUND
OUANT I TV
INJECT ION
4 2 1 S 00 ( CALS 1 RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0288
0226
T ICKET
RECORD
00449 1 77
9 1 1432 8 19
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I CHWAV
INC
STE COOE 901240
ID. SPENT
NDLINC 080 UNOERCROUND
OUANT I TV
INJECT ION
4 59 1 00 I GALS 1 RECEIVER: 0W1B9
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VEO
OS I TRANSPORTS . I NC
04S8
O40S
T ICKET
RECORD
0O477680
890340134
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
I NC
STE CODE 901240
ID. SPENT
NDLINC OSO UNOERCROUND
OUANT I TV
INJECT I ON
4 42* 00 ( CALS ) RECE I VER DW1 6 9
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED.
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
048S
04 1 4
T I CKET
RECORD
00477863
89034063S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H ICHWAY
I NC
STE CODE 901 240
ID. SPENT
NDLINC: OtO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV
INJECT ION
4 a 17 OO ( GALS I RECEIVER DW1 89
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0488
04 1 9
TICKET
RECORD
00477664
890340636
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
I NC
STE CODE 901240
10. SPENT
NDLINC OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV
INJECTI ON
4 974 00 (GALS ) RECEI VER 0W1 B9
REPORT OATE
:
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0488
04 1 9
T I CKET
RECORO
0047766S
690340637
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
STE CODE 901 240
ID. SPENT
NOLINC 010 UNOERCROUND
OUANT I TV
INJECTION
4 • 20 00 1 GALS I RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0488
0427
T ICKET
RECORD
O0477666
890340636
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO INC
H I GHWAY
OS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM 1 OWOSOO
I
PERIOO COVEREO: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 19BS
2/20/92
PAGE 34
HIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA NC DISTRICT 1 4 REG ION 00 COUNTY : 227 TRAV IS
EPA 10 TX0O6945O997 BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS KECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
STE CODE 90I24O
10. SPENT
NDLINC OSO UNOERCROUNO
OUANT I TV :
INJECT ION
4 9 13 OO I GALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 69
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0488
0429
T
I
CKET
RECORO
00477667
890340639
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I C HWA Y
INC
STE CODE 901 240
ID. SPENT
NDLINC D60 UNOERCROUND
OUANT I TV :
INJECT ION
S 1 65 00 I CALS 1 RECEI VER DWI (9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
OSS8
0S03
T CKET
RECORD
0O47767 1
890260642
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
I NC
STE COOE 901240
ID. SPENT
NOLINC D80 UNOERCROUND
OUANT I T V
:
INJECTION
4 744 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 0W1I9
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEI VED :
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0S88
05 10
T ICKET
RECORO
00477672
690260643
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
STE COOE : 901240
ID. SPENT
NOLINC 060 UNOERCROUNO
OUANTITV :
I NJECTI ON
4 S73 OO ( CALS) RECEIVER DW1B9
REPORT DATe
DATE RECEIVEO
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC .
OS68
05 1 3
T ICKET
RECORD
00477673
S90260644
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
STE CODE: 901240
10. SPENT
NDLINC D60 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV :
INJECT I ON
4 736 00 (CALS) RECEIVER 0W1 69
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC .
OSSS
OS 1 2
TI CKET
RECORO
00477676
890280645
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
I NC
STE CODE 901240
10. SMI.'
NDLING 080 UNOERCROUND
OUANT I TV :
I NJECTION
4 97 1 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1I9
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0586
05 17
TICKET
RECORD
00477677
690260646
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
STE CODE 901240
ID. SPENT
NOLINC. D60 UNOERCROUNO
OUANT I T Y :
INJECT ION
5 396 00 (GALS 1 RECE I VER 0W1 69
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0586
0524
TICKET
RECORO
00477678
890260647
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H ICHWAY
INC
0WO542
TEXAS
SH
I
PPER
I NDUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOO COveRED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20
PAGE
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REC I ON 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV I
S
EPA ID TX0O694SO937 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE (01 240
ACID, SPENT
HANDLING 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY:
INJECTION
4 098 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
OS88
0S2S
T I CKET
RECORD
00477
(902(0
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE 101 240
ACID. SPENT
HANOLING D(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
:
I NJECT ION
S 200 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
DSI TRANSPORTS, INC
0888
0(02
TICKET
RECORD :
00477
(90(70
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE : 901 240
ACID. SPENT
HANOLING: 010 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECTION
4 2(3 00 1 GALS ) RECE I VER DW1 (9
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEI VEO :
DSI TRANSPORTS, INC
0848
0(08
TICKET
RECORO :
00477
(90(70
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I CHWAY
I NC
WASTE COOE: 901240
ACID. SPENT
HANOLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECT I ON
4 749 OO I GALS I RECE I VER 0W1 (9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS , INC
0488
0809
TI CKET
:
RECORO :
00477
(90(70
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE SOI 240
ACID, SPENT
HANOLING. 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY :
INJECTION
S 774 OO (CALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0888
06 1 4
TICKET
RECORD :
00477
(90(70
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE: 901240
ACIO, SPENT
HANOLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECT I ON
S 313 00 I CALS) RECEIVER: 0W1S9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0888
OS 1 6
T I CKET
:
RECORO :
00477
(90(70
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
HIGHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE : 901 240
ACID. SPENT
HANOLING: DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECT ION
4 707 OO 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W1S*
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS, INC
0688
0(2 1
TICKET :
RECORO :
00477
(90(70
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I CHWAY
INC
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVEREO: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20
PAGE
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID : TX0OS94SO997 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE : 901 240
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING: 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
:
INJECT ION
4 958 OO I GALS I RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT OATE
:
OATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0388
030 1
T I CKET
RECORD
00477
((0340
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
322(9 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE: (01240
ACIO, SPENT
HANDLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
S 1 (0 00 I GALS I RECEIVER: 0W1((
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VEO :
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC
03(8
0309
T ICKET
RECORD
00477
((0340
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I CHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE: 901240
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING: 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
S 21 2 OO I CALS I RECEIVER: DW1((
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
03(4
03 1 1
TI CKET
RECORD
00477
•(0340
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
322(9 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
HIGHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE: (01240
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING: 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
S 27S 00 I GALS I RECEIVER: 0WI69
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
03(8
031 (
T I CKET
RECORD
00477
((0340
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE: (01240
ACIO, SPENT
HANDLING: 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
INJECT ION
3 • SO OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0WK9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO :
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
03(8
03 1 5
TICKET
RECORO
00477
(90340
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
I NC
WASTE CODE : (01240
ACIO, SPENT
HANOLING: 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECT ION
4 • (2 OO (GALS ) RECEIVER: DW1I9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
03(8
0324
T ICKET
RECORO
00477
(90340
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I CHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE: (01240
ACID. SPENT
HANOLING. 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
I NJECTI ON
4 906 OO I GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W1S(
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC
0388
0328
T ICKET
RECORO
00477
((0340
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
HI GHWAY
INC
#05 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (0WO500)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1911 THRU OEC 1911
2/20/92
PAGE 37
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA I NC DISTRICT 14 REG I ON OO IOUNT Y 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TX0O69«5O997 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
ASTE CODE (01240
;I0. SPENT
INOLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECTION
5 1 29 oo 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VED :
OS I TRANSPORTS . 1 NC
04S1
0404
TICKET
RECORO
004779 67
190340647
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS.
H I GHWAY
INC
tSTE CODE 901240
CIO. SPENT
1NDLING OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV :
INJECTION
4 3S6 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0411
040S
T
I
CKET
RECORD
004779 91
1103401*1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS,
H I GHWAY
INC
ISTE COOE: 101240
:io. SPENT
JNOLINC OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV :
INJECT ION
S 4S2 oo 1 GALS ) RECEIVER DW189
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEI VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS , INC
0411
O40S
T ICKET
RECORO
004779 19
890340649
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS,
H I GHWAV
INC
ISTE COOE 901240
;ID. SPENT
1NDLING 0<0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY :
INJECTION
4 020 oo ( GALS ) RECEI VER 0W1 (9
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VEO
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC
0911
092 1
TICKET
RECORO
OOS 17*45
1 1 1*32970
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41216 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
1STE COOE: 901240
:io. SPENT
INOLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV
I NJECTION
3 922 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW1S9
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
1111
1114
TICKET
RECORO
OOS 1 74S3
6905 5 1297
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41216 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
ISTE CODE : 901 240
CID. SPENT
INDLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY :
INJECTION
S 1* 1 00 ( GALS 1 RECEI VER 0W1 S(
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
1 111
1 1 1 S
T ICKET
RECORD
OOS 1 74S4
1S0SS 1 291
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
ISTE COOE 901240
:io. SPENT
.NOLING OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
1 N JECT I ON
4 345 00 IGALS 1 RECE I VER 0W1 69
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
1 211
1 202
T ICKET
RECORD
OOS 1 7«S7
S90SS 1299
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41216 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
Mill
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORINC REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1911 THRU DEC 1911
2/20/92
PAGE 39
HIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA NC DISTRICT 1* REGION: 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX0O694SO997
WAST I
BASIN: 1* COLORADO RIVER
REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
.STE COOE 901240
ID, SPENT
NOLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
:
INJECTION
* 1*7 OO I GALS ) RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
1 211
1 207
T I CKET
RECORD
OOS 1 7*S9
110SS 1 300
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41216 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
STE CODE 9012*0
ID, SPENT
NOLING. OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITV
INJECTION
4 103 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER DW1((
REPORT OATE
DATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
1 211
1 201
T I CKET
RECORO
005 17*60
89055 1 301
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41216 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
ISTE COOE: 901240
.10, SPENT
NOLING: OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY
INJECT ION
5 127 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: OWKS
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
1 211
12 12
TICKET
RECORD
OOS 1 7*92
89055 1 302
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41211 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC .
STe CODE 901240
10, SPENT
NOLING: OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
S 3* 1 00 (CALSI RECEIVER: DWIS(
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
1 211
12 13
T CKET
RECORD
OOS 17**3
tlOSS 1 303
\
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41216 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
STE CODE 90 1 240
10. SPENT
NOLING OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
3 971 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER: OWKS
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO :
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC .
1 211
1 220
T I CKET
RECORO
OOS 17*1*
SIOSS 1 30*
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41216 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC .
STE COOE 901240
ID. SPENT
NOLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECT ION
4 7(9 00 (CALS ) RECEIVER OW199
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
1 211
12 19
TI CKET
RECORD
OOS 17*61
I90SS 1 305
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41216 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC .
STE COOE 901 240
ID, SPENT
NOLING OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECTION
S 01 1 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER DWl (9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
1 211
1 22 1
T 1 CKET
RECORO
OOS 17*72
190SS 1 306
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41216 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
DW0542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1944 THRU DEC 1994
2/20/
PACE
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY : 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TXD069450997 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPEO
WASTE CODE 901 240
ACID, SPENT
HANOLING 040 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECT I ON
4 46S 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1 49
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
DSI TRANSPORTS.
oca*
0622
INC . T I CKET
RECORO :
OOS46(
89O6704
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL
H I GHWAY
SYSTEMS INC
WASTE CODE 901240
ACID, SPENT
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECT ION
S 206 OO ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 0W1 69
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0644
0C2S
INC T I CKET
:
RECORD :
OOS46)
690470'
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL
HI GHWAY
SYSTEMS INC
WASTE COOE 901240
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING 040 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECTION
4 429 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW169
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
DSI TRANSPORTS.
0666
0626
INC T ICKET :
RECORD :
005461
4904701
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL
H I GHWAY
SYSTEMS INC .
WASTE COOE : 901 240
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
INJECT ION
4 • 13 OO I GALS ) RECEIVER DWIII
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED.
OSI TRANSPORTS,
0788
0702
INC TICKET
RECORD :
OOS46<
66O340I
WASTE COOE : 901 240
AC 10 . SPENT
OUANT ITY : 4 742 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW169
REPORT OATE
OSI TRANSPORTS
,
0788
INC T ICKET :
RECORD
OOS46(
6903401
HANDLING D40 UNDERGROUND
WASTE COOE: 901240
INJECT ION
OUANT ITY S 1S4 oo (GALS)
OATE RECEIVEO:
RECEIVER: 0W169
070 1
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC . TICKET OOS46I
AC I D , SPENT
HANDLING: DSO UNDERGROUND INJECT ION
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVEO
0788
0707
RECORO : 8903401
WASTE CODE: 901240
ACID, SPENT
HANDLING 040 UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
INJECT ION
3 • 96 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W149
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0788
07 1 1
INC T I CKET
RECORD :
OOS46(
6903401
WASTE CODE : 901240
AC I D . SPENT
OUANTITY : S 02* 00 I GALS I RECEIVER 0W149
REPORT OATE
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0788
INC T ICKET :
RECORD :
OOS46(
6903401
HANDLING 010 UNDERGROUND
WASTE CODE 901 240
INJECT I ON
OUANT ITY 4 79 1 oo (GALS)
DATE RECEIVEO:
RECEIVER DW1S9
07 1 3
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC T I CKET OOS46I
AC ID . SPENT
HANDLING 090 UNDERGROUND INJECT ION
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVEO:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0788
072 1
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS I NC
RECORO 8903401
METHOD OF TRANS H I GHWAY
0WOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM ( DWOSOO
1
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1968 THRU DEC 1986
2/20
PAGE
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA [NC . DISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TX0O6945O997
WASTI
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPEO
WASTE COOE: 901240
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECTION
S 107 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER DWK9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0768
072 1
TICKET :
RECORO :
0054*
• 90340'
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS.
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE 901240
ACID, SPENT
HANDLING: 040 UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
INJECT ION
3 • 24 00 I GALS I RECEIVER DWIII
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
0786
0727
T ICKET
RECORD :
00546
•90340
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS.
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE 901 240
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING: D80 UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
INJECT ION
4 • 1 1 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W1«9
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0786
0727
T ICKET :
RECORO :
00546
190340
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE COOE 901 240
ACIO, SPENT
HANOLINC: 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TV
INJECTION
S 01S 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 0W1I*
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS , INC
0868
0602
TICKET :
RECORO :
00544
* 1 1432
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE : 90 1 240
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
INJECTION
4 0<7 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W1I9
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
06S8
0806
T ICKET :
RECORO :
O0546
9 1 1432
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE 901240
ACIO, SPENT
HANDLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY
INJECT ION
S 0S4 oo 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 0W189
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0888
0806
TICKET
RECORO :
00546
9 1 1432
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE 901240
ACID. SPENT
HANOLING 040 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECTION
S 106 oo (GALSI RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
0888
08 10
T ICKET :
RECORO
00541
91 143J
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
z
2
VOS4 2
TEXAS
SHIPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM IDWOSOO)
JAN I9SS THRU OEC 19SS
2/20/92
PACE 4 1
iHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC 3ISTRICT 14 REGION OO :OUNTY : 227 TRAV IS
EPA ID TXD0694S0997 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
.STE CODE 901240
:io. SPENT
NDLINC OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I T V
:
INJECTION
S 09S OO (CALS) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC
OSSS
OS 1 6
T ICKET
RECORD
0054 6 1 06
9 1
1
432S7S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
4I2S6 TRANSPORT COMPANV
UNKNOWN
INC
STE COOE 901240
ID. SPENT
MOLING. OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV
INJECT ION
4 497 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC
OSSS
OS 1 9
T I CKET
RECORD
0054S 107
9
1
1432876
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
412S6 TRANSPORT COMPANV
UNKNOWN
I NC
STE COOE 90 1 240
ID. SPENT
NDLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV :
INJECT ION
4 sta OO (CALS) RECEIVER DW1 69
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC
OSSS
OS IS
TICKET
RECORD
OOS48 108
9 1 1 432677
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
412SE TRANSPORT COMPANV
UNKNOWN
I NC
ISTE COOE: 901240
ID SPENT
NDLING OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTITV :
INJECTION
5 1 24 00 (CALS) RECEIVER DW1S9
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
OSSS
0S22
T I CKET
RECORO
00548 109
9 1 1432678
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
412SE TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
STE CODE: 901240
10. SPENT
.NDLING: DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TV
:
INJECTI ON
S 002 OO (CALS) RECEIVER: 0W1S9
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
09SS
090 1
T ICKET
RECORO
00548 1 1
1
9 1 1 432679
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
412SS TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
iSTE COOE 901 240
ID. SPENT
NDLING OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTITV :
INJECT ION
4 1 S7 00 (CALS) RECEIVER 0W1 89
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
09SS
0902
T
I
CKET
RECDRO
00546 1 1
2
9 1 1432880
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
412SS TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
STE CODE: 901240
ID. SPENT
NDLINC OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTITV :
INJECTION
S 1 1 S 00 (CALS) RECEIVER : 0W1 69
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
09SS
0907
T I CKET
RECORD
00548 1 14
* 1 143268 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
412S6 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
L0S42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( 0WO5O0
I
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PACE 42
HIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA NC DISTRICT: 14 RECION OO COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID: TX0O894SO997 BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
tSTE COOE 90 1240
10. SPENT
IDLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTITV :
INJECT ION
5 089 OO ( CALS) RECEIVER OW169
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECE I VED
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
098S
09 15
TICKET
RECORO :
00546 1 1
5
t 1 1 432682
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY, INC
UNKNOWN
Tl CODE : 901240
(JO. SPENT
MOLING OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV
INJECT ION
4 981 00 (CALS) RECEI VER : 0W1 89
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC
0988
09 1 3
T ICKET :
RECORO
00548 1 1
8
9 1 1 432683
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY. INC
UNKNOWN
Tl CODE: 901240
iO. SPENT
HOLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECT I ON
4 974 00 1 CALS ) RECEIVER: 0W189
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0988
0920
T ICKET
RECORO
OOS46 1 1
9
9 1 1 432884
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41288 TRANSPORT COMPANY. INC
UNKNOWN
»STE COOE: 900040
110. SULFURIC
HOLING OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY
INJECTION
2 t 19 00 ( CALS 1 RECEIVER: 0W186
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
CKRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0188
112
T CKET
RECORD
:
OOOO 1136
• 1 1 452224
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40510 WESTERN EMERGENCV SERVICE
H I GHWAV
INC
•STE COOE: 900040
CD, SULFURIC
HOLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECTION
3 092 OO ( CALS ) RECEIVER: 0W18S
REPORT OATE
:
DATE RECE I VEO :
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
01 88
01 20
T ICKET
RECORO :
OOOO 1139
9 1 452225
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40510 WESTERN EMERGENCY SERVICE
H I GHWAV
INC
•ITE CODE: 900040
'
, SULFUR I C
.•IDLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY
INJECT ION
2 9 19 OO ( CALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S6
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVEO
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0288
0201
TICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1143
9 1 452226
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40510 WESTERN EMERGENCV SERVICE
H I CHWAY
INC
" TE CODE 900040
'
. SULFURIC
(IDLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECTION
3 347 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER DW186
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0288
02 1 8
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 1 54
9 1 452227
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40510 WESTERN EMERGENCY SERVICE
H I CHWAY
I NC
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1311 THRU DEC 1966
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC JISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA I TX0O694SO997 BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 900040
ACID. SULFURIC
HANDLINC 010 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV :
I NJECT I ON
2 9SS oo I GALS 1 RECEIVER 0W188
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVEO
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
0288
0224
TI CKET
RECORD :
OOOO 1
1
9 1 14522
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40S10 WESTERN EMERGENCY SERVICE
H I GHWAY
I NC
WASTE CODE : 9OO040
ACID
.
SULFURIC
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV
INJECT ION
3 027 OO 1 GALS 1 RECEIVER W 1 8 6
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VEO :
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
0388
03 1 6
T I CKET
RECORD :
OOOOI
88 1 8000
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40S10 WESTERN EMERGENCY SERVICE
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE : 90OO4O
ACIO
.
SULFURIC
HANDLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV :
INJECT ION
2 888 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W188
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
0388
03 1 7
T (CKET
RECORD :
00001
68 18000
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40510 WESTERN EMERGENCY SERVICE
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE : 9OOO40
ACIO. SULFURIC
HANDLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV
I NJECT ION
2 979 oo 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 0W18S
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
0388
0329
T ICKET :
RECORD :
OOOOI
66 18000
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40S10 WESTERN EMERGENCY SERVICE
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE
.
900040
ACID
.
SULFURIC
HANDLING 060 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV :
INJECT ION
2 992 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 0W188
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECEIVED:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
0488
04 1 4
TICKET :
RECORD :
OOOOI
69 19400
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40510 WESTERN EMERGENCY SERVICE
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE : 9OO04O
ACIO. SULFURIC
HANDLINC 090 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITV
INJECTION
3 322 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER DW18S
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0488
0420
TICKET
RECORO :
OOOOI
1
99 19400
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40S10 WESTERN EMERGENCY SERVICE
H I GHWAY
I NC
WASTE CODE 90O04O
ACIO
, SULFURIC
HANDLING 090 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITV:
INJECT ION
3 39S OO (GALS I RECEIVER 0W188
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
OS88
0SO3
T ICKET :
RECORD :
000012
69 19400
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40510 WESTERN EMERGENCY SERVICE
H I GHWAY
INC
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/
PAGE
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA NC . DISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 127 TRAVIS
ERA ID: TXD0S94S0997
WASTI
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE : 9OOO40
ACID
.
SULFURIC
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV
:
INJECT ION
3 032 OO IGALS I RECEIVER 0W18S
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVEO:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0488
04 1 3
T ICKET :
RECORO :
000012
89 19400
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40SI0 WESTERN EMERGENCY SERVICE
H I GHWAY
I NC
WASTE CODE 900040
ACID. SULFURIC
HANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITV:
I NJECT ION
3 S72 OO I GALS 1 RECEIVER: 0W18C
REPORT OATE
:
OATE RECEIVED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0588
0526
T ICKET :
RECORD :
000011
8 9 19 40C
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO INC
H I C HWA Y
WASTE CODE 9OOO40
ACID, SULFURIC
HANDLING: 080 UNOERGROUNO
OUANT ITV:
INJECT ION
2 820 00 1 GALS I RECEIVER 0W188
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0888
060 1
T ICKET :
RECORO :
OOOOI!
882290C
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO INC.
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE : 900040
ACID, SULFURIC
HANOLING: 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITV :
INJECTION
4 023 OO (GALS ) RECEIVER 0W188
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0888
0602
TICKET :
RECORO :
OOOOI!
682290C;
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 90O040
ACIO, SULFURIC
HANOLING: DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TV :
INJECTION
2 892 OO (GALS I RECEIVER: 0WI8S
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0888
06 1 5
T
I
CKET
RECORD :
oooo i:
662290<
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO INC
HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE 9OOO40
ACID, SULFURIC
HANDLING: 080 UNOERGROUNO
OUANT I TY
:
INJECT ION
3 as i OO (GALS ) RECEIVER 0W188
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVEO:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0688
0820
T ICKET :
RECORO :
OOOOI
6822901
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO INC.
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE : 90O040
ACIO. SULFURIC
HANOLING 080 UNOERGROUNO
OUANTITV :
INJECT ION
2 996 OO ( GALS I RECEI VER 0W1 88
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VEO
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0688
0628
TI CKET
RECORD :
OOOOI
992290'
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO INC
H I GHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM IDWO50O)
PERIOD COVERED JAN IBM THRU DEC 1988
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
EPA 10 TX0OS94SO9 97
DISTRICT 14 REGION 227 TRAV I
S
COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
OUANT I TYiSTE CODE 900040
:io. SULFURIC
4N0LING 010 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
3 . 895 OO I GALS I RECEIVER 0W1S6 G1BRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE 0788
DATE RECEIVED 07QS
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO
H I GHWAV
T
I
CKET
RECORD
OOOO 1 237
9 1 I 430 l OS
1STE CODE 9OO04O OUANTITY
;|0 . SULFUR IC
ANOLINC 040 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
2 , 984 . 00 I GALS
)
RECEIVER Owns GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE: 0788
DATE RECE I VED : 07 13
T ICKET
RECORD
0000 1244
9 1 I 430 I 06
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO INC
H I GHWAV
»STE CODE 900040 OUANTITV:
no , SULFUR IC
1N0LINC 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 , 329 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE: 0788
DATE RECE I VED 07 1 S
T ICKET
RECORD
0000 I 24S
9 1 I 430 I 07
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO
H IGHWAY
ISTS CODE : 900040
CIO . SULFURIC
1N0L1NG D80 UNDERGROUND
4 . 09S 00 ( GALS
)
INJECT ION
RECEIVER 0W166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE: 0788
i T E RECE! VED 07 2 6
TICKET :
RECORO :
OOOO 1 2S0
9 1 1 430 108
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO INC.
H I GHWAV
«STE COOE: 900040 OUANTITV:
•ID, SULFURIC
1N0LING 060 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 . 245 .00 (GALS I RECEIVER OW186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE : 0888
DATE RECE I VED Q8 1 6
T ICKET
RECORO :
000O1 2(3
882880050
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO
H I GHWAV
ISTE CODE 900040 OUANTITV:
CIO. SULFURIC
1N0LING DIP UNDERGROUND INJECTION
2 , 949 OO ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE : 09 8 8
DATE RECEIVEO: Q9 1 3
TICKET
RECORO :
O0O01 27S
( 1 1 4 308 68
1ST TRANSPORTER :
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANV, INC
UNKNOWN
ISTE CODE: 900040 OUANTITV
:I0, SULFURIC
INOIINC D80 UNDERGROUNO INJECTION
3 . 02S OO ( GALS RECEIVER 0W1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE: 0988
DATE RECEIVEO. 09 IS
T ICKET :
RECORD :
OOOO 1 277
9 1 14 30869
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41186 TRANSPORT COMPANY,
UNKNOWN
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
PER100 COVEREO JAN 1966 THRU DEC 1966
2/20/92
PACE 46
HIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT: 14 REGION 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
TXDOS94S0997 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
STE CODE 900040 OUANTITV
10. SULFURIC
NOLING 060 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
2. «•( .00 ( GALS RECEIVER 0W1BS GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE 0988
DATE RECE I VEO 0923
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 283
9 1 1 430670
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
:
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY.
UNKNOWN
STE COOE: 100040 OUANTITY
10. SULFURIC
NDLING 060 UNDERGROUNO INJECTION
2 . 899 . 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER DW166
REPORT DATE
:
DATE RECEIVED:
IBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
1088
1Q1 1
T ICKET
RECORO
:
OOOO 1 29
1
8835SOOS 1
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANY. INC.
UNKNOWN
STE CODE 900040 OUANTITV:
ID. SULFURIC
NDLING D60 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
2 . 867 . 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER DW166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT OATE: 1086
DATE RECEIVED: 1025
TICKET :
RECORO :
OOOO 1 299
6635SOOS2
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANV,
UNKNOWN
STE CODE: 900O4O OUANT I Tl
10. SULFURIC
NDLING D60 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
3 . 00 1 00 ( CALS RECEIVER: OW I 6 6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
BEPORT DATE: 1068
DATE RECEI VEO 1026
TICKET :
RECORO :
OOOO 1 302
6S3SS0063
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
:
41288 TRANSPORT COMPANY,
UNKNOWN
STE CODE: 90OO4O OUANTITY:
10, SULFURIC
NDLING D60 UNDERGROUNO INJECTION
2 . 803 .00 I GALS I RECEIVER: 0W166
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
IBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
I 188
112 1
TICKET :
RECORO
OOOO 13 16
6903201 49
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY. INC.
UNKNOWN
OUANTITY :STE CODE : 900040
ID. SULFURIC
NOLING D60 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
2.91500 ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT OATE: 1288
DATE RECEIVEO: 1 205
TICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1326
690320 150
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41288 TRANSPORT COMPANY. INC.
UNKNOWN
STE CODE 9 1 O 1 00
LVENTS. SPENT
NDL 1 NC T50 BLEND ING
« . 389 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W186 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT OATE: 1288
DATE RECE I VED : 1 229
T ICKET
RECORO
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H I CHWAY
OOOO 1342
690320 15 1
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SVSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAV I
S
EPA ID TX0O694SO997
WASTE REPORTED
BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE 9000*0
ACID , SULFUR! C
HANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV :
INJECTION
2 859 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W18S
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVEO
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0488
0428
T I CKET
RECORD
00477
89 19*0
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40510 WESTERN EMERCENCY SERVICE. INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE 9000*0
ACID. SULFURIC
HANDLING. 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV :
INJECTION
2 S2S OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW18S
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0988
0922
T ICKET :
RECORD :
OOS 17
9 1 1 «30
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY. INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE COOE 9 10100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLING. TSO BLENDING
OUANT I T V
:
* ioo OO ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W18S
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
1 1 88
1 1 1 O
T ICKET
RECORD :
OOS 17
890320
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W18S GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE 9 10100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLING TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TY
:
« BIO OO ( GALS ) RECEI VER DW1 88
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
1 188
1114
T I CKET
:
RECORD :
OOS 17
69O320
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE 9000*0
AC 10 . SULFURIC
HANOLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITV :
INJECT ION
2 801 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W18S
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
1 188
1118
T ICKET :
RECORD :
OOS 17
690320
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY. INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE COOE 9000*0
ACID
.
SULFURI C
HANDLING 080 UNOERGROUNO
OUANTI TY
INJECTION
3 S 17 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER: DW188
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
1 286
1 209
T I CKET .
RECORD :
OOS 17
690320
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANY. INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE 900040
ACIO. SULFURIC
HANOLING. D80 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
INJECT ION
3 881 00 1 GALS I RECEIVER DW188
REPORT OATE
DATE RECE I VED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
1 286
l 220
T ICKET :
RECORD :
OOS 1 7
690320
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY. INC
UNKNOWN
-
0WO542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1986
2/20
PAGE
SHIPPER : 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 4 REG ION 00 COUNTY : 227 TRAVIS
EPA I TX0O694SO997 BAS IN 1*
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE
ACIO
.
HANOL
CODE 9000*0
SULFURIC
NG. 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
:
INJECTION
2 699 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 0W166
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVEO
G IBRALTER
1 286
1 22 1
CHEMI CAL RESOURCES
,
T ICKET
RECORD
OOS 17
6*0320
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT
UNKNOWN
COMPANY
.
INC
WASTE CODE
SOLVENTS
.
HANDL I NG
.
9 10 1 00
SPENT
TSO BLENDING
OUANT ITY: 1 6S 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W186
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVEO
G
I
BRALTER
1 288
1 227
CHEMI CAL RESOURCES
.
T ICKET
RECORD
OOS 17
69032C
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W1S6 GIBRALTER
H I GHWAY
CHEMICAL RESOURCES
WASTE CODE: 900040
ACID. SULFURIC
HANOLING: D60 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV :
INJECTION
3 «02 00 1 GALS
)
RECEIVER DW186
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVEO:
GIBRALTER
0866
0603
CHEMI CAL RESOURCES
,
T ICKET
RECORO
OOS46
6626*0
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40*21 BEALINE SERVICE CO INC.
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 9000*0
ACIO. SULFURIC
HANDLINC: 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
INJECTION
* 173 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 0W166
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED
GIBRALTER
0668
060S
CHEMI CAL RESOURCES
.
T ICKET
RECORD
00541
8626*C
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE : 9000*0
ACIO. SULFURIC
HANOLING: 060 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECT ION
« 420 00 (GALS) RECEIVER DWI86
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
GIBRALTER
0888
082E
CHEMICAL RESOURCES
.
TICKET
RECORD
00541
8S26*(
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO INC
HI GHWAY
WASTE COOE
SOLVENTS
.
HANOL I NG
:
9 10100 OUANTITY :
SPENT
T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
* 070 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W186
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
C IBRALTER
0988
0906
CHEMICAL RESOURCES
.
T ICKET
RECORO
0054
S 1 1*31
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W186 GIBRALTER
H I GHWAY
CHEMICAL RESOURCES
z
3
5
•05*2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1919
2/20/92
PACE 49
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV 1
S
EPA ID TX0O694SO997
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED ANO
SASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
»ECE I VEO
JSTE CODE 901240 OUANTITY:
no. SPENT
1NDLING UNKNOWN
20 I TONS ) RECEIVER Z0022
REPORT DATE
OATE SHIPPEO
LOU IS I ANA RECE I VER
0388
03 1 6
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOOOOE3
682430368
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
RES BATON ROUGE LA
40I9S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
iSTE CODE 990OO9 OUANTITY: O.OI (TONS)
1009 CHARACTERISTIC OF EP TOXICITY - MERCURY 2 MG/L
RECEIVES 20022
REPORT DATE:
LOUIS I ANA RECE I VER
0388
T ICKET
RECORD
00000063
B82430369
tNOLINC UNKNOWN OATE SHI PPEO
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
03 1 6
RES BATON ROUGE LA
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
ISTE CODE: 9OOO40 OUANTITY: 0.10 (TONS)
METHOD OF TRANS
RECE I VER 20022
H I GHWAY
LOU I S I ANA RECE I VER T I CKET OI0364S2
ID , SULFURIC
kNOLING: UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
OATe SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
0388
03 1 6
RES BATON ROUGE LA
RECORO 842430370
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
ISTE CODE: 910100 OUANTITY
ILVENTS. SPENT
iNOL ING UNKNOWN
03 ( TONS ) RECEIVER 20022
REPORT DATE:
OATE SHIPPEO
LOU IS I ANA RECEIVER
0388
03 1 6
T ICKET
RECORO
1036462
SS243037 1
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
RES BATON ROUGE LA
4019S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
iSTE CODE: S72720 OUANTITY:
-tSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
1.61 ( TONS 1 RECEIVER: 20022
REPORT OATE :
LOUIS I ANA RECE I VER
03a:
T ICKET
RECORD
1036462
842430372
iNDL I NG UNKNOWN DATE SH IPPED :
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
03 i e
Res BATON ROUGE LA
4019S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
ISTE CODE: 95O9S0 QUANTITY 1 (TONS)
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER 20022
H I GHWAY
LOUISIANA RECEIVER TICKET 1066 664
B WASTE
.NDLING UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
OATE SHIPPEO:
SHIPPER COMMENT
lOlt
1012
ROLLINS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
RECORO
ROUGE
8833*0074
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
4019S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
HI GHWAY
''OS 8 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (DW0500)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE SO
HIPPER 30*77 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 1* REGION 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TX00694SO997
WASTE REPORTED
BASIN 1* COLORADO RIVER
AS SHIPPED ANO RECEIVED
STE CODE 972720 OUANTITY
SENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
.NDLING UNKNOWN
1 06 ( TONS) RECE I VER 2O022
REPORT OATE:
OATE SHIPPEO
LOUISIANA RECEIVER
1 0*8
1012
T ICKET :
RECORO
1066664
883340O75
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
ROLLINS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
ROUGE
'STE CODE 110100 OUANTITY:
LVENTS SPENT
O.OI (TONS) RECEIVER 20022
REPORT OATE
LOUISIANA RECEIVER
1086
T ICKET :
RECORO
01066665
8833*0076
NDLING UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPEO
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
1012
ROLLINS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
ROUGE
STE CODE 172720 OUANTITY: 1 (TONS)
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEI VER Z0022
H 1 GHWAY
LOUIS I ANA RECE I VER T I CKET
:
01066665
SENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
NOLING: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE
OATE SHIPPEO:
SHIPPER COMMENT
1 OSS
10 12
ROLLINS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
RECORO :
ROUGE
8833*0077
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
4019S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
STE CODE (000*0 OUANTITY:
10. SULFURIC
NOLING UNKNOWN
10 (TONS ) RECEIVER 20022
REPORT OATE:
OATE SHIPPEO :
LOUISIANA RECEIVER
0366
031 6
TICKET
RECORO
L 1036**2
682760 1 65
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
ROLLINS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
ROUGE
STE COOE : 910100 OUANTITY:
LVENTS. SPENT
0.03 (TONSI RECEIVER : 20022
REPORT OATE
:
LOUISIANA RECEIVER
0368
T I CKET
RECORO
L 1036*62
882780 166
NDL ING UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPEO
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
03 1 6
ROLLINS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
•0195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
ROUGE
STE CODE: 972720 OUANTITY: 16 1 ( TONS )
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER 20022
H I GHWAY
LOUISIANA RECEIVER T I CKET L 1036*62
SENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
NOL ING UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
DATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
0388
03 1 6
ROLLINS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
RECORO
ROUGE
882760 1 67
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OW0500I
PERIOD COVERED: JAN lit* THRU OEC Hl»
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 4 REGION OO COUNTY 127 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX0OG945O997
WASTE REPORTEO
BAS IN 14
AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
COLORADO RIVER
WASTE COOE 9O1240 OUANTITY:
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING: UNKNOWN
O 20 ( TONS ) RECEIVER Z0022
REPORT OATE:
DATE SH IPPEO
LOU IS I ANA
0311
03 1 6
RECE I VER T
I
CKET :
RECORD :
L 103
66271
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
ROLLINS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
40I9S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H
1
GHWAY
ROUGE
WASTE COOE: 990009 OUANTITY:
D009 CHARACTERISTIC OF EP TOXICITY - MERCURY
01 ( TONS )
2 MG/L
RECEIVER 20022
REPORT DATE:
LOUIS I ANA
0318
RECE I VER T CKET :
RECORO :
L 103
66276
HANDLING: UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
03 1 6
ROLLINS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
4019S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
ROUCE
WASTE CODE: 900720 OUANTITY: 03 (TONS)
METHOO OP TRANS
RECEIVER Z0022
H I GHWAY
LOUIS I ANA RECE I VER T ICKET : L 104
STRIPPING SOLUTION, ELECTROLYTIC
HANDLING: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE
OATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
oils
OB22
ROLL INS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
RECORO :
ROUCE
66271
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
4019S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I CHWAY
WASTE CODE: 910100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDL ING : UNKNOWN
01 1 TONS ) RECEIVER Z0022
REPORT OATE:
DATE SH
I
PPEO :
LOUIS 1 ANA
0688
0622
RECE I VER T CKET :
RECORD :
L 104
11271
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
ROLLINS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I CHWAY
ROUGE
WASTE COOE: 95O9S0 OUANTITY:
LAB WASTE
04 1 TONS ) RECEIVER Z0022
REPORT DATE :
LOUIS I ANA
0686
RECE I VER T ICKET :
RECORO :
L 104
11271
HANDL ING UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
0622
ROLLINS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
4019S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
ROUGE
WASTE CODE: 972720 OUANTITY: 2 00 [ TONS )
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER Z0022
H I GHWAY
LOUIS I ANA RECE I VER TI CKET
:
L 104
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
HANDLING: UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
OATE SHIPPEO
SHIPPER COMMENT
0666
0622
ROLL INS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
RECORO
ROUGE
11271
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
4019S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1911 THRU OEC 1911
2/2
PAGE
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC. DISTRI CT 4 REGI ON OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA I D TX0O694SO997
WASTE REPORTEO
BAS IN 14
AS SHIPPEO AND RECEIVED
COLORADO RIVER
WASTE CODE 950950 OUANTITY:
LAB WASTE
HANDLING: UNKNOWN
0.01 ( TONS I RECEIVER Z0022
REPORT OATE
DATE SHIPPED :
L OU I S I ANA
0611
0622
RECE I VER T I CKET
RECORO
L 104
11271
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
ROLLINS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
•0195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
ROUGE
WASTE CODE 910100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS, SPENT
ot (TONS 1 RECEIVER: 20022
REPORT OATE
LOUIS I ANA
0666
RECE I VER T ICKET
RECORD
L 104
11271
HANOL I NG : UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPEO
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
0622
ROLLINS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
ROUGE
WASTE COOE: 972720 OUANTITY: 1 ot (TONSI
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER 20022
H I GHWAY
LOUIS IANA RECE I VER TICKET L 101
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
HANOLING: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE
OATE SHIPPEO:
SHIPPER COMMENT
0966
0929
ROLLIN ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
RECORD
ROUGE
11334
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
4016S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 910100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANOLING: UNKNOWN
0.11 ( TONS) RECEIVER 20022
REPORT DATE:
DATE SHIPPEO:
LOUIS IANA
1 266
1 220
RECE I VER TI CKET
RECORD
L 107
19027
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
ROLLINS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
ROUGE
WASTE COOE: 972720 OUANTITY:
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
1.11 ( TONS ) RECEIVER: 20022
REPORT DATE
LOUISIANA
1 266
RECE I VER TICKET
RECORD
L 107
19027
HANOL I NG : UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
1 220
ROLLINS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
ROUGE
WASTE CODE: 9 10 100 OUANTITY: ' 10 (TONS)
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 20022
H I GHWAY
LOUIS IANA RECE1 VER T ICKET L 107
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
DATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1 286
1 220
ROLL INS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON
RECORO
ROUGE
• 9027
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
z
2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1968 THRU DEC 1911
2/20/92
PACE S3
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
EPA 10 TX0O69 450997
DISTRICT OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
COL ORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
ASTE CODE
AS WASTE
ANDL INC
QUINT I TV ITONS) RECEIVER Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT DATE 1 284
OATE SHIPPED : I 22Q
T ICKET
RECORD
L 1 07609
1
890270072
SHIPPER COMMENT ROLLINS ENVIR SERVICE INC BATON ROUGE
1ST TRANSPORTER 4019S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
METHOD OF TRANS; HIGHWAY
ASTE CODE 972720 QUANTITY
8SEN1C CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
O 03 ( TONS I RECEIVER 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT DATE I 2«C
T ICKET
RECORD
L 1 07S09
I
690270073
DATE SHIPPED
SH I PPER COMMENT
.
1ST TRANSPORTER
I 220
ROLLINS ENVIR SERVICE INC EATON ROUGE
4019S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
METHOD OF TRANS
•05 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (0*0500)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PACE 54
>477 MOTOROLA INC
1MPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHI PPED OFF-S ITE
••Batistatisai
MANAGED ON-SITE
ISTE COOE 1007 10
ISTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS ( DOMEST IC
1
.
168
.
S9S
INDUSTRIAL GRADE I
1
.
668 . S95
ISTE CODE : 1 1 2420
THYL PYRROLIOONE
a 8
\STE CODE 1 73920
iNO
1 2 1 2
ISTE CODE 1794S0
INTAINERS. EMPTY
ISTE COOE 900040
'ID, SULFURIC
S49 S46 20
1ST! COOE: 900710
iSTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS ( DOMESTIC
66 . S70
INDUSTRIAL GRADE)
66 . S70
iSTE CODE 900720
'RIPPING SOLUTION. ELECTROLYTIC
.STE CODE 901 240
ID, SPENT
1
.
946 1.940 27
.STE CODE 9 10100
ILVENTS. SPENT
326 299 4 1
STE COOE : 9 1 1 ISO
ILVENTS, HALOGENATeO
23 23
STE COOE 9 11 900
L, ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
STE COOE 9 14010 1 1
LDER I NG FLU I OS
STE COOE 914490
OTO RESIST
SO SO 1
STE COOE 9 158 10
L ANO SOLVENT
STE COOE 9 1 S940
INT AND SOLVENTS
3 3
STE COOE 9S09S0
1 WASTE
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 19H THRU DEC I8H
3Q477 MOTOROLA INC
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE CODE 9S13SO
PAINT SLUDGE. HYDROCARBON CONTAINING
WASTE CODE 9722 10
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
WASTE CODE : 972720
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
WASTE CODE 990009
0O09 CHARACTERISTIC OF EP TOXICITY 2 MG/L
COMPANY SUMMARY 30477
TOTAL VOLUME 1 . 938 . 09S 1 . 938 . 034
CLASS I EPA HAZAROOUS
OTHER CLASS I I 4 68,615 1 . Ill . 6 15
CLASS II
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN Ltll THRU DEC I98»
SHIPPER 31947 LAMBOA SEMICONDUCTORS DISTRICT OO COUNTY: 175 NUECES
TXD09S* 19 102
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE: 912010 OUAN GENERATED:
FREON
HANOLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC
1 39 00 ( GALS
)
OUAN HANDLED 94 00 (GALSI
FACILITY 03 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
STOREO FAC » 3 FREON ISSTORED IN FAC »S
RECORD 99 1700379
WASTE CODE 912970 OUAN GENERATEO: 1.265 OO (GALS)
SOLVENTS. ORGANIC. AND PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS
OUAN. HANDLED 576 00 (GALS)
FACILITY 04 TANK (SURFACE)
RECORD 99 1 700379
HANOL I NG S02 TANK
WASTE CODE 912670 OUAN GENERATED I
.
29S 00 I GALS ) OUAN . HANOLED 8 19 00 I GALS ) RECORD: 991700390
SOLVENTS. ORGANIC, AND PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS
HANOLINC T06 LIOUIO INJECTION INCINERATOR
RECEIVER: 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTA
WASTE COOE: 952250 OUAN GENERATEO:
TANK BOTTOMS, ACIDIC
HANDLING: T06 LIOUIO INJECTION INCINERATOR
1.11 ( TONS ) OUAN. HANDLED 1.11 (TONS)
RECEIVER: 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTA
RECORD 99 1 700391
WASTE COOE: 102990 OUAN
R
I
NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
GENERATEO S , 990, 137 00 (GALS I OUAN HANOLEO: 5.180 137 OO (GALS)
RECEIVER 10401 CORPUS CHRISTI - BRO
RECORO: 991700392
HANDLING. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
WASTE COOE: 912010 OUAN GENERATED: 1 39 00 [ GALS ) OUAN HANDLED 1 85 OO ( GALS
)
RECORO : 89 1700393
FREON
HANDLING: TB3 SOLVENT RECOVERY
RECEIVER: 3190S USPCI HY0R0CAR8ON RE
WASTE CODE: 9431SO OUAN. GENERATED:
GOLD BEARING SLUOGE
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
O 07 (TONS) OUAN HANOLED: O 07 (TONS) RECORO: 891700384
RECEIVER Z0034 NEW JERSEY RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: RFI INDSTR1ES JERSEY CITY NEW JERSEY 07302
3542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (0WO5OOI
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1911 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PACE 57
UPPER 31647 LAMBDA SEMICONDUCTORS DISTRICT 12 RECION 00 COUNTY 178 NUECES
EPA I TX0O664 19 102 BAS IN: OO
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
;TE CODE SI2670 OUANTITY
VENTS. ORGANIC. AND PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS
IDLING T06 LIQUID INJECTION INCINERATOR
411 OO ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT OATE: 0888
OATE RECE I VEO 08 1
9
T ICKET
RECORD
000 134 24
88323 1 S09
1ST TRANSPORTER 31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION INC
METHOD OF TRANS: UNKNOWN
iTE CODE 912670 OUANTITY
VENTS. ORGANIC. AND PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS
IOLINC: T06 LIQUID INJECTION INCINERATOR
400 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT OATE : 0288
OATE RECE I VED 02 19
TICKET
RECORO
003S 6408
9 1 1 44208
1
1ST TRANSPORTER: 31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION INC
METHOO OF TRANS: UNKNOWN
TE CODE: 9S22S0 OUANTITY
IK 80TT0MS. ACIDIC
IDLING : OS 1 LANDF ILL
101 ( TONS ) RECEIVER 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT OATE 0288
OATE RECE I VEO 02 10
T ICKET
RECORD
003S8409
9 1 1 442082
1ST TRANSPORTER: 40980 CORSAN TRUCKING
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
TE CODE 912010 OUANTITY
IBM
IDLING. TGI SOLVENT RECOVERY
1 GS OO ( GALS 1 RECEIVER: 31905 USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
REPORT OATE: 0188
OATE RECE I VED : 111
T ICKET
RECORD
003SG405
89 1 1 50429
~ 1ST TRANSPORTER: 40S21 C HEMCENT RAL /S AN ANTONIO
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
—
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1986 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 56
I 47 LAMBDA SEMICONDUCTORS
PANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANACEO ON-SITE
I TE COOE : 102990
! SEWATER/WASTEWATER
I TE COOE: 9 12010
' TE CODE 9 1 2670
i VENTS. ORGANIC. AND PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS
' TE COOE : 943 ISO
ID BEARING SLUOGE
' TE COOE 952250
' K BOTTOMS
.
AC IOIC
PANY SUMMARY : 3 1 647
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HA2AR00US
OTHER CLASS
CLASS I I
DW0S«2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/
PACE
SHIPPER 31780 HONEYWELL, INC DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY OS7 DALLAS
EPA I TX0O47S2S633
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
SAS I N 08 TRINITY RIVER
WASTE CODE 910100 OUAN GENERATED 6.2SO
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC )
OO 1 GALS 1 OUAN HANDLED: 1,200 00 (GALS)
FACILITY OS CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORD 69 1 700536
WASTE CODE 100OT0 OUAN GENERATEO:
ACID. PHOSPHORIC (H3P04)
12 OO (GALS 1 OUAN. HANDLED
RECEIVER: 10257 NORTH
12 . 00 ( GALS 1
TEXAS MWD
RECORO 89 1 700537
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
WASTE CODE: 100130 OUAN GENERATEO: 72 OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED : 72 00 (GALS ] RECORD : 89 1 700536
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE (NH40H)
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
RECEIVER I02S7 NORTH TEXAS MWD
WASTE CODE 100800 OUAN GENERATED:
ACIO. HYDROFLUORIC
HANOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
200 00 (CALS) OUAN HANDLED :
RECEIVER: 10257 NORTH
200 00 ( GALS )
TEXAS MWO
RECORO : 69 1700531
WASTE CODE 102200 OUAN GENERATEO:
HYDROGEN PEROXIOE
892 00 1 GALS ) OUAN HANDLED
RECE I VER 10257 NORTH
892 00 ICALS)
TEXAS MWO
RECORO : 89 1700540
HANOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
WASTE CODE: 1023*0 OUAN GENERATED 80 00 1 GALS ) OUAN HANOLEO : 80 OO (GALS) RECORO : 69 1 700541
AMMONIUM PLUORIOE
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
RECEIVER: 102S7 NORTH TEXAS MWD
WASTE CODE 108300 OUAN CENERATEO
ETCHING SOLUTION
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1
.
23* 00 ( GALS 1 OUAN HANOLEO
RECEIVER 10257 NORTH
.
234 OO ( GALS I
TEXAS MWO
RECORO : 89 1700542
WASTE CODE 110750 OUAN GENERATEO
ACIO. ACETIC (MAC]
1 1 t 00 (GALS ) OUAN HANDLED
RECE I VER 10257 NORTH
116 00 1 GALS )
TEXAS MWD
RECORO : 69 17005*3
HANOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
WASTE CODE 9000*0 OUAN GENERATED 1.232 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLEO : . 232 . 00 ( GALS ) RECORO : 69 1 700544
ACID. SULFURIC
HANOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
RECE I VER 10257 NORTH TEXAS MWO
WASTE CODE 9000S0 OUAN GENERATED
ACID. NITRIC IHN03I
HANOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
68 OO (GALS) OUAN HANOLEO:
RECE I VER : 10257 NORTH
66.00 (GALS)
TEXAS MWD
RECORO : 89 1 700S4S
WASTE CODE: 900060 OUAN GENERATEO:
ACIO. HYDROCHLORIC [HCLJ
300 OO ICALS ) OUAN HANOLEO:
RECE I VER 10257 NORTH
300 00 ( GALS 1
TEXAS MWD
RECORO : 89 1 700546
HANDLINC T31 NEUTRALIZATION
"
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( DW05O0
)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/20/
PAGE
SHIPPER: 31780 HONEYWELL INC DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 057 OALLAS
EPA ID: TXD04762S633 BASIN 06 TRINITY RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE: 110920 OUAN
ACRYLON I TRI LE BUTADIENE
HANOL ING S02 TANK
GENERATEO
STYRENE
00 (CALS) OUAN HANOLEO OO (GALS)
(ABS) RECEIVER. ZOOOI ALABAMA RECEIVER
RECORD : 89 1 7005*7
WASTE COOE: 111130 OUAN.
OIL. PETROLEUM
CENERATEO : 0.00 (GALS) OUAN HANOLEO: 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER ZOOOI ALABAMA RECEIVER
RECORD
:
89 1 700548
HANDL INC : S02 TANK
WASTE COOE: 910100 OUAN GENERATED 6.250 OO (GALS) OUAN HANDLED: 1.350 00 (GALS) RECORD : 69 17005*9
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLING: S02 TANK
RECEIVER ZOOOI ALABAMA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: CWM EMILLE ALABAMA
WASTE COOE: 978*00 OUAN.
LAB-PACKS
HANOLING. 0*1 LANDFILL
CENERATEO : 1 37 (TONS) OUAN HANOLEO 1 37 (TONS)
RECEIVER: ZOOOI ALABAMA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT CWM EMELLE AL
RECORD : 69 1 7O0S50
WASTE COOE: 117730 OUAN
OIL. VACUUM PUMP. WITH HCI
GENERATED : 100 OO (CALS) OUAN HANDLED: 1 SO 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER. Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
RECORD : 89 1700551
HANOL ING : S02 TANK
WASTE CODE: 9 1 O 1 OO OUAN GENERATEO
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: CWM CARLYSS LOUISANA
6.250 OO (GALS) OUAN HANOLED: * . OOO . 00 (GALSI RECORO : 89 1700S62
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLINC: S02 TANK
RECEIVER Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: CWM CARLYSS LOUISANA
z
5
/OS 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SVSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 19S( THRU DEC 19(1
2/20/92
PAGE 11
.HIPPER: 317(0 HONEYWELL. I NC 3ISTRICT 04 RECION OO COUNTY OS7 OALLAS
EPA 10 TX0O47(2S(33
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED AND
IAS IN 0( TRINITY RIVER
RECE I VEO
STE COOE
•PACKS
,NOL INC :
37(400
UNKNOWN
OUANT I TV : 31 4 00 (CALS) RECE I VER : 2000
1
REPORT OATC:
OATE SHI PPED :
ALABAMA RECEIVER
of ia
0927
T ICKET
RECORD
0042(4 1
•(3
1
30257
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
CWM EMELLE ALABAMA AL0OOOG224S4
40S2S CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT
H I CHWAY
INC
,STE COOE
-PACKS
97(400 OUANT I TV OS ( TONS ) RECEIVER: 2000 1
REPORT OATE :
ALABAMA RECEIVER
09S(
T I CKCT
RECORO
0042(4 10
((3 3025E
,N0L INS : UNKNOWN OATE SH IPPEO
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
0927
CWM EMELLE ALABAMA ALD0006224E4
40S2S CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT INC
,STE COOE: 1 17730 OUANT I TV SO 00 1 CALS )
METHOD OP TRANS
RECEIVER 20022
H IGHWAY
LOUISIANA RECEIVER TICKET L 1 030 1 25
L. VACUUM
.NOL INC
:
PUMP. WITH HCL
UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE
DATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
01 SS
112
CWM CARLYSS LA IL0000777201
RECORD ((0( 105 14
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
40S26 CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT
H I CHWAY
INC
STE COOE S 10100
LVENTS, SPENT
NDLING: UNKNOWN
OUANTITV : 1 , 3S0 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER 20022
REPORT OATE:
DATE SHIPPED
LOUISIANA RECEIVER
01 S(
112
T ICKET
RECORO
L 1030 1 3S
8108 105 IS
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
CWM CARLYSS LA IL0OOO7772O1
40S2S CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT
HI CHWAY
INC
STE CODE
L, VACUUM
1 17730
PUMP. WITH HCL
OUANT I TV : 100 00 1 CALS ) RECEIVER: 20022
REPORT OATE:
LOUISIANA RECEIVER
07((
T ICKET
RECORO
L 10301 3S
((272083S
NOL INC
:
UNKNOWN DATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
07 1 1
CWM CARLYSS LA IL0OOO7772O1
40S2S CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT INC
STE CODE: 9 1 1 00 OUANT I TV : 1 . oso 00 ICALSI
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 20022
H I GHWAY
LOUISIANA RECEIVER T ICKET L l 030 1 36
LVENTS. SPENT
NOLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE
OATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
07SB
07 1 1
CWM CARLYSS LA ILD000777201
RECORO ((2720(39
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40S26 CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT
HI CHWAY
INC
TEKAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC 19(8
HIPPER: 317(0 HONEYWELL, INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY: 057 DALLAS
EPA ID: TX004782SS33 BASIN: 0( TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
STE COOE 9101 OO
LVENTS, SPENT
NDL I NC : UNKNOWN
OUANT I TY : 1
,
300 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE: 10((
OATE SH I PPEO 1 O 1 (
SHIPPER COMMENT CWM CARLYSS LA LA0OOO7772O1
TICKET :
RECORD :
L 1030 1 37
883420 1 25
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM IOWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED JAN [III THRU DEC 19 8 8
3 1780 WONEYWEL L . INC
COMPANV TOTALS Br WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL CENERATEO SM I PPED OFF -S I TE MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE COOE 100070
ACID. PHOSPHORIC (H3P04I
WASTE CODE : 1001 30
AMMONIUM HYOROXIOE (NH40HI
WASTE COOE 100800
ACIO. HYDROFLUORIC
WASTE COOE : 102200
HYDROCEN PEROXIDE
WASTE COOE: I0234O
AMMONIUM FLUORIDE
WASTE CODE: 108300
ETCHING SOLUTION
WASTE CODE : 1 107S0
ACIO . ACETIC ( HAC
)
WASTE CODE : 1 10S20
ACRYLON I TRI LE BUTADIENE STYRENE ( ABS )
WASTE COOE : 1 1 1 1 30
OIL, PETROLEUM
WASTE CODE : 1 17730
OIL. VACUUM PUMP, WITH HCL
WASTE COOE: 900040
ACIO, SULFURIC
WASTE COOE: 100050
ACID
,
NITRIC I HN03 I
WASTE COOE 90O0S0
ACID, HYOROCHLORIC IHCL)
WASTE CODE: SIO1O0
SOLVENTS. SPENT
WASTE COOE 978400
LAB-PACKS
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM IOWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN Htl THRU DEC Hit
31780 HONEYWELL. INC
COMPANV TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONS) TOTAL CENERATEO SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
COMPANY SUMMARY: 31780
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS I I
0S42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1911
2/20/92
PAGE 65
HIPPER 32263 MICROPAC INDUSTRIES. INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 0S7 DALLAS
EPA ID TXDOS 6367 1 1
3
BAS IN 08 TRINITY R
I
VER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
STE CODE 910090 OUAN GENERATEO
ETONE
NDLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM ETC
SSO 00 IGALS) OUAN HANDLED 25 00 (GALSI
RECEIVER 32263 MICRDPAC INDUSTRIES.
1
RECORO 90 1 2900 1 1
STE CODE 912940 OUAN GENERATED
COHOL. (CS AND LESS!
2.006 OO (GALS) OUAN HANDLED SO 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 322S3 MICROPAC INDUSTRIES.
RECORO : 901 2900 1 2
NOLING SOI CONTAINER (SARREL. DRUM. ETC
'STE CODE 910090 OUAN GENERATED:
1
550 00 (GALS) OUAN HANDLED 525 00 (GALS) RECORD B93040OO 1
ETONE
NDLINC: TSO BLENDING
RECEIVER 50084 CHEMICAL RECLAMATION
STE CODE 912940 OUAN GENERATED
COHOL. IC6 ANO LESS)
NDLINC. TSO BLENDING
2,006 00 (GALS) OUAN HANDLED 1.956 00 (GALSI
RECEIVER SOOS4 CHEMICAL RECLAMATION
RECORD 69304OO02
TexAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN IMI THRU OEC 1986
UPPER 32283 MICROPAC INDUSTRIES. INC.
EPA I D TXD05636T 1 1 3
DISTRICT Q4 REGION: OO COUNTY: OS? DALLAS
BASIN 08 TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
5TE CDDE 9 10090
TONE
HDL I NC TSO BLENDI NG
OUANT I TY
STE COOE S10001 OUANTITV
301 CHARACTERISTIC OF IGNITABILITY
I1DLING TSO BLENDING
1 . SOO OO I CALS
I
900 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER 32277 CHEMICAL RECLAMATION SERVICES
REPORT DATE: 0188
DATE RECEIVED: O 1 2Q
T
I
CKET .
RECORO
1ST TRANSPORTER :
METHOD OF TRANS:
40383 SOUTHERN WASTE MANAGEMENT CO
H I GHWAY
RECEIVER: 50084 CHEMICAL RECLAMATION SERV
REPORT DATE 1088
DATE RECEIVED: 1027
T ICKET
RECORO
00457324
88 109039 8
0O5 17 189
890BS 1 4S3
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
:
40383 SOUTHERN WASTE MANAGEMENT CO
H I GHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM IOWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN l$_M THRU DEC I9t«
32263 MICROPAC INDUSTRIES. INC
COMPANY TOTALS Bf WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE CODE : 9 10090
ACETONE
WASTE CODE: 912940
ALCOHOL. (C6 AND LESS]
WASTE COOE 990001
0001 CHARACTERISTIC OF IGNITA8ILITY
COMPANY SUMMARY: 32263
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS II
DWOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
1
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 19*t THRU OEC 1***
2/20
PACE
SHIPPER: 32580 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC DISTRICT: 14 REGION: OO COUNTY: 227 TRAV IS
EPA 10 : TXD09639T2 1
1
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE: 111190 OUAN GENERATED: <
PHOTO RESIST STRIPPER
HANDLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
]
4*5 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 750 00
FACILITY: IS CONTAINER STORAGE
BLOC 2
( CALS )
AREA
RECORD
:
** 1030395
WASTE COOE: 111190 OUAN GENERATED: <
PHOTO RESIST STRIPPER
4*5 00 (GALS) OUAN. HANOLEO: 2.550 00
FACILITY 03 CONTAINER STORAGE
( GALS I
AREA
RECORD : ** 1030394
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC.)
WASTE CODE 900970 OUAN GENERATED: 3« 1 .04 1 2*1 00 (CALS)
DRUMS
OUAN
.
HANDLED : 00 (CALS) RECORD : 89 1030399
ACID. MIXED
HANDLING: SOS OTHER
FACILITY: 13 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
INVALID FACILITY SEOUENCE NUMBER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT SUMP STORAGE
WASTE COOE: 9004TO OUAN GENERATED: 341.011
ACID. MIXED
2* 1 00 (GALS ) OUAN HANDLED : 00
FACILITY: 07 CONTAINER STORAGE
(CALS 1
AREA
RECORD : 9* 103039*
HANDLING SOS OTHER INVALID FACILITY SEOUENCE NUMBER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: SUMP STORAGE
WASTE COOE: 100170 OUAN GENERATED: 341.041
ACIO. MIXED
HANDLING. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
2* 1 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 1*. COO. 00
FACILITY: 04 TANK
3 TANKS. 4200 GAL
ICALS)
EA
RECORD : 99 1030391
WASTE CODE: 900*70 OUAN GENERATED: 341,0*1
AC ID . MIXED
2(1 oo ( GALS 1 OUAN HANOLEO: 10,200.00
FAC I
L
ITY : 01 TANK
(CALS 1 RECORD 99 1030391
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
WASTE COOE: 902**0 OUAN GENERATED: 7* ( TONS )
3 TANKS. 4000 GAL
OUAN. HANDLED: 00
EA
( TONS ) RECORD : 89 103040;
CORROSIVE WASTES
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
FACILITY: 15 CONTAINER STORAGE
BLDG . 2
AREA
WASTE CODE 902**0 OUAN GENERATED:
CORROSIVE WASTES
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1 74 I TONS ) OUAN HANDLED : 167
FACILITY: 04 TANK
3 TANKS. 4200 CAL
( TONS )
EA
RECORO
:
89 103040
WASTE COOE: 902«*0 OUAN GENERATEO:
CORROSIVE WASTES
1 74 ( TONS ) OUAN HANOLEO : Oil
FACILITY 03 CONTAINER STORAGE
( TONS )
AREA
RECORD : «* 1030*01
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC )
WASTE COOE: 9059*0 OUAN GENERATED: 630 1 9* 00 ( GALS )
DRUMS
OUAN HANOLEO: 2 , 1 00 OO 1 GALS
J
RECORD : 49 103040
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDL ING S02 TANK
FACI L I TV : OS TANK
z
4
12
TEXAS
SH IPPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PERIOO COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR 1 NC REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
JAN 198* THRU DEC 1911
2/20/92
PACE 69
»f» 32580 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES . INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAV I S
EPA I D TX0O9 63972 1 1 BAS I N
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
4 COLORADO RIVER
COD! 905910 OUAN GENERATED
INT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
INC SOS OTHER
S30 19S OO ( GALS 1 OUAN HANDLED: OO (CALS)
FAC I L I TY : 13 TANK
INVALID FACILITY SEQUENCE NUMBER
RECORO 8 9
1
O304O7
CODE: 9059SO OUAN CENERATED:
NT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
630 I9S 00 1 GALS) OUAN HANDLED: 366 OO (CALS)
FACILITY lO TANK (SURFACE)
RECORO 8 9 1O304O6
INC S02 TANK
COOE: 9059*0 OUAN CENERATED: 630 1 91 00 ( GALS I OUAN . HANDLED : 1 1 72 . OO ( CALS 1 RECORO 89 1 030406
NT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
INC: S02 TANK
FACILITY: 09 TANK (SURFACE)
CODE: 905980 OUAN GENERATED
NT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
INC SOS OTHER
S30 1 9* OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: OO (GALS)
FACILITY: OT TANK (SURFACE)
INVALID FACILITY SEOUENCE NUMBER
RECORO 89 1 030404
CODE: 910190 OUAN GENERATED:
N TETRACHLORIDE
00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED:
FACI L I TY : 14 CONTAI NER
OO ( GALS )
STORAGE AREA
RECORD 89 1030409
ING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM,
CODE: 910190 OUAN GENERATED:
ETC )
00 (GALS)
BLOC 2
OUAN HANDLED : OO ( GALS ) RECORO : 89 1030406
N TETRACHLORIDE
ING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC. 1
FACILITY 03 CONTAINER
DRUMS
STORACE AREA
CODE: 912010 OUAN GENERATED
ING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DPUM, ETC )
95 00 (CALS ) OUAN HANDLED:
FACILITY: 1* CONTAINER
BLOC 2
S OO (CALS)
STORAGE AREA
RECORO : 89 10304 1 1
CODE: 912010 OUAN GENERATEO: 95 00 ( GALS I OUAN HANDLED:
FACILITY 03 CONTAINER
3 00 ( CALS )
STORAGE AREA
RECORO 89 1030* 10
ING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM,
COOE: 91*490 OUAN CENERATED
ETC )
1 3 92S 00 ( GALS 1
DRUMS
OUAN . HANDLED : 00 ( CALS ) RECORD : 89 1030* 1
S
RES 1ST
ING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC 1
FAC I L ITY 1 « CONTA I NER
SLOG 2
STORACE AREA
CODE 91*490 OUAN GENERATEO:
RES 1ST
INC SOS OTHER
1 3 92S 00 1 GALS ) OUAN HANOLED: OO (GALS)
FACILITY: 12 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
INVALID FACILITY SEOUENCE NUMBER
RECORD 89 1030* 1 «
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: SUMP STORACE
2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( DWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1968
2/20/92
PACE TO
PER: 32S80 AOVANCEO MICRO OEVICES INC ISTRI CT : 14 RECION : OC COUNTY : 227 TRAVIS
EPA I TX0O963972 1 1 BASIN: 1* COLORADO RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
COOE : 9 1**90 OUAN
RES 1ST
ING SOS OTHER
CENERATED : 13 925 00 ( CALS ) OUAN HANDLED: OO (GALS)
FACILITY 0* CONTAINER STORACE AREA
INVALID FACILITY SEOUENCE NUMBER
RECORD 89 1030* 1
3
CODE 9 1 *«90 OUAN CENERATED 1 3 925 00 ( GALS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT SUMP STORAGE
OUAN. HANOLED 135 OO (GALS) RECORO : 89 1030* 1
2
RES 1ST
ING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC. )
FACILITY: 03 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
DRUMS
COOE 9 1 5860 OUAN
LOROETHANE
ING: SOI CONTAINER
GENERATED :
I BARREL . ORUM. ETC )
35 OO (GALS ) OUAN HANDLED OO (CALSI
FACILITY: 14 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
BLOC 2
RECORO 69 1030* 1
7
COOE : 9 1 5*60 OUAN
LOROETHANE
GENERATEO: 35 00 (CALSI OUAN. HANOLED: 0.00 (CALS)
FACILITY: 03 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORO 89 10304 1 6
ING SOI CONTAINER
CODE 916600 OUAN
1 BARREL . DRUM,
GENERATED :
ETC )
30 19* 00 ( GALS )
DRUMS
OUAN. HANDLED: 225 00 (CALS) RECORD : 89 1030* 1
9
NT MIXTURE, SPENT
INC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC. )
FACILITY: 03 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
DRUMS
COOE 9 l 6600 OUAN
NT MIXTURE, SPENT
INC S02 TANK
GENERATEO : 30 19* 00 (GALS ) OUAN HANDLED 470 OO (CALS)
FACI L ITY : 02 TANK
2 TANKS. SOO GAL EA
RECORO 89 I030* 1 8
COOE 9 1 6600 OUAN
NT MIXTURE. SPENT
GENERATED 30 IB* 00 (GALS) OUAN. HANDLED: 00 (GALS)
FACILITY 14 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
RECORD
:
89 10101:3
INC SOI CONTAINER
COOE 916600 OUAN
1 BARREL , ORUM,
GENERATED
ETC. )
30 1 9* 00 (GALS)
BLOC 2
OUAN. HANOLED 00 (CALS) RECORD : 89 1030*22
NT MI XTURE
.
SPENT
INC S05 OTHER
FACILITY 12 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
INVALID FACILITY SEOUENCE
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: SUMP STORACE
NUMBER
CODE: 9166O0 OUAN
NT MI XTURE
.
SPENT
. GENERATED: 30 19* 00 1 GALS 1 OUAN. HANDLED: OO (CALS)
FACILITY 08 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
RECORD 89 1030*2
1
INC S05 OTHER INVALID FACILITY SEOUENCE
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: SUMP STORAGE
NUMBER
CODE 9 1 6600 OUAN
NT MIXTURE. SPENT
ING S02 TANK
CENERATED 30 1 9* OO 1 GALS 1 OUAN HANDLED 1.667 OO (CALS)
FACILITY: 06 TANK (SURFACE)
RECORD 89 1 030*20
0WOS42
TEXAS
SH
I
PPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MONITORING REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM (0WO5OO
JAN I9tl THRU DEC 1911
2/20;
PACE
,
SHIPPER 32SSO ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES INC I STR I CI 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 T 1005 63972 1 1 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE: 972210 OUAN CENERATEO:
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC 1
00 ( TONS ) OUAN. HANDLED:
FACILITY: 14 CONTAINER
BLDG 2
OO
STORAGE
[ TONS )
AREA
RECORO 99 103042S~
WASTE CODE: 972210 OUAN CENERATEO:
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
00 ( TONS ) OUAN HANDLED
FACILITY 03 CONTAINER
O 00
STORAGE
( TONS )
AREA
RECORO
:
99 1030424
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM.
WASTE COOE: 972720 OUAN. GENERATED:
ETC )
2 1 4 ( TONS )
DRUMS
OUAN HANDLED . 39 I TONS ) RECORD : 99 1030427
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC )
FACILITY 14 CONTAINER
BLDG 2
STORAGE AREA
WASTE COOE: 972720 OUAN GENERATED:
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM., ETC. )
2 14 [ TONS 1 OUAN HANDLED
FACILITY: 03 CONTAINER
DRUMS
00
STORAGE
( TONS )
AREA
RECORD : 99 1030424
1
WASTE COOE: 980790 OUAN GENERATED:
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLIO MATERIAL
(2 (TONS) OUAN. HANDLED:
FACILITY: 14 CONTAINER
16
STORAGE
( TONS )
AREA
RECORD : 49 1030429
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM.
WASTE CODE: 990790 OUAN GENERATED:
ETC )
92 (TONS)
BLDG 2
OUAN HANDLED 1 1 TONS ) RECORD :
1
49 1030424
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC. )
FACILITY 03 CONTAINER
DRUMS
STORAGE AREA
WASTE CODE: 9(3044 OUAN GENERATED:
U044 CHLOROFORM OR METHANE. TRICHLORO
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC )
oo ( TONS ) OUAN HANDLED
FACILITY 03 CONTAINER
DRUMS
O OO
STORAGE
( TONS )
AREA
RECORO : 99 1030430
WASTE CODE: 993044 OUAN GENERATED:
U044 CHLOROFORM OR METHANE. TRICHLORO
00 1 TONS ) OUAN. HANOLED
FAC I
L
ITY 14 CONTAI NER
O 00
STORAGE
( TONS )
AREA
RECORD 49 1030431
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC )
WASTE CODE: 900S70 OUAN GENERATED: 341. OBI 2« 1 00 ( GALS 1
BLDG 2
OUAN HANOLED: 341.091. 29 1 00 I GALS ) RECORO 49 1030432
AC ID . MI XED
HANOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
RECEIVER 10S43 CITY OF AUST I N
WASTE COOE: 1 1 1 1 BO OUAN GENERATED: •
PHOTO RESIST STRIPPER
HANDLING TOS LIQUID INJECTION INCINERATOR
445 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLED: 7.79S 00
RECEIVER: 31019 RHONE - POU L E NC
( CALS ) RECORD 49 1030433
WASTE COOE: 912010 OUAN. GENERATeO:
FREON
95 00 1 GALS ) OUAN HANDLED
RECE I VER 50029 H E.A.I
t 9 7 00
INC
( CALS ) RECORD 49 1030434
HANDLING: T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
DW0S42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 19SS THRU DEC 1(99
2/20»
PACE
SHIPPER 32S40 AOVANCED MICRO DEVICES INC DISTRICT 14 REGI ON : 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA I D TXD09S3972 1
1
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
1ASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE COOE: 914490 OUAN GENERATED:
PHOTO RESIST
HANDLING TSO BLENOING
13 92S OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLED:
RECEIVER S0029
10, 9 IS 00 (CALS )HEAT INC RECORO : 99 103043S
WASTE CODE 915990 OUAN GENERATED
TRICHLOROETHANE
II 00 (CALS ) OUAN HANDLED
RECEIVER. S0029
II 00 ( CALS )HEAT. INC RECORO
49 1030439
HANOLING: TS3 SOLVENT RECOVERY
WASTE CODE 90S990 OUAN GENERATED 930 199 00 1 GALS ) OUAN HANDLED 939 . 340 00 ( GALS I RECORD
1
49 1030437.
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING: 090 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
RECEI VER : DW1 99 OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
WASTE CODE 914490 OUAN GENERATED:
PHOTO RESIST
HANOLING: TSO BLENOING
1 3 92S 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED
RECEIVER: 0W148
4
.
SOS 00 ( CALS I
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORD : 49 1030434
WASTE CODE: 91(900 OUAN GENERATED:
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
30 1(4 00 (GALS) OUAN HANDLED:
RECEIVER: DWIII
29,202 00 (GALS)
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORO : 49 1030434
HANOLING: TSO BLENOING
WASTE COOE: 993044 OUAN. GENERATED: OO (TONS) OUAN
.
HANOLED : 00 ( TONS ) RECORO : 49 1030440
U044 CHLOROFORM OR METHANE, TRICHLORO
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
RECEIVER DWIII GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
|WASTE CODE 972720 OUAN GENERATEO:
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
HANDLING: TOT ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
2 1 4 (TONS) OUAN HANOLED: 2 10 (TONS)
RECEIVER ZOOOS ARKANSAS RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: ENSCO EL DORADO AR
.
RECORO :
AR0OS9744192
49 1030441
WASTE COOE: 980790 OUAN. GENERATEO:
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
(2 ( TONS ) OUAN HANDLED
RECEIVER ZOOOS
57 ( TONS I
ARKANSAS RECEIVER
RECORD : 49 1030442
HANDLING: TOT ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
WASTE CODE: 972210 OUAN GENERATEO o 00 ( TONS)
GENERATOR-S COMMENT: ENSCO EL DORADO AR
OUAN. HANDLED: 20 (TONS)
AR0O99744 192
RECORD : 991030443
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
HANOLING: 091 LANOFILL
RECEIVER: 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: CHEMICAL WASTE MCT EMELLE AL AL0OOO422444
'
z
3
*0542
TEXAS
SH I PPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PER I OD CO VEREO
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR ING REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 73
SHIPPER 32580 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV I S
EPA 10 TX0O963972 1 1 BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SMIPPEO
8STE COOE: 111180 QUANTITY
HOTO RESIST STRIPPER
INDLINC. TOS LIQUID INJECTION INCINERATOR
1 1 80 ( TONS I RECEIVER : 3 1019
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED
RHONE - POULENC
0688
OS24
T
I
CKET
RECORD
00447990
89
1
1S0598
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
31902 CHANNEL TRANSPORTATION INC
UNKNOWN
ISTE CODE 111180 OUANTITY
IOTO RESIST STRIPPER
1NDLINC: TOt LIOUID INJECTION INCINERATOR
1 a a i ( TONS ) RECEIVER 3 1019
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VEO :
RHONE - POULENC
osaa
OS 1 2
T I CKET
RECORD
00550444
88298 1 356
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO INC
H I GHWAY
ISTE CODE 912010 OUANTITY
ieon
kNOLINC TS« DISTILLATION
ss oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER: S0029
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED
H EAT INC
1 aa
1 20
T I CKET
RECORO
00373098
890232S4S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
31951 VAN WATERS A ROCERS. INC
UNKNOWN
1ST! CODE (14490 OUANTITY
•OTO RESIST
JNOLINC: TSO BLENDING
1
.
S9S oo ( GALS ) RECEI VER : 50029
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
0188
O 1 20
TICKET
RECORO
00373098
890232S46
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
31951 VAN WATERS 8 ROGERS, INC
UNKNOWN
ISTE COOE 914490 OUANTITY
IOTO RESIST
tNOLING. TSO BLENDING
1
.
TOO 00 1GALS) RECEIVER : S0029
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
0388
0304
TICKET
RECORO
00447633
692 140 1 lO
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
31951 VAN WATERS 8 ROGERS, INC
UNKNOWN
ISTE CODE 914490 OUANTITY
IOTO RESIST
1NDLING: TSO BLENDING
1
, 470 oo I GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
H EAT. INC .
0788
0727
T I CKET
.
RECORO
00447994
89080090
1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
31951 VAN WATERS 8 ROGERS, INC
UNKNOWN
31951 VAN WATERS 8 ROGERS. INC
_
iSTE COOE: 914490 OUANTITY: 1 . 100 00 ( GALS )
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 50029 H
UNKNOWN
EAT. INC TI CKET 0055O477
IOTO RESIST
HOLING TSO BLENDING
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
1088
10 14
31951 VAN WATERS 8 ROGERS. INC
RECORO 89 1 430778
METHOD OF TRANS UNKNOWN
'OS 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN IBS* THRU DEC 1BSB
2/20/92
PAGE 74
NIPPER: 32S80 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC DISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA I D TX0O983972 1 1 BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
STE CODE 912010 OUANTITY
EON
NOLING: T54 DISTILLATION
42 oo (GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED
H EAT. INC
i i aa
112 1
TICKET •
RECORO
0055049
89 1 430779
1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
31951 VAN WATERS t ROGERS. INC
UNKNOWN
STE COOE: 914490 OUANTITY:
OTO RESIST
NOL ING : T50 BLENDING
9S0 00 ( GALS 1 RECEIVER: S0029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEI VED :
H EAT INC
1 111
1121
TICKET •
RECORD :
OOSS049 1
89 1430780
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
31951 VAN WATERS 8 ROGERS. INC
UNKNOWN
'STE COOE 915880 OUANTITY:
ICNLOROETHANE
NOLING TS4 DISTILLATION
32 oo IGALS) RECEIVER: 50029
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED
H EAT INC
1 188
112 1
T ICKET
RECORO
:
0055049
89 1 43078
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
31951 VAN WATERS 8 ROGERS. INC
UNKNOWN
'STE CODE 905980 OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
NOLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S . ISO oo (CALS) RECEIVER 0W1 (B
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
1 288
1220
T ICKET :
RECORO
OOOOS506
89055 1 69 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY. INC
UNKNOWN
'STE COOE: 90S980 OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
NOLING. 0«0 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
3,318 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
01 88
0104
TICKET
RECORD
00373076
89034 1 604
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS. INC
H I GHWAY
'STE CODE 305940 OUANTITY
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
NOLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S
.
40S 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED :
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
oi aa
0105
TICKET
RECORO
00373077
89034 1 605
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS. INC
H I GHWAY
'STE COOE 905980 OUANTITY
'CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HDLiNC 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5,145 00 IGALS ) RECEIVER: 0W1S9
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
oi aa
O 102
T ICKET
RECORO
OO373078
89034 1 606
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS. INC
H I GHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1984 THRU DEC 1944
SHIPPER 32S80 AOVANCEO MICRO DEVICES, INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNT Y . 227 TRAY I
S
EPA ID TXD09S3972 1
1
WASTE REPORTEO
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 90S980 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 288 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT DATE :
OATE RECE I VEO
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0188
O 1 06
T I CKET
RECORO
0037
89034
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE: 905980 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING. 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
s 144 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER OWI 89
REPORT OATE
DATE RECE I VED
DSI TRANSPORTS, INC
0188
107
T ICKET
RECORO
0037
89034
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
HIGHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE 90S980 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 248 OO (GALS ] RECEIVER DW189
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC
018*
108
T ICKET :
RECORO
0037
89034
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE: 90S980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANOLING. D80 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
s 349 OO I GALS I RECEIVER OWIII
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECEIVED
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC
01 88
1 09
TICKET
RECORD
0037
89034
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE 905980 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANOLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
s 237 OO [ GALS ) RECEI VER OWI 89
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
OI88
0107
T ICKET
RECORO :
0037
• 9034
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE 90S980 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
s 3S3 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW189
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC
01 88
110
T I CKET
:
RECORO :
0037'
89034
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS.
H I GHWAY
I NC
WASTE COOE 905980 QUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANOLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
s 255 OO I GALS ) RECEIVER OW189
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECE I VEO :
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
01 88
112
T I CKET
RECORO
0037:
89034
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS.
H I GHWAY
INC
.
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 19*8 THRU OEC 19(8
2/21
PAGE
SHIPPER: 325SO ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES. INC DISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY : 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX009 63972 1 1 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPEO
WASTE COOE: 90S9SO OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING OSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 327 OO ( GALS 1 RECEIVER OWI 89
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
Ol •«
0113
TICKET
RECORO
0037:
69034
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
I NC
WASTE CODE 90S980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANOLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
I 2 13 OO (GALS ) RECEIVER 0W189
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0188
114
T ICKET
RECORO
00373
89034
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE 905980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANOLING. D«0 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
s 579 00 ( GALS
)
RECEI VER OWI (9
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC
018*
114
TICKET
RECORO
00373
• 9034
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I G HWA Y
INC .
WASTE COOE 90S940 OUANTITV:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
s 243 00 ( GALS RECEIVER: OWIII
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0188
0118
T ICKET
RECORO
00373
• •034
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
322*9 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
HIGHWAY
INC .
WASTE COOE: 90S980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANOLING. D80 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
s 172 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 0WI69
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
DSI TRANSPORTS . INC
Ol 88
117
TICKET
RECORO
00373
• •034
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC .
WASTE CODE 905980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING OSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 377 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER: DWI«9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0188
118
T ICKET
RECORD
00373
89034
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC .
WASTE COOE 90S980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANOLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 488 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT DATE :
OATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0188
119
T ICKET
RECORO
0037!
89034
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
z
1
*0S4 2
TEXAS
SH I PPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PERIOO COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM I0WO5OOI
JAN 1968 THRU DEC 1961
2/20/92
PACE 77
:hipper 32510 advanced micro devices, inc 9 ISTRI CT 14 REG ION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV I
S
EPA ID TX009 639 72 1 1 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
,ST1 CODE 105910 OUANTITY
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
.HOLING Oao UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 304 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 19
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
1 11
01 20
T
I
CKET
RECORD 19034 1 82
1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
JTI CODE 90S180 OUANTITV
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HOLING 010 UNOERGRDUNO INJECTION
S 3(8 oo ( GALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 19
REPORT OATE
DATE RECE I VEO :
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
1 11
12 1
T CKET
RECORD
00373 1 00
89034 1 622
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAV
INC
STE CODE: 90S9SO OUANTITV:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HOLING. OtO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 836 00 ( GALS I RECEI VER DW1 19
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED :
DS I TRANSPORTS . INC
O 1 11
0122
T I CKET
RECORO
00373 lO
69034 1 623
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40135 ACTION VACUUM TRUCK SERVICES
HIGHWAY
STE CODE: 905910 OUANTITV:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HOLING DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 1 23 00 (GALS I RECEIVER: DW189
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS . INC
111
123
T ICKET
RECORO :
00373102
69034 1 (24
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAV
INC
STE CODE 905980 OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HOLING 010 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 03S oo I GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1 19
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
0111
1 24
T I CKET
RECORO :
00373 103
69034 1 625
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
HIGHWAY
INC
STE CODE: 90S9SO OUANTITV
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
MOLING 010 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 22S 00 ( GALS ) RECEI VER DW1 (9
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
Ol 11
01 25
T ICKET
RECORO
:
00373 104
69034 1 626
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
STE CODE 90S9SO OUANTITV
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
NDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 491 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: DW1S9
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
DS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
Ol It
Ol 2S
TICKET
RECORD
00373 lOS
69034 1 627
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS.
H I G HWA Y
INC
0S42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1986 THRU OEC 1968
2/20/92
PAGE 71
HIPPER: 32510 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC C ISTRICT 1 4 REGION 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX00913972 1
1
WAST!
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
STE CODE 905910 OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
IDLING: OtO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 933 OO (GALS I RECEI VER 0W1 19
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VEO :
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0111
0121
TICKET
RECORD
00373 1 OS
9034 1 628
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40635 ACTION VACUUM TRUCK SERVICES
H I GHWAY
ITECOOE: 90S9IO OUANTITV
INANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
IDLING 010 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 1 78 OO I GALS I RECEIVER 0WI69
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
Ol It
1 27
T CKET
RECORO :
00373 107
89034 1 629
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I CHWAY
INC
1te code: 905910 ouantitv
:hant containing flourioes
idling: 010 unoergrouno injection
S 196 OO (CALSI RECEIVER: 0W119
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC
01 tt
0121
T ICKET
RECORD
00373 106
•10341 130
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I G HWA Y
INC
•TE CODE 105910 OUANTITY:
:H4NT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
I01ING 010 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 120 00 (CALS) RECEIVER. 0*111
REPORT OATE
:
DATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
out
01 21
TICKET
RECORD
:
0O373 101
11034 1 131
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAV
INC
STE CODE: 905910 OUANTITY
>:hANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
IDLING D10 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
S 233 00 (GALS I RECEIVER 0W1I9
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VED :
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
01 11
01 23
TICKET
RECORO
00373 1 10
11034 1 132
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
•Tf CODE 9059SO OUANTITV:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
IDLING DIO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 1 32 00 (GALS) RECEIVER DW1 19
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
out
Ol 3 1
TICKET
RECORO
00373 1 1 1
9034 1 133
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAV
INC
•te code 905910 ouantitv:
:haht containing flourides
idling 010 unoergrouno injection
5 362 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1I9
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0218
020 1
T CKET
RECORO
00373 1 1 2
9 1 1 433175
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
I NC
0WOS42
TEXAS
SH
I
PPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PER 100 COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MONITORING REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/20/
PACE
SHIPPER 32S80 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC 3 I STR ICT 14 REG ION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
EPA I TXD0963972 1 1 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE 90S980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FIOUBIOES
HANDLING D80 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 263 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER: 0W1S9
REPORT DATE :
DATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
0288
02O2
TICKET
RECORD :
003731
9 1 1 4331
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
I NC
WASTE CODE 9OS9«0 OUANTITV
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
s 172 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW189
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VEO :
OSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0288
0202
T ICKET :
RECORD
003731
9 1 14331
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAV
INC
WASTE COOE 905980 QUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING: 0(0 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 1 1 9 OO I GALS ) RECEIVER DW1C9
REPORT OATE
:
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0288
0204
T ICKET :
RECORO :
00373'
9 1 14331
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE: 90S980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 1 2 1 00 ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 0WK9
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0288
020S
T ICKET :
RECORD :
003731
9 1 14331
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
I NC
WASTE COOE: 905980 OUANTITV:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 132 OO I CALS ) RECEIVER DW1C9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC
0288
0206
T ICKET :
RECORO :
003731
9 1 14331
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE 90S9SO OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 238 00 1 CALS 1 RECEIVER DW189
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
OSI TRANSPORTS . INC
0286
0207
T ICKET :
RECORO
:
003731
9 1 14336
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE 90S980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 014 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W189
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
0266
0206
T ICKET :
RECORO :
003731
9 1 14311
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I CHWAV
INC
0WOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1966 THRU OEC 1968
2/20/
PACE
SHIPPER 32SIO AOVANCED MICRO DEVICES. INC ISTR ICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY : 227 TRAV IS
EPA I : TX0O963972 1 1 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPEO
WASTE COOE 90S980 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING 080 UNOERGRDUND INJECTION
2 995 OO I GALS ) RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVEO
OSI TRANSPORTS.
02(6
0208
I NC T ICKET
RECORO
O03731
9 1 1433(
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL
H I GHWAV
SYSTEMS I NC
WASTE COOE 90S9SO OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 its 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS.
02(6
02 IS
INC . TICKET
RECORO
003731
9 1 14331
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL
H I GHWAY
SYSTEMS I NC
WASTE COOE: 905980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING D60 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 269 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER. OWI66
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS,
02(6
0224
INC T ICKET
RECORO
004471
9 1 14331
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL
H I GHWAY
SYSTEMS INC
WASTE CODE 90S160 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING: 060 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 1B2 OO (GALS) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS.
02(4
02 1 8
INC . TICKET
RECORD
004471
1 1 14131
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL
H I GHWAV
SYSTEMS INC .
WASTE CODE 90SB80 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING: 080 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 OS 1 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: OWI69
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0388
0303
INC . T ICKET
RECORO
004471
8(03411
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL
H I GHWAY
SYSTEMS INC .
WASTE COOE: 90S960 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING D80 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 21 2 00 1 CALS 1 RECEIVER: 0W16B
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVEO
OSI TRANSPORTS,
0368
0307
INC . TICKET
RECORO
004471
6(03411
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL
H I GHWAY
SYSTEMS I NC
WASTE CODE 90S980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANOLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 987 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER DW169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0388
03 1 4
I NC . TICKET
RECORD
004471
8903411
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 D ISPOSAL
H I GHWAY
SYSTEMS I NC
OS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 19SS THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE SI
HIPPER 32590 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES. INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TXD0963972 1
1
BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
STE CODE 90S9»0 OUANTITY
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
NOLlNG OSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
« 9 1 2 OO ( GALS ) RECEI VER 0W1 69
REPORT DOTE
OATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS .
0368
03 1 7
INC T I CKET
RECORD
004479 60
69034 1 637
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL
H ICHWAY
SYSTEMS I NC
STE CODE 905980 OUANTITY
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
NOLING OSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 1SS OO (GALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 69
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0388
032 1
I NC T I CKET
RECORD 69034 1 636
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 ISPOSAL
HIGHWAY
SYSTEMS I NC
STE CODE 90S9SO OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FlOUPIOES
MOLING OSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
s 1 12 OO 1 GALS ) BECE I VER 0W1 69
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0368
0330
INC T I CKET
RECORO
00447963
89034 1 639
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL
H I G HWA V
SYSTEMS I NC
STE COOE 9OS9S0 OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
MOLING OSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
s 387 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0*88
0407
INC T I CKET
RECORD
00447984
69034 1 640
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL
HIGHWAY
SYSTEMS I NC
STE CODE: 90S9SO OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
IDLING DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
s 281 00 (GALS) RECEIVER : 0W1 69
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0486
04 1 2
INC T ICKET
RECORO
00447966
69034 1 64
1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL
HI GHWAY
SYSTEMS I NC
STE COOE 90S9SO OUANTITY:
IHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
DOLING DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
s 1 SS OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0488
04 1 5
I NC T ICKET
RECORO :
004479 67
89034 1 642
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL
H I GHWAY
SYSTEMS INC
STE COOE 9059SO OUANTITY:
:HANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
40LINC OSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
s 1 76 OO 1 GALS) RECE I VER 0W1 69
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS,
0488
042 1
I NC T ICKET
RECORO
00447969
69034 1 643
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL
H I GHWAY
SYSTEMS I NC
JS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1986
2/ZO/92
PACE 82
IPPER 32580 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC DISTRICT: 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY : 227 TRAV IS
EPA I TXD0963972 1 1
WASTI
BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
REPORTED AS RECEIVED SUT NOT SHIPPED
TE CODE 90S980 OUANTITY:
HANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
OLINC 060 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
S 292 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT OATE
DATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS , INC
0468
0427
T I CKET :
RECORO
:
00447970
69034 1 644
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
'TE COOE 90S980 OUANTITY
HANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
IDLING: 080 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
s 244 00 ( GALS) RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0468
0430
T ICKET
RECORO
0044797
89034 1 645
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
> TE COOE 90S980 OUANTITY:
HANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
OLINC DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 1 SO OO ( CALS 1 RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0586
0SO4
TICKET
RECORO :
00447972
69026 1 664
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
HIGHWAY
I NC
III CODE 90S960 OUANTITY:
HANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
OLINC: 060 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 377 00 (CALS ) RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0S66
05 \
TICKET
RECORO :
00447974
89026 1 665
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
'TE COOE: 90S960 OUANTITY:
HANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
OLING 060 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
S 1ST 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0568
OS 1 2
T ICKET
RECORD
00447975
89026 1 666
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
'TE COOE: 90S9SO OUANTITY:
HANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
IDLING 080 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 430 00 (CALS ) RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC .
0588
05 1 9
T I CKET
RECORO
00447976
89026 1667
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
'TE CODE 905980 OUANTITY
HANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
.OLINC 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 408 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 69
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
OS88
0526
T
I
CKET
RECORO
0O447977
89026 1 668
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS
H I GHWAY
INC
0WOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (0WO5OOI
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1944 THRU DEC I94S
2/2. 2
PAGE ,
SHIPPER 32S60 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC 3 ISTR ICT 14 REG I ON 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA I TKD0963972 1 1 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE: 905940 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING 040 UNDERGROUND INJECTION.
5 247 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER DW169
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVEO
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC.
0544
053 1
TICKET
RECORO
0044 -~
44029 |
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS.
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE 105110 OUANTITV:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANDLING D40 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 224 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER DW169
REPORT OATE.
DATE RECE I VEO
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
0444
OSO 1
TI CKET
RECORD
O044:|"
49047< |
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS.
HIGHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE: 905990 OUANTITV:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANDLING 040 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 145 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W149
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS . INC
0444
0609
T ICKET
RECORD
0044:7
490471
|
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS.
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE 9059(0 OUANTITV:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING 040 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 504 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W149
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEI VEO
DSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0444
06 1 4
T ICKET
RECORD
00447J
440471
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS.
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE 905940 OUANTITV:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANDLING D40 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 1 94 oo I GALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 49
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0664
04 1 7
TICKET
RECORO
00447f
490471
T
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS.
H I GHWAY
1 NC
WASTE CODE 905940 OUANTITV:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANDLING 040 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S no oo ( GALS ) RECEI VER DW1 (9
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVEO
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
0444
0624
T ICKET
RECORD
00447 f
4904711
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS.
H I GHWAY
INC
,
WASTE COOE: 905940 OUANTITV:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANDLING 040 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 3 1 1 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER DWK9
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS . INC
0766
070 1
T I CKET
RECORD
00447
!
410341
|
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHDO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS.
H I GHWAY
I NC
DW0542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM t DWOSOO
)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 19(4 THRU DEC 1944
2/20,
PAGE
SHIPPER 325(0 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC DISTRICT 1 4 RECIDN : OO COUNTY : 227 TRAVIS
EPA I TXD0963972 1 1 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE 9059(0 OUANTITV:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIDeS
HANDLING 040 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 1 44 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER DWI49
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
OSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0766
0707
TICKET
RECORO
004471
4103411
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS.
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE 905940 OUANTITV:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIDES
HANOLING 040 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 244 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W1 49
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC
07S6
071 6
TI CKET
RECORO
004471
4103411
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS.
HIGHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE: 905140 OUANTITV:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANOLING: 040 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
3 (24 oo ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W149
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVEO
OSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0766
07 1 S
T ICKET
RECORO
004471
4103411.
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
32299 DISPOSAL SYSTEMS,
H I GHWAY
INC .
WASTE COOE 905940 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIDES
HANOLING: 040 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 200 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W144
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0766
0722
TICKET
RECORO
00444C
4103414
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
32299 OISPOSAL SYSTEMS.
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE: 9059(0 OUANTITV:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANOLING: 0(0 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 236 oo (GALS 1 RECEIVER DW149
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0766
0727
T ICKET
RECORO
OOS504
4103414
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
.
INC
WASTE CODE 90S140 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANOLING 040 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 179 oo I CALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 49
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED:
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC .
0666
040 1
T ICKET
RECORO
005504
1 1 14331
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 905940 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANOLINC 040 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 019 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 0WK9
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVEO
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
0666
0805
T ICKET
RECORO
005504
1 1 14334
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
-
lOt4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (0W05O0I
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 85
NIPPER 32580 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES. INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO :OUNTY 227 TRAV IS
EPA ID TX0O9 63972 1 1 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
STE COOE 905980 OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
NOLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5
.
3S 1 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT DATE :
OATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0888
0808
T ICKET
RECORD
00550445
9 1
1
433889
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
STE COOE 90S9SO OUANTITV:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
NDLING: 080 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
S 200 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEI VEO :
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0888
08 1
TICKET
RECORD
00550446
9 1 1 433890
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
STB CODE 905580 OUANTITV:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
NOIING 080 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 4 1 8 OO I GALS ) RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
0888
08 1 7
T ICKET
RECORO
O05SO447
9 1 43389 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
STE CODE 905980 OUANTITV:
•CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
NDLINC: DtO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 407 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT OATE
DATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
0868
0822
T ICKET
RECORO
OOS50449
1 1 1433892
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
ISTE COOE 905980 OUANTITV:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
NOLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S io OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW1C9
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECeiVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0888
0823
T ICKET
RECORO
00550450
9 11433893
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC .
STE CODE 905(80 OUANTITV:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
NDLINC: D80 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 320 OO I GALS ) RECEIVER DW169
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0888
0625
T ICKET
RECORO
0055045
1
9 1 1433894
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
STE CODE (05980 OUANTITV:
,CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
NOLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 1 44 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: DW1S9
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED :
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0888
0829
TICKET
RECORO
OOS5045S
9
1
1433695
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
054 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DW0500)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 86
HIPPER 32580 AOVANCED MICRO DEVICES. INC DISTRICT: 14 REGION: OO COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA I TX0O963972 1 1 BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
STE COOE: 905980 OUANTITV:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
NOLING DSO UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 32S OO (GALS) RECEIVER DW169
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEI VEO
OS I TRANSPORTS
,
INC
0688
0830
T
I
CKET
RECORO
OOS504S6
9 1 1 433896
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
STE CODE 905980 QUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
NOLING 060 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 455 00 (GALS I RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0988
0902
TICKET
RECORO
00550457
9 1 143389 7
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
STE CODE 905980 OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
NDLINC: 060 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 330 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT DATE :
DATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0988
0906
T ICKET
RECORO
OOS50458
9 1433898
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
1 NC
STE COOE 90S9JO OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
NOLING: 080 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 2S2 00 (CALS ) RECEIVER 0WH9
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0986
0907
TICKET
RECORO
00550459
9 1 1 433899
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
STE COOE: 90S9BO OUANTITV:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
NOLINC: 080 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 365 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW1 (9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
DSI TRANSPORTS, INC
0966
0909
T CKET
RECORO
OOS504BO
9 1 1 433900
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41236 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
STE COOE: 905960 OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
NOLING: D60 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 3 1 2 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT DATE :
OATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS , INC
0966
09 10
TICKET
RECORO
OOS5046 1
9 1 1 43390
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
STE COOE: 905980 OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
NDLINC DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 9 1 7 OO (CALS ) RECE I VER DW1 69
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVEO
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
0988
09 1 1
TICKET
RECORO
00550462
9 1 1433902
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
0WOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/2
PACE
SHIPPER 325*0 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC DISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA I D TX0O963972 1 1 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 9OS9S0 QUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANOLINC. Deo UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 283 00 (CALS ) RECEIVER 0W189
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
0988
09 1 2
TI CKET
RECORO
005S
9 1143
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41288 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE: 905980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANOLINC. DJO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
s 15 1 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
0988
09 1 8
TICKET
RECORO
005S
9 1 143
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41288 TRANSPORT COMPANV
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 90S910 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING. Oao UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 1 10 00 I GALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 8*
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC .
0988
09 1 9
T ICKET
RECORO
OOSS
9 1143
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC .
WASTE CODE 905980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 28* OO (GALS ) RECEIVER DW1SI
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
0988
0925
T
I
CKET
RECORD
OOSS
9 1143
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41288 TRANSPORT COMPANV
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 905980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANOLINC. 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 815 OO (CALS) RECEIVER: 0W189
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VEO
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC.
0988
0929
T ICKET
RECORO
OOSS
9 1143
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANV
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE : 905980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING 010 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 4 1 9 00 ( CALS
)
RECEIVER: DWI8I
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
1068
1004
T ICKET
RECORD
OOSt
9 1143
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 905960 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANOLINC: D80 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 377 OO (GALS ) RECEIVER 0W189
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS . I NC
1088
1 006
T ICKET
RECORO
OOSt
9 1 143
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
•
DWOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOO]
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1*66 THRU DEC 1**8
2/21
PAGE
SHIPPER: 32S80 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC DISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TX009S3972 1 1 BASIN 1* COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 90S980 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANOLINC D80 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 328 OO (CALS) RECEIVER: 0W16*
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
10S8
1 007
T ICKET :
RECORD :
00551
9 1 143'
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC .
WASTE CODE 905*60 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 215 OO (GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1 S*
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
1068
1011
T ICKET :
RECORO :
005S(
9 i i*s:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE: 90SI80 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING: 060 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 207 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1 •*
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO :
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
10*8
1013
T ICKET :
RECORO
:
OOSS<
* 1 143:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
412*6 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC .
WASTE CODE: 905*80 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING. 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
I 2S2 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 0W1B*
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
1066
1016
T ICKET :
RECORO
OOItt
9 1143
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41246 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC .
WASTE CODE 9059*0 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANOLINC: 060 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 266 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER OWK*
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
1086
101*
T I CKET
:
RECORO
0055C
* i i*s:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC .
WASTE CODE 90S960 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANOLINC 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 512 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W1S9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
1066
1023
TICKET :
RECORO :
0055(
* i i*s:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANV
UNKNOWN
INC .
WASTE CODE: 905**0 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING 060 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 1 40 OO ( GALS 1 RECEIVER: DW16S
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC
1 068
1024
T CKET
RECORD :
oosst
9 1143!
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANV
UNKNOWN
INC
z
9
*j
(05*2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/ 20/92
PAGE 89
HIPPER 32580 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES. INC DISTRICT 1 « REC I ON OO lOUNT Y 227 TRAV I
S
EPA ID TXD09 639 72 1 1 8ASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
,STE CODE 905980 OUANTITY
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
.NDLINC: OSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 189 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW169
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED
DS I TRANSPORTS . INC
1088
1026
TICKET
RECORD 9 1 14339 17
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
.STE CODE 9059(0 OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HOLING OSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 590 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC
1 OS8
1 030
T
I
CKET
RECORD
00550462
9 1 14339 18
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
STE CODE 9059*0 OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
NOLING- DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 201 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER OWISI
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
OS I TRANSPORTS . I NC
1 1 88
110 1
T ICKET
RECORD
00550*63
890SS 1 692
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
STE CODE 905980 OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
-NOLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 262 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW169
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC .
1 1 86
1 1 03
T ICKET
RECORD
00550*84
89055 1 693
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
STE CODE 905980 OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
NOLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 200 oo ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 0WK9
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVEO
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC
1 188
1 106
T I CKET
RECORD
0OSS046S
890SS 1694
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
STE COOE : 905(80 OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
NOLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 0*2 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER 0WIS9
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
1 188
1111
T ICKET
RECORD
00550487
89055 1 695
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
STE CODE 905980 OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
NOLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 295 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W1S9
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVEO:
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
1 188
1113
T ICKET
RECORD
00550*66
89055 1 (96
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1966 THRU OEC 1986
2/20/92
PACE 90
HIPPER 32560 ADVANCEO MICRO DEVICES. INC DISTRICT 1* REGION: 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA I TXD0963972 1 1 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
STE COOE: 90S9BO OUANTITY:
CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
IHQLING D60 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
* . 8 15 . 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER DW169 OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
REPORT OATE : 1188
DATE RECE I VEO 1115
T ICKET
RECORD
00550489
89055 1 697
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
412*6 TRANSPORT COMPANY.
UNKNOWN
STS COOE 905980 OUANTITY:
'CHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
LNDLING D80 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
12(.00 I GALS I RECEIVER: 0WK9 OSI TRANSPORTS.
REPORT DATE 1 1 ((
DATE RECEIVEO 1 I 1 S
T ICKET
RECORD
005504 9
(9055 1 698
1 ST TRANSPORTER :
METHOD OF TRANS :
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY,
UNKNOWN
STE CODE 905(60 OUANTITY:
Chant CONTAINING FLOURIDES
'HOLING 0(0 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 . 327 . 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER: DWI69 OSI TRANSPORTS,
REPORT DATE : 1 188
OATE RECE I VED 1118
T ICKET
RECORO :
00550*92
890S5 1 699
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
:
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY.
UNKNOWN
ste cooe: (0s9s0 ouantity
Chant containing flourides
moling 060 underground injection
5 . 262 00 ( GALS
)
RECEIVER 0W169 DSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
REPORT OATE 1188
DATE RECEIVED: 112 1
TICKET
RECORD :
0OS50493
89055 1 700
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS :
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY, INC.
UNKNOWN
'STE CODE 9059(0 OUANTITY
ICHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
NOLING: DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S. 2(1 . OO (GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W1(( OSI TRANSPORTS,
REPORT DATE : 1 188
OATE RECEIVED 1 1 23
T I CKET
RECORO
005 S 6 4 4
89055 170 1
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
:
41266 TRANSPORT COMPANY, INC.
UNKNOWN
STE CODE 905980 OUANTITY:
ICHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
NOLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
3.475 00 (CALSI RECEIVER: 0W1(( OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
REPORT OATE 1 1 ((
DATE RECE I VED 1 126
TICKET
RECORO
005506*5
•9055 1 702
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY.
UNKNOWN
'STE CODE 905980 OUANTITY:
ICHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
'IDLING DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 , 3 13 OO ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W169 OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
REPORT OATE 1 2(8
OATE RECE I VED 1 201
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
*1286 TRANSPORT COMPANY, INC.
UNKNOWN
T CKET
RECORO
005506*6
89055 l 703
0WO542
TEXAS
SHIPPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MONITORING REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/2C
PACE
SHIPPER 32580 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES,INC JISTRICT 14 REGION: OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA I D TXD0963972 1 1 BASIN 1« COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 90S980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 243 OO ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W189
REPORT DATE :
DATE RECEIVEO:
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC .
1 288
1 20S
T I CKET
RECORD
00S5C
890SS
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41289 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 90S960 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING: 090 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 955 oo ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W199
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
OSI TRANSPORTS , INC
1 288
1 206
T I CKET
RECORD
OOS5«
DOSS
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41289 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE CODE 905990 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 1ST OO I CALS) RECEIVER 0W199
REPORT DATS
OATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC
1 288
1 209
T ICKET
RECORD
005S<
890SS
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41288 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE CODE 90S9SO OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING DtO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 344 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 0W199
REPORT DATE :
OATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
1 288
12 13
T ICKET
RECORO
OOSBC
890SS
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE COOE 90S9SO OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING 090 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 213 00 I GALS I RECEIVER 0W189
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECE I VEO
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
1 288
12 16
T I CKET
RECORO
OOSS<
890SS
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE: 905990 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING 090 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 173 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER DW199
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
DS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
1 288
1 220
T I CKET
RECORO
00S5C
990IS
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE COOE 90S980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANOLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 373 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER 0W199
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
DS I TRANSPORTS , INC.
1 288
1 230
T ICKET
RECORO
00S5!
890SS1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41286 TRANSPORT COMPANY
UNKNOWN
I NC
0WOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVEREO: JAN 1999 THRU DEC 19*9
2/2C
PAGE
SHIPPER. 32580 ADVANCED MICRO OEVICES
.
INC DISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TXD0993972 1
1
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE 9 1 8600
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TV : 2
.
639 00 t GALS ) RECEIVER 0W168
REPORT DATE :
OATE RECEIVED:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
1 86
113
TICKET :
RECORO :
00373
9 1 14S3
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
DW186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE 9 1 4490
PHOTO RESIST
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANTI TY
:
660 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER DW199
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
0288
02 1 7
TICKET :
RECORO :
00373
9 1 1453
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
DW186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE 9 1 StOO
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TY 2 . 700 OO I CALS ) RECEIVER DW166
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0288
02 17
TICKET :
RECORO :
OOS73
9 1 1453
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
DW166 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I C HWA Y
WASTE CODE 9 1 4490
PHOTO RESIST
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANTITY : 390 00 I CALS ) RECEIVER DW166
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVEO
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0388
03 17
TICKET :
RECORD
:
00441
88 ItOC
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
DW186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I G HWA Y
WASTE CODE: 918SOO
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANTITY : 2 . 973 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W166
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0388
03 1 7
T ICKET :
RECORD :
0044-
98 1 60<
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W186 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 914490
PHOTO RESIST
HANDLING T50 BLENDING
OUANT ITY : 550 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW166
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0488
0409
T ICKET :
RECORO :
0O4 4 -
99 1 94C
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO DF TRANS
DW1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
HI CHWAV
WASTE COOE 9 1 9900
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANDLING TSO BLENOING
OUANT I TY
:
2
.
300 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER DW168
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECEIVEO:
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0488
0409
TICKET
RECORO
0044-
49 1 94<
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
DW196 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
0542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1966 THRU DEC 1966
2/20/92
PAGE 93
NIPPER 3 25 80 AOVANCEO MI CRO OEV ICES . INC 3ISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV I
S
EPA ID TX0O9 63972 1 1 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
ilt>*** )aal *"*** ta> *"*** t" al>" t**" *««**** .... • •»••
'STE COOE 914490
oto resist
SOLlNC T50 BLEND I NC
OUANT I TV 4SO OO ( CALS ) RECEIVER DW1 66
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0586
0S06
TICKET
RECORD
00447973
89
1
940368
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H IGHWAY
STE CODE 916600
{.VENT MIXTURE. SPENT
NOL I NC TSO BLEND I NC
OUANT I TY : 3 . OSS 00 I CALS I RECEIVER 0W186
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEI VEO :
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
OS88
0S06
T
I
CKET
RECORD
00447973
69 1 940369
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
DW186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H ICHWAY
STE CODE 9 14490
OTO RESIST
lNOLINC: TSO BLENOINC
OUANT I TV 100 OO I GALS ) RECEIVER: DW166
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0668
06 IO
T I CKET
RECORD
00447987
862290 1 93
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0WI86 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I CHWAY
STE COOE : 9 1 6S00
LVENT MI XTURE . SPENT
NDLINC. TSO BLENOINC
OUANT I TV : 3 . 329 00 I GALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 66
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0666
06 10
T ICKET
RECORO
0O447967
882290 1 94
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
DW186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I CHWAY
STE COOE : 9 1 4490
OTO RESIST
NOL INC TSO BLEND ING
OUANT I TV : 375 OO I CALS ) RECE I VER : 0W1S6
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
0788
0725
T ICKET
RECORO
004479S8
9 1 1 430206
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
STE COOE 9 1 6600
LVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
10L INC: TSO BLEND I NC
OUANT I TV 3 . 606 00 [ GALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 86
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEI VEO
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0788
0725
T CKET
RECORO
00447996
9 1 1 430207
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0W186 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H ICHWAY
STE COOE 9 1 4490
DTO RESIST
NDLINC. TSO BLENOINC
OUANT I TV 1 62 OO 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S6
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
0888
08 1 6
T ICKET
RECORO
00550448
882880 1 75
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0W186 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H IGHWAY
3542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 94
UPPER: 32580 ADVANCED MICRO DEV ICES
.
INC DISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA I TX0O963972 1 1
WASTE
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPEO
iTE CODE 9 1 6BOO
.VENT MIXTURE. SPENT
IOL INC TSO BLEND I NC
OUANT I TY
:
1.391 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1SS
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0868
OS 1 6
T ICKET
RECORO
OOS50448
882880 1 76
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
DW186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I CHWAV
ITE CODE 9 14490
)T0 RESIST
IDLING TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TY 650 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W186
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
09SS
09 1 6
T I CKET
RECORO
00SS04 64
9 1 1 4309 76
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
STE CODE : 9 1 6600
.VENT MIXTURE, SPENT
IDLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TV : 2.138 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W18S
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0988
09 1 6
T ICKET
RECORD
00550464
9 1 1 430979
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0W186 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I CHWAV
iTE COOE 9144*0
i)TO RESIST
IDLING TSO BLENOINC
OUANT I T Y 233 OO I CALS ) RECEI VER : 0W166
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVEO:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
1088
10 19
TICKET
RECORO
00550478
683SSO 1 95
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W186 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H IGHWAY
iTE COOE 916600
.VENT MIXTURE, SPENT
IOL INC : T50 BLENDI NG
OUANT I TY
:
2 , 352 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W186
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
lOSS
1019
T ICKET
RECORO :
OOSS0478
883SSO 1 96
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
DW1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
'. T E COOE 914490
)T0 RESIST
•0 L INC TSO BLENDI NC
OUANTITV : 230 00 1 GALS I RECEIVER : OW 1 8
6
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VEO
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
1 188
1 1 23
T I CKET
RECORO
OOSS064 1
890320477
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0W1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
iTE CODE 9 1 6600
-VENT MI XTURE
.
SPENT
IDL INC T50 BLEND I NC
OUANT I TV : 3. 337 OO ( GALS ) RECE I VER DW1 86
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
1 1 86
1123
T CKET
RECORD
OOSS064 1
890320478
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0WIS6 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
DW0S42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN I9t> THRU OEC 1988
2/2<
PAGE
SHIPPER 32580 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC 3 ISTR I CT 14 REG I ON OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX009 63972 1 1
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED AND
SASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
9ECE I VED
WASTE CODE 972210 OUANTITY
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
HANDLING UNKNOWN
20 ( TONS
)
RECEIVER: Z0001
REPORT DATE:
OATE SHIPPED
ALABAMA RECEIVER
0968
0623
T ICKET
RECORO :
AL34
9 1143
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
CHEM WASTE MGT EMELLE AL AL0OOO62246
40S26 CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT. INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 972720 OUANTITY:
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
1.12 ( TONS ) RECEIVER: ZOOOS
REPORT OATE
ARKANSAS RECEIVER
0488
T ICKET :
RECORD
AR24
8S2S2
HANDLING UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPEO:
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
0406
ENSCO EL OORAOO AR
4 1 1 SS TECREP . I NC
ARD06974S 1 92
WASTE CODE: 990790 QUANTITY 19 ( TONS )
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER ZOOOS
UNKNOWN
ARKANSAS RECEIVER T ICKET AR2B
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
HANDLING: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE
OATE SHIPPEO:
SHIPPER COMMENT
0488
0406
ENSCO EL DORADO AR AR0O8974S 1 92
RECORO 882S2
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
4
1
18S TECREP
.
INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE COOE: 972720 OUANTITY:
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
HANOL INC : UNKNOWN
O 4S (TONS) RECEIVER ZOOOS
REPORT DATE:
OATE SHIPPEO
ARKANSAS RECEIVER
078S
07 l 3
T ICKET :
RECORO :
AR28
8827*
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
ENSCO EL DORADO AR
41 19S TECREP , INC
.
UNKNOWN
AR0O69746 1 92
WASTE COOE 98O790 OUANTITY:
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
09 ( TONS) RECEIVER: ZOOOS
REPORT OATE
ARKANSAS RECEIVER
07S8
T ICKET :
RECORO
AR 26
68278
HANOLINC: UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
07 13
ENSCO EL OORAOO AR
tilt! TECREP, INC
ARDOB9748 1 92
WASTE CODE: 972720 QUANTITY 52 (TONS)
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER: ZOOOS
UNKNOWN
ARKANSAS RECEIVER T ICKET : AR26
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
HANOL INC : UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE :
OATE SHIPPEO
SHIPPER COMMENT
1018
1013
ENSCO EL OORAOO AR ARD069748 1 92
RECORO : 89009
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
11115 TECREP
,
I NC
UNKNOWN
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( DWOSOO
I
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1996 THRU DEC 1996
SHIPPER: 32S6Q AOVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC
EPA ID : TX0O993972 1
1
DISTRICT: 14 RECION 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE CODE: 990790
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLIO
HANOL I NG : UNKNOWN
OUANT I TY
:
MATERIAL
WASTE REPORTEO AS SHIPPED ANO RECEIVEO
27 (TONS) RECEIVER ZOOOS ARKANSAS RECEIVER
REPORT DATE 1099
OATE SHIPPED. IP 1 3
TICKET :
RECORO :
AR291
noon
SHI PPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
ENSCO EL OORAOO AR AR0OS9749192
4 1185 TECREP
, INC
UNKNOWN
13542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOl
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 97
-.80 AOVANCED MICRO DEVICES. INC
MPANV TOTALS 8V WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
ViTE CODE 1 1 1 1 SO
JJTO RESIST STRIPPER
35 32 1 4
ViTE CODE 900870
[ .
MI XEO
1.422. 309 1 . 422 , 309 1 20
ViTE CODE 902SSO
CtROSIVE WASTeS
2 2
rte code s0s980
i:hant containinc flourides
2 . S28 2.662 1 5
ViTE CODE 9 10 190
(BON TETRACHLORIDE
ViTE CODE : 912O10 '
•ON
BTC CODE 9 1419
)T0 RESIST
SB 63 1
Bit CODE 9 15880
1ICHL0R0ETHANE
»>TE CODE 9 1 seoo
S.VENT MIXTURE, SPENT
1 26 1 22 10
ViTE CODE : 9722 10
HCURY VAPOR LAMPS
»!TE CODE 972720
<>ENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
2 2
ViTE CODE 980790 1 1
I.VENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
ViTE CODE 9930*4
)44 CHLOROFORM OR METHANE. TRICHLORO-
t>542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOl
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1968 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PACE 98
:i80 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES. INC
C4PANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL CENERATED SHIPPEO OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
MPANY SUMMARY 32S60
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS
1
.
425 .16 1
1 . 425 . 126
1 . 425 . 1 92
1 , 42S . 1 60
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS II
0WO5 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/20
PAGE
SHIPPER 32376 HITACHI SEMICONDUCTOR AMERICA) DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 057 OALLAS
EPA 10 TX0O92 1062 10 BASIN 08 TRINITY RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE: 902150 OUAN GENERATED
FLUX, SPENT
HANDLING D<0 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
.
0.20 (TONS) OUAN HANDLED O 20 (TONS)
RECEIVER: 32976 HITACHI SEMICONDUCTO
RECORD 892490971
WASTE CODE 1 I 5060 OUAN. GENERATED:
TRICHLOROMONOPLUOROETHANE
110 OO (GALS) OUAN HANOLED 110.00 (GALS)
RECEIVER 50029 HE A T INC.
RECORD 692490977
HANDLING TS« OISTILLATION
WASTE COOE: 911060 OUAN GENERATED 275 00 (GALS) OUAN HANOLEO 275 OO IGALS) RECORD 692490976
METHANOL
HANDLING: T50 BLENDING
RECEIVER 50029 HEAT INC
WASTE COOE: 179390 OUAN. GENERATED:
ASBESTOS INSULATON
HANDLING TSO BLENDING
4 00 (CYOS) OUAN HANOLEO 4 00 (CYOS)
RECEIVER H0648 CITY OP SHERMAN
RECORD : 693140033
DWOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1986 THRU OEC 19B6
2/20
PAGE
SHIPPER. 32976 HITACHI SEMICONDUCTOR AMER I CA
]
DISTRICT 04 REGION: OO COUNTY: OS7 OALLAS
EPA ID : TXD092 1062 10 BASIN: OB TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE 115080 OUANTITY:
TRICHLOROMONOPLUOROETHANE
HANDLING T54 DISTILLATION
1 65 OO { GALS ) RECEIVER: S0029 HEAT INC
REPORT DATE: 1066
DATE RECEI VEO 1011
T I CKET
RECORD
0049C
89 1430
1ST TRANSPORTER 30440 HEAT. INC
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE: 9110*0 OUANTITY:
METHANOL
HANDLING: T50 BLENDING
165 OO (GALS) RECEIVER 50029 HE A T. INC
REPORT DATE 1068
DATE RECEIVED : 1011
TICKET
RECORD
0049*
69 1430
1ST TRANSPORTER: 30440 HEAT. INC
METHOD OP TRANS: HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE: 9021SO OUANTITY:
PLUX, SPENT
HANDLING 060 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
0.20 (TONS) RECEIVER 0W169 OS I TRANSPORTS. INC
REPORT DATE: 03»«
DATE RECEI VED : 0307
TICKET
RECORD
00447
690341
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
40383 SOUTHERN WASTE MANAGEMENT CO
H I GHWAV
40363 SOUTHERN WASTE MANAGEMENT CO
METHOO OP TRANS H I GHWAY
z
,_ .,
0iS«2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/20/92
PACE 1 1
v
,Ti HITACHI SEMICONDUCTOR ( AMER I CA ) ...
C~PANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL CENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
WJTE CODE 1 1 SO»0
TiCHLOROMONOFLUOROE THANE
WTE CODE 179390
A ESTOS 1NSULAT0N
4 4
WTE CODE 902ISO
F X , SP«NT
W TE CODE : 9 11 090 ' '
M HANOI
--•ANY SUMMARY 32976
•IIKIfOltKI •«••« •'• tltlttdlllllli
TOTAL VOLUME : s 5
CLASS I EPA HA2ARD0US 1 1
OTHER CLASS I : 4 «
CLASS It
-
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I OWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 102
1PPER: 33091 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP [STRICT 04 COUNTY: 220 TARRANT
EPA 10 TXD000742270 BASIN: 06 TRINITY RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
IW TE CODE : 9 10 100 OUAN
5 VENTS. SPENT
[HOLING S02 TANK
GENERATED 16.0SO.OO (GALS) OUAN. HANOLEO: 1,333 00 ICALS)
FACILITY: 02 TANK (SURFACE)
ON-SITE STORAGE OF SOLVENT WASTES
RECORD : 89 1 39045
1
WTE C E :
L WASTE
950950 OUAN. GENERATED 3 . 745 . 00 ( GALS
)
OUAN HANDLED 275 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 03 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORD 89 1 390452
OLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC I
TE COPE: 105050 OUAN GENERATED 1 45 . 9 20 . OOP . OO (GALS)
CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
OUAN. HANOLEO 14S.920.000 OO (GALS) RECORD 89
1
39Q4S3
* TEWATER
.
ACID
MOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
RECEIVER: 10494 CITY OF FORT WORTH
» TE CODE: 910100 OUAN GENERATED
t VENTS
,
SPENT
1 PL ING : TSO BLENOING
1 6 , 050 . 00 (GALS ] OUAN. HANOLEO: 7 . 000 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: S0O64 CHEMICAL RECLAMATION
RECORP : 69 1390454
» TE COPE
SPENT
915520 OUAN GENERATED 1
, 060 OO ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLEO: 520 OO (GALS)
RECEIVER: 50064 CHEMICAL RECLAMATION
RECORO 89 390455
•rOLING: TSO BLENOING
» TE CODE 910100 OUAN GENERATED 1 6 . 050 . 00 ( GALS 1 OUAN HANDLEO 9 . 007 00 1 GALS ) RECORD 69 390456
S VENTS
.
SPENT
MIOLING. TSO BLENOING
RECEIVER: 0W166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
'* TE CODE 915520 OUAN. GENERATED:
n
.
SPENT
HDL ING TSO BLENO I NG
1 .060. 00 (GALS ) OUAN HANOLEO 660 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORD : 89 1 390457
ITC CODE: 175270 OUAN GENERATED:
CITAINERS. SOLVENT CONTAMINATED. EMPTY
70.00 (CYOS) OUAN. HANOLEO: 90 00 (CYDS)
RECEIVER Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
RECORO : 69 1 390456
HDL I NG 08 1 LANOF I L L
» .TE CODE 9S09SO OUAN GENERATED:
GENERATOR'S COMMENT CWM CARLYSS LA LA0OOO7772O1
3 745 . 00 [ GALS 1 OUAN HANDLED : 3 . 470 00 ( GALS I RECORO 69 I 39Q459
LI WASTE
MOLING: DSS OTHER
RECEIVER: 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: USPCI WAYNOKA 0K0O65438376
'»;te cope
*.. WASTE
MOLING T40 F
I
LTRAT ION
11O450 OUAN GENERATED 5 00 I GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: 5 00 (GALS) RECORD 891390460
RECEIVER: Z0026 MICHIGAN RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT TECHNICAL MARKETING EDEN PRAIRIE MN MND96106899
DWOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1911 THRU OEC 1981
2/2<
PAGE
SHIPPER 3309 1 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP 3ISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY !20 TARRANT
EPA ID TX0000742270 BASIN 01 TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
lltllltltttlllt>ltll«>l*>>**>*ISIII|ltll iitnltitltl IIBIIIII sssss*«sm**ssa*s >*«««•**««*«*««•**««**»*•*• tail
WASTE COOE 91SS20
OIL. SPENT
HANDLING TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TY
:
220 oo ( GALS ) RECE I VER 32277
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED :
CHEMICAL RECLAMATION SERVICES
0211
0224
T ICKET
RECORD
0040
It lOtl
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
40313 SOUTHERN WASTE MANAGEMENT
H I GHWAY
40313 SOUTHERN WASTE MANAGEMENT
CO
CO
WASTE CODE: 910100 OUANT ITY . 2 , SOO 00 (GALS)
METHOD OF TRANS
RECE I VER : 32277
H I GHWAY
CHEMICAL RECLAMATION SERVICES T ICKET 004S
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVEO
1ST TRANSPORTER
0311
0309
40383 SOUTHERN WASTE MANAGEMENT CO
RECORD 8 9 100
WASTE CODE 9 1SS20 OUANTITY : 300 00 ( GALS )
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER: SOOS4
H I GHWAY
CHEMICAL RECLAMATION SERV INC T ICKET : 0O40
OIL, SPENT
HANDLING TSO BLENOING
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0711
0727
40313 SOUTHERN WASTE MANAGEMENT CO
RECORO 89026
WASTE COOE : 9 10100 OUANT ITY : 4 , 400 00 1 GALS )
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER SO014
H I GHWAY
CHEMICAL RECLAMATION SERV INC T ICKET : OOSO
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING. TSO BLENDING
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVEO:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0618
0601
40383 SOUTHERN WASTE MANAGEMENT CO
RECORD 89023
WASTE CODE . 9 10100 OUANTITY : 4.5S7 00 ( GALS )
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 0W11S
H I GHWAY
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET 0040
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLING TSO BLENDING
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEI VED
1ST TRANSPORTER
1 288
1 20S
DW116 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
RECORO 890321
WASTE CODE: 91SS20 OUANT ITY : 660 00 IGALS]
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEI VER DW1 16
H I GHWAY
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. T ICKET : 00401
OIL. SPENT
HANDLING TSO BLENDING
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
1 211
1 20S
DW116 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
RECORO 890321
WASTE COOE: 910100 OUANTITY : 4, 410 00 ICALS)
METHOD OF TRANS
RECE I VER . DW1S6
H I GHWAY
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. T ICKET : 00401
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING TSO BLENDING
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEI VED
1ST TRANSPORTER
0918
0906
0W116 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
RECORO 9 1 1431
METHOD OF TRANS H I GHWAY
-
0WO5 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( DWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1968 THRU DEC 1961
2/2<
PAGE
SHIPPER : 33091 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP. DISTRICT 04 REGION: OO COUNTY: 220 TARRANT
EPA 10: TX0OOO74227O
WASTE REPORTED
BASIN: OS TRINITY RIVER
AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVEO
WASTE COOE
LAB WASTE
HANOL ING :
. 9S09SO OUANTITY :
UNKNOWN
SSO OO 1 GALS1 RECEIVER Z0022
REPORT DATE:
OATE SHIPPEO:
LOUISIANA RECEIVER
0688
06 1 3
TICKET
RECORO :
004*
682671
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
USPCI WAYNOKA OK DK0O6S43S376
40805 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC.
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE
LAB WASTE
: 9S09SO OUANTITY: sso 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER: Z0022
REPORT DATE:
LOUISIANA RECEIVER
0488
TICKET :
RECORO :
00491
8S2S2(
HANDL I NG UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
0404
USPCI WAYNOKA OK K 6 5 « 3 8 3 7
6
4060S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
WASTE CODE 17S270 OUANTITY : 30 00 (CYDS)
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER: Z0022
HIGHWAY
LOUISIANA RECEIVER TICKET : A10K
CONTA I NERS
HANDL ING
:
. SOLVENT CONTAMINATED. EMPTY
UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
OATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
0486
042*
CWM CARLYSS LA LAD000777201
RECORO 882521
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40S26 CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE
LAB WASTE
HANOL ING .
9S09SO OUANTITY :
UNKNOWN
440 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: Z0040
REPORT OATE
OATE SHIPPED
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
oaaa
0826
TICKET :
RECORD :
0041*
182*3<
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
USPCI WAYNOKA OK 0K0O6S438376
4060S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE
LAB WASTE
9S09SO OUANTITY: SOS 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: Z0040
REPORT DATE :
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
1 088
TICKET :
RECORO
:
0052
663541
HANOL INC UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPEO
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
10 17
WSPCI WAYNOKA OK 0K0O8S431376
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC.
WASTE COOE 9S09SO OUANTITY : 1 65 00 ( GALS )
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER: ZO04O
H I GHWAY
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER T I CKET : 0054!
LAB WASTE
HANOL ING : UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
OATE SHIPPEO
SHIPPER COMMENT
0718
0706
USPCI WAYNOKA OK 0KDOES438376
RECORD : 682781
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I GHWAY
z
1
I
105 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN I9S8 THRU OEC 1985
2/20/92
PACE 105
05 1 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP
MPANV TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONS) TOTAL CENERATEO SH I PPED OFF -SITE MANACEO ON-SITE
STE COOE 105050
STEWATER, AC 10
605 . 486 608 ,486
•STE COOE 1 I04S0
[L. WASTE
STE COOE 175270
NTAINERS, SOLVENT CONT AM I NATEO , EMPTY
63 6 1
STE CODE 910100
LVENTS. SPENT
67 67 6
SSTE CODE 9 1 SS20
L. SPENT
S 5
STE CODE: 950550
S WASTE
1 6 1 4 1
MPANV SUMMARY 3309
1
TOTAL VOLUME 808 . 836 60S . 654 7
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS 87 66 7
OTHER CLASS I 60S . 549 60S . 567
CLASS II :
1
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1968 THRU OEC 1968
2/20/92
PACE 106
HIPPER 33739 COLLMER SEMICONDUCTOR INC DISTRICT: 04 REGION OO COUNTY: 057 DALLAS
EPA ID TXP4900741S9 BAS IN: OO
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
STE CODE: 914350 OUAN GENERATED:
EON. FLUX. THINNER
HOLING T54 DISTILLATION
00 ( GALS I OUAN. HANDLED:
RECEIVER: 50029
2SS 00 ( GALS IEAT INC
.
RECORD 892360267
STE COOE: 915SSO
ICHLOROETHANE
CENERATEO 110 00 I GALS
)
OUAN. HANDLED
RECEIVER 50029
55 . 00 ( GALS I
I NC
892360268
HtOLING: T54 DISTILLATION
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED JAN )9»» THRU OEC 1968
33739 COLLMER SEMICONDUCTOR INC
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL CENERATEO SM I PPED OFF -SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE CODE 9143SO
FREON
.
FLUX
.
TH
I
NNER
WASTE CODE 915JIO
TRICHLOROETHANE
COMPANY SUMMARY: 33739
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HA2AR00US
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS II
0WO54 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM [OWOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED: JAN lit! THRU OEC 1998
2/2
PACE
SHIPPER 33886 ROLM CORPORATION DISTRICT: 14 RECION: 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA I : TXOOSS 123277 BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE COOE 910S20 OUAN CENERATEO:
ALCOHOL, ISOPROPYL
HANDLING SOt CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM, ETC
00 ( GALS 1 OUAN HANOLEO: OO (CALS)
FACILITY 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORD : 69235032
WASTE CODE: 912010 OUAN GENERATED
FREON
oo (GALS) OUAN. HANDLED: OO (GALS)
FACILITY 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORD
:
69236032
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM.
WASTE COOE 914740 OUAN GENERATED:
ETC .
oo ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLED: 00 (GALS] RECORD 89239032
I GN I TABLE WASTES
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM, ETC .
FACILITY: Ol CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
WASTE CODE: 10S990 OUAN GENERATED:
WATER CONTAINING MISC ORCANICS
HANDLING T50 BLENDING
195 00 ( CALS ) OUAN HANOLEO: IIS.OC (GALS)
RECEIVER 31105 USPCI HYOROCARBON RE
RECORO 69239032
WASTE COOE: 914260 OUAN. CENERATEO:
ISOPROPANOL MIXTURE
2«S oo (CALS) OUAN HANOLED 95.00 (CALS)
RECEIVER 31905 USPCI HYOROCARBON RE
RECORD : 69239033
HANOLING: T50 BLENDINC
WASTE CODE 914280 OUAN GENERATED 285 oo (CALS) OUAN. HANOLEO: 60.00 (CALSJ RECORD : 89236033
ISOPROPANOL MIXTURE
HANOLINC: TSO BLENDINC
RECEIVER: 0W169 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
WASTE CODE 978400 OUAN CENERATEO
LAB-PACKS
HANOLINC T07 ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
130 00 ( CALS I OUAN HANOLEO: 130 OO (CALS) RECORD:
RECEIVER: ZOOOS ARKANSAS RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT ENSCO. EL OORAOO. ARK AR0O6974S192
69236033
WASTE CODE: 914280 OUAN GENERATED
ISOPROPANOL MIXTURE
285 00 ( CALS ) OUAN. HANOLED: 220.00 (GALS)
RECEIVER Z0040 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
RECORO : 89236033
HANOLINC T50 BLENDINC GENERATOR'S COMMENT HYDROCARBON RECY, TULSA OK. 0KDOOO632737
z
5
r
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM {OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC Htl
2/20/92
PACE I 09
33886 ROLM CORPORATION
EPA I TX0OS5 123277
DISTRICT 227 TRAV IS
14 COL ORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
COOE 1 0ES30
.
CONTAMINATED
INC T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
OUANT I TV 165 00 I CALS ) RECEIVER 3190S USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERV SER
REPORT DATE 0888
DATE RECEIVED: 082S
T ICKET :
RECORD
OOS3696E
88298 1 80S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
403 12 u
H I CHWAV
POL L UT I ON CONTROL ,
COOE 9 1 4280
OPANOL MIXTURE
INC T83 SOLVENT RECOVERV
OUANT I TY 65 OO ( CALS I RECEIVER 3190S USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
REPORT DATE 0888
DATE RECEIVED 082S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS :
403 12 U
H I CHWAY
POLLUT I ON CONTROL
,
T ICKET
RECORD
OOS3898S
88298 1 408
COOE 914280
OPANOL MIXTURE
INC T50 BLENO I NC
OUANT I TV 60 00 ( CALS
)
RECEIVER: 0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE . I 111
OATE RECE I VED : 1 109
T I CKET
:
RECORO
OOOOOOO
1
89 032049 I
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
0W1S6 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H I CHWAV
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PACE 1 10
33888 ROLM CORPORATION D ISTRI CT 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TXDOS5123277 COLORADO R
I
VER
WASTE REPORTED AS SHJPPED AND RECEIVED
COOE : 978400
ACKS
INC : UNKNOWN
OUANT I TY »5 00 (CALS) RECdVER ZOOOS ARKANSAS RECEIVER
REPORT OATE : 1 288
DATE SHIPPED 1 2 1 S
T ICKET :
RECORO
00277932
19016 1043
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
ENSCO. INC.. EL DORADO. ARK
40990 CORSAN TRUCKING
H I CHWAV
AR0O69748
COOE
ACKS
OUANT I TY 85 OO (CALS) RECEIVER: ZOOOS ARKANSAS RECEIVER
REPORT OATE : 1 268
TICKET :
RECORD
00277933
69076 1044
OATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
1215
ENSCO
.
INC. . EL OORAOO
,
40960 CORSAN TRUCKING
ARK AR0O8974S
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1944 THRU DEC 1968
33866 ROLM CORPORATION
COMPANV TOTALS Br WASTE COOE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANACEO ON-SITE
WASTE CODE : 106S30
WATER. CONTAMINATED
WASTE COOE : 106990
WATER CONTAINING MISC ORCANICS
WASTE COOE 9 10620
ALCOHOL, ISOPROPVL
WASTE CODE:
FREON
WASTE COOE : 9 t 4240
ISOPROPANOL MIXTURE
WASTE COOE : 9 1 4740
GNITAILE WASTES
WASTE CODE : 97«400
LAB-PACKS
COMPANY SUMMARY 33446
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS I I
TexAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( DWOSOO
I
PERIOD COVERED JAN nil THRU DEC HU
SHIPPER: 34144 INTERFET CORPORATION OISTRICT. 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 0S7 DALLAS
EPA I D TX094 1 1 450 1
4
AS IN 04 TRINITY RI VER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
NO REPORT REOUIRED RECORD 49243
COMPANY SUMMARY: 34144
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I ePA HAZARDOUS
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS II
05 4 2
TEXAS
SH
I
PPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
10 WASTE SVSTEM (OWOSOO)
JAN 1968 THRU OEC 1966
2/20/92
PAGE 1 1 3
HIPPER: 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNT V 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TX096OS7O356
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
BSS . ..........a........ ............. ..... ..... « ................ .............. •
STE CODE 101690 OUAN GENERATED
OTOCRAPHIC DEVELOPER
HOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
70 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED :
RECE I VER 30477
70 OO
MOTOROLA INC.
( GALS ) RECORD 69249 1054
STE CODE 101760 OUAN GENERATED:
OTOGRAPMIC FIXER WASTE
35 oo (GALS ) OUAN HANDLED
RECEIVER 30477
35 00
MOTOROLA INC
( GALS ) RECORO 89249 1055
NDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
STE COOE: 102990 OUAN GENERATED
.
,47 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLEO 1 . 1 47 OO ( GALS 1 RECORD : 69249 1056
NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA I NC
STE COOE 110490 OUAN GENERATED
L. LUBRICATING
.HOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC .
SB 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED :
RECEIVER: 30477
56 00
MOTOROLA INC .
( GALS 1 RECORO 89249 1057
STE COOE: 900S60 OUAN GENERATED:
6 WASTE. AOUEOUS
355 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLEO :
RECE I VER 30477
35S 00
MOTOROLA I NC
.
( GALS ) RECORO 89249 1058
HOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
STE CODE: 901240 OUAN GENERATED: 6 oo (GALS) OUAN. HANDLED: 6 . 00 ( GALS ) RECORO 89249 1059
10. SPENT
HOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC
STE COOE: 910100 OUAN. GENERATED:
LVENTS. SPENT
NDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC. 1
553 00 (GALS I OUAN. HANDLED:
RECEIVER: 30477
5S3 00
MOTOROLA INC
( GALS 1 RECORD : 89249 1060
STE CODE 919910 OUAN. GENERATED:
. NERS ANO CONCENTRATES
63 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED:
RECEIVER: 30477
63 00
MOTOROLA INC
( GALS ) RECORO 69 249 106 1
HOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC )
0542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1986
2/20/92
PAGE 1 14
HIPPER: 34313 MOTOROLA INC 3ISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX098O67O3S6 BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
fSTE CODE: 102990 OUANTITY:
NSEWATER/WASTEWATER
NDL1HG: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
30 . OO ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
0488
0429
TICKET
RECORO
0044766S
66356 1 228
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
STE COOE IO2990 OUANTITY
NSEWATER/WASTEWATER
NDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
15 . OO IGALSI RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VED :
MOTOROLA INC
Ol 86
O 1 06
TI CKET
RECORO
00449 1 52
88356 1 229
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
STE CODE 910100 OUANTITY 20.00
LVENTS. SPENT
NDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC 1
(GALS ) RECE I VER 30477
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
01 88
O lOS
TICKET
RECORO
00449 1 S2
683S6 1 231
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
'STE COOE: 910100 OUANTITY:
LVENTS. SPENT
NOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
20 OO ( GALS
)
RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
Ol 86
0108
TICKET
RECORD
00449 1 S2
66356 1 230
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
STE CODE 101690 OUANTITY:
OTOCRAPHIC OEVELOPER
NOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
10
. oo (GALS) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
Ol 88
O 1 08
TICKET
RECORD
00449 1 53
88356 1 232
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC .
STE COOE 101760 OUANTITY:
OTOCRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
NDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
s oo ( GALS) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
Ol 88
lOS
TI CKET
RECORD
00449 1 S3
863S6 1 233
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
STE CODE 102990 OUANTITY
NSEWATER/WASTEWATER
NDLING. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
IS oo ( GALS ) RECE I VER : 30477
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC
O 1 88
OIOS
T ICKET
RECORD
00449 1 53
683561234
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
DWOS42
TEXAS
SHIPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NC REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM IDWOSOO)
JAN 1911 THRU DEC 1911
2/20
PAGE
SHIPPER 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 RECION OO COUNT » 227 TRAV I
S
EPA 10 TX09SO87O356 BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 3 10100 OUANTITY.
SOLVENTS, SPeNT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC
1 OO ( CALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VED :
MOTOROLA INC
1 SB
108
T I CKET
RECORO .
00449
»*3SS1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 102990 OUANTITY
RINSEWATER/WAST EWA T E R
HANOLINC: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
29 00 1 GALS 1 RECE I VER 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VEO :
MOTOROLA INC
1 SI
115
T ICKET
RECORD
00*49
88356 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE: 90O58O OUANTITY:
LAB WASTE, AOUEOUS
HANOLINC. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
42 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC
0188
1 1 S
T ICKET :
RECORD :
00441
88356 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE: 101690 OUANTITY
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
HANOLINC: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
S OO 1 CALS ) RECEI VER 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VEO
MOTOROLA INC
1 88
01 22
T ICKET
RECORD
00449
68356 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE: 101760 OUANTITY:
PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
S OO 1 CALS I RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
1 88
01 22
T ICKET :
RECORD :
00449
88356 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 102990 OUANTITY
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
14 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC
1*8
122
T ICKET
RECORO
00441
88356 1
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 919910 OUANTITY
TONERS AND CONCENTRATES
HANOLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
J
1 4 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC
1 88
01 22
T I CKET
RECORO
00**9
88 356 1
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30*77 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
DW0S4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 19tt THRU DEC 19*8
2/20
PACE
SHIPPER: 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 1* RECION OO COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID: TX098O87O356 BASIN: 1* COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE : 101690 OUANTITY
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
20 00 ( CALS I RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE.
OATE RECE I VEO :
MOTOROLA INC
01 88
01 29
T
[
CKET
RECORO :
00449
6*3561
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 101760 QUANTITY
PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1 OO ( CALS ) RECEI VER 30477
REPORT DATE :
OATE RECEIVEO
MOTOROLA I NC
0188
1 29
T ICKET :
RECORD :
00441
663561
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE: 102990 OUANTITY
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1 « 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
:
OATE RECEIVEO:
MOTOROLA I NC
OKI
01 29
TICKET :
RECORD :
00441
683S61
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 110490 QUANTITY
OIL. LUBRICATING
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
2 OO 1 CALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VED :
MOTOROLA INC.
oia*
01 29
T ICKET :
RECORD
:
00441
643*6
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC .
WASTE COOE: 102990 OUANTITY:
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
14 OO ( CALS ) RECEIVER 30*77
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED :
MOTOROLA INC
028*
0205
T ICKET :
RECORO :
00**1
88356
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 910100 OUANTITY
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING. S01 CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC
7 OO (CALS 1 RECEIVER 30*77
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
MOTOROLA INC
028*
0205
T ICKET :
RECORD
OO**'
6*356
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30*77 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE CODE 101760 OUANTITY
PHOTOCRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
HANDLING T3I NEUTRALIZATION
5 OO (CALS ) RECE I VER 30477
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECE I VED :
MOTOROLA INC
021*
02 1 5
TICKET
RECORO
0044
4*356
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
.
,0542
TEXAS
SH
I
PPER
I NDUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOD COVEREO
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NC REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1 9 8 S
2/ 20/92
PACE 1 1 7
HIPPER 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX098O87O3S6 BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
l'STe CODE 102930 QUANTITY
HSEWATER /WASTEWATER
INCLINE T31 NEUTRALIZATION
30 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
0298
02 1 S
T I CKET
RECORD
00449 1 79
883S6 1 249
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
STE CODE: 102990 ©UANTJTY:
HSEWATER /WASTEWATER
IDLING T3I NEUTRALIZATION
II oo I GALS ) RECE I VER 30477
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VEO
MOTOROLA INC
0288
02 1 9
T
I
CKET
RECORD
00449 1 80
88 356 I2S0
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
.STE COOE 900580 QUANTITY:
1 WASTE . AOUEOUS
HOLING T 3 1 NEUTRALIZATION
45 00 (GALS 1 RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
:
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
0288
02 1 9
T ICKET
RECORO
00449 1 80
883SS 1 2S
1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
!TE COOE IIOIOO OUANTITY
IIVENTS. SPENT
HOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
20 . 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
0288
02 1 9
T CKET
RECORD
00449 1 80
88356 1 2S2
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
rSTE COOE 9 10 100 OUANTITY: 12.00
!. VENTS. SPENT
IDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC )
1 GALS 1 RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
0288
02 1 9
T ICKET
RECORO
00449 1 80
883S6 1 253
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
JTE COOE 101690 OUANTITY
I3T0CRAPHIC DEVELOPER
IDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
5 . 00 1 GALS 1 RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC
0288
02 1 9
T I CKET
RECORO
00449 1 8
1
883S8 1 254
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
ITI COOE: 101(90 OUANTITY
FJTOCRAPHIC OEVELOPER
IDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
S . 00 (CALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
0288
0226
T ICKET
RECORD
00449 1 82
88356 12SS
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
Ma
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSO0)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1*88
2/20/92
PAGE 1 1 8
UPPER 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX09SOS703S6
WASTI
BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
ITI COOE: 101760 OUANTITY
ITOGRAPMIC FIXER WASTE
IDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
5 OO (CALS) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO :
MOTOROLA INC
0288
0226
T ICKET
RECORO
00449 1 82
88356 12S6
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
ITI COOE: 102990 OUANTITY
HSEWATER /WASTEWATER
MOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
30 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEI VEO
MOTOROLA INC
0288
0226
T I CKET
RECORO :
00449 1 62
66356 1257
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC .
KJTE CODE: 101890 OUANTITY
MT0CRAPH1C DEVELOPER
MOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
5 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
0388
03 1 1
T ICKET
RECORO
:
00449 1 83
68356 1 256
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
• ITE CODE 102990 OUANTITY
HSEWATER /WASTEWATER
MOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
IS 00 ( CALS I RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
MOTOROLA INC
0388
03 1 1
T ICKET :
RECORO :
00449 1 63
66356 12S*
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
»:TE CODE 910100 OUANTITY:
1. VENTS. SPENT
MOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
IS OO (CALS) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
MOTOROLA INC
0388
03 1 1
T ICKET
RECORD
00449 1 83
66356 1 260
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
».Tf COOE: 102990 OUANTITY
HSEWATER /WASTEWATER
MOLINC T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1 5 00 (CALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
MOTOROLA INC
0388
03 1 8
T ICKET
RECORO
0O449 1 64
66356 1 28
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
'•TE CODE 102990 OUANTITY
HSEWATER /WASTEWATER
MOLING T3I NEUTRALIZATION
1 5 00 ( GALS ) RECEI VER 30477
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VEO
MOTOROLA INC
0388
0325
TICKET
RECORO
00449 1 65
68356 1262
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SVSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1944 THRU DEC 1944
34313 MOTOROLA INC
EPA 10 TX094O47O3S6
1 STR I CT REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
14 COL ORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SMIPPEO
WASTE COOE SOOS80 <
LAB WASTE. AQUEOUS
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
4S . 00 ( GALS
)
RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT DATE: 03S4
DATE RECEIVED 032S
TI CKET
:
RECORO :
0044*
443S4
I
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA I NC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE: 102990
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
OUANT I TV : 15 . 00 ( GALS RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT DATE: 0444
PATE RECEI VEO 0404
T ICKET
RECORO
00444
443581
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE COOE 9 lO 1 00
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
OUANT I TV 1 O OO ( GALS RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE: 0444
DATE RECEIVED O404
TICKET
RECORO
00441
84356 1
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE COOE: 102940
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
OUANT I TV : IS . OO I CALS ) RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE: 0444
OATE RECE 1 VED : 04 15
TI CKET
RECORD :
00441
443541
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
:
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE: 9005SO C
LAB WASTE. AOUEOUS
HANDLING T3I NEUTRALIZATION
45 . 00 ( GALS
)
RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT DATE: 0444
OATE RECE I VED Q4 1 S
TICKET :
RECORD
0044*
443541
1ST TRANSPORTER :
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE: 919910 OUANTITY:
TONERS AND CONCENTRATES
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. DRUM.
10 00 ( GALS RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE: 0444
DATE RECE I VEO 04 1 5
TICKET :
RECORO :
00441
443541
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE 9 1 O 1 OO
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER
OUANT I TV :
I BARREL . DRUM. ETC . ]
52. OO (GALS) RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE: OS44
OATE RECE I VEO : Q50S
T ICKET :
RECORD :
00444
443511
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS :
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
DW05 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SVSTEM (0WO5OOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1944 THRU DEC 1944
2/20
PAGE
SHIPPER: 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TXD94O470355
WASTI
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPEO
WASTE COOE 102990 OUANTITY
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANOLING. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
44 OO (GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
OS44
05 1 3
T ICKET :
RECORO
00449
443541
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
1 NC .
WASTE COOE 101490 OUANTITY
PHOTOGRAPHIC OEVELOPER
HANOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
5 00 ( GALS 1 RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
0554
0S2O
TICKET :
RECORD :
00444
443541
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC .
WASTE CODE 1O2990 OUANTITY:
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
30 OO 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC.
OS44
0520
TICKET :
RECORO :
00444
443541
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE: 919910 OUANTITY:
TONERS AND CONCENTRATES
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
13 OO (GALS) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC.
0544
0520
TICKET :
RECORD :
00444
44354 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE: 910100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.,
43 OO ( CALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEI VED :
MOTOROLA INC
0544
OS27
TICKET :
RECORO :
00474
493240
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE: 102990 OUANTITY:
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
30 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVEO:
MOTOROLA INC
0444
08 10
T ICKET :
RECORD :
00474
443541
WASTE CODE 9O1240 OUANTITY:
ACID. SPENT
e OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE:
MOTOROLA INC.
0544
TI CKET
RECORD
00474
443541
HANOLING T3I NEUTRALIZATION
WASTE CODE 91010O OUANTITY: 1 4 OO ( GALS )
OATE RECEIVED:
RECEIVER. 30477
04 10
MOTOROLA INC TICKET 00474
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVEO:
0444
04 lO
RECORO 443541
z
3
5
C>S«2
TEXAS
SH IPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOO COVEREO
WATER COMMISSION
MONITORING REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOl
JAN 19*8 THRU DEC 1911
2/20/92
PACE 1 2
1
UPPER 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 RECION OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TI011O17O35S BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
»;TE CODE 1029*0 OUANTITY
USEWATER /WAS TEWATER
HOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1 4 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER 30477
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VEO :
MOTOROLA INC
01*8
06 1 7
T I CKET
RECORD
0047809 6
68356 1 277
WiTE CODE: 900540 OUANTITY
l* WASTE , ApuEOUS
1 3 ( GALS } RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE:
MOTOROLA INC
0688
T ICKET
RECORD
0047809 6
88356 1 276
-OLINC SOI CONTAINER {BARREL. DRUM.
».TE CODE : 102990 QUANTITY:
ETC .
2* OO ( GALS )
DATE RECEIVED:
RECEIVER: 30477
06 1 7
MOTOROLA INC T ICKET OO476097
CSEWATER /WASTEWATER
.IDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED:
068*
0624
RECORD 88356 1 279
Site CODE: 910100 ouantity
f.VENTS. SPENT
IDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. 0RUM. ETC.
25 OO (GALS ) RECEIVES 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEI VEO :
MOTOROLA INC
06S8
0624
TICKET
RECORD
00478097
SS3S6 1 280
»;TE CODE: 102**0 OUANTITY:
DISSWATER/WASTEWATER
IS 00 ( GALS 1 RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE
MOTOROLA INC.
0788
T ICKET
RECORD
00478098
68356 1 28 1
IDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0708
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
KITE CODE: 9005*0 OUANTITY:
Li WASTE . AOUEOUS
o 1 3 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT OATE
MOTOROLA INC.
0788
T ICKET
RECORD
00478098
88356 1283
MIOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC. OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
0708
30477 MOTOROLA I NC
UNKNOWN
».TE CODE SOOStO OUANTITY:
LI WASTE . AOUEOUS
45 OO ( GALS 1 RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT OATE:
MOTOROLA INC.
0788
T ICKET
RECORD
00478098
88356 1 282
KIOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION DATE RECEIVEO:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0708
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
- TE CODE: 910100 OUANTITY:
S. VENTS. SPENT
1 4 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE
MOTOROLA INC.
0788
TICKET
RECORD
00478098
68356 1 284
HIOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC. OATE RECEIVEO:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0708
30477 MOTOROLA I NC
UNKNOWN
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM ( 0WO5OO
1
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1986
2/20/92
PAGE 122
IPPER: 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TX098O67O3S6 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
...
IIIIKIIIIItftllllltlMlllllllfltlll «*•«•«*«»«
i
• ««••«*« «••$«*«* «***«• tssas*ssaass*sssai s**«S*>S«sa*«SS •*««*«*«*** ««***««««
R>TE CODE: 101690 OUANTITY
P'TOCRAPHIC DEVELOPER
HIOLING: T3I NEUTRALIZATION
IS OO 1 GALS 1 RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
:
OATE RECEI VEO
MOTOROLA INC
0788
07 15
TICKET :
RECORD :
OO478099
44356 1 28S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD DF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
* TE CODE 9101 OO OUANTITY
5 VENTS SPENT
HiDLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC .
3 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC
0788
07 1 5
TICKET
RECORO :
00478099
8835* 1 286
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC .
' TE COOE : 102990 OUANTITY
IISEWATER/WAS TEWATER
OLINC T31 NEUTRALIZATION
70 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
0788
0729
T ICKET :
RECORO :
00478 1 OO
6*356 1 267
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
• TE CODE 110100 OUANTITY:
I VENTS
. SPENT
HIDLING SOI CONTAINER [BARREL, ORUM, ETC
38 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC.
0788
072*
TICKET
RECORO :
00*78 lOO
S63SS 12*8
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
» TE COOE 102**0 OUANTITY:
f
I S EWA T E R /WAS T EWA T E R
HIOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
85 OO (GALS 1 RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
MOTOROLA INC
0888
06 1 2
TICKET :
RECORO :
00478 10
88356 1 289
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC .
».TE CODE 910100 OUANTITY:
-VENTS, SPENT
HIDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM, ETC
22
)
OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
MOTOROLA INC
0668
OS 12
TICKET
RECORO
00*78 10
68356 1 290
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
> TE CODE 1029*0 OUANTITY:
SEWATER /WAS TEWATER
HIOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
IS 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC.
0888
08 1 9
T ICKET
RECORO
00*7* 1 02
68356 129 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
,
DWOS42
TEXAS
SHIPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOO COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NC REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
JAN 1948 THRU DEC 1944
2/2C
PACE
SHIPPER 34313 MOTOROLA INC 5ISTR1CT 14 RECION OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX094O47O3S6 BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 9OOS80 OUANTITY:
LAB WASTE. AOUEOUS
HANOLINC. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.
19 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
04(4
04 1 9
T ICKET
RECORO
00471
883S81
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE CODE 900S90 OUANTITV:
LAB WASTE. AOUEOUS
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
4S 00 ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VEO :
MOTOROLA INC
0444
08 19
T ICKET
RECORO
00471
8S3S4'
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC .
WASTE COOE: 102990 OUANTITY:
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANOLINC. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
IS OO 1 GALS ) RECE I VER 30477
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
1 144
1 1 04
T I CKET
RECORD
oosn
4909(1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE 900540 OUANTITV
LAB WASTE. AOUEOUS
HANOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC^
o 06 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
1 1 Bt
1 104
TICKET
RECORD
oosn
4909(1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE: 900S80 OUANTITY:
LAB WASTE. AOUEOUS
HANOLINC. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
42 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
1 1B8
1 104
T ICKET
RECORO
oosn
8909(1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE 910100 OUANTITV:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC
S OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED.
MOTOROLA INC
1 1 88
1 1 04
TICKET
RECORD
oosn
8909(1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE 102990 OUANTITV
RINSEWATER/WASTEWATER
HANDLINC: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1 4 00 ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
1 1 88
1111
T I CKET
RECORO
oosn
4909 5 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1984 THRU OEC 19(8
2/2C
PAGE
SHIPPER: 34313 MOTOROLA INC D ISTRICT : 14 REG1 ON: 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID : TX09SO8703SS BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 9 1 1 OO OUANTITY
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC.
44 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
1 1S(
1111
T ICKET
RECORD
oosi:
4909(1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE: 102990 OUANTITY:
RINSEWATER/WASTEWATER
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
15 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
.
OATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC
1 1(4
1 1 1 (
T ICKET
RECORD
oosn
4(09(1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE 910100 OUANTITY
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC.
1 4 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VED :
MOTOROLA INC
1 1(4
1114
T ICKET
RECORD
OOSI'
»»09l
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 102990 OUANTITY:
RINSEWATER/WASTEWATER
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
S7 OO ICALS 1 RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
1 244
1202
T ICKET
RECORD
0011'
49014
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 9 1 1 OO OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
1 3 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
1 288
1 202
T ICKET
RECORO
oos r
tlOII
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC .
WASTE CODE 101(90 OUANTITY:
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
HANOLINC T31 NEUTRALIZATION
S OO ( CALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
1288
1 209
T ICKET
RECORO
005 1
8909(
\ ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 101760 OUANTITY
PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
HANOLINC. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
S 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VED :
MOTOROLA INC
1 244
1 209
T ICKET
RECORO
OOSI
8909(
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
-
f3S4 2
TEXAS
SHIPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NC REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOOI
JAN 1988 THRU DEC 198!
2/20/92
PACE I2S
.
HIPPER 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA I TXD980S70356 BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
iTE CODE 102990 OUANTITY
MSEWATER /WASTEWATER
IDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
2B OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
1 2SB
1 209
T I CKET
RECORD
OOS 1 7486
69096 1 1 OS
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
iTE CODE 102990 OUANTITY:
MSEWATER /WASTEWATER
IDLING. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
SB 00 I GALS ) RECE I VER 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VEO :
MOTOROLA INC
1 288
12 16
T I CKET
RECORD
OOS 17487
89096 1 106
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
.TE CODE 910100 OUANTITV
I.VENTS. SPENT
IDLING SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. DRUM. ETC
26 OO (GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA I NC
1 288
12 16
T I CKET
RECORD
005 1 7487
69096 1 107
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
.TE COOE 102990 OUANTITV
NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
4DLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
29 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC
1 068
10 14
T ICKET
RECORD
OOS 17497
883S6 1 294
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
iTE COOE 910100 OUANTITV:
.VENTS. SPENT
IDLING: SOI CONTAINER ISARREL. DRUM, ETC
13 00 ( GALS) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
MOTOROLA INC
1 088
10 14
T I CKET
RECORO
OOS 1 7497
86356 1 295
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
IT! COOE 919910 OUANTITV:
4ERS AND CONCENTRATES
IDLING S01 CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.,
S OO ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA I NC
1 088
10 14
T ICKET
RECORD
OOS 17497
88356 1 296
"
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
•TE CODE 102990 OUANTITV:
NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
IDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
S2 OO ( GALS ) RECE I VER 30477
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
0688
OS 1 9
TI CKET
RECORO
00546 1 2
1
863561 297
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
>»42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (0WO5OO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1986
2/20/92
PAGE 125
UPPER 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTV: 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX098O87O3S6 BASIN: 14 COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
iTE CODE 1 10490
.. LUBRICATING
IDL INC SOI CONTAINER
OUANT I TY
:
BARREL. ORUM. ETC.
54 OO ( GALS I RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
0888
OS 1 9
T ICKET
RECORO
00546 1 2
88356 1 298
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
STE CODE 9 1 0100
VENTS, SPENT
IDLING SOI CONTAINER
OUANT I TV
BARREL
.
DRUM. ETC
1 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVEO
MOTOROLA INC
0888
08 1 9
T ICKET
RECORO
OOS46 1 2
88356 1 299
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
iTE COOE 9 10100
r
VENTS. SPENT
IDLING: SOI CONTAINER
OUANT I TV
BARREL
.
ORUM. ETC
24 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECEIVEO
MOTOROLA INC
0988
0902
T I CKET
RECORO
00546 1 22
88356 1 300
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
fTE CODE 102990 OUANTITV:
IIIWATER /WASTEWATER
IDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
26 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
0966
09 1 6
T ICKET
RECORD
00546 1 23
86356 1301
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
(TE CODE 102990 OUANTITV:
•SEWATER /WASTEWATER
IDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
15 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC
0988
0923
T ICKET
RECORO
00S46 1 24
88356 1 302
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
iTE COOE : 9 199 10
1ERS AND CONCENTRATES
10L I NG SOI CONTA I NER
OUANT I TY
1 BARREL . ORUM. ETC
1 5
1
OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECEIVEO
MOTOROLA INC .
0986
0923
T I CKET
RECORO
00546 1 24
66356 1 303
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
iTE COOE 102990 OUANTITY
1SEWATER /WASTEWATER
IDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
28 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VEO
MOTOROLA I NC
0988
0923
T I CKET
RECORO
00546 1 25
88356 1 304
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1944 THRU OEC 1944
2/20,
PAGE
SHIPPER 34313 MOTOROLA INC 3ISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TX098O87O35S BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 910100 QUANTITY
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC .
IS 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 3047T
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC.
0944
0923
T I CKET
RECORD
00541
843511:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 102990 OUANTITY
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANOLINC. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
43 00 ( GALS 1 RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC
0948
0930
TI CKET
RECORD
OOS49
44354 1:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 110490 QUANTITY
Oil. LUBRICATING
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER '.BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
2 oo (GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
0944
0930
T ICKET
RECORD
00544
84356 K
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 910100 QUANTITY
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING. SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
10 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
0944
0930
T I CKET
RECORD
00544
88356 1.
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE: 102990 OUANTITY:
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1 4 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
1044
1007
TICKET
RECORO
OOS4I
88356 1:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE CODE 90OS80 OUANTITV:
LAB WASTE. AOUEOUS
HANDLING. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
4S 00 (GALS 1 RECE I VER 30477
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA I NC
1014
1007
T ICKET
RECORO
OOS44
84 356 1:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE 90OS8O OUANTITV
LAB WASTE , AOUEOUS
HANOLINC. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
1 3 ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC.
1044
IO07
T ICKET
RECORO
00546
48356 1 :
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
0WOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 19(4 THRU OEC 1988
2/20/
PAGE
SHIPPER: 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REG] ON: 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10: TX09 8087035 6 BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE: 9 1 1 OO OUANTITY
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
13 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
1044
1 007
T ICKET
RECORD
OOS4B
443541:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 102990 OUANTITV
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
43 OO (GALS) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
1044
102 1
T ICKET
RECORO
O0S4B
88356 1:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC .
WASTE COOE: 919910 OUANTITY:
TONERS AND CONCENTRATES
HANOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC.
3 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC
104*
102 1
T ICKET
RECORO
OOS4I
44356 1:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE: 102990 OUANTITY:
R INSEWATER/WASTBWATER
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
43 00 (CALS) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
10S4
1024
T ICKET
RECORD
00S4B
443S81:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE: 910100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC.
14 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
1048
1028
TICKET
RECORD
00544
84358 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 102990 OUANTITY
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
54 00 [ CALS 1 RECE I VER 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
0944
0909
TICKET
RECORO
OOS46
66354 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE CODE 910100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC
24 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEI VED :
MOTOROLA I NC
0948
0909
TICKET
RECORO
00S4I
883561
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
z
1
5
I
542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1911 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 129
13 MOTOROLA INC
PANT TOTALS BY WASTE CODE [TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SH
I
PPEO OFF - S I TE MANAGED ON-SITE
TE COOE 10 1 690
TOCRAPHIC OEVELOPER
TE COOE 1017S0
TOCRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
TE COOE 102990
SEWATER /WASTEWATER
S 5
TE CODE 1 1 0490
.
LUBRICATING
TE COOE 9005SO 1 <
WASTE. A9UE0US
TE CODE 9 12 4
0. SPENT
TE COOE 9 1 O 1 00
VENTS. SPENT
2 2
TE CODE 9 199 10
ERS AND CONCENTRATES
PANY SUMMARY 3*313
•••"•• «««««**«««««**«
TOTAL VOLUME 1 io
CLASS I EPA HA2AR00US 4 *
OTHER CLASS I S s
CLASS I I
S42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC 19*8
2/20/92
PAGE 130
IPPER 3431S OPTRON. INC 3ISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY : 1 82 PALO P INTO
EPA ID TXD980870S21
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
IAS IN 12 BRAZOS RI VER
TE CODE 100050 OUAN GENERATED:
D. NITRIC ( HN03
I
DLING: T3I NEUTRALIZATION
S oo (GALS) OUAN HANOLEO:
RECEIVER: 10585
5 00
MINERAL WELLS.
(GALS )
CITY
RECORD : 89 1390*6
1
TE COOE 100060 OUAN GENERATED:
D. HYDROCHLOR IC I HCL
)
( 00 1 GALS I OUAN HANOLEO:
RECEIVER 10S8S
6 00
MINERAL WELLS.
(GALS 1
CI TY
RECORD 69 1 390462
DLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
TE COOE 170150 OUAN GENERATED 1 00 (GALS) OUAN HANDLED 1 00 ( GALS ) RECORD . 89 1 390463
IUM HVOROX I DE 1 NAOH
1
DLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
RECEIVER: 10S*S MINERAL WELLS. CI TY
TE CODE 900040 OUAN GENERATED
D. SULFURIC
DLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
s 00 (CALS) OUAN HANDLED:
RECEIVER: 10585
« 00
MINERAL WELLS.
(GALS )
CITY
RECORD : 89 1 390*64
TE COOE: 900130 OUAN GENERATED:
DNIUM HYDROXIDE (NH40H)
10 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLEO:
RECEIVER: 105*5
10 00
MINERAL WELLS
.
( GALS )
CITY
RECORD ** 1 390*65
DLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
TE CODE: 91O0S0 OUAN GENERATED: 1 55 oo (GALS) OUAN HANOLEO : isi.ee 1 CALS ) RECORO : 89
1
390466
HYL ETHYL KETONE
DLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
RECEIVER Z0040 OKLAHOMA RECEI
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: HRI TULSA
YER
OKLAHOMA 0KDOOO632737
TE CODE 910090 OUAN GENERATED
TONE
DLING: S01 CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC.
2 1 S 00 (CALS) OUAN HANDLED: 21! 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 20040 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: HRI TULSA OKLAHOMA
RECORO
0K0OOO632737
89 390467
TE COOE 910S20 OUAN CENERATEO:
OHOL
.
ISOPROPYL
3(0 00 ( GALS 1 OUAN HANOLEO
RECE I VER 20040
360 00 ( GALS )
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
RECORO 89 1 390468
DLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM.
TE CODE 912010 OUAN CENERATEO:
ETC
265 00 ( GALS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: HRI TULSA
OUAN HANOLEO 265 OO
OKLAHOMA
( GALS )
0K0OOO632737
RECORO 89 1390469
ON
DUNG: SOI CONTAINER IBARREL. DRUM. ETC
.
RECEIVER Z0O40 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT HRI TULSA OKLAHOMA 0K00OO832737
TE COOE 9158*0 OUAN GENERATED:
CHLOROETHANE
DLING SOl CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC
1 10 00 ( CALS ) OUAN HANDLED 110 00 (CALS)
RECEIVER 20040 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT HRI TULSA OKLAHOMA
RECORD
0K0OOO632737
89 1 390470
TE COOE 909140 OUAN CENERATEO
VENTS 1 ORG 1 AC I OS (I NORG
)
2 10 oo (GALS) OUAN HANOLEO
RECEIVER Z0O47
2 10 00 ( GALS I
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
RECORO 89 1 39047
1
DLING SOI CONTAINER IBARREL, DRUM. ETC . GENERATOR'S COMMENT GSX SERVICES GREENBRIER TN TN0OOO64577O
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVEREO JAN I3»« THRU OEC I9»«
SHIPPER 343IS OPTRON, DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 182 PALO PINTO
EPA ID: TXD980S70S21 BRAZOS RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
GENERATEO :WASTE CODE 910S70 OU
METHYLENE CHLORIDE
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL
SO 00 ( GALS
)
DRUM, ETC )
OUAN HANDLED SO OO (GALS)
RECEIVER: Z0047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT GSX SERVICES GREENBRIER TN
8 9 1 390472
TN0OOO64S77O
WASTE CODE: 911 HO
PERCHLOROETHYLENE
GENERATEO 1 OS 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: IOS 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER 20047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
RECORD 89 1 39047}
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC.) GENERATOR'S COMMENT: GSX SERVICES GREENBRIER TN TN0OOOS4S77O
DWOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOO COVEREO JAN 1988 THRU DEC 19*8
2/20,
PAGE
SHIPPER: 34315 OPTRON, INC. DISTRICT: 04 REGION: OO COUNTY 1S2 PALO PINTO
EPA 10: TX09SOS7OS21 SAS IN 12 BRAZOS RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE: 910090 OUANTITV:
ACETONE
HANDLING: T50 BLENDING
SO 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER S0029 H
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VED
EAT INC
018S
1 OS
T ICKET : 001S7.
RECORD: 890232
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
:
30440 MEAT. INC
H IGHWAY
WASTE COOE: 910620 QUANTITY
ALCOHOL
.
ISOPROPYL
HANDLING: T50 BLENDING
ISO 00 (GALS) RECEIVER S0029 H
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED :
EAT INC
01 as
IOS
TICKET: 001ST
RECORD: 890232
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
.
30440 H EAT. INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE CDOE: 912010 OUANTITV:
PREON
HANOLING: T54 DISTILLATION
SO. 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 50029 H
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED
EAT I NC
.
0111
1 OS
TICKET: 001«7l
RECORD: 89023J
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS:
30440 HEAT. INC
H I G HWA Y
z
3
5
*
pS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM IDWOSOO]
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1966 THRU DEC 19SS
2/20/92
PACE 1 33
* I PPER 3*3 15 OPTRON . INC JISTRICT 04 RECION OO COUNTY 1 82 PALO P I NTO
EPA 10 T X 9 SOS 705 2 1
WASTE REPORTED
BAS IN: 12 BRAZOS R
I
VER
AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
>;TE CODE 9 IOOSO
I'HYL STHVL KETONE
IDLING UNKNOWN
OUANT I TY
:
SO 00 IGALS I RECEI VER 20040
REPORT DATE:
DATE SHIPPED
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0388
03 1 4
TICKET
RECORD 882S2 107
1
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
HYOROCARBON RECYCLER INC TULSA
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC.
H I GHWAY
OK
|T! CODE: 110620
KOHOL. ISOPROPYL
OUANT ITY SO OO I GALS ) RECEIVER: Z0040
REPORT OATE:
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0388
TICKET
RECORO
0049S9 1
3
88252 1072
IOLINC: UNKNOWN DATE SH IPPEO
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
03 1 4
TULSA OKLAHOMA HRI 0KDOOO632T3T
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
ItJ CODE: 912010 OUANT ITY : 50 . 00 ( GALS )
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER. 20040
H I GHWAY
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER T I CKET 004959 1 3
!0N
IDLING: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE
OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
0368
03 1 4
TULSA OKLAHOMA HRI 0K0OOO632737
RECORD 68252 1073
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
4060S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
HIGHWAY
;TE CODE: 910050
THYL ETHYL KETONE
IOLINC UNKNOWN
OUANT ITY: SO 00 [ GALS I RECEIVER: 20040
REPORT OATE:
OATE SHIPPED:
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
OS66
OS09
T ICKET
RECORD
00496490
S82S6 1436
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
HYOROCARBON RECYCLER INC TULSA
40 605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H I GHWAY
OK
iTE CODE: 910620
:OMOL. ISOPROPYL
OUANT ITY : SO. 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER: Z0040
REPORT OATE:
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0588
T I CKET
RECORO
0049 6490
862S6 1437
IDLING: UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
0509
HYOROCARBON RECYCLER INC TULSA
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
OK
STE CODE: 910090 OUANTITY : 1 10 . 00 IGALS)
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 20040
H I GHWAY
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER T ICKET 00522075
•TONE
IDLING: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE
OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1 1 88
1116
HRI 5354 W 46 ST. SO TULSA OK
RECORD 89076 1077
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H I GHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM I OWOSOO
)
PERIOO COVEREO: JAN 1968 THRU DEC 1966
2/20/92
PAGE 134
UPPER: 3431S OPTRON. INC DISTRICT Q4 REGION OO COUNTY: 162 PALO PINTO
EPA 10 TX098O67O52 1 BRAZOS RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
;te CODE :
IBM
IDLING
9 12010
UNKNOWN
OUANT ITY: 1 10 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER 20040 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE : 1188
OATE SHIPPED: 1116
T ICKET
RECORD :
OOS22075
69076 1078
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
HRI 5354 W 46 ST SO TULSA OK
4060S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H I GHWAY
STE CODE : 9 10090
TONE
OUANT ITY: 55 00 1 GALS I RECEIVER 20040 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
REPORT DATE . 1 286
TICKET :
RECORO
OOS22 1 4
1
9 1 1 4401 1
S
HOLING: UNKNOWN
STE COPE: 912610 OUANT ITY 55 00 I GALS )
OATE SHIPPEO:
RECEIVER ZOQ4Q OKLAHOMA RECEIVER OQ522 1 4
LlCATES
MOLING :
REPORT DATE:
OATE SHIPPEO:
SHIPPER COMMENT:
1 288
12 13
HRI 5354 W 46 ST.
RECORO : 9 11 440 1 1
6
TULSA OK
tTE CODE: 910050
IHYL ETHYL KETONE
OUANT I TY
:
55 00 ICALSI RECEIVER: Z0040 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE: Q966
TICKET :
RECORO :
OOS4S6 I 3
683420 1 60
OATE SHIPPEO:
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
09 1 6
HRI S3S4 W 46 ST SO TULSA 0K0OOO632737
4060S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC.
METHOO OF TRANS H I GHWAY
STE COPE : 9 10620 110.00 IGALSI RECEIVER 20040 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER 00S456 1 3
:OHOL. ISOPROPYL
IDLING: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE:
DATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
0986
09 1 6
HRI TULSA 0K0OOO632737
863420 16 1
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS :
40SOS CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT,
H I GHWAY
STE CODE 909140 OUANTITY:
LVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORC)
HOLING UNKNOWN
SO . OO I GALS
)
RECEIVER ZO047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
REPORT DATE : 0466
OATE SHIPPEO : 0427
T I CKET
RECORD
0049 62 13
86252 1074
SH I PPER COMMENT
:
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS:
2ND TRANSPORTER :
METHOD OF TRANS :
GSX SERVICES INC GREENBRIAR TN
4060S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC.
H I GHWAY
4033O GSX SERVICES. INC
H I GHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN Hit THRU OEC 1988
SHIPPER: 3431S OPTRON, INC JISTRICT: 04 REGION 00 COUNTY: 182 PALO PINTO
EPA ID TX098OS7052I
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED AND
IAS IN 12 SRAZOS R I VER
)ECE I VED
WASTE CODE 109140 QUANTITY:
SOLVENTS IORC) ACIDS (INORC)
HANOLINC: UNKNOWN
SO 00 (GALS) RECEIVER Z0047
REPORT DATE:
OATE SHIPPED
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
02SS
0223
TICKET :
RECORD :
00S0<
8823*1
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
CSX SERVICES INC GREENBRIAR TN
4060S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 110170 OUANTITY:
METHYLENE CHLORIDE
SO 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: Z0047
REPORT DATE :
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
0288
T ICKET :
RECORD
00501
8823*
HAND L INC: UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
0223
CSX SERVICES INC GREENBRIAR TN
4080S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
WASTE CODE: (11170 OUANTITY: SO 00 1 GALS )
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER Z0047
H I GHWAY
TENNESSEE RECEIVER T
I
CKET 0O50<
PERCHLOROETHYLENE
HANOLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE
OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
0288
0223
CSX SERVICES INC GREENBRIAR TN
RECORD (S23*
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
40SOS CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 909140 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS (ORC) ACIDS (INORC)
HANOLINC UNKNOWN
St 00 (GALS 1 RECEIVER: Z0047
REPORT OATE:
0«T! SHI PPEO
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
1 1 88
1114
T ICKET :
RECORD :
00S2
*9009<
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
CSX SERVICES. INC GREENBRIAR TN
40B0S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H I GHWAY
2N0 TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40330 GSX SERVICES. INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 9159*0 OUANTITY
TRICHLOROETHANE
HANOLINC: UNKNOWN
Sf 00 (GALS 1 RECEIVER Z0047
REPORT OATE:
DATE SHIPPED
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
1 21*
12 13
T ICKET
RECORD :
0052:
• 9012C
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
CSX SERVICES INC GREENBRIAR TN
40S0S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
HI GHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40330 GSX SERVICES. INC
H I GHWAY
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVEREO: JAN 111* THRU OEC 11**
2/2<
PACE
SHIPPER: 34315 OPTRON, INC. DISTRICT 0* REGION: 00 COUNTY: 1*2 PALO PINTO
EPA ID TX09SOI70521
WASTE REPORTED
BASIN 12 BRAZOS RIVER
AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
WASTE COOE 909140 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORC)
HANDL I NC : UNKNOWN
55 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER Z0047
REPORT OATE:
DATE SHIPPED
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
07*8
071 3
TICKET
RECORO
005*1
SI27*<
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
GSX SERVICES INC CREENBRIAR TN
40*05 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H I CHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40330 CSX SERVICES. INC
HI GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 911170 OUANTITY:
PERCHLOROETHYLENE
HANOLINC: UNKNOWN
55 OO (CALS) RECEIVER: Z0047
REPORT DATE:
DATE SHIPPEO:
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
07S*
0713
TICKET
RECORO
005*1
• «27t<
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
GSX SERVICES INC GREENBRIAR TN
40*05 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H I GHWAY
2N0 TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
40330 CSX SERVICES. INC
HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE: 115110 OUANTITY:
TRICHLOROETHANE
HANOLINC: UNKNOWN
55 OO (CALS) RECEIVER Z0047
REPORT DATE:
OATE SHIPPED:
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
07*t
07 13
TICKET
RECORO
005*1
• *27«<
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
CSX SERVICES INC CREENBRIAR TN
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
HI CHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
40330 CSX SERVICES, INC.
H I C HWA Y
z
9
5
0>542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORINC REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1911 THRU DEC 1911
2/20/92
PAGE 137
7I1S 0PTR0N. INC
CIPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONSI TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGEO ON-SITE
H TE COOE IOOO50
1 D . NITRIC ( HN03 )
».TE COOE lOOOSO
SO. HYDROCHLORIC (HCL)
. TE CODE 1701S0
SHUM HYOROXIDE (NAOH)
1 TE CODE 900040
A D , SULFURIC
K.TE CODE 900130
.IONIUM HYDROXIDE (NH40H)
» TE CODE 909 140 11
fc VENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORCI
t»,TE CODE 9 1 0050 1 1
- H Y L ETHYL KETONE
1 TE COOE : 9 10O90' 1 1
tone
v TE COOE 9 1 OS 20
lA'OHOL. isopropyl
2 2
V. TE CODE: 910870
MYLENE CHLORIDE
» TE COOE 9 1 1 1 70
PtCHLOROETHYLENE
KTE CODE 912010 1 1
go*
TE CODE : 9 126 10
I ICATES
» TE COOE : 9 1 5SS0
T CHLORDETHANE
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COYEREO: JAN 19»» THRU DEC 19»6
2/20/92
PAGE 131
I I 1 5 OPTRON , INC
C1PANY TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGEO ON-SITE
CIPANY SUMMARY 34315
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS
OTHER CLASS
CLASS II
SHIPPER 34353 Texas P T E L E C T R N 1 C S . INC
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1966 THRU DEC 1988
I STR I CT Q< OO COUNTV 057 DALLAS
EPA 10: T X09 SOI 679 80
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMAR1
WASTE CODE 915S90 OUAN GENERATED
TRICHLOROETHVLENE
HANDLING T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
1 , 4SS OO ( GALS
)
OUAN HANDLED 495 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER S0021 OETREX CHEMICAL INOU
RECORD 89 1 3904?
WASTE CODE: 913SEO OUAN GENERATED
SOLVENTS. NON HALOGENATED
1
, 485 00 I GALS OUAN HANDLED
RECE I VER SOQ29
1
.
485 00 ( GALS I
i . T , INC .
RECORD 8913904T
HANOLINC. TSO BLENDING
WASTE COPE 915890 OUAN GENERATED 1.48500 (GALS) OUAN HANOLED 990 00 [ GALS ) R6C0R0 89 1 39047
TR
I
CHLOROETHV LENE
HANDLING T83 SOLVENT RECOVERV
RECEIVER 50029 HE AT
0W0542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM ( DWOSOO
)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/2
PAGE
SHIPPER 34353 TEXAS OPT OE L ECTRON I CS_, INC DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 057 DALLAS
ePA 10: TX09808ST980 BASIN 08 TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 915890 OUANTITY
TRICHLOROETHVLENE
HANDLING T63 SOLVENT RECOVERV
275 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 50021
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VED
OETREX CHEMICAL I NOUS T R I ES
.
I NC
0986
0928
T ICKET :
RECORD
0036
88323
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
33533 DETREX CORPORATION
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 915890 OUANTITV:
TRICHLOROETHVLENE
HANOLINC T63 SOLVENT RECOVERV
220 OO 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: 5O021
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VEO :
OETREX CHEMICAL I NOUS TR I ES . I NC
1 288
12 12
T I CKET
RECORD :
0036
69096
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
33533 OETREX CORPORATION
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 913860
SOLVENTS. NON-HALOCENATED
HANDLING TSO BLENDING
OUANT ITY : 330 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
H EAT INC
0368
0323
T I CKET
:
RECORD :
0036
892 14
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 HEAT, INC.
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE. 915890
TRICHLOROETHVLENE
HANOLINC TS4 DISTILLATION
OUANT ITY : 330 00 (GALS) RECE I VER : 50021
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVEO
H EAT. INC .
0388
0323
T ICKET :
RECORD
0036
692 14
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 HEAT, INC
.
H I G HWA Y
WASTE COOE 1 1 3880
SOLVENTS, NON-HALOCENATED
HANDLING TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TV : 385 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 50029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
OS88
0520
T I CKET
:
RECORD :
0036
89060
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 HEAT. INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE 915890
TRICHLOROETHVLENE
HANOLINC T54 DISTILLATION
OUANT ITV 385 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
OS88
0520
T I CKET
RECORD :
0036
69060
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 HEAT, INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE 9 1 3880
SOLVENTS, NON-HALOGENATEO
HANDLING TSO BLENDING
OUANTITV : 365 OO ( GALS ) RECEI VER : 50029
REPORT OATE.
OATE RECEI VED :
H EAT INC
0788
0725
T ICKET
RECORD
0036
89080
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H E A T . INC
H I GHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1911
34353 TEXAS OPTOELECTRONICS,
EPA 10 TX098OS6798O
DISTRICT COUNTY 057 DALLAS
TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
«>TE CODE 915890
1ICHL0R0ETHYLENE
HOLING- T54 DISTILLATION
OUANT I TV 275 00 ( GALS
)
RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE :
DATE RECEIVED
0788
0725
T I CKET
RECORD
003 6 3 30!
890800974
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS :
30440 H
H I GHWAY
,;TE CODE 9 13860
t. VENTS. NON-HALOGENATEO
MOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TV : 385 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECEIVED
E . A 1
1 1 SB
1 I 08
T I CKET
RECORD
003633 10
89055 1 796
—
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 HE
H I GHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
PERIOO COVEREO JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 142
53 TEXAS OPTOELECTRONICS. INC
1PANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
TE CODE 1 1 3SS0
VENTS. NON-HALOGENATEO
TE CODE : 9 13860
VENTS. NON-HALOGENATEO
TE COOE 9 1 5890
CHLOROETHYLENE
IPANY SUMMARY : 34353
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS I I
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER 34S20 ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVEREO JAN I9»» THRU DEC 1968
D ISTR ICT COUNTY Q7 1 EL PASO
T X 09SO88O 1 OS 23 RIO GRANDE
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE: I104SO OUAN GENERATED
OIL. WASTE
HANDLING. SOI CONTAINER [BARREL, ORL
20.OO IGALS)
ETC )
OUAN HANOLEO: 20 00 (GALS)
FACILITY 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
LESS THAN 90 DAY STORAGE
RECORD 892*2020
WASTE CODE
SEALANT
913410 OUAN GENERATED S OO ( GALS
)
OUAN HANOLEO S . OO (GALS)
FACILITY Ol CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORD 89242020
HANDL I NG SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
WASTE CODE 91O620 OUAN GENERATED 35 00 I GALS I
LESS THAN 90 DAY STORAGE
LED SB 00 1 GALS ) RECORD 89242021
ALCOHOL
.
ISOPROPYL
HANDLING: S03 WASTE PILE
RECEIVER S0029 HE A T.
WASTE CODE 911520 OUAN GENERATEO
FLUX , SOLDER I NG
HANDLING TOT ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
320 00 (GALS) OUAN HANOLEO
RECEIVER S0029
85 00 ( GALS
)
INC
RECORD 89242021
WASTE CODE: 9IS400 OUAN
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
GENERATED 93S 00 ( GALS I OUAN HANDLED
RECEIVER SOQ29
110 00 ( GALS )
INC
RECORD 89242021
HANOLING T54 DISTILLATION
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/2
PAGE
SHIPPER 34520 ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT 15 REGION 00 COUNTY: 07 1 EL PASO
EPA 10 TXD960880108
WASTC
BASIN 23 RIO GRANDE
REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 9 1 6400
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
HANOLING: T50 BLENDING
OUANT 1 TY 1 to 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 32277
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEI VEO
CHEMICAL RECLAMATION SERVICES
0268
02 1 7
T ICKET i
RECORD
0048
8810*
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40321 WHY WASTEWATERS
H I GHWAV
WASTE COOE 9 t G400
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
HANDLING: TS4 DISTILLATION
OUANTITY : 1 10 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VED
H EAT INC .
0786
07 1 3
T ICKET
RECORD
0039
89080
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
40483 ACE TRANSPORTATION. INC
H I GHWAY
40483 ACE TRANSPORTATION. INC
WASTE COOE : 9 1 S400 OUANTITY : 1 10 00 ( GALS )
METHOD OF TRANS
RECE I VER 50029 H
H 1 GHWA Y
EAT. INC . T I CKET 003*
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
HANOLING: TS4 DISTILLATION
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0568
OS 1 2
40483 ACE TRANSPORTATION. INC.
RECORD 69060
WASTE CODE : 9 1 1S20 OUANT ITY ss 00 ( CALS )
METHOD OF TRANS
RECE I VER : 5002B H
H I GHWAY
EAT. INC . TI CKET
:
0047
FLUX , SOLDER ING
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVEO:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0786
0727
40321 WHY WASTEWATERS
RECORD : 89 143
WASTE COOE 9 1 6400 OUANT ITY: 1 10 00 ( GALS )
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 50029 H
H I GHWAY
EAT. INC . T ICKET : 0047
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
HANOLING: TS4 DISTILLATION
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0786
0727
40321 WHY WASTEWATERS
RECORD : 69 143
WASTE CODE: 916400 OUANT I T
Y
1 65 00 (GALS)
METHOD OF TRANS
RECE I VER SO029 H
H I GHWAY
EAT INC T ICKET : 0O48
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
HANOLING: TS4 DISTILLATION
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0968
092 1
40321 WHY WASTEWATERS
RECORD : 69026
WASTE COOE 9 1 1 S20 OUANT ITY: SS 00 (GALS)
METHOO OF TRANS
RECE I VER 50029 H
H 1 GHWAY
EAT INC T ICKET : 0053
FLUX
. SOLDERI NG
HANOLING TSO BLENDING
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVEO:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0988
092 1
40321 WHY WASTEWATERS
RECORD 69026
METHOD OF TRANS H I GHWAY
34520 ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL
EPA ID TX098O8SO1O8
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
DISTRICT
2/20/92
PACE US
OO COUNTY Q7I EL PASO
R I GRANDE
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SH
I
PPED
1
iSTE CODE 91(400
ICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
DOLING TSI DISTILLATION
OUANT ! TY
:
1 10 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER S0029 H
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VED :
EAT INC
0988
092 1
TICKET
RECORD
OOS35531
8902 6 1 838
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS :
40321 WHY WASTEWATER -"
H I GHWAV
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( DWOSOO
I
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
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:;2Q Rockwell international
C4PANY TOTALS SY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SH I PPED OFF -SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
BTI CODE
b. . WASTE
«TE CODE 9 10S20
VOHOL. ISOPROPYL
BTI CODE 9 1 1S20
NX. SOLOERING
<:TE CODE: 913810
HLANT
BTt CODE 918400
liCHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
I4PANY SUMMARY 34520
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HA2ARD0US
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS I I
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER 3472Q MI CROELECTRON I CS ANO COMPUTER
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1911 THRU OEC 13»g
DISTRICT 227 TRAV I
S
EPA ID TX098OB78722 14 COL ORADO RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE 900190 OUAN GENERATED:
ACIO. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. DRUM, ETC I
1
.
720 00 I GALS I OUAN HANDLED: 220 OO (GALS)
FACILITY Ol CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
DRUM STORAGE AREA 23FTX9FT FOR ACIDS,
RECORD 8925 10221
BASES, OR
WASTE CODE 905260 OUAN GENERATED
CAUSTIC, METALS CONTAINING
1 , 165 00 ( GALS I OUAN. HANDLED 110 00 (GALS)
FACILITY 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORO S92S10221
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC.)
WASTE COPE 913B60 OUAN GENERATED 8 10 OO I GALS )
DRUM STORAGE AREA 23FTX9FT FOR ACIDS. BASES. OR
OUAN HANOLED 15 00 1 GALS I RECORD 892510221
SOLVENTS, NON- HALOGENATED
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
FACI L I TY Ol CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
ORUM STORAGE AREA 23FTXBFT FOR ACIOS. BASES.
WASTE CODE 978S10 OUAN GENERATED:
SPILL CLEANUP
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC.)
O 45 ( CYDS
I
RECORO S92S1022IOUAN HANDLED O 15 (CYDS)
FACILITY: 01 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
ORUM STORAGE AREA 23FTX9FT FOR ACIOS, BASES, OR
WASTE CODE 900190 OUAN. GENERATED:
ACID. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
720.00 (GALS) OUAN HANDLED 935 OO (GALS)
RECEIVER Q1429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTA
RECORO 8925I023C
HANDLING. T07 ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
WASTE CODE: 905280 OUAN GENERATED: 1.185 00 [ GALS ) OUAN HANDLED : 550 00 ( GALS
]
RECORO 892510231
CAUSTIC. METALS CONTAINING
HANOLING T07 ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
RECEIVER: 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTA
WASTE CODE: 913BBO OUAN GENERATEO:
SOLVENTS, NON-HALOGENATEO
HAN0L1NC: TOT ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
810 OO ( GALS
)
OUAN HANDLED 345 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTA
RECORO 892510232
WASTE COOE 978510
SPILL CLEANUP
OUAN CENERATEO O 45 ( CYDS
I
OUAN. HANOLED: O 30 (CYDS)
RECEIVER 01428 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTA
RECORO 89251023]
HANDLING: TOT ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
WASTE CODE 900190 OUAN GENERATEO: 1 . 720 OO ( GALS OUAN HANDLED 7 15 00 1 GALS I RECORO 892510234
ACIO. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC )
RECEIVER 50225 TECHNICAL ENVIRONMEN
GENERATOR'S COMMENT STOREO FOR LATER THERMAL DESTRUCTION
WASTE CODE 905280 OUAN GENERATED:
CAUSTIC, METALS CONTAINING
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER IBARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
1 . 1 65 . OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED 805 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 50225 TECHNICAL ENVIRONMEN
GENERATOR'S COMMENT STORED FOR LATER THERMAL DESTRUCTION
RECORO 892510238
WASTE COOE: 913880 OUAN GENERATED:
SOLVENTS. NON-HALOGENATEO
8 10 00 I GALS I OUAN HANOLED: 280 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER 50225 TECHNICAL ENVIRONMEN
RECORO 892510231
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC )
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
SHIPPER 3472Q MICROELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER DISTRICT COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
EPA ID TXD9S0878722 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPEO
WASTE COOE 900190 OUANTITY:
ACIO. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
HANOL I NG TIB OTHER
385 OO (GALS) RECEIVER 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT DATE: 0288
DATE RECE I VED Q22S
TICKET :
RECORO :
00481
9 1 1441
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS :
40855 CEMATCO.
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE 905280
CAUSTIC. METALS CONTAINING
HANDL 1 NG T 1 8 OTHER
OUANT ITY 275 OO ( GALS
)
RECEIVER: 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT DATE: 0288
DATE RECE I VED : 0225
TICKET :
RECORO
00481
9 1 1 44;
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS :
40855 CEMATCO
. INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 913S80 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS, NON-HALOGENATEO
HANOLING T08 LIQUID INJECTION INCINERATOR
1 20
. 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT DATE: 0288
DATE RECE I VED : 0225
T ICKET :
RECORD
00481
1 1 144:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS:
40855 CEMATCO
.
INC
H ICHWAY
WASTE COOE 913880 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. NON-HALOGENATED
HANDLING: T08 LIQUID INJECTION INCINERATOR
60 OO (GALS) RECEIVER: 01428 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT DATE: OB88
DATE RECEIVED: Q8 1 7
T ICKET :
RECORO :
00481
88 108
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
:
38429 SIZEMORE TECHNICAL SERV
.
INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE COOE: 900190 QUANTITY:
ACID, HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
HANOL INC . TIB OTHER
550 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 01*29 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT DATE 0888
DATE RECEIVED: OS I 7
T ICKET :
RECORO :
00531
88 108
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
38*29 SIZEMORE TECHNICAL SERV., INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE 905280
CAUSTIC. METALS CONTAINING
HANDL INC TIB OTHER
WASTE COOE 9 1 3880
SOLVENTS. NON-HALOGENATED
HANOLINC: T06 LIQUID INJECTION
OUANT I TY
275 OO (GALS)
I 65 OO I GALS )
RECEIVER: 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT OATE OS88
DATE RECEIVED: 06 17
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS:
38429 SIZEMORE TECHNICAL SERV
UNKNOWN
I NC INERATOR
RECEIVER 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT OATE : 0688
DATE RECE I VED : 06 1 7
T ICKET :
RECORD
:
T ICKET :
RECORO
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
38429 SIZEMORE TECHNICAL SERV
UNKNOWN
0O53
89 109
0053
89 109
42
TEXAS
SHIPPER
I NDUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOO COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
JAN 1988 THRU DEC 19 88
2/20/92
PAGE < 49
PPER 34720 MICROELECTRONICS AND :omputer DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX098OS7S722 BASIN: 14 COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
E CODE 978S10 QUANTITY:
L CLEANUP
LING TOT ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
O 30 ( CYDS ) RECEIVER 01429 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
REPORT DATE : 0688
DATE RECEI VED 06 17
T I CKET
RECORO
OOS33 1 7B
89 109 1023
1ST TRANSPORTER 38429 SIZEMORE TECHNICAL SERV
METHOD OF TRANS UNKNOWN
I NC
E CODE 9O019O OUANTITY:
.
HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
LINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM ETC. ]
7 1 S 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: S022S TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTAL
REPORT OATE : I i 88
DATE RECEI VED : 1122
T ICKET
RECORD
OOS 13319
9 1 1 463 1 62
1ST TRANSPORTER 4O9S0 CORSAN TRUCKING
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
CODE 90S260 OUANTITY:
riC. METALS CONTAINING
LING. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM ETC. )
SOS 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER S022S TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTAL
REPORT OATE : 1 1 SB
DATE RECE I VEO 1122
T ICKET
RECORD
OOS 133 19
9 1 1463 163
1ST TRANSPORTER: 40980 CORSAN TRUCKING
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
E COOE 913860 OUANTITY:
ENTS. NON
-
HALOGENATEO
.INC. SOI CONTAINER IBARREL. DRUM ETC . )
280 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 5022S TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTAL
REPORT OATE 1 1 SB
OATE RECE I VED : 1122
T
I
CKET
RECORD
OOS 13319
893 1 1O02S
1ST TRANSPORTER: aosjo CORSAN TRUCKING
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (0WO5OO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE ISO
MICROELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER
NY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS)
CODE: 900190
HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
COOE 90S260
IC. METALS CONTAINING
CODE 9 1 3S80
NTS, NON-HALOGENATEO
COOE : 9785 10
CLEANUP
.NY SUMMARY : 3472Q
TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGEO ON-SITE
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZAROOUS
OTHER CLASS
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER 348Q6 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVEREO JAN 1988 THRU DEC [III
DISTRICT Q« OO COUNT 1 051 DALLAS
EPA ID TXD98I 047194 BASIN OS TRINITY RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE 110450 OUAN CENERATEO:
OIL, WASTE
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER [BARREL, DRUM. ETC )
110 00 | GALS
)
OUAN HANDLED SS 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. I
RECORO 89103O492
WASTE CODE 179280 OUAN CENERATEO
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
O 20 ( TONS I OUAN HANDLED O 20 (TONSI
RECEIVER 390S1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. I
RECORO 89 1 03041]
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC.!
WASTE CODE 91S6QO OUAN GENERATED 330 OO (GALS) QUAN HANDLED 330 OO 1 CALS
I
RECORD: 891030414
SOLVENT MIXTURE, SPENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC.)
RECEIVER 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. I
WASTE COOE : 9501 10 OUAN GENERATED:
PAINT SLUOGE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT BASE
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC.)
55 OO ( GALS OUAN. HANOLED SS 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 390S1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. I
RECORD 891030415
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I DWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
SHIPPER 348Q6 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC. DISTRICT COUNTY 057 DALLAS
TX09B 1047 1 14 BASIN 08 TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 1792SO OUANTITY:
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC )
48 (CYDS) RECEIVER 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
REPORT OATE: 04«l
DATE RECEIVED 04 1 4
TICKET :
RECORO
:
00033
890 132
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAV
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE I792BO QUANT I TY :
METHOO OP TRANS
O 55 1CY0S) RECEIVER 390S1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM,
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0488
0429
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
RECORO : 890 131
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
H I GHWAV
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE
C0NTA1 NERS
.
1 79280 OUANTITY :
CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
O 02 (TONS) RECEIVER 3I0S1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
REPORT OATE: OS88
TICKET
RECORO
001S1
89 1 353
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC.) DATE RECEIVED
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
0S20
•0253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER :
METHOD OF TRANS
:
402S3 TEXAS
H ICHWAY
INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
WASTE COOE: 916800 OUANTITY:
SOLVENT MIXTURE, SPENT
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM,
1 10 OO ( GALS
)
ETC. )
RECEIVER 390S1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
REPORT OATE: OS88
DATE RECE I VED : 0520
Tl CK.ET
RECORD
:
00 1 5 '
89 1 35;
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE 179280 QUANT I TY O 02 I TONS
METHOO OF TRANS HIGHWAY
RECEIVER: 390S1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM.
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS :
OS88
0802
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
RECORO 89 142'
0542
TEXAS
SHIPPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PERI 00 COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
1
JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/20/92
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HIPPER 34J06 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC 3ISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 057 OALLAS
EPA ID TX09S1O47I94 BASIN 08 TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
!STE CODE 179280 OUANTITyV
NTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATEO
NDLING. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
0.41 ( CYOS I RECE I VER 390S
1
REPORT DATE :
OATE RECE I VEO
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
OS88
0602
TICKET
RECORD
00151 380
89 142 1999
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
I NCORPORATED
I NCORPORATEO
.STB CODE: 179280 QUANTITY: OSS ( CYOS )
METHOD OP TRANS
RECEI VER : 3905 1
H I GHWAY
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC T I CKET 00 1 S 1 38 1
NTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED
1ST TRANSPORTER
0788
0708
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
RECORO
INCORPORATED
89 1 422000
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
H I GHWAY
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATEO
1STE CODE: 918500 OUANTITY:
LVENT MI XTURE
,
SPENT
1 10 . 00 ( GALS I RECE I VER : 390S
REPORT DATE
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
0288
TICKET
RECORD
004 18 125
89087 184
1
IDLING SOI CONTAINER {BARREL. DRUM ETC DATE RECEIVED
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
020S
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATED
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATED
tSTE COOE : 950110 quantity
INT SLUDGE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT
iNOLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM
BASE
ETC.
55 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 390S1
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
0288
020S
T ICKET
RECORO
004 11125
89087 1 842
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
I NCORPORATEO
'STE COOE: 179280 QUANTITY: 0.32 1 CYOS ]
METHOD OF TRANS
RECE I VER : 390S
1
H I GHWAY
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC TICKET 004 18 126
NTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATEO
SOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM ETC
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0288
0204
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
RECORD
INCORPORATED
890871843
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
H I GHWAY
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I OWOSOO
I
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1968 THRU OEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 1S4
HIPPER 34806 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 0S7 OALLAS
EPA 10 TXD981047194 TRINITY R I VER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
kSTE CODE: 179280 OUANTITY:
NTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATEO
MOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM.
5 1 ( CYOS )
ETC )
RECEIVER 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC
REPORT OATE: 0388
DATE RECE I VED Q302
T ICKET :
RECORO :
00438824
89
1
352743
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS:
2ND TRANSPORTER
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
4Q253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
15TE CODE 179280 QUANT I TY LElfi&J
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 39Q51 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. OOS033 1
6
NTAINERS CHEMICAL CONTAMINATEO
INOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED
:
1ST TRANSPORTER
1 1 88
1 1 29
402S3 TEXAS
RECORO 89085I67S
INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
iSTECODE QUANT I TY
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
0.61 (CYOS) RECEIVER: 39QS1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. OOS083 I 6
NTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATEO
NDLINC: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
REPORT OATE
:
OATE RECd VED :
1ST TRANSPORTER
1 1 86
1 129
4Q2S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
890651676
5TE CODE QUANT I TY
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
OBI 1CY0S1 RECEIVER: 390S1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. OOS06328
NTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
NOLING: T3 1 NEUTRALIZATION
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
:
1ST TRANSPORTER
1 188
1110
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
RECORO 8906SI677
METHOO OF TRANS :
2ND TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS:
H I GHWAY
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
STE CODE
NTA I NERS
.
1 79280 OUANT I TY
CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
27 (CYOS) RECEIVER: 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
REPORT OATE Q988
TICKET
RECORD
00506332
66326 1 609
NDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION OATE RECEIVED
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
O90S
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS:
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
STE COOE: 179280 OUANTITY
NTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
NOLINC T31 NEUTRALIZATION
(CYOS) RECEIVER 390S1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
REPORT OATE 0988
DATE RECE I VEO Q906
T
I
CKET
RECORO
00508333
883261610
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2N0 TRANSPORTER
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
METHOD OF TRANS HIGHWAY
DW0S42
TEXAS
SHIPPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM I0WO5OO)
JAN 1948 THRU DEC 1984
2/2.,
PACE
SHIPPER 34806 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC OISTRI CT 04 REGION 00 lOUNT Y 057 DALLAS
EPA 10: TX098 1 047 1 94 BAS IN 04 TRINITY RI VER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
llflllt>l>l(lt**ttlllttttlt>*>ll>>l(>* a • » • tllllllKIIIIIIIII •••••••ttiisavti aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa laaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa t a aasa.il
WASTE CODE: 916600
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER
OUANTI TV
:
I BARREL . ORUM. ETC.
55 . 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER 3905
1
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
0488
0404
T I CKET
:
RECORD :
0050. (
48323:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
I NCORPORATED
WASTE CODE : 1 792*0 OUANTITY : 0.03 ( TONS )
METHOO OF TRANS
RECE I VER 390S
H I GHWAY
TEXAS I NSTRUMENTS
.
I NC TI CKET OOSOi
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVEO:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0788
072 1
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
RECORD :
I NCORPORATED
89 142;.
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE: 179240 OUANTITY:
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
. lO ( TONS ) RECEIVER 390S1
REPORT DATE :
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
0788
TICKET :
RECORD :
0050.
89 142:
HANDLING S01 CONTAINER ( BARREL . ORUM. ETC OATE RECEIVED
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0721
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATED
2N0 TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE : 1 104S0
OIL. WASTE
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER
OUANT I TY
:
( BARREL . DRUM. ETC
55 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 39051
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC
1 288
12 14
T ICKET :
RECORD :
00501
890171
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2N0 TRANSPORTER
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
I NCORPORATED
INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE : 9 1 6S00 OUANT I TY
:
55 00 ( GALS )
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 39051
H I GHWAY
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC. T ICKET : 00501
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER ( BARREL . ORUM. ETC
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
1 288
1214
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
RECORD :
I NCORPORATEO
890*71
METHOO OF TRANS
2N0 TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
SHIPPER: 3**0* TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC DISTRICT : 04 REGION COUNTY 057 PALLAS
EPA 10 TX09S 1047 194 BASIN O* TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE: 179280 OUANTITY
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
.84 (CYDS) RECEIVER 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
REPORT OATE 1 288
OATE RECEI VEO 12 14
T ICKET :
RECORD :
0050*
(90*71
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
:
2ND TRANSPORTER:
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE: OUANTITY :
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM.
METHOO OF TRANS HIGHWAY
O 01 (TONS) RECEIVER: 390S1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS :
2ND TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS :
1 28*
121*
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS
HIGHWAY
RECORD: 890871
INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
(55*2
106 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC.
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (0WOSO01
PERIOD COVERED JAN I9tl THRU OEC 1988
2/20/92
PACE I 57
(JPANV TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SH I PPEO OFF -SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
;TE CODE 1 10450
C, WASTE
STE CODE 179280
(TAINERS CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
;>TE CODE 919600[•NT MIXTURE. SPENT
iTE CODE 9S01 10
INT SLUDGE. OIL ANO/OR SOLVENT BASE
i HPANY SUMMARY 34806
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS
OTHER CLASS I
OS 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN ISIS THRU DEC 1998
2/20/92
PAGE 158
HIPPER 3*878 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION: OO COUNTY 09 1 GRAYSON
EPA ID TX09B 1596373
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
BAS IN 02 RED RIVER
STE CODE 179280 OUAN GENERATED:
iNTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
NOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM, ETC
9 99 (CYDS) OUAN HANDLED:
RECEIVER: 390S1 TEXAS
9 72 1 CYOS 1
INSTRUMENTS, I
RECORD : 890S704S0
STE CODE 179290 OUAN GENERATED:
10 CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
4 OS (CYOS) OUAN HANOLeO:
RECE I VER 390S
1
TEXAS
4 OS 1 CYOS )
INSTRUMENTS. I
RECORD 8906704C
1
NOLING S01 CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM.
STE CODE: 179410 OUAN GENERATED
ETC.
07 (TONSI OUAN HANOLEO: 07 1 TONS ) RECORD 890670462
NTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED (METAL)
NOLING S01 CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC.
RECEIVER : 3905 1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. I
STE CODE: 179970 OUAN GENERATEO:
NTAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATEO
NOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
12 IS ( CYOS ) OUAN . HANDLED .
RECEIVER : 390S TEXAS
00 ( TONS
)
INSTRUMENTS. I
RECORD : 890670463
STE CODE: 915880 OUAN GENERATEO:
ICHLOROETHANE
220 oo (GALS) OUAN. HANDLED
RECEIVER: 390S1 TEXAS
220. OO (GALS)
INSTRUMENTS. I
RECORD 8908704*4
NOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM.
.STE CODE 916S10 OUAN GENERATED:
ETC
<2S oo (GALSI OUAN HANDLEO: S25 00 (GALS) RECORD : S90S704SS
'INT STRIPPER
NDLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC
RECEIVER 390S1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, I
iSTE CODE 990110 OUAN GENERATED
INT SLUOCE. OIL ANO/OR SOLVENT
.NOLING: S01 CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM
BASE
ETC.
.
740 00 (GALS) OUAN HANOLEO
RECE I VER : 3905 1 TEXAS
, S9S 00 ( GALS )
INSTRUMENTS. I
RECORD 8906704 6 6
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM IDWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1911
2/2
PACE
SHIPPER 34!7« TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC JISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 091 GRAYSON
EPA I TXD9« 1S963T3 BAS IN 02 REO R I VER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 179210 OUANTITY
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER IBARREL, DRUM, ETC.
O 15 I TONS ) RECEIVER 39051
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
0388
0302
TICKET :
RECORD :
0021
59 13*
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H IGHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE: 1792BO OUANTITY:
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANOLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, eTc
O a i (CYOS ) RECEIVER: 390SI
REPORT OflTE
DATE RECE I VEO
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
0311
0302
T ICKET :
RECORO
0021
(9 1 35
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H IGHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE 9S0110 OUANTITY
PAINT SLUDCE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT
HANOLINC: SOI CONTAINER IBARREL, DRUM,
BASE
ETC.
220 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER: 390S1
REPORT OATE
:
DATE RECE I VED
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
03»»
0302
T I CKET
RECORD
0021
«9 135
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H IGHWAY
I NCORPORATEO
WASTE CODE: 179280 OUANTITV:
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANOLINC T31 NEUTRALIZATION
S 1 1 CYOS ) RECE I VER 390S
1
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Olal
0920
T I CKET
:
RECORO
0037
18321
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE 9I5HO OUANTITY:
TRICHLOROETHANE
HANOLINC. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC
1 10 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER 39051
REPORT DATE :
OATE RECEIVED
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
0941
0920
T ICKET
RECORO
0037
(S32*
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H IGHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE 9 50 110 OUANTITY:
PAINT SLUDCE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT
HANOLINC SOI CONTAINER IBARREL, DRUM,
BASE
ETC.
1 (5 00 ( GALS 1 RECE I VER 390S
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
o*««
0920
T I CKET
RECORO
0037
81321
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H IGHWAY
I NCORPORATEO
WASTE CODE: 179*70 OUANTITY
CONTAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
HANDLING. SOI CONTAINER IBARREL. DRUM, ETC
4 ** ( CYDS ) RECE I VER 3S0S
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
TEXAS I NSTRUMENTS . I NC
051*
os i a
T ICKET
RECORD
0037
9 1 35
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2N0 TRANSPORTER
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H ICHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
I NCORPORATEO
METHOD OF TRANS H I GHWAY
-
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM IDWOSOOI
PER100 COVERED JAN 19*8 THRU DEC 1918
SHIPPER 3**7* TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY Q9 1 GRAYSON
EPA ID TX09* I59S373 REO R I VER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE : 950110 OUANTITY:
PAINT SLUDGE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT BASE
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER IBARREL. DRUM. ETC I
495 00 I GALS I RECEIVER: 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
REPORT OATE 0581
OATE RECEIVED OS 1 7
T ICKET :
RECORD :
0037
B9 135
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
:
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
HI GHWAY
WASTE COOE 91*510 OUANTITY:
PAINT STR I PPER
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER IBARREL
1 IS . OO I GALS )
ORUM. ETC
.
)
RECEIVER: 3*051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
REPORT OATE osaa
OATE RECEIVED: Q5 17
TICKET
RECORD :
0037
59 135
1ST TRANSPORTER :
METHOO OF TRANS
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 91*510 OUANTITY:
PAINT STRIPPER
HAN0L1NG: SOI CONTAINER [BARREL
165 OO (GALSI
DRUM. ETC I
RECEIVER: 3(051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
REPORT DATE: 0188
OATE RECEIVED: 0«08
TICKET ;
RECORO :
0037
** 142
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS:
2N0 TRANSPORTER
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I C HWA V
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE: QUANT ITY :
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
3 24 ICVOSI RECEIVER: 3*051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANOLINC: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER:
1 It*
111*
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
RECORO: 89015
METHOD OF TRANS:
2ND TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
HI GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 17*4IO OUANTITY:
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED (METAL)
. 07 (TONS) RECEIVER: 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
REPORT DATE 07B8
TI CKET
:
RECORD :
0037
89 142
HANOLINC SOI CONTAINER IBARREL, ETC. ) DATE RECEIVED
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
07 1 4
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H 1 GHWAY
40253 TEXAS
H I GHWAY
INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE 179870 OUANTITY:
CONTAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
(CYDSI RECEIVER 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
REPORT OATE : 0788
OATE RECEIVED 07 14
T ICKET :
RECORD :
0037
89 142
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
-0S42
TEXAS
SHIPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR 1 NG REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
JAN 1911 THRU DEC I9S1
2/20/92
PAGE 1 6 t
NIPPER 34171 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC DISTRICT 04 REGION OO :OUNTY 09 1 GRAYSON
EPA ID TKD91 15 9 6313 BAS IN 02 RED RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
• •••« IlllllttlttlltlStttllllllfSltltlttllltltfl ««*«*«..>>....«..*
STE COOE 915110 OUANTITY
ICHLOROETHANE
NDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM ETC .
1 10 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER 390S1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
REPORT DATE: 0711
DATE RECE I VED 07 14
T I CKET
RECORD
00374097
89 1 422006
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
HI GHWAY
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
I NCORPORATED
I NCORPORATED
STE CODE 9S0110 OUANTITY: 11! OO 1 GALS )
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEI VER : 390S
1
H I GHWAY
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC T I CKET 0037409 7
INT SLUOEE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT
HOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM
BASE
ETC.
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0788
07 1 4
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
RECORD
I NCORPORATED
89 1 422007
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATED
STE COOE 916510 OUANTITY:
INT STRIPPER
165 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
REPORT DATE : 0111
T I CKET
:
RECORD
00374099
813232007
NDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM ETC OATE RECEIVED: 0105
1ST TRANSPORTER: 402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
INCORPORATED
STE COOE: 179870 OUANTITY:
NTAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
3 . 2* ( CYDS ) RECEIVER: 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
REPORT DATE : 0181
T ICKET :
RECORO .
00374 1 00
113232001
NDLING: T3I NEUTRALIZATION DATE RECEIVED 0825
1ST TRANSPORTER: 402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
INCORPORATED
STE COOE: 950110 OUANTITY:
INT SLUOGE. OIL ANO/OR SOLVENT BASE
US oo ( GALS I RECEIVER: 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
REPORT OATE: 0888
T I CKET
:
RECORO :
00374 1 00
113232009
NDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC DATE RECE I VED 0825
1ST TRANSPORTER: 40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
INCORPORATED
STE CODE 91SS10 OUANTITY:
INT STRIPPER
166 00 (CALS ) RECEIVER: 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC
REPORT OATE: 0888
TICKET
RECORD :
00399042
883232010
NDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC OATE RECE I VED 0805
1ST TRANSPORTER: 40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
INCORPORATED
»S42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 182
UPPER: 34878 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC DISTRICT: 04 REGION: OO COUNTY: 09 1 GRAYSON
EPA ID : TXD98 1 59 S373 BAS IN 02 RED RI VER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
iTE CODE: 179870 OUANTITY:
iTAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
IOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC.
3.24 ( CYDS ) RECEIVER 3905
1
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC
0488
0408
T ICKET
RECORD
00399044
890 1 32496
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATED
>TE CODE 179280 OUANTITY:
ITAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
IDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
4.11 ( CYDS ) RECE I VER 390S 1
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
0288
0229
T I CKET
RECORO
00399046
89087 1 848
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
2N0 TRANSPORTER
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
I NCORPORATED
INCORPORATED
;TE CODE: 179290 OUANTITY: 4 . OS I CYDS )
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 39051
H I GHWAY
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC TICKET : 00399047
CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
IDLING: T3I NEUTRALIZATION
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECEIVEO:
1ST TRANSPORTER
Ol 88
Ol 1 9
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
RECORO
INCORPORATED
8901 32497
METHOO OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
L_ METHOO OF TRANS
H I GHWAY
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
iTE CODE 9S01 10 OUANTITY:
NT SLUDGE. OIL ANO/OR SOLVENT BASE
345 OO (GALS) RECEIVER: 39051
REPORT DATE:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC
01 88
T ICKET
RECORO :
00399047
890 1 32498
IOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM ETC. OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
119
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
2N0 TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATED
iTE COOE 916510 OUANTITY:
NT STRIPPER
IDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM ETC
185. OO (GALS) RECEIVER: 39051
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVEO:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC
1 88
0119
T ICKET
RECORO
00399048
690
1
32499
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
I NCORPORATED
METHOO OF TRANS H I GHWAY
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM ( 0WO5OO
I
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
PACE
34478 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC
COMPANY TOTALS Br WASTE CODE (TONSI TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF - S I TE MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE COOE 1 792SO
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
9 9
WASTE COOE 1 79290
ACID CONTAMINATEO MATERIAL
4 4
WASTE COOE : 1 794 IO
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED (METAL)
WASTE COOE 179870 11
CONTAINERS, ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATEO
WASTE CODE 9 1S»"«0 1 1
TRICHLOROETHANE
WASTE CODE 9 1 65 10
PAINT STRIPPER
3 3
WASTE CODE 9 50 1 l o
PAINT SLUDGE, OIL ANO/OR SOLVENT BASE
7 7
COMPANY SUMMARY 34878
•*>*«*•*««•«•*
TOTAL VOLUME : 35 23
CLASS I EPA HA2ARD0US 1 2 1 1
OTHER CLASS I : 24 12
CLASS II :
DWOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWO(OO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 19*8
2/20
PAGE
SHIPPER: 34957 SGS-THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS DISTRICT 0* REGION. OO COUNTY 057 OALLAS
EPA 10 TX0047830443 BASIN 00
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE COOE: 110450 OUAN GENERATED:
OIL, WASTE
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC. )
1 30 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: 220. OO (GALS)
FACILITY 06 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
WASTE ORUM STORAGE YARD
RECORD : 89 1 1 405*5
WASTE COOE 180790 OUAN GENERATED:
SOLVENT CONTAMINATEO SOLIO MATERIAL
so (CYOS 1 OUAN HANDLED 30 (CYOS)
FACILITY: 06 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORD ** 1 1 «0S*(
HANDLING S01 CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM,
WASTE CODE 900800 OUAN GENERATED
eTC. 1
20 862 oo (GALS]
WASTE ORUM STORACE YARO
OUAN HANDLED: 9,212 00 (GALS) RECORO : *9 1 1 «0S*7
ACIO. HYDROFLUORIC
HANOL INC : S02 TANK
FACILITY: 0* TANK (SURFACE)
WASTE HYOROFLUORIC ACIO TRANSFER TANK
WASTE COOE 910100 OUAN. GENERATED:
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANOL I NC : S02 TANK
9 1 99 00 (GALS ) OUAN HANDLED 1.211 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 02 TANK (SURFACE)
WASTE SOLVENT STORACE TANK
RECORO 19 1 1 4054*
WASTE COOE: 910100 OUAN GENERATED
SOLVENTS, SPENT
9 1 99 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 770 00 (CALS)
FACILITY: 06 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORO
:
• 9 1 1 40541
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM,
WASTE COOE: 9111SO OUAN GENERATED:
ETC. )
2 1*0 oo ( GALS )
WASTE ORUM STORACE YARD
OUAN. HANDLED: 55. OO IGALS) RECORO : ** 1 1*0550
SOLVENTS, HALOGENATEO
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. eTC. )
FACILITY: 0* CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
WASTE ORUM STORAGE YARD
WASTE COOE 911180 OUAN GENERATED:
PHOTO RESIST STRIPPER
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC. ]
440 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLEO: 55 OO (GALS)
FACILITY: 06 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
WASTE DRUM STORAGE YARO
RECORO : a* i 1*0551
WASTE COOE: 919280 OUAN GENERATED:
OIL. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATEO
00 (GALS) OUAN. HANOLEO: 55 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 06 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORO : 89 1 1 40552
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM.
WASTE CODE 972210 OUAN GENERATED:
ETC. )
00 (CYOS)
WASTE ORUM STORAGE YARD
OUAN HANDLED: 1 90 (CYOS) RECORO : *9 1 1 40553
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC . )
FACILITY: 06 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
WASTE ORUM STORAGE YARO
WASTE CODE 983480 OUAN GENERATEO
RAGS, CONTAMINATEO
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC. )
t 0* ( TONS ) OUAN HANOLEO 16 (TONS)
FACILITY 06 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
WASTE DRUM STORAGE YARO
RECORO «* 1 1 *0S5«
WASTE COOE 90O80O OUAN GENERATED:
ACIO. HYOROFLUOR I
C
20 862 00 (GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: 17.2*0 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER. 10303 TRINITY RIVER AUTHOR
RECORD ** 1 1 40555
HANOLING T31 NE U T RA L I 2 AT I ON
COS 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED. JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
PAGE 165
UPPER 34957 SCS-THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 0S7 OALLAS
EPA ID TX0O4783O443
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
BASIN 00
»iTE CODE 908540 OUAN GENERATED 64
Eg ING SOLUTION. ACID
.IDLING T 3 1 NEUTRALIZATION
344 OO ( GALS 1 OUAN HANDLED
RECEIVER 10303
64 , 344 OO
TRINITY RIVER
( GALS 1
AUTHOR
RECORO : 89 1 1 40556
TI CODE 909520 OUAN GENERATED 74.909
CTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS. HYDROCARBON
500 OO ( GALS )
CONTAINING
OUAN HANDLEO
RECEI VER 10303
74 . 909 . 500 00
TRINITY RIVER
( GALS )
AUTHOR
RECORD 89 1 1 40557
HOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
i;TE CODE 913230 OUAN. GENERATED: 25 778 . OO (GALS) OUAN HANDLED 25 . 778 00 ( GALS 1 RECORD 89 1 1 40SSS
pjTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
HOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
RECEIVER 10303 TRINITY RIVER AUTHOR
>;te code 940220 ouan generated 11
stic liouid wastes
Idling: tsi neutralization
8 13 OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLEO
RECEIVER 10303
11.813 00
TRINITY RIVER
1 GALS I
AUTHOR
RECORD 89 1 1 40559
CTE CODE 910100 OUAN. GENERATED: 9
S. VENTS. SPENT
199 OO ( GALS 1 OUAN HANOLEO:
RECEIVER 50029
9.792 00
H EAT INC
{ GALS 1 RECORD 89 1 1 40560
I0L1NG T50 BLENDING
i.TE CODE 911150 OUAN GENERATED 2 1 40 . OO 1 GALS ) OUAN HANDLED : 2.380.00 ( GALS 1 RECORD 89 1 1 4056
1
i. VENTS, HALOCENATED
IDLING T54 OISTILLATION
RECEIVER 50029 HEAT. INC.
l';TE CODE: 911 180 OUAN GENERATED
>ITO RESIST STRIPPER
L ING TSO BLENO I NG
440 OO I GALS 1 OUAN HANDLED :
RECEIVER 50029
385 00
H.E. A.T. INC .
( GALS ) RECORO 89 1 1 40562
>:TE CODE 110450 OUAN GENERATED:
:., WASTE
1 30 . 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLEO
RECEIVER XX004
900 00 (GALS)
PRIVATE DOMESTIC OIS
RECORO : 8* 1 1 40563
IDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC.)
IT! CODE 983480 OUAN GENERATED 1 . 08 ( TONS 1
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: DALLAS OIL SERVICES
OUAN HANDLED 1 IS (TONS) RECORO 89 1 1 40564
RS, CONTAMINATED
iOl ING 08 1 LANOP I LL
RECEIVER Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: CWM CARLYSS LA
f
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1968
2/20/92
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UPPER: 34957 SGS-THOMSON MICROELECTRON ICS DISTRICT 04 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 057 OALLAS
EPA ID TX0O47S3O443 BAS IN: 00
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
TE CODE 9 10100
VENTS. SPENT
IIDLING T50 BLENDING
OUANT I TY
:
1 , 540 OO (GALS) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED
H EAT. INC
0588
05 18
TICKET ;
RECORO
00 1 7770
1
89080 lO 1
7
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T INC
TE COOE 9 1 1 1 SO
1 VENTS, HALOCENATED
UOL ING TSO BLEND ING
OUANT I TY 270
.
OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEI VED
H EAT INC
0586
OS 1 8
T ICKET
RECORO
00 1 7770
89O60 10 18
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E .
A
H I GHWAY
T . INC .
KTE COOE 9 1 1 1 SO
ITO ReSIST STRIPPER
IIDLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TY 1 to 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
H EAT INC
0588
05 18
T ICKET
RECORD
00 1 7770
89080 10 19
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
3044O H E A
H I GHWAY
T INC
KTE COOE : 9 1 1 1 80
ITO RESIST STRIPPED
IOl ING TSO BLENO I NG
OUANT ITY 55 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
0566
05 16
T I CKET
RECORD
00 1 77702
890SO 1 020
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T INC
TE CODE 9 10100
.VENTS, SPENT
IOL ING TSO BLENDING
OUANT ITY
:
1 , 430 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
H EAT. INC
0388
0302
TICKET
RECORD
00206760
892 140 153
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T . INC .
ITE COOE 9 1 1 1 50
1. VENTS, HALOCENATED
IDLING TS4 OISTILLATION
OUANT I TY 220 . 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVEO
H EAT INC
0368
0302
TI CKET
RECORD
002O6760
892 140 154
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T . INC
.TE CODE 9 11180
')T0 RESIST STRIPPER
IDL ING T50 BLENDING
OUANT ITY 110 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VED
H EAT INC
0388
0302
T
I
CKET
RECORO
00206760
89 2 1 40 1 55
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T INC
DWOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1948 THRU DEC 1944
2/2(
PAGE
SHIPPER: 349S7 SGS-TMOMSON MI CROELECTRONICS DISTRICT 04 REGION: 00 COUNTY 0S7 DALLAS
EPA 10: TX0O47S3O443 BAS IN 00
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE: 9 1 O 1 OO
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: T50 BLENDING
OUANT ITY : 3
,
192 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVEO:
H EAT INC .
0384
0304
T I CKET
RECORD
00201
492 m
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40432 AMER TECH ENVIR ANAL
H I GHWAY
MGMT
WASTE CODE: 9101O0
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLING: TSO BLENOING
OUANT I TV : 1 . 39 1 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER 50029
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VEO :
H EAT INC
1 1 44
1 102
TICKET
RECORD
OOS3!
49055
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
40421 BEALINE
H I GHWAY
SERV ICE CO INC
WASTE CODE : 9 1 O 1 OO
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANTITV : 1 , 470 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE.
OATE RECE I VEO
H EAT INC
1 1 44
1122
TICKET
RECORD
0054C
49055
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
30440 HEAT
HIGHWAY
INC .
WASTE CODE : 9 1 1 1SO
SOLVENTS, HALOGENATED
HANDLING: TS4 DISTILLATION
OUANT ITY: 55 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: S0029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
1 1 44
1122
T ICKET
RECORD
00S4C
490551
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 HEAT
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE : 11 1110
PHOTO RESIST STRIPPER
HANDLING: T50 BLENOING
OUANTI TV
:
S5 00 (GALS) RECE I VER : S0029
dfPOBT DATE :
DATE RECEIVEO
H E . A . T . INC
1 144
1 1 22
TICKET
RECORD
OOS40
890SS1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 HEAT
H I GHWAY
I NC
WASTE CODE : 9 10100
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLING: TSO BLENOING
OUANT ITY : 1 . 430 OO ( CALS ) RECEIVER : SO029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT. INC .
0748
0722
TICKET
RECORD
OOS7I
S9O801
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 HEAT
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE : 9 1O100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING TSO BLENOING
OUANT ITY: 1 , 760 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER : 50029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
M EAT INC
0944
0422
T I CKET
RECORD
0OI7I
890241
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 HEAT
H I GHWAY
I NC
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
SHIPPER: 344S7 SGS-THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 057 DALLAS
EPA ID TX0O4743O443 BAS IN OO
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE : 9 1 1 1 SO
PHOTO REStST STRIPPER
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANT ITY: 220 OO (GALS) RECEIVER: 50029
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
EAT. INC
0988
0922
30440 HE
H I GHWAY
T ICKET :
RECORO
:
00878
490281
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC H«»
2/20/92
349S7 SGS-THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS
EPA I D TXD047830443
DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 0S7 DALLAS
BASIN 00
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
iTe CODE 9834(0
M4 CONTAMINATED
<DL ING UNKNOWN
OUANT I TY I
.
295 00 I GALS )
ITE CODE : 9834*0
ii . CONTAMINATED
OUANT I T
Y
330 OO ( GALS I
RECEIVER 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT DATE 0688
DATE SH IPPED 0608
T I CKET
RECORD
L 1OS82G0
882C7040 1
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS :
CWM, CARL YSS , LA
40526 CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT, INC
H I GHWAY
RECEIVER 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT DATE : 1 088
T I CKET
RECORD
L
1
OS82E 1
9 1 143 1492
UNKNOWN DATE SH I PPED
:
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
1 003
CWM. CARLYSS. LA
40S26 CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT,
IS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM [DWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN IBS* THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
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57 SGS-THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS
IPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS)
MiKiiiitaitiifiiiisiitiiiiiiimi
TOTAL GENERATED SH
I
PPED OFF-S ITE
llttltttllOlttl
MANAGED ON-SITE
TE CODE 1 10450
,
WASTE
1 4 1
TE CODE 1 80790
VENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
TE CODE 900800
0, HYDROFLUORIC
87 72 38
TE CODE 908540
HING SOLUT ION
.
ACID
288 268
TE CODE : 909520
TEWATER. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS. HYDROCARBON
3 12, 373
CONTAINING
3 12, 373
TE CODE: S 1 1 00
VENTS. SPENT
38 4 1 8
TE COOE : 9 1 1 ISO
VENTS, HALOCENATED
9 1 O
.TE CODE : 9 11180
ITO RESIST STRIPPER
2 2
.TE CODE 9 1 3230
ITOGRAPHIC OEVELOPER
107 107
• TE COOE 9 1 9 280
.. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
>TE CODE : 940220
ISTIC LIOUID WASTES
49 49
>TE CODE 9722 1
ICURY VAPOR LAMPS
2
JTE CODE 983*80 1 1
IS. CONTAMINATED
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM (0WO5OO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1968 THRU DEC 1966
34957 SGS-THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS
COMPANV TOTALS BY WASTE COOE ITONSI TOTAL GENERATED SH IPPED OFF -SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
COMPANY SUMMARY ; 349ST
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS 3 12,923
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS I I
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SVSTEM IOWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1968 THRU OEC 1986
SHIPPER 37914 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED OISTRICT: 04 REGION: 00 COUNTY 091 GRAYSON
TXD982306342 BAS IN 00
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE COOE: 179870 OUAN . GENERATED:
CONTAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: S01 CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC )
4 78 { TONS
)
OUAN HANDLED 4 78 (TONS)
RECEIVER 390S1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, I
RECORD: 89IS30314
WASTE COOE 9 1 S88O
TR1CHLOR0ETHANE
GENERATED 2 . 6 IS 00 (GALS ) OUAN HANDLED 2,450 OO (GALS)
RECEIVER: 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. I
RECORO 89
1
S3031S
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC )
WASTE COOE: 916600 OUAN, GENERATED: 100 00 ( GALS I OUAN , HANDLED : 100 00 ( GALS I RECORD : 69 S30316
SOLVENT MIXTURE, SPENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL,
RECEIVER: 390S1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS.
WASTE CODE: 981510 OUAN GENERATED:
ABSORBANT, HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC 1
3 05 ( CYDS
I
OUAN HANDLED: 1 87 (CYOSI
RECEIVER: 3»OS 1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. I
RECORO: 691530317
t>*42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
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UPPER 37914 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 091 GRAYSON
EPA 10 TX0982306342 BAS IN: OO
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
»;TE CODE 179870 QUANTITY:
CITAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
• IDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC
OS 1 TONS I RECEIVER: 390S1
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVEO
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
1188
112 1
TICKET
RECORD
00374 1 92
890S5 1B17
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
HI GHWAY
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
I NCORPORATED
INCORPORATED
KITE CODE: 9ISH0 QUANTITY 300.00 (GALS)
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 390S1
H I GHWAY
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC T ICKET : 00374 1 92
1 CMLOROETHANE
• 10 L I MC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED :
1ST TRANSPORTER
1 1 88
1121
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
RECORO
I NCORPORATEO
89065 18 18
METHOO OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
V'.TE CODE: 179B70 OUANTITY:
CITAINERS, ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
OS ( TONS ) RECEIVER: 390S
1
REPORT OATE
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
1088
T ICKET :
RECORD :
00374 1 93
890 1 32600
MOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC DATE RECEIVED
tST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
1028
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATEO
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
»:TE CODE 179870 OUANTITY
CITAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
HOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
8 1 ( CYDS ) RECE I VER : 390S
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
108S
1028
T ICKET
RECORD
00374 1 93
890 132 60 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
INCORPORATED
».TE CODE: 91S880 OUANTITY: 250.00 (GALS)
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER 390S1
H I GHWAY
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC T I CKET O0374 1 93
T CHLOROETHANE
HOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC I
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
1088
1028
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
RECORD
INCORPORATED
890
1
32S02
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (0WO5O0)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1989 THRU DEC 1988
2/20/92
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IPPER. 37914 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED DISTRICT: 04 REGION OO COUNTY: 091 GRAYSON
TX09823OB342
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
»'TE CODE: 981510 OUANTITY:
IORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
IDLING SOI CONTAINER IBARREL. DRUM. ETC )
0.17 ( CYDS
)
RECEIVER: 39051
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VED
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
1088
1 028
T ICKET :
RECORO :
00374 1 93
890 1 32603
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS:
2ND TRANSPORTER
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
lilt CODE: 179870 OUANTI TY
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
200.00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC 00374 I 94
CITAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
IDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
1ST TRANSPORTER:
0988
0927
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
RECORD : 88326 1 636
METHOD OF TRANS:
2ND TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
>ITE COOE: 915SB0
' CHLOROETHANE
OUANT I TY : 250.00 IGALSI RECEIVER: 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
REPORT OATE: 0969
TICKET :
RECORD
00374 1 94
88326 1 637
MOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC ) OATE RECEIVEO:
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS :
0927
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
:
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
<1TE COOE: 179670 OUANTITY:
CITAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
HOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
O. t 1 ( CYOS RECEIVER: 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
REPORT DATE: 0686
DATE RECEIVED 0630
TICKET :
RECORD
00374 1 95
683232076
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
UTE CODE 179870 OUANT 1 TY :
UTAINERS, ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
IDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC )
METHOO OF TRANS HIGHWAY
0.15 (TONS) RECEIVER 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS.
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
2N0 TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
0888
0830
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
00374 195
883232075
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN HH THRU OEC 1988
SHIPPER 37914 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED OISTRICT: 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 09 1 GRAYSON
EPA I TX09823O6342
WASTE REPORTED
BAS IN 00
AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 915SSO OUANTITV:
TRI CHLOROeTHANE
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER [BARREL, DRUM. ETC
350 oo (GALS) RECEIVES 39051
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE
I
VEO
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
0888
0830
TICKET :
RECORO :
0037
88323
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAV
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE: 981510 QUANTITY 34 (CVDS)
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 3(051
H I GHWAY
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC. T ICKET : 0037
ABSORBANT, HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, 6TC.
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0888
0*30
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
RECORO :
I NCORPORATEO
88323
METHOD OF TRANS
2N0 TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATEO
WASTE CODE: 179(70 OUANTITV:
CONTAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
e i (CVDS 1 RECEIVER 39051
REPORT OATE :
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
0488
T ICKET :
RECORD :
0037
8*013
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM. ETC. OATE RECEIVED
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
04 1 2
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE: 179870 OUANTITV:
CONTAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
1 2 ( TONS ) RECEIVER: 39051
REPORT OATE
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
0488
T I CKET
:
RECORO :
0037
89013
HANOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC. DATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
04 12
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE: 91S8SO OUANTITV:
TRICHLOROETHANE
300 00 (CALS ) RECEIVER: 39051
REPORT OATE :
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
0488
T ICKET :
RECORD :
0037
89013
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC OATE RECEIVED
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
04 1 2
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE: IIISIO OUANTITV:
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
O 34 (CVDS) RECEIVER: 39051
REPORT OATE
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
0488
T ICKET :
RECORD
0037
8*013
HANOLING S01 CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC OATE RECEIVEO
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
04 1 2
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
I
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 19*8 THRU OEC 1*88
SHIPPER 37*14 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED OISTRICT 04 REGION. 00 COUNTY 0*1 GRAYSON
TXD98230S342 BAS IN : OO
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE: 17*870 OUANTITV:
CONTAINERS, ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
ICYOSI RECEIVER: 3*051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
REPORT OATE : OS88
DATE RECEIVEO OS23
T ICKET :
RECORD :
0037
8* 131
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS:
2ND TRANSPORTER
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
WASTE COOE
:
QUANT ITY
METHOO OF TRANS HIGHWAY
0.15 (TONS) RECEIVER: 3*051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
CONTAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER:
OS**
0523
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
RECORO: 89135
INCORPORATED
METHOO OF TRANS:
2ND TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
.
H I CHWAY
40253 TEXAS
H 1 GHWAY
INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE: IISMO
TR
1
CHLOROETHANE
OUANTITV : ISO 00 (CALS) RECEIVER: 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
REPORT DATE: 05*8
TICKET :
RECORO :
0037
8* I 35
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC.) OATE RECEIVEO
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
0523
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
:
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAV
WASTE COOE: IIISIO OUANTITY:
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
34 ( CYOS
)
RECEIVER: 3*Of1
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS.
OSS8
0523
TICKET !
RECORD :
0037
8* 135
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS :
2ND TRANSPORTER:
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE : 17*870 QUANT ITY
METHOO OF TRANS HIGHWAY
0.07 (TONS) RECEIVER: 3*051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
CONTAINERS, ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
HANOLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
07**
07 1 1
402S3 TEXAS
RECORD : 89 142
INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE 915880 QUANT I TY
METHOO OF TRANS HIGHWAY
200.00 IGALS) RECEIVER: 3*051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS.
TR 1 CHL OROETHANE
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC ]
REPORT OATE
:
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS:
07*8
07 1 1
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
RECORO 89142
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
D'542 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORTINDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU DEC I9ii
2/20/92
PACE I 77
37914 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
EPA ID TX09B23O6342
DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTS CBtlSOW
WASTE REPORTEO
BAS I N OO
AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
OUANT I TVL TE COOE 9 1 6600
VENT MI XTURE . SPENT
. DLING. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.)
SO 00 { GALS 1 RECEIVER 390SI TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC
REPORT DATE i 0788
DATE RECE 1 VEO 07 1 I
T I CKET
RECORO
0037* 1 96
69
1
422079
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS :
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAV
JTE CODE 981S10 OUANTITV
LORBANT, HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
IDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC
O 1 7 ( CVOS
I
RECEIVER 390S1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS,
REPORT DATE : 0788
DATE RECE I VEO 07 1 1
T I CKET
RECORO
0037« 1 98
69 1 422080
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAV
i TE CODE 179670 OUANTITV
ITAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
IDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC )
I 35 ( CVOS ) RECEIVER 390S1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC
REPORT OATE: 0288
DATE RECE I VED : 0203
T ICKET :
RECORO
00374 1 99
89087 1 900
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAV
^ TE CODE: 179B70 OUANTITV:
ITAINERS, ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
I DLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC )
0.17 ( TONS
)
RECEIVER 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
REPORT DATE : 0268
OATE RECEIVED: 02Q3
T I CKET
RECORD
0O374 1 99
69087 1899
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS :
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAV
i TE CODE 981510 OUANTITV:
ORBANT HVDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
DLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC
34 ( CVOS RECEIVER 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC
REPORT OATE: 0288
DATE RECE1VE0: 0203
T I CKET
RECORO
00374 1 99
89087 1 90
1
1 ST TRANSPORTER :
METHOO OF TRANS:
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAV
fTE CODE 179670 QUANTITY
TAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
DLING. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC
O 02 (TONS) RECEIVER 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
REPORT DATE: 0368
DATE RECE1 VED 0301
TICKET :
RECORD
O03742S8
69 352769
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2N0 TRANSPORTER
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAV
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
METHOO OF TRANS H I GHWAV
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1966 THRU BBC 1986
2/20/92
PACE 178
37914 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED D ISTRICT Q9 1 GRAYSON
TXD962306342
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
TE CODE 915860 OUANTITV:
CHLOROETHANE
DLING SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. ORUM,
1 00 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 39051
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
TEXAS I
0388
030 1
NSTRUMENTS TICKET :
RECORO :
003742S8
69 1 352790
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
TE COPe : 9 1 6600 OUANT I TY
:
METHOO OF TRANS
SO 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, 00371256
iVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
DLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM.
REPORT OATE
DATE RECE I VED
:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0388
0301
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
89 1 35279 1
METHOO OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
H I GHWAV
40253 TEXAS
H 1 GHWAY
INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
TE COOE: 961510 OUANTITV:
ORBANT. HVDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
17 ICYOS) RECEIVER 39051 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
REPORT DATE: 0386
TI CKET
RECORO
00374258
69 I 352792
DLING: SOI CONTAINER IBARREL. DRUM. ETC ) OATE RECEIVED :
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS :
0301
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAV
2ND TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
:
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
TE CODE 915680 OUANTITY:
CHLOROETHANE
OLING: SOI CONTAINER IBARREL, DRUM,
550 00 ( GALS
ETC
)
RECEIVER 39051
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
1 ST TRANSPORTER :
METHOD OF TRANS :
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS,
0268
02 i a
TICKET
RECORO
00374259
89087 1902
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAV
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN Hit THRU DEC 1911
37914 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE COOE I 79870
CONTAINERS. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
WASTE CODE 915480
TRICHLOROETHANE
WASTE CODE 9 1 SSOO
SOLVENT MIXTURE, SPENT
WASTE COOE 981510
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
COMPANY SUMMARY: 37914
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS I I
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1988
SHIPPER. 38183 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC DISTRICT: 08 REGION: 00 01S BEXAR
TX0982284382 BASIN 00
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE 901930 OUAN GENERATED:
ACIO, INORGANIC
HANDLING. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1.13I.OO ( GALS I RECORD : 9 1 14(91(1OUAN. HANDLED 1,128 OO (GALS)
FACILITY: 02 TANK I SU8 - S URF ACE I
WASTEWATER PRETREATMENT BY 3-PHASE NUETRALIZAT
WASTE CODE 916800 OUAN GENERATED
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
SIS OO (GALS) OUAN HANDLED S85 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 01 TANK 1 S U B - S U RF A C E
)
RECORO 9 11 489270
HANOL I NG S02 TANK WASTE SOLVENT STORACE TANKLOCATED IN VAULT
163 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC
MPANY TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONS)
tSTE COOE 901930
,10 , I NORCAN I C
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM IDWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED JAN liit THRU DEC 1986
TOTAL GENERATED
2/20/92
PACE 1 8 I
SHIPPED OFF - S I TE MANAGED ON-SITE
STE CODE 9 1 6600
LVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
iHPANY SUMMARY : 38 183
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS
OTHER CLASS I
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
042 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT 2/20/92
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I OWOSOO
)
PAGE 182
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
PORT TOTALS BY WASTE CODE [TONS) TOTAL GENERATEO SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
haiitt«tiiiti«t*itiiti*tisitt*iii **«**<«««•****
ViTE COOE 100050
(10
.
NITRIC ( HN03 1
VSTE CODE 1 0O06O
MO. HYOROCHLORIC (HCL)
KTE COOE 1OO0TO
110. PHOSPHORIC (H3P04)
VSTE COOE 10O 1 30
.•IONIUM HYDROXIDE (NH40H)
KTE COOE : 007 10 1.868. S9S 1 . 8S8 . 59S
• STEWATER. INDUSTRIAL P ROCESS ( DOMES T I
C
INDUSTRIAL GRADE)
VSTE CODE: 100770 1 1
CKEL SULFATE
;te code ioosoo 1 1
'10. HYDROFLUORIC
TE COOE: 101690
I3T0GRAPHIC DEVELOPER
KTE COOE 101 760
IDTOGRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
'STE COOE 102200 4 4
IDROGEN PEROXIOE
KTE COOE: 102340
HON I UM FLUOR I OE
KTE COOE : 102990 23, 69 1 23,69 1
'NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
'STE CODE 10SOSO SOS
,
486 608 . 486
ISTEWATER, ACIO
I5TE CODE '05530 1 1
"TER, CONTAMINATED
'STE CODE 106990 1 1
>TER CONTAINING MISC ORGANICS
'STE CODE I 08300 13 13
CHING SOLUTION
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DW0500)
PERIOO COVERED JAN nil THRU DEC 1988
REPORT TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGEO ON-SITE
WASTE CODE I10ISO 1 4 1
OIL, WASTE
WASTE CODE : 1 10490
OIL. LUSRICAT INC
WASTE CODE . 1 107SO
ACID , ACET IC ( HAC
)
WASTE CODE : 1 10920
ACRVLONI TRI LE BUTADIENE STYRENE (ABSI
WASTE CODE : 1 1 1 130
OIL. PETROLEUM
WASTE COOE : 111180 35 32 1 4
PHOTO RESIST STRIPPER
WASTE COOE : 1 1 2420 8 8
METHYL PVRROLIOONE
WASTE COOE : 1 1 38 SO 2 2
SOLVENTS, NON-HALOGENATED
WASTE COOE : 1 1 S080
TRICHLOROMONOFLUOROETHANE
WASTE CODE : 1 1 7730 1
OIL. VACUUM PUMP. WITH HCL
WASTE CODS 1701S0
SODIUM HYDROXIDE (NAOH)
WASTE COOE : 170490 27 27
SOIL. CONTAMINATED
WASTE CODE: 173920 1 2 1 2
SAND
WASTE CODE : 17S270 63 8 1
CONTAINERS, SOLVENT CONTAMINATED. EMPTY
WASTE CODE: 1792BO 9 9
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
WASTE CODE. 179290 4 4
ACID CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
0WOS42 shipper MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I DWOSOO
)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1988
2/1
PAGE
REPORT TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATEO SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANACEO ON-SITE
*•«•>««•••«•««
WASTE COOE: 179390 4 4
ASBESTOS INSULATON
WASTE COOE. 179410
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED (METAL)
WASTE CODE: 1794S0
CONTAINERS. EMPTY
WASTE CODE: 179870 16 S
CONTAINERS, ORCANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
WASTE CODE. 180790
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
WASTE CODE: 90O040 SS4 55 1 20
ACID
.
SULFURIC
WASTE COOE: 9OO0S0
ACIO. NITRIC (HN03)
WASTE COOE: 9000S0 1 1
ACIO. HYDROCHLORIC (HCL)
WASTE CODE. 900130 2 2
AMMONIUM HYOROXIOE INH40H)
WASTE COOE: 900190 7 7 1
ACID, HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
WASTE COOE: 900S80 1 1
LAB WASTE. AOUEOUS
WASTE CODE: 900870 1,573.013 1 . 573 .013 1 20
ACIO, MI XED
WASTE COOE: 900710 66.570 68 . S70
WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL P ROCESS I DOMES T I C - I NO US TR I A L GRADE)
WASTE COOE 900720
STRIPPING SOLUTION. ELECTROLYTIC
WASTE CODE 900800 87 72 36
ACIO, HYDROFLUOR I C
WASTE CODE 900970 38 38
5
ACID SOLUTION. MIXED METAL SALTS
i
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
Il<2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT 2/20/92
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (0WO5OOI PAGE 165
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1988 THRU OEC 1968
J OUT TOTALS BV WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
•*•**•***••***"
It TE CODE 90 1 240 1 , 348 1 . 940 27
A D . SPENT
k TE CODE : 901930 S 5
.
.
I NORCANIC
k TE CODE 902 150
F X , SPENT
k TE COOE 902860 2 2
C BOS I VE WASTES
TE COOE : 903460 6 8
p TING BATH SOL UT I ON
t TE CODE : 905260 5 5
STIC, METALS CONTAINING
TE CODE: 9059BO 2, 628 2 . 662 IS
EHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
» TE COOE; 908540 268 268
(KING SOL UT ION
.
ACID
TE COOE : 909 1 40 5 S
EVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORG)
. TE CODE 909S20 3 12. 373 3 12. 373
KTEWATER, INDUSTRIAL PROCESS. HYDROCARBON CONTAINING
IT TE COOE : 9 10030
1 ENE/XYLOL
. TE CODE: 910050 1 1
IHVl ETHYL KETONE
> TE CODE : 9 10090 1 9 1 9
I TONE
1 TE CODE . 9 10100 459 43 1 60
t VENTS . SPENT
> TE COOE : 9 10130 19 1 9
) REASER
1 TE CODE : 9 10190
: BON TETRACHLORIDE
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
KS4 2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1988 THRU DEC 1986
2/20/92
PAGE 186
:ORT TOTALS BY WASTE CODE [TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
^•(titiitiitti*iiiitiiitiii
tiTE CODE: 910620 2 2
**«•«••««>«•«»«
(OHOL. ISOPROPYL
lire CODE 910870
IHYLENE CHLORIDE
ure cooe 9 i 1080 1 1
MANOl
ITE COOE : 9 1 1 ISO 32 1 23(VENTS, HALOGENATEO
ItTE COOE 9 1 1 170 4 4
ICHLOROETHYLENE
ITE COOE : 9 1 1 180 2 2
ITO RESIST STRIPPER
(TE COOE ; 9 1 1520 1
K, S0L0ER1NG
• TE CODE : 9 1 1900 1 1
'. ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
DTE CODE 912010 3 4
ION
(TE CODE 9 12810
1CATES
TE COOE 9 1 2670 5 3 2
•"VENTS
,
ORGANIC. AND PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS
TE COOE: 912940 8 8
OHOL. IC6 AND LESS)
NTE COOE: 913230 107 107
'TOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
jTE COOE 913610
1LANT
• TE COOE 913860 9 9
TENTS, NON-HALOGENATEO
Be code 9 i 4010 1 1
TIERING FLUIOS
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
DWOS42 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (0WO5OOI
PERIOO COVEREO JAN 1966 THRU DEC 1968
2/2C
PACE
REPORT TOTALS B¥ WASTE CODE (TONSI TOTAL GENERATED SH
I
PPEO OFF -SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
iiil*ittt*lttil>ittilt>lt>aiiaiilil ................
WASTE CODE 9 1 4290 1 1
ISOPROPANOL MIXTURE
-
WASTE COOE 914350 1
FREON
.
FLUX . TH I NNER
WASTE COOE 9 1 «400 6 6
MINERAL OIL. MALEIC ANNHYORIDE, H20
WASTE COOE: 9 14490 1S3 1 56 2
PHOTO RESIST
WASTE COOE 9 14740 S 5
ICNITABLE WASTES
WASTE COOE 9 1 4990 6 8
ALCOHOL. N-SUTYL
WASTE CODE 9 1 SS20 S 5
OIL. SPENT
WASTE CODE : 9 158 10
OIL AND SOLVENT
WASTE CODE : 9 15480 1 6 IS
TR ICHLOROETHANE
WASTE COOE : 9 15890 6 6
TRICHLOROETHVLENE
WASTE COOE 9 1 6400 4
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
WASTE COOE 9 165 10 3 3
PAI NT STRI PPER
WASTE COOE 916600 1 29 1 23 1 2
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
WASTE CODE: 916940 3 3
PAINT ANO SOLVENTS
WASTE COOE 9 19260
OIL. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
WASTE COOE 9 199 10
TONERS AND CONCENTRATES
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
0WO54 2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I OWOSOO
)
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1986 THRU OEC 1tB8
2/26
PAGE
REPORT TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONS) TOTAL CENERATEO SHIPPEO OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
***««««>>«>«««»*«•*•*•«***«•>••>•• *«S»BS*S**«*S>S
WASTE CODE 940220 49 49
CAUSTIC LIOUIO WASTES
WASTE COOE 940590 1 2 1 2
S I
L
ICA-SAND SLURRY
WASTE COOE 943 ISO
GOLD BEARING SLUOGE
WASTE COOE : 9501 10 7 7
PAINT SLUOGE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT BASE
WASTE COOE 9S09SO 1 6 1 4 1
LAB WASTE
WASTE CODE: 9S13SO 1 1
PAINT SLUOGE. HYDROCARBON CONTAINING
WASTE COOE: 9S22SO 1 1
TANK BOTTOMS. ACIDIC
WASTE CODE: 972210 2
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
WASTE CODE 972720 9 10
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
WASTE CODE 976400 2 2
LAB -PACKS
WASTE COOE : 9785 10
SPILL CLEANUP
WASTE COOE 980790 1 1
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLIO MATERIAL
WASTE COOE 98 15 10 2 2
ABSORBANT, HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
WASTE CODE 983460 1 1
RAGS, CONTAMINATED
WASTE CODE : 990001 4 4
D001 CHARACTERISTIC OF IGNITA8ILITY
WASTE COOE : 990009
z
D009 CHARACTERISTIC OF EP TOXICITY - MERCURY 2 MG/L
1
*
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORINC REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DW0500I
PERIOD COVERED JAN I9»» THRU DEC 1911
2/20/92
PACE 119
T TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS] TOTAL CENERATEO SH
I
PPEO OFF -SITE 1ANACE0 ON-SITE
COPE 993044
CHLOROFORM OR METHANE. TRICHLORO-
T SUMMARY
TOTAL VOLUME 4 . 459 . 6 1 6 4 , 4S9 . 567
CLASS I EPA HAZAROOUS 1 . 958 . 643 1.958. 584
OTHER CLASS I 2 . 500. 976 2
.
500 ,983
CLASS I I

APPENDIX C
Appendix C is the 1990 Shipper Monitor Report of individual
waste streams disposed of by Texas based companies
categorized under SIC 3674 (Semiconductors and Related
Devices )
.
c
c-i

0WO5 4 2
SHIPPER 302Q9 TECCOR ELECTRONICS. INC
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM IOWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2 /20/92
DISTRICT COUNTY 057 DALLAS
EPA ID TX0OO7359S24 TRINITY RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE COOE 102720 OUAN GENERATED: S.9S0 OO (GALS)
ACID. HVOROFLUORIC . NEUTRALIZED WITH SOOIUM HYDROXIDE
HANDLING. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
OUAN HANDLED S. 960 00 IGALS)
RECEIVER 10303 TRINITY RIVER AUTHOR
GENERATOR'S COMMENT SANITARY SEWER
WASTE COOE 900670 OUAN GENERATED:
ACID . MI XEO
4 . ISO . 00 ( GALS
)
OUAN HANDLED: a. 960 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER 10303 TRINITY RIVER AUTHOR
{HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
WASTE CODE: 1Q3760 OUAN GENERATED: O OO 1 TONS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT SANITARY SEWER
OUAN . HANDLED OOP ( TONS )
RECORD 9 11 000665
RECORD 9
1
IOOO666
RECORD 9 I 1000667
ACID. METAL CLEANING. SPENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC.)
RECEIVER 30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS.
WASTE COOE: 151950 OUAN GENERATED:
STILL BOTTOMS
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER IBARREL. DRUM. ETC.
O 00 ( TONS OUAN HANDLED O 00 (TONS)
RECEIVER 30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS.
WASTE COOE : 17 1120
.IAD WASTE
GENERATED 00 ( TONS OUAN HANDLED 00 (TONS)
RECEIVER 30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS.
RECORO : 9 1 1000666
RECORD 9 I 1000669
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC )
WASTE CODE 900970 OUAN GENERATED 00 ( TONS OUAN HANDLED O OO ( TONS ) RECORD 9 1 1 000670
ACID SOLUTION. MIXED METAL SALTS
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC i
RECEIVER 30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS.
WASTE COOE: 9 10 100 OUAN GENERATED:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER IBARREL. ORUM. ETC )
00 ( TONS ) OUAN HANDLED 0.00 (TONS)
RECEIVER 30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS,
RECORO 9 11 00067 I
WASTE CODE 912010 OUAN GENERATED:
FJEON
O 00 (TONS) OUAN HANDLED o 00 (TONS)
RECEIVER 30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS.
RECORD 9 11 000672
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM. ETC.)
WASTE COOE 914490 OUAN GENERATED O 00 [ TONS ) OUAN HANDLEO O 00 ( TONS I RECORD 9 1 1 0OOS73
PHOTO RESIST
HANOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
RECEIVER 30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS,
WASTE COOE 101100 OUAN GENERATED
PLATING SOLUTION, NICKEL
HANOLING: D60 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
27 . 426 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: 4,351.00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 30567 EMPAK INC
RECORD 9 11 000674
WASTE CODE: 900040 OUAN GENERATED:
ACID. SULFURIC
1 . S3S 00 ( GALS
)
OUAN HANOLED 935 00 (CALS)
RECEIVER 30567 EMPAK INC
RECORD 9 11 000675
HANOLING: 060 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM ( DWOSOO
I
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 2
SHIPPER 30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS. INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 057 DALLAS
EPA ID: TX0OO73S9524 BASIN 08 TRINITY RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE COOE 910090 OUAN
ICETONE
-I4N01ING TSO BLENOING
GENERATED 6 580 00 IGALS) OUAN HANOLEO:
RECEIVER S0029
2 . 560 00HEAT INC ( GALS ) RECORD : 9 1 1 000676
VASTE COOE 913230 OUAN
>HOTOCRAPHIC DEVELOPER
GENERATED 20 71B 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLED
RECEIVER 50029
2
.
152 . 00HEAT INC ( GALS 1 RECORD 9 1 10OO677
HANOLING TSO BLENDING
WASTE COOE 9 15660 OUAN GENERATED : 530 00 IGALS) OUAN HANDLED 330 00 ( GALS ) RECORD : 9 1 1000678
TRICHLOROETHANE
HANDLING: TS4 DISTILLATION
RECEIVER: S0029 HEAT INC
VASTE CODE 940S90 OUAN
SILICA-SAND SLURRY
HANOLING TSO BLENDING
GENERATED S 6S0 00 1 GALS ) OUAN HANDLED:
RECEIVER: 50029
2 , 1 SO 00
H EAT INC (GALS I RECORO
: 9 1 1 000679
VASTE CODE 101100 OUAN
HATING SOLUTION. NICKEL
GENERATED : 27 428 00 I GALS I OUAN HANDLED
RECEIVER 0W16S
S , 468 . 00
DSI TRANSPORTS
I GALS )
INC
RECORD 9 1 1 000660
HANOLINC 060 UNOERGROUNO
VASTE CODE: 101100 OUAN
INJECTION
GENERATEO : 27 428 00 1 GALS ) OUAN HANDLED 2, 296 . 00 I GALS ) RECORO : 9 1 1 000682
HATING SOLUTION. NICKEL
1ANDLING: TSO BLENOINC
RECEIVER 0W186 GI8RALTER CHEMICAL R
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: HICH BTU VALUE
VASTE COOE: 10 1100 OUAN
HATING SOLUTION. NICKEL
HANOLING: 060 UNOERGROUNO
CENERATEO
I NJECT ION
27 426 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED:
RECEIVER: 0W186
15,31300 ( CALS )
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORO : 9 1 100066
1
VASTE CODE 106320 OUAN
ANTIFREEZE
GENERATED 31S 00 I GALS 1 OUAN HANOLEO
RECEIVER: DW186
3 IS OO I GALS I
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORD 9 1 1 000683
HANDLING TSO BLENOING
VASTE COOE: 110450 OUAN GENERATEO : 465 00 IGALS) OUAN. HANOLEO: 465 00 ( GALS ) RECORD : 9 1 1 000664
II L. WASTE
'ANOLING T50 BLENOING
RECEIVER: OW 1 8
6
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
VASTE CODE 900O40 OUAN
'CIO. SULFURIC
1AN0LING 080 UNOERGROUNO
GENERATEO
INJECT ION
1 S35 00 1 GALS ) OUAN HANDLEO
RECEIVER 0W186
600 OO ( GALS )
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORO 9 1 1 000685
•ASTE COOE 9OOOS0 OUAN
»CIO
. NITRIC 1 HN03 )
GENERATEO : 5 675 00 1 GALS ) OUAN HANDLEO
RECEIVER 0W186
5
.
675 00 ( GALS I
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORD 9 1 1 OO068 6
1ANDLING. 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
DWOS4 2
TEXAS
SH IPPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MONITORING REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM ( DWOSOO
1
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20 J
PAGE
SHIPPER 30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS. INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 057 DALLAS
EPA ID TX0OO7359524 BASIN OB TRINITY RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE: 910090 OUAN GENERATED:
ACETONE
HANDLING: T50 BLENDING
6 . S40 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 4 , 020 00 (CALSI
RECEIVER 0W14S GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORD 9 1 1 000657
WASTE CODE 913230 OUAN. GENERATEO:
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
20, 7 1 6 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 14.544 OO (GALS!
RECEIVER OWIli GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORD: 91 1 000544
HANDLING T50 BLENDING
WASTE COOE: 915BSO OUAN GENERATED: S30 00 (GALS) OUAN. HANDLED: 200 00 (GALS) RECORO : 9 1 1000549
TRICHLOROETHANE
HANDLING: TS3 SOLVENT RECOVERY
RECEIVER: DW 1 4 6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
WASTE CODE: 940S90 OUAN GENERATEO:
S I
L
ICA-SAND SLURRY
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
5 . (SO OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: 3. TOO. 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER 0W1«« GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORD 9
1
1 OOO690
0WOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20 1
PAGE
SHIPPER 30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS, INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION: 00 COUNTY OST DALLAS
EPA 10 : TXD0O73S9S24 BASIN. Ot TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE 910090 OUANTITV:
ACETONE
HANDLING. TSO BLENOING
1 , 200 . OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER S0029 HEAT INC
REPORT DATE: 0S90
DATE RECE I VED : 05 10
TI CKET
:
RECORD :
00241 1
9 12 1 40 l
1ST TRANSPORTER 34(04 VAN WATERS I ROGERS.
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE 9154SO OUANTITY:
TRICHLOROETHANE
HANDLING: TS* DISTILLATION
1 10 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER S0029 HEAT INC
REPORT DATE: 0S90
DATE RECEIVEO: 0S10
TI CKET
RECORO :
00241 l
9 1 2 140
1ST TRANSPORTER 34(04 VAN WATERS I ROGERS.
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE 940590 OUANTITY:
SILICA-SAND SLURRY
HANDLING: TSO BLENOING
1 , 1 00 OO 1 GALS I RECEIVER S0029 HEAT. INC
REPORT DATE: 0S90
DATE RECEIVED: 0S10
T ICKET :
RECORD :
002 4 1 1
9 12110 '
1ST TRANSPORTER: 34(04 VAN WATERS t ROGERS.
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE 913230 OUANTITY:
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
2 1 52 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER S0029 HEAT. INC
REPORT OATE : 0990
DATE RECEIVED: 092S
TICKET
RECORD :
00241 1
9 112 14
1ST TRANSPORTER: 40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
INC .
WASTE COOE 91OO90 OUANTITY:
ACETONE
HANOLINC: TSO BLENDING
1 . 320 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 50029 HEAT. INC
REPORT OATE: 0190
OATE RECEIVED: 0102
T ICKET :
RECORO :
OOSOO
1
(Ol 290 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
34(04 VAN WATERS I ROGERS
H I GHWAY
34(04 VAN WATERS 4 ROGERS.
INC
INC
WASTE CODE: 915440 QUANTITY 220 . 00 I GALS )
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER: S0029
H I GHWAY
HEAT. INC . TICKET : 00500 i
TR ICHLOROETHANE
HANDLING. T54 DISTILLATION
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
1ST TRANSPORTER
1 90
0102
34(04 VAN WATERS « ROGERS I NC
RECORO : 901 290 »
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
H I GHWAY
34(04 VAN WATERS 1 ROGERS
H I GHWAY
INC
z
J
2
1
DW05 4 2 SHIPPER MONITORINC REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 5
SHIPPER 30109 TECCOR ELECTRONICS, INC DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 057 OALLAS
EPA 10 TX0O073S9524 BAS IN 04 TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
*ASTE CODE 9*0590
SILICA-SANO SLURRV
HANDLING: T50 BLENDING
OUANT I TV 990 OO (GALS) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEI VED
H EAT INC
1 90
102
T
I
CKET
RECORD
O05OO056
90 1 29065
1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
34604 VAN WATERS 6 ROGERS
H I GHWAY
34604 VAN WATERS I ROGERS
I NC
I NC
VASTE CODS 9 10090 OUANT ITV : 1 . 3S0 00 I GALS )
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER 50029 H
H I GHWAY
EAT. INC. T ICKET O0SOOO62
KETONE
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VED
1ST TRANSPORTER
039O
03 13
34604 VAN WATERS I ROGERS I NC
RECORO 90 17 10245
VASTE CODE: 9I5J10 QUANTITY : 220 00 (GALS)
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER: S0029 M
H I GHWAY
EAT INC T ICKET OO5OO062
rRICHLOROETHANE
HANOLINC T54 I S T I L L AT I 0*
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0390
03 1 3
34604 VAN WATERS I ROGERS INC
RECORO 901 7 1024$
VASTE CODE 940S90 OUANTITY : 1 . OSO 00 (GALS)
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 50029 H
H I GHWAY
EAT. INC . TICKET 00500062
illlCA-SAND SLURRV
HANDLING. TSO BLENDING
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECEIVEO:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0390
0313
34604 VAN WATERS t ROGERS I NC
RECORO 901 7 1 0247
HASTE CODE : IOIIOO OUANTITY : s 14 ( TONS )
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 0W1S7
HIGHWAY
EMPAK. INC. TICKET 0024 1 4 89
HATING SOLUTION. NICKEL
HANDLING: O«0 UNOCRCROUNO INJECTION
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVEO
1ST TRANSPORTER
1 290
1 22 1
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO INC
RECORD 9 114 10728
VASTE CODE : 10 1 1 OO OUANT I TV : 1 17 (TONS)
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER DW157
H I GHWAY
EMPAK . INC T I CKET 0024 1 470
•LATING SOLUTION, NICKEL
IANOLING: DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
1 190
111S
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO INC .
RECORO 9 1 1 990035
/ASTE C 00 E 900040 OUANTITV : 3 82 (TONS)
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER: OW 1 5
7
H I GHWAV
EMPAK. INC. T I CKET 0024 1 47
1
tCID
,
SULFUR IC
lANDLING: 0*0 UNOERGRDUNO INJECTION
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
1 1 90
1 122
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO INC
RECORO 9 1 1 990036
METHOD OF TRANS H I GHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM ( DWOSOO
I
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
SHIPPER: 30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS, INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY: 0S7 DALLAS
EPA ID TX0OO73S9524
WASTE REPORTED
BAS IN OS TRINITY RI VER
AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
ASTE CODE 10 1 lOO
LATING SOLUTION. NICKEL
ANOLING D80 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECT ION
S 468 OO (CALS) RECEIVER DW1S9
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0890
060 1
T ICKET :
RECORO
0024 1 429
9 109 1092 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40008 ALLSTATE VACUUM A TANKS. INC
H I GHWAY
'ASTE CODE 101 100
LATING SOLUTION. NICKEL
ANOLING: 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITV :
INJECTION
1 9SO OO (GALS I RECEIVER OWItS
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED :
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0490
0404
T I CKET
:
RECORO
0000279
9 1 1 690448
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAV
"ASTE COOE 9 1 3230
iHOTOCRAPHIC OEVELOPER
ANOLING: TSO BLENOING
OUANT ITY : 2 S7S OO 1 GALS ) RECEIVER DWItS
REPORT DATE :
OATE RECEIVEO:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0490
04 1 2
T ICKET
RECORO
00002824
9 11690449
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
ASTE COOE 101 lOO
LATING SOLUTION. NICKEL
ANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECT I ON
2 1 2SS OO (CALS) RECEIVER w 1 8 6
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0490
0424
TICKET
RECORO :
O0O02S94
S 1 1 (904S0
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
DW186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I C HWA Y
ASTE CODE 913230
HOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
ANDLING: TSO BLENOING
OUANTITY : 2 33S OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W18S
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0S90
05 10
TICKET
RECORO
000029SO
901910169
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
ASTE COOE 101 1 OO
LATING SOLUTION, NICKEL
ANDL ING : TSO BLENOING
OUANT ITY : 2 296 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W186
REPORT OATE
:
OATE RECE I VED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
0590
05 1 6
T I CKET
RECORD :
00OO29 63
901910170
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
ASTE COOE 10 1 1 00
LATING SOLUTION. NICKEL
ANOLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY:
INJECT ION
2 2S0 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1 66
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0690
0S06
TICKET
RECORO
00OO3089
902 I 80038
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
0WOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/
PAGE
SHIPPER 30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS. INC DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY: 0S7 DAL LAS
EPA 10 TXD0073S9S24 BASIN: 0* TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 9 1 3230
PHOTOGRAPHIC OEVELOPER
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TY 2 . OS5 00 I GALS
)
RECEIVER 0W1««
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED :
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0690
0608
T ICKET
RECORO
O0O03
1
902 1 800
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 900S00
SALTS, MIXED IN SOLUTION
HANDLING: 0*0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
(NACL, KCL
INJECTION
2 . 200 OO
NH4CL
.
CACL2
1 GALS )
BACL2 )
RECEIVER 0W1S6
REPORT OATe
:
DATE RECEIVED:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0*90
0* 1 2
TICKET
RECORO
OOO03
902 1 800
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE 101 100
PLATING SOLUTION, NICKEL
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECTION
1
, 77S OO ( GALS 1 RECEIVER: 0*116
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0*90
OS 1 9
TICKET
RECORD
000031
902 1*00
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
OWIt* GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE 101 100
PLATING SOLUTION. NICKEL
HANDLING: OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECTION
790 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1SC
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
07*0
072*
TICKET
RECORO
000032
9023400
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
DWItt GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE 9 1 3230
PHOTOGRAPHIC OEVELOPER
HANDLING: T50 BLENDING
OUANT ITY 2,21* OO 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S6
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
07*0
07 19
T I CKET
RECORO
000032
S023400
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
DW186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE 913230
PHOTOGRAPHIC OEVELOPER
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANT ITY 2.21* 00 (GALS) RECEIVER DW1SS
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEI VED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
1 1 90
1115
T I CKET
RECORD
00003*
1 103S01
WASTE CODE : 9 13230
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
QUANTITY : 2 , «S4 OO ( GALS I RECEIVER. DWia*
REPORT OATE
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0190
TICKET
RECORD
0O2* 14
902*201
HANOLING TSO BLENDING OATE RECE I VED
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0*21
DWItt GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 900S00
SALTS. MIXED IN SOLUTION
OUANT I TY
:
1 NACL . KCL
3 , 47S 00
NH4CL . CACL2 .
(GALS )
BACL2 )
RECEIVER 0W1SS
REPORT DATE
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
1 1 90
TICKET
RECORD
0024 14
9 103501
HANOLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECT ION OATE RECEIVEO 1114
DWOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOO COVEREO: JAN I9S0 THRU OEC 1**0
2/20«
PAGE
SHIPPER. 30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS. INC. DISTRICT 0* REGION: 00 COUNTY: 0S7 OALLAS
EPA 10 TX00073S9S24 BASIN 0* TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE lOI lOO
PLATING SOLUTION. NICKEL
HANDLING: OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
:
INJECT ION
2 . 1 15 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER OWIt*
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
09*0
0928
T ICKET
RECORO
0024 11'
903050
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE t 10090
ACETONE
HANOLING: TSO BLENOING
OUANTI TY 690 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: DWItt
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVEO:
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
1 290
12 11
TICKET
RECORD
00262'
9 10350
WASTE COOE: 940590
SILICA-SAND SLURRY
OUANT ITY : 34S 00 (CALS) RECEIVER: 0W1«S
REPORT OATE
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
1 290
TICKET
RECORO
00262' 1
9 1 0350 1
HANOLING: TSO BLENOING
WASTE COOE : t 10*50 QUANTITY : 1 65 00 ( GALS)
OATE RECEIVEO:
RECEIVER: OWIt*
12 11
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET 00262 >
OIL. WASTE
HANOLING: TSO BLENOING
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED:
1 2*0
120S
RECORD 9 103S0 1
WASTE COOE 10*320
ANTIFREEZE
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANTITY : 1 *S 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W1*(
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
1 2*0
1 20S
TICKET
RECORO
002*2 '
* 103S0 >
WASTE COOE: ttOOtO
ACETONE
QUANTITY : • 90 OO (GALS) RECEIVER: OWIt*
REPORT OATE
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0690
TICKET
RECORD
002(2 1
902 180 L
HANDLING: TSO BLENOING OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0*27
413*7 SURECYCLE SYSTEMS
UNKNOWN
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
OWIt* GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
'
WASTE COOE: 940510
SILICA-SAND SLURRY
HANDLING: TSO BLENOING
OUANTI TY 1*0 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W186
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0*10
0*27
TICKET
RECORD
00262 2
1021*0 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
413*7 SURECYCLE SYSTEMS
UNKNOWN
0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
WASTE CODE 10*320 OUANT ITY ISO 00 (GALS)
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER: OWIt*
H I GHWAY
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET 002*2 L
ANT IFREE2E
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
1ST TRANSPORTER
0690
OS 1 1
41387 SURECYCLE SYSTEMS
RECORD 902 1 80 <
z
METHOD OF TRANS UNKNOWN
%
•a SHIPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PER 100 COVERED
MON I TOR I NC REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 9
PPER 3O209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS. INC DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 057 DALLAS
EPA 10 TX0OOT3S9S24 BASIN ot TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
E CODE 1 104SO
WASTE
LING TSO BLENDING
OUANT ITY : 300 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W1S6
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VEO
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0S90
06 11
T
I
CKET
RECORD
00262S9S
(02 1 8004S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41387 SURECYCLE SYSTEMS
UNKNOWN
E COOE 900040
.
SULFURIC
LING: DtO UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY
INJECTION
600 00 ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 0W1S6
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VED
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0690
06 1 1
TI CKET
RECORD
0026289S
902 1 8004 6
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41387 SURECYCLE SYSTEMS
UNKNOWN
E COOE 9 1 3230
OGRAPHIC OEVELOPER
LING: TSO BLEND ING
OUANT ITY 2 . 29S OO I GALS ) RECEIVER DW1 86
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED :
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
O290
O20S
T CKET
RECORD
00S00060
90 108OO3O
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W1S6 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
E COOE : 1 1 1 OO
ING SOLUTION. NICKEL
LING. 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY
INJECTION
2
.
2S0 00 I GALS 1 RECEIVER: 0W1 8 6
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEI VED
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0290
02 1
TICKET
RECORD
OOSOO06
1
*0 1 08003
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
DW186 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
E CODE 9 13230
OGRAPHIC OEVELOPER
LING: TSO BLEND INC
OUANT ITY 2.417 OO (GALS) RECEIVER: 0W1 8 6
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0390
03 13
TICKET
RECORO
OOS00063
901 220 1 66
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
DW186 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
E CODE 101 100
ING SOLUTION
.
NICKEL
LINC DtO UNDERGROUND
QUANTITY
INJECTION
2
.
098 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER DWttS
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0390
03 1 4
T I CKET
RECORD
O0SOOO64
90 1 2201 67
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
DW1S6 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
-
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
42 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 10
9 TECCOR ELECTRONICS. INC.
ANY TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED
tatBtttltiltilttvialfltttttslttfVit *>»*••>•>•>«>>
SH
I
PPED OFF -SITE
lltiiiiatiiviiii
MANAGED ON-SITE
E COOE : 1 1 1 00 114
ING SOLUT ION . NICKEL
1 1 4
E CODE: 102720 2S
,
HYDROFLUORIC. NEUTRALIZED WITH SODIUM HYOROXIDE
25
E COOE 103760
,
METAL CLEANING. SPENT
E COOE 108320 1 1
FREEZE
E COOE : 1 104S0 2
WASTE
2
E CODE : 1S1 9SO
L BOTTOMS
E CODE 17 1120
WASTE
E COOE 900040 6
.
SULFURIC
6
E COOE : 900050 24
.
NITRIC (HN03)
24
E COOE : 900S00 24
S. MIXEO IN SOLUTION (NACL. KC L . NH4C L . C AC L 2 . B AC L 2
)
24
E COOE 900670 2
1
. MIXEO
2 1
E COOE 900970
SOLUTION. MIXED METAL SALTS
E COOE : 9 1 0090 27
ONE
27
E CODE 9 1 01 00
ENTS. SPENT
E COOE 9 120 10
N
E CODE 9 1 3230 86
OGRAPHIC OEVELOPER
86
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/
PAGE
30209 TECCOR ELECTRONICS. INC
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS! TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF -SITE MANAGED ON S I TE
WASTE CODE 91**90
PHOTO RESIST
WASTE COOE : 9 1 SS JO
TRICHLOROETHANE
2 2
WASTE COOE : S40SS0
SILICA-SAND SLURRY
24 24
COMPANY SUMMARY: 30209
»"«
TOTAL VOLUME : 3S7 3S7
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS 21S 2 IS
OTHER CLASS I 1*2 1 42
CLASS II :
-
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20I
PAGE
SHIPPER: 303S2 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY. INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION: 00 COUNTY 0S7 DALLAS
EPA 10 : TX0SS27S864 1
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
IAS IN 00
WASTE COOE 9OO8O0 OUAN GENERATED
ACID, HYDROFLUORIC
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
oo ( TONS) OUAN HANDLED S.3S (TONS)
RECEIVER: 10303 TRINITY RIVER AUTHOR
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: NEUTRALIZED ON SITE
RECORO : 9 1 2980092
1
WASTE CODE: 901110 OUAN GENERATED
CLEANING SOLUTION. ACID ANO/OR CAUSTIC
48 85 ( TONS I OUAN HANDLED:
RECEIVER 10303
48.85 ( TONS )
TRINITY R I VER AUTHOR
RECORD
:
9 1 2*800*3
j
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
WASTE COOE: 902090 OUAN. GENERATED: 00 1 TONS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT NEUTRALIZED ON SITE
OUAN HANDLED: 00 (TONS) RECORD : 9 1 2980084!
ETCHANT. ALKALINE
HANDLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, eTc.
RECEIVER: 30382 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY. IN
WASTE COOE: 909140 OUAN GENERATED
SOLVENTS (ORGI ACIDS (INORG)
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
soo 00 (GALS ) OUAN HANDLED:
RECEIVER: 30382 OPTEK
SO 00 ( CALS )
TECHNOLOGY, IN
RECORO : 9 1 2980095
1
WASTE CODE: 910130 OUAN. GENERATED
OEGREASER
3 . lOO oo ( CALS
1
OUAN HANOLED:
RECEIVER: 30382 OPTEK
SO 00 (GALS)
TECHNOLOCY. IN
RECORO : I 1 2*SOO*S
HANDLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM.
WASTE CODE: 911170 OUAN. GENERATED:
ETC.
sso 00 (GALS) OUAN. HANDLED: SO 00 ( CALS ) RECORO : 9 1 29 50097
PERCHLOROETHYLENE
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC.
RECEIVER: 30382 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY, IN
WASTE COOE: 912010 OUAN. GENERATED:
FREON
HANDLINC: SOI CONTAINER I 8 AR RE L . D R UM
.
ETC.
1O0 oo (CALS 1 OUAN HANOLED
RECEIVER: 30382 OPTEK
SO . 00 ( GALS )
TECHNOLOGY. IN
RECORD : S 12**00*8
WASTE COOE: 914340 OUAN. GENERATED:
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED L I OU I
D
2S0 oo (CALS) OUAN. HANDLED:
RECEIVER: 30382 OPTEK
100 00 ( CALS )
TECHNOLOCY. IN
RECORD : * 1 2**0099
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM.
WASTE COOE: 91S8SO OUAN. GENERATED:
ETC.
200 oo ( CALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: SO OO ( CALS ) RECORO 9 1 2*80 IOoL
TRICHLORDETHANE
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.
RECEIVER: 30382 OPTEK TECHNOLOCY . IN
WASTE CODE 974110 OUAN CENERATED:
METAL CONTAMINATED WASTE
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC.
00 (TONS) OUAN HANOLED :
RECEIVER: 30382 OPTEK
00 (TONS)
TECHNOLOCY. IN
RECORD : 9
1
2980101
WASTE COOE 974110 OUAN GENERATED:
METAL CONTAMINATED WASTE
00 (GALS 1 OUAN HANOLEO
RECEIVER: 30382 OPTEK
oo ( CALS )
TECHNOLOCY
. IN
RECORO : 9 129 50 10;
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC .
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
SHIPPER: 30362 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY, INC
EPA ID TX09827S864 I
DISTRICT COUNTY 057 DALLAS
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
fASTE COOE 900130 OUAN GENERATED:
IMMONIUM HYDROXIDE (NH40H)
IANOLING SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. DRUM, ETC )
1
.
650 OO ( GALS I OUAN HANOLED 770 OO ICALS) RECORD: 912960103
RECEIVER 30680 ENTECH RECOVERY. INC
GENERATOR'S COMMENT SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHEMICAL GARLAND TX TX0O476
VASTE CODE 9034 80 OUAN GENERATED:
LATING BATH SOLUTION
25 OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLED: 25 OO (GALSI
RECEIVER 33823 QMS REFINING, INC
RECORD 9 1 29 60 1 04
IANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC. I
<ASTE CODE 100770 OUAN GENERATED:
IICKEL SULFATE
1AN0LINC: S01 CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
50 00 1 GALS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT OMS REFINERS DALLAS TX TXD49O0S222S
OUAN HANDLED 50 00 ( GALS ) RECORD 9 1 296QI OS
RECEIVER: 37S31 ALPHA OMECA RECYCLIN
GENERATOR-S COMMENT ALPHA OMEGA LONGVIEW TX TXD961S14383
<ASTE COOE 900130 OUAN GENERATED:
IMMONIUM HYOROXIOE (NH40H)
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC )
1 , 6S0 00 ( GALS I 9 1 2960 106OUAN HANDLED 880 00 (GALS) RECO
RECEIVER: Z0017 ILLINOIS RECEIVER
GENERATOR-S COMMENT: CPI 10 INDUSTRY AVE J0L1ET IL ILD0624808SO
(1ST! COOE
A»- PACKS
178*00 OUAN GENERATED 05 ( TONS I OUAN HANOLED 05 (TONS)
RECEIVER 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
RECORD 9 1 2960 107
TaNOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.)
<ASTE CODE 9091*0 OUAN GENERATED:
GENERATOR'S COMMENT MSP MORCAN CITY LA LAD9810S7706
SOO OO [ GALS
)
OUAN HANDLED 3S0 OO I GALS ) RECORD 9 12960 106
OLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORGI
IANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
RECEIVER 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT MSP MORGAN CITY LA LA0981OS77O6
<ASTE CODE 978400 OUAN GENERATED:
AB-PACKS
IANOLING SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
03 ( TONS OUAN HANOLED: 03 (TONS)
RECEIVER: Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT MSP MORCAN CITY LA LA0961O577O6
RECORD 9
1
2960109
tfASTE CODE 908S60 OUAN GENERATED:
JIL AND SOLVENT. IN WATER
SO 00 (GALSI OUAN HANOLED: SO OO (GALS)
RECEIVER: 200*0 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
9 129601 10
IANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC I
<ASTE CODE 91Q130 OUAN GENERATED 3 . 1 OO 00 1 GALS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT HRI TULSA OK 0K0OOO632737
OUAN HANDLED 3.0S0 00 (GALS) 9 12960111
IECREASER
IANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
RECEIVER: 20040 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: HRI TULSA OK 0KDOOO632737
(4STE CODE: 912010 OUAN GENERATED:
REON
.IANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRL
I 00 OO ( GALS I
ETC
'
OUAN HANDLED 50 00 (CALSI
RECEIVER: 200*0 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT HRI TULSA OK 0KDOOO632737
9 12960112
/ASTE CODE 915880
RICHLOROETHANE
OUAN GENERATED 200 00 ( GALS I OUAN. HANOLED: 1 SO 00 (GALSI
RECEIVER: 200*0 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
9 1 2960 1 1
3
IANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.) GENERATOR'S COMMENT HRI TULSA OK 0KDOOO632737
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
SHIPPER 30362 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY. INC. OISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 057 DALLAS
EPA ID TX09827S864 1
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
ASTE COOE: 9091*0 OUAN GENERATED:
OLVENTS (ORG) ACIOS [INORGI
ANDLING. SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. DRUM,
SOO. 00 (GALS) OUAN. HANDLED: 100 00 (CALS)
RECEIVER 20047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT GSX GREENBRIER TN TN0OOO64S77O
RECORD : 9 12960 1 1*
'ASTE COOE 9 1 1 1 70
ERCHLOROETHYLENE
OUAN GENERATED: $50 00 (GALS) OUAN. HANOLED SOO OO (GALS)
RECEIVER ZO047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
9 1 2960 I IS
ANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
'ASTE CODE 91*3*0 OUAN GENERATED: 2SO.OO [GALSI
GENERATOR'S COMMENT GSX GREENBRIER TN TN0OOO64577O
OUAN
.
HANDLED I 50 00 [ GALS ) 9 1 29 6Q 1 1 6
RSENIC CONTAMINATED LIOUIO
ANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC . )
RECEIVER 20047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT GSX GREENBRIER TN TN0OOOS4S77O
'ASTE CODE 941890 OUAN GENERATED:
APPING COMPOUND
ANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
310. OO (GALS) OUAN. HANDLED: 310 OO (GALS) RE
RECEIVER: 200*7 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: GSX GREENBRIER TN TND0Q0B«S770
9 1 29101 17
DW0S*2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM IDWOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1390
2/20/
PAGE
SHIPPER 30362 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY . INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 057 OALLAS
EPA I D TX09»27S»6* 1 BASIN 00
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPEO BUT NOT RECEIVED
WASTE COOE 903460
PLATING BATH SOLUTION
HANDLING UNKNOWN
OUANT ITY : 25 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 33S23 OMS REPINING. INC.
REPORT OATE : 0490
DATE SHIPPEO 0403
T ICKET
RECORD
00302]
9034 1 14
1ST TRANSPORTER 40950 EUTEC METAL CO
METHOD OP TRANS: HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE 100770
NICKEL SULFATE
HANOLING: UNKNOWN
OUANTITY : SO 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 37531 ALPHA OMEGA REC Y C L I NC . I NC
REPORT OATE: 0490
OATE SHIPPEO: 0426
TICKET
RECORO
003023
9034 1 14
SHIPPER COMMENT ALPHA OMEGA RECYCLINC L N G VW TX
1ST TRANSPORTER 40805 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC.
METHOD OP TRANS HIGHWAY
0W0S42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
PERIOD CDVEREO: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/^
PAGE
SHIPPER: 303B2 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY., INC. DISTRICT: 04 REGION OO COUNTY 057 DALLAS
EPA ID : TX09B275SB4 1
WASTE REPORTED
BAS IN : 00
AS SHIPPEO AND RECEIVED
WASTE CODE 900130 OUANTITY:
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE (NH40H)
HANOLING. T30 ION EXCHANGE
770 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 306(0
REPORT DATE
:
OATE SHIPPED:
ENTECH RECOVERY, INC
1 290
12 IS
TICKET :
RECORD :
002390'
9 1 1 2 144'
OATE RECEIVED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
1 22S
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHEMICAL CO TX
41106 ELECTRONIC DRILLING CONTROL
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
H I GHWAY
30156 DELTA DISTRIBUTORS. INC
HI GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 900130 OUANTITY:
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE (NH40HJ
BIO . 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 20017
REPORT OATE
ILLINOIS RECEIVER
0790
TICKET :
RECORO :
0302*2
9 IOS 103
HANOLING: UNKNOWN DATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
0703
CTN ORGANICS JOLIET IL
41106 ELECTRONIC DRILLING CONTROL
WASTE CODE: 90914O OUANTITY: 100 00 (GALS)
METHOD OP TRANS
RECEIVER: Z0022
HIGHWAY
LOUISIANA RECEIVER TICKET : 0001 43.
SOLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORG)
HANOLING: UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
:
OATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
0590 RECORO
052 1
MARINE SHALE PROCESSORS MORG CTY LA
9 1002 1
1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H ICHWAY
WASTE CODE: 17*400 OUANTITY:
LAB-PACKS
HANOL INC : UNKNOWN
. OS 1 TONS ) RECE I VER 20022
REPORT DATE:
OATE SHIPPEO:
LOUISIANA RECEIVER
0490
04 1 8
TICKET :
RECORO :
000 143
9034 1 14
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
MARINE SHALE PROCESSORS INC MORGAN
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H I GHWAY
LA
WASTE CODE: 97S400 OUANTITY:
LAB-PACKS
08 (TONS ) RECEIVER: 20022
REPORT OATE:
LOUISIANA RECEIVER
0490
TICKET
RECORD :
0001 43
9 3 4 1 14.
HANOL ING : UNKNOWN OATE SH IPPEO
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
04 1 6
MORGAN CTY LAD9S10S77O6
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
WASTE CODE: 909140 OUANTITY: 50 . 00 (GALS)
METHOD OP TRANS
RECEIVER: Z0022
H I GHWAY
LOUIS IANA RECEI VER T I CKET . 000 166
SOLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORG)
HANOLING: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE
OATE SHIPPEO
SHIPPER COMMENT
0790 RECORO
0723
MARINE SHALE PROCESSORS MORGAN CITY LA
9 105 103
z
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I GHWAY
%
o
WOt4 3 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/9 2
PAGE 17
SHI PPER : 303*2 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY. INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY OS7 DALLAS
EPA 10 TXD992T51C4 1
WASTE REPORTED
8 AS I N OO
AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
IASTE CODE 909140 0UANT1TY:
OLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORG)
iANDLING. UNKNOWN
100 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: 20022
REPORT DATE :
DATE SH
I
PPED :
LOUIS I ANA RECE I VER
0990
09 1 S
T
I
CKET
RECORO
OOO 1934 1
9 10S I03SO
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
MARINE SHALE PROCESSORS MORGAN CITY LA
40S0S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H I GHWAY
'ASTE CODE 909140 QUANTITY:
OLVENTS 10RC) ACIDS [INORGJ
SO OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 20022
REPORT DATE
LOUISIANA RECEIVER
1 290
T ICKET
RECORD
00024S3*
9 1 1 2 1 443S
ANOL I NG UNKNOWN DATE SH I PPEO :
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
12 19
MSP MORGAN CITY LA LA09S1057706
40S0S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
ASTE CODE 909140 QUANTITY: SO . 00 (GALS)
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 20022
H I GHWAY
LOUISIANA RECEIVER T ICKET O 1 1 7 1 2 1 2
OLVENTS (ORGI ACIDS (INORG!
ANDLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE :
DATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
O390
03 1 S
MARINE SHALE PROCESSORS INC MORGAN
RECORO
LA
90 1 SS08 lO
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
4060S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I GHWAY
'ASTE COOE
EGREASER
ANOL I NG
:
9 101 30 OUANT I TY :
UNKNOWN
250 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER Z0040
REPORT OATE:
OATE SHIPPED:
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0390
03 1 4
T ICKET
RECORO
00204023
901 SIO( 1
1
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
HRI TULSA OK
4 SOS CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I GHWAY
rASTE COOE
EGREASER
1 101 30 OUANT ITY : 250 . 00 (GALS) RECE I VER Z0040
REPORT DATE :
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
1 90
TICKET
RECORD
00208042
90 1 S80S 1
2
ANOL ING : UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPED :
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
117
HRI TULSA OK
40S0S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
ASTE CODE 9 10 130 OUANT ITY: 2S0 . 00 I GALS )
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER Z0040
H I GHWAY
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER T ICKET 0O2 1 24S7
EGREASER
ANOL INC : UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE:
DATE SHIPPED :
SHIPPER COMMENT
0290
02 1 4
HRI TULSA OK
RECORO 90 1 5SOS 1
3
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40S0S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H I GHWAY
W0S4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( DWOSOO
I
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1*90
2/20/92
PACE 1*
SHIPPER: 303*2 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY. INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 0S7 OALLAS
EPA 10 TXD9«275S(41
WASTE REPORTED
BASIN: OO
AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
"ASTE COOE
,REON
ANDL INC .
9 12010
UNKNOWN
OUANT ITY: SO 00 (CALS) RECEIVER: 20040
REPORT DATE :
OATE SHIPPED
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0290
02 1 4
TICKET :
RECORO :
002 124S7
901 5806 1
4
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
HRI TULSA OK
40C0S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I CHWAY
ASTE COOE: 915880
RICHLOROETHANE
OUANT ITY : SO . 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER: Z0040
REPORT DATE
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0290
TICKET :
RECORD :
002 1 24S7
901 SSOS IS
ANOL ING : UNKNOWN DATE SHI PPEO
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
02 1 4
HRI TULSA OK
40S0S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC.
ASTE CODE 1794SO OUANT I TY
:
. OS (TONS)
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER 20040
H I CHWAY
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER T ICKET : 002 1291*
ONTAI NERS
ANOL INC :
EMPTY
UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE:
OATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
01 90
0117
USPCI WAYNOKA OK
RECORO 90 15806 1
S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H I CHWAY
ASTE COOE
EGREASER
ANOL INC :
9 101 30
UNKNOWN
QUANTITY : 2S0 . OO (CALS) RECEIVER: Z0040
REPORT DATE
:
OATE SHIPPEO:
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0490
04 1 7
T CKET
RECORO :
00302 133
9034 11444
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
HRI TULSA OK 0KDOOOS32737
40R0S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H I GHWAY
ASTE CODE
EGREASER
9 10 130 QUANT ITY : 3S0 . 00 1 CALS ) RECEIVER: 20040
REPORT OATE
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0*90
T ICKET
RECORD
0030224
9 1 002 118*
ANDL INC UNKNOWN OATE SH IPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
OS 1 9
HRI TULSA OK
40*05 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
ASTE COOE 9 11170 QUANT ITY : SO 00 (CALS)
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER 20040
H I CHWAY
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER T I CKET 0O30224 1
ERCHLOROETHYLENE
ANDLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE :
OATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
0690
0* 1 9
HRI TULSA OK
RECORD 9 1 002 1 1 89
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40605 CHEMAWAf TRANSPORT, INC
H I CHWAY
l
I
-
0WOS4 2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (0WO5OO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/
PAGE
SH I PPER 30362 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY. INC DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 057 DALLAS
EPA I D TX09927S864 1
WASTE REPORTEO
IAS IN OO
AS SHIPPED ANO RECEIVEO
WASTE CODE 9 l S880
TRICHLOROETHANE
HANDLING. UNKNOWN
OUANT ITV : SO 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 20040
REPORT OATE
OATE SHIPPED
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0990
06 1 9
T ICKET
RECORD
003022
9 1002 1
1
.
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
HRI TULSA OK
40S0S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT,
H I CHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE
DECREASED
: * 10130 OUANTITY : 200.00 (GALS) RECEIVER Z0040
REPORT OATE
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0590
TICKET
RECORD
O03022
9 1002 1
HINDI I NC UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1 ST TRANSPORTER
05 1 4
HRI TULSA 0KDOOO632737
4090S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
WASTE CODE . 9 10130 OUANTI TY
:
2S0 00 I GALS )
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER 20040
H I CHWAY
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER T I CKET 003042
DECREASE*
HANOI. INC : UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
DATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
0790
07 1 9
HRI TULSA OK 0KOOOO632737
RECORD 9 lOS 103
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40905 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT.
H I CHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE
OEGREASER
HANOI I NC .
9 10130
UNKNOWN
OUANTI TY 250 . OO (GALS ) RECEIVER Z0040
REPORT DATE
OATE SHIPPED
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0990
OS 1 4
T ICKET
RECORO
003423
9 lOS 103
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
HRI TULSA OK
40 405 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT.
H I CHWAY
INC
WASTE COOE
OECREASER
: 9 10130 OUANT ITY : 2SO . 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 20040
REPORT OATE
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
1 090
T ICKET
RECORO
003487
9 109 1 10
HANOI INC : UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
10 17
HRI TULSA OK 0K0OOO632737
4090S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
WASTE COOE 9 10 130 OUANTI TY 300 . 00 IGALS)
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER Z0040
H I CHWAY
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER T ICKET 003721
OECREASER
HANOI. INC : UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE:
OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1 1 90
1114
HRI TULSA OK 0K0OO632737
RECORD 9 1 10001
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40905 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT.
H I CHWAY
INC
I
-
0WOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/
PAGE
SHIPPER 30392 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY, INC. DISTRICT: 04 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 0S7 DALLAS 1
EPA 10 TX09S27S994 1
WASTE REPORTEO
BAS IN 00
AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
WASTE COOE: 9 11190
TR
I
CHLOROETHANE
HANDLING UNKNOWN
OUANTITY : SO . 00 ICALS ) RECEIVER 20040
REPORT DATE:
OATE SHIPPED:
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
1 1 SO
1114
TICKET
RECORO
003721
9 1 1 OOO* '
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
HRI TULSA OK 0KDOO632737
40S0S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT,
H I CHWAY
INC .
WASTE COOE
OECREASER
9 10130 OUANTITY : 250 . OO (CALS) RECEIVER: 20040
REPORT DATE
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0990
TICKET
RECORO
003940
9 10S 103
HANOL INC : UNKNOWN DATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
09 1 2
HRI TULSA OK
4040S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC . i
)
WASTE COOE 90SS90 OUANT ITY : SO .00 (GALS)
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER: 20040
H I CHWAY
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER TICKET 004097
OIL ANO SOLVENT, IN WATER
HANDLING. UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE :
OATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
1 290
12 12
HRI TULSA OK 0KDOOO632737
RECORD 9 1 12 144
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
4090S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT.
H IGHWAY
INC 1
t
:
b
WASTE COOE
DEGREASER
HANOL INC .
9 10130
UNKNOWN
OUANTI TY
:
200 .00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 2OO40
REPORT DATE:
DATE SHIPPED:
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
1290
12 12
TICKET
RECORO
004097
9 1 12144
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
HRI TULSA OK 0K0OOO632737
4090S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT.
H I GHWAY
INC . k
WASTE CODE
SOLVENTS [
909 140
SRC) ACIDS 1
OUANT ITY :
INORC )
SO . OO (CALS) RECEIVER: Z004T
REPORT OATE:
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
0290
TI CKET
RECORO
0021 21'
901 5S0I 1
HANOL INC : UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
02 1 5
CSX SERVICES INC GREENBRIER TN
4090S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
l
WASTE CODE 94 1890 OUANTI TY 1 SO 00 ( GALS )
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER Z0047
H I CHWAY
TENNESSEE RECEIVER T ICKET 002 1211
t
LAPPING COMPOUND
HANDLING UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
DATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
0290
02 IS
CSX SERVICES INC GREENBRI R TN
RECORO 901S90I
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT.
H I CHWAY
403S3 LAIOLAW ENVIR SVCS
I NC
ITS) INC . .
z
METHOO OF TRANS H I CHWAY
%
1
'
-
W05 4 2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOOI
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 21
SHIPPER 30362 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY. INC DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 057 DALLAS
EPA 10 TX098275864 I
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED ANO
SAS IN 00
DECEIVED
•ASTE CODE 901110 OUANTITY:
OLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORG)
ANGLING UNKNOWN
SO OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 20047
REPORT DATE:
DATE SHIPPED
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
1 90
117
T I CKET
RECORO
002 12919
90 1 5806 1
9
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
GREENBRIER TN EP A#T NOOOO 6 4 S 770
40G0S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I GHWAY
GSX
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
403 5 3 LAIOLAW ENVIR SVCS (TS)
H I GHWAY
I NC
ASTE CODE SI1170 OUANTITY:
ERCHLOROETHYLENE
ANOLINC. UNKNOWN
SO 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 20047
REPORT OATE:
OATE SHIPPED
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
O! 90
117
T ICKET
RECORO
002 12919
90 1 580620
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
GSX GREENBR I ER TN
4060S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H I GHWAY
2N0 TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40353 LAIDLAW ENVIR SVCS. ITS)
H I GHWAY
INC
ASTE CODE 911170 OUANTITY;
ERCHLOROETHYLENE
.ANOL ING UNKNOWN
SO 00 1 GALS 1 RECEIVER 20047
REPORT OATE:
DATE SHIPPED:
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
0S90
0S24
T ICKET
RECORO
00252263
9 1 002 1 192
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
GSX GREENBRIER TN0OOO64S77O
4060S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC
H I GHWAY
ASTE CODE: 914340 OUANTITY:
RSENIC CONTAMINATED LIQUID
SO 00 (GALSI RECEIVER: 20047
REPORT DATE
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
0590
TI CKET
RECORD
00252263
9 1 002 1 193
ANOLING UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
0524
CREENBRIER TN TNOOOOG4S770
ASTE CODE 111170 OUANTITY
ERCHLOROETHYLENE
ANOL I NG . UNKNOWN
100 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER 20047
REPORT OATE:
OATE SHIPPED
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
0490
04 1 8
T ICKET
RECORO
003023 1
3
9034 1 1 445
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
GSX GREENBRIER TN TN0OOOS4577O
4060S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC.
H I GHWAY
2N0 TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
403S3 LAIOLAW ENVIR SVCS (TS)
H I GHWAY
INC
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (DW0500)
PER100 COVERED JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 22
SHIPPER: 30362 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY
. INC DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 057 OALLAS
EPA ID TX0982758S41
WASTE REPORTEO
BAS IN 00
AS SHIPPED ANO RECEIVEO
ISTE COOE 94 1 890
tPPING COMPOUND
INDLING UNKNOWN
OUANT ITY SO 00 I GALS ] RECEIVER 20047
REPORT OATE
OATE SH
I
PPEO
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
0490
04 1 8
T ICKET
RECORO
003023 1
9034 1 1 446
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
GSX GREENBRIER TN TNDOOOG45770
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I GHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
403S3 LAIDLAW ENVIR SVCS (TS)
H I GHWAY
INC
ISTE COOE : 9 1 1 1 70
iRCHLOROETHYLENE
INDLING UNKNOWN
OUANT I TY
:
SO 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER Z0047
REPORT OATE :
OATE SHIPPED:
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
1190
1114
TICKET
RECORO :
00324522
9 1 1 000625
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
GSX GREENBRIER TN TND00064S770
4060S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC.
H I GHWAY
2N0 TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
403S3 LAIDLAW ENVIR SVCS (TS)
H I GHWAY
INC .
ISTE COOE 9 1 1 1 70
IRCHLOROETHYLENE
INDLING: UNKNOWN
OUANT ITY : SO 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER 20047
REPORT DATE:
DATE SHIPPED:
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
0890
0802
TICKET
RECORO :
00342405
9 lOS 103S4
ISTE CODE : 9 14340 OUANT ITY 50 00 (GALS)
SHIPPER COMMENT
RECEI VER : 20047
GSX GREENBRIER TN
TENNESSEE RECEIVER TI CKET 00342405
ISENIC CONTAMINATED LIOUIO
INOLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
DATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
0890
0B02
GSX GREENBRIER TN
RECORD : 9 105 103SS
ISTE COOE 94 1890
IPPING COMPOUND
OUANTITY : 1 10 00 1 GALS 1 RECEIVER: 20047
REPORT OATE:
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
0690
T I CKET
RECORO
00342405
9 lOS 10356
INDLING: UNKNOWN DATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
08O2
GSX GREENBRIER TN
>STE COOE 9 11170
IRCHLOROETHYLENE
iNOLING UNKNOWN
OUANT ITY 50 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 20047
REPORT DATE :
OATE SHIPPED
TENNESSEE RECEIVER
1 1 90
1114
T
I
CKET
RECORO
00372338
9 1 1 000826
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
GSX GREENBRIER TN TN0O0O645770
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT, INC.
H I GHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40353 LAIOLAW ENVIR SVCS ITS)
H I GHWAY
INC .
0WOS4 2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/
PAGE
SHIPPER 30362 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY. INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 057 OALLAS
EPA I TXD9827S684 1 AS IN OO
WASTE REPORTEO AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
WASTE COOE 911170 OUANTITY-
PEP.CHlOP.OETHYI.eNE
HANDLING: UNKNOWN
100 OO (GALS) RECEIVER Z0047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
REPORT OATE 0990
DATE SHIPPED 09 1
2
T I CKET 003641
RECORD . 9 10S 103
SHIPPER COMMENT GSX GREENBRIER TN
1ST TRANSPORTER 40SOS CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
2N0 TRANSPORTER 403S3 L A I L AW ENVIR SVCS ITS)
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE 911170 OUANTITY:
PERCHLOROETHYLENE
HANDLING: UNKNOWN
lOO 00 (GALS) RECEIVER Z0047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
REPORT OATE: 0990
DATE SHIPPED : 09 1
T I CKET : 9 1 4340
RECORO: 8105103
SHIPPER COMMENT GSX GREENBRIER TN
1ST TRANSPORTER: 4060S CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
METHOD OF TRANS HICHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER: 403S3 L A I L AW ENVIR SVCS ITS)
METHOD OF TRANS HIGHWAY
INC
0W0S42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
1
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/
PAGE
30362 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY. INC.
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE CODE 1OO770
NICKEL SULFATE
WASTE COOE : 1 76400
LAS-PACKS
|WASTE COOE 1 794S0
CONTAINERS. EMPTY
|WASTE COOE 900 1 30
AMMONIUM HYDROXIOE INH40H)
7 7
WASTE COOE: 9OO600
ACID. HYDROFLUORIC
S !
WASTE COOE : 901 1 10
CLEANING SOLUTION. ACID AND/OR CAUSTIC
47 47
WASTE COOE 90209O
ETCHANT, ALKALINE
I
WASTE COOE: 9034SO
PLATING BATH SOLUTION
i
WASTE COOE 906S60
OIL AND SOLVENT, IN WATER
WASTE COOE : 909 1 40
SOLVENTS (ORC) ACIDS (INORC)
2 2
<
WASTE COOE : 9 101 30
OECReASER
13 13 1
1
WASTE COOE 9 1 1 1 70
PERCHLOROETHYLENE
2 2
;
WASTE CODE : 9 120 10
FREON <
WASTE COOE 9 1 4340
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED LIOUIO
1 1
i
:
WASTE COOE 9 1 S660
TR
I
CHLOROETHANe
1 1
WASTE COOE 941690
LAPPING COMPOUND
1 1
>
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM [OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 25
0362 OPTEK TECHNOLOGY, INC
3MPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL CENERATEO SHIPPED OFF-S I TE MANACEO ON-SITE
•ASTE CODE 974110
ETAL CONTAMINATED WASTE
ASTE CODE 978*00
AS • PACKS
OMPANY SUMMARY 30362
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZAROOUS
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS II
W05 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 29
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TKD011 4509*7 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
»STE CODE 112420 OUAN
ETHYL PYRROLIOONE
JNDL INC SOI CONTAI NER
CENERATED
BARREL. DRUM.
4
ETC )
9*2 OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: 125 00 (CALS)
FACILITY: Ol CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
AREA A
RECORD : 9 129901 29
»STE COOE: 112420
ETHYL PYRROLIOONE
OUAN CENERATED : 4 9«2 00 1 GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: . OO (GALS)
FACILITY: 19 TANK (SURFACE)
RECORD : 9
1
2990133
4N0LING: S02 TANK
SSTE COOE: 112420 OUAN CENERATED : 4 982 00 ( GALS )
BUI LO INC A TANK NO 4
OUAN. HANDLED: 0.00 (CALS) RECORD : 9 129 10132
ETHYL PYRROLIOONE
ANOLING: S02 TANK
FACILITY 11 TANK (SURFACE)
BUILDING A TANK NO 3
1STE COOE 1 1 2420
ETHYL PYRROLIOONE
1NDLINC S02 TANK
OUAN CENERATEO : 4 982 00 (GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: . OO (GALS)
FACILITY: 17 TANK (SURFACE)
BUILDING A TANK NO 2
RECORD 9 12990131
1STE COOC : 1 12420
ETHYL PYRROLIDONE
OUAN CENERATEO : 4 912 OO ( GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 820 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: IB TANK (SURFACE)
RECORD
:
9 129*0130
INOLINC S02 TANK
1STE CODE : 1 12420 OUAN CENERATED : 4 9B2 00 (GALS)
BUI LOINC A TANK NO 1
OUAN. HANDLED: 00 (GALS) RECORD : 9 12910131
ETHYL PYRROLIOONE
iNOLING: SOI CONTAINER BARREL. DRUM, etc. )
FACILITY 27 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
B BUILOINC, PUMP MAINTENANCE AREA
1STE CODE : 1 12420 OUAN
ETHYL PYRROLIOONE
1NDLING: SOI CONTAINER
CENERATED
BARREL. DRUM.
4
ETC )
982 OO (GALS) OUAN. HANOLED: 00 (CALS)
FACILITY 24 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
STORAGE AREA 8
RECORD 9 1 21*01 31
JSTE CODE : 1 1 2420
ETHYL PYRROLIDONE
OUAN GENERATED : 4 992 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLED: 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 23 TANK (SURFACE)
RECORD 9 1 2910 137
INOLINC S02 TANK
>STE CODE 1 1 2420 OUAN CENERATED : 4 992 00 IGALSI
BUILDING 8 TANK NO. 4
OUAN. HANOLED: 00 (CALS) RECORD : 9 12910 131
ETHYL PYRROLIDONE
INOLINC: S02 TANK
FACILITY 22 TANK (SURFACE)
BUILOINC B TANK NO 3
ISTE CODE 1 1 2420
ETHYL PYRROLIOONE
"IDLING S02 TANK
OUAN CENERATED : 4 912 OO 1 CALS ) OUAN HANOLED 00 (CALS)
FACILITY 21 TANK (SURFACE)
BUILOINC B TANK NO 2
RECORD 9 1 29*0 1 35
ISTE COOE 1 12420
ETHYL PYRROLIDONE
OUAN CENERATEO : 4 912 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLEO: OO (CALS)
FACILITY 20 TANK (SURFACE)
RECORD 9 12910134
'NO L INC: S02 TANK
!
BU I LD I NC 8 TANK NO 1
1
I
DW0S42 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/
PACE
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REG I ON OO COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
EPA 10 TX0O694SO997 BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE COOE 1 79450
CONTAINERS, EMPTY
HANDLING. SOI CONTA
OUAN
INER
GENERATED
I BARREL . DRUM. ETC. )
3 58 ( TONS ) OUAN HANDLED 20 (TONS)
FACILITY: 24 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
STORAGE AREA B
RECORD 9
1
2960141
WASTE COOE: 1794SO
CONTAINERS. EMPTY
OUAN . GENERATED: 3 58 ( TONS ) OUAN HANOLED OO (TONS)
FACILITY: 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORD 9 1 2960 1 40
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER
WASTE CODE. 900040 9UAN
( BARREL . DRUM.
.
GENERATED:
ETC 1
1 1 6 986 00 ( GALS )
AREA A
OUAN HANDLED: 733 00 (GALS) RECORD 9 12960 144
AC 10 . SULFURIC
HANOLING: S02 TANK
FACILITY 13 TANK (SURFACE)
BLOG A. TANK NO. 2--6700 GALLON CAPACITY
WASTE CODE 900040
AC 10 , SULFUR! C
HANOLING: S02 TANK
OUAN GENERATEO : 1 1 6 986 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLEO 1,078 OO (GALS) RECORD
FACILITY: 12 TANK (SURFACE)
BLOG A TANK NO 3--6700 GALLON CAPACITY
9 2960143 :
WASTE COOE : 900040
ACID. SULFURIC
OUAN GENERATED : 1 1 S 986 OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: $.049 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 06 TANK (SURFACE)
RECORD 9 12960 142
HANOL ING S02 TANK
WASTE CODE : 901 240 OUAN GENERATED SS9 607 OO (GALS)
BLOC B TANKS NO 3 AND NO 4--
OUAN HANDLED: i, SIS 00 (CALS)
6400 GALLON CAP
RECORD
EAC
9 296014S
AC 10 . SPENT
HANOLING: S02 TANK
FACILITY 07 TANK (SURFACE)
BLOC B TANKS NO 1 AND NO 2 - 9200 GAL CAP EACH
WASTE COOE 901 240
ACID. SPENT
HANOLING: S02 TANK
OUAN GENERATED : SS9 607 OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLEO OO (GALS) RECORD
FACILITY: 13 TANK (SURFACE)
BLOG A. TANK NO 2--6700 GALLON CAPACITY
9 1 2960147
WASTE COOE : 901240
AC I . SPENT
OUAN GENERATED : 5S9 607 00 (GALS 1 OUAN HANOLEO: 1 . 1 OO 00 (GALS)
FACILITY 11 TANK (SURFACE)
RECORD 9 2960146
HANDL 1 NG S02 TANK
WASTE COOE : 9 1O100 OUAN GENERATED SS 769 00 1 GALS )
BLOG A TANK NO 1- 6700 GALLON CAP
OUAN HANDLED 00 (GALS) RECORD 9 12960149 ,
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLING S02 TANK
FACILITY 16 TANK (SURFACE)
BUILDING A TANK NO 1
WASTE CODE 9 10100
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANOLING: SOI CONTA
OUAN
INER
GENERATEO
(BARREL. ORUM.
55
ETC. )
769 OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLEO 20S 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: Ol CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
AREA A
RECORD 9 1 29601 48 .
WASTE COOE : 9 1 1 OO
SOLVENTS. SPENT
OUAN GENERATEO : SS 769 OO (GALS) OUAN HANOLED: OO (GALSI
FACILITY 27 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORD 920070032
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER BARREL
.
ORUM. ETC I B BUILDING, PUMP MAINTENANCE AREA
0WOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
I
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/-
PAGE
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC
. DISTRICT: 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TXDOS94S0997 BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE 910100 OUAN
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER
GENERATEO :
BARREL. DRUM.
SS
ETC )
769 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLEO: O 00 (GALS)
FACILITY 26 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
A BUI LO I NG . MOS 3
RECORD 920070031
:
WASTE COOE: 91O10O
SOLVENTS, SPENT
OUAN CENERATEO : SS 769 OO (GALS) OUAN. HANOLED: 20 00 (GALS)
FACILITY 25 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORD 92OO7OO30
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER
WASTE CODE: 9 1 1 OO OUAN
BARREL
.
ORUM.
GENERATEO :
ETC. )
SS 769 00 (GALS )
A BUILDING. MOS 3
OUAN. HANDLED 55 00 (GALS) RECORD 92OO70029
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: SOI CONTA INER BARREL. DRUM. BTC. )
FACILITY: 24 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
STORAGE AREA B
WASTE COOE: 9 1 O 1 00
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLING: S02 TANK
OUAN GENERATED : SS 769 OO (GALS 1 OUAN. HANDLED 20 OO (GALS)
FACILITY 23 TANK (SURFACE)
BUILDING B TANK NO. 4
RECORO 920070028
.
WASTE COOE: 9 1 1 OO
SOLVENTS. SPENT
OUAN GENERATEO : BS 769 OO ICALS) OUAN. HANDLEO: 1.250 OO (GALS)
FACILITY: 22 TANK (SURFACE)
RECORO 920070027
HANOLING: S02 TANK
WASTE COOE : 1 10100 OUAN GENERATEO : SB 769 00 (GALS)
BUILDING B TANK NO 3
OUAN. HANDLED: 00 IGALS) RECORD 9 12960 154 1
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANOLING: S02 TANK
FACILITY 21 TANK (SURFACE)
BUILDING B TANK NO. 2
WASTE COOE : 9 IO 1 OO
SOLVENTS. SPtNT
HANOLING: S02 TANK
OUAN GENERATED : SS 769 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLED: 1.760 00 (CALS)
FACILITY: 20 TANK ISURFACE)
BUILDING B TANK NO. 1
RECORD 9 129601S3
WASTE CODE 9 1 1 OO
SOLVENTS. SPENT
OUAN GENERATED : SS 769 00 ( GALS
)
OUAN. HANOLED: 410.00 IGALS)
FACILITY. 19 TANK ISURFACE)
RECORD 9 12960152
HANDLING: S02 TANK
WASTE COOE: 9 1 O 1 00 OUAN GENERATEO : SS 769 00 (GALS)
BUILDING A TANK NO 4
OUAN. HANDLED: 2.450 00 (GALS) RECORO 9
1
2960151 1
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLING: S02 TANK
FACILITY IS TANK ISURFACE)
BUILDINC A TANK NO 3
WASTE COOE 9 10100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLINC. S02 TANK
OUAN GENERATEO : SS 769 OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLEO: O 00 (GALS)
FACILITY 17 TANK (SURFACE!
BUILDING A TANK NO 2
RECORD 9 12960150
WASTE CODE 9 1 1 1 SO OUAN
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
GENERATED : 9 927 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANDLEO: 10 00 IGALS)
FACILITY: 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORO 9 2960155
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER BARREL, DRUM. ETC. ) AREA A
we*« 3 SHIPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOO COVERED
MONITORING REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOOI
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
PACE 29
SHIPPER 30*77 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 1* RECION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX0O694SO997 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
ASTE CODE 911150 OUAN GENERATED
OLVENTS. HALOCENATED
ANOLING: S02 TANK
9 927 00 ( GALS I OUAN HANDLED 0.00 (CALS)
FACILITY 18 TANK (SURFACE)
BUI LD INC A TANK NO 3
RECORD 9 1 29SO 1 59
ASTE CODE: 9111S0 OUAN GENERATED
OLVENTS. HALOCENATEO
9 927 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: o 00 (GALS)
FACILITY 17 TANK ISURFACE)
RECORO 9 12960158
ANOLINC: S02 TANK
ASTE CODE: 911150 OUAN EENERATEO: 9 927 oo ICALS )
8U I LD I NC A TANK NO 2
OUAN. HANDLED: 00 (CALS) RECORD 9 12960157
OLVENTS, HALOCENATEO
ANDL INC : S02 TANK
FACILITY IS TANK (SURFACE)
BUILDING A TANK NO 1
ASTE CODE 911150 OUAN CENERATED:
OLVENTS. HALOCENATEO
9 927 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: 1.899 00 (CALS)
FACILITY 14 TANK (SURFACE)
RECORO 9 1 29601 58
ASTE COOE: 9 11150 OUAN GENERATED:
OLVENTS. HALOCENATEO
9 927 oo ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: 0.00 (GALS)
FACILITY 27 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORO
:
9 1 29601 64
ANOLINC: S01 CONTAINER {BARREL. DRUM,
ASTE COOE: 911150 OUAN GENERATED:
ETC )
9 927 00 ( CALS )
B BUILDING, PUMP MAINTENANCE AREA
OUAN. HANOLED: 0.00 (GALS) RECORD : 9 1 2960 1 63
OLVENTS. HALOGENATEO
ANDLINC: S01 CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC )
FACILITY 26 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
A BU I LO ING , MOS 3
ASTE COOE 911150 OUAN GENERATED:
OLVENTS. HALOCENATED
.ANDLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC
9
)
927 00 ( CALS ) OUAN HANOLED: 00 (CALS)
FACILITY: 25 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
A BUILDING. MOS 3
RECORO 9 1 2(601 62
ASTE COOE (11150 OUAN GENERATED:
.OLVENTS. HALOCENATED
9 927 00 ( GALS I OUAN. HANOLED: 127.00 (CALS)
FACILITY 24 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
RECORD : 9 12960161
ANDLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM.
.'ASTE CODE: S 1 1 1 SO OUAN GENERATED:
ETC 1
9 927 00 ( GALS J
STORAGE AREA 8
OUAN. HANDLED: 0.00 (GALS) RECORO : 9 1 29601 60
OLVENTS. HALOGENATEO
ANOLINC: S02 TANK
FACILITY 19 TANK (SURFACE)
BUILDING A TANK NO 4
ASTE CODE: S11SOO OUAN GENERATED:
IL. ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
.ANOLING. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM, ETC
1
1
105 oo ( GALS 1 OUAN HANDLED: 195 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 01 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
AREA A
RECORO : ( 1 29601 65
'ASTE COOE: 911100 OUAN GENERATED
IL. ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
1 105 oo ( GALS I OUAN HANDLED: 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 25 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
RECORO : 9 1 29 80 1 87
ANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM. ETC 1 A BUI LO ING . MOS 3
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DW0500)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 30
SHIPPER: 30*77 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 1 4 RECION : 00 COUNTY : 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 T«0O6(45O((7 BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
ASTE COOE (11(00 OUAN CENERATEO:
IL. ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
ANDLINC S01 CONTAINER [BARREL^ DRUM,.
1
ETC. )
105 00 (GALS ) OUAN HANOLED: 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 24 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
STORACE AREA 8
RECORO : (12(60166
'ASTE COOE: 911900 OUAN CENERATEO:
IL. ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
1 105 OO (GALS ) OUAN. HANOLED: 25 00 (CALS)
FACILITY 27 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
RECORD
:
9 12960169
ANOLINC: SOI CONTAINER
'ASTE CODE 9 11900 OUAN
BARREL
.
ORUM.
CENERATED :
ETC. )
1 105 00 ( GALS )
8 BUILDING. PUMP MAINTENANCE AREA
OUAN. HANDLED: 00 (CALS) RECORO : 9 129601 68
IL. ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
ANDLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. eTc.
)
FACILITY: 26 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
A BUILDING. MOS 3
'ASTE COOE : S 144(0
HOTO RESIST
ANOLING: S02 TANK
OUAN GENERATED : 56 640 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLED: 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 16 TANK (SURFACE)
BUI LDING A TANK NO 1
RECORO : 9 12960 1 7
1
'ASTE CODE ( 144(0
NOTO RESIST
OUAN GENERATED : 56 640 oo ( GALS 1 OUAN. HANDLED: 605 00 (GALS)
FACILITY Ol CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORD : ( 1 2(601 70
ANOLINC SOI CONTAINER
'ASTE COOE: 914*90 OUAN
( BARREL . DRUM.
CENERATED :
ETC. )
56 640 oo (GALS)
AREA A
OUAN. HANOLED: 00 (GALS) RECORO : ( 1 2(601 75
HOTO RESIST
ANDL ING . S02 TANK
FACILITY: 20 TANK (SURFACE)
BUI LO ING 8 TANK NO . 1
'ASTE COOE (144(0
HOTO RESIST
ANDL INC S02 TANK
OUAN GENERATED: 56 640 00 (GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 0.00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 1( TANK (SURFACE)
BUILDING A TANK NO 4
RECORO : 9 1 2960 1 74
'ASTE CODE S 144(0
HOTO RESIST
OUAN GENERATED : 56 640 00 (CALS ) OUAN. HANOLED: 0.00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 16 TANK (SURFACE)
RECORD : 9 1 2960 173
ANOLINC S02 TANK
'ASTE CODE (144(0 OUAN CENERATED: SB 640 00 (CALS)
BU I LD I NC A TANK NO 3
OUAN. HANOLED: 3.990 00 (CALS) RECORO 9 1 2960 1 72
HOTO RESIST
IANDL I NG S02 TANK
FACILITY: 17 TANK ISURFACE)
BUILDING A TANK NO 2
'ASTE COOE (144(0 OUAN
HOTO RESIST
ANOLING SOI CONTAINER
GENERATED :
1 BARREL . ORUM.
56
ETC I
640 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLED: 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 27 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
B BUILDING. PUMP MAINTENANCE AREA
RECORO 9 1 2960 1 62
'ASTE COOE (144(0
HOTO RESIST
OUAN GENERATED : II 640 00 1 GALS ) OUAN HANDLEO: 50 00 (CALSI
FACILITY 26 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
RECORD 9 12960181
IANOLINC SOI CONTAINER IBARREL. ORUM. ETC ) A BUI LOINC . MOS 3
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1930 THRU DEC 1990
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TXDOE94S0997 BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARV
WASTE CODE 9 1 4490
PHOTO RESIST
HANOL INC SOI CONTA
OUAN
INER
CENERATEO :
BARREL . ORUM.
Si
ETC . )
640 00 (GALS) OUAN HANDLED: SO OO (CALS)
FACILITY: 25 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
A BU I LO ING . MOS 3
RECORD 9 1 2960160
WASTE CODE 9 1 4490
PHOTO RESIST
OUAN CENERATEO : 56 640 oo ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLEO: OO (CALS)
FACILITY 24 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORD : 9
1
2960179
HANOLINC SOI CONTAINER
WASTE CODE: 914490 OUAN
BARREL
.
ORUM.
GENERATED :
ETC . )
51 640 00 ( CALS )
STORAGE AREA B
OUAN. HANDLED: O.OO (GALS) RECORD : 9 1 2960176
PHOTO RESIST
HANDLING $02 TANK
FACILITY 23 TANK (SURFACE)
BUI LO INC 8 TANK NO 4
.
WASTE CODE ; 9 14490
PHOTO RESIST
HANOLINC: S02 TANK
OUAN CENERATEO : 56 640 oo ( CALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 00 (GALS)
FACILITY 22 TANK (SURFACE)
BUI LOI NC B TANK NO . 3
RECORD 9 12960177
WASTE COOE: 9144SO
PHOTO RESIST
OUAN CENERATEO : 56 640 oo 1 GALS I OUAN. HANDLED: 900 OO (GALS)
FACILITY 21 TANK [SURFACE)
RECORO
:
9 12960 176
HANOLINC: S02 TANK
WASTE CODE : 9 ISt 10 OUAN CENERATEO : 00 1 GALS )
BUI LOINC B TANK NO . 2
OUAN HANOLEO: OO (CALS) RECORO 9 2960163
OIL AND SOLVENT
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER BARREL. ORUM. ETC. I
FACILITY 01 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
AREA A
WASTE COOE: 915610
OIL AND SOLVENT
HANOL ING S02 TANK
OUAN CENERATEO : oo (CALS ) OUAN. HANOLEO: OO (GALS)
FACILITY 23 TANK (SURFACE)
BUILDING 8 TANK NO 4
RECORO : 9 1296019 1
WASTE CODE: 91SI10
OIL AND SOLVENT
OUAN GENERATED : oo ( CALS I OUAN HANOLEO: OO (GALS)
FACILITY 22 TANK (SURFACE)
RECORO : 9 12*60190
HANOL ING S02 TANK
WASTE CODE: 915910 OUAN GENERATED : 00 ( GALS )
BU I LD INC B TANK NO . 3
OUAN. HANOLEO: 00 (CALS) RECORO . 9 1 2*601*9
OIL ANO SOLVENT
HANOL ING S02 TANK
FACILITY 21 TANK (SURFACEI
BUILOINC 8 TANK NO. 2 1
WASTE CODE: 915*10
OIL ANO SOLVENT
HANOL INC S02 TANK
OUAN CENERATEO : o 00 (GALS I OUAN. HANDLED: OO (GALS)
FACILITY: 20 TANK (SURFACE)
BUILOINC B TANK NO . 1
RECORO 9 12*601**
l
WASTE COOE: (15*10
OIL AND SOLVENT
OUAN GENERATED : oo ( CALS ) OUAN. HANOLEO: OO (GALS)
FACILITY 19 TANK (SURFACE]
RECORD
:
* 12**01*7
HANDLING: S02 TANK BUILOINC A TANK NO . 4
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1**0 THRU DEC 1**0
2/20,
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT COUNTY : 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 : TXD069450997 14 COLORAOO RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
rWASTE CODE : 9 15*10
OIL ANO SOLVENT
HANDLING: S02 TANK
OUAN GENERATED: OO ( GALS
)
OUAN HANDLED: O OO (GALS)
FACILITY: 1* TANK (SURFACE)
BUILDING A TANK NO . 3
RECORO 9 1 2960 16
WASTE COOE: 915*10
OIL ANO SOLVENT
OUAN GENERATED 00 ( CALS OUAN. HANOLEO: O OO (CALS)
FACILITY 17 TANK (SURFACE)
RECORD: 912960165
HANOL I NC S02 TANK
WASTE COOE: 91S6IO OUAN GENERATED
BUI LOINC A TANK NO
.
O OO [ CALS
I
OUAN . HANDLED . OO ( GALS
)
RECORO * 1 2**01*4
OIL ANO SOLVENT
HANOLINC: S02 TANK
FACILITY: 16 TANK (SURFACE)
BUILDING A TANK NO . 1
WASTE COOE: 9IIIIO OUAN. GENERATED:
OIL AND SOLVENT
HANOLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
0.00 (GALS) OUAN. HANOLEO OO (GALS)
FACILITY: 27 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
B BUILDING. PUMP MAINTENANCE AREA
RECORO 9129*01(1-
WASTE COOE : (15*10
OIL AND SOLVENT
OUAN CENERATEO: 00 ( GALS OUAN HANDLED: OO (GALS)
FACILITY: 2* CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORD: 9129*01*4
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
WASTE CODE. »1S*10 OUAN. GENERATED:
A BUILOINC. MOS 3
0.00 (CALS) OUAN. HANDLED: O OO [ GALS
)
RECORO *12»«Q19*
OIL AND SOLVENT
HANDLING. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC I
FACILITY: 25 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
A BUILOINC. MOS 3
WASTE CODE: 91*110 OUAN GENERATED:
OIL ANO SOLVENT
HANDLING. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
O.OO ( GALS OUAN HANOLEO: O OO (GALS)
FACILITY: 2* CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
STORAGE AREA B
RECORO 412960192
WASTE COOE: 91*940
PAINT AND SOLVENTS
OUAN CENERATEO: 1 . 277 . 00 ( CALS OUAN. HANDLED: O.OO (GALS)
FACILITY: 24 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORO 9129(01*7
"
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC.)
WASTE CODE: 91*9*0 OUAN GENERATED: 1 277 . 00 ( GALS I
STORAGE AREA B
OUAN. HANOLED: 75 00 [ GALS CORD 912*60196
PAINT AND SOLVENTS
HANOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC.)
FACILITY: 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
AREA A
RECORD 920070033CENERATEOWASTE COOE: 9S09SO 01
LAB WASTE
HANOLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL
0*9 ( TONS
)
ORUM. ETC )
OUAN HANOLED: 0.00 (TONS)
FACILITY: 24 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
STORAGE AREA B
WASTE COOE
LAB WASTE
9S09SO OUAN GENERATED: O 49 (TONS) OUAN. HANOLED: 0.02 (TONS)
FACILITY: 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORO 9 1 2*101**
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC )
MX3
TEXAS
SHIPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOO COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOl
JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 33
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TK0OS94SO917 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARV
ASTE CODE 950950 9UAN GENERATED:
At WASTE
ANGLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC. )
«9 ( TONS ) OUAN HANDLED 00 (TONS)
FACILITY: 27 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
B BUILDING. PUMP MAINTENANCE AREA
RECORO 9 1 2960200
ASTE CODE 9509SO OUAN GENERATED:
A > WASTE
49 ( TONS ) OUAN HANDLED: 00 (TONS)
FACILITY: 26 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORO 9 1 2960 1 99
ANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM.
ASTE COOE: 950950 OUAN GENERATED:
ETC 1
49 1 TONS )
A BUILDING. MOS 3
OUAN HANOLEO: 00 (TONS) RECORD 920070034
At WASTE
4N0LING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC I
FACILITY: 2S CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
A BUILDING. MOS 3
ASTE CODE 972210 OUAN GENERATED
SRCURY VAPOR LAMPS
.ANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC. )
1 3 ( TONS I OUAN HANDLED O 2S (TONS)
FACILITY 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
AREA A
RECORO 9 1 296020
1
ASTE CODE: 972210 OUAN GENERATED:
ERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
o 1 3 ( TONS ) OUAN HANDLED: 0.00 (TONS)
FACILITY 24 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORO : 9 1 2960202
ANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM.
ASTE CODE: 972720 OUAN GENERATED:
ETC )
8 93 I TONS )
STORAGE AREA B
OUAN HANOLEO: 44 (TONS) RECORO 9 1 2980203
RSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
ANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC. )
FACILITY: 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
AREA A
ASTE COOE: 972720 OUAN GENERATED
RSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
ANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC )
s 93 ( TONS ) OUAN HANOLEO: 02 (TONS)
FACILITY: 25 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
A BUILDING. MOS 3
RECORO : 9 1 296020S
ASTE CODE: 972720 OUAN GENERATED:
RSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
s 93 1 TONS ) OUAN HANOLEO: OO (TONS)
FACILITY 24 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORO : 9 1 29 60204
ANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM.
ASTE CODE 972720 OUAN GENERATED:
ETC 1
8 93 ( TONS I
STORAGE AREA B
OUAN HANOLEO 02 (TONS) RECORO : 9 1 2960207
RSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
ANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC. )
FACILITY 27 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
B BUILDING. PUMP MAINTENANCE AREA
ASTE CODE 972720 OUAN GENERATEO:
RSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
ANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC 1
8 93 1 TONS I OUAN. HANOLEO OO (TONS)
FACILITY: 26 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
A BUI LDING . MOS 3
RECORD : 9 1 2960206
ASTE CODE 9B07BO OUAN GENERATEO:
3LVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
7 29 ( TONS ) OUAN. HANOLEO: 06 (TONS)
FACILITY 24 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORO : 9 1 2960209
ANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC . ) STORAGE AREA B
V05 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 34
IHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC OISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TXD0694S0997
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
ISTE COOE 980790 OUAN GENERATEO:
ILVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
INOLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM, ETC 1
7 29 ( TONS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 00 (TONS)
FACILITY: 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
AREA A
RECORO : 9 1 2960208
ISTE COOE: 9807(0 OUAN GENERATEO:
ILVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
7 29 ( TONS 1 OUAN. HANDLED: 0.00 (TONS)
FACILITY 27 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORD : 9 129602 1
2
\NDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM.
1STE CODE 980790 OUAN GENERATED:
ETC . )
7 29 (TONS)
B
OUAN HANOLEO:
BUILDING, PUMP MAINTENANCE AREA
00 ( TONS 1 RECORD : 9 1 29602 1 1
ILVENT CONTAMINATED SOLIO MATERIAL
tNOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM. ETC. )
FACILITY: 26 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
A BUILDING, MOS 3
ISTE CODE 980790 OUAN GENERATEO:
ILVENT CONTAMINATED SOLIO MATERIAL
INDLING: SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. ORUM, ETC )
7 . 29 ( TONS I OUAN HANDLED: OO (TONS)
FACILITY: 25 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
A BUILDING. MOS 3
RECORD : 9 129602 10
ISTE COOE: 100710 OUAN CENERATEO: 489 . 042 . S 6 6 OO (GALS)
ISTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL P R C E S S ( D ME S T I C I N U S T R I A L GRADE)
OUAN. HANOLEO
RECEIVER. 10S43
489.042.S66 00 (GALS)
CITY OF AUST IN
RECORO 9 1 29602 1
3
ANDLING: T69 AEROBIC TANK
ISTE COOE: 900710 OUAN GENERATEO: 30.109 2TO 00 ( GALS 1 OUAN. HANOLEO: 30. 109 . 270 OO ( GALS ) RECORO : 9 1 29602 14
ISTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL P R C ESS 1 OME S T I C - I NO US T R I A L GRADE)
tNOLINC: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
RECEIVER 10S43 CITY OF AUST IN
HSTE CODE 901240 OUAN GENERATEO:
I'.ID. SPENT
INDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
S59 607 OO ( GALS I OUAN. HANDLED:
RECEIVER: 30003
114,997 OO ( GALS )
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
.
INC.
RECORO : 9 129602 1
S
ISTE CODE 109080 OUAN GENERATEO:
ISTE WATER. INDUSTRIAL CONTAINS
o 00 ( GALS )
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
OUAN. HANOLEO:
RECEIVER: 30477
0.00 (GALS)
MOTOROLA INC .
RECORO
:
9 129602 1
6
INDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM.
ISTE COOE: 1798SO OUAN GENERATEO:
ETC 1
00 ( TONS ) OUAN HANOLEO OO ( TONS ) RECORD 9 1 29602 1
7
IIL. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
INDLING: S01 CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC . I
RECE I VER : 30477 MOTOROLA INC.
iSTE COOE 900720 OUAN GENERATED
RIPPING SOLUTION. ELECTROLYTIC
iNOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM, ETC )
O OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED
RECEIVER 30477
OO ( GALS )
MOTOROLA INC.
RECORO 9 129 602 1
KSTE CODE 91S820 OUAN GENERATED:
THVL ALCOHOL WITH ARSENIC
00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED
RECE I VER 30477
OO ( GALS )
MOTOROLA INC
RECORO 9 1 29602 1
9
iNDLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC )
0WO542
TEXAS
SH IPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PER 100 COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MONITORING REPORT
ID WASTE SVSTEM (OWOSOOI
JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/
PAGE
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX0OE945O997
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE CODE 970720 OUAN GENERATED
SOLDER DROSS (TIN-LEAO)
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC )
00 (CALS) OUAN HANOLEO :
RECEIVER 30477
. OO (CALS I
MOTOROLA INC.
RECORO : 9 1 29S0220
WASTE CODE 112420 OUAN CENERATED:
METHVL PYRROLIDONE
4 9S2 OO [ CALS ) OUAN. HANDLED:
RECEIVER 32123
3.737 OO (CALS)
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORD : 9 1 29*022
1
HANDLING: TS4 DISTILLATION
WASTE COOE: 1794SO OUAN GENERATED: 3 SS (TONS) OUAN HANDLED : 3 SS ( TONS 1 RECDRO 9 1 29S0222
CONTAINERS, EMPTV
HANOL ING OSS OTHER
RECEIVER: 32123 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
WASTE COOE 910IOO OUAN GENERATED:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
SS 7S9 00 ( CALS 1 OUAN HANOLEO :
RECEIVER 32123
SO. 9 17 00 ( CALS )
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORO : 9 129*0223
WASTE CODE: 9111S0 OUAN. GENERATED:
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATEO
9 927 00 ( CALS I OUAN HANOLEO:
RECEIVER 32123
S , 274 00 ( CALS)
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORO
:
9 1 29(022*
HANOLINC TS4 DISTILLATION
WASTE COOE: 911900 OUAN. GENERATED: 1 10S 00 (CALS) OUAN. HANOLEO: 770 . OO ( CALS ) RECORD : 9 1 2K022S
OIL. ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
HANOLINC: TSO BLENDING
RECEIVER: 32123 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
WASTE CODE 914490 OUAN GENERATED
PHOTO RESIST
HANOLINC. TSO BLENDING
56 S40 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLEO :
RECEI VER 32 123
SO. S9S 00 ( CALS )
CI8RALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORD
:
9 1 29*022*
WASTE CODE: 91*940 OUAN. GENERATED:
PAINT ANO SOLVENTS
1 277 OO ( CALS ) OUAN HANDLED:
RECEIVER 32123
1,10 1 OO 1 CALS )
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORD 9 1 29*0227
HANDLING: TSO BLENOINC
WASTE CODE: 911150 OUAN CENERATED: 9 927 oo ( CALS ) OUAN HANDLED 34S OO ( CALS ) RECORD 9 1 29*022*
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATEO
HANOLINC: TS4 DISTILLATION
RECEIVER S0029 HEAT INC
WASTE COOE: 911900 OUAN CENERATED:
OIL, ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
HANOLINC. TSO BLENOINC
1 10S oo ( CALS I OUAN HANOLEO
RECEIVER S0029
14S OO ( CALS )
H EAT INC
RECORD : 9 1 29(0229
WASTE COOE: 914490 OUAN GENERATED:
PHOTO RESIST
SS S40 oo (CALS I OUAN. HANOLEO:
RECEIVER. SOQ29
2 . 43* OO ( CALS )HEAT INC RECORO 9 1 29*0230
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM [OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 19*0
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID : TXDOS94S0997 COLORAOO R I VER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE: 91*940 OUAN GENERATED:
PAINT AND SOLVENTS
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
1 . 277 OO ( GALS
)
OUAN HANOLEO:
RECEIVER: S0029 HEAT 174 OO ( CALS
)
INC
RECORO 9
1
29*0231
WASTE CODE: 9000*0
ACID. SULFURIC
OUAN GENERATED 11*. 9*S OO ( CALS OUAN HANDLED: 13,58* OO (GALS)
RECEIVER: OW 1 « 9 PS I TRANSPORTS. INC.
RECORO : 9 1 29*0232
HANOLINC 0*0 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
WASTE COOE: 9012*0 OUAN. GENERATED: SS9 . «07 . 00 ( CALS OUAN HANOLEO: 44* . 0*9 OO ( CALS
I
RECORD 912**0233
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING: 0*0 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
RECEIVER 0W1S9 OS I TRANSPORTS. INC.
WASTE CODE: 90O04O OUAN. GENERATED:
ACID, SULFURIC
HANOLINC: 0*0 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
111,911.00 ( CALS
I
OUAN. HANOLEO: 10*. 071 00 (CALS)
RECEIVER: 0W1(( GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORO 9 1 29(023*
WASTE CODE: 17(4(0
CONTAINERS, EMPTY
OUAN CENERATED: 3 58 ( TONS OUAN HANDLED: O . OS (TONS)
RECEIVER 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
RECORD: 912((023S
HANDLING: DSS OTHER
WASTE COOE: 9SQ9SO OUAN. GENERATED:
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: ROLLINS BATON ROUGE LA LAD01039S127
O 49 (TONS) OUAN. HANOLEO: 0.4* (TONS) RECORD: 91298Q23S
LAB WASTE
HANOLINC: TOT ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
RECEIVER: 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: ROLLINS BATON ROUGE LA LA0O1O3SS127
WASTE CODE 972720 OUAN GENERATED:
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
HANDLINC: TOT ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
WASTE CODE: 9(07*0 OUAN. GENERATED:
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
a 93 ( TONS
7 29 (TONS)
OUAN. HANOLEO: 8 44 (TONS)
RECEIVER: 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: ROLLINS BATON ROUGE LA LA001039S127
RECORO: 9129(0237
HANOL INC : T07 ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
OUAN HANOLEO: 7.23 (TONS)
RECEIVER: 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: ROLLINS BATON ROUGE LA LAD010395127
RECORO 9129(023*
S42 SHIPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PER 100 COVERED
MON I TOR I NC REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSO0)
JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
PACE 37
IPPER 30*77 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAV I S
EPA 10 TXD0694SO997 BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPEO
TE CODE 901240
D. SPENT
OL INC : T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT I TV
PRECIPI TATION
S 04 1 OO 1 CALS ) RECE I VER 30003
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED:
ENCYCLE/TEXAS , INC
1 090
1 009
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 724
9 1 109 1364
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I CHWAY
SRVS
TE CODE 901240
D. SPENT
OL INC T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT ITT
PRECIPITATION
3 52S 00 I CALS 1 RECEIVER 30003
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
.
INC.
1 090
10 10
T
I
CKET
RECORD
00001 72S
9 1 1 09 1 36S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
TE CODE 901 240
D, SPENT
DLINC: T23 CHEMICAL
OUANTITV :
PRECIP I TATION
4 394 00 ( CALS ) RECE I VER 30003
REPORT OATE
DATE RECE I VED
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
.
INC
1 090
10 12
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 726
9 1109 1 366
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I CHWAY
SRVS
TE CODE 901240
D. SPENT
OLINC. T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT I TY
:
PRECIP ITATION
4 933 00 ( CALS 1 RECEIVER 30003
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VED
ENCYCLE/TEXAS. INC
1 090
10 16
T ICKET
RECORO
0O001 729
9 1 109 1367
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I CHWAY
SRVS
TE CODE 901240
g, SPENT
DL INC : T23 CHEMICAL
OUANTI TV
PRECIP ITATION
4 J9I 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER: 30003
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEI VEO
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
.
INC
1090
1 O 1 7
TICKET
RECORO
OOOO 173 1
9 1 109 1366
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
HI CHWAY
SRVS
TE CODE 901240
D. SPENT
DLINC: T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT I TY
PRECIP ITATION
4 911 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER 30003
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED:
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
.
INC .
1O90
1022
T CKET
RECORO
00O01733
9 1109 1 369
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I CHWAY
SRVS
TE CODE 901240
J SPENT
DLINC. T23 CHEMICAL
OUANTITY :
PRECIP I TATION
4 7S» 00 I CALS 1 RECEIVER 30003
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
ENCYCLE/TEXAS, INC.
1090
1024
TICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 734
9 1 109 1370
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I CHWAY
SRVS
-
142
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I0WO5OO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 38
IPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TX0O694SO997 BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
rE CODE 901 240
>. SPENT
1L INC T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT I TV
:
PRECIP I TAT ION
3 8S7 00 ( CALS I RECEIVER 30003
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVEO:
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
.
INC
1090
1026
T ICKET :
RECORO :
OOOO 1737
9 11091371
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
TE COOE 901240
9. SPENT
KING T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT I TY
PRECIPITATION
4 OS* 00 { CALS 1 RECEIVER: 30003
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VED
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
, INC
1 090
1 030
TICKET :
RECORO :
00O01 738
9 11091 372
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
rE CODE 901240
3. SPENT
3LINC T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT I TY
PRECIPI TAT ION
3 S62 OO t CALS I RECEIVER 30003
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
.
INC.
1 1 90
110 1
TICKET :
RECORD :
OOOO 1 739
9 112 14S86
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
rE COOE: 901240
). SPENT
SLING: T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT I TY
PRECIPITAT ION
4 86S 00 (CALS ) RECEIVER 30003
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
.
INC .
1 1 90
1 106
T ICKET :
RECORD :
OOOO 1 74
1
9 112 14SS7
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I G HWA Y
SRVS
TE COOE 901240
». SPENT
LING: T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT I TY
PRECIPITATION
5 0* 1 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 30003
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO.
ENCYCLE/TEXAS. INC.
1 1 90
1112
TICKET
RECORO :
OOOOI 742
9 1 1 2 1 4S88
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
HI GHWAY
SRVS
TE COOE 901 240
D, SPENT
DLINC T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT I TY
:
PRECIP I TAT ION
4 881 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 30003
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECEI VEO :
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
.
INC .
1190
1 1 09
T ICKET :
RECORD
OOOO 1 744
9 1 1 2 1 4S89
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
TE COOE 901 240
D. SPENT
DLINC T23 CHEMICAL
OUANTITY
PREC IP I TATION
4 S66 OO (GALS ) RECEIVER 30003
REPORT DATE :
DATE RECE I VED
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
.
INC
1 1 90
1113
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOO 1 74S
9 112 1 4S90
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
0WOI4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (0WO5OOI
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/
PACE
SHIPPER 30*77 MOTOROLA INC J I STRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV I
S
EPA 10 TX0O694SO997 BASIN: 1* COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE 901 240
ACID, SPeNT
HANDLING T23 CHEMICAL
OUANTI TY
:
PREC IPITAT ION
S 04 1 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER: 30003
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
.
INC
1 1 90
1116
TI CKET
RECORO
OOOOI
7
9 112 14 5
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H ICHWAV
SRVS
WASTE COOE: 901240
ACIO, SPENT
HANDLING T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT I TY :
PREC I P 1 TAT I ON
4 • 43 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30003
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
.
INC
1 1 90
1 1 20
TICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1
9 1 12141
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41269 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAV
SRVS
WASTE COOE: 90124O
ACIO. SPENT
HANOLINC: T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT I TY
:
PRECIPITATION
4 • 95 00 [GALS) RECEIVER: 30O03
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
ENCYCLE/TEXAS, INC
1 1 90
1 1 26
T ICKET
RECORO
000017
9 1 1 2 1 45
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE 901 240
ACIO. SPENT
HANOLINC. T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT I TY
PREC IPITATION
4 666 OO (GALS ) RECEIVER: 30003
REPORT OATE
:
DATE RECEIVED:
ENCYCLE/TEXAS. INC
1 1 90
1 1 29
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 17
9 i 1 2 l 4S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAV
SRVS
WASTE COOE : 90 1240
ACIO. SPENT
HANOLINC: T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT I TY
PREC I P ITAT ION
4 923 OO 1 GALSI RECEI VER : 30003
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
ENCYCLE/TEXAS. INC.
1290
1 206
TI CKET
RECORD
0000 17
9 1 IS! It
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE : 901240
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT I TY
:
PRECIPI TATION
4 898 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30003
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
ENCYCLE/TEXAS. INC.
1 290
1 203
T
I
CKET
RECORD
OOOO 17
9 115 6 14
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAV
SRVS
WASTE COOE: 90124O
ACIO, SPENT
HANOLINC T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT I TY
PRECIP I TAT ION
4 729 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 30003
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
ENCYCLE/TEXAS. INC
1 290
12 10
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOOI
9 11561*
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
•
0W0S4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/1
PACE <
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC. DISTRICT: 14 RECION: 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TXD0694S0997
WASTI
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE: 901240
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING. T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT ITY :
PREC IPI TAT ION
4
. S71 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 30003
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
.
INC
1 290
1213
T ICKET :
RECORD :
000017
• 1 1S618I
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE: 901240
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING: T23 CHEMICAL
OUANT ITY
PRECIPI TATION
4
.
888 00 (GALS I RECEIVER 30003
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
ENCYCLE/TEXAS. INC.
1 290
1218
T ICKET :
RECORD
:
000017
9 1 1S816!
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I G HWA Y
SRVS
WASTE CODE: 901240
ACIO. SPENT
HANOLINC: T23 CHEMICAL
OUANTITY :
PREC IPI TATION
4
.
684 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: 30003
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
ENCYCLE/TEXAS, INC.
1 290
1 220
T ICKET :
RECORO
000017
9 119916
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE: 9012*0
ACIO, SPENT
HANOLINC: T23 CHEMICAL
OUANTITY :
PREC IPI TATION
4
, 096 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER 30003
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
ENCYCLE/TEXAS, INC.
1290
1 228
TICKET :
RECORO :
000017
9 1 1 56 16
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
41288 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
HIGHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE: 9I««90
PHOTO RESIST
HANDLINC: TSO BLENOING
OUANTITY : 799 00 1 CALS) RECEIVER: S0029
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
H EAT. INC
039O
03 1 4
TICKET :
RECORO
000710
9017 103
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
30440 HEAT, INC
.
HI GHWAY
WASTE COOE 916940
PAINT AND SOLVENTS
HANDLINC. TSO BLENOING
OUANT ITY : 12 1 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: S0029
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
0390
03 14
T ICKET :
RECORD :
0007 10
9017 103
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
30440 HEAT., INC
.
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 910100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLINC T54 DISTILLATION
2 1 2 00 1 CALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED :
H EAT INC .
0390
03 1 4
T ICKET :
RECORD :
000710
901 7 103
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
30440 HEAT. INC
H I CHWAY
Z
|
0542 SH I PPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PER 100 COVEREO
MONITORING REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
PAGE 4
1
NC DISTRICT 14 (ECION OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TXD0694S0997 BAS IN 14 COLORAOC
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
RIVER
STE COOE 9 1 1900
I. ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
NOLINC TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TV 6S 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER SO029
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VEO
M EAT INC
0390
03 1 4
T I CKET
RECORO
0007 1 069
901 7 10367
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD DP TRANS
30440 HE A
H I GHWAY
T INC
STE COOE 914490
OTO RESIST
NOLINC TSO 6LEN0INC
OUANT ITV
:
83 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 50029
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEI VEO
H EAT INC
0390
03 1 4
T ICKET
RECORD
OO07 1 089
90 1 7 1 0388
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T . INC
tTE COOE 914490
OTO RESIST
HOLING. TSO 6LEN01NG
OUANT ITV: 1 , 376 . 00 ( GALS ) RECEI VER : S0029
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
0690
06 1 3
T I CKET
RECORO
0007 1 093
90324 IS 14
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T INC
STE CODE 9 1 6940
INT AND SOLVENTS
101 ING TSO BLENDING
OUANTI TY
:
S3 OO IGALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED
H EAT INC
0690
06 1 3
TICKET
RECORD
00071093
90324 IS 1 5
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T
.
INC
tTE COOE 9 1 100
LVENTS. SPENT
VOL ING TSO BLEND I NG
OUANT ITV: 106 00 (GALS) RECEI VER : 50029
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
0690
06 1 3
T ICKET
RECORD
0007 1094
90324 IS 1 6
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
3044O H E A
H I CHWAV
T .
.
I NC
STE CODE 9 1 1900
L, ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
IOLUC TSO BLENOINC
OUANT ITV: 60 OO IGALS) RECEIVER: 50029
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
H EAT INC
0690
06 13
T ICKET
RECORD
0007 1094
90324 1111
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H
.
E A
H I GHWAY
T .
.
INC
STE COOE: 914490
9T0 RESIST
IDLING: TSO BLENOING
OUANT ITV: 21 2 OO (GALS 1 RECE I VER S002*
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
0690
061 3
TICKET
.
RECORO
OO07 1094
903241S 18
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H
.
E .
A
H I GHWAY
T
,
INC
-
>S42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM IDWOSOO)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/S2
PAGE 42
•ER: 30477 MOTOROLA NC DISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS( 1 PI
EPA 10: TX0O694SO997
WASTI
BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
>TE COOE : 901 240
0. SPENT
IDLING 060 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITV
:
I NJECT I ON
3 787 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0WI69
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS.
1 90
103
INC . TICKET :
RECORO :
OOOO 1 S6S
901 92 1 6S3
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE
H I GHWAY
TRANSPORTAT I ON SRVS
STE CODE : 901240
0. SPENT
IDLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY
I NJECT ION
4 8S4 OO ( GALS
)
RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS.
1 90
1 09
INC TICKET :
RECORO :
0000 1 568
90 192 1 6S4
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE
H I GHWAY
TRANSPORTAT ION SRVS
ETE CODE 901240
0. SPENT
IDLING: D60 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I T
Y
INJECTION
S 649 00 IGALS ) RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VEO :
OSI TRANSPORTS,
01 BO
112
INC TICKET :
RECORO :
00001 570
60192 1 655
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE
H I GHWAY
TRANSPORTAT I ON SRVS
tTE CODE 901240
0, SPENT
IDLING: D60 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECT ION
4 493 OO ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 0W16B
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS.
O1B0
o i i s
INC . TICKET
RECORO :
0000 1 572
90192 1 656
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE
H I GHWAY
TRANSPORTATION SRVS
tTE COOE 90 1 240
D. SPENT
IDLING: 060 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECTION
4 7SS OO 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1B*
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS.
01 90
O 1 1 6
INC . TICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 S73
90192 1 6S7
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE
H I GHWAY
TRANSPORTAT I ON SRVS
tTE COOE 9O1240
19. SPENT
IDLING 060 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITV
INJECTION
4 S46 OO (CALS ) RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS.
O 1 90
O 1 1 9
INC TICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 S74
90 1 92 1 656
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE
HIGHWAY
TRANSPORTATION SRVS
STE CODE 901 240
10. SPENT
IDLING 060 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV
I NJECT I ON
4 242 00 IGALS) RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS.
1 90
01 23
INC TICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 575
90 192 1 659
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE
HIGHWAY
TRANSPORTAT ION SRVS
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM IOWOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1980
SHIPPER 3Q477 MOTOROLA INC OISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX0O6945O997 COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 9012*0 OUANTITY
ACIO, SPENT
HANDLING PIC UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5.081 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW169 OS I TRANSPORTS. INC
REPORT DATE 190
PATE RECEIVED: 01 26
T I CKET
:
RECORD
O0001S
90 1 92 1 I
1ST TRANSPORTER :
METHOD OF TRANS
41269 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 9O1240 OUANTITY:
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 . 94S OO I GALS ) RECEIVER DW169 OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
REPORT DATE : 0290
DATE RECE I VED : 020 1
TICKET :
RECORD
OOOO 1
5
9019219
1ST TRANSPORTER :
METHOD OP TRANS
41269 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 901240 QUANTITY
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING. 090 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S, ISI.00 [ GALS I RECEIVER: DWIli OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
REPORT DATE 0290
PATE RECE I VED : 020S
T ICKET :
RECORD :
OOOO 1
90 19219
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
41289 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 901240 OUANTITV
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING: 060 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4
.
9 1 2 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W169 OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
REPORT DATE 0290
DATE RECE I VED 02 12
T ICKET
RECORD :
OOOO It
9019219
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
:
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 901240 OUANTITY
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
,946 OO (GALS) RECEIVER DW169 DSI TRANSPORTS, INC
REPORT DATE 0290
DATE RECEIVED: 02 1 4
T I CKET
RECORD
OOOO I 5
9019219
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OP TRANS
41269 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 9O1240 OUANTITY
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING: 090 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S . 07* 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 0WI69 OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
REPORT DATE 0290
DATE RECE I VED 02 1 3
T I CKET
RECORO :
oooo i
s
9019218
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OP TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 9O1240 OUANTITY:
ACID, SPENT
HANOLINC: 090 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
* . 454 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER. DW1II OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
REPORT OATE: 0290
DATE RECE I VED 02 IS
T ICKET .
RECORD :
000011
90 l 12 H
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41269 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
DW0542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED: JAN I9B0 THRU OEC 1BBO
2/20/
PAGE
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA NC . OISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TXD0694S0997 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 901 240
ACID, SPENT
HANDLING: D80 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY
INJECT ION
4 98* 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1B9
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS , INC .
0290
0223
T ICKET :
RECORO :
00001!
9019211
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H ICHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE 901 240
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING. G60 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECT ION
S 077 OO I GALS ) RECEIVER 0W199
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEI VED :
OS I TRANSPORTS
,
INC
0290
0226
T ICKET :
RECORD :
OOOO 11
9019211
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H ICHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE : 901 240
ACID, SPENT
HANDLING. 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECT ION
* 917 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 0W199
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
O290
0227
T ICKET :
RECORO :
00001!
90 192 11
-
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE : 9012*0
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING. D90 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITV :
INJECTION
B 197 00 ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 0W189
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO.
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0390
0302
TI CKET
RECORO :
OOOO 11'
90 192114
1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
HI GHWAY
SRVS
?WASTE COOE : 901 240
ACID, SPENT
HANDLING: 090 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY
INJECT ION
S 04S OO (CALS 1 RECEIVER OW169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED :
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC
0390
0307
TICKET :
RECORD :
O0001
901921!
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE 901 240
ACID, SPENT
HANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY
INJECT ION
* 1S5 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER DW1B9
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED :
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
0390
0309
T
I
CKET
RECORO :
00O01
901921
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41269 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE 901 2*0
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING. 060 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
INJECT ION
S 042 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 99
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEI VED :
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC
0390
0309
T ICKET :
RECORD :
00001
'
901921 :
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41269 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
z
\
IWOS4 2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/ 20/9 2
PACE 15
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC . OISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV I
S
EPA ID: TX0O6945O997 BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
(ASTE CODE 901240
iCID. SPENT
IANOLINC 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
:
INJECTION
4 953 OO ( GALS ) RECE I VER DW1 (9
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0390
03 1 S
T I CKET
RECORD
0000 1 604
90 192 1674
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
41269 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
HIGHWAY
SRVS
(ASTE CODE 90 1 240
>CID, SPENT
IANOLINC 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV :
INJECTION
5 1 (2 OO ( CALS I RECEIVER DWM9
REPORT OATE.
OATE RECEIVEO
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
0390
03 1 9
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 S06
90192 1 67S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41269 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
HIGHWAY
SRVS
(ASTE CODE 901 240
iCIO. SPENT
IANOLINC: D(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV :
INJECTION
4 ((1 OO ( CALS ) RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0390
0323
TICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 609
901921676
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I CHWAY
SRVS
(ASTE CODE 901240
ACIO. SPENT
IANOLING: 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
3 708 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W1S9
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
0390
0326
T I CKET
RECORO
OOOO 16 10
90 192 1677
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I CHWAY
SRVS
(ASTE CODE 901240
ICIO. SPENT
IANOLING: 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECT ION
5 039 00 1 CALS I RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0390
0327
TICKET
RECORO
OOOOI 6 1
1
90 192 1 676
[
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
(ASTE COOE 901 240
CIO SPENT
IANOLING. 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY :
INJECTION
3 748 00 1 GALS) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0390
0326
T
I
CKET
RECORD
OOOO 16 12
901921679
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
4126( RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I CHWAY
SRVS
(ASTE COOE 901 240
ICID. SPENT
IANOLINC. 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY :
INJECTION
4 773 00 IGALS ) RECEIVER DWK9
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVEO
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC
039O
0330
TICKET
RECORD
OOOO 16 13
90192 1 6(0
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
412(9 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
HI CHWAY
SRVS
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM I OWOSOO
I
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 199Q THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 46
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA NC DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 : TX0O694SO997
WASTi REPORTED
BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
'ASTE COOE 901 240
CIO. SPENT
ANGLING D60 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
INJECT ION
« 307 00 ( CALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 (9
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECE I VED
OS I TRANSPORTS, INC
0490
0402
TI CKET
:
RECORO :
00001 6 1
4
903 1 20903
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I CHWAY
SRVS
'ASTE CODE 901240
CIO. SPENT
ANDLINC 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECTION
4 9(9 OO (GALS) RECEIVER 0W1 69
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VED :
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0490
0403
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOOI 6 1
5
903 1 20904
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
'ASTE CODE 901240
CIO SPENT
ANDLINC 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
INJECTION
4 (93 00 I CALS ] RECEIVER: DWK9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0490
0406
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOO 1(17
903 1 2090S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
'ASTE CODE 901240
CIO SPENT
ANDLINC DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
INJECT ION
S 31S 00 ( CALS
)
RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0490
0407
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 16 16
903 1 20906
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
TASTE COOE 901 240
CIO
.
SPENT
ANDLINC 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
I NJECTION
4 076 00 (CALS ) RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECEIVEO
DSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
0490
0409
TICKET :
RECORO
OOOO 16 19
903 1 20907
1ST TRANSPORTER :
METHOO OF TRANS
:
412(6 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
'ASTE
.CIO
,
ANOL
CODE 90 1 240
SPENT
NC 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY
INJECT ION
3 . 726 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW169
REPORT OATE
:
OATE RECE I VED
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC. TICKET
0490 RECORO
0409
OOOO 1 620
903 1 20906
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
'ASTE
• CIO
.
IANOL
COOE 90 1 240
SPENT
NC 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
:
I NJECT ION
2 . S(7 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER : DW1 (9
REPORT DATE .
DATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC TICKET
0490 RECORD
04 1 2
OOOO 1622
903 1 20909
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I CHWAY
DWOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/
PACE
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC . DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TXD0694S099 7 BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 901240
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING. OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECT ION
4 622 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER OWISB
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
OS I TRANSPORTS. INC.
0490
04 12
T I CKET
RECORD
00001
S
B03 1 209
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
4I2CS RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE 901 240
ACID, SPENT
HANOLING. 0*0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECTION
5 01S OO (GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1SS
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVEO:
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
0490
0426
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOOIS
803 1 209
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
412SS RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I CHWAV
SRYS
WASTE CODE 901240
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY :
INJECT ION
4 930 OO (CALS I RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
O4B0
0423
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOOI
1
S03 1 209
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
412SS RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE 901 240
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING: OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
INJECT ION
4 STB OO (GALS) RECEIVER OWISB
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
OSBO
osos
T
I
CKET
RECORO
00001
803 1 209
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
4I2SS RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE: 901240
ACID. SPENT
HANOLING: OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY
INJECT ION
4 B24 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW1BB
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
OSBO
0S02
T I CKET
RECORO
OOOOI
S03 1209
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHDO OP TRANS
412SS RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I G HWA Y
SRVS
WASTE CODE : 901 240
ACID. SPENT
HANOLING: OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY:
INJECTION
S OBS 00 ( GALS ) RECE IYER 0W1 SB
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VED :
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0S90
0S03
T CKET
RECORO
OOOOI
903 1 209
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
412SS RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE: 901240
ACID. SPENT
HANOLING. DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
INJECTION
4 TS3 00 1 GALS I RECEIVER 0W1 SB
REPORT OATE
DATE RECE I VED
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
OSBO
0507
T CKET
RECORO
OOOOli
803 1 209
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
412SS RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
-
DWOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1980 THRU DEC 1BB0
2/20/'
PACE
SHIPPER. 30477 MOTOROLA NC DISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
EPA 10: TXD0884SOBS7 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE : 901 240
ACID. SPENT
HANOLING: OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECT ION
4 845 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W1BS
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVEO:
DSI TRANSPORTS.
OSBO
OS 1 8
INC . TICKET
RECORO
0000 1
!
B03 1209
WASTE
AC 10,
COOE: 801240
SPENT
OUANT I TY S 14S OO (GALS) RECEIVER OWISB
REPORT DATE
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0580
INC T ICKET
RECORO
OOOOI
903 1 209
HANOL ING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECT ION DATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
0521
4128B RESOURCE
H I GHWAY
TRANSPORTAT ION SRVS
WASTE
ACID.
COOE: 801240
SPENT
OUANT ITY : 4 S3S 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER: DW1S8
REPORT OATE:
DSI TRANSPORTS.
OSBO
INC T ICKET
RECORO
OO0O1I
903 1 201
HANOL ING : DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION DATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
OS23
412BS RESOURCE
H I GHWAY
TRANSPORTAT ION SRVS
WASTE
JCIDj.
COOE: 80124O
SPENT
OUANTITY : 4 170 00 1 GALS 1 RECEIVER: 0W1BS
REPORT OATE
.
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0580
INC . TICKET
RECORO
OOOOli
903 1 201
.
HANOLINC: OSO UNDERCROUNO INJECTION OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0524
412BS RESOURCE
H I GHWAY
TRANSPORTATION SRVS
WASTE
ACIO
.
COOE: B01240
SPENT
OUANTI TY : 4 1S7 OO (GALS) RECEIVER: DW1S8
REPORT OATE:
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0590
INC TICKET
RECORO
OOOOI
903 1 201
HANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECT ION DATE RECEIVEO:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0525
412S8 RESOURCE
H I GHWAY
TRANSPORTAT ION SRVS
WASTE
AC ID.
CODE: 801240
SPENT
OUANTITY : 4 S7S 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 0W18B
REPORT DATE:
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0590
INC TICKET
RECORO
000011
903 1 20! .
HANOL ING OSO UNDERGROUND I NJECTION OATE RECEIVEO:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
OS31
412SS RESOURCE
H I GHWAY
TRANSPORTATION SRVS
WASTE
ACIO,
COOE : 80 1240
SPENT
OUANT I TY 4 428 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: DW1BB
REPORT OATE:
DSI TRANSPORTS.
0790
INC T I CKET
RECORO
OOOOI 1
9 106701 .
HANOL ING : OSO UNDERGROUND INJECT ION OATE RECEIVEO:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0702
412B8 RESOURCE
H I GHWAY
TRANSPORTATION SRVS
DWOS4 2 SHIPPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PER 100 COVEREO
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/9 2
PAGE 49
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC . 3ISTR1CT 1* REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAV I
S
EPA ID TXD0694S0997 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
MS'! CODE 1012*0
OCID SPENT
HANDLING DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECTION
4 608 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W189
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0790
O703
T I CKET
RECORO
0000 1 665
9 1067067 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H IGHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE 9012*0
Weio. SPENT
HANDLING: DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECT ION
4 678 oo I GALS ) RECEIVER DWI69
REPORT DATE :
OATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC
0790
07 10
T I CKET
RECORO
OOOO 1667
9 10670672
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE 9012*0
1CI0. SPENT
HANOLING: 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
4 967 oo ( GALS I RECE I VER : DW1 S9
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0790
07 13
T I CKET
RECORD
0000 1672
9 10670673
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I G HWA Y
SRVS
WASTE COOE 901 2*0
'•CIO. SPENT
HANDLING. 010 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
INJECTION
4 45 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 (9
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0790
071 6
TI CKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 674
9 1 0670674
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41288 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H IGHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE $01240
VC I D . SPENT
HANDLING: DJO UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY:
INJECT ION
S 1 io oo ( GALS I RECEIVER: 0W1 19
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS . INC
0790
07 IS
TICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 676
9 1067O675
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE : 9000*0
1CID. SULFURIC
HANDLING. DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY :
INJECTION
2 748 oo I GALS ) RECEIVER: DW169
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
0790
0723
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1677
9 10670676
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
VASTE CODE 900040
HC ID. SULFURIC
(ANDLING DIO UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY:
INJECTION
2 S6S oo ( GALS 1 RECEIVER DW1 19
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC
0790
0723
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 678
9 10670677
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
HIGHWAY
SRVS
IW05 4 2
TEXAS
SHIPPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MONITORING REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE SO
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA NC . DISTRICT 1* REGION: 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TXD06945O997
WAST!
BASIN: 14 COLORAOO RIVER
REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
ASTE COOE: 901240
tCIO. SPENT
ANDLING: 060 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECTION
4 667 OO ( GALS ) RECdVER: 0W169
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0790
0720
T I CKET
RECORO :
OOOO 1 679
9 1O670676
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
ASTE CODE 901240
CIO. SPENT
ANOLING: 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY:
INJECT ION
4 871 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1 69
REPORT OATE
:
OATE RECEIVEO:
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
0790
0725
T ICKET :
RECORD :
OOOO 1 680
9 10670679
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
ASTE CODE 901240
CIO. SPENT
ANDLING: 060 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
4 508 OO 1 GALS I RECEIVER DW169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0790
0726
T ICKET :
RECORD :
OOOO 1 68
1
9 10670660
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I CHWAY
SRVS
ASTE COOE 601240
CIO, SPENT
ANDLING 060 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
3 662 OO 1 GALS I RECEIVER: DW166
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0790
0731
TICKET
RECORO :
OOOO 1 663
9 1 OS7066
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
ASTE CODE 901240
CID. SPENT
ANOLING: 080 UNOERGROUNO
OUANT I TY :
INJECTION
4 647 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 68
REPORT OATE.
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC .
O690
0603
T ICKET
RECORD :
OOOO 1 664
9 109 11 228
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H IGHWAY
SRVS
ASTE COOE 901240
CID. SPENT
ANOLING 060 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY
INJECT ION
5 290 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER : 0W1 68
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
O890
OS06
T I CKET
RECORO
OOOO 1665
9 1091 1229
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41288 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H IGHWAY
SRVS
ASTE COOE 900040
CIO
.
SULFURIC
ANOLING OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
INJECT ION
2 64 1 oo (GALS ) RECEIVER: DW169
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0890
0807
T I CKET
RECORD
OOOO 1686
9 1 09 1 l 230
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H IGHWAY
SRVS
1
1
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM (DWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 199Q THRU DEC 1990
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX0OS94SO997 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 900040
ACIO , SULFURIC
HANDLING D80 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV :
[
N
JECT 1 ON
2. 826 . 00 ( CALS
)
RECEIVER DW169 OS I TRANSPORTS. INC
REPORT DATE 0890
DATE RECEIVED 0808
T I CKET
RECORD :
OOOOI II
9 109 112:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41288 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 900040 QUANTITY:
ACIO. SULFURIC
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
3
,
878 00 ( GALS RECEIVER 0WI89 DS I TRANSPORTS. INC.
REPORT DATE : 0890
OATE RECEIVED 0809
T ICKET :
RECORD :
OOOOI 81
9 109 1 12:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS :
41288 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAV
WASTE CODE 901240 OUANTITV:
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING. D90 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5.440 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 0W189 OS I TRANSPORTS. INC.
REPORT OATE 0890
OATE RECE I VED 08 10
TICKET :
RECORD :
OOOOI 8!
9 109 I 12'
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS :
41288 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAV
WASTE COOE : 901 240
ACIO, SPENT
HANDLING D80 UNDERGROUND
5 . 402 00 ( GALS
[ NJECT I ON
RECEIVER 0W1S9 OS I TRANSPORTS. INC.
REPORT DATE O890
DATE RECEIVED 08 1 4
TICKET :
RECORD :
OOOOI
t
9 109 1 12:.
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41288 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
HIGHWAY
WASTE CODE: 901240 OUANTITY:
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING. 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 . 1 31 OO ( GALS RECEIVER DW189 OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
REPORT OATE: 0890
OATE RECEIVEO: 08 17
TICKET :
RECORD :
0000 181
9 109 112:1
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 901240 OUANTITY:
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING D80 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S
.
238 OO ( GALS RECEIVER 0W189 DS I TRANSPORTS. INC.
REPORT OATE: 0890
DATE RECEIVED: Q820
TI CKET
:
RECORD :
OOOOI 8!
9 109 1 12;
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41288 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE tOl 240
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING: D90 UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TV
:
INJECT I ON
S. 274. 00 (GALS) RECEIVER DW189 OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
REPORT OATE: 0890
DATE RECE I VED 0924
T ICKET :
RECORO :
OOOOI 8
,
9 109 1 12
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41288 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
]
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/'
PAGE
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA NC DISTRICT: 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TX0OS945O997 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE 901240
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECT ION
S 087 OO (GALS ) RECEIVER 0W189
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVEO
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0890
082S
TICKET
RECORO
OOOOI 6>
9 109 1 12
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41288 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE 901 240
ACIO. SPENT
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY :
I NJECTI ON
4 • 87 00 (CALS ) RECEIVER: 0W189
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0890
0828
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOOI 6'
9 109 1 12:
l
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE: 901240
ACIO. SPENT
HANOLING D80 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
INJECTION
B 022 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1 49
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0890
0830
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOOIT'
• 109 1 12:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE 901240
ACID. SPgNT
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
B 444 OO (GALS) RECEIVER DW1S9
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC .
0(90
0904
TICKET
RECORD
000017 ;
• 109 1 12:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
HIGHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE 901 240
ACIO. SPENT
HANOLING. D80 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
INJECT ION
3 • 03 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1 19
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0990
0904
T ICKET
RECORO
oooon
9109112
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE : 901 240
ACIO. SPENT
HANOLING: 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY:
INJECTION
4 108 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W189
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
0990
0907
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOOIT
• 10911;
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE 901 240
ACIO. SPENT
HANOLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
I NJECT ION
4 7S7 00 ( GALS) RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT DATS
OATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0990
09 1 2
T I CKET
RECORO
OOOOI V
• 109 1 1 ; :
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
z
I
i
0WOS4 2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
PACE S3
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV 1
S
EPA ID TX0O694SO997 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SNIPPED
WASTE COOE 901 240
ACID. SPENT
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV :
INJECT ION
4
.
T04 OO 1 GALS 1 RECEIVER DW1S9
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
0990
09 1 S
TICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 706
9 109 1 1 24S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H IGHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE: 901240
ICIO SPENT
IANOLING D80 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
S 477 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W199
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
OS I TRANSPORTS , INC
0990
09 1 7
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 707
9 109 1 1 246
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
HIGHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE: 901240
ICIO SPENT
HANDLING DSO UNOERCROUND
OUANT I TV
INJECTION
4 243 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1 69
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0990
0924
T
I
CKET
RECORO
OOOO 17 11
9 10911247
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE 901240
»CID, SPENT
HANDLING 090 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECT ION
3 4«4 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0990
0920
TICKET
RECORD
OOOOI 7 1
3
9 10911 248
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
412S8 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
HI GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE 901240
ICIO. SPENT
HANDLING OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV
INJECT ION
4 S3* 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W1S9
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0990
092S
TICKET
RECORO
OOOO 17 16
9 109 1 1249
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
412S8 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H IGHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE : 901 240
ICIO. SPENT
HANDLING. D10 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITV :
INJECTION
5 047 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0WI99
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
DSI TRANSPORTS, INC
0990
0928
T ICKET
RECORD
00001 7 1
7
9 109 1 1 250
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H IGHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE 901 240
ICIO, SPENT
HANDLING 0(0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV :
INJECTION
3 732 OO 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W1S9
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VEO :
DSI TRANSPORTS, INC
1 1 90
111S
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOOI 746
9 1 1S6 1 (60
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
HI GHWAY
SRVS
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 54
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA NC . DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID : TX0O894SO997
WAST1 REPORTED
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
(ASTE CODE 900040
.CIO. SULFURIC
IANOLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
:
INJECT ION
3 273 OO ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 0W119
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
DS I TRANSPORTS , INC
1 290
1 205
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOOI 755
9 112 1 4595
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I G HWA Y
SRVS
fASTE CODE 901240
ICIO. SPENT
IANDLINC 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
INJECT ION
4 374 OO (GALS ) RECEIVER: DWI69
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
1 290
1 207
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOOI 758
9 112 1 4596
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I G HWA Y
SRVS
HASTE CODE: 90124O
CIO. SPENT
IANDLINC: 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
4 947 OO ( GALS I RECEIVER: DW1S9
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED:
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
1 290
122 1
T ICKET ;
RECORD
OOOO 1 718
9 112 1 4597
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H IGHWAY
SRVS
/ASTE CODE 90 12*0
.CIO. SPENT
IANOLING 060 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
4 71 00 ( GALS
)
RECEIVER. DWItS
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
OS90
os i t
T ICKET
RECORO :
0007 1092
903 1 20923
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I G HWA Y
SRVS
'ASTE COOE : 900040
.CIO. SULFURIC
IANDLINC: 060 UNOERGROUNO
OUANT ITY :
INJECTION
2 ISS OO ( CALS I RECEIVER: OWlSt
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
1 90
104
TICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1564
900860 102
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAV
'ASTE COOE : 9 10 lOO
OLVENTS, SPENT
IANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANT ITY : 4 03S 00 ( GALS 1 RECEIVER: DW186
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0190
0104
T CKET
RECORO
OOOO 15 66
900660 1 03
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H IGHWAY
'ASTE CODE : 900040
CIO, SULFURIC
IANOLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY :
I NJECT I ON
2 838 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1SS
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
O 1 90
106
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOO 1567
900660 1 04
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0W166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H IGHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM IDWO50O]
PERIOD COVERED JAN 199Q THRU DEC 1990
SHIPPER; 30*77 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION 227 TRAV IS
EPA ID TXD0694S0997 1 « COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 900040 OUANTITY:
ACID, SULFURIC
HANDLING 090 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
3 , 314 . 00 I GALS I RECEIVER DW166 GISRALTER CHeMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT OATE 0190
DATE RECE I VED 01 23
T ICKET
RECORO :
000016
9006(01
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
DW166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
HI GHWAY
WASTE CODE 910100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TY
:
4 , 704 . OO I GALS I RECEIVER: OWIII GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT OATE : 0190
DATE RECE I VED 117
T ICKET :
RECORD :
0000 15
9006101
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
:
Owns GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 900040 OUANTITV
ACID. SULFURIC
HANDLING: 040 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
3 .030 00 ( CALS
)
RECEIVER: DW1(( GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE: 0190
OATE RECEIVED: 013 1
TICKET :
RECORD :
OOOO 1
5
9009(01
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
:
0WII6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H I G HWA Y
WASTE CODE: (00040 OUANTITV
ACID. SULFURIC
HANDLING: 040 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
2,790 00 IGALS) RECEIVER: 0W1B6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
REPORT DATE 0290
OATE RECEIVED: 0202
TICKET :
RECORO :
0000 1
!
90 1 0(00
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0W196 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
HI GHWAY
WASTE CODE 9O0O40 OUANTITV
ACID, SULFURIC
HANDL1NC. 0(0 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
3,11$ OO (CALS) RECEIVER DW1BC CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE: 0290
OATE RECE I VED Q20»
TICKET :
RECORD :
000 15
90 1 040C
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
:
owns GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 900040
ACIO. SULFURIC
HANDLING: 040 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITV
I N JECTION
3. 935 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 0WI46 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE: 02(0
DATE RECEIVED 02 1 S
T ICKET :
RECORD :
000011;
90 10(00
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
41248 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: (00040 OUANTITY:
ACID, SULFURIC
HANDLING: 0(0 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 ,0S( . 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER: OW I 4
6
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED
:
IBRALTEP. CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
02(0
0220
T ICKET :
RECORO :
OOOOII;
(O 1 040C
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
DWIIS GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
H I GHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1490 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/
SHIPPER: 3Q477 MOTOROLA INC OISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TXD0((4S0(97 COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPEO
WASTE COOE: 910100
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLING: TSO BLEN01NG
OUANT ITY
:
S.OOO.OO (GALS) RECEIVER DW1(( GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT OATE : 0290
OATE RECEIVED: 0222
TICKET :
RECORO :
0000 11
90 1 0401
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
DW1S( GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
H I G HWA Y
WASTE CODE: (00040
ACID
.
SULFURIC
HANDLING. 0(0 UNDERGROUND
2 , 7(0 . 00 I GALS I RECEIVER: 0W1*( GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT OATE: 02BO
OATE RECEIVED: 0226
T ICKET :
RECORO :
OOOOt!
(010(01
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS:
412(6 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS.
H I G HWA Y
WASTE COOE: (10 100
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
* . (SI .00 ( GALS I RECEIVER: OW I ( ( GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE: 03(0
OATE RECEIVED 0301
TICKET :
RECORO
:
0000111
(01 220
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
0W1S( GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H I G HWA V
WASTE COOE: (00040 OUANTITY
ACIO. SULFURIC
HANOLING: 0(0 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
3 929 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: DW144 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT OATE: 03(0
DATE RECEIVED: 0301
TICKET :
RECORO :
00001 l|
(01220 I
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS:
OWilt GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
HI GHWAY
WASTE COOE: SIOIOO
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANTITY : 4,244 OO (GALS) RECEIVER: DW1(( CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT OATE: 03(O
DATE RECEIVED: 0306
TICKET :
RECORO
00001 I
(O 1 2209
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS:
0W1S( GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE : ( 10 l 00
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLINC: TSO BLENOING
OUANT I TY : 4,3(4 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 0W1S( GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
REPORT OATE: 03(0
DATE RECE I YEP : 03 1 S
T ICKET :
RECORD
:
00001 f;
(O1220
I
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
0W1(( GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE ( 1 ISIO
PAINT AND SOLVENTS
HANDLINC TSO BLENDING
OUANTI TY S4( .00 ( GALS RECEIVER OWIII CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE: 03(0
DATE RECEIVED: 03 1 2
TICKET :
RECORO :
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS:
OWIII GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H I GHWAY
0OO0 1
»
(01 220 J
WOS4 2 SH
I
PPER
I NDUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
PACE 57
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC . 3ISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV I
S
EPA ID T J 0O69 4509 9
7
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPEO
ASTE COOE 179450
ONTAINERS. EMPTY
ANOL I NG OSS OTHER
OUANT I TV 1 3 1 ( TONS I RECEIVER 0W1SS
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0390
03 1 2
T
I
CKET
RECORD
OOOO 1 SO 1
90 1 220240
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W1J6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
HIGHWAY
ASTE COOE 900040
CIO. SULFURIC
ANOLINC. 010 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
I N JECT I ON
3
.
703 oo I GALS ) RECE I VER DW1 86
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0390
03 1 4
TICKET
RECORD
OOOO 1 803
90 1 22024
1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
DW1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H IGHWAY
ASTE COOE 900040
CIO. SULFURIC
ANOLINC. DSO UNOERCROUNO
OUANT I T Y
:
INJECTION
2 . 698 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S6
REPORT OATE.
OATE RECE I VED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
0390
0320
T CKET
RECORD
OOOO 1 S07
90
1
220242
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W19S GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
HIGHWAY
ASTE CODE 9OOO40
CIO. SULFURIC
ANOLING: DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
INJECT ION
1
.
soo 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: DW1SS
REPORT OATE
:
DATE RECEIVED.
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0490
040S
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOO ISIS
90 7202S9
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
HIGHWAY
ASTE COOE (00040
CIO. SULFURIC
ANDLING: DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I T Y
:
INJECT I ON
3 . 0S9 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0*116
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0490
04 10
T CKET
RECORD
OOOO 16 2 1
90 1 720270
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H IGHWAY
ASTE COOE (00040
CIO. SULFURIC
ANDLING: DSO UNOERCROUNO
OUANT I TY
INJECT ION
2 , 654 00 (CALS) RECEIVER 0W1S6
REPORT OATE.
OATE RECEI VEO
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0490
04 19
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOO 1 624
901 72027
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W1SS GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
ASTE COOE 900040
CIO. SULFURIC
ANOLING OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANTI TY
INJECTION
2 . 925 00 IGALS) RECEIVER DW1B6
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VEO
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0490
042S
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOO 1 625
901 720272
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
DW1SS CI8RALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 58
5HIPPER 3Q477 MOTOROLA INC D ISTRICT I 4 REGION 227 TRAV IS
TX0O694SO997 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
>STE CODE 9 10 100
9LVENTS, SPENT
4N0L ING : TSO BLENOINC
4 . 315 . 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER DW18S
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
IBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0490
042S
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOOI 629
901 720273
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
DW186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H I GHWAY
ISTE COOE: 9 1 1 OO
91VENTS. SPENT
ANOL I NG : T50 BLEND INC
OUANTI TY 4.524.00 IGALS) RECEIVER 0W166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT OATE OS90
OATE RECEIVED 0SQ3
T ICKET :
RECORD
OOOO 1 630
90 19 10277
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS :
DW186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H I GHWAY
ASTE CODE 900040 OUANTITY
CIO. SULFURIC
tNOLINC: DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
3
.
3 14
.
00 ( GALS
)
RECEIVER 0W188 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT OATE OS90
DATE RECEIVED OS 10
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 834
90 1 9 I 0278
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
:
0W18S GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H IGHWAY
tSTE CODE 90O040 OUANTITY:
CIO. SULFURIC
tNDLINC 060 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
2. S3*. 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: Owise GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE: 0590
OATE RECEIVED 05 1 1
T ICKET :
RECORD
OOOOI 835
90 1 9 10279
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS:
DW186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H I GHWAY
8STE COOE : 9 1 1 150
OLVENTS. HALOCENATEO
ANDLING. T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
OUANTI TY 3.91100 | CALS ) RECEIVER 0W166 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT OATE: 0590
OATE RECEIVED 0524
T ICKET :
RECORO :
OOOO 1 839
90 19 10280
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS :
0W188 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H I GHWAY
ASTE COOE 900040 OUANTITY:
CIO
, SULFUR IC
ANDLING DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
3 . 349 . 00 ( GALS RECEIVER 0W1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE O690
DATE RECEIVED 0601
T ICKET :
RECORD
OOOO 1844
902 1 80 105
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
ASTE CODE 910100
OLVENTS
.
SPENT
ANDLING TSO BLENDING
OUANTI TY 109 . OO ( CALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S8 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE 0690
OATE RECEIVEO Q604
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1645
902 180 106
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H I GHWAY
0WOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT 2/20,
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO) PAGE ,
PERIOO COVEREO: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION: OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TX0OS94SO997 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE : 9 1O100
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANOLINC: TSO BLENDING
OUANTI TY
:
4 , 451 OO I GALS) RECEIVER 0W1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET
REPORT DATE: 0690 RECORD
DATE RECE I VED : 0606
OOOO 1
902 140 i
1ST TRANSPORTER OW 1 6 6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
METHOD OF TRANS HICHWAY
WASTE COOE 900040
ACID . SULFURIC
HANOLINC OtO UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
3 , 1 73 OO I GALS ) RECEIVER DW166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET
REPORT OATE: 0690 RECORD
DATE RECEIVED: 0606
OO001 if
902 140
i
1ST TRANSPORTER: 41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE : 9 1 1 OO
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANTITY : 4 , 492 OO I GALS ) RECEIVER 0WI66 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET
REPORT DATE: 0690 RECORD
DATE RECEIVED: 0619
00001 i
902 1 40 l
1ST TRANSPORTER 0W16E GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
WASTE CODE 900040
ACID. SULFURIC
HANOLING: 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECTION
3 , 007 OO I GALS ) RECEIVER 0W166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET
REPORT OATE: 0690 RECORD
OATE RECEIVEO: 0619
00001 |
• 02 ISO I
1ST TRANSPORTER OW 1 4 6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
WASTE CODE S00040
ACIO
.
SULFURIC
HANOLING: 0*0 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
2 . 145 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET
REPORT OATE: 0690 RECORO
DATE RECEIVEO 0622
00001 II
•02 160
1ST TRANSPORTER 41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
METHOO OF TRANS: HICHWAY
WASTE CODE 900040
ACID, SULFURIC
HANDLING. OtO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
:
INJECTION
2,571 OO 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 0WI46 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET
REPORT DATE 0690 RECORD-
DATE RECEIVED: 0626
00001 li;
•02 160 !
1ST TRANSPORTER 0W166 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
METHOD OF TRANS: HICHWAY
WASTE COOE 9 10100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANTITY : 4 , 2 10 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 0WI66 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET
REPORT DATE: 0790 RECORD
DATE RECEIVED: 070S
00001 li
• 02340.1
1ST TRANSPORTER OW 1 6 6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
METHOO OF TRANS HIGHWAY
DWOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT 2/20
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO) PAGE i
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
SHIPPER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT: 14 REGION: OO COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10: TX0O(94SO9*T BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE : 9OOO40
ACID. SULFURIC
HANDLING: D«0 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TY
INJECT ION
2 , 996 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: DWItl GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET
REPORT OATE 0790 RECORD
DATE RECE I YEO 07 10
OOOOI
1
902340 '
1ST TRANSPORTER 0WI66 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
WASTE CODE 9 10100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANTITY : 4 . 524 . 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: DW166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET
REPORT OATE: 0790 RECORO
OATE RECEIVED: 0719
ooooi i
• 02340 1
1ST TRANSPORTER 0WI4S GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
WASTE CODE: 9 1 O 1 00
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANTI TY 4 , 1 36 . 00 I GALS
)
RECEIVER OWIBB GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET
REPORT OATE: 0790 RECORO
DATE RECEIVED: 0717
00001 1
• 02340 1
1ST TRANSPORTER: 0W1II GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE : 9 10100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLINC: TSO BLENOING
OUANTITY : 3. 441 . OO I CALS I RECEIVER OWIII GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET
REPORT DATE: OTBO RECORD
DATE RECEIVED: 0716
00001
•01340
9
1ST TRANSPORTER: 0W166 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE : 1 10490
OIL. LUBRICATING
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANTI TY 615 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER: DW166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES, TICKET
REPORT DATE: OTBO RECORD
OATE RECEIVED: 0727
00001 2
•02340
1ST TRANSPORTER: OW 1 6 6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
METHOD OF TRANS: HICHWAY
WASTE COOE: 179450
CONTAINERS. EMPTY
HANOLINC: OSS OTHER
OUANTITY : 142 I TONS RECEIVER: DWIiS GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET
REPORT OATE: 0790 RECORD
OATE RECEIVED: 0727
OOOOI
• 02340 2
1ST TRANSPORTER OW 1 4 6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE 9 10100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLINC TSO BLENDING
OUANT ITY : SS 00 ( GALS 1 RECEIVER: DW166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET
REPORT OATE: 0790 RECORO
OATE RECEIVED: 0727
00001
2
902340 !
1ST TRANSPORTER DW166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
METHOD OF TRANS: HICHWAY
l
1W0S4 2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM 10*0500!
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/9 2
PAGE 6 1
SNIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC . DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV I
S
EPA 10 TK0O694SO997 BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
4STE COOE 9 1 6940
AINT AND SOLVENTS
ANGLING TSO BLENDING
OUANT ITY : 1S2 00 ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 0W1S6
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0790
0727
T I CKET
RECORO
OOOO 1682
902340084
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H IGHWAY
'ASTE CODE 9 10 1 OO
OLVENTS. SPENT
ANOL ING TSO 8LEN0 ING
OUANT ITY
:
4 .2 10 00 1 GALS ) RECE I VER DW1 SS
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VEO
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
OS90
OS 1 O
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 689
902820264
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H IGHWAY
ASTE CODE 900O40
CID. SULFURIC
ANOLING: 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV :
INJECT ION
2 974 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER SWII6
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVEO:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0890
08 1 S
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 69
1
902S2026S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
ASTE COOE : 9 10100
OLVENTS. SPENT
ANDL ING TSO BLENDING
OUANTITV : 3 1 60 00 I GALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 SS
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
O890
08 1 S
TI CKET
RECORD
OOOO 1692
902820266
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W18E GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
HIGHWAY
ASTE COOE 900040
CID, SULFURIC
ANOLING OSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV
INJECT ION
2 534 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1SS
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
0890
0822
T ICKET
RECORD
OOOO 1 696
902820267
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
DWI8G GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
ASTE COOE 900040
CID. SULFURIC
ANOLING 080 UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY
:
I NJECTION
3 3S4 00 I GALS 1 RECEIVER DW1SS
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVEO:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0990
0906
TICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 703
9030S023S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
M I G HWA V
ASTE COOE 900040
CID. SULFURIC
ANOLING: DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT I TV
INJECT ION
2 7«7 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W186
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVEO:
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0990
09 16
TICKET
RECORD
OOOO 1 708
9030S0236
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H IGHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 62
30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID: TX0O694S0997 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
nSTE CODE: 90OO4O OUANTITY:
:iO. SULFURIC
.HDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
2 , 862 . 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT OATE: 0990
DATE RECE I VEO 09 1 9
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 709
9030S0237
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS:
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
.STE COOE : 9O0040
10
.
SULFURI C
NDLINC DSO UNDERGROUND
OUANT ITY:
I N JECT I ON
3
.
130 00 ( GALS
)
RECEIVER: 0W16E GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT OATE: 0990
DATE RECE I VED Q926
TICKET
RECORD :
OOOO 1 7 1
o
903050238
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS:
0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H I GHWAY
STE COOE : 9 101OO
LVENTS. SPENT
NOL I NC TSO BLEND I NG
OUANT I TY 55 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 0W166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE 0990
OATE RECEIVED: 0924
TICKET :
RECORD
OOOO 17 12
9030S0239
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS:
0W1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H I GHWAV
STE CODE : $11 900
L, ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
HDL ING TSO BLENDING
OUANTITV : •OS 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: DW168 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
REPORT OATE 0990
OATE RECEIVEO: 0924
TICKET
RECORO
OOOO 17 12
9030S0240
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS:
DW1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H I GHWAV
STE COOE: 9144SO
OTO RESIST
NDL ING TSO BLEND I NG
OUANT ITY : 1
.
320 00 { GALS RECEIVER 0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
REPORT OATE: 0990
DATE RECEIVED : Q927
T ICKET
RECORO
OOOO 17 12
9O3OS024 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS:
0W166 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H I GHWAY
STE CODE: 910100
LVENTS. SPENT
NDL 1 NG TSO BLEND 1 NG
3.990 OO (GALSI RECEIVER: DW168 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
REPORT OATE: 0990
DATE RECE I VED Q924
TI CKET
RECORO
OOOO 17 14
9O3OS0242
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
DW186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
H I GHWAY
STE COOE 9 10100
LVENTS, SPENT
NDL ING TSO BLEND I NG
OUANT ITY 4,24600 I GALS ) RECEIVER DW186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE 0990
OATE RECEIVED 0925
TI CKET
RECORD
OOOO 1 7 1
S
9030S0243
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
DW186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H I GHWAV
0WOS4 2
TEXAS
SHIPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MONITORING REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM (DW05OOI
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/
PAGE
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT. 4 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
EPA ID TXD0694S0997 BASIN : 14
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
COLORADO RIVER
WASTE CODE: 112420 OUANTITY:
METHVL PYRROL I DONE
HANOLINC T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
3 737 OO [GALS 1 RECEIVER 0W1B6
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VEO
G IBRALTER
0990
0927
CHEMI CAL RESOURCES
.
T I CKET
:
RECORO
OOOOI 1
9030502
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
DW199 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 9 1 1 00
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLINC: TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TY
:
4 292 00 (GALSI RECEIVER 0W146
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEI VEO
GIBRALTER
0990
0926
CHEMICAL RESOURCES
.
T ICKET :
RECORO
oooo n
9030S0J
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W196 GIBRALTER
H I GHWAY
IHEMICAL RESOURCES
WASTE CODE 1 79450
CONTAINERS. EMPTY
HANOL I NC 095 OTHER
OUANT I TY
:
49 ( TONS I RECEIVER 0W199
REPORT DATE :
OATE RECE I VED :
G IBRALTER
0990
0924
CHEMI CAL RESOURCES
.
T I CKET
RECORO :
OOOO 11
903050;
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
DW146 GIBRALTER
H I GHWAY
IHEMICAL RESOURCES
WASTE CODE 9OO040
ACID . SULFURIC
HANDLING D90 UNDERGROUND
OUANTITY :
INJECTION
2 593 OO I GALS 1 RECEIVER DW149
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED
G IBRALTER
1090
10 11
CHEMICAL RESOURCES
.
T I CKET
:
RECORO :
ooooi ;
903530;
WASTE CODE: 9O0040
AC ID . SULFUR IC
OUANT ITY : 2 999 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: OW 1 9
6
REPORT OATE
G IBRALTER
1090
CHEMI CAL RESOURCES
,
T ICKET :
RECORO :
0000 1
1
9035303
HANDLING: 090 UNDERGROUND
WASTE CODE : 9 1 1 1 SO
INJECTION
OUANTITY 3 649 00 (GALS)
OATE RECEIVED:
RECEIVER DW196
1012
G IBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
.
TICKET : 000011
SOLVENTS. HALOCENATED
HANDLING T93 SOLVENT RECOVERY
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
1 090
1 006
RECORD 9035303
WASTE CODE : 9 1 1 OO
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING TSO BLENDING
OUANT ITY: 4 2SO OO ( GALS I RECEIVER DW196
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
C IBRALTER
1O90
10 17
CHEMI CAL RESOURCES
,
T I CKET
RECORO
oooon
9O35303
WASTE CODE. 900040
AC 10
.
SULFURIC
OUANT ITY : 419 OO {GALS I RECEIVER 0W149
REPORT OATE
C
I
BRALTER
109O
CHEMICAL RESOURCES
.
T I CKET
:
RECORO :
OOOOI
7
9035303 -
HANOLINC: D90 UNDERGROUND
WASTE COOE : 9 10 lOO
INJECTION
OUANTITY 3 9 1 1 OO [GALSI
DATE RECEIVED:
RECEIVER: 0W146
1026
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
.
TICKET : OOOO 11 -
SOLVENTS
.
SPENT
HANOLINC TSO BLENDING
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
1 1 90
1101
RECORO 9 103503
DW0S4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/*
PAGE
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC . DISTRICT : 4 REGION: 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
EPA ID TX00994S0497 BAS IN 14
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPEO
COLORADO R I VER
WASTE CODE 910100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLINC: T50 BLENDING
OUANT ITY: 3 990 00 I GALS 1 RECEIVER DW196
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
CIBRALTER
1 1 90
1 106
CHEMI CAL RESOURCES
,
TI CKET
RECORD :
000011
9 103503,
WASTE COOE: 900040
AC I
.
SULFURIC
OUANTITY
. 2 7 14 OO 1 GALS I RECEIVER: 0W196
REPORT DATE
GIBRALTER
1190
CHEMI CAL RESOURCES
.
T I CKET
RECDRO :
OOOOI
9 103503 -
HANOLINC: 090 UNDERGROUND INJECT ION OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
1113
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY j
WASTE COOE: 900040
ACID
.
SULFURIC
OUANTITY : 2 930 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W146
REPORT OATE :
GIBRALTER
1 190
CHEMICAL RESOURCES
.
T I CKET
RECORO :
OOOOI
9 103503 -
HANDLING: OSO UNOERCROUNO
WASTE COOE : 9 10 100
INJECTION
OUANTITY : 3 490 00 t GALS )
OATE RECEIVED:
RECEIVER: DW149
1115
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
.
TICKET :
i
OOOOI'
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANOLINC: TSO BLENOING
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED
1190
1 129
RECORO 9 1 03503.
WASTE COOE 1 10490
OIL. LUBRICATING
HANOLINC TSO BLENOING
OUANTITY : 92S OO 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1B5
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
G IBRALTER
1 290
12 19
CHEMICAL RESOURCES
.
T ICKET :
RECORD :
OOOO 11
9 10350;
WASTE COOE : 9 1 O 1 OO
SOLVENTS, SPENT
OUANTITY : 195 00 (GALS I RECEIVER: Owns
REPORT OATE
G IBRALTER
1 290
CHEMICAL RESOURCES
.
T ICKET :
RECORO :
OOOOI' 1
9 10350;
_
HANDLING TSO BLENDING
WASTE COOE : 9 1 1900 OUANTI TY 1 95 00 (GALS)
OATE RECEIVED:
RECEIVER: OW 1 4
1219
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
.
T ICKET : OOO01 ' _ -
OIL. ARSENIC CONTAMINATEO
HANOLINC TSO BLENOING
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
1 290
1216
RECORD : 9 10350:
1
WASTE CODE 9 1 4490
PHOTO RESIST
HANDLING TSO BLENDING
OUANTITY 1 265 00 (CALS) RECEIVER 0W149
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED:
G IBRALTER
1290
12 19
CHEMICAL RESOURCES
.
T I CKET
.
RECORD :
oooor
9 10350;
WASTE COOE 9 10 100
SOLVENTS, SPENT
OUANTI TY 4 353 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: DW199
REPORT OATE
G IBRALTER
1 290
CHEMICAL RESOURCES
.
T ICKET :
RECORO
OOOO I'll
9 10350:
.
HANDLING TSO BLENOING
WASTE COOE 910100 OUANT ITY 440 00 I GALS )
DATE RECEIVED:
RECEIVER: DW199
12 12
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
.
TI CKET 00001 ' .
SOLVENTS
.
SPENT
HANOLINC T50 BLENDING
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VED
1 290
12 19
RECORO 9 1 0350:
1
B
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM IOWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN I99Q THRU DEC 1990
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
EPA TO T X0O69 450997
I STR I CT 227 TRAV 1
S
COL ORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
ASTE CODE 900040 OUANTITY
CIO . SULFURIC
ANOL INC. D60 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
2.18300 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0WI1E GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT OATE 1 290
OATE RECEIVED 1 220
T I CKET
RECORD
0000 1767
t 1035O21S
ASTE CODE 910100
OLVENTS. SPENT
ANOL INC : TSO BLEND I NG
OUANT I TV 3 . 197 00 ( GALS
)
RECEIVER 0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE. 1 290
T I CKET
RECORO
OOOO 1 789
9 1035028 6
DATE RECE I VEO
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I OWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
30477 MOTOROLA I NC DISTRICT COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
TX0O694SO917 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVEO
ISTE CODE
16 WASTE
>NOL INC
OUANTITY : 1.1! ( TONS 1
UNKNOWN
RECEIVER Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE 0790
DATE SHIPPED 0703
T ICKET
RECORO :
O 1
1
537BO
9 101 1 1 2S
1
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
ROLLINS ENVIROMENTAL SERVICES LA
4019S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAV
ISTE CODE; 972720 OUANTITY:
tSIfllC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
2.77 ( TONS
)
RECEIVER Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE 0790
Ol 1S37B0
9 I 09 1 1 2S2
UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0703
ROLLINS ENVIROMENTAL SERVICES LA
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
METHOD OF TRANS
ISTE COPE 940740
1LYURETHANE
VNOL I NC UNKNC
OUANT 1TY : 06 (TONS) RECEIVER 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT DATE:
OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS :
0790
0703
ROLLINS ENVIROMENTAL SERVICES LA
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I CHWAY
O 1 53623
9 1 09 1 1 253
ISTE CODE: 172720 OUANTITY:
ISENIC CONTAMINATEO MATERIAL
HID. I NC UNKNOWN
44 (TONS) RECEIVER Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE: 0390
OATE SHIPPED 0322
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
ROLLINS ENVIROMENTAL SERV LA
4019S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
TICKET
RECORD :
O 1 1615 64
9 10170112
\STE CODE
IB WASTE
OUANT I T Y
:
43 (TONS) RECEIVER: Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE 0490
OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
0420
ENVIR SERVICES LA
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
METHOO OF TRANS HIGHWAY
T I CKET
RECORD
01 1 78733
9 10670613
ISTE CODE 972720
•4SENIC CONTAMINATEO MATERIAL
INOL I NC : UNKNOWN
OUANT ITY :tonsi RECEIVER Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE
OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0490
0420
ENVIR SERVICES LA INC LA0OIO395127
40I9S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I CHWAY
TICKET 01174733
RECORD 910670684
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO]
PERIOO COVERED: JAN I99Q THRU OEC 1990
SHIPPER 30477 MOTOROLA INC.
EPA ID TX0O694SO997
DISTRICT 1 4 REGION 227 TWAV I
S
1 4 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED ANO RECEIVED
WASTE CODE
LAB WASTE
HANDL INC :
2.21 I TONS I RECEIVER 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT OATe 0490
DATE SHIPPED 0420
T I CKET
:
RECORO
Ot 1 717:
9 1067011
SH IPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
ENVIR SERVICES LA INC LA001039S127
4019S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I CHWAV
WASTE COOE :
LAB WASTE
QUANTITY 02 (TONS) RECEIVER Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT DATE : O790
T I CKET
RECORD
01 19731
9 1 09 1 12!
HANDL I NC DATE SH IPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER:
0726
ROLLINS ENVIROMENTAL SERVICES
4QI9S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
WASTE CODE
:
OUANTI TY
:
0.42 1 TONS 1
METHOD OF TRANS HIGHWAY
RECEIVER: 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
HANDL I NG UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
DATE SHIPPED
SH I PPgR COMMENT
0790
0726
ROLLINS ENVIROMENTAL
RECORO 9 1091 12!
SERVICES LA
II
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
:
4019S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE : 9(0790
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID
HANDL ING : UNKNOWN
OUANT I TY
MATER I AL
46 (TONS) RECEIVER 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT DATE. 0790
DATE SHIPPED: 0726
T ICKET :
RECORO :
01 19731
9 1 09 1 12!
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS :
ROLLINS ENVIROMENTAL SERVICES LA
4019S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE : 9(0790
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID
OUANT I TY
MATERIAL
04 (TONS) RECEIVER: Z0O22 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT DATE 0790
T ICKET :
RECORD
Ol 19731
9 109 1 12!
HANDL I NG
:
DATE SHIPPED
SH I PPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
0726
ROLLINS ENVIROMENTAL SERVICES LA
40I9S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
WASTE CODE: 972720 OUANT I TY 92 I TONS ]
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
HANDLING: UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE:
OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
0990
09 IS
ROLL INS ENV 1R SERV
RECORO 9 10560C
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS :
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1190 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/
SHIPPER. 3Q477 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT: 14 REGION: OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TXD0694S0997 COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
WASTE CODE : 9(0790
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID
HANDL ING . UNKNOWN
OUANT I TY :
MATERIAL
(TONS) RECEIVER: 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT DATE 0990
DATE SHIPPED 09 11
TICKET :
RECORO
1 2045
9 10S(0(
SH IPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
ROLLINS ENVIR SERV. LA.
4019S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H 1 GHWAY
WASTE COOE:
LAB WASTE
OUANT I TY
:
25 (TONS) RECEIVER Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT DATE 1090
T ICKET :
RECORD
012112)
9 1Q9 1 1i
HANDL ING : OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
102S
TRANSPORT EPA» LA0*S1S937(3 ROLLINS
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
WASTE COOE: 972720 OUANT 1 TY
METHOO OF TRANS
0.(1 (TONS) RECEIVER: 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
HANDLING: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE
OATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
1 010
1025
ENVIR SERVICES LA INC LA0O1O315127
RECORO : 1 101 1 1!
'
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
401SS ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE : 1(0710
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID
HANDL ING . UNKNOWN
OUANT I TY
MATERIAL
OS (TONS) RECEIVER: Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE: 1010
OATE SHIPPED 1Q25
TICKET :
RECORO :
012113
1 lOl 1 13'
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
ENVIR SERVICES LA INC LA0010315127
40115 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
f
WASTE CODE:
LAB WASTE
OUANT ITY : O 00 (TONS I RECEIVER Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE : 1O10
OI2 1 13
1 101 1 13
HANOL I NG
:
DATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
1025
ENVIR SERVICES LA INC LAD0103S5127
4Q11S ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
WASTE COOE: 15Q950 OUANT ITY :
METHOD OF TRANS
I 22 (TONSI RECEIVER: 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
LAB WASTE
HANOL ING :
REPORT DATE:
OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT :
1 ST TRANSPORTER :
METHOO OF TRANS
1 290
1 220
TRANSPORT EPA* LAD1(I5137(3 ROLLINS
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAY
RECORO : 9 1 14011
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM IOWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1980 THRU OEC 1990
SHIPPER 3Q477 MOTOROLA INC. DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 227 TRAY I
S
T I 0O69 4 509 9 7 COL ORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS SHIPPED ANO RECEIVED
ASTE CODE
A8 WASTE
ANOL 1NG
OUANT I TV 98 ( TONS I RECEIVER 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPOPT DATE 1290
DATE SHI PPEO 1 220
T ICKET
RECORD
03003S33
9 11401692
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS :
ENVIR SERVICES LA INC LA0O1O39SI27
40195 ROLLINS ENVIRONMENTAL
H I GHWAV
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
W0S42 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 70
0477 MOTOROLA INC.
I OMPANV TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS] TOTAL GENERATEO SH IPPED Off -SITE MANAGEO ON-SITE
ASTE CODE 100710 2.039,304
ASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL P ROC E SS ( D OMES T I C - I NO US TR I A L GRADE)
2 . 039 . 304
'ASTE CODE 109040
ASTE WATER. INDUSTRIAL CONTAINS ORCANIC COMPOUNDS
ASTE COOE 1 10490 6
IL . LUBRICATING
6
ASTE COOE 1 1 2420 2
1
ETHYL PYRROLIOONE
1 S 5
ASTE CODE 1 794SO 4
ONTAINERS. EMPTY
4
ASTE CODE 1 79150
OIL. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
ASTE COOE 900040 4«t
CIO. SULFURIC
499 29
ASTE COOE 900710 I2S.SS4
ASTEWATER. INOUSTRIAL PROCESS ( DOMES T I C •
I
NOUSTR I AL GRAOE)
1 2B . SB*
ASTE COOE 900720
TRIPPING SOLUTION. ELECTROLYTIC
ASTE CODE 901240 2.334
,
C I . SPENT
2
.
340 1 1
ASTE CODE 910100 233
OLVENTS. SPENT
254 26
' ASTE CODE 9 1 1 ISO 4 1
OLVENTS. HALOGENATED
3B 6
' ASTE CODE 9 1 i 9 00 S
IL. ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
4 1
ASTE CODE 9 1 4490 236
MOTO RESIST
222 23
' ASTE COOE 9 1 SB 10
IL AND SOLVENT
' ASTE COOE 9 1 S420
ETHYL ALCOHOL WITH ARSENIC
j ...
1
•
0WOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
PERIOD COVEREO JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1930
2/20/
PAGE
30477 MOTOROLA INC
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATEO SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE CODE 916940
PAINT AND SOLVENTS
S S
WASTE CODE 3S09SO
LAB WASTE
WASTE CODE 970720
SOLDER DROSS (TIN-LEADI
WASTE CODE 9722 10
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
WASTE CODE 972720
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
9 8
WASTE CODE 960740
POL YURETHANE
WASTE CODE 9S0790
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLIO MATERIAL
7 7
COMPANY SUMMARY 30477
TOTAL VOLUME : 2 . 1 66 . 252 2.166. 265 IOS
CLASS I EPA HAZAROOUS I2S . 9 1 4 12S . 932 99
OTHER CLASS I : 2 . 039 . 336 2 . 039 . 333 S
CLASS II :
DWOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN IStO THRU DEC 1990
2/20,
PAGE
SHIPPER 31647 LAMBDA SEMICONDUCTORS DISTRICT 12 REGION: OO COUNTY 176 NUECES
EPA ID: TX0O664191O2 BAS IN : 00
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE 102990 OUAN GENERATED
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
3 . 667
.
400 OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED 3.667.400 00 (GALS) RECORD
RECEIVER: 10401 CORPUS CHRISTI - BRO
9 1 2050662
WASTE CODE: 102S9O OUAN GENERATED:
WASTEWATER
OO (GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: . OO (GALS) RECORO
RECEIVER 31647 LAMBOA SEMICONDUCTOR
9 1 2050643
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM,
WASTE CODE: 116920 OUAN. GENERATED
ETC )
1 30 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: 30 00 (GALS) RECORO 9
1
2050664
OIL. COMPRESSOR
HANDLING: S02 TANK
RECEIVER 31647 LAMBOA SEMICONDUCTOR
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: PAC NO 06 ON SITE STORAGE
WASTE CODE 900IS0 OUAN GENERATED
ACID. NEUTRALIZED
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC. I
OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLEO: OO (GALS) RECORD
RECEIVER: 31647 LAMBOA SEMICONDUCTOR
9 1 2050645
WASTE CODE: 904740 OUAN. GENERATED:
SPILL. MISCELLANEOUS CHEMICAL
00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED O . OO (GALS) RECORO
RECEIVER: 31647 LAMBDA SEMICONDUCTOR
9 1 2060666
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM.
WASTE COOE: 912010 OUAN. GENERATED:
ETC )
1 S3 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLEO: 43. OO (GALS) RECORD 3 1 2050647
PREON
HANOLING: S02 TANK
RECEIVER 31647 LAMBDA SEMICONDUCTOR
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: FAC NO S ON SITE STORAGE
WASTE COOE 912670 OUAN. GENERATED: 1,
SOLVENTS. ORGANIC, AND PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS
HANOL INC : S02 TANK
443 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLED 463. OO (GALS) RECORO
RECEIVER: 31647 LAMBDA SEMICONDUCTOR
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: FAC NO 04 ON SITE STORAGE TANK
9 1 20S0684
WASTE COOE: 943150 OUAN GENERATED:
GOLD BEARING SLUDGE
20 ( TONS I OUAN. HANOLED: . OS (TONS) RECORO
RECEIVER: 31647 LAMBDA SEMICONDUCTOR
9 1 2OS0689
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM.
WASTE CODE 9S22SO OUAN GENERATED:
ETC 1
OO ( GALS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: FAC NO 07 ON SITE STORAGE IMPOUNDMENT
OUAN. HANOLEO: 00 (CALS) RECORD. 912050690.
TANK BOTTOMS, ACIDIC
KINDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC ]
RECEIVER: 31647 LAMBOA SEMICONDUCTOR
WASTE COOE 912010 OUAN GENERATED
FREON
HANDLING: T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
1 S3 OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLEO 110 00 (GALS) RECORO
RECEIVER: 31905 USPCI HYDROCARBON RE
GENERATOR'S COMMENT HYDROCARBON RECYCLERS
9 1 2050691
WASTE COOE 116920 OUAN GENERATED:
OIL. COMPRESSOR
1 30 OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLED: 100 OO (CALS) RECORD
RECEIVER 41400 ALAMO FUEL OIL. INC
9 12050692
I
HANOLING TSO BLENDING GENERATOR'S COMMENT ALAMO FUEL AND OIL. RECYCLED
I
i
DW0S42 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT */*«*/
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM IOWOSOO) PACE
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
SHIPPER 31647 LAMBDA SEMICONDUCTORS OISTRICT 12 REGION 00 COUNTY 176 NUECES
'
EPA To" TX0OS64 19 102 BASIN 00
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE 9 1 2870 OUAN GENERATED I , 443 00 ( GALS I OUAN HANDLED 950 00 (GALSI rTcORO 9 1 20S0693
SOLVENTS ORGANIC. AND PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS RECEIVER: S0064 CHEMICAL RECLAMATION
HANDLING TSO BLENDING GENERATOR'S COMMENT CHEMICAL RECLAMATION SVC AVALON TX
WASTE CODE 9431SO OUAN GENERATEO: O 20 [TONS) OUAN HANDLED O IS (TONS) RECORD 9120SOS94
GOLD BEARING SLUDGE RECEIVER: 20004 ARIZONA RECEIVER .
HANOL I NG TGS OTHER GENERATOR'S COMMENT AVAILABLE METALS REPINING. PHOENI X
.
AZ6S034
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
)W0S42 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT 2/20/12
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I DWOSOO I PAGE 74
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 199Q THRU DEC 1990
SHIPPER: 31647 LAMBDA SEMICONDUCTORS DISTRICT: 12 REGION 00 COUNTY: 178 NUECES
EPA ID: TX0O694191O2 BASIN: OO
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
'ASTE CODE 9 I 20 10 OUANT I TV : 110 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER 3190S USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER T I CKET : 00064 1 92
REOh REPORT DATE 0790 RECORD: 9032427BS
IAN0LING. TI3 SOLVENT RECOVERY PATE RECE1VE0: Q70S
1ST TRANSPORTER 40610 VALLEY SOLVENT COMPANY
METHOD OP TRANS: UNKNOWN
/ASTE COOE : 9 12670 OUANTITY 1
.
900 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER : SOO»4 CHEMICAL RECLAMATION SERV. FnC TICKET : 00276426
JOLVENTS, ORGANIC. AND PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS REPORT OATE: 0690 RECORD 903122002
IAN0LING TSO BLENOING OATE RECEIVED: 0629
1ST TRANSPORTER: 40736 MILLER ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
DW0542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/
PAGE
316*7 LAMBDA S CM I C N D U C T RS
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE
Itllllltltllll ««««•»»«*»»»»
MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE CODE 102690
WASTEWATER
WASTE CODE 102990
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
1 S
.
293 1 S . 293
WASTE CODE1IS920 <
OIL. COMPRESSOR
WASTE COOE: 900IS0
ACID, NEUTRALIZED
WASTE COOE 906740
SPILL. MISCELLANEOUS CHEMICAL
WASTE COOE 9 1 2010 1
FREON
WASTE COOE 912S70
SOLVENTS. ORGANIC. ANO PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS
6 « 2
WASTE CODE : 913150
GOLD BEARING SLUDGE
WASTE CODE 9S22SO
TANK BOTTOMS. ACIDIC
COMPANY SUMMARY: 31647
TOTAL VOLUME 1 S . 300 IS . 296 2
CLASS I EPA HAZAROOUS : 7 S 2
OTHER CLASS I 1 5 . 294 1 5 . 293
CLASS II
-
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM 1 DWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/'
PAGE
SHIPPER; 31760 HONEYWELL. INC DISTRICT 0* REGION: OO COUNTY 057 OALLAS
EPA 10 T XD047825633
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
BASIN OB TRINITY RIVER
WASTE COOE: 100130 OUAN GENERATED:
AMMONIUM HVDROXIOE [NM40M1
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
204 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED :
RECEIVER: 102S7
20* 00 1 GALS )
NORTH TEXAS MWD
RECORD 9 12 1 20506
WASTE COOE IOOSOO OUAN GENERATED:
ACID. HYDROFLUORIC
206
.
OO (GALS ) OUAN HANOLEO:
RECE IYER 10257
20« OO ( GALS 1
NORTH TEXAS MWD
RECORD 9 12 1 20S09
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
WASTE CODE: 102200 OUAN. GENERATED: 1 ««o
. oo (GALS ) OUAN HANDLED 1 . 4*0 . 00 ( GALS 1 RECORD : 9 1 2 120S10
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
RECEIVER: 102S7 NORTH TEXAS MWO
WASTE CODE 1023*0 OUAN GENERATEO:
AMMONIUM FLUORIDE
HANDLING; T31 NEUTRALIZATION
2*0 OO ICALS ) OUAN HANOLEO :
RECEIVER: 102S7
2*0 OO (CALS)
NORTH TEXAS MWD
RECORD 9 12 12051 1
WASTE CODE: 10S300 OUAN GENERATED: 1
ETCHING SOLUTION
OSO . 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED :
RECEIVER: 102S7
1 . OBO OO ( GALS)
NORTH TEXAS MWO
RECORD
:
9 12 1205 12 !
HANOLINC. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
WASTE COOE 1107S0 OUAN. GENERATED: 2*4 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLEO: 2*4. OO (GALS) RECORD : til 20S13
jACIO. ACETIC (HAC)
HANOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
RECEIVER: 102S7 NORTH TEXAS MWO
WASTE CODE 900040 OUAN GENERATEO: 2
ACIO, SULFURIC
HANOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
23* 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED :
RECEIVER: 102S7
2
.
23* 00 1 GALS )
NORTH TEXAS MWD
RECORO 9 1 2 120514
WASTE CODE: 9OO0S0 OUAN GENERATED:
AC ID
. NITRIC ( HN03
J
3 12 .OO (GALS ) OUAN HANDLED :
RECEIVER 102S7
31 2 . OO 1 GALS )
NORTH TEXAS MWD
RECORD 9 121 20S IS
HANOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
WASTE CODE: 9000S0 OUAN. GENERATED: *«0
.
OO (GALS) OUAN HANDLED : 480 OO (GALS) RECORO 9 1 2 120511 1
ACIO. HYDROCHLORIC (HCLI
HANDLING: Til NEUTRALIZATION
RECEIVER: 10257 NORTH TEXAS MWD
WASTE COOE 9701SO OUAN GENERATED: 2
SODIUM HYOROXIOE ( NAOH
)
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
3S0 00 (GALS) OUAN HANDLED
RECEIVER: 102S7
2 . 3S0 OO ( GALS )
NORTH TEXAS MWO
RECORD 9 1 29607 12
WASTE CODE 100070 OUAN GENERATEO:
ACID. PHOSPHORIC |H3P0«| OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLEO:RECE I VER : 3 1 780 OO (GALS)HONE YWEL L . INC RECORO •121 20S17
z
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC )
0.
5
I
n
JWOS4 2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT 2/20/92
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO) PACE 77
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
SHIPPER 31710 HONEYWELL INC . DISTRICT 04 RECION OO COUNTY 057 DALLAS
EPA 10: TX0O4782SS33 BASIN 08 TRINITY RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
Hlltlltxoo********* 1 SfttSSBSSSS ,.., *>i*aati « '
(ASTE CODE 910100 0U4K GENERATED
OLVENTS. SPENT
ANOLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM.
S
.
800
ETC )
00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED 3SO 00 (GALS) RECORO 912730103
RECEIVER 31780 HONEYWELL. INC
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: IN STORAGE AT YEAR END 1990
(ASTE CODE 1 1 1 1 30 OUAN
IL, PETROLEUM
GENERATED : 1 08 1 TONS I OUAN HANOLED: 1 08 (TONS) RECORO: (12120518
RECEIVER 65124 SAFETY-KLEEN CORP
ANOLINC: S02 TANK
(ASTE CODE S7S400 OUAN GENERATED 2 1 8 1 TONS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT SAFETY KLEEN DENTON FUEL BLENDING
OUAN HANOLED 2 18 (TONS) RECORO 912120519
AB-PACKS
ANOLINC TOT ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
RECEIVER. 99947 TENNESSEE SHIPPER
ASTE CODE 978400 OUAN
AB-PACKS
ANOLINC: TOT ROTARV KILN
CENERATEO
INCINERATOR
488 00 I GALS ) OUAN HANOLED 488 OO (GALS) RECORD 912*80713
RECEIVER 99(47 TENNESSEE SHIPPER
ASTE CODE 117730 OUAN
IL. VACUUM PUMP. WITH HCI
GENERATED : 40 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: 40 OO (GALS) RECORO: 912120520
RECEIVER ZO022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
ANOLINC: TOT ROTARY KILN
ASTE CODE 910100 OUAN
INC INERATOR
GENERATED 5
,
800 00 (GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 7,400 00 (GALS) RECORD (12120521
OLVENTS. SPENT
ANOLINC: T3S DECANTING
RECEIVER: Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: CWM CARLYSS LOUISIANA FUELS PROGRAM
ASTE CODE 97S400 OUAN
A8 -PACKS
ANOLINC TOT ROTARY KILN
GENERATED
INCINERATOR
2 18 [ TONS ) OUAN HANOLEO: 20 (TONS) RECORO. 912120522
RECEIVER Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: CWM CARLYSS. LA.
W05 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1((0
2/20/(2
PAGE 78
SHIPPER 3 1780 HONEYWELL . INC ISTRICT 04 REG ION : OO COUNTY 0S7 DALLAS
EPA ID. TXD047825633
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED AND
BAS IN : 08
RECEIVED
TRINITY RI VER
ASTE CODE (10100
OLVENTS. SPENT
ANOL 1 NG : UNKNOWN
OUANT I TV : 1 , (00 OO ( GALS
)
RECEIVER 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE 02(0
PATE SHIPPEO: 0223
T I CKET
RECORD
O 1 0(8306 ;
(O 1 64 1 47S '
ASTE CODE ( 1 1 00 QUANTITY : 1
.
SSO 00 I GALS I
SHIPPER COMMENT CWM CARLYSS LOUISIANA
RECEIVER: 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER O
1
166067
OLVENTS. SPENT
ANOL I NG : UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE:
OATE SHIPPEO:
SHIPPER COMMENT
05(0
0523
CWM CARLYSS L0U1SANA
(034 1 2429
ASTE CODE: 9 1 O 1 OO
OLVENTS. SPENT
OUANT I TV : 1
,
SSO OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE 0890
T ICKET
RECORD
01 1 66068
8 10511311
UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPEO
SH I PPER COMMENT
:
0822
CWM CARLYSS LOUISIANA
ASTE CODE (10100
OLVENTS. SPENT
ANOL ING : UNKNOWN
QUANTITY 1
.
1 SO . 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE : 1 ISO
OATE SHIPPED: 1 1 20
TICKET :
RECORD
01 1 66068
9 109 12985
ASTE CODE (78400 QUANTITY 20 1 TONS )
SHIPPER COMMENT: CWM CARLYSS LOUISIANA
RECEIVER ZOQ22 LOUISIANA RECEIVER Ol 18370S
AB-PACKS
ANOLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE:
OATE SHIPPEO:
SH IPPER COMMENT
OSSO
OS28
CWM CARLYSS LOUISANA
RECORD (034 1 2430
ASTE CODE: (76400
AB-PACKS
QUANT I TY 488 OO I GALS RECEIVER: Z0047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
REPORT DATE 05(0
TICKET
RECORD
OO I 00300
(Q34 1 2432
OATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
:
OS28
CWM MILLINTON TENNESSE
ASTE COOE: (78400
AB-PACKS
ANOL I NC UNKNOWN
OUANT I TY 1(8 ( TONS ) RECEIVER Z0047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
REPORT OATE: OSSO
OATE SHIPPEO 0528
T ICKET
RECORO
00 1 0O30O
(034 1243 1
SHIPPER COMMENT: CWM MILLINTON TENNESSE
DW0S42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/
PACE
31780 HONEYWELL. INC.
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE [TONSI TOTAL GENERATED
«$>*a«ass«a**ss SHIPPED OFF S I TE
MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE CODE I00O7O
ACID, PHOSPHORIC (H3P04I
WASTE COOE: 1O013O ' <
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE (NH40H)
WASTE COOE 100400 1 1
ACID. HYDROFLUORIC
WASTE COOE 102200
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
6 6
WASTE CODE 1023*0 1 1
AMMONIUM FLUORIDE
WASTE CODE: 1013O0
ETCHING SOLUTION
4 4
WASTE COOE 1 107S0 1 1
ACIO. ACETIC (HAC)
WASTE COOE 111130 1 1
OIL. PETROLEUM
WASTE COOE : 1 17730
OIL. VACUUM PUMP. WITH HCL
WASTE CODE: 90O04O
ACID , SULFURIC
9 9
WASTE CODE 9000S0 1 1
ACIO . NITRIC (HN03 I
WASTE COOE 900060
ACIO. HYDROCHLORIC (HCL)
2 2
WASTE CODE 9 10100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
23 3 1 1
WASTE COOE: 9701SO
SODIUM HYDROXIOE ( NAOH
)
1 1
WASTE COOE 979400
LAB-PACKS
2 4
0WOS4 2
TEXAS walls COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/'
PAGE
317SO HONEYWELL, INC
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONSI TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF S I TC MANAGED ON-SITE
COMPANY SUMMARY 317SO
TOTAL VOLUME S3 73 1
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS 49 S( 1
OTHER CLASS I 1 S 1 s 1
CLASS I I
l
i
0542 SHIPPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PER 100 COVEREO
MON I TOR I NC REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM (0WO50OI
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 9 1
UPPER 325SO ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES. INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAV I
S
EPA ID T 1009 63972 1 1 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO 8UT NOT SHIPPED
STE CODE 916600
.VENT MIXTURE. SPEN1
IDLING TS3 SOLVENT
OUANT I TV :
RECOVERY
S
.
000 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 3 190S
REPORT DATE :
DATE RECE I VED
USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
0390
03 1 1
T
I
CKET
RECORD
00070S29
901310196
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
3190S USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
HIGHWAY
ETE CODE 916600
VENT MIXTURE. SPEN1
IDL INC T 63 SOLVENT
OUANT I TV
RECOVERY
3 . 300 OO ( GALS ) RECE I VER : 3 1 905
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECE I VEO
USPCI HYOROCARBON RECOVERY SER
0590
05 1 6
T ICKET
RECORD
00070846
903 122950
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40312 U.S. POLLUTION CONTROL,
HIGHWAY
INC .
TE CODE : 9 12010
ON
OLING T63 SOLVENT
OUANT ITY
:
RECOVERY
55 oo { GALS ) RECEI VER : 3 190S
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VEO
USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
0590
05 1 «
T I CKET
RECORD
00070847
903 1 2295
1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40312 US POLLUTION CONTROL.
HIGHWAY
INC
TE CODE : 9 14*90
TO RESIST
OL INC TS3 SOLVENT
OUANTITY :
RECOVERY
995 OO 1 GALS I RECEIVER: 3190S
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
0S90
OS 1 8
T ICKET
RECORO
00070647
903 1 22952
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40312 U.S. POLLUTION CONTROL.
H IGHWAY
INC
TE CODE 9 1 S600
VENT MIXTURE. SPENT
OL INC T63 SOLVENT
OUANT ITY:
RECOVERY
9 IS OO ( CALS 1 RECEIVER: 3190S
REPORT OATE
:
OATE RECEIVED:
USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
0S90
OS 1 S
T CKET
RECORO
00070847
903 1229S3
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40312 U.S. POLLUTION CONTROL.
H I GHWAY
I NC
TE CODE 1 1 1 1 «0
TO RESIST STRIPPER
OLINC TB3 SOLVENT
OUANT ITY:
RECOVERY
1
.
S9S oo { GALS ) RECEI VER 3 1 90S
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VEO :
USPCI HYOROCARBON RECOVERY SER
0590
OS IB
T ICKET :
RECORO :
00070848
903 122954
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40312 U.S. POLLUTION CONTROL.
H I GHWAY
INC
TE COOE 9 14490
TO RESIST
OLINC T63 SOLVENT
OUANT ITY:
RECOVERY
1
.
SSO 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER : 3 190S
REPORT omi
OATE RECEIVED:
USPCI HYOROCARBON RECOVERY SER
0790
07 1 3
T
I
CKET
RECORD
000708S2
9 1 1 700149
TE CODE 919900
VENT MIXTURE. SPENT
OUANT I TY
:
200 oo (CALS ) RECEIVER: 3190S
REPORT DATE
USPCI HYOROCARBON RECOVERY SER
0790
T ICKET
RECORD
OO070852
9 1 1 700 1 SO
DL INC : T93 SOLVENT RECOVERY OATE RECEIVED 07 1 3
S42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM 1 OWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 19*0
2/20/92
PAGE 82
IPPER: 32SS0 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC DISTRICT: 1* REGION: 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
EPA 10 TX0O9639721 1 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
TE CODE 916600 OUANTITY:
VENT MIXTURE. SPENT
OLINC T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
S , SOO 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 3 1 BOS
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED :
USPCI HYOROCARBON RECOVERY SER
0890
08 1 3
T ICKET
RECORO
00236406
9 1 1 82058
1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40312 U.S. POLLUTION CONTROL.
H I GHWAY
INC
TE COOE: 916SOO OUANTITY
VENT MIXTURE, SPENT
DLINC: T93 SOLVENT RECOVERY
4
,
SOO 00 1 CALS ) RECEI VER : 3 1 90S
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
USPCI HYOROCARBON RECOVERY SER
0990
0901
T ICKET
RECORO
002364 1
S
9
1
1S63550
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40312 U.S. POLLUTION CONTROL,
H I GHWAY
I NC
TE COOE: 111180 OUANTITY:
TO RESIST STRIPPER
OLING T93 SOLVENT RECOVERY
700 00 [ CALS
)
RECEIVER: 3190S
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED :
USPCI HYOROCARBON RECOVERY SER
0990
0927
T ICKET
RECORO
00236422
9 1
1
820SB2
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40312 U.S. POLLUTION CONTROL.
HI GHWAY
INC .
TE COOE: 914490 OUANTITY:
TO RESIST
OLINC: T83 SOLVENT RECOVERY
2, 2S0 00 (CALS) RECEIVER: 3190S
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
USPCI HYOROCARBON RECOVERY SER
0990
0927
T ICKET
RECORO
00236422
9 1 1S635S 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40312 U.S. POLLUTION CONTROL.
H I C HWA V
INC
TE CODE: 916800 OUANTITY
VENT MIXTURE. SPENT
DLINC: T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
700 OO ( GALS ) RECEI VER : 3 190S
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
0990
0927
T I CKET
RECORD
00236422
9 1
1
S63SS2
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40312 U.S. POLLUTION CONTROL.
H I GHWAY
INC
TE COOE: 916900 OUANTITY
VENT MIXTURE. SPENT
OLING T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
3 . 700 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: 3 1 90S
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECEIVED
USPCI HYOROCARBON RECOVERY SER
0990
09 19
T ICKET
RECORD
00236430
9 12 120623
RECEIVER COMMENT: AOVANCEO MICRO DEVICES AUSTIN
1ST TRANSPORTER: 40312 US POLLUTION CONTROL.
METHOD OF TRANS HICHWAY
TX
INC .
TE COOE: 111180 OUANTITY
TO RES 1ST STR IPPER
600 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER : 3 1905
REPORT OATE
USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
0790
TICKET
RECORD
00236436
9 1 1 700 1 5 1
OLINC T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY OATE RECEIVED
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
07 1 3
403 12 U.S. POLLUTION CONTROL.
H 1 GHWAY
INC .
owes*
2
TEXAS
SH
I
PPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PERI 00 COVEREO
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM ( 0WO5OO
I
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20 |
PAGE
SHIPPER 32S80 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC DISTRICT 1* REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAV I
S
EPA ID TX0O9 63972 1 1 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 91*600 OUANTITY:
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANOLING: TS3 SOLVENT RECOVER*
S
.
OOO oo I GALS ) RECEI VER 3 190S
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED
USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
0790
0702
T ICKET
RECORD
00236
j
9 1 1 700
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40312 US POLLUTION CONTROL.
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE 910011 OUANTITY:
XYLENE. SPENT
HANDLINS: T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
SS oo ( GALS ) RECEI VER 3 190S
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
USPCI HYOROCARBON RECOVERY SER
1 290
1 227
T ICKET
RECORD
0037M
9 1 1 4 13(
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40312 US POLLUTION CONTROL-.
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE: 912010 OUANTITY:
FREON
HANDLING: TS3 SOLVENT RECOVERY
ss oo I GALS I RECEI VER 3 190S
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
USPCI HYOROCARBON RECOVERY SER
1 290
1 227
T I CKET
RECORO
0037*::"
9 11*13
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40312 U S POLLUTION CONTROL.
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE 111180 OUANTITY:
PHOTO RESIST STRIPPER
HANOLING: TS3 SOLVENT RECOVERY
27S oo (GALS) RECEIVER 3190S
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VED
USPCI HYOROCARBON RECOVERY SER
1 290
1 227
T ICKET
RECORD
0037»i"
9 1 14 131
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40312 U S POLLUTION CONTROL,
H I GHWAY
I NC
WASTE CODE 91*490 OUANTITY
PHOTO RESIST
HANOLING: T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
98S 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER 3190S
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED
USPCI HYOROCARBON RECOVERY SER
1290
1 227
TICKET
RECORD
0037*:"
9 114 13
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40312 U S POLLUTION CONTROL.
H I GHWAY
I NC
WASTE CODE 916COO OUANTITY:
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANOLING T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
1 SS 00 ( CALS ) RECEI VER 3 190S
REPORT OATE.
DATE RECE I VEO :
USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
1 290
1 227
T I CKET
RECORO
0037*:"
9 114 13:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40312 US POLLUTION CONTROL.
H I GHWAY
INC
WASTE CODE: 9166O0 OUANTITY:
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANDLING T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
S
.
«O0 00 (GALS I RECEIVER 31905
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VEO :
USPCI HYOROCARBON RECOVERY SER
1 290
12 12
T ICKET
RECORO
0037*:
9 1 14031
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
40312 US POLLUTION CONTROL.
H I GHWAY
INC
DWOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 19*0 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/
PAGE
SHIPPER: 32SSO ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC DISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TXD09939T2 1
1
BASIN 1* COLORAOO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE 91**90 OUANTITY:
PHOTO RESIST
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
1
, 900 oo (CALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
HEAT INC
0490
04 1 8
TICKET
RECORD
000701
90204 1:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
31951 VAN WATERS « ROGERS. INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE 90S9SO OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANDLING 0(0 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4
.
t 19 00 (GALS I RECEIVER Owl 69
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
1 90
010*
TICKET
RECORD
000701
90 19 24
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
4126* RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE: 9059*0 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANOLING: DIO UNOERCROUNO INJECTION
4
.
992 oo ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT OATE
:
DATE RECE I VEO :
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
01 90
118
T ICKET
RECORO
000701
901924'
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
4126* RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE: 9O5980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING 0*0 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 . 49* oo ( CALS I RECEIVER OWI*t
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0190
119
T ICKET
RECORO
OO070I
90 1924
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
412*8 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE: 90S9SO OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S
.
04S 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 0W1C9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0190
13 1
TICKET
RECORO
000701
90 1924
J
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I G HWA Y
SRVS
WASTE CODE 90598O OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANOLING: DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 , 0*6 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0WIS9
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS . INC .
0290
0202
T I CKET
RECORO
000701
90 1924
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
4126* RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE 90S9SO OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S
.
227 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT DATE-
DATE RECEIVEO:
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
02*0
02 10
T ICKET
RECORD
000701'
901 924
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
]W05<2 SHIPPER
I NDUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
MONITORING REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM IDWOSOO]
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/ 92
PAGE IS
SHIPPER 32580 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES. INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
EPA 10 TX009 63972 1 1 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
(ASTE CODE 9O5980 OUANTITY:
TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
ANOLINC 380 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 086 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER DW1S9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
DS I TRANSPORTS , INC
0290
0220
T ICKET
RECORD
0OO70I2 1
90 1924 194
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
4126S RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
(ASTE CODE 90598O OUANTITY
TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
ANOLINC. D80 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 0T8 OO (GALS) RECE I VER : OW 1 69
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VEO :
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
0290
02 1 7
T ICKET
RECORD
00070823
901 924 1 95
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
1STE CODE 9059SO OUANTITY:
TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
ANOLINC: C80 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
SOS OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT DATE :
DATE RECE I VED :
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
0390
0307
T I CKET
RECORO
00070625
901924196
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41264 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
ASTE COOE 90S960 OUANTITY:
TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
ANDLING: OSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 134 OO ( GALS I RECEIVER DW1 B9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
DS I TRANSPORTS. INC.
0290
0223
TICKET
RECORD
00070826
901924 197
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
ASTE CODE 90S980 OUANTITY:
TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
ANOLINC: DSO UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
4 S 13 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W1S9
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VED :
DSI TRANSPORTS, INC
0390
030 1
T ICKET
RECORO
0007O627
901924 196
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
ASTE CODE 905980 OUANTITY:
TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
ANOLINC: DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 129 00 I GALS I RECEIVER: DW1S9
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS , INC
0390
0308
TICKET
RECORO
00070828
90 1924 199
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
HI GHWAY
SRVS
ASTE COOE 905960 OUANTITY:
TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
ANDLING OSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 200 00 (GALS ) RECEI VER : DW1 19
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VEO :
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
0390
03 1 S
T ICKET
RECORO
00O70630
9019242OO
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 86
SHIPPER 32580 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC DISTRICT 14 REGION: OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA I TXD0963972 1 1 BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
ASTE COOE 90S980 OUANTITY:
TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
ANGLING: 060 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
4 9 14 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: DW169
REPORT DATE
:
DATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
0390
03 19
TICKET :
RECORD :
0007063
1
901 924201
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
ASTE CODE 905960 OUANTITY
TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
ANOLINC. 060 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 IS 1 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED
DS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
0390
0328
T ICKET :
RECORO :
0OO7O832
90 1 924202
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
ASTE CODE 90S960 OUANTITY:
TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
ANOLINC 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 927 00 ( GALS
)
RECEIVER: DW169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
0390
0330
T ICKET :
RECORO
:
00070633
901 924203
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
HI GHWAY
SRVS
ASTE CODE 9O6960 OUANTITY:
TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
ANOLINC: 060 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
S 092 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: DW169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
0490
0405
TICKET :
RECORO :
00070634
903
1
229SS
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
ASTE COOE 90S980 OUANTITY:
TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
ANOLINC 080 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 ISO 00 (GALS ) RECE I VER : 0W1 69
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VEO :
DSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
0490
0409
T ICKET :
RECORD
00070835
903 22956
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
ASTE CODE 905960 OUANTITY:
TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
ANDLING 080 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
4 908 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: DW1S9
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
0490
04 1 7
TICKET :
RECORD
0OO7OS36
903 22957
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
ASTE COOE 905980 OUANTITY
TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
ANOLINC D80 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
4 S79 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0490
0425
TICKET
RECORO
0OO7064
903 122958
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
HIGHWAY
SRVS
0WO5 4 2
TEXAS
SH
I
PPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PER 100 COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/
PACE
SHIPPER: 32560 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES. INC DISTRICT 14 REGION: OO COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
EPA ID TX0O9 6 39721 1 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE 905980 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOUPIOES
HANDLING 0»0 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 038 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0490
0430
T ICKET
RECORO
000701:'
903 1 221
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE 90S9SO OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING 060 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 76 1 oo 1 GALS I RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0590
0507
TICKET
RECORD
000701
9032434
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE 90S980 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 948 oo ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
0590
OS 1 4
T
I
CKET
RECORD
000701
9032434
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE: 905980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 1 47 oo 1 CALS) RECE I VER DW1 ft
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
0S90
0S2 1
TICKET
RECORO
000701
903243*
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE 90S980 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 1 33 oo I GALS ) RECEIVER DWHS
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VED
DSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
O590
0525
TICKET
RECORO
000701
9032434
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
HIGHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE: 9OS980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 229 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W199
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS, INC
0590
0530
TICKET
RECORO
000701
9032439'
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE 905980 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANOLING. 060 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 100 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS . INC
0690
062 1
TICKET
RECORO
000900:
9 109 1341
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAY
SRVS
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I 0W0500
)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
SHIPPER: 32S6Q AOVANCED MICRO DEVICES. INC OISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID : TXD0963972 1
1
14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE 905980 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANDLING: D60 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 . 993 . OO I GALS
)
RECEIVER: 0WI69 OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
REPORT OATE 0690
OATE RECEIVED 0824
TICKET : 00090C
RECORO: 910913"
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OP TRANS
:
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 90S960 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANDLINC D60 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
« , 242 . 00 ( GALS RECEIVER DWI69 DSI TRANSPORTS, INC
REPORT OATE: 0690
DATE RECE I VED Q63 1
TICKET :
RECORD :
00090C
9 109 !3<
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS.
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 90S980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANDLING D60 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
3,734 OO (GALS) RECEIVER: DWII1 OSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
REPORT OATE 0990
DATE RECE I VED 0907
TICKET: 00090C
RECORO: 9109134'
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS:
41296 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS.
H I G HWA Y
WASTE CODE 90S990 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANDLINC: D60 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5.337 00 (CALS) RECEIVER: 0W199 OSI TRANSPORTS,
REPORT DATE: 0990
DATE RECEIVED: Q9 1 1
TICKET :
RECORD:
000901
9 109131
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
:
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 90S9SO OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANDLING: DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4.780 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: DW169 OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
REPORT OATE: 0990
DATE RECEIVED: 09 IS
TICKET :
RECORO :
00090!
9 10913'
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS.
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 9O5960 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIOES
HANDLING DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5.220 OO (GALS) RECEIVER: DW169 OSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
REPORT OATE: O990
DATE RECEIVED: 0925
TICKET :
RECORO :
000901
9 109 13'
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
:
41266 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 9OS9S0 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANOLING: 060 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4,903 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 0W169 OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
REPORT OATE: 0990
DATE RECE I VEO 0928
TICKET: 000901
RECORD: 910S13 1
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OP TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
0WOS4 2 SHIPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
ID WASTE SVSTEH (OWOSOOI
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/9 2
PACE 89
SHIPPER 32580 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES. INC DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV I
S
ERA ID TXD0963972 1
1
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 90S9IO OUANTITV
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANOLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S .053 OO I GALS ) RECE I VER DW1 89
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
1 1 90
110 1
T ICKET
RECORD
00090077
9 1
1
563SS3
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H IGHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE: 905980 OUANTITV
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING. DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
s 03S OO ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W189
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
DS I TRANSPORTS . INC
1 1 90
t 1 05
T I CKET
RECORO
O0O90078
9 1 563551
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H IGHWAV
SRVS
WASTE CODE: 905980 OUANTITV:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANOLINC: DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 OS 1 OO 1 GALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 69
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
OS I TRANSPORTS . INC
1 1 90
1110
T ICKET
RECORO
00090079
9 1 5635SS
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAV
SRVS
WASTE COOE: 905980 OUANTITV
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
« 7 1 4 OO (GALS) RECEIVER: DW1S9
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC.
1 190
1113
T ICKET
RECORD
00090080
9
1
1S635S6
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
HIGHWAY
SRVS
WASTE CODE: 905980 OUANTITV:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING. OSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
* S29 OO ( GALS I RECEI VER : 0W1 69
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS . INC
1 1 90
1116
T ICKET
RECORO
OOO90O8 1
9 1 S63557
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H I GHWAV
SRVS
WASTE COOE: 905980 OUANTITV
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING OSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 0S4 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S9
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED
DSI TRANSPORTS, INC.
1 1 90
1 1 23
TICKET
RECORO
00090063
9 1 1 56355 S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H IGHWAY
SRVS
WASTE COOE: 9OS980 OUANTITV:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 235 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OS I TRANSPORTS
.
INC
1 1 90
1 1 27
T ICKET
RECORD
0O09OO8S
9 1 S63S59
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION
H IGHWAV
SRVS
3W0S4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 90
SHIPPER 32S80 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC DISTRICT: 14 REGION: OO COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
EPA ID TXD0963972 1
1
WAST I
BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
VASTE CODE 90S980 OUANTITV:
{TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING 060 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 1 80 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W169
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS.
1 290
1 203
INC . T ICKET
RECORD
00090086
9 112 1 7053
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE
H IGHWAY
TRANSPORTAT I ON SRVS
VASTE CODE 90S980 OUANTITV:
•TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
1AN0LING D60 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
S 224 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 69
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS.
1 290
1 207
INC . TICKET
RECORD
00090087
9 112 170S4
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
4 1 268 RESOURCE
H IGHWAY
TRANSPORTAT ION SRVS
VASTE COOE: 90S960 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
1ANDLINC 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 066 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 0W1B9
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VEO :
DSI TRANSPORTS,
1290
12 12
1 NC TICKET
RECORO
00090087
9 112 1 70S5
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
41268 RESOURCE
H I G HWA Y
TRANSPORTATION SRVS
VASTE COOE: 90S960 OUANTITV:
!TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
1ANDLING: 080 UNOERCROUNO INJECTION
4 062 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: DWI81
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
OSI TRANSPORTS.
1290
12 18
INC TICKET
RECORO
00090090
9 112 1 70S6
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41266 RESOURCE
H ICHWAY
TRANSPORTAT I ON SRVS
VASTE CODE: 90S960 OUANTITY:
[TCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 363 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEI VEO :
OSI TRANSPORTS.
1 290
1 221
INC . TICKET
RECORD
00090092
9 112 1 70S7
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
4-1268 RESOURCE
H IGHWAY
TRANSPORTAT I ON SRVS
VASTE COOE: 90S980 OUANTITY:
ITCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING D60 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S 023 OO [ GALS 1 RECEIVER: 0W169
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED :
DSI TRANSPORTS,
1 290
1226
INC . T ICKET
RECORO
0009009 3
9 112 1 7058
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE
HI GHWAY
TRANSPORTAT I ON SRVS
VASTE CODE 90S980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
1ANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 637 OO (GALS) RECE I VER : 0W1 69
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED :
OSI TRANSPORTS,
1 290
1 227
INC T ICKET
RECORO
00090094
9 112 1 7059
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41268 RESOURCE
H I GHWAY
TRANSPORTAT ION SRVS
0WO542
TEXAS
SH
I
PPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOOI
JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/
PACE
SHIPPER: 32580 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC DISTRICT 14 REG ION: 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
EPA ID TX0O963972 1 1 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 905980 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING 0(0 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 8 1 6 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER: DW1S9
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECEIVEO:
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0790
0720
INC . T ICKET :
RECORD :
002383
9 105721
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41288 RESOURCE
H I GHWAY
TRANSPORTAT I ON SRVS
WASTE CODE 90S980 QUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOeS
HANDLING. 080 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
S 199 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: DW169
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS,
0790
0725
I NC T ICKET :
RECORO :
002383
9 106729
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41288 RESOURCE
H I GHWAV
TRANSPORTAT I ON SRVS
WASTE CODE 905980 QUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
4 984 oo (GALS I RECEIVER DW1 89
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0790
0730
INC TICKET
RECORO :
002383
9 108729
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41288 RESOURCE
H I GHWAY
TRANSPORTAT ION SRVS
WASTE CODE: 905990 OUANTITY
ETCHANT CONTAINING PLOURIDES
HANDLING: 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 709 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0WI69
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEI VEO :
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0890
0803
INC TICKET •
RECORD :
002383
9 109 135
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41288 RESOURCE
H I CHWAY
TRANSPORTAT ION SRVS
WASTE CODE 905980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING. 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
5 294 oo (GALS) RECEIVER: 0W189
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VED
OSI TRANSPORTS.
0890
0809
INC T ICKET :
RECORO
002384
9 109 139
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41288 RESOURCE
H I GHWAY
TRANSPORTAT I ON SRVS
WASTE CODE 905980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING. 080 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 322 oo ( CALS 1 RECEIVER: 0W189
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS.
0890
0807
INC T ICKET :
RECORD :
O02394
9 109 1 35
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41288 RESOURCE
HIGHWAY
TRANSPORTAT I ON SRVS
WASTE CODE: 9OS9S0 OUANTITV:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING: 080 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 023 oo (GALS ) RECEIVER 0W189
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
OSI TRANSPORTS,
0790
07 1 3
INC T ICKET :
RECORO :
002384
9 108729
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41288 RESOURCE
HI GHWAY
TRANSPORTAT ION SRVS
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM I DW0500
1
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/'
PACE
SHIPPER: 32580 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC DISTRICT: 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAV IS ,
EPA ID TXD09S3972 1
1
WASTt
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 905980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANOLING: 080 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5 , 082 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W189
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
DSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0790
0708
TI CKET
:
RECORO :
0023S4
9 108721
1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41288 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 905980 OUANTITY:
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES
HANDLING: 080 UNOERGROUNO INJECTION
5.815 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER OW199
REPORT OATE
DATE RECE I VEO
OSI TRANSPORTS. INC
0790
0725
TICKET :
RECORO :
002384
9 108721
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
41288 RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION SRVS
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 111180 OUANTITY
PHOTO RESIST STRIPPER
HANOLING: T50 BLENDING
950 OO (GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W188
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVEO:
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0290
0205
TICKET :
RECORO
000701
9010803
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W188 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAV
WASTE COOE : 9 12010 OUANTITY:
FREON
HANOLING: T83 SOLVENT RECOVERY
CO OO (CALS ) RECEIVER : DW18S
REPORT DATE
.
OATE RECEIVED:
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
02B0
020S
TICKET :
RECORO
0O070I
901090!
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
0W188 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I CHWAY
WASTE CODE: 914490 OUANTITY:
PHOTO RESIST
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
1
.
388 OO 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: DW188
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0290
0205
T ICKET :
RECORO
000701
9O1080!
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
DW18S CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I CHWAY
WASTE COOE: 918600 OUANTITY
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
4
.
800 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER: DW188
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0490
04 19
T ICKET :
RECORO
OO070I
901 7201
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
DWIS8 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
HIGHWAY
WASTE CODE 179370 OUANTITY
ASBESTOS CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
HANOLING: 081 LANDFILL
7 00 (CYDS) RECEIVER: H1447
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
SUNSET FARMS/BF I - TIGER
1 290
1 221
T ICKET
RECORO
00375:
9 1 1563!
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40038 BROWNING-FERRIS INDUSTRIES
H I GHWAY
DWOS4 2 SH
I
PPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
MON I TOR I NC REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 93
SHIPPER 32540 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA I TX0O963972 1 1
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED AND
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
RECE I VEO
•ASTE CODE 972720 QUANTITY
1KSEN1C CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
HANDLING UNKNOWN
40 ( TONS ) RECEIVER: ZOOOS
REPORT DATE
DATE SHIPPED
ARKANSAS RECEIVER
0690
060 1
T I CKET
RECORO
AR397902
9 1002302S
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
ENSCO EL DORADO
4 1SS4 TECHN ICAL
H I GHWAY
AR AR0O69748 1 92
TRANSPORTERS. INC
VASTE CODE 940790 QUANTITY:
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
39 ( TONS ) RECEIVER ZOOOS
REPORT DATE
ARKANSAS RECEIVER
0S90
T I CKET
RECORO
AR397902
9 1 0023026
1AN0L I NG UNKNOWN DATE SHIPPEO
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
060 1
ENSCO EL DORADO
4 1 SS4 TECHN I CAL
AR AR0O69746 1 9 2
TRANSPORTERS. INC
VASTE CODE 972720 QUANTITY . 35 ( TONS )
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER Z0005
H I GHWAY
ARKANSAS RECEIVER T I CKET AR4 119 4 1
IRSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
IANDLING: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE
DATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
0390
03 1 6
ENSCO EL OORAOO AR ARDOE9746192
RECORD 9034 1 2639
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40 169 ENSCO
.
I NC
H I GHWAY
YASTE COOE 940790 QUANTITY
IOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
IANDLINC UNKNOWN
27 ( TONS 1 RECEI VER ZOOOS
REPORT DATE
DATE SHIPPED
ARKANSAS RECEIVER
0390
03 1 6
T
I
CKET
RECORO
AR4 1 1 94 1
9034 1 2640
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
ENSCO EL DORADO
40169 ENSCO. INC
H I GHWAY
AR AR0O69748192
IASTE COOE 177750 QUANTITY:
UESEL CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
30 (TONS ) RECEIVER: ZOOOS
REPORT DATE
ARKANSAS RECEIVER
0690
T ICKET
RECORO
AR45 16 19
9 1 OS 1 1 S04
IANOL I NC UNKNOWN DATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
0626
ENSCO EL DORADO
4 1S54 TECHNI CAL
AR AR0OS9746112
TRANSPORTERS
. INC
IASTE CODE: 972720 QUANTITY . 37 (TONS)
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER ZOOOS
H I GHWAY
ARKANSAS RECEIVER T ICKET AR4S 16 19
BSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
IANDLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
OATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
0690
0626
ENSCO EL DORADO AR AR0OE9748 1 92
RECORD 9 105 1 1SOS
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
4 1 SS4 TECHN ICAL
H I GHWAY
TRANSPORTERS, INC
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
SHIPPER 32580 ADVANCEO MICRO DEVICES. INC 0ISTR1CT: 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
TX0Q9 63972 1 1 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
ASTE CODE 980790
jOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID
ANOL I NG : UNKNOWN
OUANT ITY :
MATER I AL
0.15 ( TONS
)
RECEIVER ZOOOS ARKANSAS RECEIVER
REPORT DATE: 0890
DATE SHIPPED 0826
T I CKET
RECORO
AR45 16 19
9 10511 506
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
ENSCO EL OORAOO AR AR0O69748192
41554 TECHNICAL TRANSPORTERS. INC
H 1 GHWAY
ASTE CODE 972720 OUANTITY:
USENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
4N0L I NG : UNKNOWN
>STE CODE 960790
OLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID
INDLING: UNKNOWN
QUANT ITY
:
MATER I AL
39 ( TONS
O OS I TONS I
RECEIVER: ZOOOS ARKANSAS RECEIVER
REPORT DATE: 1 290
T ICKET
RECORD
OATE SH IPPEO
SH I PPER COMMENT :
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
1 220
ENSCO EL OORAOO AR AR00697461t2
41554 TECHNICAL TRANSPORTERS. INC
H I GHWAY
RECEIVER ZOOOS ARKANSAS RECEIVER
REPORT OATE:
OATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS:
1 290
1220
ENSCO EL DORADO AR ARDQ69748192
41554 TECHNICAL TRANSPORTERS. INC
H I GHWAY
AR4S 1627
9 1 12 17060
AR45 1 627
9 1 I 2 I 7Q6 1
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
3258Q ADVANCEO MICRO DEVICES. INC
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONS) TOTAL CENERATEO SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANACEO ON-SITE
WASTE CODE 1 t 1 I SO
PHOTO RESIST STRIPPER
WASTE COOE : 1777S0
DIESEL CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
WASTE COOE 1 79370
ASBESTOS CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
WASTE CODE 9O59S0
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIDES
WASTE COOE 9 1 00 1
1
XVLENE. SPENT
WASTE COOE
:
FREON
WASTE CODt 114490
PHOTO RESIST
WASTE CODE : 9 I 8600
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
WASTE CODE 972720
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
WASTE CODE : 9S0790
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
COMPANY SUMMARY: 32580
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZAROOUS
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS I I
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
SHIPPER 32978 HITACHI S EM I C N D UC TOR ( AMER I C A
)
DISTRICT Q4 RECION 00 COUNTY OS7 DALLAS
EPA ID TX0O92 10S2 10 BASIN 08 TRINITY RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE COOE: 9 10 100 OUAN GENERATED:
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC I
2 . OO (GALS) OUAN HANOLED: 2.00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 3297S HITACHI SEMICONOUCTO
GENERATOR'S COMMENT ENDING INVENTORY 1990
RECORD 912801424
WASTE CODE
:
METHANOL
911OB0 OUAN. CENERATEO 100.00 (GALSI OUAN. HANDLED: 1 OO OO (GALS)
RECEIVER 32978 HITACHI SEMICONOUCTO
RECORD 9
1
2S0142S
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
WASTE COOE: 912010 OUAN GENERATED: O SO I TONS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: ENOINC INVENTORY 1990
OUAN HANDLED O SO ( TONS ) RECORD: 912BQ142I
FREON
HANOLINC: T83 SOLVENT RECOVERY
RECEIVER: S0021 OETREX CHEMICAL INOU
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: DETREX
WASTE COOE: 9021SO OUAN GENERATED:
FLUX. SPENT
HANDLING DtO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
O.OO (TONS) OUAN. HANOLED: I.2S ITONS)
RECEIVER: DWK9 DSI TRANSPORTS. INC
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: 01SP0SAL SYSTEMS. INC
RECORD: 912801427
WASTE COOE: 152880 OUAN.
EPOXY RESIN
GENERATED
:
5 39 ( TONS
)
OUAN. HANDLED: S3* (TONS)
RECEIVER: 20040 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
RECORD 9 1 2*0142*
HANDLING: 0(1 LANOFILL GENERATOR'S COMMENT: OKLAHOMA LANDFILL. OK CITY, OK 73097
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
SHIPPER 32976 HITACHI S E M I C N D U C T R ( AME R I C A ) DISTRICT Q4 057 DALLAS
EPS ID TX0O921O621O BASIN OS TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
CODE 9 1 20 10ASTE
REON
ANDLINC T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
OUANT I TY I i OO ( CALS
I
RECEIVER 5002 I OETREX CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES.
REPORT DATE 1290
DATE RECEIVED 1 227
T I CKET
RECORD
OO37B407
9 112 17 17 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS :
40363 SOUTHERN WASTE MANAGEMENT CO
H I GHWAY
OUANT I TYASTE CODE 9021SO
LUX. SPENT
AN0L1NG: 060 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
125 ( TONS ) RECEIVER 0W169 OS I TRANSPORTS. INC
REPORT OATE 0290
DATE RECE 1 VED 022B
T
I
CKfT :
RECORD
OOJ9B7B 1
90 1924263
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
403S3 SOUTHERN WASTE MANAGEMENT CO
H I GHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 98
SHIPPER 32976 HITACHI S EM I C ON DU C T R ( AME R I C A
)
EPA ID TX0O92 1 0B2 10
DISTRICT Q4 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 057 DALLAS
BASIN OB TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS SH1PPE0 ANO RECEIVED
'ASTE CODE
POXY RESIN
ANDL I NG
OUANT ITY 5.39 ( TONS
)
RECEIVER 20040 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE 0190
OATE SHI PPED : 013 1
TICKET : 002 1 1 404
RECORO : 9013 1021
2
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS :
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
OK LANDFILL OK CITY OK
40363 SOUTHERN WASTE MANAGEMENT CO
H I GHWAY
403B3 SOUTHERN WASTE MANAGEMENT CO
H I GHWAY
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/1
PACE '
32976 HITACHI SEMICONDUCTOR! AMERICA)
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE [TONSI TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF -S I TE
WASTE CODE 152860
EPOX Y RES I N
S S
WASTE CODE 902 ISO '
FLUX, SPENT
WASTE CODE : 9 101O0
SOLVENTS. SPENT
WASTE CODE 9 1 IOJO
METHANOL
WASTE COOE: 912010 ' '
FREON
COMPANY SUMMARY: 32976
TOTAL VOLUME : 6 7
CLASS ! EPA HAZARDOUS 1 2
OTHER CLASS I : 5 5
CLASS II
i
[
l
J
l
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( DWOSOO
1
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/
PACE 1
SHIPPER: 33091 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP DISTRICT: 04 REGION: 00 COUNTY : 220 TARRANT
EPA ID TX0OOO74227O
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARV
ASIN 0* TRINITY RIVER
WASTE COOE: 10S0S0 OUAN
WASTEWATER. ACID
HANOLINC: T31 NEUTRALIZAT
GENERATED : 133
.
772
ION
SOO 00 I GALS ) OUAN HANOLED :
RECEIVER 10494
1 33 . 772 . 500 00 ( GALS )
CITY OF FORT WORTH
RECORD : 9200701S1
WASTE COOE: 1 104S0 OUAN
OIL, WASTE
GENERATED
:
20 00 ( GALS 1 OUAN HANDLED :
RECEIVER. 33091
20 00 ( GALS I
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCT
RECORD : 9 1 29 60898
HANOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC )
WASTE COOE: 9 1 1 OO OUAN. GENERATED: 20 324 00 (GALS ) OUAN . HANOLED : 20.324 OO (GALS) RECORD : 912940199
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLING: TIB CEMENT KILN
RECEIVER: 0WI1I GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
WASTE COOE: 91SS20 OUAN
OIL. SPENT
HANDLING: TIS CEMENT KILN
GENERATED: 1 890 00 (GALS 1 OUAN HANOLED :
RECEIVER: 0W1BS
1 . B90 OO ( GALS )
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORD : 9 1 29(0900
j
WASTE COOE: BSOBBO OUAN
LAB WASTE
GENERATeO: 1 940 00 (GALS ) OUAN HANDLED:
RECEIVER 0W1BB
1
.
SAO 00 ( GALS)
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
RECORO
:
9129S0901
HANOLINC: DtO UNDERGROUND
WASTE COOE: 172*70 OUAN
INJECTION
GENERATED . 4 20 (TONS) OUAN
.
HANDLEO : 4
.
20 ( TONS ) RECORD : 9 1 2960902 :_
OIL FI LTERS
HANDLING: OBI LANDFILL
RECEIVER Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: CHEMICAL WASTE MGT CARLYSIS LA LA0OOO7772OI
WASTE CODE. 943740 OUAN
TRASH ANO DEBRIS
HANDLING: DB1 LANDFILL
GENERATED : 70 ( TONS I OUAN. HANDLEO: 70 (TONS)
RECEIVER: 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT. CHEMICAL WASTE MGT
RECORD : 9 1 29S0903
CARLYSS LA LADO0O777201
WASTE COOE: 9S09SO OUAN
LAB WASTE
GENERATED : 1 940 00 (GALS ) OUAN HANDLEO :
RECEIVER Z0040
400 00 (GALS)
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
RECORD : 9 129(0904 1
!
HANDLING: DSO UNDERGROUND INJECT ION GENERATOR'S COMMENT USPCI WAYNOKA OK 0KOOSS43I37S
•
!
z
0542 SH
1
PPER
I NDUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOD COVEREO
MON I TOR I NC REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOO)
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 10 1
HIPPER 33091 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP 3ISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 220 TARRANT
EPA ID TX0OOO742270 BASIN OB TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
STE CODE 910100
LVENTS, SPENT
<Dl INC TSO 8. END INC
OUANTITY : 3 , 773 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER 0W1B6
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0490
0409
T ICKET
RECORD
000028 1
90 17206 64
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W1S6 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I CHWA
Y
5TE CODE 9 1S520
L. SPENT
VOL INC TSO BLEND INC
OUANT I TV : 440 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER DWIBS
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED :
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
O490
0409
T I CKET
RECORD
000028 1
90
1
72066S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
0W18S CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I CHWAY
ETE COOE 9 10100
.VENTS. SPENT
IDLING TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TV : 3 . 400 00 ( CALS ) RECEI VER : 0W18B
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
OS90
OS 1 4
T I CKET
RECORD
00003 1 33
902 1 80328
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
0W186 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
HI CHWAY
>TE COOE 9 15S20
.. SPENT
tOL INC TSO BLENOI NC
OUANT ITY SOO oo ( CALS ) RECEIVER 0W1S6
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0690
06 14
T ICKET
RECORO
00003 1 33
902 180329
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W1S6 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I CHWAY
[TE CODE: 910100
.VENTS. SPENT
IDL INC TSO BLEND INC
OUANT I T V
:
3 , 300 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER 0W186
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0980
090S
T ICKET
RECORO
00003SO2
903OS0607
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
DW186 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I CHWAY
,TE CODE 91SS20
,
SPENT
IDL INC TSO BLENDI NC
OUANT I TV 3S0 00 ( CALS 1 RECEIVER 0W1BS
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VED
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0990
090S
TI CKET
RECORD
00003S02
903OSOS08
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
DW186 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I CHWAY
>TE COOE 910100
VENTS. SPENT
IDL INC TSO BLENOINC
OUANT I TV 4 , 843 00 ( CALS ) RECE I VER 0W1 96
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VED
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
1190
1 1 27
T ICKET
RECORO
00003972
B 10350763
TE CODE 91S520
,
SPENT
OUANT ITY
:
250 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER 0WIB6
REPORT DATE
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
1190
T I CKET
RECORO
00003972
9 1 03S07S4
IDLINC: TSO BLENOINC OATE RECE I VED 1127
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1B90 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 102
IPPER: 33091 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY: 220 TARRANT
EPA ID: TXD00O742270
WASTI REPORTEO
BAS IN: OS
AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
TRINITY RIVER
TE CODE: 910100 OUANTITY:
VENTS. SPENT
DL INC TSO BLEND I NG
3.413 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER DW186
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVEO
C IBRALTER
0290
02O 1
CHEMICAL RESOURCES. T ICKET
RECORO
0006 1386
901O8O226
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0W186 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I CHWAY
TE CODE 91SS20 OUANTITY:
.
SPENT
DL INC . TSO BLEND I NC
350 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER 0W186
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED :
CIBRALTER
0290
020 1
CHEMI CAL RESOURCES
.
T ICKET
RECORD
0006 1366
90 1080227
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0W186 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I CHWAY
TE CODE: 910100 OUANTITY:
VENTS. SPENT
OL ING TSO BLEND I NG
660 oo (GALS) RECEIVER: 0W18B
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
CIBRALTER
1 2(0
1 207
CHEMICAL RESOURCES. T ICKET
RECORO
002625 10
9 103S078S
TE CODE 9509SO OUANTITY:
WASTE
3SS 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER: 0W166
REPORT DATE
CIBRALTER
1 2BO
CHEMICAL RESOURCES, TICKET
RECORO
002625 lO
9 10350766
OLING D80 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
TE CODE 910100 QUANTITY 220 00 (GALSI
OATE RECEIVED:
RECEIVER: DW186
1 207
C IBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET 00262728
VENTS. SPENT
DL ING . T50 BLEND ING
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED
1ST TRANSPORTER
0990
09 1 4
413S7 SURECYCLE SYSTEMS
RECORO 9030S0609
METHOO OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
UNKNOWN
DW1S6 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I CHWAY
TE CODE 950950 OUANTITY:
1 WASTE
330 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: DW186
REPORT DATE :
CIBRALTER
0990
CHEMICAL RESOURCES, T ICKET
RECORO
00262728
9030S06 1
IDLINC 080 UNDERGROUND INJECTION DATE RECEIVEO
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
09 1 4
41387 SURECYCLE SYSTEMS
UNKNOWN
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
0W18 6 G
H I GHWAV
BRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
STE CODE 910100 OUANTITY
VENTS, SPENT
IDLINC T50 BLENOINC
220 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER DW18S
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
CIBRALTER
0890
OS 1 1
CHEMICAL RESOURCES. T I CKET
RECORD
00262798
902820682
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
41387 SURECYCLE SYSTEMS
UNKNOWN
0W1S6 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
METHOO OF TRANS H I CHWAY
0WOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20
PACE
SH I PPER
:
33091 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP 3ISTRICT 04 REGION: 00 COUNTY 220 TARRANT
EPA 10 TX0OOO742270 BASIN OS TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE
Lit WASTE
HANDL I NC
950350 QUANTITY
080 UNOERCROUND INJECTION
2TS 00 ( CALS 1 RECE I VER 0W1 86
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VEO
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0*90
OS 1 1
T I CKET
:
RECORD
002(3
0282(
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2N0 TRANSPORTER
41387 SURECVCLE SYSTEMS
UNKNOWN
0W186 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
WASTE CODE 9 509 50 OUANT I TV : 1 65 00 ( CALS )
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER: DWII6
H I GHWAY
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET : 0026;
LAB WASTE
HANOI I NC : 0<5 OTHER
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED
1ST TRANSPORTER
0890
08 1 1
41387 SURECYCLE SYSTEMS
RECORD 90282C
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
UNKNOWN
0W186 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE
SOLVENTS.
: 910100 OUANTITY:
SPENT
495 . OO ( CALS ) RECEIVER: DWK6
REPORT DATE
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
0490
T ICKET :
RECORD
00281
901 72<
HANOL INC . T50 BLENDING DATE RECE I VEO
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
04 1 3
41387 SURECYCLE SYSTEMS
UNKNOWN
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
0W186 CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE
LAB WASTE
HANOL I NC
:
: 9S09SO OUANTITY
D80 UNOERCROUNO INJECTION
3(S 00 I CALS ) RECEIVER 0W1B6
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED:
CIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
0490
04 13
T ICKET :
RECORD :
00281
90 1 72C
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
41387 SURECYCLE SYSTEMS
UNKNOWN
0W18S GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
METHOD OF TRANS H I GHWAY
0W0542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/2C
PACE
33091 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONS) TOTAL CENERATEO SH IPPEO OFF-S I TE
iitiitiitaititii
MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE CODE lOSOSO
WASTEWATER. ACID
SS7
.
83
1
SS7 , 83
1
WASTE COOE 1 10450
OIL, WASTE
WASTE CODE 172870
OIL FILTERS
4 4
WASTE COOE : 9 1 O 1 OO
SOLVENTS, SPENT
85 85
WASTE COOE : 9 1 SS20
OIL, SPENT
8 8
WASTE CODE : (S09S0
LAB WASTE
* 8
WASTE CODE 983780 1
TRASH ANO OEBRIS
COMPANY SUMMARY: 3309 1
••*•«••«»•«••••
TOTAL VOLUME : SS7 , B37 5S7 , 937
CLASS I EPA HAZAROOUS : 10 1 101
OTHER CLASS I S57 . 838 557 . 838
CLASS II
z
%
I
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT 2/20/92
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO) PACE 105
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1390 THRU DEC 1990
33739 COLLMER SEMICONDUCTOR INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY OS ? PALLAS
EPA ID TXP4900741S9 BASIN OO
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
ASTE CODE 9 1 2010 OUAN GENERATED O 00 (GALS) OUAN HANOLEO: O OO (CALSI RECORO 912811695
SEON RECEIVER: 33739 COLLMER SEMICONOUCTO
ANOLINC: SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
__
ASTE CODE 9143SO OUAN GENERATED: 195.00 (GALS) OUAN HANDLED 1 5 OO (GALS) RECORO 912811696
REON, FLUX. THINNER RECEIVER 33739 COLLMER SEMICONDUCTO
ANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.) GENERATOR'S COMMENT LEFTOVER; DISPOSING 1991
ASTE CODE 914350 OUAN GENERATED: 195 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED. 1 60 00 ( GALS ) RECORO 9 1 24 1 1 697
REON. PLUX. THINNER RECEIVER 50021 OETREX CHEMICAL INDU
ANOLING: T83 SOLVENT RECOVERY
ASTE CODE 9 1 SS80 OUAN GENERATED : 1 10 00 ( GALS I OUAN HANDLED 1 10 00 ( GALS ) RECORD 912811694
RICHLOROETHANE RECEIVER 50021 OETREX CHEMICAL INOU
ANOLING: T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
V0S42 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT 2/20/92
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO) PAGE 106
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 199Q THRU DEC 199Q
CHIPPER 33739 COLLMER SEMICONDUCTOR INC. OISTRICT: 04 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 057 PALLAS
EPA ID TXP490074159 BASIN: OO
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
ISTE COPE: 9 1 4350 OUANTITV : 55 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER : 5002 1 OETREX CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES , INC TICKET : OO 1 66096
IEON. PLUX. THINNER REPORT PATE: OS90 RECORD: B03123041
aNOLING. T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY DATE RECEIVED 0502
1ST TRANSPORTER 33533 OETREX CORPORATION
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
ISTE CODE 9 15880 OUANT I TY : I 10 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER 5002 1 OETREX CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
.
INC T I CKET OO 1 66097
WCHLOROETHANE REPORT DATE: 0660 RECORO: 903123042
aNOLING: T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY DATE RECEIVED: 062 1
1ST TRANSPORTER: 33533 OETREX CORPORATION
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
ISTE COPE 9 15440 OUANTITY : 56
. 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER : 5002 1 OETREX CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
.
INC T I CKET : OO 1 66 109
UCHLPRPETHANE REPORT OATE: O290 RECORD: 902260S40
aNOLING T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY DATE RECEIVER: 0226
1ST TRANSPORTER: 33533 DETREX CORPORATION
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM IOWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1980
2/20/;
PACE I
33739 COLLMER SEMICONDUCTOR INC
COMPANV TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL CENERATED SH I PPED OFF -SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE CODE 9 1 2010
FREON
WASTE CODE 914350
FREON. FLUX. THINNER
WASTE CODE : 9 15880
TRICHLOROETHANE
COMPANY SUMMARY : 33739
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZAROOUS
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS I I
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM IOWOSOO]
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 199Q
SHIPPER. 33*16 ROLM CORPORATION DISTRICT: 14 REGION: COUNTY : 227 TRAV IS
EPA ID : TXDOSS 1 23277 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE: 914280 OUANTITY:
ISOPROPANOL MIXTURE
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. ORUM.
60 00 (GALS)
ETC )
RECdVER: S022S TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTAL
REPORT DATE : 0»»0
DATE RECE I YEP : OS 1 7
T ICKET :
RECORD :
003 I til
9 1 I 697:,
RECEIVER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
40960 CORSAN TRUCKING
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 914280
ISOPROPANOL MIXTURE
OUANT I TY
:
7S.00 (GALS) RECEIVER: S022S TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTAL
REPORT PATE : 1 290
TICKET: 003S9O
RECORD 9 103S0II
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC.) OATE RECEIVED:
RECEIVER COMMENT
:
1ST TRANSPORTER 40980 CORSAN TRUCKING
WASTE CODE: 914240 OUANTITY : 70
.
00 ( GALS
]
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
RECEIVER: S0225 TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTAL
ISOPROPANOL MIXTURE
HANDLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC
.
)
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
RECEIVER COMMENT:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
:
1 010
102S
40980 CORSAN TRUCKINC
H I GHWAY
RECORD: 903S30 I
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM IOWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 199Q THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE I OS
33866 ROLM CORPORATION
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE CODE 9 14 280
ISOPROPANOL MIXTURE
COMPANY SUMMARY 33866
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS I I
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM IOWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/12
PAGE 1 10
SHIPPER 3<UI INTERFET CORPORATION DISTRICT COUNTY; OS? DALLAS
EPA ID TX09I 1 1 4 50 1
«
TRINITY R
I
VER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE COOe 910100 OUAN GENERATED
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER [BARREL, DRUM, ETC
O 45 (TONS) OUAN HANOLEO
RECEI VER SO029 H E A
45 ( TONS I
INC
RECORO 9 12311 306
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
0WOS4 2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVEREO: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/
PAGE 1
SH
I
PPER 34148 1NTERFET CORPORATION DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 0S7 DALLAS
EPA I D TX098 1 1 45014 BASIN OS TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 9 10100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING T50 BLENDINC
O 4S ( TONS I RECEIVER S0029
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VEO
:
E A.I
190
01 23
T ICKET
RECORD
002071:.
90 1 29 1 9)
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
34604 VAN WATERS * ROGERS. INC
H I GHWAY
-
DW05 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 19*0
2/20/*
PAGE 1!
3414S INTERPET CORPORATION •
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF S ITE MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE COOE : 9 10 100
SOLVENTS, SPENT
COMPANY SUMMARY 3414S j
TOTAL VOLUME 1
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS
1
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS II
|
1
,
—
1
wo S 4 2 SHIPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOO COVERED
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM (0WO5OO)
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 1 1
3
SHIPPER 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA I T X 09 SOS 7035 6
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE CODE 101690 OUAN GENERATED
PHOTOCRAPHIC DEVELOPER
HANDLING. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC
OO ( GALS I OUAN HANDLED. 00 (GALSI
FACILITY: 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
CSA- B
RECORD 9200701 77
WASTE CODE 900040 OUAN GENERATED:
AC I . SULFURI C
00 ( GALS) OUAN HANDLED 00 (GALS)
FACILITY 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
RECORD 9 12961024
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM
WASTE CODE. 901240 OUAN GENERATEO:
ETC
o OO ( GALS )
CSA-B
OUAN HANOLED: 00 (GALS) RECORD 9 1296 1025
AC ID . SPENT
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC
FACILITY 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
CSA-B
WASTE CODE 101760 OUAN GENERATED:
PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
HANOLING: T67 ACTIVATED SLUDGE
6 1 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED :
RECEI VER 10543
5 100 (GALSI
CITY OF AUST IN
RECORD 9 1 296 1026
WASTE CODE: 102990 OUAN GENERATED:
R I NSEWATER/WASTEWATER
.
33B 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED:
RECEIVER 10543
597 OO (GALS)
CITY OF AUST IN
RECORD 9 1296 1027
HANOLING: T6T ACTIVATED SLUDGE
WASTE CODE. 900580 OUAN GENERATED 29S OO (GALSI OUAN HANDLED: 1 4 00 ( GALS ) RECORD : 9 1 29* 102S
LAB WASTE. AQUEOUS
HANDLING: T(T ACTIVATED SLUDGE
RECE I VER : 10543 CITY OF AUST IN
WASTE CODE: 101760 OUAN GENERATEO:
PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
HANOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
* 1 OO ( CALS I OUAN HANOLED:
RECEIVER: 30477
30 00 (CALS)
MOTOROLA INC
RECORO : 9 1296 1029
WASTE CODE 102990 OUAN. GENERATED:
RINSEWATER/WASTEWATER
, 336 00 1 GALS ) OUAN. HANOLED:
RECEIVER 30477
739 OO ( GALS )
MOTOROLA INC
RECORD 9 1296 1 030
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
WASTE CODE: 110490 OUAN. GENERATED: 1 35 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLED: 1 35 00 [ GALS 1 RECORO : 9 1 296 1031
OIL . LUBRI CATING
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM. ETC
RECE I VER 30477 MOTOROLA I NC
WASTE CODE: 900560 OUAN GENERATEO
LAB WASTE. AQUEOUS
HANOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, eTC
295 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED:
RECEIVER 30477
6 00 ( GALS )
MOTOROLA INC .
RECORD : 9 1296 1033
WASTE CODE 900SB0 OUAN GENERATED:
LAB WASTE. AQUEOUS
295 00 ( GALS I OUAN HANOLED
RECE I VER 30477
273 00 ( GALS I
MOTOROLA INC.
RECORO 9 1296 1032
HANDLING T3I NEUTRALIZATION
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM ( OW0500
)
PERIOD COVEWEO JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 1 1*
SHIPPER: 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT OO COUNTY : 227 TRAY IS
TXD980670356 COLORADO RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
GENERATEOWASTE CODE 9 1 O 1 OO OU
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL
34* OO ( GALS I
ETC )
OUAN HANDLED: 218 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC.
RECORO : 9 129* 1035
WASTE CODE 910100 OUAN GENERATED:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
3*4
. 00 ( GALS
)
OUAN. HANDLED: 126 00 (GALSI
RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC.
RECORO 9 129* 1034
HANDL INC : S02 TANK
WASTE COPE 9I085Q OUAN CENERATED 73 00 ( GALS I OUAN HANOLED I] OO ( GALS I RECORO 9 129* 103*
PAINT WASTE. LIOUIO
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL,
RECEIVER: 30*77 MOTOROLA INC
'WASTE CODE 919910 OUAN. GENERATED:
TONERS AND CONCENTRATES
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
29 . 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLEO: 1 O 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
RECORO : 9 129* 103*
WASTE CODE 919910 OUAN
TONERS AND CONCENTRATES
HANDLING: S02 TANK
GENERATED 29 . 00 I GALS OUAN HANDLED: 1 9 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER 30*77 MOTOROLA INC
RECORO 9 129* 1037
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
SHIPPER 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID TXD9SOS7035E
WASTE REPORTED
BASIN 14 COLORAOO RIVER
AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 102990 OUANTITY:
RINSEWATER/WASTewATER
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1 4 00 ( GALS) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE :
DATE RECE I VED :
MOTOROLA I NC
0S90
06 1 S
T I CKET :
RECORD :
O0O7 10
903 1 23
1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE: 110490 OUANTITY:
OIL. LUBRICATING
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC
25 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE :
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC .
0690
06 15
T ICKET
RECORD
0007 10
903 1 231
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE 910)00 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC
1 00 ( GALS ) RECEI VER 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VEO
MOTOROLA INC
0690
os is
T ICKET :
RECORD :
0007 10
903 1231.
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD DF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE: 102990 OUANTITY:
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
24 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE :
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
0690
0622
T ICKET
RECORO
0007 10
9031 231
i
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 9101O0 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDL INC S02 TANK
4 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC
0B90
0622
T I CKET
:
RECORO :
0007 10!
903 1231:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE 9101OO OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDL ING S02 TANK
1 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
0S90
0*29
T ICKET :
RECORO
0007 10i
9 3 12 3 1:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 9005*0 OUANTITY:
LAB WASTE. AOUEOUS
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
41 00 1 CALS ) RECEI VER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO
MOTOROLA INC
0790
07 1 3
T ICKET :
RECORD :
0007 1 10
903243*:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
0WOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORINC REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOBOO
]
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/1
PAGE 1
SHIPPER: 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TX09»0»7035*
WASTE REPORTEO
BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE: 900540 OUANTITY:
LAB WASTE. AOUEOUS
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM^ ETC
1 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
0790
07 1 3
TICKET :
RECORD :
0007 1 1<
903243*1'
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30«77 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE COOE 910100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
9 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC.
0790
07 13
TICKET
RECORO :
0007 1 11
9032*3*'/
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE: 919910 OUANTITY:
TONERS AND CONCENTRATES
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
3 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC.
0790
07 13
TICKET :
RECORO
:
0007 1 1<
9032*3*:; .
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE 102990 OUANTITY:
RINSEWATER/WASTEWATER
HANOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
2* oo ( GALS) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC.
0790
07 1 3
T ICKET
RECORO :
0007 1 11]
9032*3*:'
:
1
-
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
i
WASTE CODE 102990 OUANTITY:
RINSEWATER/WASTEWATER
HANDLINC. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1 4 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
0790
0720
T ICKET :
RECORO :
00071 11
903243*:'
-
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 102990 OUANTITY:
R INSEWATER/WASTEWATER
HANOLINC. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
29 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
0390
0323
T I CKET
RECORO :
0007 1 III
9030323',
«
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC .
WASTE CODE 9005*0 OUANTITY:
LAB WASTE. AOUEOUS
HANDLINC T3I NEUTRALIZATION
3 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVEO:
MOTOROLA I NC
.
0390
0323
T I CKET
RECORO
0007 1 1
'
9030323 >
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC .
z
x
5
-
0WOS4 2 SHIPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PER IOD COVERED
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/9 2
PACE 1 1 7
SHIPPER 34313 MOTOROLA INC 3ISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNT Y 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TX09808703S6 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPEO
WASTE CODE 919910 OUANTITY
TONERS AND CONCENTRATES
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC
7 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 304TT
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC
0390
0323
T
I
CKET
RECORD
0007 1 1 OS
9030323S2
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE COOE 102990 OUANTITY
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING T3I NEUTRALIZATION
28 oo ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC
0490
O406
T ICKET
RECORO
0007 1 10S
903 123 132
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE COOE 910100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC
2 1 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC
O490
0406
T CKET
RECORO
0007 1106
903 123 133
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO DF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 102990 OUANTITY
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1 4 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC
0490
0420
T ICKET
RECORO
0007 1 107
903 123 134
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE COOE 900SS0 OUANTITY:
LAB WASTE
.
AOUEOUS
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
45 oo ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VEO
MOTOROLA INC
0490
0420
T ICKET
RECORD
0007 1 1 07
903 1 23 1 35
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE 910100 OUANTITY
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM,, ETC
6 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VEO :
MOTOROLA INC
0490
0420
TICKET
RECORO
0007 1 107
903 123 137
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE COOE: 910100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOL I NG : S02 TANK
8 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
0490
0420
TICKET
RECORD
0007 1 1 07
903 123136
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
DW054 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 1 1 8
SHIPPER 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TX096OB7O356
WASTI
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE: 102990 OUANTITY
R I N S EWA T E R /WAS T EWA T E R
HANOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
30 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VED :
MOTOROLA INC
0490
0420
TICKET
RECORO
0007 1 106
903 123136
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE CODE: 102990 OUANTITY:
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
29 OO ( GALS 1 RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED :
MOTOROLA INC
0490
0427
T ICKET
RECORO :
0007 1 109
903 123 139
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC .
WASTE CODE 110490 OUANTITY:
OIL. LUBRICATING
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC
2 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE :
DATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA INC
0490
0427
T CKET
RECORO
0007 t 1 09
903 123140
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC .
WASTE COOE 910100 OUANTITV:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDL ING S02 TANK
14 00 (CALS) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
0490
0427
TICKET :
RECORO
00071 109
903 1231*1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC .
WASTE CODE 102990 OUANTITY:
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
14 OO (GALS) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC.
OS90
0S04
T ICKET
RECORO
0007 1110
9031 23142
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC .
WASTE COOE 9005SO OUANTITY
LAB WASTE. AOUEOUS
HANOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1 4 00 (CALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
OS90
0S04
TICKET :
RECORD
0007 1110
903 123 143
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE COOE 910100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC
8 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
OS90
0504
TICKET
RECORO
0007 1110
903 123 144
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
0WOS4 2
TEXAS
SH
I
PPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
MATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
1
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/J
PACE 1
SHIPPER 3*313 MOTOROLA INC OISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV I S
EPA ID TXD9JO17035S BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPEO
t<s ««s«ssssa«a««***>«*«ass****sa>**>«s«**s* aaaaaaaa *«•*«**:••>••*;*•• ............ aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa '
"
WASTE CODE 102990 OUANTITY
R I NSEWATER/WASTEWATER
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
30 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VED :
MOTOROLA INC
0S90
OS 1 1
T ICKET
RECORD
0007 11
903 123H
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE CODE 9101OO OUANTITY
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING. S02 TANK
IS OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
OS90
05 1 1
T ICKET :
RECORO :
000 7 1
1
9031 231'
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE: 9 10 100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDL ING : S02 TANK
4 OO (GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
0S90
05 1 8
TICKET :
RECORO
0007 1
9031 231'
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE CODE 9 1 1 OO OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC
• OO (GALS 1 RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
0510
05 1 8
TICKET
RECORD :
00071 1
'
9031 2311
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE: 9106SO OUANTITY
PAINT WASTE. LIQUID
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
1 S 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
0590
OS IS
TICKET :
RECORO
0007 1 1
1
903 1 2314'
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE: 919910 OUANTITY
TONERS AND CONCENTRATES
HANOLING: S02 TANK
14 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER 30477
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
05*0
OS 1 S
T ICKET
RECORD
:
0007 1 1
90312311
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC .
WASTE COOE : 102990 OUANTITY:
R I NSEWATER/WASTEWATER
HANDLING T3I NEUTRALIZATION
29 00 I GALS 1 RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
MOTOROLA INC
0590
OS IS
T ICKET
RECORO
0007 1 1
9 3 12 3 1!
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
DW0542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1*90 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/1
PAGE 13
SHIPPER: 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT: 14 REGION: OO COUNTY: 227 TRAVIS _
EPA 10 TX098O87O356 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPEO
WASTE COOE: 9005SO OUANTITY:
LAB WASTE. AOUEOUS
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1 4 00 1 GALS I RECE I VER 30477
REPORT DATE.
OATE RECEIVEO:
MOTOROLA INC
0590
05 1 8
T ICKET :
RECORD
0007 1 1 1
903 1 2311
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 102990 OUANTITY:
R I NSEWATER/WASTEWATER
HANOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
29 00 (CALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
MOTOROLA INC .
0**0
0801
T ICKET :
RECORD
0007 1 1
903 12319
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE: 110*90 OUANTITY:
OIL. LUBRICATING
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
1 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
OIIO
0(01
TICKET :
RECORD
:
OO07 1 1
I
903 123 15
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 91O1O0 OUANTITY
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
« OO ( GALS ) RECE I VER : 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
0**0
oso i
TICKET :
RECORD
00071 1
(0312311
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
i
.
WASTE CODE 102190 OUANTITY
R I NSEWATER/WASTEWATER
HANOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
30 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
MOTOROLA INC.
01 SO
0106
TICKET :
RECORD :
000 7 1 13|
9030323!
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 90058O OUANTITY
LAB WASTE. AOUEOUS
HANOLING. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1 4 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER. 30477
REPORT DATE
:
OATE RECEIVEO:
MOTOROLA INC.
O 1 SO
01O8
TICKET :
RECORD
0007 1 13
10303231
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
,
1
WASTE COOE 910100 OUANTITY
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING. S01 CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
to 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
Ol 90
OIOS
T ICKET :
RECORD
0007 1 11
9030323!
,
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
z
3
5
*
DWOS4 2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (0*0500
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 1 2
1
SHIPPER 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TXD9808703S6 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 102990 o'uANTITY:
RI NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
30 00 1 GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA INC
0290
0202
T ICKET
RECORD
0007 1 1 37
9030323S6
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE CODE: 900580 QUANTITY
LAB WASTE. AOUEOUS
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
7 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
OATE RECE I VEO :
MOTOROLA INC
0290
0202
T ICKET
RECORD
0007 1 1 37
9030323S7
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE COOE 900580 OUANTITY
LAB WASTE. AOUEOUS
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1 3 00 ( GALS ) RECEI VER 30477
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
1 90
01 22
T ICKET
RECORD
0007 1 1 39
9030323S9
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE CODE 900580 OUANTITY
LAB WASTE . AOUEOUS
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER IBARREL. DRUM, ETC
OS ( GALS I RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEI VEO :
MOTOROLA I NC
0190
1 22
T ICKET
RECORD
OO07 1 1 38
903032356
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE 910100 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. S»!NT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC
25 00 I GALS I RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA INC
1 90
01 22
T
I
CKET
RECORD
OO07 1 1 38
903032380
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
[ NC
WASTE CODE 101760 OUANTITY
PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
IS oo ( GALS I RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VED
MOTOROLA I NC
1 90
01 22
T I CKET
RECORO
0007 1 1 39
9030323S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE CODE 102990 OUANTITY
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
2S 00 I GALS ) RECEI VER 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEI VEO :
MOTOROLA INC
1 90
1 22
T
1
CKET
RECORO
0007 1 1 39
903032382
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
-
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 122
SHIPPER 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
TX098O87O3S8 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
JASTE CODE 900S80
AB WASTE , AOUEOUS
ANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
OUANT I TY SB .00 (GALS ) RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE: 0190
DATE RECE I VED Ol 22
TICKET
RECORO :
0007 1 1 39
903032383
1 ST TRANSPORTER :
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
•ASTE COOE 1029B0
I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
ANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
OUANT ITY IS
. 00 I GALS
)
RECEIVER 30*77 MOTOROLA INC.
REPORT OATE : 190
OATE RECEIVED 01 22
TICKET
RECORO
0007 1 1 40
903032364
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS:
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
ASTE CODE 900S80 Cull
AB WASTE
. AOUEOUS
ANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL.
2 00 ( GALS )
ORUM, ETC )
RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE: 0190
DATE RECEIVED: 01 22
T ICKET
RECORO :
0007 1 1 40
903032365
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
:
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
ASTE COOE: 102BB0 <
I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
ANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
SB 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT DATE: 02B0
DATE RECEIVED: 0209
TICKET
RECORD
00O7 114 1
903032388
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
ASTE COOE: 9 10 100
OIVENTS. SPENT
AN0L1NG SOI CONTAINER [BARREL
OUANTI TY
:
7 .00 ( GALS I
DRUM. ETC )
RECEIVER 30*77 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT DATE: 0290
OATE RECEIVED: 02O9
TICKET
RECORO
OO07 114 1
903032367
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
ASTE COOE 102990
1 NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
IHOlINC T31 NEUTRALIZATION
OUANT ITY: IS. 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT DATE 0290
DATE RECEI VED : 02 1 8
T I CKET
RECORO
0007 1 1 42
903032368
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS :
30477 MOTOROLA I NC
UNKNOWN
.ISTE COOE 910850 OUANTITY
iINT WASTE. LIOUIO
1N0L1NG SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. ORUM. ETC
14 . 00 I GALS I RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE. 0290
OATE RECE I VED . 02 1 6
T CKET
RECORD
0007 1142
903032369
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
:
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN I99Q THRU DEC 1990
2/20/I
PACE l:
34313 MOTOROLA INC
EPA ID TX098O67O3S6
DISTRICT I 4 REC ION COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
1 4 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE: 102990
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANOI INC T31 NEUTRALIZATION
OUANT I TY 14 . OO I GALS
)
RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT DATE 0290
DATE RECE I VEO : 0226
TI CKET
:
RECORO :
0007 I
9030323
1ST TRANSPORTER :
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE 90OS60
LAB WASTE . AOUEOUS
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
OUANT I T
Y
45 . 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT DATE: O290
DATE RECE I VED 0226
TICKET
RECORD :
0007 1 II.
9030323
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE : 9 101O0
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL
OUANT I TY 24 OO I GALS
DRUM, ETC )
RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE : 0290
DATE RECE I VED 0226
T ICKET :
RECORO :
00071
1
9030323'
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE: 102990 «
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
44 OO ( GALS I RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE : 0390
DATE RECEIVED: 0302
T ICKET :
RECORO :
00071
9030323
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
:
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE 9 10100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER
OUANTI TY
:
12 00 ( GALS
I BARREL . DRUM. ETC )
RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE : 0390
DATE RECEIVED: 0302
TICKET :
RECORD :
0007 1
H
9030323
1ST TRANSPORTER :
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE 102990
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
OUANT I TY l 5 00 | GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE: 0390
OATE RECE I VED 0309
T ICKET
RECORO
0007 1 ti
9030323'
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE: 102990
NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
OUANT I TY 30 . 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC.
REPORT OATE: 0390
OATE RECE I VED : 03 I 6
TICKET :
RECORO
0007 1
9O30323
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PER100 COVERED: JAN 199Q THRU DEC 1990
2/20/1'
PAGE li
SHIPPER 34313 MOTOROLA DISTRICT COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA 10 TX096O4703S6 COLORADO R
I
VER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE : 9 10 100 OUANTITY
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. ORUM.
2S.OO (GALS)
ETC )
RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE : 0390
DATE RECE I VED 03 1 S
T ICKET : 00071 !
RECORD 9030323
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE: 102990
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
OUANT I TY
:
42. OO (GALS) RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC.
REPORT OATE: 0390
OATE RECE I VED : 031 6
T I CKET 0007 1 I
RECORD : 9O30323'
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE COOE: 91O1O0 OUANTITY
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. ORUM.
100 ( GALS
ETC. )
RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC.
REPORT OATE: 0390
OATE RECEIVED. 03 1 6
T ICKET : 00071
RECORO : 9030323'
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS:
30477 MOTOROLA INC.
UNKNOWN
WASTE COOE: 101760
PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
OUANT I TY IS. 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT 0«T! 0390
OATE RECEIVED: 0323
TICKET: 000711
RECORD: 9030323
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS:
30477 MOTOROLA INC.
UNKNOWN
WASTE COOE: 102990 C
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
43 . OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT DATE: 0490
OATE RECEIVED 0402
TICKET: 0007 1
RECORO: 9031231
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
:
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE: 91O1O0 OUANTITY:
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM.
13 OO ( GALS )
ETC
)
RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE: 0490
OATE RECEIVEO. O402
T I CKET : 0007 1
RECORD : 9031231
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS:
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
T ICKET : 003421 ' J1WASTE COOE 9 10 lOO
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOI I NG S02 TANK
OUANT I TY 2 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT DATE 0990
OATE RECEIVED 092 1
RECORO : 9 11217*
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS :
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
;:
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM [OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN I99Q THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 12S
34313 MOTOROLA INC
EPA ID TX094O87O3S6
OISTRICT 1« RECION OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
I 4 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE: 9106SO
PAINT WASTE . L IOUID
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL
OUANT ITY IS OO ( CALS I
DRUM. ETC )
RECEIVER 3047T MOTOROLA INC
REPORT DATE : 0990
OATE RECE I VED 092 I
T ICKET
RECORD
003*2*75
9 I I 2 I 71 1 4
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
{WASTE CODE 110490 OUAI
OIL. LUBRICATING
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL,
75 00 ( GALS )
ETC. )
RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE: 0990
OATE RECE I VED Q92*
T I CKET
RECORD :
0034287 6
9 1 1 2 1 76 1 S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE COOE 900SB0 OUANTITY:
LAB WASTE. AOUeOUS
HANDLING. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC. I
03 ( TONS
)
RECEIVER. 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE: 0990
DATE RECE I VED : Q92*
T I CKET
RECORD :
003*2*76
9 112 17616
1 ST TRANSPORTER :
METHOD OF TRANS :
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE 9 10100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDL ING : S02 TANK
15 OO ( GALS RECEIVER 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT DATE: 1090
DATE RECE I VED 1005
T ICKET
RECORO :
00342*77
t 1 10937 19
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
:
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE COOE: 110490 OUANTITY
OIL. LUBRICATING
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC I
55 00 ( GALS RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC.
REPORT OATE: 1090
DATE RECE I VED : 1012
TICKET :
RECORO :
00342874
I 1 1093720
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS .
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE CODE 9 10 100
-SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING S02 TANK
OUANT ITY
:
15 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE : 1090
OATE RECE 1 VED 1012
T ICKET
RECORO
00342878
* 1 109372 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30*77 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
WASTE COOE 910100 OUANTITY
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
i 3 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE: 1090
OATE RECE I VED 1019
TICKET :
RECORO :
003*2*79
9
1
1093722
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
:
30477 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 126
SHIPPER: 34313 MOTOROLA INC DISTRICT 14 REGION OO COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID: TXD9«0«703S6 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
VASTE CODE 1 10490
JIL
.
LUBRICATING
IANDLING. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL
OUANT I TV 50 ( GALS )
DRUM. ETC .
1
RECEIVER: 30*77 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE : 1090
DATE RECE 1 VED : 1030
T ICKET
RECORO :
003*2**0
9 I 1 093723
I ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS:
30*77 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
fASTE CODE 910650 OUANTITY:
>AINT WASTE. LIOUIO
IANDLING: SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. PRUj
14 00 ( GALS
)
ETC )
RECEIVER: 30*77 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE: 1090
OATE RECEIVED. 1Q30
TICKET
RECORD :
003*2**0
9 109372*
1ST TRANSPORTER :
METHOO OF TRANS :
30*77 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
VASTE COOE: 110490 OUANTITY:
JIL , LUBRICAT INC
ANDLING. SOI CONTAINER IBARREL
25 I CALS
ORUM. ETC )
RECEIVER: 30477 MOTOROLA INC.
REPORT OATE : 1190
OATE RECE I VED : 1116
TICKET
RECORO
003*21*
1
9 11*1 384 6
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS:
30*77 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
1ASTE COOE: 910100
OLYENTS. SPENT
IANDLING S02 TANK
OUANTITY : 15 00 ( GALS RECEIVER 30*77 MOTOROLA INC.
REPORT OATE : 1190
OATE RECEIVEO: 1 130
T ICKET
RECORO
:
003*2**2
9 11*1 3**7
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30*77 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
'4STE CODE 1 10*90
1L. LUBRICATING
ANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL
OUANT I TY 50 ( GALS I
DRUM. ETC )
RECEIVER: 30*77 MOTOROLA INC.
REPORT OATE: 1290
OATE RECE I VED : 1 207
TICKET
RECORO
00342883
9 112 17*17
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
'ASTE CODE 9 1 1 OO
I OLVENTS. SPENT
ANDLING: S02 TANK
OUANTITY IS 00 ( GALS RECEIVER: 30*77 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE: 1290
DATE RECE I VED : 1 207
TICKET
RECORD
003*2**3
9 I 1 2 1 76 1 *
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS :
30*77 MOTOROLA INC
UNKNOWN
ASTE COOE 919910
ONERS ANO CONCENTRATES
ANDL ING S02 TANK
OUANT ITY 5 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 30*77 MOTOROLA INC
REPORT OATE: 1290
DATE RECE I VED : 1 207
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30*77 MOTOROLA I NC
UNKNOWN
T ICKET
RECORD
003*2*83
9 112 17619
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM IOWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN I99Q THRU DEC I99Q
SMI PPER 34313 MOTOROLA INC 3 I STR I CT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
EPA ID TX098O87O3S6 BASIN 14
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
COLORADO RIVER
WASTE CODE
SOLVENTS
.
HANDL I NG
9 10 100
SPENT
SOI CONTAINER (
OUANT ITY:
BARREL. ORUM. ETC .
2 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER : 30477
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
MOTOROLA
1 290
12 14
INC T ICKET
RECORD :
0034248
9 112 1762
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE
SOLVENTS
.
HANDL I NC
:
9 101 OO
SPENT
S02 TANK
OUANT I TY 1 21 (GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
OATE RECE I VEO :
MOTOROLA
0990
09 1 4
INC T ICKET
RECORD
O034290
9 112 1 712
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE CODE
SOLVENTS
.
HANDL I NG
: 9 10100
SPENT
S02 TANK
OUANT I T
Y
1 S 00 1 CALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATe
:
OATE RECE I VEO
MOTOROLA
0890
08 1 7
INC . TI CKET
:
RECORO
0034290
9 10673 16
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE CODE
SOLVENTS
.
HANOL I NG
9 1 1 00 OUANT ITY :
SPENT
SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC.
• 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED:
MOTOROLA
0890
06 1
INC T ICKET :
RECORO :
0034290
9 1067316
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
WASTE COOE 9 10650
PAINT WASTE. LIOUIO
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (
QUANTITY
BARREL. ORUM. ETC.
IS 00 ( GALS 1 RECEIVER: 30477
REPORT OATE
•
OATE RECEIVEO:
MOTOROLA
0890
08 10
INC . T ICKET :
RECORO :
0034290
9 10673 I*
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE CODE 102990
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
HANDLING T3I NEUTRALIZAT
OUANT ITY :
ION
28 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 30477
REPORT OATE
DATE RECE I VEO
MOTOROLA
0790
0727
INC T ICKET
RECORO
0034290
90324363
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
I NC
WASTE COOE
SOLVENTS
.
HANOL I NG
9 10100
SPENT
S01 CONTAINER (
QUANTITY
BARREL
.
DRUM. ETC .
1 OO ( CALS 1 RECEIVER 30477
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVEO
MOTOROLA
079O
0727
INC . TICKET :
RECORD :
0034290
903213I1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30477 MOTOROLA
UNKNOWN
INC
DWOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/1
PACE i:
34313 MOTOROLA INC
-
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-S ITE MANAGED ON-SITE
-
WASTE COOE
PHOTOGRAPH
lO 1 690
IC OEVELOPER
WASTE COOE 101760
PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
!
WASTE COOE 102990
R I NSEWATER /WASTEWATER
6 6
1
WASTE COOE 1 10490 1
OIL. LUBRICATING
WASTE CODE: 900040
ACIO. SULFURIC '
WASTE CODE
LAB WASTE.
: 900S80
AOUEOUS
1 1
1
WASTE CODE 901 240
ACIO. SPENT 1
WASTE CODE
SOLVENTS
,
: 9 10 100
SPENT
' 1
WASTE CODE 9 l 06S0
PAINT WASTE. LIOUID 1
WASTE COOE
TONERS AND
9 199 lO
CONCENTRATES
COMPANY SUMMARY 34313
•assess******* * « a * > > I >«>*•**« S S * * S > S
TOTAL VOLUME 10 10
:
1
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS : 3 3
:
1
OTHER CLASS I 6 6
II
1
CLASS I I 1'
z
•:
I
1
n
(05 4 2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM I0WO5OOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 129
HIPPER 34315 OPTRON. INC DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 182 PALO PINTO
EPA 10 TX096O67O52I
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
BAS IN 12 BRA20S RIVER
STE CODE 912010 OUAN GENERATED
EON
NOLINC TS4 DISTILLATION
250 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLED :
RECE I VER 33S33 DETREX
2 1 O OO 1 GALS )
CORPORAT I ON
RECORO 9 1269 1434
STE CODE 915580 OUAN GENERATED:
I CHLOROETHANE
70 00 ( GALS I OUAN HANOLED :
RECEIVER: 33S33 DETREX
55 OO (GALS)
CORPORAT I ON
RECORD 9 12(9 1 435
NDLING TS4 OISTILLATION
STE CODE 900430 OUAN GENERATED. 70 oo (GALS) OUAN HANDLED : 60 00 (GALS) RECORO 9 1269 1 436
ANIOE BEARING WASTES
NOLING T29 OETOX I F I C AT I ON
RECEIVER 33(23 DMS REF IN 1 NG
.
I NC
STE CODE 1000S0 OUAN GENERATED
ID. NITRIC ( MN03 )
NOLING T3I NEUTRALIZATION
4 oo ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLED:
RECEI VER 343 IS OPTRON
.
4 00
INC .
( GALS ) RECORO 9 1 269 1 437
STE COOE 100060 OUAN GENERATEO:
10 . HYDROCHLORI C I HC L )
7 oo (GALS ) OUAN . HANOLEO :
RECE I VER 343 1
S
OPTRON
.
7 00
INC .
1 GALS ) RECORO 9 1269 1 43(
NOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
STE CODE 170150 OUAN GENERATED: 2 00 (GALS) OUAN . HANOLED : 2 00 ( GALS ) RECORO 9 1269 1 439
D I UM MYDROX I DE ( NAOM
)
NOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
RECE I VER 343 IS OPTRON , I NC
STE CODE 1723S0 OUAN GENERATED:
ST, ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR
NOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC
00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLED:
RECE I VER 343 1 OPTRON
.
00
INC
( GALS ) RECORO : 9 1 269 1440
STE CODE 1S4S30 OUAN GENERATED
ID. OXALIC
00 1 GALS ) OUAN . HANOLEO :
RECEIVER 3431S OPTRON.
OO
INC
( GALS 1 RECORD : 9 1 269 1 (41
NDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM ETC
STE COOE 900040 OUAN GENERATED: s 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLEO: 5 00 ( GALS ) RECORO 9 1269 1 442
ID , SULFURI C
NOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
RECEIVER 3431S OPTRON I NC
STE CODE 9O0130 OUAN GENERATED:
MONIUH HYDRO HIDE (NH40H)
NOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
3 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLEO :
RECEIVER: 34315 OPTRON
.
3 00
INC
( GALS ) RECORO 9 126(1 443
STE COOE 900430 OUAN GENERATED
ANIOE BEARING WASTES
70 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLED:
RECE I VER : 343 1 OPTRON
.
lO OO
INC
( GALS 1 RECORD 9 1269 1 444
NOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC I
0S42
TEXAS
SH
I
PPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PERIOO COVEREO
WATER COMMISSION
MONITORING REPORT
10 WASTE SVSTEM (DWOSOO)
JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 130
HIPPER 34315 OPTRON. INC. D ISTRI CT 04 REGION: 00 COUNTY 182 PALO P INTO
EPA 10 TX09SOS70S21
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
IAS IN 12 BRAZOS R
I
VER
5TE COOE 900800 OUAN GENERATED
ID. HYOROFLUORIC
NDLING T3I NEUTRALIZATION
3 OO (GALS ) OUAN HANDLED :
RECE I VER : 343 1
5
OPTRON
,
3 OO
INC .
I GALS ) RECORD 9 12(9 1 44S
STE CODE 909140 OUAN GENERATEO
LVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORC)
1 20 oo (CALS ) OUAN . HANOLEO
RECE I VER 343 1 OPTRON
.
20 00
INC
( GALS ) RECORD 9 1 259 1446
NOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM.
5TE COOE 910030 OUAN GENERATED
ETC .
00 (GALS) OUAN HANOLED oo 1 GALS ) RECORO 9 1269 1 447
LENE/XYLOL
NDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.
RECE I VER : 3431 S OPTRON
.
INC
STE CODE 9100S0 OUAN GENERATED
THYL ETHYL KETONE
NDLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM ETC
1 (O oo ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLEO
RECEIVER: 34315 OPTRON
.
30 OO
INC .
( GALS ) RECORD 9 1269 1446
STE CODE: 910090 OUAN GENERATED:
ETONE
75 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED:
RECE I VER 343 15 OPTRON
.
25 00
INC
( GALS ) RECORD 9 1 269 1449
NOLING: S01 CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM.
STE CODE 910(20 OUAN GENERATEO:
ETC.
2(0 oo (CALS) OUAN
.
HANOLEO : 30 oo ( GALS ) RECORD 9 1269 1 450
COHOL
.
1 SOPROPYL
NDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC
RECEIVER: 34315 OPTRON
.
I NC
STE COOE: 910(70 OUAN GENERATED
THVLENE CHLORIDE
NDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM, ETC
(5 00 ( GALS 1 OUAN HANOLED:
RECE I VER : 3431S OPTRON
.
1 5 00
INC .
(GALS ) RECORO 9 12691451
STE CODE 911170 OUAN GENERATED:
RCHL OROETM Y LENE
oo ( GALS ) OUAN . HANDLEO
RECE I VER : 343 15 OPTRON
.
00
INC
( GALS I RECORO 9 1269 1452
NOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM.
STE COOE 912010 OUAN GENERATEO
ETC .
250 00 (GALS) OUAN HANOLEO 40 00 1 GALS ) RECORO 9 1269 1453
EON
NOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM. ETC
RECEIVER: 3431S OPTRON
.
INC .
STE CODE 914310 OUAN GENERATED:
HANOLAMINES
NDLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.
oo IGALS) OUAN HANOLED
RECE I VER : 3431 5 OPTRON
.
OO
INC .
( GALS ) RECORO 9 1269 1 454
STE COOE 915020 OUAN GENERATED:
CHLOROETHANE
1 30 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED
RECEI VER : 343 1 OPTRON
.
25 OO
I NC
1 GALS ) RECORD 9 1269 1455
NDLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC .
0WO5 4 2
TEXAS
SH IPPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PERIOO COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MONITORING REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/9.
PAGE 13
SHIPPER: 3431S OPTRON. INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 1 62 PALO PINTO
EPA I T KOS 804 705 2 1 BASIN 12 BRAZOS RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE 915880 OUAN GENERATED
TRICHLOROETHANE
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
70 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED 1 S OO (GALS)
RECEIVER: 34315 OPTRON. INC
RECORD 9 1269 1 456
WASTE COOE : 9 1 707O OUAN. GENERATED:
FUEL
,
00 1 GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 00 (GALSI
RECEIVER: 3431S OPTRON, INC
RECORD : 9 1 269 1 457
HANDLING: S01 CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC
WASTE CODE: 917740 OUAN GENERATED 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED 00 (GALS) RECORD : 9 1269 1 456
ETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOBUTYL ETHER
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC.
RECEIVER: 3431S OPTRON, INC
WASTE CODE 91OOS0 OUAN. GENERATED:
METHYL ETHYL KETONE
HANOLING TS4 DISTILLATION
ISO OO (GALS) OUAN. HANOLED 1 SO . 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: Z0040 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT HRI TULSA. OK 74107
RECORD : 9 1 269 1 4S9
WASTE CODE: 91O090 OUAN GENERATED:
ACETONE
75 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLED: SO 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 20040 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
RECORO
:
9 1 2(9 14(0
HANOLING: T54 DISTILLATION
WASTE CODE: 910620 OUAN GENERATED: 260 OO ( GALS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT HRI TULSA. OK 74107
OUAN. HANDLED: ISO OO (GALS) RECORO 9 1 289 1 46 1
tL COHOL
. I SOPROPVL
HANOLING: TS4 DISTILLATION
RECEIVER 20O40 OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: HRI TULSA, OK. 74107
WASTE COOE: 909140 OUAN. GENERATED:
SOLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORC)
HANDLING T06 LIOUID INJECTION INCINERATOR
120 OO (GALS) OUAN. HANDLED 1 OO 00 (GALS) RECORD: 912691462
RECEIVER: Z0047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT GSX SERVICES INC CREENBRIAR. TN. 37073
WASTE COOE: 910(70 OUAN. GENERATED:
METHYLENE CHLORIDE
85 OO | GALS ) OUAN. HANOLED: SO 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER Z0047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
RECORD 9 1 2(9 14(3
HANDLING T06 LIOUID INJECTION INCINERATOR
WASTE CODE: 91SO20 OUAN. GENERATED: 1 30 00 ( GALS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT GSX CREENBRIAR, TN 37073
OUAN. HANOLED: 105.00 (GALS,] RECORD 9 1 2(9 14(4
DICHLOROETHANE
HANOLING: TOK LIOUID INJECTION INCINERATOR
RECEIVER Z0047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT GSX CREENBRIAR, TN 37073
J
-
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/I 1
PAGE 11
SHIPPER: 34315 OPTION, INC DISTRICT 04 REGION: 00 COUNTY 162 PALO PINTO _
EPA 10 TXD980870S2 1 BASIN 12 BRA20S RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS SHIPPED BUT NOT RECEIVED
1
NO CLASS I WASTE SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 900430 QUANTITY
04/90
60 00 ( GALS )
RECORD 90198OSO3
RECEIVER 3S323 TG RAILWAY ENTERPRISES INC. TICKET: 00167OI
CYANIDE BEARINC WASTES
HANOLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE 0890
OATE SHIPPED: 06 16
SHIPPER COMMENT: DMS REPINING INC TX0490BS722S
RECORD : 9 1026 111
CYANIDE 1
I
' «..
1
*
!
'
>S«2 SHIPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/9 2
PAGE 1 33
UPPER 3*315 OPTRON. INC. DISTRICT 04 RECION 00 COUNTY 182 PALO PINTO
EPA ID T XD9 808 705 2 1
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED AND
BAS IN 12 BRAZOS R
I
VER
RECE I VED
TE CODE 112010 OUANTITY:
ON
OLINC T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
1 1 OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER 50021
REPORT DATE
OATE SHIPPED
OETREX CHEMICAL I NDUS TR I ES , I NC
0390
0305
T ICKET
RECORD
00 194747
90 1(4 1 (33
OATE RECEIVED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
0305
OETREX ARL TX TXD980S26154 FREON
33S33 OETREX CORPORATION
TE CODE 91S020 OUANTITY: 55 00 ( CALS )
METHOD OF TRANS
RECEIVER: S0O2 1
H I GHWAY
OETREX CHEMICAL I NOUS TR I ES . I NC T ICKET 00 1 947(7
HLOROETMANE
DLINC: TS3 SOLVENT RECOVERY
REPORT DATE
DATE SHIPPED:
DATE RECEIVED
0390
0305
0305
RECORD 901 (4 1(34
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
OETREX ARL TX TX09S06261S4 TRICHO
33S33 OETREX CORPORATION
H I GHWAY
TE CODE 110170 OUANTITY.
HYLENE CHLORIDE
SO OO (CALS 1 RECEIVER 20022
REPORT DATE
LOUISIANA RECEIVER
0690
T ICKET
RECORD
LA01S937
9034 1 2(44
DLINC UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
0(2 1
MARINE SHALE LA0981OS77O6 J 1 00
40SOS CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
TE CODE: 8100S0 OUANTITY: 50 00 ! CALS )
METHOO OF TRANS
RECEIVER: Z0040
H I GHWAY
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER T ICKET 0020(037
HYL ETHYL KETONE
OLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
DATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
190
117
HRI TULSA OK 0K0OOO632737
RECORD 901291(15
TE CODE: 910090 OUANTITV:
TONE
SO OO (CALS ) RECEIVER 20040
REPORT DATE:
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
1 90
T ICKET
RECORD
0020(037
901291916
DLINC UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPEO
SHIPPER COMMENT
117
HRI TULSA OK 0K0OOO632737
TE CODE: 910620 OUANTITV
OHOL. ISOPROPYL
DLINC: UNKNOWN
SO OO 1 CALS ) RECEIVER: Z0040
REPORT DATE:
OATE SHIPPEO
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
1 90
117
T I CKET
RECORD
0020(037
901291917
TE CODE: 910620 QUANTITY: SO OO (GALS)
SHIPPER COMMENT
RECEIVER: 20040
HRI TULSA OK 0K0OOO632737
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER T I CKET 00302209
OHOL
.
ISOPROPYL
OLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE
DATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
0390
0305
HRI TULSA OK 0KDOOO632737 ALCOHO
RECORO 90 164 1 (35
S42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( DWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 134
IPPER: 34315 OPTRON, INC. DISTRICT 04 RECION 00 COUNTY 182 PALO P NTO
EPA ID TX09(0(70S21
WASTE REPORTED
BASIN: 12 BRAZOS RIVER
AS SHIPPEO AND RECEIVED
TE COOE 510620
OHOL
.
ISOPROPYL
OLINC: UNKNOWN
OUANT I TY 50 00 1 CALS ) RECEIVER Z0040
REPORT OATE:
OATE SHIPPED
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0690
06 1 S
T I CKET
RECORO
0030224S
9034 1 2(45
TE CODE 9 100SO OUANTI TY 50 00 ( CALS )
SHIPPER COMMENT
RECEIVER: Z0040
HRI TULSA OK 0KDOOO632737
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
ALCOHOL
TI CKET 00302259
HYL ETHYL KETONE
OLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE
DATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
0590
05 1 4
HRI TULSA OK 0K0OOO632737 ALCOHOL
RECORO 9034 1 2845
TE COOE: 910520
OHOL. ISOPROPYL
OUANTITV : so . oo ( CALS 1 RECEIVER: Z0040
REPORT OATE
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0590
T I CKET
RECORO
00302259
9034 1 2(47
DLINC: UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPEO:
SHIPPER COMMENT
OS 1 4
HRI TULSA OK 0K0OOOS32737 ALCOHOL
TE CODE 910050
HYL ETHYL KETONE
DLINC: UNKNOWN
OUANTITV so . oo 1 GALS ) RECEIVER: 20040
REPORT DATE:
OATE SHIPPED:
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0(90
OS 1 4
T ICKET
RECORO
00342388
9 102(1 200
TE CODE 910620 OUANTITY so . oo ( GALS 1
SHIPPER COMMENT
RECEIVER: Z0040
HRI TULSA OK TX0OOO632737
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
ALCOHOL
T ICKET 00342386
OHOL, ISOPROPYL
DLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE
DATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
0(90
0( 14
HRI TULSA OK TXD000632737 MEX
RECORD 9 10261201
TE CODE 9 12010
ON
OUANTI TV
:
1 00 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER: Z0040
REPORT DATE
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
0990
T ICKET
RECORO
003840(0
9 10562202
OLINC: UNKNOWN DATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
09 1 2
HRI TULSA OK FREON
TE COOE 9 10620
OHOL
.
ISOPROPYL
DLINC UNKNOWN
OUANTITY 1 50 OO (GALS ) RECEIVER Z0040
REPORT DATE:
OATE SH
I
PPED :
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER
029O
0213
T I CKET
RECORD
004069(9
9 1 1 404004
TE COOE 9 12010 OUANT I TY 1 SO 00 ( CALS )
SHIPPER COMMENT
RECEIVER: Z0040
HRI INC TULSA OK 0KDOOO632737
OKLAHOMA RECEIVER T
I
CKET 00406989
ON
DLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE
DATE SHIPPEO:
SHIPPER COMMENT
0290
02 13
HRI INC TULSA OK 0K0OOO632737
RECORO 9 1 1 404005
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVEREO JAN I99Q THRU DEC 1990
SHIPPER 34315 OPTRON, INC DISTRICT REGION: OO COUNTY 1(2 PALO PINTO
EPA I TX094O87O52 I BRAZOS RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
WASTE CODE 909140 QUANTITY
SOLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORC)
HANOL INC ; UNKNOWN
50 . OO I GALS
)
RECEIVER 200«T TENNESSEE RECEIVER
REPORT OATE: 0190
DATE SH IPPEO : 0117
T I CKET
RECORD
O02OJ0
90129 1*
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
CSX GREENBRIAR TN TND00064S77
40605 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC
H I GHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OP TRANS
40330 GSX SERVICES. INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE : 9 10(70
METHYLENE CHLORIDE
HANDL I NG : UNKNOWN
OUANT ITY
:
SO 00 ( CALS RECEIVER Z0047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
REPORT OATE: 0990
DATE SHI PPEO : 09 1 2
TICKET
RECORD
0034(7
9 105(22
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
GSX GREENBRIER TN METHYLENE CHLOR
40(05 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC.
M I GHWAY
2N0 TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40330 GSX SERVICES.
HI GHWAY
WASTE COOE : 9 15020
OICHLOROETHANE
HANOL 1 NG : UNKNOWN
50.00 (GALSI RECEIVER: Z0047 TENNESSEE RECEIVER
REPORT OATE: 0990
OATE SH I PPEO : 09 1 2
TICKET :
RECORD :
0034(7
9 105622
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
GSX GREENBRIER TN METHYLENE CHLOR
40(05 CHEMAWAY TRANSPORT. INC.
H 1 GHWAY
2N0 TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
:
40330 GSX SERVICES.
H I GHWAY
DWOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/
PAGE 1
34315 OPTRON. INC.
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGEO ON-SITE
WASTE COOE: lOOOSO
ACID. NITRIC ( HN03
1
WASTE COOE: 1OOOS0
ACID. HYDROCHLORIC (HCL)
WASTE COOE 1 70150
SOOIUM HYOROXIDE I NADH
I
WASTE COOE : 1723(0
OUST. ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR
WASTE COOE : 1 (4530
ACID, OXALIC
WASTE CODE : 900040
ACID. SULFURIC
WASTE CODE: 9OO130
AMMONIUM HYOROXIDE INH40H)
WASTE CODE (00430
CYANIDE BEARING WASTES
WASTE CODE : (00(00
ACIO. HYDROFLUORIC
WASTE CODE : 909 140
SOLVENTS (ORG) ACIOS (INORC)
1
WASTE COOE : 9 10030
XYLENE/XYLOL
WASTE CODE 910050
METHYL ETHYL KETONE
1 1
WASTE CODE : 9 10090
ACETONE
WASTE COOE: 9IOS20
ALCOHOL
.
ISOPROPYL
1 1
WASTE CODE 910(70
METHYLENE CHLORIDE
z
WASTE COOE 9 1 1 1 70
PERCHLOROETHYLENE
1
5
DWOS4 2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOOI
PERIOD COVEREO JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 137
3431S OPTRON. INC
COMPANY TOTALS It WASTE CODE (TONS)
lisll*l(tt<ll**tla*ti>i>>llllfllt>tltl
TOTAL CENERATEO SH
I
PPEO OFF -S I TE MANACED ON SITE
WASTE CODE t!2010 ' '
FREON
WASTE CODE 914310
ETHANOLAMI NES
WASTE CODE 9IS020 <
OICHLOROETHANE
WASTE CODE: 915SSO
TR ICHLOROETMANE
WASTE COOE : 9 1 7070
FUEL
WASTE CODE 917740
ETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOBUTYL ETHER
COMPANY SUMMARY; 3431S
TOTAL VOLUME : S 4 1
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS S 4 1
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS II
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( DWOSOO
1
PERIOD COVEREO JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 131
SHIPPER 343S3 TEXAS OP TO E L E C TR ON I CS , INC DISTRICT: 04 REGION: 00 COUNTY: 0S7 DALLAS
EPA 10 TX099O9S79SO BASIN OS TRINITY RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE 91SS90 OUAN CENERATEO:
TRICHLOROETHYLENE
HANDLING T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
.
495 OO (CALS) OUAN. HANOLEO: 1.S9S 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: S002 1 OETREX CHEMICAL INDU
RECORD : 9 1 2970024
WASTE COOE: 913*80 OUAN CENeRATED:
SOLVENTS. NON- HALOGENATED
2 , 47S OO ICALS ) OUAN. HANDLED 2.11! OO (GALS)
RECEIVER S0029 HEAT INC RECORO : 9202SOOS9
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
WASTE COOE 901100 OUAN GENERATED: 220 OO ( GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED 220 00 (GALS) RECORD : 9 1 2970025
•LATINC SOLUTION. NICKEL
HANDLING TOT ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
RECEIVER: 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT MSP SAINT ROSE LA
WASTE CODE: • I 1 1 70 OUAN GENERATED
'ERCHLOROETHYLENE
HANDLING T07 ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
ss 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLEO: SS 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: Z0O22 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: MSP SAINT ROSE LA
RECORD : 9 1 2970029
WASTE CODE 900400 OUAN GENERATED:
»CID. HYDROFLUORIC
30 OO ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLEO: 30 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: Z0034 NEW JERSEY RECEIVER
RECORO 9 12970027
HANDLING: T2* CHEMICAL REDUCTION GENERATOR'S COMMENT RFE JERSEY CITY NJ
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/'
PAGE 1
SHIPPER 34353 TEXAS OPTOELECTRONICS. INC 3ISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 057 DALLAS
EPA ID TX098O8679SO BASIN 08 TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
IIBItllllMtttlltlKltOK*******')*!**!*'* 1 ....«*.. ........ « |*>>*................*>>...* ..... ............
WASTE CODE 915890
TRICHLOROETHYLENE
HANDLING TS3 SOLVENT
QUANTITY :
RECOVERY
330 OO (GALS ) RECE I VER 5002
1
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED:
OETREX CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
0S9O
05 1 4
INC T ICKET !
RECORO :
OO 1 7 1
5
903 1 23
1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
33533 OETREX CORPORATION
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 9 1 S890
TRICHLOROETHYLENE
HANDLING: T63 SOLVENT
OUANTI TY
RECOVERY
275 oo ( GALS ) RECE I VER 5002
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VEO :
OETREX CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES.
0690
0626
INC T ICKET :
RECORO :
OO 1 7 1
903 1231
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
33533 DETREX CORPORATION
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 91S890
TRICHLOROETHYLENE
HANDLING T63 SOLVENT
OUANT ITY :
RECOVERY
275 OO (GALS) RECEIVER 50021
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED :
OETREX CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
0890
0801
I NC T ICKET :
RECORD
:
OO 1 7 If
9 1 10937
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
33533 OETREX CORPORATION
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 915890
TRICHLOROETMYLENE
HANDLING T63 SOLVENT
OUANT ITY :
RECOVERY
220 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER 50021
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED:
OETREX CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
0990
0907
INC TICKET :
RECORO :
001 7 IS
9 1 1 4 138
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
33533 OETREX CORPORATION
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE 9 1 5890
TRICHLOROETHYLENE
HANDLING T63 SOLVENT
OUANT ITY:
RECOVERY
300 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER 50021
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO :
OETREX CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES.
O390
0329
INC T ICKET :
RECORO :
001715
901 3102
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
33533 OETREX CORPORATION
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE 9 15890
TRICHLOROETHYLENE
HANDLING: T63 SOLVENT
OUANTI TY
RECOVERY
275 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 5002
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
DETREX CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
0290
0207
INC T ICKET
RECORO :
003633
9022605
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
33533 OETREX CORPORATION
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 913660 OUANTITV:
SOLVENTS. NON -HALOGENATED
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
275 oo ( GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VED .
HE AT INC
OS90
OS 1 1
T
I
CKET :
RECORO :
OO 1 7 1
9 12 1 BOO
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 HE AT
.
INC
H I GHWAY
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/' '
PAGE 1
SHIPPER: 34353 TEXAS OPTOELECTRONICS. INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION: 00 COUNTY: OS7 DALLAS
EPA ID: TX096OSB796O BASIN OS TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 9 13BBO
SOLVENTS. NON-HALOGENATEO
HANDLING T50 8LEN0ING
OUANTITY : 330. OO (GALS) RECEIVER: 50029
REPORT OATE :
OATE RECEIVEO:
H EAT INC
0690
06 1 4
TICKET
RECORO
00 1 715
9032436
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 HEAT. INC .
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 9138BO
SOLVENTS, NON-HALOGENATEO
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANTI TY
:
275 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
H EAT INC
079O
07 17
TICKET
RECORO
OO 1 7 1
9032434 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
3O440 HEAT, INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 9138B0
SOLVENTS, NON-HALOGENATEO
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANTITY : 220. OO (GALS) RECEIVER: 50029
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
H EAT INC
0690
062S
T ICKET
RECORO
OOI 7 IS 1
9 108731 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 HEAT, INC
HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE 913860
SOLVENTS. NON-HALOCENATED
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANTITV : 275.00 (GALS) RECEIVER: S0029
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
H EAT. INC .
0990
0926
TICKET
RECORD
OOlTllfl
9 109 137 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 HEAT . INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE 913860
SOLVENTS. NON-HALOGENATEO
HANOLINC: TSO BLENDING
OUANT ITY: 220 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVEO:
H EAT INC
1 1 90
1 107
T ICKET
RECORD
OO l 7 15
9 1 1 5637
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 HEAT, INC
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE 9 13SB0
SOLVENTS, NON-HALOCENATED
HANOLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANT ITY: 275 00 ( GALS 1 RECEIVER: 50029
REPORT D4T!
OATE RECEIVEO:
H EAT INC .
0290
020 1
T I CKET
RECORD
003633
9030324
-
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 HE AT, INC
H I GHWAY
z
1
z
..
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT 2/20/92
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO) PACE 141
PERIOO COVERED JAN 199Q THRU OEC 199Q
14883 TEXAS OPTOELECTRONICS. INC DISTRICT 04 RECION 00 COUNT Y 0S7 DALLAS
EPA 10 TXD980S67980 BASIN 08 TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS SMIPPEO BUT NOT RECEIVEO
WASTE COOE 9 ISISO OUANT ITY 300 00 (GALS) RECEIVER S0029 MEAT INC TICKET 00171531
TRICHLOROETHYLENE REPORT DATE 0390 RECORD 90IS81S97
MANDL I NG UNKNOWN DATE SH IPPEO 0329
1ST TRANSPORTER 33S33 OETREX CORPORATION
METHOO OF TRANS HIGHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT 2/20/92
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO) PAGE 142
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
SHIPPER 34353 TEXAS OPTOELECTRONICS, INC DISTRICT 04 REGION: 00 COUNTY OS7 DALLAS
EPA ID TX09BOB679SO BASIN: OB TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
'ASTE COOE 9I3SBO QUANTITY: 330 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 50029 HEAT INC. TICKET 00171S30
OlvENTS NON -HALOCENATED REPORT OATE 0490 RECORD 901581596
ANOL I NG TSO BLEND I NG DATE SHIPPED 04 1 6
OATE RECE I VEO 04 1 6
1ST TRANSPORTER: 30440 H
METHOD OF TRANS HIGHWAY
ASTE COOE 913BSO 0UANT1TY 275 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: S0029 HEAT INC TICKET 00171532
OLVENTS. NON -HALOGENATEO REPORT DATE: 0390 RECORD 9Q1 SB 1 598
•ANOLING TSO BLENDING DATE SHIPPED 0302
DATE RECEIVEO 0302
1ST TRANSPORTER: 3Q44Q H.E.A.T
.
INC.
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
ASTE CODE 90OB0O 0UANT1 TV : 30 00 IGALSI RECEIVER: 20034 NEW JERSEY RECEIVER T ICKET 0Q9B4843
-CID. HYDROFLUORIC REPORT DATE: 1290 RECORD 9109137S7
ANOLING: UNKNOWN OATE SHIPPED 120B
SHIPPER COMMENT: RFE INDUSTRIES JERSEY CITY NJ
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/ 20/I
PACE 14
34353 TEXAS OPTOELECTRONICS, INC
COMPANV TOTALS 8i WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE 4ANAGE0 ON-SITE
WASTE COOE ; 900S00
ACI D . HYDROFLUORIC
WASTE COOE : 90 1 100
PLATING SOLUTION, NICKEL
WASTE COOE : 9 1 1 170
PERCHLOROETHVLENE
WASTE COOE: 913860
SOLVENTS, NON-HALOGENATEO
WASTE COOE 9 1 5890
TRICHLOROETHYLENE
COMPANY SUMMARY 3«3S3
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS I I
DWOC42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/9
PAGE 14
SHIPPER: 3*520 ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT. IS REGION: OO COUNTY: 071 EL PASO
EPA ID H098O1JO l 0! BASIN 23 RIO GRANDE
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE 110450 OUAN GENERATEO:
OIL. WASTE
HANOLING T1S CEMENT KILN
55 OO (GALSI OUAN HANOLEO: 55 OO (GALS)
RECEIVER: ZOOO* ARIZONA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT ROMIC CHEMICAL. CHANDLER. AZ
RECORD
SS226
9 1296 10*6
WASTE COOE 911S20 OUAN. GENERATED
FLUX
. SOLDERING
115 OO (CALSI OUAN HANDLED: 1 95 OO ICALS)
RECEIVER ZOOO* ARIZONA RECEIVER
RECORD 9 1296 10*9
HANOLING T16 CEMENT KILN
WASTE CODE: 913(10 OUAN. GENERATEO:
GENERATOR'S COMMENT ROMIC CHEMICAL.
5.00 ICALS) OUAN HANDLED: 5.00 (GALS)
CHANDLER. AZ 85 226
RECORD 9 1296 1050
SEALANT
HANDLING: T16 CEMENT KILN
RECEIVER ZOOO* ARIZONA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT ROMIC CHEMICAL, CHANDLER, AZ S522S
WASTE CODE 916*00 OUAN. GENERATEO:
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
HANOLING: TO SOLVENT RECOVERY
110 OO (GALS) OUAN HANOLEO: no 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: ZOOO* ARIZONA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: ROMIC CHEMICAL. CHANDLER. AZ
RECORD
8S226
9
1
29610S1
i
z
z
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (0WO50OI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 199Q THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE US
IMIPPER: 34S2Q ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL
EPA ID TXD9 SOIIO 1 OS
DISTRICT 00 COUNT 1 07 1 EL PASO
R I GRANOE
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SMIPPEO
iSTE CODE 9 1 (400
IICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
[NOLING; TSO 8LEN0INC
l 65 00 ( GALS
)
RECEIVER S0029 HEAT INC
REPORT DATE 0590
DATE RECEIVED 0522
I ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
:
2ND TRANSPORTER :
METHOO OF TRANS
T I CKET
RECORD
00 1 525*5
9 1 1 700362
40483 ACE TRANSPORTATION.
H I GHWAV
40421 BEAL1NE SERVICE CO
STE CODE 9 1 8400 QUANT I TY 165 00 (GALSI RECEIVER 50029 H E AT OO
1
52546
ICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
NOLING TSO BLENDING
REPORT DATE:
OAT! RECE I VED
1ST TRANSPORTER
0S90
OS22
4Q463 ACE TRANSPORTATION,
RECORD 9 1
1
700363
METHOO OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
H I GHWAV
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO
H I GHWAV
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOS0O)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC I99Q
2/20/92
PAGE 146
HIPPER 34520 ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL DISTR ICT IS REGION : COUNTY 07 1 EL PASO
TI09101SOI01 RIO GRANOE
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
STE COOE 9 10620
COHOL
.
ISOPROPYL
HOLING: UNKNOWN
OUANT I TV : SS 00 I GALS
)
RECEIVER: Z0OO4 ARIZONA RECEIVER
REPORT DATE : 1090
OATE SH 1 PPEO : 1003
TICKET :
RECORD :
0000001
1
9 10S622OS
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
ROMIC CHANDLER ARIZONA AZ0OO9O15389
41SS9 AUTO EXPRESS DE JUAREZ
H I GHWAV
STE COOE : 9 151(0
ICHLOROETHANE
OUANT I TV 1 10 00 ( GALS RECEIVER. Z0004 ARIZONA RECEIVER
REPORT DATE 1090
OOOOOO 1 1
9
1
OS62209
UNKNOWN DATE SHIPPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
1003
ROMIC: CHANDLER ARIZONA AZD00901S3S9
41589 AUTO EXPRESS OE JUAREZ
METHOO OF TRANS H I CHWAY
STE COOE: 916400 OUANT I T Y
:
680 00 [ GALS I RECEIVER: Z0004 ARIZONA RECEIVER OOOOOO 1 1
ICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
NOLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT DATE:
OATE SH I PPEO
:
SHIPPER COMMENT
109O
1 003
ROMI C
RECORD: 910S62210
CHANDLER ARIZONA AZD009015369
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
:
4I5S9 AUTO EXPRESS OE JUAREZ
H I GHWAV
STE COOE: 910820
COHOL
.
ISOPROPYL
NOLING: UNKNOWN
QUANTITY : 1 10 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER: ZOOO* ARIZONA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE 1 290
DATE SH I PPEO 12 13
T I CKET
RECORO
OOOOOO 1 2
9 109 1 3SOS
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
ROMIC CHANDLER ARIZONA AZ0OO9O15389
41697 ROMIC CHEMICAL CORPORATION
H I GHWAY
STE COOE 9 1 S880
ICHLOROETHANE
OUANT ITY : SS 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER: Z00O4 ARIZONA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE: 1 290
T I CKET
RECORD
OOOOOO 1
2
9 1 09 I 36Q6
OATE SHIPPED:
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
12 13
ROMIC: CHANDLER ARIZONA AZ0OO9O1S389
41697 ROMIC CHEMICAL CORPORATION
METHOD OF TRANS
STE CODE 9 1 6400
ICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
NOLING: UNKNOWN
S50 00 1GALS) RECEIVER Z0004 ARIZONA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE.
OATE SHIPPED
SH IPPER COMMENT
1 ST TRANSPORTER :
METHOO OF TRANS
1 290
12 13
ROMI C CHANOLER ARIZONA AZD00901S389
41697 ROMIC CHEMICAL CORPORATION
H I GHWAY
OOOOOO I 2
9 1091 3807
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/1
PACE 14
SHIPPER 34S20 ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT 1 5 REGION 00 COUNTY : 07 1 EL PASO
EPA 10 TX098O»»OlO*
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPEO AND
BAS IN: 23 RIO GRANOE
RECE I VED
WASTE CODE 1 IO«IO OUANTITY
OIL. WASTE
HANDLING. UNKNOWN
SS 00 1 GALS 1 RECEIVER: 2000*
REPORT OATE:
DATE SH IPPEO
ARI ZONA
0790
0731
RECE I VER TICKET :
RECORO :
00 1 525'
9 100231-1
WASTE CODE 906520 OUANTITY; 27S . OO I GALS )
SHIPPER COMMENT
RECEIVER: Z0OO4
ROMIC
ARI ZONA
CHANDLER ARIZONA
RECE I VER
AZD0090 1 S3S9
T ICKET 00 1525'
TR
I
CHLOROETHANE CONTAMINATED LIQUID
HANOLINC: UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE :
DATE SHIPPEO :
SHIPPER COMMENT
0790
073 1
ROMIC CHANDLER ARIZONA
RECORO :
AZD0O9O 1 5369
9 1 0023 1
1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
41SS1 UNIVERSAL ENVIROCARE INO INC
HIGHWAY
WASTE CODE 91OE20 OUANTITY:
ALCOHOL. ISOPROPVL
HANDLING: UNKNOWN
27S . OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER Z0004
REPORT DATE:
OATE SHIPPEO:
ARI ZONA
0790
073 1
RECE I VER T ICKET :
RECORO :
00 1 525'
9 10023f'
WASTE CODE 913*10 OUANTITY: 1 5 00 (GALS )
SHIPPER COMMENT
RECEIVER: 20004
ROMIC
AP I ZONA
CHANDLER ARIZONA
RECEI VER
AZ0OO9O1 5319
T ICKET 00 1525.
SEALANT
HANDLING: UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE :
OATE SHIPPEO:
SHIPPER COMMENT
0790
073 1
ROMIC CHANDLER ARIZONA
RECORO
AZ0OO9O1 531!
9 1 0023 1
'
WASTE CODE. 111100 OUANTITY:
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
(SO . 00 I GALS I RECEIVER: 2000*
REPORT DATE
ARI ZONA
07*0
RECE I VER T ICKET :
RECORO
OO 1 525.
9 100231'
HANDLING: UNKNOWN DATE SH
I
PPED
SHIPPER COMMENT
073 1
ROMIC CHANDLER AR I ZONA AZ0OO9O1S3**
0WO5 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1910 THRU OEC 1SI0
PAGE
2/20/
1
34S20 ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPEO OPP-SITE MANAGED
« « s s « s *
ON
t • s
SITE
• • • «
WASTE CODE : 1 104S0
OIL. WASTE
WASTE CODE : B0SS20 1 1
TRICHLOROETHANE CONTAMINATED LIOUIO
WASTE CODE 9 10(20
ALCOHOL
.
ISOPROPYL
2 2
WASTE CODE : 9 1 1S20
PLUX. SOLDERING
1 1
WASTE CODE: 913*10
SEALANT
WASTE CODE: 915**0
TRICHLOROETHANE
WASTE CODE: 91(400
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
COMPANY SUMMARY: 34S20 ;
TOTAL VOLUME : S S
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS : 5 S
OTHER CLASS I :
CLASS II : i
<
^
'
.
1 -
(OS 4 2
TEXAS
SHIPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NC REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 1 49
HIPPER: 34720 MICROELECTRONICS ANO COMPUTER DISTRICT 14 REGION 00 COUNTY 227 TRAVIS
EPA ID K051081I722
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
STE COOE 942720 OUAN GENERATED 3,000 00
STEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGE FROM ELECTROPLATING
NOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC )
( CALS 1 OUAN HANDLED: 3.OO0 00 ICALSI RECORD
FACILITY 01 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
DRUM STORAGE AREA 23FTX9FT FOR ACIOS. BASES.
9 12B9 1 (42
OR
STE CODE: 900190 OUAN GENERATED: 1 485 00 (GALS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT IN STORAGE OEC 31
OUAN HANDLED I. 100 00 (CALS) RECORO 9 12(9 1643
ID. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
NOLINC: T23 CHEMICAL PRECIPITATION
RECEIVER 30003 ENC Y C L E / TE X AS . INC
GENERATOR'S COMMENT RECYCLEO
STE CODE 90S2S0 OUAN GENERATED
USTIC. METALS CONTAINING
NOLINC T23 CHEMICAL PRECIPITATION
1 485 00 ( CALS ) OUAN HANOLEO 880 00 (CALS)
RECEIVER 30003 EN C Y C L E / TE X AS , INC
GENERATOR'S COMMENT RECYCLEO
RECORO 9 1289 1(44
STE COOE: 943O00 OUAN CENERATED:
ATINC SOLUTION, CYANIDE
00 1 CALS I OUAN HANDLED :
RECEIVER 30003
00 ( CALS )
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
.
INC
RECORD 9 1289 1 648
NOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM,
STE COOE: 9111S0 OUAN. GENERATED
ETC )
00 (CALS ) OUAN. HANDLEO: OO ( GALS ) RECORD 9 1269 1646
LVENTS. HALOCENATED
NDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC I
RECEIVER: 34720 MICROELECTRONICS ANO
STE CODE: 97S400 OUAN GENERATED
B-PACKS
NDLING: S01 CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM. ETC )
00 ( CALS 1 OUAN HANDLEO
RECEIVER: 34720
00 (GALS 1
MICROELECTRONICS AND
RECORO 9 1269 1 647
STE COOE: 979850 OUAN CENERATED:
RCURY CONTAMINATED SOLID
00 1 CALS I OUAN HANOLEO :
RECEI VER 34720
O OO (GALS)
MICROELECTRONICS AND
RECORO 9 1 269 1 648
NOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM.
STE CODE 9O019O OUAN CENERATED:
ETC )
1 4SS OO ICALS1 OUAN HANOLEO: 3SS 00 ( GALS ) RECORO 9 12(9 1 (49
ID. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
NOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM. ETC I
RECEIVER 5022S TECHNICAL ENVIRONMEN
GENERATOR'S COMMENT STORED FOR LATER I NC
I
NERAT I ON
STE CODE: 90S280 OUAN GENERATED
USTIC, METALS CONTAINING
NOLINC. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM.
1
ETC. 1
4(S 00 ( CALS ) OUAN HANDLED SOS 00 (CALS)
RECEIVER: S022S TECHNICAL ENVIRONMEN
GENERATOR'S COMMENT STORED FOR LATER
RECORO
THERMAL DESTRUCTION
9 12(9 1 (SO
STE COOE: 9 13 8 6 OUAN CENERATED:
LVENTS. NON-HALOGENATED
BIO 00 (CALS ) OUAN HANOLEO:
RECEIVER 5022S
660 00 ( GALS )
TECHNICAL ENVIRONMEN
RECORO 9 1 2(9 1 (S
1
NOLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM.
STE COOE. 97(510 OUAN CENERATED:
ETC 1
1 95 OO 1 CALS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT STOREO FOR LATER
OUAN HANDLED: 19S 00 (CALS)
INC INERAT I ON
RECORD 9 12(9 1 6S2
I LL CLEANUP
NOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC 1
RECEIVER: S022S TECHNICAL ENVIRONMEN
GENERATOR'S COMMENT STOREO PRIOR TO INC I NERAT ION
"
OS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM IDWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED. JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 150
HIPPER 34720 MICROELECTRONICS ANO COMPUTER DISTRICT: 14 REGION: 00 COUNTY 227 TRAV IS
EPA ID TX098067S722
WASTI
BASIN: 14 COLORADO RIVER
REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
STE CODE 900190 QUANTITY:
ID. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
NOLING T23 CHEMICAL PRECIPITATION
440 00 1 GALS 1 RECEIVER: 30003
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED:
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
,
0790
07 1 2
INC . T ICKET :
RECORO :
OOt 33S95
903243925
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
4 1 (40 B M H
H I GHWAV
MATER I ALS I NC
STE CODE 90S280 OUANTITY
USTIC. METALS CONTAINING
NOLINC: T23 CHEMICAL PRECIPITATION
330 00 (GALS) RECEIVER 30003
REPORT DATE
DATE RECE I VEO :
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
.
0790
07 1 2
INC T ICKET :
RECORO :
001 33595
90324392S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
4 1 (40 B . M .
H
H I GHWAV
MATER I ALS INC
STE COOE 900190 OUANTITY:
10. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
NDLING: T23 CHEMICAL PRECIPITATION
38S 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 30003
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
.
1 290
1 227
INC T ICKET
RECORO :
004 15 5 2 6
9 1 1 5(3843
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
4 1 (40 B M H
H I CHWAY
MATERIALS I NC
STE CODE B0S2S0 OUANTITY:
USTIC. METALS CONTAINING
NOLINC. T23 CHEMICAL PRECIPITATION
27S 00 (CALS 1 RECEIVER: 30003
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VED
ENCYCLE/TEXAS
.
1290
1 227
INC . TICKET :
RECORO :
004 15525
9 1 1 5(3844
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
4 1(40 B M H
HI CHWAY
MATERIALS INC
STE COOE 900190 OUANTITY
ID, HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
NOLING SOI CONTAINER [BARREL, ORUM, ETC )
ss 00 (CALS) RECEIVER S022S
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTAL
1 290
1 22 1
T ICKET
RECORO
003949 (7
9 1 0350880
RECE I VER COMMENT
:
1ST TRANSPORTER: 40980 CORSAN
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
TRUCK I NG
A
STE CODE 90S2SO OUANTITY:
USTIC. METALS CONTAINING
1 10 00 ( CALS 1 RECEIVER S022S
REPORT OATE :
TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTAL
1 290
T ICKET
RECORO
003949 67
9
1
035088 1
NOLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC ) OATE RECE I VEO 122 1
RECEIVER COMMENT:
1ST TRANSPORTER 409S0 CORSAN TRUCK I NC
A
STE CODE 913880 OUANTITY 220 00 I GALS I
METHOD OF TRANS
RECE I VER S022S
H I CHWAY
TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTAL T I CKET 0039 49 67
LVENTS. NON-HALOGENATEO
NOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC I
REPORT OATE 1290
DATE RECEIVED : 122 1
RECE I VER COMMENT A
RECORO 9 IO350S82
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40980 CORSAN
H I CHWAY
TRUCK I NC
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
OWOS42 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 15 1
SHIPPER 34720 MICROELECTRONICS ANO COMPUTER DISTRICT 14 REGION: OO IOUNT Y 227 TRAV I
S
EPA ID TX09SO87S722 BASIN 14 COLORADO RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE 97SS10 OUANTITV: 40 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 50225 TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTAL
SPILL CLEANUP REPORT OATE 1290
HANOLINC. SOt CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.) DATE RECEIVED 1221
T I CKET 0039494"
RECORO: 91035084:
RECEI VER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER 40940 CORSAN TRUCKING
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
A
-
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
0WOS42 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED: JAN IIIO THRU DEC 1990
2/20/*
PAGE 15
34720 MICROELECTRONICS ANO COMPUTER
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OPF-SITE MANAGEO ON-SITE
WASTE CODE 900190 6 6
ACID. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED i
WASTE COOE: 90S260 6 6
CAUSTIC. METALS CONTAINING
WASTE CODE : 9 1 1 ISO
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
WASTE CODE 913SSO 3 3
SOLVENTS. NON-HALOGENATED
WASTE COOE: 942720 13
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUOGE FROM ELECTROPLATING
1 3
WASTE COOE : 943000
PLATING SOLUTION. CYANIDE
WASTE CODE: 97(400
LAB -PACKS
WASTE COOE: 974510 1 1
SPILL CLEANUP
WASTE COOE 974850
MERCURY CONTAMINATED SOLID
'
COMPANY SUMMARY: 34720
TOTAL VOLUME : 24 16 1 3
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS 24 IB 1 3
OTHER CLASS I
„
CLASS II :
« 4V.
1
i
1
0WOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 1S3
SHIPPER 34806 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 0S7 DALLAS
EPA ID TX098 1 047 1 9«
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
BAS I N OS TRINITY R
I
VER
WASTE CODE 110450 OUAN GENERATED:
OIL. WASTE
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC. ]
00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLED :
RECE I VER 34806 TEXAS
00 I GALS )
INSTRUMENTS IN
RECORD 9 1 260 1 803
WASTE CODE 1S09S0 OUAN GENERATED
LAB WASTE
oo ( TONS ) OUAN HANDLED
RECEIVER: 34808 TEXAS
00 ( TONS )
INSTRUMENTS IN
RECORO 9 1 260 1604
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. DRUM.
WASTE CODE: 179370 OUAN GENERATED:
ETC. 1
oo (CY0S1 OUAN HANDLED : OO ( CYOS ) RECORO 9 1 260 1 60S
ASBESTOS CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC )
RECEIVER 34806 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS IN
WASTE CODE 182930 OUAN GENERATED:
EPOXY RESIN (CURE01
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC. ]
00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED:
RECEIVER 34BOB TEXAS
O 00 ( GALS )
INSTRUMENTS IN
RECORO 9 1 260 1 806
WASTE CODE 910SS0 OUAN GENERATED:
PAINT WASTE. LIOUIO
oo (GALS I OUAN HANOLEO :
RECEIVER 34806 TEXAS
00 ( GALS )
INSTRUMENTS IN
RECORO 9 1 2601607
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM.
WASTE CODE: 913700 OUAN. CENERATED:
ETC. 1
00 ( GALS I OUAN HANDLED: 00 ( GALS I RECORO 9 1260 1 606
RES I N WASTE . L IOUIO
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC. )
RECEIVER 34806 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS IN
WASTE CODE: 9S09SO OUAN GENERATEO:
LAB WASTE
HANOLING. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM. ETC )
oo ( TONS ) OUAN. HANOLED:
RECEIVER 34806 TEXAS
O 00 ( TONS )
INSTRUMENTS IN
RECORO : 9 1 2801809
WASTE CODE 9S2930 OUAN GENERATED:
EPOXY RES I N ( CURED )
oo (GALS 1 OUAN HANOLEO:
RECEIVER: 34806 TEXAS
00 (GALS)
INSTRUMENTS IN
RECORO 9 12601610
HANOLINC S01 CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM.
WASTE CODE 179280 OUAN GENERATED:
ETC. )
1 1 1 ( CYDS) OUAN HANOLEO : 111 ( CYOS ) RECORO : 9 1 2601 8 1
1
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC. )
RECEIVER S026S TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. I
WASTE CODE 911150 OUAN GENERATED:
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATEO
HANOLINC: SOt CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC. )
ss 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED
RECEIVER: S02BS TEXAS
55 00 (GALS)
INSTRUMENTS. I
RECORD 1 1 2601 8 12
WASTE CODE 9I8BOO OUAN GENERATED:
SOLVENT MIXTURE, SPENT
t 10 oo ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLED
RECE I VER 502BS TEXAS
110 00 ( GALS )
INSTRUMENTS. I
RECORO 9
1
2601613
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC )
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVEREO JAN 199Q THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 154
SHIPPER: 34606 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ISTR I CT Q4 COUNTY QS7 DALLAS
EPA ID TX0981O47194 BASIN: OS TRINITY RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE: 950110 OUAN GENERATED:
PAINT SLUDGE. OIL ANO/OR SOLVENT BASE
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC I
55 00 (GALS) OUAN. HANOLEO: 55 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: S0265 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. I
RECORO 9 1 26016 14
WASTE CODE 981510 OUAN GENERATEO:
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
0.51 ( CYDS 1 OUAN. HANOLEO: O 51 (CYDS)
RECEIVER 50265 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. 1
9 1 2601 8 IS
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC )
0WOS4 2
TEXAS
SH
I
PPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PERIOO COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MONITORING REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOOI
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/9
PAGE 15
SHIPPER: 3««0E TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY OS7 DALLAS
EPA 10 TX099 1 047 1 94 BASIN: 0( TRINITY RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 91S600 OUANTITY
SOLVENT MIXTURE, SPENT
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC.
55 00 1 GALS 1 RECE I VER 30SS5
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
01 (0
110
T ICKET
RECORD
00O1077
901 74051
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
HIGHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE 1792(0 OUANTITV
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: T3I NEUTRALIZATION
111 ( CYDS ] RECE I VER 502(5
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
oggo
0( 1 1
T ICKET
RECORD
OOI (5(1
903 1 2331
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
HIGHWAY
I NCORPORATED
WASTE CODE 9111S0 OUANTITV:
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM., ETC.
55 00 IGALS ) RECEIVER 50265
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
OS90
06 11
TICKET
RECORD
00 1 (5(2
903 1 233(
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
NIC HWA Y
INCORPORATED
WASTE COOE 919SOO OUANTITV
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARBEL. DRUM. ETC.
55 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 5028S
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVEO:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
069O
OS 1 1
T I CKET
RECORO
001 (5(2
(03 12336
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
HIGHWAY
I NCORPORATED
WASTE COOE 9S01 10 OUANTITV:
PAINT SLUDGE. OIL ANO/OR SOLVENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM.
BASE
ETC .
55 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 502(5
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
OS90
0(11
T
I
CKET
RECORD
001 (5(2
903 12336
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
HIGHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE 9(1510 OUANTITV
ABSORBANT, HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC
5 1 ( CYDS ) RECEI VER 502(5
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
OS90
06 1 1
T ICKET
RECORO
00 1 (5(2
(03 1 2336
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATED
DWOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM [DWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/11
PACE 11
SHIPPER: 34(06 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC 3ISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 057 DALLAS .
EPA ID : TX09( 1047 194
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPED AND
IASIN 0( TRINITY RIVER
»ECE I VED
WASTE CODE 979130 QUANTITY:
LEAD CONTAMINATED WASTE. SOLID
HANOLING: UNKNOWN
20 . 00 ( CYDS 1 RECEIVER Z0022
REPORT OATE
DATE SHIPPED:
LOUISIANA RECEIVER
O790
0702
T ICKET
RECORO
L 1 1753!
9 105 1 15'
SHIPPER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
ROLLINS ENV BATON ROUGE. LA
«07S7 CUSTOM ENVIRONMENTAL TRANSPORT
HIGHWAY
~
-
-
i
.
:
.
1 <
>S«2 SHIPPER MONITORINC REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM I0WOSOOI
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 1ST
06 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC
«H» TOTALS BV WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL CENERATED SHIPPED OFF S I TE MANACEO ON-SITE
TE COOE 1 1 04S0
.
WASTE
TE COOE: 1S09S0
WASTE
TE COOE 1 792BO
TAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
1 1
TE CODE 171370
ESTOS CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
TE COOE 1 (2930
XV ReSIN iCUREDl
TE COOE 9-0650
NT WASTE. LIOUIO
TE COOE 9 1 1 1 SO
VENTS. HALOCENATED
TE COOE: 913700
IN WASTE. LIOUIO
TE COOE 916SOO
VENT MIXTURE. SPENT
TE COOE 9S0 1 to
NT SLUOCE. OIL ANO/OR SOLVENT BASE
TE COOE 9S09SO
WASTE
TE COOE 979130
CONTAMINATED WASTE. SOLID
1 8 1 8
TE COOE 96 1 S 10
ORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
TE COOE 912930
XV RESIN (CURED)
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SVSTEM [ OWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED. JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE IS8
06 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC
PANY TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONSI TOTAL CENERATEO SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
PANY SUMMARY : 34B06
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS II
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
34876 TE»AS INSTRUMENTS INC.
EPA 10 : TX098 I 596373
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC I99Q
D ISTR ICT
2/20/9:
PACE ISt
COUNTY 09 1 GRAYSON
RED RIVER
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
NO
WASTE CODE : 113700 OUAN CENERATED:
12/90
24000 ICALSI OUAN HANDLED : 220 00 [GALS)
RECORD : 9 11 70217'
RECORD 910360*49
RES IN WASTE . L IOU 10
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC. I
RECEIVER: 502(5 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, I
WASTE CODE. 1792(0 OUAN GENERATED:
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
63 ( TONS I OUAN HANDLED: O 63 (TONS)
RECEIVES 502SS TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, I
RECORD 9103604SO
WASTE COOE: 915880
TRICHLOROETHANE
GENERATED 440 OO I GALS
)
OUAN HANDLED 440 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 502SS TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. I
RECORD 9103(0451
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.)
OUAN . GENERATEO : (80. OO (GALS) OUAN . HANDLED : 625 00 I GALS ) RECORD 9 103604S2
PAINT STRIPPER
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC.)
RECEIVER: 50265 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, I
WASTE CODE: 950110 OUAN GENERATED: 1.210 OO (GALS)
PAINT SLUOCE, OIL ANO/OR SOLVENT BASE
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
OUAN HANDLED 1.155 OO (GALS)
RECEIVER: 50265 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, I
RECORD 9103S04S3
WASTE COOE: 981510 OUAN. GENERATEO:
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
10 20 ( CYDS ) OUAN HANDLED: 9 50 (CYDS)
RECEIVER: S02SS TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. I
RECORD: (103(0454
HANDLING: S01 CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.)
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( DWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/1
PAGE II
SHIPPER. 34474 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 091 GRAYSON
EPA ID : TX098 1596373 BASIN: 02 RED RIVER
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
OOI 429
90 1 7 805 I
WASTE CODE: 915680 QUANTITY
TRICHLOROETHANE
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
1 1 OO ( GALS
)
RECEIVER: 30B5S TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
REPORT DATE: 019O
DATE RECE I VED : OIOS
T I CKET
RECORD :
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H IGHWAY
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
METHOO OF TRANS H I GHWAV
WASTE CODE : 9S0 1 10 OUANTI TV
:
110. OO (GALS) RECEIVER: 30SSS TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
PAINT SLUDGE, OIL ANO/OR SOLVENT BASE
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER IBARREL. ORUM. ETC.)
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVEO:
1ST TRANSPORTER
01 90
01 22
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
RECORD: 901780S
METHOO OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
H I GHWAV
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 91(510
PAINT STRIPPER
OUANTITY : 1 10 OO ( GALS
)
RECEIVER: 30555 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
REPORT OATE: Q19Q
TICKET :
RECORD :
001(29
901 7606
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC.) OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
01 23
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
HIGHWAY
INCORPORATED
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H ICHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE COOE: 91(510 OUANTITY:
PAINT STRIPPER
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM. ETC.)
1 10 .00 ( GALS RECEIVER: 38376 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
REPORT OATE: 03*0
DATE RECE I VED : 0306
T ICKET :
RECORD :
00 1 8 21
(0 19(03*
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
:
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE: 17(2(0 OUANTITY:
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1.92 ( CYOS RECEIVER: 38376 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
REPORT OATE: 0290
DATE RECEIVEO : Q222
TICKET :
RECORD :
001 821
9017 1 ll)
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS:
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE: 91S860 OUANTITY
TR
I
CHLOROETHANE
HANOLING. SOI CONTAINER IBARREL. DRUM. ETC.
1 10 . OO ( GALS RECEIVER: 38376 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
REPORT DATE : 0290
OATE RECE I VEO 0222
TICKET
RECORO
00 1 (21
90171 U
7r
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT 2/20/92
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO) PAGE 161
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU Dec 1930
34478 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC. DISTRICT Q4 REGION OO COUNT Y Q91 GRAYSON
EPA 10 TX098IS96373 BASIN 02 RED RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 9SOt 10 OUANTITY : 1 10 00 ( GALS I RECE I VER 38378 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED TICKET 00182181
PAINT SLUOGE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT BASE REPORT DATE 0290 RECORD 901711498
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. ORUM, ETC ) DATE RECEIVED 0222
1ST TRANSPORTER: 402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
WASTE CODE 179280 OUANTITY : O 30 (TONS) RECEIVER 3837S TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED TICKET 00182982
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED REPORT DATE 0390 RECORO 901990346
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION OATE RECE I VED 0306
1ST TRANSPORTER 402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE 9 1 65 10 OUANTITY : 1 I . OO (GALS1 RECEIVER: 38378 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED TICKET 0018298S
PAINT STRIPPER REPORT DATE: 0390 RECORO 901990347
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. DRUM. ETC ) OATE RECE 1 VEO 0329
1ST TRANSPORTER 40283 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE 179280 OUANTITY: 0.54 [CYOSI RECEIVER 38378 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED TICKET: 00182986
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATEO REPORT OATE: 0390 RECORD 901990348
HANOLINC T31 NEUTRALIZATION OATE RECE I VEO : 0329
1ST TRANSPORTER 402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE: 950110 OUANTITY 1 l o 00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 38378 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED TICKET 00182966
PAINT SLUOGE. OIL ANO/OR SOLVENT BASE REPORT OATE: 0390 RECORD: 901990349
HANOLING: SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. ORUM. ETC I OATE RECEI VED : 0329
1ST TRANSPORTER. 40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE 981510 OUANTITY: 0.88 (CYOSI RECEIVER: 38378 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED TICKET: 00182986
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED REPORT DATE 0390 RECORO 9O199O3S0
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC ) DATE RECEIVEO: Q329
1ST TRANSPORTER: 402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
WASTE CODE: 950110 OUANTITY: 110.00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 50265 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC TICKET: 00100395
PAINT SLUOGE. OIL ANO/OR SOLVENT BASE REPORT DATE: 0790 RECORO: 911700397
HANOLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.) DATE RECE I VEO : 07 10
1ST TRANSPORTER: 402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( DW0500
)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC IBBO
2/20/92
PAGE 182
SHIPPER: 34878 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC. DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 09 1 GRAYSON
EPA ID TXD96 1 S96373
WASTE
BAS IN : 02 REO R
I
VER
REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
*ASTE CODE: 981S10 OUANTITY:
kBSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATEO
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC
1 3B (CYOS) RECEIVER 50285
REPORT DATE :
OATE RECEIVED
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
0790
07 lO
TICKET :
RECORO
00 100395
9 1 1700398
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAV
INCORPORATED
•ASTE CODE: 179280 OUANTITY:
:0NTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
IANOLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
54 (CYDS) RECEIVER: S028S
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VEO :
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
0790
0730
TICKET :
RECORO :
OO 100668
9 1 1700399
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
/ASTE COOE: 9SO110 OUANTITY
AINT SLUOGE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT
IANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM,
BASE
ETC.
1 10 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER 502BS
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEI VED :
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
08B0
08 1 3
TICKET :
RECORO
:
00100873
9 1 1 003 1 40
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAV
INCORPORATED
'ASTE CODE: 981810 OUANTITY:
BSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATEO
ANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
88 ( CYOS ) RECEIVER 50285
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
0890
08 1 3
TICKET :
RECORO
00100873
9 1 1003 1 4
1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I G HWA Y
INCORPORATED
ASTE CODE: 17B2SO OUANTITY:
. ONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATEO
, ANOLING. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
54 (CYOS) RECEIVER: S028S
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
0590
OS28
TICKET
RECORO :
00101 064
9 1 1 003 1 42
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
ASTE CODE 915680 OUANTITY:
I.RICHLOROETHANE
ANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC.
1 10 OO ( GALS 1 RECEIVER: 50285
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
0890
0628
T ICKET
RECORO
00 1 1064
9 1 1003 1 43
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATEO
ASTE CODE 916510 OUANTITY:
• AINT STRIPPER
ANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM, ETC.
1 10 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER 50285
REPORT OATE
DATE RECEIVED:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC
0890
0828
T ICKET
RECORO
OO l 1 064
9 1 l 003 1 44
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
z
i
I
SHIPPER 34171 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM [OWOSOO]
PERIOD COVERED: JAN I99Q THRU DEC 1980
DISTRICT 09 1 CRAYSON
TX098 1 S963T3 BAS IN 02 RED RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECE1VE0 BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE: 9*1510 OUANTITV:
ABSORBANT. HYOROCARBON CONTAMINATED
HANDLING. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC 1
OSS ( C YDS ) RECEIVER S02SS TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
REPORT DATE 0S90
DATE RECEIVED 0828
T ICKET
RECORD I
OO 1 O I <
« 1 1003
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAV
I NCORPORATEO
WASTE COOE : 1 13TOO
RESIN WASTE. LIOUID
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER [BARREL
OUANT I TY 220 . OO I GALS )
DRUM. ETC . )
RECEIVER S02SS TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
REPORT DATE 0990
PATE RECE I VED : 0924
T ICKET :
RECORO
OOIOI :
9 1 10931
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OP TRANS :
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATED
WASTE COOE: 9S01 10 OUANTITY:
PAINT SLUDGE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT BASE
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
1 10 . OO ( GALS I RECEIVER: S02SS TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
REPORT DATE 1190
DATE RECE I VED 1 1 29
TICKET :
RECORO :
00102!
* 1 1ST0I
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS :
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATED
WASTE CODE: 9S1S10 OUANTITY:
ABSORBANT, HYOROCARBON CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. ORUM. ETC.)
t . 36 (CVDS ) RECEIVER S02SS TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
REPORT DATE : 1190
DATE RECEIVED 1 1 29
T ICKET :
RECORO :
00102!
t 1 ISTOI
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
:
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE COOE: 91SSS0 OUANTITY:
TRICHLOROETHANE
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
1 10 OO ( GALS
)
RECEIVER S02SS TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
REPORT DATE: 1290
DATE RECEIVED: 1 206
TICKET.
RECORO :
oo 102:
9
1
ISTOI
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS:
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATED
WASTE CODE: 9ISS10 OUANTITY:
PAINT STRIPPER
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. ORUM. ETC.)
275 00 (GALS) RECEIVER S02BS TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
REPORT DATE: 1290
DATE RECE I VED 12 13
T I CKET
:
RECORO :
oo 102:
9 ISTOI
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS :
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I G HWA Y
I NCORPORATEO
WASTE COOE: 9S0110 OUANTITY:
PAINT SLUDGE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT BASE
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
1 10 .00 I GALS RECEIVER: S02BS TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
REPORT OATE 0490
DATE RECE I VED : 04 IT
T ICKET :
RECORO :
001S2I
902040-
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I G HWA Y
INCORPORATED
0WOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I DWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN ISBO THRU DEC 1990
2/20/
PAGE 1
SHIPPER: 34STS TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC DISTRICT 04 REGION OO COUNTY 09 1 GRAYSON
EPA ID : TX098 1 594373
WASTE
BASIN 02 RED RIVER
REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 981510 OUANTITY:
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
HANDLING. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL., DRUM, ETC
0. S* ( CYOS ) RECEIVER S02SS
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
04*0
04 1 T
T I CKET
:
RECORD :
OO 1 82!
902080"
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE 179280 OUANTITY:
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
O . 54 ( CYOS ) RECEIVER S02SS
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
0S90
050*
T ICKET :
RECORD :
001*21
9032*31
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE 1T92BO OUANTITV:
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
20 I TONS) RECEIVER: S02BS
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
0S10
050*
TICKET :
RECORO :
0O1 (21
•032431
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE COOE: 9*1910 OUANTITY:
ABSORBANT, HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
HANDLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM ETC.
• 1 ( CVDS ) RECEI VER S02IS
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
OSIO
050*
T ICKET :
RECORO
00 1 821
9032*31
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I G HWA Y
I NCORPORATED
WASTE COOE: 179280 OUANTITY:
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANOLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1 1 1 (CVDS ) RECEIVER 502*5
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC
0590
0S2 1
T ICKET :
RECORD
001*21
9032*31
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
HI GHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE COOE 981510 OUANTITY:
ABSORBANT, HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
HANDLING. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM, ETC.
68 (CYDS ) RECE I VER : 50265
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED :
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
0590
0S2 1
TICKET :
RECORO :
00 1 82S
9032431
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAV
INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE 9S0110 OUANTITY
PAINT SLUOGE, OIL AND/OR SOLVENT
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM,
BASE
ETC .
1 io OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 50265
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VEO :
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
059O
053 1
TI CKET
RECORO :
OO 1 821
9032*31
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
z
OWO $42 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 16 5
SHIPPER 3**71 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 :OUNTY 091 GRAYSON
EPA I D TX09*
1
596373 BAS IN 02 RED RIVER
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 91SS10 QUANTITY:
PAINT STRI PPER
HANDLING $01 CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC.
110 OO IGALS) RECEIVER S02S5 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
REPORT OATE : 0(90
OATE RECE I VEO OB01
T ICKET 001 (2(9 1
RECORD 903 12337 1
1ST TRANSPORTER 40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
METHOD OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
I NCORPORATED
WASTE CODE 179390 OUANTITY:
ASBESTOS INSULATON
HANDLING 081 LANOFILL
1 00 (CYOS) RECEIVER: H0(4( CITY OF SHERMAN
REPORT DATE 1290
OATE RECEIVEO: 1207
T I CKET OO 10239
1
RECORD 9 1 1 5 634 65
RECEIVER COMMENT TEX INST DENISON TEX
1ST TRANSPORTER. 402S3 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
METHOO OF TRANS HIGHWAY
INCORPORATED
0*42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOO COVEREO: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 1SS
14(71 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC.
'OMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE [TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
<ASTE CODE 1 1 3700 1 1
IESIN WASTE
.
LIQUID
*ASTE CODE: 1792SO 1 1
UONTAINERS
,
CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
IISTE CODE 171310 1 1
SIESTOS INSULATON
MSTE CODE 9 1S«tO
LRICHLOROETHANE
2 2
'ASTE CODE 9 16510
AINT STRIPPER
4 3
1 ''ASTE CODE : 9BOI 10
LAINT SLUOCE. OIL ANO/OR SOLVENT BASE
S 5
ASTE CODE : 91 1 S 10
1 IS0M1MT, HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
9 9
OMPANY SUMMARY: 34(71
TOTAL VOLUME : 22 21
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS : 20 19
OTHER CLASS I 3 2
CLASS II :
<
—
I
DW0S4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/!
PACE 11
SHIPPER: 34957 SCS-THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS OISTR I CT 04 REG I ON OO COUNTY 057 DALLAS
EPA 10 TX0O47»3O*43 BAS IN 00
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE 900*00 OUAN GENERATED:
ACIO. HYOROPLUORIC
HANOLINC S02 TANK
226 772 OO ( GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 00
FACILITY: 04 TANK ISURFACEI
WASTE HYOROFLUOR
( GALS )
C ACIO TRANSFER
RECORD :
TANK
9 12311 36S
WASTE CODE: 9O0S00 OUAN. GENERATED:
ACID. MYOR0FLU0RI C
226 772 00 ( GALS ] OUAN. HANDLEO: O 00
FACILITY: 03 TANK [SURFACE)
( GALS ) RECORO 9 12311 364
HANOI ING : S02 TANK
WASTE COOE: 900*00 OUAN. GENERATEO: 226 772 OO ( GALS )
WASTE HYDROFLUORIC ACIO
OUAN HANDLED: 226.772 00 (GALS)
TRANSFER TANK
RECORO : 91231 1 367
ACIO, HYDROFLUORIC
HANDLING: T3I NEUTRALIZATION
FACILITY: 07 TANK (SURFACE)
INDUSTRIAL WASTE WATER TREATMENT TANK
WASTE CODE 9008OO OUAN GENERATED:
ACIO. HYDROFLUORIC
HANDL ING : S02 TANK
226 772 OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLEO 00
FACILITY 05 TANK (SURFACE)
WASTE HYOROFLUOR
( GALS )
C ACIO
RECORD
STORAGE TANK
9 12311 3*6
WASTE CODE: 90SSOO OUAN. GENERATED:
ACIO. CHROMIC AND SULFURIC
149 OO (GALS) OUAN HANDLEO : 2 1 OO
FACILITY 07 TANK [SURFACE)
( GALS ) RECORO 9 12311 3(1
HANDLING. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
WASTE CODE. 904540 OUAN. GENERATED: lOS 1 64 00 ( GALS 1
INDUSTRIAL WASTE
OUAN HANDLED: 105.164.00
WATER
( GALS )
TREATMENT TANK
RECORO : •1231 1369 '
ETCHING SOLUTION, ACIO
HANDLING: 131 NEUTRALIZATION
FACILITY 07 TANK (SURFACE)
INDUSTRIAL WASTE WATER TREATMENT TANK
WASTE CODE: 90IS40 OUAN. GENERATED
ETCHING SOLUTION, ACID
HANOLINC: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
10S 1 64 OO (GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: 0.00
FACILITY: 06 TANK (SURFACE)
INDUSTRIAL WASTE
( GALS )
WATER TREATMENT
RECORD :
TANK
9 12311 390
WASTE CODE 910100 OUAN GENERATEO:
SOLVENTS, SPENT
32 • 19 OO ( GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 1 *S . 00 (GALS)
FACILITY 06 CONTAINER STORACE AREA
RECORO : 9 12311 393
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM.
WASTE COOE: 910100 OUAN GENERATEO:
ETC. 1
32 6 19 00 ( CALS )
WASTE ORUM STORAGE YARD
OUAN. HANDLED: 270 00 (GALS) RECDRO : 9 1 231 1392 i
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: S02 TANK
FACILITY: 02 TANK (SURFACE)
WASTE SOLVENT STORAGE TANK
WASTE CODE 910100 OUAN GENERATEO
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLING: S02 TANK
32 ( 19 OO ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLEO: 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 01 TANK (SURFACE)
WASTE SOLVENT TRANSFER TANK
RECORO : 9 1231 1 39
1
WASTE CODE 9 1 1 1 SO OUAN GENERATED:
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATEO
9* 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: * 1 00
FACILITY: 06 CONTAINER STORACE
( GALS I
AREA
RECORD
:
9 12311 39* '
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (SARREL, DRUM. ETC ) WASTE DRUM STORAGE YARD
DW0542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( DWOSOO
I
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 19*0 THRU OEC 1*90
2/20/!'
PAGE 1
SHIPPER: 349S7 5GS-TH0MS0N MICROELECTRONICS DISTRICT: 0* REGION: 00 COUNTY: OS7 DALLAS
EPA ID: TX0O«7«3O*43 BASIN OO
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE COOE 913230 OUAN GENERATED:
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
33 3* 1 OO 1 CALS ) OUAN HANDLED: 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 0* TANK (SURFACE)
INDUSTRIAL WASTE WATER TREATMENT
RECORO :
TANK
9 1 231 139*
WASTE CODE 913230 OUAN GENERATEO:
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
33 3* 1 OO IGALS) OUAN HANDLED: 33.31* 00 (GALS)
FACILITY 07 TANK (SURFACE)
RECORO : 9 1231 139*
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
WASTE COOE: 9192*0 OUAN GENERATED: 4*0 00 (CALS)
INDUSTRIAL WASTE WATER
OUAN HANDLED: 55 00 ICALS)
TREATMENT TANK
RECORD 9 1231 1397 I
OIL, HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, eTc. )
FACILITY: 06 CONTAINER STORAGE AREA
WASTE ORUM STORAGE YARD
WASTE CODE 940210 OUAN. GENERATED:
CAUSTIC LIOUID WASTES
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
1 is 31 1 OO (CALS ) OUAN HANDLEO I1S.3II.OO (GALS)
FACILITY: 07 TANK (SURFACE)
INDUSTRIAL WASTE WATER TREATMENT
RECORO :
TANK
9 123 11 39*
WASTE CODE 9*0220 OUAN. GENERATED:
CAUSTIC LIOUID WASTES
1 IB 31 1 00 (GALS) OUAN HANDLEO: 0.00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 0* TANK ISURFACE)
RECORO a i23i i3ii
HANOLINC T31 NEUTRALIZATION
WASTE CODE: 9*3**0 OUAN. CENERATED S3 (TONS)
INDUSTRIAL WASTE WATER
OUAN HANDLED: Oil (TONSI
TREATMENT TANK
RECORO : ( 1 23 1 1*00 '
RAGS. CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC. )
FACILITY: 0* CONTAINER STORACE AREA
WASTE DRUM STORACE YARD
WASTE COOE: 909S20 OUAN GENERATEO: 169.971
WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS. HYOROCARBON
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
500 OO (GALS)
:ONTAINING
OUAN HANOLEO: 1 I* . * 7 1 . SOO 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 103O3 TRINITY RIVER AUTHOR
RECORD : * 1 23 1 1401
WASTE COOE: 17*9*0 OUAN. GENERATED:
SOLDERING WASTES
3* ( TONS ) OUAN HANOLED: 34 (TONS)
RECEIVER. 31754 TRANSTRONICS CORPORA
RECORD : 9 123 1 1402
HANOLINC: DtS OTHER
WASTE COOE 1**990 OUAN. GENERATED: O OO [ TONS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: SCRAP LEAD SOLO
OUAN HANDLED: O 00 ITONS)
FOR RECOVERY
RECORO 9 1 23 1 1 403
ION EXCHANGE RESIN
HANOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC. )
RECEIVER: 349S7 SGS-THOMSON MICROELE
WASTE CODE 1*07*0 OUAN GENERATEO:
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
HANOLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC
. )
00 1 TONS ) OUAN HANOLED: 00 (TONS)
RECEIVER: 349S7 SCS-THOMSON MICROELE
RECORO : 9 1231 1404
WASTE CODE 910120 OUAN CENERATED:
PAINT SOLVENTS
OO (GALS) OUAN HANOLED: 00 (CALS)
RECEIVER: 349S7 SGS-THOMSON MICROELE
RECORO 9 12311 40S
HANDLING S01 CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM. ETC )
II
VOS4 2
TEXAS
SHIPPER
I NOUSTR I AL SOL
PER I 00 COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
10 WASTE SYSTEM | OWOSOO
)
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/9 2
PAGE 169
HIPPER. 34957 SGS-THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS DISTRICT 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 0S7 DALLAS
EPA 10 TXD047830443
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARV
IAS I N OO
STE COOE 953140 OUAN GENERATED
ITER MEDIA. CONTAMINATED
HOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM, ETC )
O 00 ( TONS 1 OUAN HANOLED :
RECEI VER 34957
00 ( TONS )
SCS-THOMSON MICROELE
RECORD 9 12311 406
STE COOE 110450 OUAN GENERATED:
L, WASTE
1 4 IS 00 ( GALS I OUAN HANOLEO
RECEIVER 40116 DALLAS
3 IS 00 ( GALS )
I L SERV I CE
RECORD 9 12311 407
NDL INC TS6 OTHER
STE CODE 910100 OUAN GENERATED: 32 S 19 oo I GALS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT SOLD FOR
OUAN. HANOLEO: 32.184 00
RECOVERY
(GALS 1 RECORD 9 12311 408
L VENTS
.
SPENT
NOL ING : ISO BLENOINC
RECE I VER S0029 H E A T . INC
STE CODE 111150 OUAN GENERATED
LVENTS, HALOCENATED
NDLING: TS4 DISTILLATION
9 6 00 (GALS ) OUAN HANDLED :
RECEIVER: S0029 H . E A
55 00
T
. INC .
( GALS ) RECORD 9 12311 409
STE CODE 911180 OUAN GENERATED:
OTO RESIST STRIPPER
1 10 oo ( GALS 1 OUAN. HANOLED
RECEIVER S0029 H E A
110 00
T. INC
( GALS ) RECORD 9 12311410
NDLING: T50 BLENDING
STE CODE: 915810 OUAN GENERATED SS 00 (GALS) OUAN HANOLED 55 00 (GALS) RECORD 9 12311411
L AND SOLVENT
NDLING: TSO BLENOINC
RECE I VER S0029 H.I.
A
T INC
STE COOE B1B2S0 OUAN GENERATED
L. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
NDL ING . TSO BLENDING
440 00 (GALS ) OUAN HANOLED :
RECEIVER 50029 H.E.A
385 00
T
. INC .
( GALS ) RECORO : 9 12311412
STE CODE 905500 OUAN. GENERATEO:
ID. CHROMIC AND SULFURIC
149 00 (GALS ) OUAN HANDLED:
RECEIVER 5022S
128 . OO ( GALS )
TECHNICAL ENVIRONMEN
RECORD : 9 12311413
NDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM.
STE COOE 913230 OUAN GENERATEO
ETC. 1
33 34 1 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLED 25 00 ( GALS ) RECORO 9 1231 1414
OTOCRAPHIC DEVELOPER
NDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM. ETC. )
RECE I VER 50225 TECHNICAL ENVIRONMEN
STE CODE 972210 OUAN GENERATED
RCURY VAPOR LAMPS
NOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM, ETC. )
25 (TONS) OUAN. HANDLED:
RECEIVER 50225 TECHN1
0.25 (TONS)
CAL ENVIRONMEN
RECORO 9 12311415
STE COOE 972720 OUAN GENERATED:
SENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
1 ( TONS ) OUAN. HANOLEO:
RECEIVER: 50225
10 (TONS)
TECHNICAL ENVIRONMEN
RECORD : 9 1231 141
B
NDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC 1
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 170
HIPPER: 34957 SGS-THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS DISTRICT Q4 REGION: 00 COUNTY 057 DALLAS
EPA I D TXD047830443
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
STE COOE: 978400 OUAN GENERATED
B -PACKS
NDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC .1
175 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANOLED: 1 75 (GALS) RECO
RECEIVER 50225 TECHNICAL ENVIRONMEN
GENERATOR'S COMMENT THIONYL CHLORIDE 8 ANHYDROUS HY0RA2INE
9 12311417
STE COOE 983480
GS . CONTAMINATED
OUAN GENERATED 0.53 ( TONS
)
OUAN. HANOLED: O 41 (TONS)
RECEIVER: S022S TECHNICAL ENVIRONMEN
9 12311418
NOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.)
STE COOE OUAN GENERATED
BESTOS INSULATON
NDL ING : 08 1 LANOFILL
30 OO ( CYOS I OUAN HANDLED : 30 00 ( CYDS
I
RECORD 9 12311419
RECEIVER: H0484 ESTES SERVICE CO
STE COOE: 110450 OUAN GENERATED:
L. WASTE
NOL I gC : TBB OTHER
t . 41B .00 (GALS ) OUAN. HANOLED: 1.100 00 (GALS) RECO
RECEIVER: XX004 PRIVATE DOMESTIC OIS
GENERATOR'S COMMENT RECYCLED 8 RETURNED THT SALES PALLAS TX
9 12311 420
0WO5 4 2
TEXAS
SHIPPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PER I 00 COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MONITORING REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOO)
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 171
SHIPPER 349S7 SGS-THOMSON MI CROELECTRONI CS J I STR I CT 04 REG ION: 00 COUNTY : 0S7 DALLAS
EPA ID TX0O4783O443 BASIN 00
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 9 10100
SOLVENTS, SPENT
HANDLING: TSO BLENOING
OUANT I TV
:
4 . 295 OO 1 GALS I RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED
H EAT INC
0890
0629
T I CKET
RECORD
OOO9990S
90324398:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41445 AMER
HI GHWAY
TECH ENV I RON ANAL Y MGMT
WASTE COOE ; 9 1 1 00
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: TSO BLENOING
OUANTITV : 1 . 980 OO 1 GALS I RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED:
H E A T INC
0890
0822
T ICKET
RECORD
000999 1<
9 1 1 404 1 4!
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
3044O H E A
HI GHWAY
T I NC
WASTE CODE 919280 OUANTITV:
OIL. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: T50 BLENDING
1 65 00 (GALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT DATE :
DATE RECEIVED
H EAT INC
0890
0822
T I CKET
RECORD
000999 !(
9 1 1 404 14:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I G HWA V
T .
,
INC
WASTE CODE : 9 10100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: T50 BLENDING
OUANT I TV 2 . S8S 00 ( GALS ) RECEI VER : 50029
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
H EAT INC
0690
0620
T ICKET
RECORD
000999
1
903243*84
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I G HWA Y
T . INC
WASTE COOE : 9 10100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANT I TY 2 . 425 00 1 GALS ) RECEI VER S0029
REPORT DATE
DATE RECEIVED :
H EAT INC
0490
0403
T I CKET
RECORD
000999 i:
10204 1341
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
41445 AMER
HIGHWAY
TECH ENV I RON ANAL Y MGMT
WASTE CODE 9 1 1 00
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING T50 BLENDING
OUANT ITY : 2 . 03S 00 1 GALS 1 RECE I VER 50029
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
0390
0330
TICKET
RECORO
000999 1' :
90171 iso:'
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T
.
I NC
WASTE CODE : 9 1 1 1 SO
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
HANDLING TS4 DISTILLATION
OUANT ITY: SS OO ( GALS ) RECEIVER: 50029
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
H EAT INC
0390
0330
TICKET
RECORD
0001*9 1' I
10 17 1 iso:' 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H . E A
HI GHWAY
T
.
INC
0WOS4 2
TEXAS
SHIPPER
INDUSTRIAL SOL
PERIOO COVERED
WATER COMMISSION
MONITORING REPORT
ID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/1'
PAGE 17
SHIPPER 349S? SGS-THOMSON MICROELECTRON CS DISTRICT . 04 (EG ION : 00 COUNTY 057 OALLAS
EPA ID TXD047S30443 BAS IN OO
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE 9 19280 OUANTITV:
OIL. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
HANDLING. TSO BLENOING
no OO ( CALS ) RECEIVER 50029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO
H EAT INC
039O
0330
TICKET
RECORD
0009911'
• 01 71 ISOr
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I CHWAY
T
.
INC
WASTE CODE 9 lO 100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: TSO BLENDING
OUANTITY : 3 . 790 00 I GALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
M EAT INC
01 90
013 1
T ICKET
RECORD
000999
1
90 1 29 20
T
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40832 AMER
H I GHWAY
TECH ENV IR ANAL MGMT
WASTE CODE 9 l 100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLING: T50 BLENDING
OUANT I TY
:
2 . 200 00 I CALS I RECEI VER 50029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECE I VED .
M EAT INC
1 90
0131
TICKET
RECORO
000111
• 0121201,
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
30440 H
.
E A
H I C HWA Y
T
,
INC .
- [WASTE CODE 9 101O0
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: TSO BLENOING
OUANT ITY: 3
.
371 OO (GALS I RECEIVER S0029
REPORT DATE
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
1 290
12 12
T ICKET
RECORD
0031311
1203402C 1
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40421 BEALINE SERVICE CO. INC.
HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE : 9 10 100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANDLING: TSO BLENOING
OUANT I TY 1 . 925 OO (CALS) RECEIVER: 50029
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVEO:
H EAT. INC
1 290
12 12
T ICKET
RECORO
003 1311
1203402C J
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T
.
,
INC
WASTE COOE 9 1 1 1 SO
PHOTO RESIST STRIPPER
HANOLING TSO BLENOING
OUANT ITY: 55 . 00 (CALS I RECEIVER 50029
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
1 290
12 12
TICKET
RECORO
003 1391
92034021 '
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A
H I GHWAY
T
.
INC
WASTE CODE 9 10100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
HANOLING TSO BLENDING
OUANT ITY. 2
.
145 00 ( GALS ) RECE I VER : 50029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
H EAT. INC
1 1 90
1112
T ICKET
RECORO
003 1 39'
9 1 15838.
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H
.
E A
H I GHWAY
T
.
INC
I
OS 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM IDWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 1 73
HIPPER 34957 SGS-THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS DISTRICT 06 RECION OO COUNTY 0S7 DALLAS
EPA 10 TX0O4783O443 BAS IN 00
WASTE REPORTEO AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
STE COOE 9192BO OUANTITY
L. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
NOL INC TSO BLEND INC
ss 00 1 CALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED
H EAT INC
1 1 90
1112
TICKET
RECORD
003 13997
9
1
15(3482
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H EAT . INC
H I GHWAY
STE CODE 910IOO
LVENTS, SPENT
NOL INC TSO BLEND I NC
OUANT I TV . S9S . OO 1 CALS 1 RECEIVER: S0029
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
0990
09 1 9
T ICKET
RECORD
003 1 4OO0
9 109 1 3923
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OP TRANS
30440 HEAT INC
H I GHWAY
STE COOE : 9 1 1 ISO
OTO RESIST STRIPPER
NOL INC TSO BLEND I NC
OUANT I TV : 5SOO ( CALS ) RECEIVER: S0029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT INC
0990
09 1 9
T ICKET
RECORD
003 1 4000
9 109 1 3924
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 HEAT
.
INC
H I GHWAY
STE COOE : 9 1S« 10
L AND SOLVENT
NOLINC: TSO BLENOINC
OUANTI TV SS .00 1 CALS 1 RECEIVER S0029
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VEO
H EAT INC
0990
09 19
T ICKET
RECORD
003 1 4000
9 109 1 3925
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 H E A T INC
H I GHWAY
STE COOE 9192BO OUANTITV
L. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
NOL INC . TSO BLENOINC
ss . 00 1 CALS ) RECEIVER S0029
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
H EAT. INC
0990
09 1 9
T ICKET
RECORD
003 1 4000
9 109 1 3929
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
30440 HEAT. INC
H I GHWAY
STE COOE: 913230
OTOCRAPHIC DEVELOPER
NOL INC SOI CONTAI NER
OUANT I TV
( BARREL . DRUM. ETC )
so 00 ( CALS ) RECEIVER S022S
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED
TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTAL
1 1 90
1 109
T ICKET
RECORD
003 13996
9 1 1 (40093
RECEIVER COMMENT:
tST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS :
A
409SO CORSAN TRUCKING
H 1 GHWAY
STE COOE ; 972210
RCURY VAPOR LAMPS
OUANT ITY
:
. so ( TONS I RECEIVER S022S
REPORT OATE:
TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTAL
1 1 90
TICKET :
RECORD
O03 1 399S
9 1 1 (40094
NDL INC SOI CONTAINER ( BARREL . DRUM. ETC ) DATE RECEI VEO :
RECEIVER COMMENT:
1ST TRANSPORTER
1 109
A
•0910 CORSAN TRUCKING
METHOD OF TRANS H I GHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM IDWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 174
HIPPER 3«957 SCS-THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS OISTRICT 04 REGION: COUNTY 057 PALLAS
EPA 10 : TXD047830443
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
STE CODE: 972720 OUANTITY:
SENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
HOLING SOI CONTAINER IBARREL. DRUM,
0.10 ( TONS
)
ETC I
RECEIVER: 50225 TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTAL
REPORT OATE : 1190
OATE RECE I VED : 1 109
TICKET .
RECORD :
003 1 3996
9 1
1
6*0095
RECEIVER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS
40940 CORSAN TRUCKING
H I GHWAY
STE COOE 983460
GS . CONTAMINATED
OUANTITY ; o 06 ( TONS ) RECEIVER 5022S TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTAL
REPORT OATE: 1 190
TICKET :
RECORD
003 1 399 9
9 1 640Q96
NOLINC SOI CONTAINER IBARREL. DRUM. ETC I OATE RECEIVED:
RECEIVER COMMENT
1ST TRANSPORTER 40980 CORSAN TRUCKING
METHOO OF TRANS: HIGHWAY
STE CODE 913440 OUANT I TY
GS . CONTAMINATED
NDLING: SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. DRUM. ETC.
O 15 (TONS) RECEIVER: S022S TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTAL
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOO OF TRANS:
0990
OB 19
40940 CORSAN TRUCKING
003 1 3999
903 1 9009S
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/93
PAGE 17!
349S? SGS - THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGEO ON-SITE
WASTE COOE 1 104SO
OIL, WASTE
6 6
1
WASTE COOE: 149990
ION EXCHANGE RESIN
WASTE COOE: 176990
SOLOERINC WASTES
WASTE COOE : 179390
ASBESTOS INSULATON
27 27
WASTE COOE 1 90790
SOLVENT CONTAMINATEO SOLID MATERIAL
WASTE COOE : 900900
ACIO, HYDROFLUORIC
• 949
WASTE CODE 90SS0O 1 1
ACID. CHROMIC AND SULFURIC
WASTE COOE : 909S40
ETCHING SOLUTION. ACID
43B 439
WASTE COOE 909S2O
WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS. HYDROCARBON
704 . 79
1
CONTAINING
709 , 74
1
WASTE CODE 910100
SOLVENTS. SPENT
1 39 1 34 2
WASTE COOE 9 101 20
PAINT SOLVENTS
WASTE CODE 9 1 1 1 SO
SOLVENTS. HALOGENATED
WASTE CODE 9 1 1 1 SO
PHOTO RESIST STRIPPER
WASTE CODE: 913230
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
139 1 39
WASTE CODE 9 159 10
OIL AND SOLVENT
WASTE COOE 9 192*0
OIL. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
2 2
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
PACE
2/20/9
349S7 SGS-THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGEO ON-SITE
WASTE CODE 940220
CAUSTIC LIOUID WASTES
441 491
-
WASTE COOE: 972210
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS '.
WASTE CODE 972720
ARSENIC CONTAMINATEO MATERIAL
.
WASTE CODE 974400
LAB-PACKS
i
!
!
WASTE COOE : 993 1 40
FILTER MEDIA, CONTAMINATEO
WASTE COOE 9934BO
RAGS. CONTAMINATEO
1
COMPANY SUMMARY 344S7
TOTAL VOLUME 710. 9S9 704 . *S3 2 , 00*
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS : 7 10, 92* 704, t 19 2 , OOB i'
OTHER CLASS I : 33 33
CLASS II :
z
1 1^
%
2
-
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 177
SNIPPER: 37914 TE»AS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
EPA ID 1X09S23O6342
DISTRICT 01 RECION OO COUNTY 091 GRAYSON
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE 1792*0 OUAN CENERATED
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM ETC.)
1 2/90
O . Q2 ( TONS 1 OUAN HANDLED O Q2 ( TONS )
RECEIVER 502S5 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. I
RECORD 9 11 702878
RECORD 9 1 03804 88
WASTE CODE 91S880 OUAP
T* ICHLOROETHANE
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER
CENERATED
( BARREL . DRUM. ETC I
2S0 . OO I GALS
)
OUAN HANDLED. 150 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER 50265 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. I
RECORO 9 1 0380487
WASTE CODE: 91IBOO OUAN GENERATED:
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
1 OO OO ( GALS OUAN. HANOLED 50.00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 50265 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. I
RECORD 9 1 0380488
HANDLING S01 CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
WASTE CODE 981510 OUAN GENERATED: 1 1 5Q I CYOS OUAN . HANDLEO : 10 SO ( CYDS ) RECORD 910380489
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: S01 CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC.)
RECEIVER 502SS TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. I
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( DWOSOO
I
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 178
SHIPPER 37914 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED DISTRICT: 04 REGION 00 COUNTY 091 GRAYSON
EPA 10 TX09823O6342 BASIN OO
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 916600 OUANTITY:
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANOLIHG SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC I
50.00 (GALS) RECEIVER: 3*378 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
REPORT DATE: 0390
PATE RECE I VED 03 1 5
T I CKET
:
RECORD
001 1 2259
90 1 990373
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAV
'WASTE CODE: 981510 OUANTITY
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATEO
HANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC )
1.36 ( CYDS
)
RECEIVER: 38376 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
REPORT DATE : 03*0
DATE RECEIVED 03 1 5
T ICKET
RECORO
001 1 2259
90 1 990374
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METMOO OF TRANS:
40253 TEXAS
H I GHWAY
INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
*ASTE CODE: 17*2*0 OUANTITY:
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATEO
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
138 ( CYOS ) RECEIVER: 3(37* TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
REPORT OATE 02*0
DATE RECEIVED 02 14
TICKET
RECORD
00 1122*0
9017 1 15*7
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I G HWA Y
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
METHOO OF TRANS HIGHWAY
PASTE CODE 9 1 5**0 QUANT I TY : ISO OO (GALS) RECEIVER: 3*37* TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED OO 1 12260
T« I CHI OROETHANE
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEI VEO :
1ST TRANSPORTER
02*0
021*
40253 TEXAS
RECORD : (017 11 51*
INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
METHOO OF TRANS
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
HI GHWAV
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
WASTE CODE: 9*1510 OUANTITY:
>»S0R8ANT, HYOROCARBON CONTAMINATEO
2.0* I CYDS
)
RECEIVER 3*37* TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
REPORT DATE: 0290
T ICKET :
RECORD
00 1122*0
901711 5*9
1AN0LING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM. ETC ) OATE RECE I VED :
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS:
02 1*
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H I GHWAY
2ND TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
H 1 GHWAY
VASTE COOE 179280 OUANTITY
:ONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATEO
1ANDLINC T31 NEUTRALIZATION
111 ( CYOS ) RECEIVER: 50265 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
REPORT OATE 0690
DATE RECE I VED : 06 15
T ICKET
RECORO
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS :
40253 TEXAS
H I GHWAY
INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
00100152
(03
1
23723
DWOS42
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/9
PAGE 1 7
SHIPPER 37914 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED JISTRICT o« REGION OO COUNTY 091 GRAYSON
EPA I I«D9i23063«2 BAS IN: 00
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE COOE 9(1510 OUANTITY
ABSORBANT, HVOROCARBON CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER [ B ARRE L , DRUM , ETC. )
2 04 ( CYOS ) RECEIVER S026S
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECE I VED :
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
0690
061 S
TICKET
RECORD
00 1001!
903 1 2373
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE COOE: 981510 OUANTITV:
ABSORBANT. HYOROCARBON CONTAMINATED
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC J
36 (CYDS ) RECEIVER: S021S
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVEO
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
otic
0602
TICKET :
RECORD :
OO 10063
9 1 100331
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATED
WASTE COOE: 1792BO OUANTITV
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATEO
HANDLINC: T3I NEUTRALIZATION
1 1 1 ( CYOS ) RECEIVER S02SS
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
0890
0(3 1
TICKET :
RECORD :
00 1 O 104
9 1 100331
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE COOE: 9 15680 OUANTITV
TR ICHLOROETHANE
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC )
to 00 (GALS 1 RECEIVER S026S
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECE I VED :
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
O690
063 1
T ICKET :
RECORD :
00 1 104
9 i 10033:
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE COOE: 916600 OUANTITV
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC . )
SO OO (GALS) RECE I VER 50245
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VED
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
0690
0(3 1
T ICKET :
RECORO
OO 1 O 1 04
9 1 100333
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATED
WASTE COOE: 9S1S10 OUANTITV
ABSORBANT. HYOROCARBON CONTAMINATEO
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC. 1
1 36 (CYOS ) RECEIVER 50215
REPORT OATE
OATE RECEIVEO:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC
0(90
0(3 1
T ICKET
RECORO :
00 1 1 04
9 1 100333
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATED
WASTE COOE: 1792BO OUANTITV
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATEO
HANDLINC T31 NEUTRALIZATION
02 ( TONS 1 RECEIVER 50265
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
0(90
0(3 1
T ICKET
RECORD :
OO 10 1 04
9 1 100333
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I CHWAY
I NCORPORATEO
-
0WO542
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO]
PERIOO COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/9
PACE 18
SHIPPER: 37914 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED DISTRICT 04 REGION: OO COUNTY: 09 1 GRAYSON
EPA I D TX096230E342 BAS IN : 00
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVEO BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 179260 OUANTITV
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATEO
HANDLING. T31 NEUTRALIZATION
27 (CYOS) RECEIVER: 50265
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC
1190
1116
T ICKET
RECORD :
00 102 1 I
9 1 1570(9
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
H I GHWAY
I NCORPORATED
WASTE COOE: 961510 OUANTITV:
ABSORBANT. HVOROCARBON CONTAMINATEO
HANDLINC. SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM,. ETC
2 04 | CYOS ) RECEIVER: 502(5
REPORT DATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
1 1 90
1116
TICKET :
RECORO :
00102 1
1
9 1 1 57099
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
HIGHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE COOE: 9(1510 OUANTITV
ABSORBANT. HYOROCARBON CONTAMINATED
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM, ETC.
1.36 ( CYDS ) RECEIVER: 502(5
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
1 290
1 2 lO
TICKET :
RECORO :
0010232
9 1 1570(9
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
HIGHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE COOE: 1792(0 QUANTITY
CONTAINERS, CHEMICAL CONTAMINATEO
HANDLING: T31 NEUTRALIZATION
2 49 (CYOS) RECEIVER 50265
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
0490
04 1 S
T ICKET :
RECORO :
001 1225
9020(079
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
HIGHWAY
INCORPORATED
WASTE CODE: 9(1510 QUANTITY:
ABSORBANT. HVOROCARBON CONTAMINATEO
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER ( B ARRE
L
fc DRUM
,
ETC.
1.36 ( CYDS ) RECEIVER : 502(5
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVEO:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
04(0
04 1 S
TICKET :
RECORO
:
001 122S
9020(071
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOO OF TRANS
40253 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
HIGHWAY
I NCORPORATEO
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOl
PERIOD COVEREO JAN I99Q THRU DEC 1990
37914 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE COOE I TONS I TOTAL CENERATEO SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANACeO ON-SITE
WASTE COOE 1792*0
CONTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
WASTE COOE 9 I 5S80
TRICHLOROETHANE
WASTE CODE 9 1 6600
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
WASTE COOE 961S10
ABSORBANT. HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATED
COMPANY SUMMARY 37914
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS I I
DW0S4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING RePORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOl
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 19*0
2/20/92
PAGE 1S2
SHIPPER 3119] VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC DISTRICT O* REGION: 00 COUNTY 01S BEXAR
EPA 10 TX09*22«*3«2 BAS IN : OO
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
MRS* ....... . . > * a . . . . . > a « . . . • • • « • ...... ...... 1 .... . . 1 ......... ................................................ k. ........ .............
WASTE COOE 100630 OUAN. GENERATED
:austic WASTES
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
*
.
000 000 00 ( GALS ) OUAN. HANDLED: 7.9S7.S9S OO (GALS)
FACILITY: 02 TANK 1 S U B S U RF AC E
1
WASTEWATER PRETREATMENT BY 3-PHASE
RECORD : 9 1 2*0203
1
NUETRAL I ZATI
VASTE COOE 901930 OUAN GENERATED 00 (GALS
J
GENERATOR'S COMMENT 40000000 GALLONS TREATED.
OUAN HANDLED O 00 (GALS)
EST 20% CAUSTIC
RECORO 9 1 2602032
1CI0. INORGANIC
HANDLING T31 NEUTRALIZATION
FACILITY: 02 TANK ( S U B - S U R F A C E )
WASTEWATER PRETREATMENT BY 3-PHASE
GENERATOR'S COMMENT ON-SITE NEUTRALIZATION, NO
NUETRAL IZATI
KNOWN PH LESS THAN 2
VASTE COOE 91SBOO OUAN GENERATED:
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
so •43 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANOLED 5,000 00 (GALS)
FACILITY: 01 TANK I S U B - S U R F AC E )
RECORD : 9 1 2*02033
lANDLiNG S02 TANK WASTE SOLVENT STORAGE TANKLOCATEO IN VAULT
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: TEMPORARY TANK ADDED FOR BACK-UP STORAGE
VASTE COOE 100630 OUAN GENERATED:
AUSTIC WASTES
IANDLINC T67 ACTIVATEO SLUDGE
• . 000 ooo 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: 12.40S 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 10137 CITY OF SAN ANTONIO
GENERATOR'S COMMENT OCCATIONAL SLIGHTV CAUSTIC
RECORO
DISCHARGE
* 1 2*02034
TO POTW
'ASTE CODE: 901*30 OUAN GENERATED
CID
. I NORGAN I
C
oo 1 GALS I OUAN. HANOLED: 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER 10137 CITY OF SAN ANTONIO
RECORD : • 1 2602035
ANOLING T67 ACTIVATEO SLUDGE
'ASTE COOE 902710 OUAN GENERATED: SSO 00 (GALS) OUAN HANDLED: 220 00 (GALS) RECORD : 9 12*0203*
IOUIOS
.
AOUEOUS
ANOLING TSO BLENDING
RECEIVER: 3190S USPCI HYDROCARBON RE
ASTE CODE 91SS20 OUAN. GENERATED:
IlL. SPENT
ANOLING: TSO BLENDING
1 S5 00 ( GALS I OUAN HANDLED 55 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 31S0S USPCI HYOROCARBON RE
RECORD : 9 1 2602037
: ASTe COOE: 91(BOO OUAN GENERATED:
OLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
ao 943 00 ( GALS I OUAN HANOLED 20.625 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 3190S USPCI HYDROCARBON RE
RECORD : 9 1 2*0203*
ANOLING: TS4 DISTILLATION
ASTE COOE: 1104S0 OUAN GENERATED: 1 10 00 IGALS)
GENERATOR'S COMMENT ALSO TSO
OUAN. HANOLED 110 00 (GALS) RECORD : 920070204
IL. WASTE
ANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM. ETC 1
RECEIVER 3*1*3 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC
GENERATOR'S COMMENT FACILITY APPLIEO FOR, PENO ING TWC RESPONSE
ASTE COOE 11SS20 OUAN GENERATED
l!lL. SPENT
ANOLINC SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC )
oo ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED O 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER: 3*1*3 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC
RECORO : 92007020S
z
s
I
TEXAS WATER LUMMliilUN
SHIPPER MONITORINC REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 1*3
SHIPPER 38183 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC DISTRICT 08 REGION OO COUNTY PIS BEXAR
EPA 10 TX09S2284382
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
WASTE CODE 179760 OUAN GENERATED:
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC.
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER [BARREL. DRUM. ETC.)
S 47 ( TONS 1 OUAN HANDLED 2 92 (TONS)
RECEIVER: 38183 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC
GENERATORS COMMENT FACILITY APPLIED FOR.
RECORD 92007020$
PENDING TWC RESPONSE
WASTE COOE : 902710 OUAN GENERATED
L IOU IPS . AQUEOUS
550 OO (GALS) OUAN HANDLED 330 OO (GALS)
RECEIVER: 38183 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC
RECORD 920070207
HANOLINC: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC )
WASTE COOE 912520 OUAN GENERATED: O OO 1 GALS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT 4 ORUM LIO. 2 ORUM SOLIO. FACILITY APPLIED FOR
OUAN HANDLED: O 00 [ GALS ) RECORD 9 1 2BQ2Q39
MERCURY. LIQUID
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC )
RECE I VER 38183 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC
WASTE COOE: 914490 OUAN GENERATED:
PHOTO RESIST
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC )
00 ( GALS
)
OUAN HANDLED O OO (GALS)
RECEIVER 38183 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC
RECORO 912*02040
WASTE CODE
:
OIL SPENT
91SS20 OUAN GENERATED i 65 00 ( GALS ) OUAN HANDLED: I l O OO (GALS)
RECEIVER 38183 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC
RECORO 920070209
HANDLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC.)
WASTE CODE: 972210 OUAN. GENERATEO: OO 1 GALS I
GENERATOR'S COMMENT
OUAN HANDLED
FACILITY APPLIED FOR. PENDING TWC RESPONSE
O 00 ( GALS ) RECORD 9 1 280204
1
ERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
HANDLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM. ETC.)
RECEIVER: 38183 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC
WASTE CODE: 974*20 OUAN GENERATED:
ARSENI C TR IOX IDE
HANDLING: S01 CONTAINER (BARREL. DRUM. ETC.]
O OO (GALS) OUAN. HANOLED: O OO (GALS)
RECEIVER: 38183 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC
9 1 2*02042
WASTE COOE 91**00 OUAN GENERATEO
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
• O. 1*3 OO I GALS OUAN HANDLED: 55.063 00 (GALS)
RECEIVER DW1»« GIBRALTER CHEMICAL R
9
1
2*02043
HANDLING: DSO UNDERGROUND INJECTION
WASTE CODE: 179780 OUAN GENERATED: 6 47 | TONS )
GENERATOR'S COMMENT
OUAN HANOLED:
ALSO TSO
3 55 1 TONS
)
9 1 28020*4
PLANT REFUSE GENERAL MISC
HANDLING: T07 ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
RECEIVER: Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT MSP, HWY 90E, MORGAN CITY, LA098 1057706
WASTE CODE 916600 OUAN. GENERATEO:
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANDLING. T07 ROTARY KILN INCINERATOR
*0. 9*3 00 ( CALS OUAN. HANDLED: 55 00 (GALS) RECO
RECEIVER Z0022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
GENERATOR'S COMMENT MSP. HWY 90 E. MORGAN CITY LA09*1OS77O»
9 1 2*020*5
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I OWOSOO
I
PERIOD COVERED JAN 19*0 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/S
PACE tl
SHIPPER: 38183 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC DISTRICT 08 REGION: OO COUNTY 015 BEXAR
EPA 10 : TX09822843S2
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE : 9 1 6600
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANDLING TS3 SOLVENT RECOVERY
OUANT I TY
:
0.71 I TONS
)
RECEIVER: 31905 USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
REPORT DATE 0190
DATE RECE I VED 0105
TICKET: 001*00*1
RECORO: 900S902S
1ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS:
3190S USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
H I GHWAY
WASTE COOE : * 1 6600
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANOLINC T*3 SOLVENT RECOVERY
OUANT I TY I ,430.00 (GALS ) RECEIVER: 31*05 USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
REPORT OATE 0190
DATE RECEIVEO: 01Q5
TICKeT :
RECORD :
001*00'
90O5902
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS:
3190S USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
H I G HWA Y
WASTE CODE: 91**00 OU'
SOLVENT MIXTURE, SPENT
HANDLING: T«3 SOLVENT RECOVERY
7.0OO.O0 (CALS) RECEIVER: 31105 USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
REPORT DATE: 079O
OATE RECEIVED: 0730
TICKET :
RECORO :
001*01
• 1 1700*
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
:
403 1 2 U.S.
H I GHWAY
POLLUTION CONTROL.
WASTE COOE: 916600
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANDLING T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
OUANTITY ( . 100 00 (CALS ) RECEIVER: 31*05 USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
REPORT OATE: 0690
OATE RECEIVEO: 0*1 *
TICKET :
RECORD :
00 1 (01
903 1237
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS
403 12 U.S.
H ICHWAY
POLLUTION CONTROL. INC.
WASTE CODE 91SS20
OIL. SPENT
HANDLING: T63 SOLVENT RECOVERY
OUANT I TY 55. OO (GALSI RECEIVER: 31905 USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
REPORT OATE: 0790
DATE RECE I VEO : 071 7
T ICKET :
RECORD :
001*1
1
9032442
1ST TRANSPORTER:
METHOD OF TRANS:
40312 U.S. POLLUTION CONTROL, INC.
HIGHWAY
WASTE COOE 9 1 8*00
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANDLING T«3 SOLVENT RECOVERY
OUANT I TY 220. OO (GALS) RECEIVER: 31905 USPCI HYDROCARBON RECOVERY SER
REPORT DATE: 0790
DATE RECEIVED: 07 1 7
TICKET :
RECORO :
001*1
9032442
WASTE COOE : 9 1 SSOO
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
OUANT I TY * , 202 00 ( GALS I RECEIVER: 0W1S6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE 1290
T ICKET :
RECORD :
00 1 101
9 103501
HANDLING TSO BLENDING
WASTE CODE 9 1 6*00
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANOLINC TSO BLENDING
4.627 00 ( CALS
I
DATE RECEIVED : 1212
RECEIVER: DW 1 1 6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT OATE
:
DATE RECEIVED:
1 1 90
1 120
T I CKET : 00180' .
RECORD: 91O3S0I
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE l as
SHIPPER 31113 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC
EPA ID TX0912214342
DISTRICT 01 REGION: 015 BEXAR
BAS IN 00
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPED
WASTE CODE 9 16800
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANDLING TSO BLENDING
OUANT ITT S.3II.OO I GALS I RECEIVER 0W11S GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT OATE : 1190
DATE RECE I VED 1103
T ICKET
RECORD
OO 1 SO 1 17
I 103S09SS
WASTE COOE : 9 I S800
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
OUANT I TV : 5 , 490 00 I GALS I RECEIVER: DW1SS CI8RALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE 1090
T ICKET :
RECORD
OO I SO 1 3
1
903S301S6
HANDLING TSO BLENOING
WASTE COOE 91S8QO S . 312 . 00 [ GALS
)
DATE RECEIVED 1004
RECEIVER: OW 1 1 6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. 00 1 IP 1 37
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANDLING 010 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
REPORT DATE :
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0990
09 1 2
0W1B6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
RECORD 90305O7O9
WASTE CODE : 9 1 HOP 4 . 7 1 2 . 00 I GALS I
METHOD OF TRANS HIGHWAY
RECEIVER: 0WI16 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. 0018' 1 3 »
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANDLING: 010 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0S90
OS 1 7
Mill GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES
RECORD 90 19 10771
WASTE COOE: 918BOO 5 . OOP . 00 I GALS |
METHOO OF TRANS HIGHWAY
RECEIVER DW116 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. OP 1 1 I 1 73
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANDLING: DIP UNDERGROUND INJECTION
REPORT DATE :
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
04SP
P4 1 2
owns
9 1 119 1029
GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
WASTE CODE : 9 1 B1PP
METHOD OF TRANS HIGHWAY
4. 909. OP [GALS) RECEIVER: DW118 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. OP 1 1 1 1 IP
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANDLING 010 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECE I VEO :
1ST TRANSPORTER
039P
P3 1 4
DW116 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
9P1 220S 84
WASTE COOE : 9 1 68QO
METHOO OF TRANS HIGHWAY
4. ISO. 00 IGALS) RECEIVER: OW 1 1 6 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. 00181 114
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANDLING: DIP UNDERGROUND INJECTION
REPORT OATE:
OATE RECEIVED:
1ST TRANSPORTER
0290
02 19
0W118 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES,
RECORD 90 l 010301
WASTE COOE : 9 1 88PP OUANT I T
Y
SOLVENT MIXTURE, SPENT
HANDLING: 010 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
METHOO OF TRANS HIGHWAY
4.900 00 IGALS) RECEIVER 0W116 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
REPORT DATE:
OATE RECEIVED
1ST TRANSPORTER
019P
P127
DWI16 GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
T I CKET 00 1 8 1 1 17
RECORD: 9P212P793
METHOO OF TRANS HIGHWAY
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 111
SHIPPER 38183 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC
EPA 10 TXD982284382
DISTRICT OB REGION 00 COUNTY 01S BEXAR
BASIN: OO
WASTE REPORTED AS RECEIVED BUT NOT SHIPPEO
WASTE COOE 918SOO QUANTITY
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
HANDLING 010 UNDERGROUND INJECTION
S
.
BOO 00 ( GALS ) RECEIVER 0W116
REPORT OATE:
DATE RECEIVED:
1 ST TRANSPORTER
METHOD OF TRANS
IBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES. TICKET:
0190 RECORD :
01 22
0W18S GIBRALTER CHEMICAL RESOURCES.
H I GHWAY
001 8 1 189
900680306
SHIPPER 38183 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (0WO5OO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC I99Q
DISTRICT Q6
2/20/92
PACE 187
O 1 5 BEXAR
EPA ID TX09S22B43B2 BAS IN 00
WASTE REPORTED AS SHIPPEO ANO RECEIVED
WASTE COOE 179780
PLANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC
HANDL I NC . UNKNOWN
OUANT I TV : 1 97 (TONS) RECEIVER 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT OATE: 0990
DATE SHIPPED: 09 1 1
T ICKET :
RECORD
OOO 13215
9 1058244S
WASTE COPE 179760 1 32 1 TONS )
SHIPPER COMMENT: MSP-HWY 90 E MORGAN CITY LA
RECEIVER: 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER TICKET OQ9600S6
PLANT REFUSE.
HANDL I NG
:
GENERAL MISC .
UNKNOWN
REPORT OATE:
OATE SHIPPEO:
SHIPPER COMMENT
0390
0328
MSP HWY 90 E
RECORD 9017707S8
MORGAN CITY LAD9810S770
WASTE COOE : 9 1 6600
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
25 ITONS) RECEIVER 20022 LOUISIANA RECEIVER
REPORT DATE 0390
T ICKET
RECORO
009S00S8
90 1 7707S7
HANOL I NG OATE SHIPPEO
SHIPPER COMMENT
0328
MSP HWY 90 E MORGAN CITY LA0981OS77O
0WOS4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
PACE
2/20/Bi
11
38183 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE CODE 100630
CAUSTIC WASTES
33 . 360 52 33 . 308
WASTE COOE : 1 1O450
OIL. WASTE
1
WASTE COOE 1 1S520
OIL. SPENT 1
WASTE CODE: 179760
PLANT REFUSE. GeNERAL MISC
6 4 3 '
WASTE COOE 901930
ACID. INORGANIC !
WASTE COOE: 902710
LIQUIDS. AOUEOUS
2 1 1
WASTE CODE: 912S20
MERCURY. LIOUID 1
WASTE COOE: 914490
PHOTO RESIST
WASTE COOE. 91SS20
OIL. SPENT
1
WASTE COOE: 9 16600
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
336 3 1 7 2 1
WASTE COOE: 972210
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
WASTE COOE: 974820
ARSENIC TRIOXIDE
1
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVEREO JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
38183 VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE COOE TOTAL CENERATED SH I PPEO OFF -SITE MANACED ON-SITE
COMPANY SUMMARY 38183
TOTAL VOLUME
CLASS I EPA HA2AR00US
OTHER CLASS I
CLASS II
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLIO WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOO COVEREOr JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1190
2/20/92
PACE 190
SHIPPER: 39SI8 TECCOR ELECTRONICS INC ISTRICT COUNTY 0S7 DAL LAS
EPA 10 TX0OO7359S24 BAS IN 00
ANNUAL WASTE SUMMARY
liST! COOE: 100800 OUAN CENERATED:
ICIO. HYDROFLUORIC
IAN0LING SO) CONTAINER [BARREL, ORUM.
O . 00 ( TONS 1
ETC
)
OUAN HANDLED 0.00 (TONS)
RECEIVER 39S18 TECCOR ELECTRONICS I
GENERATOR'S COMMENT: PROCESS NOT YET AT CAPACITY USE
RECORD : 9
1
1003G7 1
(ASTE COOE: 900870
,CID, MIXED
OUAN GENERATEO 00 ( TONS
)
OUAN HANDLEO: 00 (TONS)
RECEIVER 39519 TECCOR ELECTRONICS I
RECORD 9 I 10O3672
IANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM, ETC I
'ASTE COOE: 910090 OUAN GENERATEO O . OO ( TONS 1 OUAN HANDLED O 00 I TONS I RECORD 9 1Q03873ITONE
ANGLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, ORUM. ETC )
RECEIVER: 39S18 TECCOR ELECTRONICS I
'ASTE COOE: 910100 OUAN GENERATED:
OLVENTS, SPENT
ANOLING: SOI CONTAINER (BARREL. ORUM.
O OO ( TONS OUAN HANDLED O 00 (TONS)
RECEIVER: 39S1S TECCOR ELECTRONICS I
ETC
)
RECORD 9 I 1003974
ASTE CODE: 913230 OUAN
HOTOCRAPHIC OEVELOPER
GENERATED O OO (TONS) OUAN. HANOLED: O 00 (TONS)
RECEIVER 39S19 TECCOR ELECTRONICS I
RECORD 9 1003S7S
ANOLING SOI CONTAINER (BARREL, DRUM, ETC )
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
0WO542 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
)
2/20/92
PAGE 1 9
1
39S18 TECCOR ELECTRONICS INC
COMPANY TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SH
I
PPED OFF -SITE
ItllSllttltlllll
MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE CODE l 00800
AC I D . H YOROPLUOR I
C
WASTE CODE 9006TO
ACID . MI XEO
WASTE CODE 910090
ACETONE
WASTE COOE 910100
SOLVENTS, SPENT
WASTE COOE: 913230
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
COMPANY SUMMARY: 395 18
............... .........
TOTAL VOLUME :
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS :
OTHER CLASS I :
CLASS II :
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
0WO542 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1*90 THRU OEC 1*90
2/20/r
PAGE 19
REPORT TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE CODE: lOOOSO
...............
AC 10 . NITRIC 1 HN03
)
WASTE COOE: 100060
il
! SI
ACID. HYDROCHLORIC (HCL)
WASTE COOE: 100070
1 hi
1
~
ACID, PHOSPHORIC (H3P04)
WASTE CODE. 100130 1 1
AMMONIUM HYORDXIOE (NH40HI
WASTE CODE: 100*30 33.360 S2
1 ll:
33.30* ! !!l
CAUSTIC WASTES
WASTE COOE: 100710 2,039^.30* 2 .039 . 30* ! 8U
WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS ( DOMES T I C - I NDUSTR I AL GRAOE)
WASTE COOE: 100770
»
! nil
NICKEL SULFATE
WASTE COOE: 100*00 1 1
1 in
1 a
ACID. HYDROFLUORIC
WASTE COOE: 101100 11* 1 14
Hi!
_) !!t
PLATING SOLUTION. NICKEL
WASTE COOE: 101*90
1 III!
51
PHOTOGRAPHIC OEVEtoPER
WASTE CODE: 1017(0
l ii,
la
PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER WASTE
WASTE COOE: 1022O0 S S
i an
j
in
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
WASTE CODE: 102340 1 1
»!!1
j
B
AMMONIUM FLUORIDE
WASTE CODE: 102*90
Ills-
1 a
WASTEWATER
WASTE CODE 102720 25 25
|l|;
III
ACID. HVOROFLUORIC
, NEUTRALIZED WITH SODIUM HVOROXIDE
WASTE COOE. 102990 IS. 299 1 S . 299
it
1 EL
RI NSEWATER/WASTEWATER l ii
¥05 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I0WOSOO)
PERIOO COVERED JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
PAGE 193
( TONS
)
TOTAL GENERATEO SH
I
PPED OFF - S I TE MANAGED ON-SITE
ISTE CODE I037SO
«*«*»*»
MO, METAl CLEANING. SPENT
tSTI COOE 10S0S0 557.83 1 SS7 . 83
1
ISTEWATER. ACID
ISTE CODE 1OS3O0 4 4
rCH INC SOLUTION
ISTE COOE: 10(320 ' '
ITIFREE2E
ISTE CODE 1 090S0
ISTE WATER, INDUSTRIAL
ISTE COOE : 1 10*50
CONTAINS ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
8 8
L. WASTE
iSTE COOE : 1 10490 7 7
L . LUBRICATING
STE CODE : t 10750 1 '
ID, ACETIC IHAC)
STE COOE : 1 1 1 1 30 1 1
L . PETROLEUM
STE COOE : 1 1 1 1 SO 1 7 1 7
OTO RESIST STRIPPER
STE COOE : 1 1 2420 2 1 1 6 5
THVL PYRROLIDONE
STE COOE : 1 1 3700 1 1
S IN WASTE . L IOUIO
STE COOE : 1 15520
L. SPENT
STE COOE : 1 1 (920 1
L. COMPRESSOR
STE COOE : 1 17730
L, VACUUM PUMP, WITH MCL
STE COOE 1 49990
N EXCHANGE RESIN
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I OWOSOO
I
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
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PORT TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
STE CODE: 150950
B WASTE
STE COOE : 15 1 950
ILL BOTTOMS
STE COOE: 152*50 5 5
OXY RESIN
STE COOE: 170150
OIUM HVOROXIOE (NAOH)
STE COOE : 17 1120
AD WASTE
STE COOE: 1723CO
ST, ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR
STE CODE: 172*70 4 *
L FILTERS
STE COOE: 17*9(0
LOERING WASTES
STE COOE: 177750
ESEL CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
STE CODE : 1 78400
(PACKS
STE COOE: 1792*0 2 2
NTAINERS. CHEMICAL CONTAMINATED
STE COOE: 179370 S (
BESTOS CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
STE CODE: 179390 2( 28
BESTOS INSULATON
STE COOE 179*50 * 4
NTA I NERS , EMPTY
STE COOE 1 797(0 ( 4 3
ANT REFUSE. GENERAL MISC
STE CODE : 1 79(50
IL. ORGANIC CHEMICALS CONTAMINATED
DW0S42 SHIPPER
INOUSTRIAL SOL
PERIOD COVERED
MON I TOR I NG REPORT
WASTE SYSTEM ( OWOSOO
)
JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
PAGE
2/20/92
195
REPORT TOTALS BV WASTE CODE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATEO SH
I
PPED OFF -S I TE MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE CODE t»O790
**«««**«•««««*«
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
WASTE CODE: 182330
EPOXV RESIN (CURED)
WASTE CODE 1*4530
AC ID , OXAL I
C
WASTE COOE: 900040 503 5 1 4 29
ACID. SULFUR I
C
WASTE COOE: 9000S0 25 25
ACID . NITRIC ( HN03
)
WASTE CODE 900010 2 2
ACID, HVDROCHLORIC (HCL)
WASTE COOE: 900130 7 7
AMMONIUM HVOROXIOE (NH40H)
WASTE COOE: 9001S0
ACIO
.
NEUTRAL I ZED
WASTE COOE: 9OOI90 6 S i
ACIO. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
WASTE COOE: 900430
CVANIOE BEARING WASTES
WASTE COOE: 900S00 24 24
SALTS, MIXED IN SOLUTION (NACL. KC L
.
NH«C L . C AC L 2 . B AC L 2
)
WASTE COOE: 90O5SO 1 1
LAB WASTE. AOUEOUS
WASTE COOE. 900BT0 2 1 2 1
1
AC 10 . MI XED
WASTE COOE: 900710 1 25
.
S5B 1 25 . 55B
1
WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS ( OOMES T I C I NOUS TR I AL ERAOEI
WASTE COOE: 900720
STRIPPING SOLUTION. ELECTROLYTIC
WASTE COOE: 900000 94B 5 94B
ACIO. HYDROFLUORIC 1
TeXAS WATER COMMISSION
0WOS4 2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SVSTEM (OWOSOO)
PERIOD COVEREO: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1B90
PAGE
2/20/BI
REPORT TOTALS BY WASTE COOE [TONS] TOTAL GENERATEO SHIPPEO OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
sssssss*s*sa«s«
WASTE CODE 900970
ACID SOLUTION. MIXED METAL SALTS '
WASTE COOE : 901 100 1 1
PLATING SOLUTION. NICKEL
WASTE COOE . 901 1 10 47 47
CLEANING SOLUTION. ACIO ANO/OR CAUSTIC
WASTE COOE: 901240 2,334 2 . 340 1 1
ACIO. SPENT
WASTE CODE 90 19 3O
ACIO. INORGANIC '
WASTE COOE. 902090
ETCHANT, ALKALINE
WASTE CODE: B021S0 1
FLUX. SPENT
WASTE COOE: 902710 2 1 1
LIOUIOS. AOUEOUS
WASTE COOE: 9034BO
PLATING BATH SOLUTION
WASTE CODE: 9052BO 6 B
CAUSTIC. METALS CONTAINING
WASTE COOE 905SOO 1 1
ACIO, CHROMIC AND SULFURIC 1
WASTE CODE: 905950 IJ5I 1.158 1
ETCHANT CONTAINING FLOURIOES 1 HI
WASTE CODE: 90SS20 1 1
1
»'
TR ICHLOROETHANE CONTAMINATED L I OU I 1 III
WASTE COOE: 90BS40 439 439
-
:
ETCHING SOLUTION. ACIO "'
WASTE COOE. 908550
-
OIL AND SOLVENT. IN WATER
WASTE COOE 90B740 -
SPILL, MISCELLANEOUS CHEMICAL
z
1
1
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
0WO5 4 2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM I0W0SOOI
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
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REPORT TOTALS BY WASTE CODE ITONSI TOTAL GENERATED SH
I
PPED OFF -SITE MANACED ON-SITE
,,....,...... ............... KIMSItllllllll
WASTE CODE 909 1*0 3 2
SOLVENTS (ORG) ACIDS (INORG)
WASTE CODE 909S20 70S ,78 1 70s .78 1
WASTEWATER. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS, HYOROCARBON CONTAINING
WASTE CODE : 9 1001
1
XVLENE SPENT
WASTE CODE 9 1 OO30
XYLENE/XYLOL
WASTE CODE 9 10050 1 1
METHYL ETHYL KETONE
WASTE CODE 910090 27 27
ACETONE
WASTE COOE 9 10 IOO 478) SOS 29
SOLVENTS, SPENT
WASTE CODE 9 101 20
PAINT SOLVENTS
WASTE COOE: 910130 1 3 1 3
DECREASER
WASTE CODE 910620 3 3
ALCOHOL
.
ISOPROPVL
WASTE CODE 910950
PAINT WASTE, LIOUIO
WASTE COOE 9 10870
METHYLENE CHLORIOE
WASTE CODE : 9 1 10S0
METHANOL
WASTE COOE 9 1 1 1 SO * 1 36 6
SOLVENTS. HALOCENATED
WiS TE COOE : 9 1 1 1 TO 2 2
PERCHLOROETHYLENE
WASTE CODE 9 1 1 1 SO
PHOTO RESIST STRIPPER
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU OEC 1990
2/20/92
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REPORT TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATEO SHIPPEO OFF-SI TE MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE COOE 9 1 1 S20 1 1
FLUX
. SOLOERING
WASTE COOE 9 1 1900 S 4 1
OIL, ARSENIC CONTAMINATED
WASTE COOE : 9 1 2O10 4 3
FREON
WASTE CODE 9 1 2S20
MERCURY, LIOUIO
WASTE CODE 912670 6 4 2
SOLVENTS. ORGANIC. AND PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS
WASTE COOE 913230 22S 86 139
PHOTOGRAPHIC OEVELOPER
IwASTE COOE 9 1 3700
ttCSIN WASTE. LIOUIO
[WASTE COOE : 9 1 38 10
SEALANT
1 WASTE COOE 9 13860 1 3 1 3
•OLVENTS. NON-HALOGENATEO
[
VASTE COOE 9 1 4280 1 1
llSOPROPANOL MIXTURE
[
VASTE COOE 9 1*3 10
I 'THANOLAMI NES
[
VASTE COOE. 91*3*0 1 1
IkRSENIC CONTAMINATED LIOUIO
VASTE CODE 9 1 *3S0 1 1
'REON
.
FLUX
.
TH I NNER
" VASTE CODE : 9 1 4490 274 260 23
' »H0T0 RES 1ST
»ASTE CODE 9 1 S020 1
1 I Chl OROETHANE
L MSTE CODE 9 1SS20 9 8
' II L , SPENT
0WOS4 2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOD COVERED: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/9
PACE 19 i
REPORT TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONSI TOTAL GENERATED SH
I
PPEO OFF -S I TE MANAGED ON-SITE
aaaaasaaaaaaaaa
WASTE CODE 915110
01 L AND SOLVENT
WASTE CODE 915820
METHYL ALCOHOL WITH ARSENIC
WASTE CODE: 9I58SO J 7
TRI CHLOROETHANE
WASTE CODE : 9 ISS90 »
.
8
TRICHLOROETHYLENE
WASTE COOE : 9 1 6*00
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
WASTE COOE 9 16510 * 3
PAINT STRI PPER
WASTE COOE: 916SOO .,.*" 478 2 1
SOLVENT MIXTURE. SPENT
WASTE COOE 916940 S 5
PAINT AND SOLVENTS
WASTE COOE : 9 1 7070
FUEL
WASTE COOE: 917740
ETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOBUTYL ETHER
WASTE CODE : 9 19240 2 2
OIL. HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATED
WASTE COOE : 9 199 10
TONERS AND CONCENTRATES
WASTE COOE: 940220 4(1 48 1
CAUSTIC LIOUID WASTES
WASTE CODE: 940S90 24 24
S I L ICA-SANO SLURRY
WASTE CODE 94 1190 1 1
LAPPING COMPOUND
WASTE CODE 942720 13 1 3
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGE FROM ELECTROPLATING
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
0WOS4 2 SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INOUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (DWOSOO)
PERIOO COVEREO: JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/1
PACE 2c
REPORT TOTALS BY WASTE COOE (TONS) TOTAL GENERATED SHIPPED OFF-S I TE MANAGED ON-SITE
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
WASTE COOE 943000
PLATING SOLUTION. CYANIDE
WASTE COOE: 9431SO
GOLD BEARINC SLUOGE
WASTE COOE : 9S01 10 S S
PAINT SLUOCE. OIL AND/OR SOLVENT BASE
WASTE CODE : 9S09SO 8 8
LAB WASTE
WASTE COOE : 952250
TANK BOTTOMS. ACIDIC
WASTE CODE: 9701SO 10 10
SODIUM HYOROXIDE INAOHI
WASTE CODE: 970720
SOLDER DROSS (TIN-LEAO)
WASTE CODE: 972210
MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS
WASTE COOE: 972720 11 10
ARSENIC CONTAMINATED MATERIAL
WASTE COOE : 974 1 10
METAL CONTAMINATED WASTE
WASTE CODE: 974420
ARSENIC TRIOXIOE
WASTE COOE 978400 2 4
LAB-PACKS
WASTE COOE: 97SS10 1 1
SPILL CLEANUP
WASTE CODE 978850
MERCURY CONTAMINATED S0L10
WASTE CODE 979 130 IS 1 8
LEAO CONTAMINATED WASTE. SOLIO
WASTE COOE 980740
POL YURETHANE
BOS 4 2
TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
SHIPPER MONITORING REPORT
INDUSTRIAL SOLID WASTE SYSTEM (0WO5OOI
PERIOD COVERED JAN 1990 THRU DEC 1990
2/20/92
PACE 201
REPORT TOTALS BY WASTE CODE (TONSI TOTAL CENERATEO SHIPPED OFF-SITE MANAGED ON-SITE
WASTE CODE 9 SOT 9 4 4
SOLVENT CONTAMINATED SOLID MATERIAL
WASTE COOE •• 1 5 10 1 9 1 S
ASSORBANT, HVOROCARBON CONTAMINATED
WASTE CODE 982930
EPOXV RESIN (CUREO)
WASTE COOE 983 140
FILTER MEOIA, CONTAMINATED
WASTE CODE 9434*0 1
RAGS. CONTAMINATED
WASTE CODE 983780 1 '
TRASH AND DEBRIS
REPORT SUMMARY
sas*s*ssssa**sa «»««**««
TOTAL VOLUME 3 , 448 . 1 47 3 . 4S2 . 83S 35 . 445
CLASS I EPA HAZARDOUS 442 . 102 440.087 2.147
OTHER CLASS I : 2
.
64G
.
OSS 2.612, 748 33.317
CLASS II :

APPENDIX D
Appendix D is the supporting data for Figures 6, 7, and 8.
The data includes the major chemicals released by the
California Semiconductor Industry for years 1987 through 1990
to the Air, POTW , and Off-Site respectively.
D
D-l
II*
APPENDIX D
Figure 6 Chemicals:
1,1, 1-Trichlo roethane
1,1,2-Trichl o roethane
1,1, 4-Trichlorobenzene
1,2-Dichl orobenzene
2-Ethoxyethanol
Acetone
Ammonia
Ammonium Sulfate (soln)
Chlorine
Dichloromethane
Ethylene Glycol
Freon 113
Glycol Ethers
Hydrochloric Acid
Hydrogen Fluoride
Isopropyl Alcohol
Lindane
Methanol
Methyl Ethyl' Ketone
Nitric Acid
Phenol
Phosphoric Acid
Sulfuric Acid
Tetrachloroethylene
Trichloroethylene
o-Xylene
p-Xylene
Nitrate (soln)
Sulfate (soln)
Figure 7 Chemicals:
1,1,1-Trichl o roethane
1,1, 2-Trichloroethane
1,2, 4-Trichlorobenzene
2-Ethoxyethanol
Acetone
Ammonia
Ammonia
Ammonia
Copper
Copper Compound
Cyanide Compound
Ethylene Glycol
Freon 113
Glycol Ethers
Hydrochloric Acid
Hydroquinone
Isopropyl Alcohol
Lead Compound
Methanol
Nickel Compound
Nitric Acid
Phenol
Phosphoric Acid
Sulfuric Acid
o-Xylene
p-Xylene
Zinc Compound
Figure 8 Chemicals:
1,1,1-Trichl o roe thane
1,1, 2-Trichloroethane
1,2, 4-Trichloroethane
1 , 2 -Dichl orobenzene
2-Ethoxyethanol
Acetone
Ammonium Sulfate (soln)
Copper Compound
Dichl oromethane
Ethylene Glycol
Freon 113
Glycol Ethers
Hydrochloric Acid
Hydrogen Fluoride
Isopropyl Alcohol
Lead
Lead Compound
Methanol
Methyl Ethyl Ketone
Nickel Compound
Nitric Acid
Phenol
Phosphoric Acid
Sulfuric Acid
Tetrachloroethylene
Toluene
Xylene (mixed isomers)
Zinc compound
D>
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